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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
JULY 7, 1993
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University convened at 3:53 p.m., in the Board Room of Magna Group, Inc.,
Highway 40 and Brentwood Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri. In the absence of the
regular Secretary, the Chair appointed Harris Rowe to serve as Secretary p_ro
tern. The following members of the Board were present:
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
'William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chai^
The following members were absent:
B. Barnard Birger
John Brewster
George T. Wi 1 kins , Jr., Secretary
Also present were Dr. James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University, Dr. John C. Guyon, President, SIUC, and Mr. C. Richard Gruny, Board
Legal Counsel
.
A quorum was present.
Mr. Norwood moved that the Board go into closed session to consider
information regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of employees or
officers, and adjourn directly from the closed session with no action having
been taken. The motion was duly seconded. The motion carried by the following
recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'Esposito, Mark A. Kochan, William R. Norwood,
Harris Rowe, A. D. VanMeter, Jr.; nay, none.
The meeting adjourned at 5:38 p.m.
HarrTVRowe, Secretarry pro tern
July 8, 1993
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
JULY 8, 1993
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, July 8, 1993, at 10:30 a.m. in the
Ballroom of the University Center, Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, Edwardsville, Illinois. The regular Chairman and Secretary being
present, the meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board
were present:
B. Barnard Birger
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chairman
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following member was absent:
John Brewster
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
David Werner, Vice-President and Provost, SIUE
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. Richardbruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE: Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connection
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of the
Board of Trustees.
The Chairman introduced Roger Hines, representing the SIUC Civil
Service Employees Council; Mike Spiwak, President of the SIUC Undergraduate
Student Government; and Marybelle Keim, representing the SIUC Graduate Council.
The Chairman reported that Mr. Norwood is one of eight persons to be
inducted into the SIU Intercollegiate Athletic Hall of Fame during ceremonies
on September 10 and 11. He continued that Mr. Norwood had guided the Saluki
football team to back-to-back winning seasons in 1957 and 1958, the first time
that had been done in 26 years.
The Chairman announced that pursuant to notice the Board of Trustees
had held a special meeting at approximately 3:30 p.m. in the Board Room of
Magna Group, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri, on Wednesday, July 7, 1993. He
continued that the only public portion of the meeting consisted of a motion to
close the meeting to the public for the purpose of considering information
regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of employees or officers.
He stated that the occasion was the annual evaluation of President John Guyon,
pursuant to the Statutes of the Board . He stated that the session was very
positive and an excellent review, but that they hadn't finished. He stated
that the Board had asked that Dr. Guyon 's review be continued at the September
meeting, with the Chancellor's final review coming in October. He said there
would be appropriate notices given of these meetings.
The Chairman stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board of
Trustees had had breakfast with Dr. John Meisel from SIUE. He continued that
Dr. Meisel is the Chairperson of the search committee for the President of
SIUE.
The Chairman recognized Dr. David Werner, Vice-President and Provost,
SIUE, in President Lazerson's absence.
The Chairman read the following letter from Corey Bradford, SIUE
Student Trustee:
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Please accept this letter as my official resignation from the Board
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Mr. VanMeter stated that the Board reluctantly accepts this
resignation. He asked the Executive Secretary to have an appropriate
resolution prepared for presentation to Mr. Bradford.
The Chairman introduced Mark A. Kochan, the newly-elected Student
Trustee from SIUC.
The Chairman explained that Mr. Brewster's son was ill and in the
hospital. He stated that they hoped he would recover very, very soon and
wished him the very best.
Under Committee Reports, Dr. Wilkins submitted the following
Executive Committee Report:
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
d a
By. ac1
;
ion at th e May 13, 1993, meeting of the Board of Trustees, the
Board authorized the members of the Executive Committee of the Board to award a
contract for the capital project, Vadalabene Center Roof Replacement, SIUE.
I he following matter was so approved and is reported to the Board at this timepursuant to III Byl aws 1:
AWARD OF CONTRACT: VADALABENE CENTER ROOF REPLACEMENT, SIUE
Summary
This matter approves the award of contract in connection with the
capital project, Vadalabene Center Roof Replacement, SIUE. The project will
replace a portion of the roof on the Vadalabene Center for Health, Recreation,
ana Physical Education. Funding for the project, in the amount of $156,000,
will be from state appropriations to the University.
A summary of bids received is attached for information.
Rationale for Adoption
At its May 13, 1993 meeting, the Board approved the project, the
project budget, and the plans and specifications for the project. SIUE's Plant
Operations prepared the cost estimates and plans and specifications for the
project. Because of the nature of the project, an outside architectural and
engineering firm was not required.
The bids received are within budget and award of the contract is now
timely.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the members of the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois University, That:
(1) A contract in the amount of $143,420 be and is approved for
award to Bade Roofing and Sheet Metal, St. Louis, Missouri, for
all work in connection with the project.
(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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BIDDING SUMMARY SHEET
ROOF REPLACEMENT
VADALABENE CENTER
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
Bids taken at 2:30 p.m., June 15, 1993
PROPOSED AWARDER BASE BID
Bade Roofing & Sheet Metal
2806 Lemay Ferry Road
St. Louis, MO 63125
T°tal Md $143,420.00
Plus contingency
n.soo.nn
TOTAL COST OF WORK $154,920.00
Time to complete: 90 days
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ROOF REPLACEMENT
VADALABENE CENTER
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
(side)
ROOF WORK
BASE BID
Bade Roofing I Sheet Metal
2806 Lemay Ferry Road
St. Louis, NO 63125 (^$143, 420.0o)
AAA Insulation & Roofing
612 S. Third Street
Belleville, IL 62220 $150,060.00
Werner Brothers, Inc.
P.O. Box 457
Herculaneu*. NO 63048 $156,841.00
Anerican Construction ft Energy
P.O. Box 426
Belleville, IL 62222 $160,867.00
Kehrer Bros. Roofing
P.O. Box 157
Hew Memphis, IL 62266 . $162,155.00
Osborne Roofing Co.
1000 Watson Road, Ste 115
St. Louis, NO 63126 $164,608.00
C. Martin Roofing Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 710
Fenton, MO 63026 ! $170,462.00
Bi -State Roof System Inc.
600 Glover
Valley Park. NO 63080 $176,720.00
Lakeside Roofing Company
3649 Highway 162
Granite City, IL 62040 $189,520.00
_
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Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the Finance Committee, stated that the
Committee had met this morning in the Mississippi-Illinois Room of the
University Center. She gave the following report:
We discussed the status report of the 1994 budget which we learned
!
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5/ot /e been decided upon. We're still waiting for more information onthat. I hope that by September we will have something more concrete todiscuss. We would like to recommend that Board agenda item GG, Operating RAMP
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19f\be appr°Ved and placed on the omnibus motioni l discussion involved the completion of the bond sale and its very
successful marketing at a low interest rate.
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
the following report:
We considered one item, Board agenda item II, Approval of Plans andSpecifications and Award of Contract: Exterior Painting, Student Recreation
Center, Phase I, SIUC. We'd like for that to be placed on the omnibus motion.
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
gave the following report:
we had three notice items which will come back to us in September
une was on Arts and Sciences, one was a Master of Science Degree Program inComputing and Information Systems, and the third was a Specialist Degree, Major
in Psychology. We had some discussion on the Arts and Sciences proposal. ^We
appreciate the input that Dr. Spurgeon gave us, from the Facultv Senate's point
ot view. We had recommendations for approval of new program requests: J,
?S Me j-*f Science in Accountancy Degree Program, School of Business, SIUE; and
^Modification of the Major in General Science and Mathematics to General
science Education, Bachelor of Science Degree Program, Schools of Education and
Sciences, SIUE. We recommend those items for the omnibus motion. There was
one new program request at SIUC, Item L, Establishment of New Educational Unit:
uepartment o. Neurology, School of Medicine. The following terminations wer<=>
approved and we ask that they be placed on the omnibus motion: M, Termination
ot the Certificate Programs in Pedodontics, Periodontology, and Prosthodontics
,
school of Dental Medicine, SIUE: N, Termination of the Master of Arts/Master of
Science Degree Program, Major in Political Science, School of Social Sciences,
MUt; 0, Termination of the Bachelor of Science Deqree Program, Major in
Kecreation, School of Education, SIUE; P, Termination " of the Master of Art<
uegree Program, Major in Philosophy and the Specialization in Women's Studies,
bcnool of Humanities, SIUE; Q, Termination of the Bachelor of Science Degrpe
Program, Major in Physical Science Education, Schools of Education and
sciences, SIUE; R, Termination of the Doctor of Education Degree Program, Majorm Instructional Process, School of Education, SIUE: S, Abolition of th* Master
12
of Science Degree in Statistics, Department of Mathematics, College of Science,
SIUC; T, Abolition of the Master of Arts Degree in Zoology, Department of
Zoology, College of Science, SIUC; U, Abolition of the Master of Arts Degree in
Plant Biology, Department of Plant Biology, College of Science, SIUC; V,
Abolition of the Renewal Institute for Practicing Educators, College of
Education, SIUC; W, Abolition of the Ph.D. Degree in Higher Education, College
of Education, SIUC; X, Abolition of the M.S. Degree in Community Development,
College of Liberal Arts, SIUC; Y, Abolition of the Ph.D. Degree in Communi-
cation Disorders and Sciences, College of Communications and Fine Arts, SIUC;
Z, Abolition of the Ph.D. Degree in Molecular Science, Graduate School, SIUC;
AA, Abolition of the Law Enforcement Associate in Applied Science Degree,
College of Technical Careers, SIUC; BB, Abolition of the Avionics Technology
Associate in Applied Science Degree, College of Technical Careers, SIUC; CC,
Abolition of the Computer Information Processing Associate in Applied Science
Degree, College of Technical Careers, SIUC; DD, Abolition of the College of
Communications and Fine Arts; the Creation of a College of Mass Communication
and Media Arts; and the Reallocation of Units to the College of Liberal Arts
and the College of Education, SIUC; EE, Reorganization of Public Service Units,
SIUE; and HH, Resource Allocation and Management Program (RAMP) Planning
Documents, Fiscal Year 1995: Executive Summary; Planning Statements, Program
Reviews, Review of Undergraduate Education, New Program Request, Program and
Insti- tutional Budget Requests, SIUE; Planning Statements, Program Reviews,
Institutional Support Budget Requests, SIUC, including the School of Medicine.
We had a discussion of the Abolition of the Ph.D. Degree in Higher Education,
College of Education, SIUC. We appreciate the input from Dr. Keim, Dr. Yopp,
Vice-President Shepherd, and Dean Beggs. An information report was provided
for Approval of New Programs, Reasonable and Moderate Extensions, Requests for
Off-Campus Program Locations, and Academic Program Suspensions. We had a PQP
update, draft productivity reports, which will be coming back to us in
September.
Under Executive Officer Reports, President Guyon acknowledged the
campus activity during the course of the past year regarding the lengthy agenda
before the Academic Matters Committee. He stated that the PQP response
represents an unbelievable effort on the part of the SIU Carbondale faculty and
staff. He continued that it was important to recognize that publicly and to
say thank you. He explained that the constituency heads had functioned
beautifully and the University had responded. He continued that they had moved
from anger through denial to acceptance in a relatively short period of time
and got the job done. He said that he thought the reports were satisfactory in
meeting the needs of the PQP response. He explained that if the creation of a
College of Mass Communication and Media Arts is approved he wanted the Board to
July 8, 1993
know that the faculty and staff of that unit had already received a major grant
from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting to enhance the broadcasting and
production facilities in the Radio-Television area. He said they should be
congratulated for that.
Dr. Werner noted that the next time the Board meets at SIUE it will
be operating on semesters. He wished to thank the faculty and staff of the
University and particularly Professor Denny who had guided the process for the
last several years to make it a smooth one. He noted the retirement this month
of John Reiner. He explained that Mr. Reiner had served the University for
over 25 years and was instrumental in the preparation of many of the budgetary
and applicable planning matters brought before the Board.
Chancellor Brown gave a brief summary of the Fiscal Year 1994 budget
situation. He stated he wished he knew more about the budget situation. He
continued that if the appropriation bill is not agreed upon and authorized by
payroll time, July 16, SIU has taken steps to investigate with banks and
financial institutions ways to handle any problems our employees might run into
on this. He explained that no agreements had been made, but he wanted to
reassure people that they would not be caught strapped because of some inaction
on the budget matter. He stated that the SIUE Presidential Search schedule
looks like a realistic but ambitious program. He stated the committee was very
energetic and effective.
The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion and
he proposed that, after discussion, there would be taken up the following
matters:
14
REPORTS OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS ,
may, mr, siuc and siuf:
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Roar d C,
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the month of
May, 1993, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of this meeting,
copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees, and these
reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minutes of the
Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee.
INFORMATION REPORT: APPROVAL OF NEW PROGRAMS, REASONABLE
AND MODERATE EXTENSIONS, REQUESTS FOR OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAM
LOCATIONS, AND ACADEMIC PROGRAM SUSPENSIONS
'
July 1, 1992 through June 30, 1993
Program Expansions :
SIUC
Addition of a Computer Engineering Specialization in the Bachelor of
Science in Electrical Engineering Degree Program, College of
Engineering (approved by Board of Trustees 5/93; sent to IBHE)
SIUE
Addition of the Actuarial Science Specialization and the Applied
Mathematics Specialization, Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
Degree Program, Major in Mathematical Studies, School of Sciences
(approved by the Chancellor 4/28/93; sent to IBHE)
Off-Campus Program Location Approvals
SIUE
Bachelor of Science in Nursing in the Shawnee Community College
District 531. (Approved by IBHE 1/5/93)
Program Abolitions
SIUC
Abolition of the Learning Resources Tenure Unit Within Library
Affairs (approved by Board of Trustees 11/92; sent to IBHE)
Abolition of the Conservation Archaeology Concentration, Master of
Arts in Anthropology, College of Liberal Arts (approved by Board of
Trustees 7/92)
Abolition of the Civil Engineering Technology Specialization in the
Engineering Technology major (approved by Chancellor 10/92; approved
by IBHE 10/27/92)
July 8, 1993
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Abolition of the Academic Administration and Fiscal AffairsAdministration Concentrations in Higher Education, College ofEducation (approved by Board of Trustees 12/92; sent to IBHE)
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Program Abolitions, SIUC (cont'd.)
Elimination of Concentrations in the M.A. in Applied Linguistics andChanging the M.A in English as a Foreign Language Degree T tie othe MA. in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
, College
of Liberal Arts (approved by Board of Trustees 2/93; sent to IBHE)
Abolition of the Adult Education Concentration in the M S inS .o"9ree p™gram, College of Education (approved by Boar'd ofTrustees 3/9j; approved by IBHE 4/93)
Abolition of the Educational Administration and InstructionalSupervision Concentrations in the Master's Degree in Educational
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Co11e 9 e of Education (approvedby Board of Trustees 5/93; sent to IBHE)
Abolition of the Forest Science Specialization, Bachelor of Scipnc^
in Forestry College of Agriculture (approved by Board of Trustees
o/yj, sent to IBHE)
Abolition of Degree Program and Department: Bachelor of Arts, Maiorin Religious Studies, Department of Religious Studies, CollpqeV
Liberal Arts (approved by Board of Trustees 11/92; sent to IBHE)
Abolition of the Bachelor of Science in Phvsics in the Colleoe of
Education (approved by Board of Trustees 12/92; sent to IBHE)
Abolition of the Bachelor of Science in Lanauege Arts (English and
K.eadmgj, College of Education (approved by Board of Trustees 12/92-
sent to IBHE) "
Abolition of the Specialist Degree, Major in Curriculum and
Instruction, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, Collegp of
Education (approved by Board of Trustees 3/93; approved by IBHE 4/93)
Abolition of the Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science, Colleoe of
Science (approved by Board of Trustees 3/93; approved by IBHE 4/93)
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Abolition of the B.A. and B.S. Degree Programs in the Special Major,
College of Liberal Arts (approved by Board of Trustees 6/93; sent to
IBHE)
Abolition of the Bachelor of Science in Classics in the College of
Education (approved by Board of Trustees 6/93; sent to IBHE)
Program Abolitions
SIUE
Termination of the Specialization in Health Care Management in the
Master of Business Administration Degree Program, major in Business
Administration (acknowledged by IBHE 7/23/92)
Termination of the Specialization in Office Information Systems in
the Bachelor of Science Degree Program, major in Business
Administration (acknowledged by IBHE 7/28/92)
Abolition of the Specialization in Musical Theater in the Bachelor of
Arts/Bachelor of Science Degree Program, School of Fine Arts and
Communications (approved by Board of Trustees 5/93; sent to IBHE)
Abolition of the Minor in American Studies, School of Humanities
(approved by Chancellor 11/92; sent to IBHE)
Abolitions of Centers and Institutes
Abolition of the Technology Commercialization Center in the Graduate
School, SIUC (approved by Board of Trustees 11/92)
Abolition of the College of Engineering and Technology Applied
Research Center in the College of Engineering, SIUC (approved by
Board of Trustees 12/92)
Structural Reorganizations
SIUC
Change in name of the College of Engineering and Technology to the
College of Engineering (IBHE approved 7/29/92)
Reorganization of the College of Technical Careers (approved by Board
of Trustees 10/92; sent to IBHE)
Merger of Master of Science Degree Program and Undergraduate Minor in
Community Development and the Department of Geography, College of
Liberal Arts (approved by Board of Trustees 11/92; sent to IBHE)
Conversion of M.S. and B.S. Degrees in Administration of Justice to
M.A. and B.A. Degrees, College of Liberal Arts (approved by Board of
Trustees 3/93; approved by IBHE 4/93)
July 8, 1993
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(approved by Board of Trustees 3/93 /approved by IBHE 4/93)
Catl °"
Structural Reorganizations, SIUC (cont'd.)
SIUE
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f the S
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ecializ«ion in Mathematical Science to
(approved by the Chancellor and sent to IBHE 4/93)
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the Famil y Practice Residency Certificate Proaram to
chool oToent "m V'™ '"/ ^^ Dentist^ Cer\if"ate Pr gram
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(aPPr°Ved by the Board of T™stees 6/93!
Modification of the Bachelor of Science Degree Program Maior in
Sees" efts?^^IBH^f001 " Business ^approZT; ZZ o?
Sos^s" ^^ShI] ° f ^^ '^^ (aP™ b' Roard ° f
tew Program Requests
Master of Social Work, SIUE. Requested of IBHE in FY 1994 RAMP-repeat request in FY 1995 RAMP. '
iyyj, to be acted upon by the Board on July 3, 1993.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTANCY DEGREE PROGRAM ,
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, SIUE
Summary
This matter proposes a new program, the Master of Science in
Accountancy degree program, School of Business, SIUE.
Rationale for Adoption
The objectives of the Master of Science in Accountancy degree program
are to provide individuals with the university credit and technical training
they need to qualify for the Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination,
and to provide the additional skills and knowledge needed to advance to the
upper levels of the accounting profession.
Over the years, the amounts and types of knowledge and skills needed
by accountants have changed, with much more emphasis on communication,
analytical, and behavioral skills, as well as on understanding the global
environment. In recognition of the increasing demands from employers,
accountancy programs must expand to accommodate the increased technical
knowledge and the broad range of other knowledge and skills that are
prerequisites to success in the profession. In addition, all states, including
Illinois, are adopting licensing rules that require applicants for the LHA
Examination to have completed 150 hours of college credits. Because Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville has the only accredited accounting program
in the St. Louis metropolitan region, a master's program in accountancy is
imperative so that SIUE graduates will qualify for licensure in Illinois
and
other states.
There is strong evidence that the demand for accountants will remain
hiqh into the foreseeable future and that the demand for graduate
accounting
programs will increase significantly as the 150-hour requirement is implemented
nationwide. Further, the increasing knowledge needed for advancement
in
accounting virtually assures demand for broad-based graduate study
in
accounting even without the 150-hour requirement. A survey of current
SIUE
accounting students, SIUE accounting alumni, and area employers
indicates a
high demand for a master's degree in accounting at SIUE.
The proposed MSA program requires candidates to have completed
a
number of accounting courses as a prerequisite to admission to the
program.
J
foundation of business courses will be required prior to enrolling in
the core
and elective courses. Students having previously studied business
may have all
or some of the foundation courses waived. The core of the program
consists of
3 courses, one dealing with the environment of accounting, a
second dealing
with accounting research and issue resolution, and a third
focusing on a
particular area of specialization. The remainder of the program
consist
>
of
electives in accounting and in other related fields. The program of
study will
be structured with the flexibility to be adapted to the background
and needs of
the individual. The MSA program is flexible to permit
specialization while
also requiring breadth.
July 8, 1993
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This proposal does not require new state resources Most nf +h*incremental resources required for the MSA program are for one additional
IZ ZtZ' f
A1
R
reS °UrCeS f° r the MSA P™3™" will be reallocated'^^ ?the School of Business primarily through a reduction in School of Businesscourses required for the undergraduate accounting program because of increasedgeneral education requirements and the conversion to a' semester calendar
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
chairperson^ T^sa^^^d Z» 1 M2Commttee of the School of Business and bv the Dean of that school Theproposal has the recordation of the Graduate Council an the Universitv
os?
g
,„
a
H
d
v
BUd9
p
et C0
,
U "Ci V I he pr°P°sal is recommended fo approval b theProv t and Vice-President for Academic Affairs and by the President, SI Ue!
Resolution
.iversit*^™^
a^Lf^ive^rt'!^^;^ Business - siuE - te «* s ^
inois Board^f^Hf^Edu^ionfand
* 10
" ^ ^^ '° the St3" ° f ^111
[ln,/fl . +
BE IT FURTHER ^SOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
r
y 1S *uth °rized t0 take the necessary actions to implement thesolution without further action by this Board.
"" i m; ms
M0
?.
IFICATI0N
° F THE MAJQR IN GENERAL SCIENCE AND MATHFMATT CS
TC^GtNLKAL SCIENCb EDUCATION. BACHELOR OF SClTNCE nFP.prr
PROGRAM, SCHOOLS OF EDUCA110N AND STlENCES SYUE
Summarv
the maior
T
Vn
S
rT^i P™?oses a Reasonable and moderate extension modifying
ProarTn Srhnnic TV, ^^ dnd hematics, Bachelor of Science DegreeSaTs^ aPd SC1>nCeS ' SIUE - The «^ -1" be retiredion
Rationale for Adoption
SciPnrP ,nH m ll
in
°l
S
°
ard
-
° f Higher Educa tion recommended that the General
Produrtiv^v m
dtlC
rl
m
c
aj
?
r be abolished ^ a Priorities, Quality, and
School f Fduca ?on
e
f, ^
SCh001 of
,
Sciences fac^y in collaboration with theSb r L £CU J ty recom^nded that the General Science portion of theniajor be etained. The Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs concurs
22
with this recommendation. The General Science Education major will meet new
Illinois State Board of Education certification requirements for middle school
science teachers and will meet a demand for science teachers. Mathematics is
necessary because this part of the major does not meet Illinois State Board of
Education certification requirements. Students interested in mathematics
education can meet certification requirements through the mathematics education
minor offered through the Department of Mathematics and Statistics.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was initiated by the Director of the Office of Science
and Mathematics Education. The proposal was reviewed and approved by the
Curriculum Committees of the Schools of Education and Sciences and by the Deans
of those schools. It has the recommendation of the Curriculum Council of the
Facultv Senate and of the Faculty Senate. The proposal is recommended for
approval by the Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs and by the
President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the major in General Science and
Mathematics, Schools of Education and Sciences, SIUE, be and is hereby modified
to General Science Education effective Fall Semester 1993; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this action be reported to the staff of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
MODIFICATION OF THE MAJOR IN GENERAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
TO GENERAL SCIENCE EDUCATION IN THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
PROGRAM, SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCES, SIUE
I. Program Inventory Data :
A. Current:
CIPS SCHOOL/
CODE MAJOR DEGREE DEPARTMENT
30.0101 General Science and B.S. Schools of Education
Mathematics * nd Sciences
July 8, 1993
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B. Proposed:
CIPS
CODI MAJOR DEGERE DEPARTMENT
30.0101 General Science Education B.S. Schools of Education
and Sciences
II. Reasons for Proposed Action:
L
h
L.
Illin
°i
S
M
BO
u
rd
°
f Higher "nation recommended that the GeneralScience and Mathematics major be abolished Th P Srhnni ™% b
me general science tducation major will meet new Illinois State Board nfEducation certification requirements for middle school science teachers
mathematics education can meet certification requirements through the
and' Sta
a
t]stics
UCdtl °n m1n °r "^ thr0Ugh the D^ent of itthematicl
III. Anticipated Budgetary Effects:
There are no budgetary effects resulting from this chanqp CoursP.
o°ffp
e
rL
d f
t°H
r the
h
ma
+l
hema
n
tics P °rti0n of this ^jorw 11 continue to be
SatheLticai
r0
1tu rfw De .pdrtment, °/ ^thematics and Statistics forS^^^ma^s 1^ oth^lchoot/" ^^ ^^ ™^^
IV
* anTpSl fa°cilitS: f0r ^^ fWUl *' Staff ' S" S ' ^ u«'
f«11lX<
f
frp
l1
;
y
on
a
-
nd
,
Staf
t J™**™' and the same equipment and
llVnnl 11 * l re ^uired as before. Students will be notified of thechange through regular advisement and University publications.
V. Other educational units, curricula, or degrees affected by the action:
This change has been collated with the School of Education.
VI. Changes in catalog copy:
See attached catalog copy.
VII. Requested effective date:
Fall Semester, 1993.
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School of Sciences 131
Electives 1 and/or Minor 54
Minimum Required 192
ifor the Applied Physics Emphasis, the electives should
include the following courses which constitute an ap-
proved minor in Electrical Engineering: EE 210, 301a,
b,c, 310, 326, 327, 351, 352 and 382 (total 29 hours).
Degree Requirements
Bachelor of Science Degree,
Physics, School of Education
Prospective teachers can meet certification requirements
for teaching physics in Illinois high schools by com-
pleting the program described below. This program is
a joint endeavor between the Department of Physics
and the School of Education with Physics as a primary
teaching field. For more details, consult the Depart-
ment of Secondary Education.
General Education Requirements
The General Education Curriculum requires 72
or 76 hours of General Education credit. The
supporting mathematics and science courses re-
quired for this major satisfy 16 hours of the GE
Area Natural Science and Mathematics require-
ments.
Physics Requirements 48
Phys 211a,b,c, 212a,b, 302a,b, 308a,b, 312a,b,
405a,b, 415a, 418, plus 2 hours of electives above
302
Chemistry Requirements 10
Chem 125a*,b* 126a,b
""(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Mathematics Requirements 24
Math 150a*, b* 260a, b, c, 305
(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Professional Education Requirements 41
Ed.S 215, 401a,b,c, Sp.Ed. 400 (An alternative
program includes C. Ed. 305, Ed.S. 315, 352,
Ed. Fd. 355 plus 4 hours to total 41 hours.)
Electives j3
Minimum Required 192
Bachelor of Science Degree,
Physical Science, School of Education
The Department of Physics, in cooperation with the
Department of Secondary Education, has developed a
broad teaching field program in Physical Science.
Through this program, prospective teachers can meet
certification requirements to teach Physical Science in
Illinois junior and senior high schools.
General Education Requirements
The General Education Curriculum requires 72
or 76 hours of General Education credit. The
supporting mathematics and science courses re-
quired for this major satisfy 16 hours of the GE Area
Natural Science and Mathematics requirements.
Physics Requirements 31
Phys 111, 206a,b,c, 356 plus 8 hours from the
following: 350, 351, 352, 355
Chemistry Requirements 15
Chem 125a*b*,c 126a,b,c
(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Mathematics Requirements 8
Math 150a* b*
(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Physical Science Requirements 21
ESCI HI, 200
SCI 401, 403, 416
Professional Education Requirements 41
Ed.S 215, 401a,b,c, Sp.Ed. 400 (An alternative
program includes C. Ed. 305, Ed.S. 315, 352,
Ed. Fd. 355 plus 4 hours to total 41 hours.)
Electives 20
Minimum Required 192
Minor Requirements
The minor program in Physics consists of 27 hours,
which include 211, 212, and 302. The remaining 5
hours of elective courses are physics courses above
302 subject to approval by the Physics Department
Chairperson. Courses 350-359 do not count toward
minor requirements for those students majoring in
School of Sciences and School of Engineering. Stu-
dents pursuing the minor are encouraged to seek this
approval as early as possible. The residency and grade
point average requirements of the School of Sciences
must be met.
:^[ iLdcsd\tr\
Science— <^^-^l Wc^-
Associated Faculty:
Bryan, V.R. (Chemistry); Hasty, M.L. (Mathematics);
Smith, F.M. (Biological Sciences); White, J.E. (Chem-
istry) (Coordinator of Science Education); Zurheide,
EW. (Physics) _ ^ tC<^\ '^ ve, ,i£ - £^<*
Under the category "Science" are collected
courses and programs of the School of Sciences that
are cross-disciplinary in nature and, those that are
largely for students in Education. Two programs pre-
pare ^students to receive ^Illinois teaching certificates
in the broad teaching areas of General Science and
-
Physical Science. Several courses intended primarily
for the continuing education of teachers are designated
Science (SCO-
Students interested in science and/or ^nathemattcs-
education should seek the advice of one of the faculty
members listed above.
July 8, 1993
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ESTABLISHMENT OF NEW EDUCATinNAl unit- DEPARTMENT OFNEUkULUGV, SCHOOL Of- M LU ItlNL. JtTiir =j!L^ :
Summary
at Souther™ HlfnoU Tn^t.u CtT^T^- the Department ° f "*^W
department and tenure unit A new Dr°L e<^ 1ne aS d se Parate cli "<«ll
The Division of Neurology was e fJbTS TTuV." tf^tt t0n th1s matter -
Internal Medicine. Since that tta h. r« • , W ' thln the DePartment of
faculty member to e ght and has fullf t^°" haS 9r0W" from one f"H-time
Departments of Pediatrics
.Psychiatry a"ndMed
C
ir°3 l
5
"r
a
H
PP0
V
nted faCult
*
1n the
clinical volunteer faculty partic/oate in \Z ucatt !on - , Six additional
students, residents and oractirinn
P
„h„« ••
^e educational programs for
needed to ^^'tMsp^^^KU ° "'" St"e reS0UrceS are
Rationale for Adoption
Neurology.
De
Kw\a?evolvedS inat WayS been a 9 °al ° f the "vision of
with an increasTng
9
number of ?4 ZlLu^^V- albeU related - discipline
Southern Illinois University SchoolI of- Hedi e1 „V.
Department of Ne " ro'^ «
teaching, a^d ^Vice" Vha? 1 ??? £»S '" .°utsta " d1 "9 record of research,
rra£aH,r«£s-S5i£Sr-s
(1)
I°,i
d
r'J
°P """ergraduate and graduate teachj programs tnatI'l,! SIE Pr?!«sionals who are traLd9 to hanS"common neurological illnesses
!2)
nn
n
m
inue th
f
development of clinical and basic research
Semen?? ^inf ^' epilep1Sy ' neurol ogical rehabilitation
con?™ ThpC9 '
neuromuscular diseas e and disturbed motor
clinl- Wi n
pr°9 rams
.> ^ conjunction with tertiary care
] V Prcv \de citizens of central and southern Illinoiswith advanced neurological care;
(3)
S Pthp
Vil%^at,e"0f;the'art Clinical ^neral neurological careto e residents of central and southern Illinois who miahtotherwise find such care inaccessible or unaffordab e- 9
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(4) To enhance the collegiality between the School of
Medicine and
practicing rural health care professionals through _ a
comprehensive program of continuing education, thereby enhancing
the standard of care throughout rurol Illinois.
The Neurology Program at Southern Illinois University
School of
Medicine has outgrown its present administrative structure
and requests
departmental status. The growth of Neurology is evidenced
by its successful
nroarams in research, service, and training, which are known
internationally,
u'ro o y ha contributed to the overall mission of the School
of Medicine by
networking with communities throughout Illinois to
implement neurological
centers for the continuing education of professional
health care workers,
thereby enhancing the quality of care for residents
of central and southern
Illinois.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The proposed Department of Neurology has been
approved by the
Clinical Chairmen's Committee and by the Executive
Committee of the School of
Medicine. The proposal has also been included in
the FY-95 RAMP p,annJ n 9
Document of the Southern Illinois University School
of Medicine .This
proposal has the support of the Dean and Provost and
the President of Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees
of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That establishment
of a Department of
Neurology as a separate clinical department and tenure
granting unit within the
Schoo of Medicine, SIUC, be and is hereby approved
as presented to the Board
this da?e, to be effective July 1, 1994, or as soon
thereafter as is possible,
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this action be
reported to the Illinois
Board of Higher Education for its consideration.
July 8, 1993
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Institution:
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
School of Medicine
Title of Proposed Program:
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
Proposed Date for Initiation of Program:
July 1, 1994
Site:
SIU School of Medicine
Springfield, Illinois
CI PS Number:
Date of Submission: July 1993
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PROPOSAL
for the
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
Southern Illinois University School of Medicine
BACKGROUND
4„«thTt time the division has grown from one full-time faculty
member
(volunteer) faculty participate in educational
programs for students,
residents and practicing physicians.
+ ,i c* a +..c ha* alwavs been a goal of the Division of Neurology.
I^lacement In the oVpa^nt of Medicine was logical when
the Division
and Deoartment were small . However, neurology
has evolved into a separate,
neurology at SIU.
The Division of Heuro10gy has a,.outstandingMpojrcJ*-"^^n
administrative structure and departmental status.
ILLINOIS NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The annual incidence of disease and
injury to the nervous system Is
o clr m f Kurtzke Annals of Neurology, 1984;16:265-277). By
1982;32:1207-1214).
July 8, 1993
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and clinical care aimed at the multifaceted medical and social problems
duality oTuf*V\*£\*? Pte°Ple ' 15 neCGSSary t0 maximize each pSt1en?sq f life at the leas possible cost.
Most rural areas have insufficient resources to attract specialists inneurology. The Division of Neurology at SIU, in collaboration wth theCenter for Alzheimer Disease and Related Disorders, has established manyeducational and clinical partnerships with rural health care profess?on-
tnrnun
a
hnMt
d m faCili rtatinH the deliv<^ of neurological care' to people
^?i?nirJi
lin01
*
$
-
Co" slderable work sti ^ needs to be done. Educational
and cl nical partnerships provide a conduit for the free flow ofinformation between the academic programs at SIU and the health care
services of rural Illinois. The Division of Neurology has enhanced2! ?91Cal "re throughout central and southern Illinois by pryinggeneral neurological care, by developing outstanding tertiary careprograms and by expanding the working knowledge and clinical skills of
pin^nn^V 01 "9 physicians - Additional tertiary care programs and broadereducational programs are major goals of the department.
Jnn/aln^V "-^ 56al th "re Profe" i ™al s to rural areas is a continuingconcern of legislators and professional training programs. Students of all
rtll^
"re dls^Plines are overwhelmed by the complexity and inherent
chronicity of many neurological diseases. Rural areas typically lack the
resources that students are exposed to during their traiS ng mak'ng the
Se Lllrrt°hl t9iCal Patir? ln rural "1t1es particulaHy oneLsW be eye that an expanded educational presence of Neurology in ruralcommunities will enhance the exposure of"students and res dints t m£Ineeds of rural communities while allaying fears of professional isolation
The Division of Neurology cannot and should not staff clinical facilities
rl
r
rrpftm Ti?-. HK°WeVer ' Neurol °9v, as a department, can deve op the
InH
t0 e
T^
abll
.
sh
!L Skater educational presence throughout central
dpiion^
ern
" i"
S
i
Thr0U
?
h educati °n» the Division of Neurology hasIS a collegia!, productive and unintrusive presence in rural1 rj'/i")66?9 With the Sch00l/S mission > the Department ofNeurology will develop a network of educational collaboration with
re?e
e
n
r
tfo
r
n
e
of
ar
h
e
p
a
a ith
f IH1,IOl
J
that iS COnducive to the recruitment Ind
di^ISc °f/ealth car? Professionals who are skilled in neurological
"fnntw* (
A "lore detailed description of this plan is included in theCo tinuing Education and Outreach" section of this document.)
SPECIFIC AIMS
I?th
f
°tlI°
W
c
i
19
S
i
PeC
J
f
J
C
,
aims
?
f the Department of Neurology are in keeping
dltrl- a t
°0l
*u°
f Med
\clne s mission t0 meet the heal th care needs ofcentral and southern Illinois through teaching, research and service.
l
'
nrnH
d
,f^
el
h°
P ""der8raduate and graduate teaching programs that willproduce health care professionals who are trained to handle common
neurological illnesses;
30
2 to continue the development of clinical and
basic research programs
in stroke epilepsy, neurological rehabilitation
dementia,, aging,
neuromuscular disease and disturbed motor control. These
programs
n conjunction with tertiary care clinics will provide citizens
of
central and southern Illinois with advanced neurological
care.
3 to provide state-of-the-art clinical general
neurological care to the
residents f central and southern Illinois who might
otherwise find
such care inaccessible or unaffordable.
4 to enhance the collegiality between the School of
Medicine and
practicing rural health care professionals through
^omP^he^ive
program of continuing education, thereby enhancing
the standard of
care throughout rural Illinois.
TEACHING
The SIU Neurology Program provides excellent
learning experiences for
medical students and residents. The nervous system
is the most complex
svstem of the human body and is arguably the most
important Neurology is
corrected this situation by presenting a plan for
a required two-week
clerkship to the Clerkship & Elective* Committee see
Attachment
•
B). This
plan was overwhelmingly approved and will be
implemented in FY94.
The neurology residency program has a well-designed
educational curriculum
n basic and clinical neurosciences. The program
provides a balanced
patient popul at on and diverse impatient and outpatient
experiences The
diversity of subspecialties, in addition to general
neurology, includes
P ograms'in Alzheimer di sease , epi 1
epsy movement di sorders neuromuscul ar
HicBj^P and neurorehabilitation. Additional time is spent in
neuroradiology, neuropathology and clinical neurophysiology
-U assure
adeouate train no in these areas. Residents are encouraged
to use their
elective tTme to design and conduct clinical or
basic "Mir* pwjtcts.
Thts environment provides residents and students
with cuttmg edge
information.
devoted to topics of clinical care, research
and Fjj
n
1"1
^Sa SSikl
v
rnrrelation Neuroradiology conferences are held twice each
month. Wee y
basic science lectures for students and residents are
delivered throughout
?he year? and weekly conferences covering the
care of neurological
emergencies take place in July and August of each
year.
July 8, 1993
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Neurology faculty have been very active in several natinnai *^a •
organizations: the American Academy of Neurol ogy, the Societv ^Neuroscience, the American Neurological Association thP c„n
hternitionil .Journal nf unm^,^,.^ r The SaLfl^^'ion^f
!! ^ ...^""
Clatl0n
l"
d Mf""""°nt "--"" Neurology faculty have served
to-.™,! «J
e
»
,
""*S f°r m°$t 0f the major "eurologiial journals? IcilnceJojrna of Neurotransmminn Behavioral and Brain Sr ion*.*' ¥„J
, ff
'
^
rn
t
a
hc
"f
M
>
t
e"rnp
1
hYV n1 "f'Y ' and they have served as study sect on members
The United States Congress has designated the 1990's as the Decade nf th»
th„,,o„ ^r01 °f *™ilable «*etrU dollars for neurological studies
subl i«£ ,rt8ry comPetitJ ve ' has "<c^sed. Neurology
9
faculty have
abstracts, and co-authored a book (see Attachment n itc JL,n' J
SSSStT $M0M0° ^ ™-h^^
CLINICAL SERVICE
Jhe
C
itai?Ji
S
ni
r
a
ViC6S
°.
f the
"
eurolo9* Prograi have developed far beyondtn original plan envisioned in 1979. This success in nart r a „ h«
h\7w fh^marv """r raPPTt and close reUt^n'ship Neology" hnao ith primary care physicians. Neurology faculty work closelv with
p
P
e son's s
C
uf
r
f
e
er
PlSlfr„a: S in V . di ?9"^". treatment Zi„S ofr ing om neurological diseases. In addition to a aenerai
aTfote11 " 10 ' a 1ist and brief description of subspeo'aTtyVin^re
1. Parkinson Disease and Movement Oisorders: Parkinson disease is aslow y progressive disorder associated with tremor, muscular "gidity
,,
!",9al - IV? a 9rowin9 "tional concern, as it occurs inabout one percent of individuals over the age of 60 Like manv other
neurodegenerative diseases, the incidence of Park nson disease
dSm^A SKlSfw'J? WUh a9/,but °«asionally occurs in young
sion, ;„w fl I" 1 de/oC1lncy of dopamine in the brain leads to theg s and symptoms of Parkinson disease. Its cause is unknown butenvironmental toxins, possibly more prevalent in rural environments
nrnu^I
leVed t0
u
be ?t*ologic factors. The Parkinson Clinic strives toprovide comprehensive medical, physical and emotional support for
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oatients and their families. The clinic includes
educational programs
for patients, the public, and health
care professionals throughout
Illinois and the Midwest.
> The Eoileosy Program: The Epilepsy Program was
developed in
injunction with the Lincoln Land Epilepsy Association. Epilepsy is
a colon problem and affects about one person n
.^r^reness
DesDite this high prevalence, there is very
little public awarene s
or knowledge of epilepsy. Instead, there
are severe misconceptions
about this affliction, which result in
inadequate care, loss of
independence and soci ai rejection. The Epilepsy Program
at SI Is
designed ?o help fulfill the needs of persons
with epilepsy and their
fam lies by providing information, medical
evaluations, treatment and
diagnostic services. In addition, the program
provides other resources
including medical research and educational
programs designed to keep
primary care physicians, neurologists and
other health care
professionals abreast of recent developments in
epilepsy.
3. Neurorehabilitation Program: The SIU ^"^^"^^''Sz-bed
with Memorial Medical Center, staffs a f"U/-„a^[for high-risk
I3ST arnd
ha
a
b11
b
i
^°ra:g
n
e
lt
of
a
o^Uent
Ca
c1ints
t S t m
wiices are provided by a multidisciplinary team, specializing
in
Unit offer professional education services
and conduct community
outreach programs.
4 Memory and Aging Clinic: The Center for Alzheimer
Disease and Related
patients and their families.
To support the development of programs
in rural ;areas^network of
loral orovider sites has been developed. Liaisons
exist witn i#
con uUatloV, and continuing education fo, .c^" » ly members,
and health care professionals are provided
at these sites.
5. Muscular Dystropny Clinic: This clinic
was "^loped in conjunction
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and social workers. Patients with all hereditary and acquired diseases
of the muscles and peripheral nerves are seen in this clinic. Many ofthese diseases are relatively rare, but, collectively, these diseases
are an important cause of chronic disability and death.
6. Headache Clinic: Each year 45 million Americans, or 1 in 5 sufferfrom severe recurring headaches. Headaches occur more often than the
common cold, and they are one of the most frequent causes of
absenteeism from work. The Headache Clinic at SIU is designed to helpthose who suffer from headaches by providing information, medical
evaluations, treatment and diagnostic services. Neurology facultvprovide a thorough assessment of each patient's condition and
recommend a treatment plan.
7. Clinical Neurophysiology Laboratory: The Division of Neuroloqy
provides a full spectrum of electrodiagnostic procedures, including
electromyography, electroencephalography (EEC) and evoked response
studies The Division holds the directorship of the EEG laboratory at
Memorial Medical Center in Springfield. This laboratory includes
facilities for inpatient and outpatient 24-hour neurointensive
monitoring of patients with refractory epilepsy.
8. Gait Laboratory: SIU's Motion Analysis Laboratory is a clinical and
research laboratory established specifically for the purpose of
evaluating patients with neurological and orthopedic disturbances oflocomotion. This laboratory was established by the Department ofSurgery Division of Orthopedics; for the evaluation of children with
cerebral palsy and other birth defects. Through grants from the
Whitaker Foundation and the National Institute on Aging, the Division
of Neurology has upgraded and expanded the lab for the evaluation of
all neurological disturbances of gait, including multi-infarct
dementia, Parkinson disease, Alzheimer disease and other disorders of
aging.
OUTREACH AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
Neurology has a successful outreach clinic at St. Vincent's Hospital in
Taylorville, Illinois. Neurology faculty also travel to the Lincoln
Developmental Center in Lincoln, Illinois to provide neurological services
to the residents at that facility. However, the principal focus of
Neurology s outreach program has been and will continue to be education.
In conjunction with the Center for Alzheimer Disease and Related
Disorders, Neurology is implementing a program that will enhance the level
ot neurogenatric care in rural communities of southern Illinois. This
l°V Jtm a5comPlisned by establishing a working, educational exchangebetween SIU and rural health care communities. The diagnosis and treatment
ot neuropsychiatry diseases in older people will be broadly addressed
through a graduated program of continuing medical education and willinclude traditional didactic conferences and problem-based learning
workshops. The appended map (Attachment E) illustrates the service area
in the state and those communities selected for the initial implementation
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of the program.
NPiiroloav is a leader in continuing medical education
at SIU. For ten
Lc„ cnrial workers and nursing home staff. A list of Wit activities
attached (see Attachment F).
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
(Attachment I).
STAFFING
-. U_. M 4 *-> 4- w* -* + -i Artadministration.
Position
FULL-TIME FACULTY
Neurologists
COLLABORATING FACULTY
Number
( 8)
8
(20)
Pediatric Neurologists
J
Neuropathologists
j
Neuropsychologists
J
Experimental Psychologists £
Neuroradiologists L
Radiologists .
Neurohistologists }
Neurologist (Medical Educator) 1
Surgeons -
Neuropharmacologists
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Kinesiologists
1
Social Workers 2
Physical Therapist 1
Education Specialists
RESEARCH SUPPORT (11)
Researchers 8
Research Associates/Fellows 2
Secretary
1
CLINIC SUPPORT (6)
Nursing Staff 2
EMG Technician 1
Reception 2
Supervisor
1
TEACHING SUPPORT (2)
Residency Program Coordinator l
Clerkship Secretary 1
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT (2)
Assistant to the Chairman 1
Administrative Secretary 1
Projections for staff requirements in future years are displayed in Table
IV-4. New faculty positions and support staff are added in future budget
CURRENT FACILITIES
A. Clinical Facilities: The Neurology Clinic will occupy space on thebridge level of the new SIU Clinics building, scheduled for completion
in the Spring of 1993. This facility will provide Neurology with eight
exam rooms, two special procedure rooms, and space for clinical
research. This space will accommodate the clinical needs of thedepartment for the foreseeable future.
B. Research Facilities: Programs and facilities for research are located
in the Medical School building at 801 N. Rutledge and in the lower
level of Memorial Medical Center. Current facilities include
laboratories conducting research in the following: essential tremor,
epilepsy, Parkinson disease, Alzheimer disease, stroke and
rehabilitation. Access to SIU's brain bank facility is available for
clinical
-pathological studies of neurological diseases. Researchers
receive complete support for projects requiring diagnostic
neuropathology and human tissue. However, research space is
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insufficient for current faculty needs, and a request to the
Associate
Dean for Research has been made for additional laboratory
space in the
911 N. Rutledge facility, which is being remodeled.
C Administrative Offices: The administrative offices of
the Department
of Neurology will be located on C4 of the Memorial
Medical Center
facility. The Department has requested administrative
space for
faculty offices, a resident workroom, and offices for
administrative
staff and secretaries.
FINANCING
The Department of Neurology's educational programs are^^PP. ^^^'
1a
J?
funds appropriated through Southern H^nois University School
of
Medicine Its clinical programs are supported through
hospital contracts
and funds generated from the practice. Research is
supported through
federal and private research grants awarded to individual
investigators
and through pHvate contributions. The current $2.1 million
annual budget
Tf the department is outlined in Table IV-5.
These unds *nl be
transferred out of the Department of Internal Medicine
and placed under
the auspices of'the Chairman of Neurology. No new funds
are requested from
Se statei legislature at this time. Additional funding to support
new
faculty positions will be sought through other sources
of funding such a
hospital contracts, clinical income and research
grants. State dollars
prov Se the core needed to operate the department ^\f^"" 1^^
20% of the total budget, a five to one return on
state dollars invested
in Neurology.
SUMMARY
The Neurology Program at SIU School of Medicine has
outgrowjtsjpresent
administrative structure and requests departmental status
The growth of
Neuro oqy is evidenced by its successful programs in
research, service and
??ain nl! which are known internationally.
Neurology's (W~»«
Include over 25 faculty members from several
different departments.
Urology faculty have successfully competed for federal and
private
research grants totaling more than $4,000,000. Neurology has
establ shed
or collaborated with other departments and enters
in eight subspeci Ity
riinir* It has contributed to the overall mission of the
School Dy
Singtuh^nities throughout Illinois£W^*£*%g
centers for the continuing educanon o f professiopal heal th
care -orKers,X-S17 TheX rvyia°b lityV^e S aXnt If S£SL*U
assured the crUical role it PUys in the delivery of neurological
care
Ur
ed
d
uca'tion wUh "\he School jf Medicine ?*»^J??$fc
Illinois In addition, the establishment of a
department wil l allow
Neurology at SIU to be competitive on a national
level *"*•*•
increased emphasis placed on the "decade of the bra,n"
by the National
institutes of Health.
July 8, 1993
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TABLE IV - 4
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
PROPOSAL FOR A DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
Staff Requirements for New Academic Program Request
ne
ie Staff Requirements
—
FY94
Current
Year
FY95
Budget
Year
FY96
3rd
Year
FY97
4th
Year
FY98
5th
Year
I Faculty/Admin - TOTAL
(02 - 04)
23 27 29
.
31 31
Administrative
Professional/Other
10 11 12 13 13
Faculty 7 8 9 10 10
Graduate Assistants
Civil Service Staff
& Student Employees
9 9 9 10 10
TOTAL STAFF (01 + 05) " 36 38 41 41
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TABLE IV - 5
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNVIERSITY SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE
PROPOSAL FOR A DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
Total Resource ReJuireLnts for New
Academic Program Request
Line
Code
01
02
03
04
05
TOTAL RESOURCE
REQUIREMENTS
Total Resources
Available from
Federal Sources
Total Resources
Available from
Other Non-State
Sources
Existing State
Resources
State Resources
Through Internal
Allocation
FY94
Current
Year
$2,134,300
$ 381,612
$1,443,029
$ 309,659
FY95
Budget
Year
$2,392,991
$ 391,774
$1,691,558
$ 309,659
FY96
3rd
Year
$2,489,124
$ 402,547
$1,776,918
$ 309,659
FY97
4th
Year
$2,738,990
$ 398,777
$2,030,554
$ 309,659
$2,818,
$ 396,
$2,112
$ 309
BREAKDOWN OF THE FIGURE SHOWN ON 06
OF THE BUDGET YEAR
08 Equipment/Instructional materials
09 Library
10 Contractual Services
11 Other Support Services
SO
$0
$0
$0
$0
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SIU DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
Attachments to New Academic Program Request
Attachment Title
List of Departments of Neurology in U. S. Medical
Schools
B Two-Week Required Neurology Clerkship Curriculum
C Neurology Faculty Research Publications by FY85 - FY93
D Research Grants Awarded to Neurology FY88 - FY93
E Map of Targeted Neurogeriatric Sites for Collaborative
Outreach Program with the Center for Alzheimer Disease &
Related Disorders
F List of Continuing Medical Education Presentations
G Curriculum Vitae - Rodger J. Elble, MD, PhD
H Organizational Chart for Department of Neurology
I List of Full-time and Collaborating Faculty & Staff
ATTACHMENT A
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LIST OF U.S. MEDICAL SCHOOLS
with
DEPARTMENTS OF NEUROLOGY/NEUROSCIENCE
by State
Alabama
University of Alabama School of Medicine
University of Southern Alabama College of
Medicine
AHZOna
University of Arizona College of Medicine
Arkansas
Un1versUy of Arkansas college of Medicine
California
California, Davis, School of Medicine
Charles R* Drew University of Medicine
and Science
Uma Linda University of School of Medicine
University of Southern Ca iforrna School
of Medicine
Stanford University School of Medicine
COlOMd0
University of Colorado School of Medicine
Connecticut
^^ ^ Connecticut School of
Medicine
Yale University School of Medicine
D1StriC%tr%
ll
7ashington University School of Medicine I
Health
Georgetown University School of Medicine
Howard University College of Medicine
Fl0Hda
University of Florida College of Medicine
University of Miami School of Medicine
University of Southern Florida College
of Medicine
6€0r9ia
Emorv University School of Medicine
Medical Tollege'of Georgia School of
Medicine
Illinois
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Northwestern University Medical School
Rush Medical College of Rush University
Indiana
Indiana University School of Medicine
Iowa
University of Iowa College of Medicine
Kansas
University of Kansas Medical Center School of Medicine
Kentucky
University of Kentucky College of Medicine
University of Louisville School of Medicine
Louisiana
t2iinl
,
|
l
l*-
St*t
.
e
*
Un
c
1
u
ers
,
1tj
!
Sch001 of Medi cine in New OrleansTulane University School of Medicine
Maryl and
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
University of Maryland School of Medicine
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences,
F. Edward Hebert, School of Medicine
Massachusetts
Boston University School of Medicine
Harvard Medical School
University of Massachusetts Medical School
Tufts University School of Medicine
Michigan
University of Michigan Medical School
Wayne State University School of Medicine
Minnesota
Mayo Medical School - Duluth School of Medicine
University of Minnesota Medical - Minneapolis
Mississippi
University of Mississippi School of Medicine
Missouri
University of Missouri
-Columbia School of Medicine
St. Louis University School of Medicine
Washington University School of Medicine
Nebraska
Creighton University School of Medicine
41
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NeW
'""university of Medicine and Dentistry of Ne„
Jersey/New Jersey
Universfty"! Meoiclne and Dentistry of New
Jersey/Robert Wood
Johnson Medical School
New Mexic
u
°
n
.
versity of New Mexico School of Medicine
New York
JS£S SSSlnWlW of Medicine of Yeshiva University
cSia University College of Physicians & Surgeons
KJ,J5,
,,S5^ jraaii- Jffl- city™^, *^^
State
C
Univ
e
efsi ty of^U * Buffalo School of Medicine and
State SS& SoCfieMewe York.at Stony Broot Health Sciences
State UnTrsfty^f N-^-HeaUH Science Center
at Syracuse
College of Medicine
Horth Cawll™^^
of North Caro1ina lt chapel Hill
School of Medicine
North MjJI^
of North „akoU school of Medicine
Ohio
Case Western Reserve University
School of Medicine
University of Cincinnati College of
Medline
Medical College of Ohio M.rfirine
Ohio State University College of
edici
Wright State University School of
Medicine
Oklahoma
Un
.
versHy of oklahoma college of
Medicine
0re9°"
Oregon Health Sciences University
School of Medicine
rpl^ve^sS Sofh0M°eii^dlC,ne
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South Carolina
Medical University of South Carolina College of Medicine
South Dakota
University of South Dakota School of Medicine
Tennessee
K1hII2-?? ,
c
!
f
.
Tennessee, Memphis, College of MedicineVanderbilt University School of Medicine
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Texas
Utah
Vermont
Baylor College of Medicine
rfvf t *
M
,
Universi ty Health Science Center College of Medicine
Jniverlnv nf
1?™ 1 *? Hf?lth Sciences Center School of Med c neU versity of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at DallasSouthwestern Medical School
University of Texas Medical School at GalvestonUniversity of Texas Medical School at Houston
University of Utah School of Medicine
University of Vermont College of Medicine
Virginia
EaSterLV;tlntadMsdiCal SCh°01 °f thG M6diCal ™^* of
S
V
cho
g
o^VSe^c
n
in
e
e
alth ™Wnit
*
Medl
'
Cal C°llege of *"*»*
University of Virginia School of Medicine
Washington
University of Washington School of Medicine
West Virginia
West Virginia University School of Medicine
Wisconsin
Medical College of Wisconsin
University of Wisconsin Medical School
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ATTACHMENT E
Southern Illinois University Scnool of Medicine
Center for Alzheimer Disease & Related Disorders and the Department of Neurology
Targeted Neuro-Geristric Sites
1 Mattoon
2 Vandaiia
3 OIney
4 Sesser
5 ML Vernon
6 GoJconda
7 Metropolis
48
ATTACHMENT F
SIU NEUROLOGY PROGRAM
Annual Neurology Symposiums
TITLE
April 9, 1983
March 16 1984
March 22, 1985
March 21, 1986
March 20, 1987
March 18, 1988
March 17, 1989
March 16, 1990
March 15, 1991
March 13, 1992
March 18, 1993
I: Common Medical Problems in CoTrr
ection
,
al
rnnront,
Institutions: Review and Current Co cep s
11: Seizures
111: Update in Neurology
IV: Neurology Update 1986
V: Neurology Update 1987
VI: New Insights on Epilepsy
VII: Pediatric and Adult Neurology
Update
VIII- Update 1990: Stroke, Epilepsy,
Dementia
and Movement Oisorders
IX: Neuroimmunology Neurorehabilitation
X: Decade of the Brain, A Decade
of Progress
and Promise
XI- Headache, Pain, Neuromuscular
Diseases,
'
Epilepsy and Dementia: Evaluation and
Management Updates
July 8, 1993
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SIU NEUROLOGY PROGRAM
Continuing Medical Education Presentations
ATTACHMENT F
DATE
September, 1979
May, 1980
September, 1980
September, 1980
September, 1980
September, 1980
February, 1981
February, 1981
March, 1981
March, 1981
March, 1981
March, 1981
May, 1981
June, 1981
September, 1981
September, 1981
September, 1981
October, 1981
December, 1981
December, 1981
December, 1981
March, 1982
April, 1982
May, 1982
July, 1982
September, 1982
October, 1982
March, 1983
April, 1983
June, 1983
October, 1983
March, 1984
March, 1984
March, 1984
March, 1984
September, 1984
November, 1984
November, 1984
November, 1984
January, 1985
February, 1985
March, 1985
March, 1985
March, 1985
March, 1985
March, 1985
LOCATION
Springfield
Taylorville
Quincy
Quincy
Quincy
Quincy
Springfield
Springfield
Pittsfield
Pittsfield
Pittsfield
Pittsfield
Springfield
Beardstown
Nashville
Nashville
Nashville
Springfield
Robinson
Robinson
Robinson
Pickneyville
Beardstown
DuQuoin
Pana
Carlinville
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Decatur
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Jacksonville
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
TOPIC
The Dizzy Patient
Headache
Neuropathy
Myopathies
Seizures
Meningitis & Encephalitis
Seizures
Myasthenia Gravis
Headache
Stroke
Seizures
Hysterical Neurologic Findings
Multiple Sclerosis
Multiple Sclerosis
Classification of Stroke
Management of Stroke
Etiology of Stroke
CVA and Seizures
Seizures
Headache
Neurological Examination
Headache
Seizures
Menigitis and Encephalitis
Multiple Sclerosis
Stroke
Dizziness
Stroke
Seizure Disorders
Angiography
Stroke
Epilepsy
Coma
Multiple Sclerosis
Seizures
Sleep Disorders
Movement Disorders
Epilepsy
Neuropathy
Stroke Management
Cerebrovascular Accidents
Parkinson Disease
Stroke
Huntington's
Headache
Tremor & Movement Disorders
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DATE
May, 1985
January, 1986
February, 1986
March, 1986
March, 1986
March, 1986
March, 1986
March, 1986
April, 1986
May, 1986
May, 1986
July, 1986
January, 1987
March, 1987
March, 1987
March, 1987
Marhc, 1987
April, 1987
May, 1987
May, 1987
October, 1987
October, 1987
Novermber, 1987
November, 1987
November, 1987
December, 1987
December, 1987
August, 1987
March, 1988
March, 1988
March, 1988
April, 1988
April, 1988
May, 1988
February, 1989
February, 1989
March, 1989
March, 1989
March, 1989
March, 1989
March, 1989
April, 1989
May, 1989
August, 1989
August, 1989
September, 1989
October, 1989
October, 1989
October, 1989
October, 1989
I PCAT I ON
Springfield
Springfield
Jacksonville
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Lincoln
Lincoln
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Danville
Springfield
Springfield
Mattoon
Lincoln
Mt. Vernon
Litchfield
Alton
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Quincy
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Decatur
Champaign
Springfield
Springfield
Mt. Vernon
Mt. Vernon
TOPIC
Stroke/Migraine
Seizures
Parkinson Disease
Laboratory Diagnosis of Dementia
Dementia
Future Prospects of Dementia
Parkinson Disease
Neurology in the ER
Parkinson Disease
Stroke/Migraine
Stroke
Neurologic Disease
CT and MRI Scans
Neurologic Testing
Neurology and Cancer
Epilepsy
Rehabilitation of Stroke
Multiple Sclerosis
Carotid Bruits
Dizziness and Vertigo
Parkinson Disease
Stroke
Epilepsy
Epilepsy
Dizziness and Vertigo
Epilepsy
Confusion in the Elderly
Seizures
Antiepileptic Drug Therapy
Status Epilepticus
Refractory Epilepsy
Stroke Rehabilitation
Strokes and Heart Disease
Seizures
Headache
Parkinson Disease
Headache
Spasticity
Parkinson Disease
Gait Disorders
Seizures
Epilepsy
Multiple Sclerosis
Limb-Girdle Dystrophy
Epilepsy
Epilepsy
Polyneuropathy
Traumatic Brain Injury
Unsteadiness, Dizziness
Post Stroke Management
& Falls
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DATE
October, 1989
December, 1989
December, 1989
March, 1990
March, 1990
March, 1990
March, 1990
March, 1990
March, 1990
March, 1990
March, 1990
March, 1990
April, 1990
April, 1990
May, 1990
May, 1990
May, 1990
May, 1990
May, 1990
May, 1990
May, 1990
June, 1990
July, 1990
July, 1990
August, 1990
August, 1990
August, 1990
August, 1990
September, 1990
September, 1990
September, 1990
October, 1990
December, 1990
February, 1991
February, 1991
March, 1991
March, 1991
March, 1991
March, 1991
March, 1991
March, 1991
May, 1991
May, 1991
May, 1991
June, 1991
July, 1991
October, 1991
December, 1991
February, 1992
March, 1992
LOCATION
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Litchfield
Litchfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Taylorville
Taylorville
Bloomington
Bloomington
Springfield
Quincy
Quincy
Springfield
Marion
Marion
Peoria
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Chicago
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Kankakee
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Quincy
Peoria
Danville
Springfield
Springfield
Danville
Springfield
Rockford
TOPIC
El ectrodi agnostics
Spasticity
Guillain Barre Syndrome
Update on Stroke
Post Stroke Management
Unsteadiness, Dizziness & Falls
Parkinson Disease
Heterotopic Ossification
Seizures in Adults
Alzheimer Disease
Carotid Endarterectomy
Epilepsy
Epilepsy Drug Therapy
Seizure/Epilepsy Classification
Epilepsy Diagnosis & Treatment
Epilepsy
Epilepsy Diagnosis & Treatment
Ant
i
epileptic Drug Therapy
Epilepsy
Unsteadiness, Dizziness & Falls
Post Stroke Management
Electrodiagnostics
Unsteadiness, Dizziness & Falls
Post Stroke Management
Migraine
Bladder Function
Polymyositis
Seizures
Bladder Function
Epilepsy
EEG
Parkinson Disease
Bladder Function
Myositis
Seizures
Lambert
-Eaton Syndrome
Botulinum Toxin
Headache
Multiple Sclerosis
Myasthenia Gravis
Stroke
Dystonia
Parkinson Disease
Epilepsy
Parkinson Disease
Brainstem Syndromes
Stroke
Parkinson Disease
Evoked Potentials
Parkinson Disease
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DATE
March, 1992
March, 1992
March, 1992
March, 1992
April, 1992
April, 1992
May, 1992
August, 1992
November, 1992
I0CATI0N
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Springfield
Urbana
Springfield
Chicago
Pontiac
TOPIC
Bladder Dysfunction
Parkinson Disease
Dementia and Parkinson Disease
Facial and Scalp Pain
Facial Paralysis
Tremor
Muscle Biopsy
Alzheimer Disease
Epilepsy
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ATTACHMENT F
SIU CENTER FOR ALZHEIMER DISEASE & RELATED DISORDERS
Continuing Medical Education Programs
With Participation by Neurology Faculty
DATE
September 22,1988
September 29, 1988
September 30, 1988
October 11, 1988
October 12,1988
November 11, 1988
November 15, 1988
March 15-16, 1989
April 6, 1989
April 13-14, 1989
May 4-5, 1989
July 26, 1989
October 10, 1989
October 26, 1989
November 7, 1989
November 30, 1989
December 6, 1989
April 10-11, 1990
May 10-11, 1990
May 17-18, 1990
September 19, 1990
October 31, 1990
November 8, 1990
March 8, 1991
April 11, 1991
April25-26, 1991
May 2, 1991
September 12, 1991
October 3, 1991
October 17, 1991
March 24-25, 1992
April 23-24, 1992
May 13-14, 1992
September 24, 1992
October 9, 1992
TOTAL PARTICIPANTS
LOCATION
Belleville
Decatur
Galesburg
Carbondale
Effingham
Bloomington
Springfield
Mt. Vernon
Macomb
Rockford
Peoria
Anna
Rock Island
Danville
Galesburg
Quincy
Greenville
Mt. Morris
Oak Brook
Springfield
Marion, Indiana
Macomb
Olney
Springfield
Galesburg
Springfield
Bloomington
Mt. Vernon
Belleville
LaSalle/Peru
Decatur
Springfield
Mt. Vernon
Greenville
Springfield
NUMBER ATTENDING
89
63
98
87
63
64
121
119
58
86
138
41
17
143
65
53
27
105
325
225
120
65
250
30
55
25
70
165
150
165
275
22
208
148
90
3825
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ATTACHMENT G
CURRICULUM VITAE
RODGER JACOB ELBLE, MD, PhD
March 22, 1993
PERSONAL DATA:
Office Address: AUhjI^Cwt* ^^^ of Hedicine
P.O. Box 19230
Springfield, IL 62794-9230
Office Telephone: (217) 524-7879
Fax: ( 217 ) 524
" 1903
Home Address: 1911 Bates Springfield,
IL 62704
Home Telephone: (217) 546-6578
Date of Birth: August 10, 1948
Suzanne Louise ElbleWife:
Children:
EDUCATION:
1966
1971
1975
Rodger Jacob 111 (born January 7, 1978)
Joseph Marshall (born March 8, 1980)
Ann Elizabeth (born January 25, 1984)
East-Alton-Wood River Community High School
Wood River
Illinois
1977
Purdue University
W. Lafayette, Indiana
B.S. Aeronautical Engineering
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana u.li**-„i
Ph D Physiology (minor in biochemistry;
Thesis: Contribution of Motor Unit
Statistics
to Physiological Tremor
Major Professor: James E. Randall, Pn.u.
Indiana University School of Medicine
Indianapolis, Indiana
B.S.
Ph.D.
M.D.
July 8, 1993
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POSTGRADUATE EDUCATION:
July 1977
-June 1978
Indiana University School of Medicine
Indianapolis, IN
Internship, Internal Medicine
July 1978
-June 1981
June 1987
LICENSE:
BOARD CERTIFIED:
HONORS AND AWARDS:
ORGANIZATIONS:
Washington University School of Medicine
Barnes Hospital Complex, St. Louis, MO. Residency,
Neurology, and Postdoctoral neuroscience training
al.tJ'h™^' M '°" T°pic: Role of cerebellumnd s retch' reflex in action tremor
Biomechanics of Human Movement.
Special summer course at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Laboratory of Prof. Robert W. Mann
Illinois State Board of Medical Examiners
July, 1981
American Board of Psychiatry and Neuroloqv
November 1982
Phi Eta Sigma
Sigma Gamma Tau
Tau Beta Pi
Phi Kappa Phi
Alpha Omega Alpha
Who's Who Among Students in American Colleqes and
Universities (1977)
Who's Who in Frontiers of Science and
Technology (1985)
Who's Who in the Midwest (1988)
Best Full
-Time Faculty Teacher of the Year Award,
uu ,
Apartment of Medicine, 1985-1986 Sigma XI
Who s Who of Emerging Leaders in America (1990)
Fellow, American Academy of Neurology (1990)
Associate, Behavioral and Brain Sciences (1991)
The American Physiological Society
Federation of American Societies for
American Academy of Neurology
American Medical Association
Society for Neuroscience
New York Academy of Science
American Association for the Advancement
56
of Science .
World Federation of Neurology Research
Group on Dementia
Society for Mathematical Biology
Ceniral Society for Neurological
Research
Tremor Investigational Group (TRIG)
POSITIONS HELD:
June 1966 to June 1971 Cooperative Engineering
Program, McDonnell -Douglas Corp.
and Purdue
University
Aug. 1971 to Aug. 1^^ In$mute$ „f Health
Physiology Training Grant
Indiana University, Bloomington,
IN
Aug. 1973 to June 1975 Assistant , Department of
Anatomy and Physiology, Indiana
University,
Bloomington, IN
July 1977 to July 1978 . Qf ,
Medicine, School of Medicine,
Indiana
University, Indianapolis, IN
Ju1y 1978 to July MM ^
^Medicine
Washington University School of
Medicine,
Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, MO
July 1981 to July 1W Professor of Neurology _ 4 . .
Souihern Illinois University School
of Medicine,
Springfield, IL
July 1987 to Present
Professor of Neurology
Southern Illinois University School
of Medicine,
Springfield, IL
Nov. 1988 to Present ^^ of psychiatry
Southern Illinois University School
of Medicine, Springfield, IL
July 8, 1993
Nov. 1988 to Present
Director
Center for Alzheimer Disease and Related
Disorders, Southern Illinois University
School of Medicine, Springfield, IL
Sept. 1992 to Feb 1, 1993
Acting Chief
Division of Neurology, Department of
Medicine Southern Illinois University School of
Medicine, Springfield, IL
57
Feb. 1993 to present
Acting Chairman
Department of Neurology
Southern Illinois University School of
Medicine, Springfield, IL
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES AND SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
Chairman
Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Chairman
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Laboratory Animal Care Committee
July 1985
-June 1988
Central Research Committee
July 1985 - September 1989
Springfield Committee for Research Involving Human
Subjects July 1988 - November 1992
Ad hoc committee for utilization of laboratory space -
1989
Ad hoc committee for review of the Department of Family
Practice - 1991
Computing Advisory Committee - 1990
Springfield Committee for Research Involving
Human Subjects - September 1989 - November 1992
University Patents and Copyrights Committee
July 1985 - present
Misconduct in Science Committee
July 1990 - present
Research Policy Advisory Committee
July 1985 - present
Utilization Review for Memorial Medical Center
1986 - present
LCME Subcommittee for institutional research - 1992
Clinical Chairmen's Committee
Feb. 1993 - present
PROFESSIONAL ADVISORY BOARDS
International Tremor Foundation,
Chicago, Illinois
Alzheimer's Disease and Related
Member, Medical Advisory Board
Member, Medical Advisory Board
58
Disorders Association,
Springfield Chapter
GRANT REVIEW COHMITTEES
National Science Foundation
Veterans Administration
National Institute on Aging
National Institute of
Neurological Diseases
and Stroke
Ad hoc grant reviewer
Ad hoc grant reviewer
Special study section member
(Locomotor Impairment and Falls
in the Elderly) - March 1986.
Member, Neurology Study Diseases
Section A - October 1992
present.
July 8, 1993
EDITORIAL BOARDS OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS
Movement Disorders November 1992 - present
REFEREE SERVICE FOR PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS
Behavioral and Brain Sciences
Journal of Neurology
Journal of Neurophysiology
Journal of Neural Transmission
Movement Disorders
Neurology
Science
Teaching and Learning in Medicine: An International Journal
PUBLICATIONS:
Papers:
1. Elble R. J., Randall J.E., 1976. Motor unit activity
responsible for the 8-to-12-Hz component of human
physiological finger tremor. J Neurophysiol 39:370-383.
2. Elble R J Randall J.E., 1978. Mechanistic components of
normal hand tremor. Electroenceph Clin Neurophvsiol 44:72-82.
3. Elble R. J Schieber M.H., Thach W.T., 1984. Activity of
muscle spindles, motor cortex and cerebellar nuclei durinq
action tremor. Brain Res 323:330-334.
4
"
^lof R; ?•> 1986. Physiologic and essential tremor. Neurology
5. Elble R. J., Higgins C, Moody C, 1987. Stretch reflex
cn
C
2oi Il2
nS and essential tremor. J Neurol Neurosura Psvrhiat
bu: 691
-698.
6. Elble R J., Giacobini E., Scarsella G.F., 1987. Cholinesterases
in cerebrospinal fluid: a longitudinal study in Alzheimer
disease. Arch Neurol 44:403-407
?
* KJJX ^,F" "/"',' Elb1e R ' J - Good D -C, Manyam B.V.,Partick J.L., 1987. Visualization of brain iron by mid-field MR
Am I Neurorariinl 1988;9:77-82.
59
8. Becker R Giacobini E., Elble R., McIlhanyM., Sherman K., 1988.
Potential pharmacotherapy of Alzheimer disease: a comparison of
various forms of physostigmine administration. Acta Neurol
Scandinav 77(suppl 116) : 19-29.
60
South R.C.. Kumar V. Khera^..ETJ^R.J^^^chofiiHn
J., 1988. Brain morphological
measures aird tbi- y
AUheimer dementia. ,1 Psychist Res
23.111-114.
» sr-'i.'^'*'"^ Tisss was:
Neurabjo] of Aq1nq 1° :45 - 50 -
Res 19:425-434.
, n i c-nw a d Hiaains C , 1990. Quantification of
tremor
13. Elble R. J-, Sinna R.,
jgi u., i«^
_*_,,,. , . 1(n_iqft
14.
19.
20.
Sa\VgV«z1« ^b^O^^ite 32=193-198.
Elble R. J-, Th-M S.S,^ Higgins
C
;y^/^
Stride-dependent changes in gait
ot oioer peuy
238:1-5.
15 Elble R. J., Hughes L.,
Higgins C 1991. The syndrome
of
senile gait. J, Neurol , 239:71 -
75.
16 Elble R. 0.,
1991- Inhibition, of^ » by palatal
myoclonus. Movement Disorders
6:324-329.
17 . Elble R. J., Higgins C
Hughes L 1992 Longitudinal
study of
essential tremor. Neurology M 42.441
4«.
18 . nbl. R- 0.. «-^-. ^essentiaf*i™£ "£%&
frequency entrainment ot
essent l
116:355-361.
Papers Submitted:
Elbl. R. J.. Moody C, Leffler K. ,
Sinha R., 1993. The initiation
1
'
of „on!il walking. Movejnm-Oisorders,
July 8, 1993
Books
:
l
' SS?n?"n^
KOl
-f
W
n°-'
1990
'
Tremor
-
Baltimore: JohnsHopkins University Press.
Review Articles:
l
'
Vo
blL Rkd" Essential tremor. 1986- Federazione Mpdira0:7:000-008. "
2.
3.
press
Book Chapters
Elble R. J
I ,
1992. Tremor. NeuroscienrP Ypar- Supplement 3 to theEncyclopedia of Neuroscience (in press).
*
,P ,e * ™ n
n}
bl
A
e
i.
R
h - *
C
!!
i
.
yUn Q
*
The ear1y diagnosis and pathophysiology
of Alzheimer disease. ChineseJ Nprvnus Mental Qisjejses (in
L t^LW ' T -' Schiebe/ UM; H" Elble R - J -» 1984. Motor programs:
J &«i 7 TVi* stability ' In - Bloedel JR, Dichgans 5, PrechtW (eds), Cerebellar Functions. Berlin: Springer Verlag, pp 36-51.
2
' Ar^iiTi--' BeC+*ru ?" Elble R" Matti0 T- Mcllhany M., 1986.Acetylcholine metabolism in brain: is it reflected by CSFp2wc : nFiSherA,,Dfanin !>' Uchman C < eds >> Alzheimer-. andParkinson s Diseases
. Plenum Press, pp 309-31 6.
3
'
Rr
a
in
b1ni
a
E
*; ?lkV- R" E1 .ble R" Matti0 T" Mcllhany M., 1986.1
,
acetylcholine-a view from the cerebrospinal fluid, In:Dun N (ed) Neurobiol of Acetyl rholinp
,
plenum Press.
4.
«]«1
6
c"
J "
1
l98
l'
P|;ysiolog ic and Pathologic tremors: a holistic
view. Encyclopedia Medica ltaliana.
5. Sherman K.A., Kumar V., Ashford J. W. , Murphy J. W., Elble R
i;pnt
aC°b1
?-
E
;
1987
:
,
Effect of oral Physostigmine in seniledementia patients: utility of blood cholinesterase inhibition
and neuroendocrine responses to define pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics, In: Strong R, Wood WG, Burke J., (eds),
Central Nervous Sysjej Disorders of Aging: Cliniral
Intervention and Research New York: Raven Press.
6
'
r
lbl€
uni
J
** GiacobinJ
E
:>
Becker *-. Zee R., Vicari S., Womack
dP^pntVJ^h J., Higgins C 1988. Treatment of Alzheimerementia with steady-state infusion of physostigmine. In: Becker
h, Giacobim E (eds), Current ResParch in Al7hPimer Theranv NewYork: Taylor & Francis, Inc., pp 123-139
61
62
u- • c FihiP R J 1990 Markers of cholinergic
of fli7hPimer Type. Nishimura:
Smith-Gordon, pp 107 lzo.
cihi« r l 1990 Early diagnosis of Alzheimer disease.
In:
8
- olSL i Giacobini E (eds). Current Beseareh in Alzhe imer
^^^^^nUL^s/Ne^oTkTTa^or and Francis (7n
press).
u- r cimava K Flble R J., 1990. Markers of cholinergic
9. Giacobini E., Sugaya ., uoi K.d.,i" Giacobini E.
dysfunction in Alzheimer disease. In: Beck
er E., * JMDmu
(eds). Current Bfigarch in Alzheimer Th^py TT
Farly Diagnosis,
New York: Taylor and Francis, 99
137-1556.
in Elble R.J., 1991. Mechanisms of
Physiologic tremor and
10 -
relationship to essential tremor. In:
Ijndley U,
• ^/ft
( eds), » anHhnnk nf Tremor
Disorders. New York. Marcel DekKer pn
press),
n Fihie R J 1992. Gait disturbances and analysis.
In: Good D.C.,
"
CoSch JR.' (eds). HandbooL^l-Npnrorehahilitation.
New York.
Marcel Dekker (in press).
Clinical Motes:
i Elble R.J., 1983. Intracerebral
hemorrhage with herpes zoster
ophthalmicus. Ann Neurol 14:591-592.
2. Elble R.J., 1983. Post -traumatic
headaches? CI ini -Pearls 6:3-4.
3 • Elble R.J., 1992. Stride-dependent^
changes in gait of older
people. Sports Medicine Digest 1 992,
1.7-8.
Letters
:
1 Elble R.J., 1982. Physiologic
hand tremor. Arch Neurol
39:737-738.
2 Elble R.J., 1983. Peripheral
neuropathies and tremor.
Neurology 33:1389.
Miscellaneous Papers:
1 Elble R.J., Essential tremor:
a position paper ««ttid upon
*"
request to the National Institute
on Aging, April 1990.
r . J1 ii Koiipr U J De Witt P., Elble R., Jankovic J.,
2
'
u
n
ng
1eV
A RajputA
." W«V Clarification and definition of
essential tremor. World Neurology: in
press.
July 8, 1993
Research presentations at regional, national and international
meetings:
1. Elble R.J., Randall J.E., 1974. Motor unit activity
responsible for the 8-12 Hz component of human physiologic
tremor. Physiologist 17:21 6 (American Physiological Society
1974 Fall Meeting).
2. Elble R.J., Schieber M.H., Thach W.T., 1981. Involvement of
nucleus interpositus in action tremor. Society for
Neuroscience Fall Meeting, Abstract #223.17.
3. Elble R.J., 1982. Agonist and antagonist muscle interaction in
the 8-12 Hz component of physiologic tremor. Society for
Neuroscience Fall Meeting, Abstract #212.4.
4. Elble R.J., 1984. Relationships between physiologic and
essential tremors. American Academy of Neurology Annual
Meeting.
5. Giacobini E., Becker R., Elble R., Mattio T., Mcllhany M.,
1985. Acetylcholine metabolism in brain: is it reflected by
CSF changes? 0H0L0 Biological Conference, Eilat, Israel, March
1985.
Elble R. J., 1985. Relationships between high-and low- frequency
familial tremors. American Academy of Neurology Annual Meeting.
7. Elble R. J., Adelman J, Higgins C, 1985. Interaction between
stretch-reflex and 8-12 Hz component of physiologic tremor.
15th Annual Meeting Society for Neuroscience, Dallas, Texas.
8. Giacobini E., Becker R., Elble R., Mattio T., Mcllhany M.,
1985. Acetylcholine metabolism in brain: is it reflected by
CSF changes? 8th Midwest Neurobiology Meeting, Iowa City
Iowa.
9. Giacobini E., Becker R., Elble R., Mattio T., Mcllhany M.,
1985. Brain acetylcholine: a view from the cerebrospinal
fluid. Neurobiology of Acetylcholine Symposium, Maywood,
Illinois.
10
* ?i!c°
b
l
ni E
"
Becker R *' Elble R" Matti0 T., Mcllhany M.,
1985. Brain Acetylcholine: a view from the cerebrospinal
fluid. 15th Annual Meeting Society for Neuroscience, Dallas,
Texas
.
11. Giacobini E., Elble R., Hess J., and Becker R., 1986.
Cholinergic markers in human cerebrospinal fluid. Amer. Soc
Neurochem., Montreal, Canada 1986.
63
6.
64
12.
13.
14
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
^^^JM^ &&£» Meeting
Springfield, Illinois.
cihi« r l 1986 Relationship between mechanically-induced
stretcn reflex oscillations and
essential tremor 38th Annual
Meeting of American Academy of Neurology,
New Orleans.
American Academy of Neurology, New
Orleans.
Midwest Neurobiology Meeting,
Springfield, Illinois.
Sherman K.A., Ashford J U., Elble
R.J
,
Hess
j.
,
Hcllhany M
&W^f^«t gminftn Alzneimer patients.
Society for Neuroscience Annual
Meeting.
SiSS'Ka- 21. «-«-
Neuroscience Annual Meeting, New
Orleans.
ga-^tas-nar-'aK ss sss*..
New York.
^Yo^yM^^^^
^^i^^r^^s'c^l^^re^nt^imer"
e^U'-Un^teady'state infusion of physost ^ne
Advances in Alzheimer Therapy: Chol
in«*e"*?
H federation of
international Symposium *P°nS0
.^J^tle nttituie of
Neurology Research, Group on "e^las
s?E school of Medicine,
Developmental Neuroscience and Aging.
SIU b n . t
Springfield, Illinois.
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of the International Psychogeriatric Association.
23
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" 1988 ' Kinematic gait
25. Elble R. J., Thomas S.S., Moody C.J.
-1989 Charartpri^tirc n* „ • +
Society for Neuroscience, Phoenix, AZ. Neuroscience Abstr
"'
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«1«B«<*i? J ™* reSP°unSe ° f •"«**»! trewr to pulsatileand sinusoidal forcings. Movement Disorders 5 (suddI D-46
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the F,>St Inte|-" i'tional Congress of MovementDisorders, Washington, DC, April 26, 1990.
n
28
' 2Hi.
R
«,Yt ^V^T^ 1 "' gait disturbances in the elderly:
H^ors.^VsepT^-^^o/" NeUr0, °9iCal ^^ T»°
Elble B.J., Moody C, Higgins C, 1990. The physiology of qaitmmation. Society for Neuroscience, Nov. 1990, St. Louis, M.
Elble R.J. 1991. Periodic inhibition of forearm EMG bv nalatal
4i (]up
n
p
U
?-1^32
A
7
ad NeUr°'°9y
'
Apr
-
1991
'
Boston ^.leSrotogy
M
' S^wd' u- iZJ ' Jf1e1 D ' E1b,e R - J -' Ma"y>™ B.V., 1991
Kenan d1$eaSe rehabil1 t'tion program. Arch Phys
32- Harris R.B Hughes L.F., Elble P.J., Manyam BV 1991
lS2™S?«li'?
8: faCt°rS
°.
f i
"P°rt'n~ in reha'bniUtion. 10thInternational Symposium on Parkinson's Disease, Tokyo, Japan.
"'
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i99lnV "- 199K ResP°nse of essential wrist tremor
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S,
199i:
d
New
S ra
rteanl
nSOry^^ S0Clety f°r Neu">^«»«.
34
'
the^mectni
1
^
2
- ^ 'W"? of 9ait Vitiation: insight intoe m hanisms of start hesitation. Central Societv forNeurological Research, Oct. 3, Red Wing, Minnesota.
29.
30.
66
35.
36.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Neuroscience, Oct. 26, Anaheim, CA.
Zee R.F., McCool M., Gra.es E
Landreth E . . H£« A Frj1»r
w
R
-^r^WJa1^'*^ ^»ir
disease AbstV #395.10, Society
for Meuroscitnc., Oct. 28,
Anaheim, CA.
!NVITED REGIONAL, NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS
1 Elble R.J., 1988.
Tremor. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, October 1988.
nhlP R J 1990. Relationship between
essential and
' «,-;.=ssoas.as s. ssra
1990.
3. Elble R.O., 1990.
Neurophys
^^"Sftrf ^l5S*l?5
Essent^ Tr^in*"WS* Be\hesda. MO, April
24, 1990.
4. Elble R.O 1991
Characteristics of gait in -rolo^ically
normal and abnormal elderlj' Pfopje. f™™^L as a part of a
Neurology, as'a part of a
U
cou
m
rse entitled Gait Disturbances in
the Elderly, April 27, Boston,
MA.
Elble R.J., 1991 -Characteristics «^%£?&?SL
normal and abnormal elderly peo£ •• ^^L" as , part of a
^-X^-«t?!^lttt," Str0Ke
Patients, October 17, Springfield,
IL.
(April 17).
E1ble RJ -
1
1992
t i
T
„q
e
o
P
f
arhXmer]c°a^ SC^
part o^courre^ltl^tKJrol. MayW,
San Diego, CA.
nhl. R 1 1992 What causes essential tremor.
Visiting lecture
at Albert'-Ludwigs University,
Freiburg, Germany Oune 17).
July 8, 1993
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2 \ Relationshi P of essential and physiologic
Munich;S a^)! "11 C °n9reSS ° f M°Vemen' °fs°rJe?"
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,
«52 - Diff,erential diagnosis: medical and cognitivemarkers in Alzheimer disease and related disorders Am Societyon Aging, Chicago, IL (August 4, 1992). s
12
*
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"
1992
*
Sensorimotor Integration and DisintearationWorkshop sponsored by the National institute on Ag ng and the'Life Sciences Division of NASA, Bethesda, MD (August 19 21)
13. Elble R J., 1992. The mystery of essential tremor.
International Tremor Foundation Symposium for the
SJfjrf of a SUDDOrt 9rouP ^ Kansas City, U. of KansasMedical Center, Kansas City, Kansas (August 29, 1992).
14
' M^^-^^'^n92 :. ^6^ tnerW for tremor. The University ofMedicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, Newark, September 23
15
'
nlo^-D*'
19
?
3
;
Characteristics of gait in healthy old
Acad
P
!mv SmS!!"? *
the l"3 MnUi] meetin9 of ^e Americane y of Neurology, as a part of a course entitled GaitDisturbances in the Elderly, April 26, New York.
CURRENT RESEARCH PROJECTS AND FUNDING
1. Neuromuscular Control in Action Tremor (Principal
Investigator) K
Funding:
7/83-6/84: CRC Grant, Southern Illinois U. Sch. Med.
7/wJ/p5 : £ln?r£inS0n Disease Association Grant $11,8677/84-6/87: NINDS Grant 1-ROI NS20973
$93,948
7/88-6/92: NINDS Grant 2-ROI NS20973
$164,347
12/92-11/97: NINDS Grant 2-ROI NS20973
$432,783
67
68
2. Aging of the Brain and Dementia:
Early Detection (Co-investigator)
Principal Investigator: Ezio Giacobini,
M.D., Ph.D.
Collaborators: Robert Becker, M.D.
Funding:
1983: SIU School of Medicine
program project,
$16 295
12/85-12/88: ' NIA Grant 1-R01-AG05416,
$251,387
3. Regional Alzheimer Disease
Assistance Center Grant (Director)
CoH.bor.tors: R. Becker, M.D., E.
Giacobini, H.D.. Ph.D., et al.
Funding:
7/88-6/89- Illinois Department of Public
Health
1
' ' $600,000
7/89-6/90: $930,000
7/90-6/91: $930,000
4. Gait Disturbances in the Elderly:
Senile Gait (Principal Investigator)
Funding:
7/86-6/87: CRC Southern Illinois U. Sch.
Med.
$4,134
7/87-6/90: Vlhitaker Foundation
7/90-6/91: CRC Southern Illinois U.
Sch. Med.
7/90-6/92: Naifonal Inst. Aging (P30
AG08014)
7/92-6/97: H.Kl Inst. Aging (R01 AG10837)
$478,841
5
- Vrr^tra&r^ }! "&P^
AUh^iier-rotsease (Hoechst-Roussel
Ph.nn.ceutiC.ls, Inc).
Funding:
1/91-12/91: $36,030
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ATTACHMENT I
SIU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY
ROSTER OF FULL-TIME & PARTICIPATING FACULTY & STAFF
E
erson, Darrel M.D.
Ho, Mary
rows, Howard M.D.
;<er, Robert M.D.
unan, Shari
sill, Wesley, Jr. M.D
lliant, Mikhail M.D.
wing, Ronald Ph.D.
liver, Jerry Ph.D.
lins, Carol
iiesc Howard,
h M.D.
•am, Jan M.A.
e, Rodger M.D., Ph.D.
is, M. Steven M.D.
gold, Carl Ph.D.
in, Claude M.D.
er, David M.D.
TITLE
Clinical Professor & Asst Chair
Researcher
Associate Dean
Chairman
Professor
Professor
Research Director
Researcher
Clinical Associate Professor
Researcher
Professor
Professor
EMG Technician
Clinical Associate Professor
Instructor
Associate Professor Medical Director
Alzheimer Center
Assistant Professor
Professor
Clinical Associate
Assistant Professor
DEPARTMENTfS)
Radiology
Neurology
Educational Affairs
Medical Education
Neurology
Psychiatry
Alzheimer Center
Neurology
Neurology
Alzheimer Center
Physiology
Statistics & Research
Consulting
Neurology
Alzheimer Center
Neurology
Neurology
Pharmacology
Neurology
Neurology
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NAME
Ghobrial, Mona Ph.D.
Giacobini, Ezio MD, PhD
Good, David MD
Hailey, Lynne
Harris, Rosemary LCSW
Hemberger, Sheila
Henze, Brenda
Herrmann, Denyse MHS
Higgins, Constance MA
Hill, Stephen BS
Hoyt, Paula
Hughes, Larry Ph.D.
Jozefczyk, Patricia M.D
Kuhn, Matthew M.D.
Leffier, Keith
Louden, Eden
Luttrel , Candyce
Manyam, Bala M.D.
Martin, Dianna RN
Mclihaney, Michael M.D.
McManus, Dennis, M.D.
Mehra, Muktesh
TITLE
Professor
Professor & Chair
Associate Professor
Clinic Manager
Alzheimer Center
Assistant Professor
Researcher
Secretary
Instructor
Researcher
Instructor
Receptionist
Research Professor
Research Fellow
Clinical Associate Professor
Researcher
Secretary
Administrative Assistant
Professor
Administrative Nurse
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Clinical Assistant Professor
DEPARTMENT (S)
Pathology
Pharmacology
Neurology
Neurology
Alzheimer Cenir
Neurology
Alzheimer Cer
Alzheimer Cer
Neurology
Surgery
Neurology
Surgery
Alzheimer Ce
Neurology
Radiology
Neurology
Neurology
Alzheimer Ce
Neurol ogy
Neurology
Neurol ogy
Alzheimer C«
Surgery
Neurology
Alzheimer C<
Neurology
er
:er
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:ly, Charles Ph.D.
re, William M.D.
lies, Augusto M.D.
'jsdorf, Assa M.D.
Jtoku, Dean M.D.
er, Margaret
ek, Terrence M.D., Ph.D
;olds, Janet
,
Nelly LCSW
ns, Perry M.D.
:cwiler, Sid
lenson, Linda
>le, Robert Ph.D.
, Wendy
-McCabe, Kimberly
h, Joshua. M.D.
n, Stacey
2s, Charlotte
<, Iris
Patricia RN
"s, Robert
lonald Ph.D.
TITLE
Research Associate
Clinical Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Clinical Professor
Assistant Professor
Unit Clerk
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DEPARTMENT fS)
Neurology
Radiology
Pediatrics
Neurology
Neurology
Neurology
Associate Professor&Chair Surgery Neurosurgery
Secretary
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Researcher
Researcher
Associate Professor
Researcher
Researcher
Clinical Instructor
Administrative Aide
Secretary
Assistant to the Chair
Executive Director
Staff Nurse
Clinical Professor
Assistant Professor
Neurology
Family Practice
Alzheimer Center
Surgery
Neurology
Neurology
Pathology/Psychiatry
Alzheimer Center
Neurology
Neurology
Neurology
Neurology
Neurology
Neurology
Alzheimer Center
Neurology
Radiology
Psychiatry
Alzheimer Center
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TERMINATION OF THE CERTIFI CATE PROGRAMS IN PEDODONTICS ,
PERlODONlULOGY, AND PROSTHODONTICS, SCHOOL OF ggNTgL
"
—
"
MEDICINE, SUJE
"
Summary
This matter proposes a reasonable and moderate extension to terminate
the Certificate programs in Pedodontics, Periodontology, and Prosthodontics,
School of Dental Medicine, SIDE.
Rationale for Adoption
The Illinois Board of Higher Education has recommended termination of
the Certificate programs. Although approved as part of SIUE's program
inventory, the programs have never been offered because they have never beer
funded by the State of Illinois, despite funding being recommended by IBHE.
The School of Dental Medicine and the Provost and Vice-President for Academic
Affairs concur with the recommendation to terminate the programs.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was initiated, reviewed, and approved by the faculty o
the School of Dental Medicine and by the Dean of that school. It has th<
recommpndation of the Curriculum Council of the Faculty Senate and the Facult'
Senate. The proposal is recommended for approval by the Provost an
Vice-President for Academic Affairs and by the President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinoi
University in regular meeting assembled, That, effective Fall Semester, 1993
the Certificate programs in Pedodontics, Periodontology, and Prosthodontics
School of Dental Medicine, SIUE, be and are hereby terminated;
BE IT RESOLVED, That this action be reported to the staff of th
Illinois Board of Higher Education; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinoi
University is authorized to take the necessary actions to implement
thi
resolution without further action by this Board.
July 8, 1993
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,'
R
^I 1^ S F THE CERTIFICATE PROGRAM S IN PEDODONTICS
MEDICINE, SIUE
" "
I. Program Inventory Data
A. Current:
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION
51.0401 Dentistry
51.0501 Pedodontics
51.0501A Periodontology
51.0501B Prosthodontics
51.2899 Advanced Education
in General
Dentistry
DEGREE
D.M.D.
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
Dental Medicine
Certificate Dental Medicine
Certificate Dental Medicine
Certificate Dental Medicine
CIPS
CODE
B. Proposed :
MAJOR
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION
51.0401
51.2899
Dentistry
DEGREE
D.M.D.
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
Dental Medicine
Advanced Education
in General
Dentistry
Certificate Dental Medicine
I. Reasons for Proposed Action:
III
the IIIH? rat n °
f Hl9h
Ti
Education h« recoimmended termination of
entor I nJI°
9ramS
:
AUh °Ugh approved as part of SIUE '^ Programinv y the programs have never been offered because they have never
by the i
e
BHE
y
'tL'Th 1 W*' deSpUe funding ^ing" recommend
Vice-Pres dent fnrtr^ ?« '"^ Medi ° ine 3nd the Provost and
tSlE.te
1?5U^! deni1C Aff3irS <~ With the -commendation to
Anticipated Budgetary Effects :
None.
IV
- ^jggj^g: f °r AffP^L^»^,y- Staff. Students . Jgujgnent
None
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V. Other Educational Units, Curricula, or Degrees Affected by the Action:
None.
VI. Changes in Catalog Copy :
None.
VII. Requested Effective Date :
Fall Semester, 1993.
TERMINATION OF THE MASTER OF ARTS/MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE
PROGRAM. MAJOR IN POLIIICAL SCIENCE, SCHOOL Oh SOCIAL
^
—
SCIENCES, SlTJF
Summary
This matter proposes a reasonable and moderate extension to terminate
the Master of Arts/Master of Science degree program, major in Politica
Science.
Rationale for Adoption
The termination of the M.A./M.S. degree program, major in Politica
Science was recommended by the Illinois Board of Higher Education
because o
the low number of graduates and problems identified in earlier
program reviews
The program graduates 3-4 students per year. Last year there
was only on
graduate.
Considerations Against Adoption
The Department of Political Science has requested
that th
recommendation to terminate be given further consideration in
light of
University-wide review of master's programs.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was initiated by the Provost and
Vice-President fc
Academic Affairs based upon the IBHE recommendation. It has
been reviewed
the Department of Political Science, which recommends
that the program
retained. The Graduate Council supports the recommendation to
terminate .
program. The proposal is recommended for approval by
the Provost ar
Vice-President for Academic Affairs and by the President, SIUL.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern
111 in*
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Master f/^^Tj
Sc ence degree program, major in Political Science, School of Social
Science
SIUE bp and is hereby abolished effective at the end of
Fall Semester, 199
July 8, 1993
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Illinois BSSrd
T
of
RKD Ed,lch.'tt,^1$,„5rt10n ^ ^^ t0 ^ ^ of «*
resolution w^tho^ f^he'r a^ion^y tisSf^ aCt1 °nS t0 1mp,™ent this
TERMINATION OF THE WASTER OF ARTS/MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGRFF PRnrROM
^AJOOr-puLllILAI scihNfF SCHOOL OF sqCIa!. WBrTptrn^
*• Program Inventory Data :
A. Current:
CIPS
CODE
45.1001
45.1001
45.1001
MAJOR
Political Science
Political Science
Political Science
DEGREE
B.A.
B.S.
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
Political Science
Curriculum & Instruction/
Political Science
M.A./M.S. Political Science
B. Proposed
CIPS
CODE MAJOR DEGREE
45.1001 Political Science B.A.
45.1001 Political Science B.S.
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
Political Science
Curriculum & Instruction/
Political Science
11
• Reasons for Proposed Action :
™Z'y one
hVParr. ^"^ ^ StUde " tS ^ ^ r " L^ year'heVe
In
-
Anticipated Budgetary Effects :
£S Set 8 »•»•-«.• nrs •£»,?«
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IV. Arrangements to be made for Affected Faculty, Staff, Students,
Equipment,
and Physical Facilities :
Faculty teaching graduate courses will be reassigned to undergraduate
courses No staff, equipment, or physical facilities are affected by
the
proposal. Students presently enrolled in the major will be given ar
appropriate time period to complete degree requirements.
V. Other Educational Units, Curricula, or Degrees Affected by the
Action:
None.
VI. Changes in Catalog Copy :
See attached catalog copy. Changes in the course inventory
will b
recommended by the department at a later date.
VII. Requested Effective Date :
End of the Fall Semester, 1995.
July 8, 1993
STORY
e Department of Historical Studies offers programs of
leading to the Master of Arts (M.A.) degree in history
» a teaching field in history for the Master of Science
ucation (M.S. in Ed.) degree, major in secondary
Jon. This latter degree is offered in cooperation with
partment of Curriculum and Instruction in the School
cation.
>TER OF ARTS
Iree REQUIREMENTS
i
j
didates for the Master of Arts degree in history may
lone of two plans of study.
lesis Option. Students complete 48 hours of
Ite credit, 8 of which represent a well-conceived
I
on a topic chosen in consultation with an
,
thesis director. Upon completion of the thesis, the
ft is examined orally on the thesis and related
III material.
uhesis Option. This plan emphasizes breadth of
al understanding rather than research techniques
s concentrating in one specific area (generally
m or European history) shall complete 48 hours of
s credit and pass a comprehensive examination in
selected.
jRAM OF STUDY
:nts in both the thesis and non-thesis options must
I « least half of the 48 hours at the 500 level
m both opuons, students may, with the approval
aduate adviser, apply up to 16 quarter hours from
lisciphnes toward satisfying their credit hour
r
nls
'
Students "ray abo apply to participate in an
;P program that allows them to obtain practical
r
m non
-»eaching career fields related to history
!"ts must demonstrate a reading knowledge of a
language (modern or classical) either by special
!"on or by completion of five quarters (four
°1^ f;
leVCl Study m a sin*,e ^g^e with a
-grade of C (^=5.0) or better. All requirements for
must be completed within six consecutive years.
History 81
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
EDUCATION
- SECONDARY
EDUCATION/HISTORY
The Department of Historical Studies, in cooperation
with the Department of Curriculum and Instruction, offers a
history teaching field as part of the Master of Science in
Education (M.S. in Ed.) degree, major in secondary
education A jointly advised program of 16 to 32 hours in
history will be designed, taking into account each students
background and interests. A student must achieve a 4
grade-point average in the history course work, as well as
an overall average of 4.0 (4-5.0). For further informauon
see Secondary Education."
POLITICAL SCIENCE
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The Department of Political Science offers two graduate
degrees, a Master of Arts (M.A.) and a Master of Science
(M.S.) in political science. A minimum of 48 quarter hours
of credit is required for either the M.A. or M.S. degree
The Master of Arts degree program of study is primarily
intended to prepare students for careers in academic
political science. The Master of Science is a
professionally-oriented degree of special interest to those
persons pursuing a career in public service or in other
public and voluntary organizations or to those persons in
the private sector who expect to work closely with public
agencies or programs. A policy of flexible scheduling
including the use of weekend classes, makes these
programs uniquely accessible to individuals holding full-
time positions. Studetits may also take courses in the
Department of Political Science to satisfy the teaching field
requirements of the Master of Science in Education (M.S.
in Ed.) degree, major in secondary education.
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ADMISSION
Requirements for admission to either degree program
are the same as those established for the Graduate School
Promising applicants who do not meet those standards will
be considered for conditional admission. Applicants
ordinarily should have preparation in the discipline
equivalent to at least an undergraduate minor; however
80
82 Political Science
otherwise qualified applicants may be permitted to
eliminate deficiencies concurrently with their graduate
work. Applications for admission are sent to the Graduate
School, but inquiries about the programs and about specific
departmental requirements are welcomed by the
department's chairperson or graduate adviser.
Graduate students in the department are eligible to apply
for Competitive Graduate Awards made by the Graduate
School. Information on these awards is found in Chapter 1
of this catalog. The department also awards several
graduate assistantships which carry stipends and remission
of tuition. Inquiries about these assistantships should be
directed to the chairperson of the department
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The development of the student's study program is done
in consultation with the student's major adviser, who will
also chair the student's advisory committee. In addition,
the student must consult the adviser prior to each quarter's
registration. The selection of the major adviser and
advisory committee members from among the graduate
faculty should be made as early as possible after the student
is admitted to the program. Prior to this selection, and in
general matters such as admission or initial orientation, the
student should consult the department's graduate adviser.
PROGRAM OF STUDY /
For either the M.A. or M.S. degree, students must
1. Take a minimum of 24 credit hours at the 500 level.
2. Select one major area of emphasis and one minor
area in consultation with the academic adviser. The student
must complete at least 16 hours of work, in addition to
credit earned for the thesis or research paper, in the major
area, and at least 12 hours in the minor area. The
department currently offers course* in the following areas:
American Government
and Politics
Comparative Politics
/
International Relation
Political Theory
Public Administration
Public Law
With approval, students may elect to substitute a minor
area of concentration in a related discipline (e.g.,
economics, sociology) for the minor area in political
science. In such cases, no more than 16 hours earned in the
related discipline will count toward the M.S. or M.S.
degree in political science.
3. Include 500a (Scope and Concepts of Political
Science) as part of this program.
4. Maintain an overall 4.0 grade-point average (A=5.0).
lyi
stic
No more than 8 hours of work with a grade of C
counted toward either degree.
5. Show proficiency in a modern language, in s
or in the methodology of political science. ]
language proficiency is demonstrated by sucjssfi
completion of an examination which is designee He
reading ability equal to that expected of students * to
completed two years of college-level training in the, tt\\
language. The examination is administered, y tl
Department of Foreign Languages and Liultur
Proficiency in a foreign language must be certifleho tl
Graduate School at least three months prior to gn am
Proficiency in statistics may be demonstrated
successful completion of at least 8 hours of course
the 400 or 500 level (e.g., 4 10 and 4 1 1) with a grad
higher. Proficiency in the methodology of politica
is demonstrated by the successful completion of 5
a grade ofB or higher.
MASTER OF ARTS - THESIS
A thesis of the usual form and scope, for whi
may be earned through Political Science 599, is
for the Master of Arts degree. Additional course
not accepted in lieu of a thesis. The final oral exa
administered by at least three members of the
faculty, covers the thesis and the major area in whi
written. It also tests the candidate's competen
minor area.
MASTER OF SCIENCE - RESEARCH PAPf
All students seeking the Master of Science de;
complete a research paper. Such papers are
somewhat more narrowly focused than a thesis, t
give clear evidence of the student's ability to
research and present its results effectively. No mi
hours of credit in Political Science 595 (Ir
Research) may be earned for the writing of
paper. The final examination, which is administi
least three members of the graduate faculty, is *
covers both the major and minor areas of concenti
din
on.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
EDUCATION - SECONDARY
EDUCATION/POLITICAL SCH
The Department of Political Science, in
with the Department of Curriculum and Instructic
political science teaching field as part of the
ICI
cowai
offo
aster
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ience in Education (M.S. in Ed.) degree, major uv-
©ndary education. A jointly advised program*Ti6 to
hours in potitical science is designed^ taking into
jount each student's backgrouwHind interests. A student
ist achieve a 4.0 grade-point average in the political
Mice course work, as well as an overalLaverage of 4.0
=5.0).
-"For further information, see "Sfceoiidary
*jcation." ^\,
UBLIC
iDMINISTRATION
|
The Department of Public Administration and Policy
{dysis offers a program leading to the Master of Public
jninistration (M.P.A.), a professional degree designed to
j)are persons for management careers in the public
|0r. It is intended to serve two categories of students:
e persons who wish to prepare for such a career, and
lie experienced public administrators who wish to
jpen their skills or expand their knowledge.
The program is organized around three major
jponents. The first is a series of seven core courses, the
xtive of which is to provide the fundamental
Medge and skills essential for all managers. The
nd component is a seven-course area of emphasis
|>red to the special interests and particular career
ptives of the student. Courses in this component will
jiently be drawn from the rich and varied resources of
I programs in the University. The third component is
final examination. Students who have not had
ificant management experience are also given the
j'rtunity to demonstrate their capacity to perform ask managers and to apply their formal course work in a
jical setting through an internship.
jWSSION
\\ person seeking admission to the Master of Public
umstration program must meet the following
rements: (1) a bachelor's degree from an accredited
fee or university (undergraduate course work in the
| sciences or in business administration is useful as
'round for the M.P.A. student, but no specific courses
tquired), and (2) an overall undergraduate grade-point
fee of at least 3.7 (A=5.0). Applicants not meeting thepm grade-point requirement will be considered for
;Sion if evidence of likely academic success, such as
jsional experience or scores on standardized tests, is
Jted to the admissions committee. Application forms
may be obtained from the Graduate School and should be
returned there. Inquiries about the program are welcomed
by the department's chairperson or graduate adviser.
Graduate students are eligible to compete for
Competitive Graduate Awards made directly by the
Graduate School. They also may be eligible for certain
programs administered by the Office of Student Work and
Financial Assistance. In addition, the department each year
awards several graduate assistantships which carry stipends
and remission of tuition. Inquiries about these
assistantships should be directed to the chairperson of the
department
ADVISEMENT
As early as possible after admission into the program
the student should select a member of the graduate program
faculty to serve as the student's adviser. This adviser will
assist the student in meeting general University and
program requirements and in developing the areas of
emphasis. The student must consult the adviser prior to
each quarter's registration. Prior to the selection of the
adviser and in such general matters as admission and initial
orientation, the student may consult the department's
graduate adviser or the chairperson.
PROGRAM OF STUDY
The Master of Public Administration degree requires a
minimum of 56 hours of course work, which shall include
core courses and an area of emphasis.
Core Courses. These seven courses (28 hours) arc
designed to introduce all students to the knowledge and
skills required of all public managers. They are Public
Administration and Policy Analysis 500, 501, 503, 515,
516, 524, and 525. A core course may be waived if the
candidate has previously completed an equivalent course
with a grade of B or better (4=5.0) or if competence in the
subject matter of the core course is successfully
demonstrated.
Area of Emphasis. An area of emphasis, tailored to
the interests of the individual student and consisting of not
fewer than 28 hours, will be developed by each student
with the guidance and approval of the student's adviser.
These courses may be drawn from courses offered by the
department or from the offerings of other programs in the
University.
INTERNSHIP
In addition to the 56 hours of course work, students who
have no significant management experience will be
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matrix mechanics; transformation theory; angular
momentum; perturbation theory; other selected topics.
Prerequisites: (a) 415a; (b) 531a.
575—1 COLLOQUIUM. Participation in departmental
colloquia; student presentation on topic of current interest.
May be repeated to a maximum of 4 hours provided no
topic is repeated. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
580—2 to 4 SELECTED TOPICS IN PHYSICS.
Classroom instruction in a topic of special interest not
covered in other graduate courses. May be repealed to a
maximum of 8 hours provided that no topic is repeated.
Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
599—1 to 9 RESEARCH OR ADVANCED PROJECT
IN PHYSICS. Thesis research in physics or advanced
project in physics. May be repeated to a maximum of 9
hours. Prerequisite: consent of faculty.
Political Science
410—4 INTERMEDIATE SOCIAL STATISTICS.
Descriptive and inferential statistical techniques with
computer applications. Graphic presentation; central
tendency and dispersion; association. Prerequisite: consent
of instructor.
411_4 ADVANCED SOCIAL STATISTICS.
Multivariate techniques; factor analysis, analysis of
covariance, multiple regression, path analysis, and models.
Prerequisite: 410 or consent of instructor.
422—4 PUBLIC FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION.
Budgeting as statement of national priorities; political,
organizational, and personal influences; agency, executive,
and legislative roles; sources of budget growth; attempts at
reform and control. Prerequisite: 320 or consent of
instructor.
424—4 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW. Principles of
administrative law in United States; extent of, and
limitations on, powers of government regulatory agencies.
426-4 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC
POLICY FORMATION. Role of administrative agencies
in formulation, implementation of public policies; impact
of organization; sources, effects of bureaucratic power;
exercise, control of bureaucratic discretion. Prerequisite:
320 or consent of instructor.
429—2 to 4 TOPICS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.
Selected administrative problem or process; content may
vary from quarter to quarter. Primarily for advanced
Political Science 153
undergraduates and graduates; may be repeated.
Prerequisite: 320 or consent of instructor.
445_8 (4,4) AMERICAN POLITICAL BEHAVIOR.
(a) Voting behavior: political-legal, sociological,
psychological bases; theories of electoral outcomes and
consequences, (c) Public opinion: formation, transmission,
maintenance of political attitudes and opinions; role of
political elites and mass media; implications and
consequences for American political system. Each course
may be taken separately. Prerequisite: 112 or consent of
instructor.
446—4 PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS. Concepts and
methods for analyzing public policies; intensive application
to specific public policy area such as environment,
education, or welfare; content varies. May be repeated for
total of 8 hours. Prerequisite: 1 12 or consent of instructor.
448—4 INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS IN
THE UNITED STATES. Political, legal, fiscal and
administrative relationships among national, state and local
governments; impact of relationships upon formulation and
implementation of public policies. Prerequisite: 112 oi
consent of instructor.
449—2 to 4 TOPICS IN AMERICAN POLITICS
Selected topic in American politics; content may vary fron
quarter to quarter. Primarily for advanced undergraduate
and graduate students; may be repeated for total of 8 hours
Prerequisite: 1 12 or consent of instructor.
459—2 to 4 TOPICS IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS
Selected topic in comparative politics; content may var
from quarter to quarter. Primarily for advance
undergraduate and graduate students; may be repeated
Prerequisite: 1 1 1 or consent of instructor.
472—4 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. Pa
and present international organizations; origins, structure
decision-making processes, functioning of United Nation
and its specialized agencies; problems and prospect:
Prerequisite: 1 1 1 or consent of instructor.
473—12 (4,4,4) FOREIGN POLICY OF MAJO
POWERS, (a) United States: formulation, implementatio
content; general policy patterns; international, domest
sources; policy instruments; regional dimensions ar
implications, (b) Soviet Union: formulatio
implementation, content; general policy pattern
international, domestic sources; policy instrument
regional dimensions and implications, (c) Weste
European States: foreign policies of major state
July 8, 1993
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formulation, implementation and content; domestic and
international sources; political instruments; regional
dimensions and implications. Each course may be taken
separately. Prerequisite: 370 or consent of instructor.
474-8 (4,4) PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW. (a)
Introduction and basic concepts: nature, background
source and development of international law; importance in'
international political order, (b) Jurisdiction, boundaries
and war legal aspects of interstate behavior, settlement of
disputes, and use of force. Prospects for further
development. Prerequisite: (a) 370 or consent of instructor
(b) 474a or consent of instructor.
V2rl t0 4 TOPICS IN INTERNATIONALRELATIONS. Selected topics in international relations-
content may vary from quarter to quarter. Primarily for
advanced undergraduate or graduate students; may be
repeated. Prerequisite: 370 or consent of instructor.
Jt"^ HISTORY OF WESTERN POLITICALTHEORY. (Same as Philosophy 484.) (a) Ancient and
Medieval: works of great political thinkers, including Plato
Aristotle, Stoics, St. Augustine, and St. Thomas, (b)
Renaissance and Early Modern: works of great political
thinkers, including Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke
Montesquieu and Rousseau, (c) Recent: political theories'
and
.deolog.es of 19th and 20th centuries including
liberalism, socialism, communism, conservatism and
rascism. Each course may be taken separately. Prerequisite-
junior standing or higher.
489-4 TOPICS IN POLITICAL THEORY. MajorW ,n political theory or works of one major political
Jthmker. Prerequisite: 385 or consent of instructor.
W5-12 (4,4,4) CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. (a) Analysis
f cases dealing with powers of each branch of nauonal
ZZZTvT™ !° **' Spend ' re*u,ate intcrs<ate
-ommerce. Relat.onsh.ps between national and state
nZT CnlVb) Ana,ySis of cases baling with
;tr ?ftsututionai rights °f*^w
SETS??Wt ,g-°n> and °f rights oft*™™ ^sed of
™ZLZr
ySl\°{ CaSCS dCaHng with Fourteenth
^ndments equal protection clause and rights of
xh^duals to be free from discrimination, particularly race
,na sex d.scr.m.nation. Each course may be taken
rParately. Prerequisite: 340c or consent of instn^ctor
K-2 to 8 LEGAL AID INTERNSHIP. Assignment as
CS,"?" t0 ,egal* attomeys - pub,,c ***«.C T* k " ""^ luPovW« of professional legal
j
««cers. en hours per week for 4 credit hours. NOT FOR
83
GRADUATE CREDIT. Prerequisite: 340c or consent of
instructor.
499-4 to 8 INTERNSHIP IN GOVERNMENT
Assignment as paraprofessional in legislative or
administrative offices assisting, and under supervision of
regular professional employees. Ten hours per week for 4
credit hours. NOT FOR GRADUATE CREDIT
Prerequisites: senior standing, political science major.
Sri
a^C°cPE AN° CONCEPTS OF POLITICALCIENCE. Survey of discipline; basic conceptual
onentauons; relationship to other disciplines. Prerequisite-
graduate standing.
«!"•»».
500b—4 QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES OFPOLITICAL SCIENCE. Research methodology and
statistics; research design, data analysis, computer
applications. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
POL7Tir
S
w,
D,ES
i
N ASIAN HISTORY AND
I ICS. (Same as History 514.) Selected topics. May
locus on single nation-state or problem. May be repeated
once. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
521-1 to 12 READINGS IN GOVERNMENT
Individualized instruction through specialized reading
program designed joindy by instructor and student. Normal
assignment: 1000 pages per credit hour; specific
requirements determined prior to registration. Not more
than 6 hours may apply to master's degree. Prerequisite-
consent of instructor.
525-4 THE POLICY PROCESS. Agenda-setting,
formulation, adoption, implementation, and evaluation of
public policies; concepts and techniques for policy analysis
and evaluation. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
529—4 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Selected topic on processes and problems; subject may vary
from quarter to quarter. May be repeated to maximum of 8
hours. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
545—4 SEMINAR IN AMERICAN POLITICS
Selected topic on processes and problems; subject may vary'
from quarter to quarter. May be repeated to a maximum of
8 hours. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
555—4 SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS.
Selected topic on processes and problems; subject may vary
from quarter to quarter. May be repeated to a maximum of
8 hours. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
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575—4 SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS. Selected topic on processes and problems;
subject may vary from quarter to quarter. May be repeated
to a maximum of 8 hours. Prerequisite: consent of
instructor.
590—4 SEMINAR IN AMERICAN PUBLIC LAW.
Selected topic on processes and problems; subject may vary
from quarter to quarter. May be repeated to a maximum of
8 hours. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
595—2 to 6 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH. Supervised
research and writings in selected subjects. Prerequisite:
consent of instructor.
599 2 to 9 THESIS. Supervised individual research on
selected and approved topic. Prerequisite: consent of
instructor.
Production
410—4 QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEMS. Quality
management policies, strategies, culture and systems;
statistical process control; control charts and acceptance
sampling; preventing defects; zero defects and total quality
control. Prerequisite: MS 251.
461—4 PRODUCTION PLANNING AND CONTROL.
Long range and aggregate planning; master scheduling;
rough cut capacity planning; MRP; CRP; lead time
management; production activity control, sequencing, and
line balancing. Prerequisites: 315, MS 251.
462—4 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT. Aggregate
inventory management, joint replenishment, discrete lot
sizes; inventory constraints; distribution; DRP; push and
pull systems; projecting inventory investment; purchasing;
just-in-time approach. Prerequisites: 315, MS 251.
463-^1 AUTOMATION AND CAM SYSTEMS. Process
flows transfer lines, process efficiency measures, group
technology, manufacturing systems, computerized
machining, CIM, scheduling MC's and FMS's and line
balancing. Prerequisites: 315, MS 251.
468—4 POM POLICY/STRATEGY. Operations strategy
and corporate objectives; major operations management
strategic decisions; operations/manufacturing structure;
focused factory, strategy/technology interface,
multinational environment Prerequisites: 315, MS 251.
490—1 to 8 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN
PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT.
Production 155
Topical areas in greater depth than regularly titled courses
permit. Individual or small group readings of projects,
j
Repeated to 8 hours by permission. Prerequisite: consent of
instructor and department chairperson.
522—4 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT. Service andj
manufacturing environments, strategic and long range)
planning, product-process strategies, aggregate planning,
master scheduling, MRP, scheduling, inventory;
management, distribution, world class operations activity;
control, manufacturing. Prerequisites: MS 500, MS 502.
568—4 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT POLICY
AND STRATEGY. Studies operations management
policies and strategies, their development, implementation
integration, and relationship to organization policies am
strategies. Uses the case study method. Prerequisite: 522.
Psychology
404—4 CONTEMPORARY THEORIES 01
LEARNING, PERCEPTION AND MOTIVATION
Theories and relevant research findings. Prerequisite: on
of 3 1 1 , 3 1 2, 3 1 3 or consent of instructor.
405—4 PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN. (Same
Women's Studies 405.) Psychological and cultural historj
sexuality, theories of socialization, psychopathology an
related issues. Lecture and laboratory. Prerequisite: 111.
409—4 HISTORY AND SYSTEMS. Importai
antecedents of contemporary scientific psychology; issue
conceptual development, major schools and system
Prerequisites: junior or senior standing; 111, 211, and 21
or consent of instructor.
414-4 ALTERED STATES OF CONSCIOUSNES
Principles of sensation, perception, and neuropsycholoj
applied to phenomena of normal and altered states
consciousness. Prerequisite: 111.
415—4 ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. (Same
Environmental Studies 415.) Environmental issu
examined as problems of perception, learning, or attitu
development; crowding, noise, and other stress factoi
Prerequisite: 1 1 1 or consent of instructor.
420—4 BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION. Learni
principles, evaluation methods and techniques of managi
and modifying human behavior, based upon operant a
respondent conditioning. Prerequisite: 111.
il
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TERMINATION OF THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGRFF PROGRAM
MAJOR IN RECREA 1IUN, SCHOOL OFTDUCAl ION, SIUE
J
Summary
'
the Bachelor'nf^rw^
130565
*
reasonable and moderate extension to terminate
i
achelor of Science degree program, major in Recreation.
' Rationale for Adoption
j
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
hpon „»
Thl
'i
; pr ° posa1 was initiated by the Department Chairperson It has
Criculum council of the
an
Fa°culty
at
Sen
C
ate Vnd [he X7"^™!
I^Wtfffl, STue!" Provost and "-"^i '«-ESS
Resolution
BL IL. R^?LVED '. . ^ the_Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
nnr»m L 1-" ^ T meeting assemb1 ^. That the Bachelor of Science degree
^isTedX^tl^^r^ester^^r EdUCat1 ° R ' ^ * ^ 1s S
"linois BL
E
rd
lyKDiduTc,att,o^ S,„SCt10B ^ "^^ t0 ^ ^ ° f ^
UniversitvV
1 ™THER «ES0LVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
resolut on with^t r\Z^ t0.-take the "ec«sary actions to implement thi'^ i hout further action by this Board.
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TFRMINATION OF THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
PROGRAM,
MAJOR IN RECREATION, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
SIUE
I. Program Inventory Data :
A. Current :
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
13.1307 Health Education
13.1314 Physical Education
13.1314 Physical Education
31.0101 Recreation
B. Proposed :
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
SCHOOL/
DEGREE DEPARTMENT
B.S. Health, Recreation & Physical
Ed.
B.S. Health, Recreation & Physical Ed.
M.S. Health, Recreation & Physical
Ed.
B.S. Health, Recreation & Physical
Ed.
SCHOOL/
DEGREE DEPARTMENT
B.S. Health, Recreation & Physical
Ed.
B.S. Health, Recreation & Physical
Ed.
M.S. Health, Recreation & Physical
Ed.
13.1307 Health Education
13.1314 Physical Education
13.1314 Physical Education
II. Reasons for Proposed Action :
•
. f thQ r <; dPnree Droqram, major in Recreation, w
The termination of the B S eg p g . ^^ ^^ of
recommended by the Illinois Dua '" " enrollment in recent vears h
enrollment and low numbers of S^uates-
E 0"™n ™
B stude«
ranged from 10 to 18 majors J^^Tcreation? and Physical Educati
Z ST Provost ^"ic'prlsS^for^ademic'Affairsconcur with t
IBHE recommendation.
III. Anticipated Budgetary Effects:
The program has one faculty member
who Is.assignee> ^^J
KK.t-'r r^rcls.AWt position (S30, 807, .
5^XX^T^ ^nTto^ber digrams in
department.
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IV
*
A)7anPements to be ma de for Affected Facult-v s+ a ff c + a
and Physical Facilities :
^c lt^ Staff, Students. Fgnipmon^,
The full-time faculty is retirina Th G h,u *•
reassigned to higher prioritTeV 7n
9
the School ti 17 l"^^ Wil1 be
equipment, or physical facilities are af4r^ k ^ dUCatl0n - N ° Staff '
presently enrolled in the ma i or will h/ y e P ro Posa1 - Students
to complete degree requi^rements
9 "" *" ^^izte time period
None.
VI
-
Changes in Catalog Copy :
See attached catalog copy.
vn
-
Requested Effective Date :
Fall Semester, 1993.
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School of Education 65
Prerequisites to the Major 6 Recreation
(including Health Education 201, 3 hours of Phys- ^ ^^ ^ rccreaUon conMsLs ot 47 h()urs in
ical Education activities) ^ ^^^n ^j^ pi^ 4445 hours ot supporting work
Health Education Major Concentration 45 ,n related fields such as health
education and physical
(including Health Education 205, 250. 300, 334s, education. In addition,
students complete 72 hours in
355 360 4-70 471 Nursing 170, Biology 240a, Spe- general education and
28-29 hours of electives. The pro-
cial' Education 400) gram leads to the
Bachelor of Science in Recreate.
fs'utTnLs allowed with adviser's consent) 8 Career
Opportunities
2 or more courses selected *™™jteMcwmg: ^ ^ ^ ^^ of ^^ degree in
Health Education 313s, 350, 410, 462, 463, 464, 465 ^^^ ^ expected to follow a prograrn of^dy which
Professional Education 32 provides a broad, rich
background in recreational skills,
(including Health Education 460, Secondary Edu- activities, and knowledge.
Program experiences and cour-
cation 200 352 440 Education 305, and Founda- ses are in the professional
core with appropriate inten-
tions of Education 380) disciplinary requirements.
All students must work closely
with the recreation faculty adviser in selecting and scne-
Second Teaching Field 29 duling courses for study.
192 Graduates are able to qualify for employment
in community, military, institutional, industrial, agency,
private, governmental, or commercial recreation fields.
Interested students should contact a recreation
Health MUCatlOn
adviser in me Department of Health, Recreation and
Minor Requirements Physical Education located in the Sam M. Vadalabene
l. n - . ^ Center for Health, Recreation and Physical Education.
In addition to its degree program, the Department of
^nt i n im r^
Health, Recreation and Physical Education offers a mi-
nor in Health Education. This minor is available to ma-
jors in any field and is not restricted to those in Physical
Education or Recreation.
A minor in Health Education may assist those who
wish to receive teacher certification in Health, but it
is necessary to complete a major in an approved certi-
fication program.
The minor consists of 31 quarter hours. Students
are required to take HED 201, 205, and 355. The re-
maining 20 quarter hours are chosen from other health-
education courses with the consent of an adviser. Stu-
dents desiring the teacher certification described above
must take HED 460 and HED 471 in addition to the
required courses listed above.
Admission to Recreation
After admission to the University, students may apply
for admission to the Recreation Program. Conditional
approval of students into the Recreation Program requires
a cumulative grade point average of 3.0. Retention
in
the program requires completion of 70 quarter hours,
including REC 150 and REC 200 courses, with a GPA
of 3.25. This minimum GPA must be main-
tained prior to approval for affiliation and internship ex-
periences.
Driver Education Certification
Students may seek certification in Driver Education
through transcript evaluation by the Illinois Office of
Education. Courses offered by the Department towards
this certification are: Health Education 302s. 313s, 443s
and 445s.
In addition, 12 quarter hours must be taken from
among the following areas: Advanced Psychology and
Sociology, Health Education, and Instructional Technol-
ogy. These courses must be approved by the University
Driver Education C<x)rdinator. For further information
contact the Department of Health, Recreation, and Phys-
ical Education.
Degree Requirements
Bachelor of Science Decree
Recreation
General Education Requirements .....72 or 76
Recommended: Option A with computer pro-
gramming
Professional Courses *7
Recreation 150, 200. 348, 349, 365 16
Recreation 390. 410. 420 "
Professional Experiences -
()
Recreation 389
(must be taken after sophomore year) 4
Recreation 400 16
July 8, 1993
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66 School of Education
"interdisciplinary Requirements 44-45"
Accounting 201 .^r\T...4
Health Education 201, 334s....,^7^ 7
Nursing 176>>^. ^<.^T 4
Physical Educatiorj>H7a7b, or 302a, 117c, I18z,
305, 350 or.383;' 384.^482^ 427 21-22
Psychology 203 or 204, 206^..^. 8
Jrtcctives \^. 28-29
Til
Physical Education
The major in physical education requires a minimum
of 48 hours, including 26 hours in the theory core, 16
hours in skill techniques, and 6 hours of electives. How-
ever, students who plan to obtain a teaching certificate
must complete additional courses, the number varying
according to whether they are interested in the secon-
dary (6-12) or special (K-12) certificate.
Entrance Requirements
To be admitted, students not seeking teacher certifica-
tion must present i a grade point average of at least 3.0.
Students seeking teacher certification must present a
grade point average of 3.50. must receive a grade of C
or better in both English 101 and 102, and must pass
the designated basic skills test.
Retention Requirements
1. No grade below C in Skill Technique courses
2. GPA of 3.5 in major courses upon completion of
30 quarter hours in physical education.
3. Minimum grade of B in PE 350 and PE 382
Minors
Two minors are also available, one for the general stu-
dent who wishes to study physical education as a matter
of personal interest, the other for any student who plans
to coach in either a school or non-school setting.
Non-Majors
In addition to the major and minors, the Department
of Health, Recreation and Physical Education offers a
variety of physical activity courses to general students.
These courses, numbered PE 112 through 240, are open
to men and women and may be taken on a Pass/No
Credit basis.
Degree Requirements
Physical Education Major: 48 Hours
General Education Requirements 72 or 76
(including Biol 111. Chem 120a. IS 324. Psyc 111, Pols
112. Hist 200. 201 or 202. Soc 111)
Written Expression:
Both are required 8
English 101 - English Composition I
English 102 - English Composition II
and
Option A - Skills £
Spc 103 or 105, CS 108, Math 106 or Phil 106
or
Option B - Foreign Language 12
Critical Thinking or Statistics
or Computer Programming 4
Physical Education Theory Core 26
Health Education 334s 4
Physical Education 303a, 303b, 304a, 304b. 410.
420 22
Skill Techniques 16
Select eight of the following (2 q.h. each)
PE 300a, 300b, 300c, 300h, 300i, 301b,
301c, 302a, 302c, 302e, 302f
Electives 6
Select from 300/400-level Physical Education cour-
ses
Second Major or Electives 68-72
192
Secondary (6-12) Certification: 105 Hours
General Education Requirements 72
Written Expression:
Both are required 8
English 101
English 102
Option A - Skills 12
Spc 103 or 105
Mathl06
CS 108
Additional General Education 52
(including Biol 111, Chem 120a, IS 324. Psyc 111.
Pols 112, Hist 200, 201 or 202, Soc 111)
Physical Education Theory Core 26
Health Education 334s 4
Physical Education 303a, 303b, 304a, 304b. 410.
420 22
Skill Techniques (2 q.h. each) 22
PE 300a, 300b, 300c, 300h. 300i,
PE 301b, 301c,
PE 302a, 302b, 302c and 302c or 302f
Physical Education 22
Physical Education 305, 350. 382, 470 16
Physical Education 389 6
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TERMINATION OF THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE PROGRAM, MAJOR
I N PHTinsriPHY AND THE SPECIALIZATION IN WOMEN'S STUDIES ,
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, S1UE
Summary
This matter proposes a reasonable and moderate extension to terminate
the existing Master of Arts degree program, major in Philosophy and the
specialization in Women's Studies, School of Humanities.
Rationale for Adoption
The Illinois Board of Hiqher Education recommended the termination of
the Master of Arts degree program, major in Philosophy and the specialization
in Women's Studies as part of the Priorities, Quality, and
Productivity
Drocess Specifically, the recommendation was based upon low
enrollment in the
program/and relatively high normative costs. The Department ot Philosophy and
the Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs concur
with this
recommendation.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was initiated by the Department Chairperson
It has
bepn reviewed and approved by the Curriculum Committee
of the School of
Humanities and by the Dean of that school. It has the
recommendation of the
Graduate Council. The proposal is recommended for approval
by the Provost and
Vice-President for ACademic Affairs and by the President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, Bv the Board of Trustees of
Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Master
of Arts degree
program/major in Philosophy an the specialization in Women's Studies Schoo
of Humanities, SIUE, be and are hereby abolished
effective the end of Fall
Semester 1995;
BE IT RESOLVED, That this action be reported to the
staff of the
Illinois Board of Higher Education; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of
Southern Illinois
University^ is authorized to take the necessary actions
to implement this
resolution without further action by this Board.
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TERMINATION OF THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGRFF PROGRAM MAJOR INPHTOSOPHV AND IHb SPFCTAI [23^ 00^^
SCHOOL OF HUMAN! II ES. STIF
^-nJL '
!• Program Inventory Data :
A. Current :
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
38.0101 Philosophy
38.0101 Philosophy
38.0101 Philosophy
B. Proposed :
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
38.0101 Philosophy
H. Reasons for Proposed Action :
in' Wren's 'sTudfeTTnVvL'^l "^
* n >™™M *"d the specialization
specification 1 + i I- 10W enrollmen t in the program and the
caoaciiv to cuUlT
6ly hl
-
gh normative c ^ts, and concern about th*K l? s " s ,tain ^minars in accord with program requirements It is
J 1 - Anticipated Budgetary Effects :
Iffe^l^n™ °l thr, M ' A - in Phil °s°P"y ^s the potential to seriously
alfhtS S lfero nQ ° f suff1ciCT t Actions of PHIL 106?
perm tted th ft „^ k Apartment's graduate assistantships havemut e o fering of three mass sections of this course ner term
s uL/c 10 " S acc,°™od«° 175-180 students each as opposed to the ™6
averce f bVt^tLT"?" ' Redu« 1ons j " PHIL 106 'offerings can he
„ /t
h
f Department's retaining the $34,000 now allocated toffe assistantships. fhese monies can be utilized to employ oart-time faculty as well as to provide the base for a new full-time position
ttheTpa UToTpT? ° f^ T tter ' the P™""^s 'ec'omme d
allocated for SL? Phl osophual Studies retain the monies currently
to general education
dSS,5tantshi P s and be rewarded for its commitment
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION DEGREE
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
B.A. Philosophical
Studies
M.A. Philosophical
Studies
Women's Studies M.A. Philosophical
Studies
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION DEGREE
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
B.A. Philosophical
Studies
92
IV. Arrangements to be made for Affected Faculty, Staff, Students, Equipment,
and Physical Facilities :
In phasing out the M.A. in Philosophy and the Specialization in Women's j
Studies, the Department of Philosophical Studies has initiated a
moratorium on admissions. No student will be admitted to the program
after Fall 1993. Students seeking information about the program are
being notified by the Dean of the Graduate School that applications for
admission to this program for Spring 1993, Summer 1993, and Fall 1993
[
will be accepted until June 16, 1993. Hence, effective June 16, 1993, no
applications for admission to the graduate program in philosophy will be i
accepted. The Dean of the Graduate School has also notified graduate
students presently enrolled in the program that all requirements for the
|
MA. in Philosophy and the Specialization in Women's Studies must be
j
completed by the end of Fall 1995. Students enrolled in the graduate
program at some time between the Fall of 1985 and the present who have
not yet graduated are also being notified of the program's termination,)
effective the end of the Fall 1995. The Graduate Advisor in Philosophy,!
together with the Advisor of the Women's Studies Specialization where
appropriate, are also writing these graduate students as a follow-up to
the letters sent by the Dean of the Graduate School. The Department of J
Philosophical Studies has guaranteed that sufficient seminars will be
offered to provide all students with the opportunity to complete course
requirements by the end of the Fall Semester 1995. Opportunities to
complete other requirements (for example, oral presentations and/or a
thesis), too, are guaranteed to that date. Faculty teaching terminated
graduate courses will be reassigned to undergraduate courses beginning
Fall Semester 1995. Equipment and physical facilities will not be
affected by this action.
V. Other Educational Units, Curricula, or Degrees Affected b y the Action:
The termination of the M.A. in Philosophy and the specialization in
Women's Studies will have some effect upon other programs in thisi
institution. First, departments offering Women's Studies courses at
tne|
4xx- or 5xx-lpvel bearing graduate credit will be required to find
somej
other program in which such courses will be accepted for graduate creditj
if these courses are to be sustained as graduate courses. Secondly,
enrollment in POLS 484 (crosslisted with PHIL 440) and POLS 485
(crosslisted with PHIL 441) will be reduced. All affected programs re
bping notified by the Chair of the Department of Philosophical Studies
of
the Department's recommendation to terminate its M.A. program.
As part of the termination of its M.A. program, the Department
of
Philosophical Studies is recommending termination as well ot
the
Philosophy for Children series it has offered at the 5xx-leveU
ihis
series was initiated to provide an additional doctoral option
for
students enrolled in the Ph.D. program in philosophy at Southern
HMnois,
University at Carbondale. Since the inception of this series
in the
mid-80s, only one student from SIUC has chosen this option
Tn
Department, of Philosophy at SIUC is being notified of the termination J
the SIUE M.A. program in Philosophy. The approvals of both the
olU
Department and the SIUC Graduate Council are being sought to nullity
trie
present agreement.
July 8, 1993
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Lastly, as explained above, the termination of the M.A. in Philosophy
will have potential effect upon the SIUE general education program, given
the Department's use of graduate assistants in PHIL 106.
V. Changes in Catalog Copy :
See attached catalog copy.
VII. Requested Effective Date :
End of Fall Semester, 1995.
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Summary
This matter
_
proposes the termini ,„„degree program, major 1n
P
Pl^slc.1 S^e^« SSltlonV ^
**CMw ° f ScienCe
Rationale for Adoption
^«tion.^,^^X°^
e
B
ii^^8rL,pI39^^ n, l!JorclnPh's1" 1 Scie"«low enrollment and low numbers of graduated °ardof Higher Education because of
majors per year in the history of the Droo'ram Th^'^ 0nly one or twonever been greater than one per year and has heJn nUmber ° f 9rad^s "asSchools of Education and Sciences predict that the Hel"A mni years ' Thelikely to remain low. preaict n demand for the program is
Considerati ons Against ArinpHnn
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Committee
T
oV% hrSol " of toln^-^^^'r** by the Cu--ulumEducation and Sciences. It has the rllL !• the °?,? ns of the Schools of
the Faculty Senate and the Faculty Sen te lT ° f the 1Curr1culum Council of
approval by the Provost and Vlce-Pr^lS™; Jhe fl PT° Sa1 J S commended for
President, SIUE.
President for Academic Affairs and by the
Resolution
"niversity^n"^ 1™^;^^^/^^ Trusses of Southern niinois
program, major in Physical SrwJ f'h ,...- bachelor of Science degree
Sciences, SIUE, be and U^^Zil^^^J^l^^^ "*
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T
E
RMINATION OF THE BACHELOR OF SCIENDE DEGREE PROGRAM ,
MAJO R IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE EDUCATION, SCHOOLS OF
EDUCATION AND SCIENCES, S1UE
I. Pre qram Inventory Data:
A. Current:
V
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION DEGREE
13.1314 Physical Science
Education
B.S.
30.0101 General Science
and Mathematics
B.S.
B. Proposed:
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION DEGREE.
30.0101 General Science
Education*
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
Schools of Edu-
cation & Sciences
Schools of Edu-
cation & Sciences
SCHOOL/
DE PARTMENT
Schools of Edu-
cation & Sciences
*This modification is proposed in a separate RME.
II. Reasons for Proposed Action :
The termination of the B.S. degree program, major in Physical Science
Education was recommended by the Illinois Board of Higher Education
because of the low numbers of majors and graduates. There have been only
one or two majors per year in the history of the program. The number of
graduates has never been greater than one per year and has been zero in
many years.
III. Anticipated Budgetary Effects :
Termination of this program will have no fiscal effect. Courses for this
program will continue to be offered for majors in other programs.
IV. Arrangements to be made for Affected Faculty, Staff, Students, Equipment,
and Physical Facilities :
No faculty, staff, equipment, or physical facilities are affected by the
proopsal. The few remaining students will have no difficulty in
completing requirements since the proqram has no courses unique to it.
V. Other Educational Units, Curricula, or Degrees Affected by the Action:
None.
July 8, 1993
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VI
-
Changes in Catalog Copy:
inventory"
6
'
Catal ° 9 C ° Py
"
Thl
'
S action ^ ^ave no effect on the course
VI1
-
Requested Effective Date :
Fall Semester, 1993.
Wt
School of Sciences 131
Electives1 and/or Minor 2f
Minimum Required 192
^for the Applied Physics Emphasis, the electives
should
include the following courses which constitute an ap-
proved minor in Electrical Engineering: EE 210, 301a,
b,c, 310, 326, 327, 351, 352 and 382 (total 29 hours).
Degree Requirements
Bachelor of Science Degree,
Physics, School of Education
Prospective teachers can meet certification requirements
for teaching physics in Illinois high schools
by com-
pleting the program described below. This program
is
a joint endeavor between the Department of
Physics
and the School of Education with Physics as a
primary
teaching field. For more details, consult the
Depart-
ment of Secondary Education.
General Education Requirements
The General Education Curriculum requires 72
or 76 hours of General Education credit. The
supporting mathematics and science courses re-
quired for this major satisfy 16 hours of the GE
Area Natural Science and Mathematics require-
ments.
Physics Requirements ""t8
Phys 211a,b,c, 212a,b, 302a,b, 308a,b, 312a,b,
405a,b, 415a, 418, plus 2 hours of electives above
302
'
10Chemistry Requirements
Chem 125a*b* 126a,b
•(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Mathematics Requirements 24
Math 150a*, b* 260a, b, c, 305
(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Professional Education Requirements 41
Ed S 215, 401a,b,c, Sp.Ed. 400 (An alternative
program includes C. Ed. 305, Ed.S. 315, 352,
Ed. Fd. 355 plus 4 hours to total 41 hours.)
Electives •„•"""
Minimum Required
quired for this major satisfy 16 hours of the GE Area
Natural Science and Mathematics requirements.
Physics Requirements 31
Phys 111, 206a,b,c, 356 plus 8 hours from the
following: 350, 351, 352, 355
Chemistry Requirements B
Chem 125a*,b*,c 126a,b,c
(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Mathematics Requirements 8
Math 150a* b*
(Satisfies 4 hours introductory and 4 hours ad-
vanced General Education requirements.)
Physical Science Requirements 21
ESCI 111, 200
SCI 401, 403, 416
Professional Education Requirements 41
Ed S 215, 401a,b,c, Sp.Ed. 400 (An alternative
program includes C. Ed. 305, Ed.S. 315, 352,
Ed. Fd. 355 plus 4 hours to total 41 hours.)
Electives
-20
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Minor Requirements
The minor program in Physics consists of 27 hours,
which include 211, 212, and 302. The remaining 5
hours of elective courses are physics courses
above
302 subject to approval by the Physics Department
Chairperson. Courses 350-359 do not count toward
minor requirements for those students majoring in
School of Sciences and School of Engineering. Stu-
dents pursuing the minor are encouraged to seek
this
approval as early as possible. The residency and grade
point average requirements of the School of
Sciences
must be met.
192
Bachelor of Science Degree,
Physical Science, School of Education
The Department of Physics, in cooperation wkh the
Department ofSecondary Education, has developed a
broad teaching field program in Physical Science.
Through this program, prospective teachers can meet
certification requirements to teach Physical Science in
niinois junior and senior high schools.
General Education Requirements
The General Education Curriculum requires 72
or 76 hours of General Education credit. The
supporting mathematics and science courses re-
Science
Associated Faculty:
Bryan, V.R. (Chemistry); Hasty, M.L. (Mathematics);
Smith, F.M. (Biological Sciences); White, J.E.
(Chem-
istry) (Coordinator of Science Education); Zurheide,
FW. (Physics)
' Under the category "Science" are collected
courses and programs of the School of Sciences
that
are cross-disciplinary in nature and those that
are
largely for students in Education. Two programs pre-
pare students to receive Illinois teaching
certificates
in the broad teaching areas of General
Science and
Physical Science. Several courses intended
primarily
for the continuing education of teachers are
designated
Science (SCI).
Students interested in science and/or mathematics
education should seek the advice of one of the
faculty
members listed above.
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Summary
TERMINATION OF THE DOCTOR OF EDUCATION DEGREE PROGRAM
liorKzs J:rr? tion of the Doct- <* &*.«tio„^program, maj in Instructional Process.
Rationale for Adoption
n.„1itv Lh 11n° Board of Hl 9her Education, as part of its PrioritiesQual y, and Productivity initiative, recommended elimination of hPHndegree program, major in Instructional Process It noted that i n„ It* I
educ?o
9
;s to raPd° S1n°th the- Pr°9ram WaS ident1f^ " the preparation Sf
o 1 1 enc;v, thot asssr .ir ^Ks^.MriV.w
fef 17- , ' ' additional resources. At the same time the School
taduate r "ra
a
,s "Zlll^ reS0UrhCe^ in lts undergraduate and h
win? tu P J3 hose P r°3ram5 Should be the university's first orioritv
cities
6
inTtC o? el ™tinate Hthe P™9™ is based on \ 'conslder'ation ofprioriti n a ime f constrained resources.
Considerations Against Adoption
rogram to con in flu t ^ ^ VlGW ' conducted in 199^ found the
IntervWrf Thf y received strong support from students
"turned ft'om both Trl^Z ^^ feedback in resP™^ to questionnaires
roaran hi Lon
actl
+
ve ^toral students and alumni/ae. Demand for the
to us araS.«?« Vh
y
n"
9
" ^ thG Pr° gram haS been of significant
i ,il nf w, V The, Dea " ° f the Sch001 of Education has received a
lew
9
facultv are Dunl?h^ini/M and CUiZenS in SUpport of this P^ram.
ncrease in thfE nVCh! ?rly research and there has been a significant
Droar m It hJSk °I P
ubl
;
Catl0ns
'
The numb^ °f students accepted into
he auam of thp II
^^'decreased in response to reduced resources, andn quality e students admitted has improved.
[
opstituency Involvement
Icademic ^^2^ ^ J^Uu^ by the Provost and Vice-President for
he n, rri i r
UP ° n the IBHE commendation. It has open reviewed byCurriculum Committee of the School of Education, the Dean of that school
hainpd it o
S
ronTV'-' ™
thr
,
ee haVe ^omme'nded that the program e
H s dent forArZ?flS - reCT,nded for approval ^ the Provost and Vice-re ia or Academic Affairs and by the President, SIUE.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Doctor of Education degree
program, major in Instructional Process, School of Education, SIUE, be and is
hereby abolished effective Fall Semester, 1993;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That students admitted to the program prior
to Fall, 1993, will be permitted to complete the degree consistent with SIUE
Graduate School policies; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this action be reported to the staff of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
TERMINATION OF THE DOCTOR OF EDUCATION DEGREE PROGRAM, MAJOR IN
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, SIUE
Program Inventory Data :
A. Current:
CIPS
CODE
13.0301
13.0501
13.1001
13.1202
13.1307
13.1314
13.1316
30.0101
MAJOR
Instructional Process
Educational Adminis-
tration & Supervision
Special Education
Elementary Education
13.1204 Early Childhood
Education
13.1205 Secondary Education
Health Education
Physical Education
Physical Science
Education*
General Science and
Mathematics
DEGREE DEPARTMENT
Ed.D. School of Education
M.S. in
Ed./S.D.
Educational
Leadership
B.S./M.S.
in Ed.
Special Education
B.S./M.S.
in Ed.
Curriculum &
Instruction
B.S. Curriculum %
Instruction
M.S. in Ed. Curriculum &
Instruction
B.S. Health, Recreation, &
Physical Ed.
B.S./M.S. in
Ed.
Health, Recreation, &
Physical Ed.
B.S. Schools of Education
Sciences
B.S. Schools of Education
Sciences
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31.0101 Recreation* R cti
' b
' Health, Recreation, &
Physical Ed.
*These eliminations or modifications are proposed in separate RMEs.
A. Proposed
CIPS
CODE MAJOR nFrDFF
SCHOOL/
DEGREE DEPARTMENT
13.0401 Educational Adminis- M S in Ed / 7a *• ,
nation & Supervision
"
S± ^ [tTrl^
13.0501 Instructional Technology M.S. in Ed. Educational
Leadership
13.1001 Special Education B S /M S cn • , CJD.^. n.b. Special Education
13.1202 Elementary Education
in Ed.
B.S./M.S. Curriculum &
in Ed
- Instruction
13.1204 Early Childhood r c r .
Education Curriculum &
13.1205 Secondary Education M.S. in Ed.
13.1307 Health Education B .S.
13.1314 Physical Education
Instruction
Curriculum &
Instruction
Health, Recreation, &
Physical Ed.
B.S./M.S. in Health, Recreation, &td
- Physical Ed.
30.0101 General Science B S c u , *
Education* Schools of Education &
Sciences
;*These eliminations or modifications are proposed in separate RMEs.
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involve human subjects, animals, biohazards, or
recombinant DNA must be cleared by the appropriate
University committee and approved by the Graduate Dean
before data collection is started. Information and
guidelines are available in the Office of Research and
Projects in the Graduate School.
A "Registration of Thesis Title" form may be picked up
in the Graduate Records and Admissions Office.
Guidelines for the Preparation of Theses, published by the
Graduate School, is also available upon request. The style
of a thesis must conform either to a journal of the discipline
associated with a student's major or to a style manual
approved by a student's advisory committee. The
guidelines stipulate items such as preferred weight of paper,
size of type, quality of print if word processing equipment
is used, size of margins, and acceptable kinds of copies.
These guidelines also contain a brief guide for the
preparation of an outline for a research study.
Acceptance of the thesis by the student's advisory
committee is expressed on a thesis approval page which is
to be included with the thesis when it is submitted to the
Graduate School. The original and an acceptable copy of
the approved thesis must be presented to the Graduate
Records Office no later than the Friday before final
examination week of the quarter in which the student
intends to complete requirements.
Non-Thesis Programs
Students in graduate programs that do not require a
thesis are governed by specific requirements of the
appropriate programs, and their work is directed by an
advisory committee of at least three graduate faculty
members. Research papers or other projects required in
lieu of a thesis are not filed with the Graduate School.
Compliance with federal regulations on research
involving human subjects, animals, biohazards, and
recombinant DNA is required. Complete information is
available in the Office of Research and Projects in the
Graduate School.
Final Examination
Each candidate for a master's degree is required to pass
a final examination, conducted by an advisory committee
composed of at least three members of the graduate faculty.
Report of this examination is filed with the Graduate
Records Office on a form entitled "Summary of
Completion of Requirements for Graduate Degrees."
Foreign Language Requirement
Some graduate degree programs stipulate a foreign
language requirement. In these cases, students will make
arrangements to satisfy the requirement through means
stipulated by the graduate faculty of the program.
SPECIALIST'S DEGREE
The specialist's degree program is for qualified persons
with master's degrees who wish to pursue a planned
program leading to a degree in educational administration
and supervision. Students complete a minimum of 45
quarter hours beyond the master's degree. A minimum
cumulative grade-point average of 4.25 04=5.0) for all
work in the program is required for graduation. Students
are required to pass a final examination for the degree.
The student's program is to be planned early by the
student and an advisory committee of three qualified
graduate faculty members. A maximum of 20 quarter
hours at the 400 level may be applied toward the degree.
Not more than 12 of these 20 hours may be taken in the
School of Education.
A maximum of 9 quarter hours of credit for work
completed at another university or as an unclassified
student at SIUE may be counted toward the degree. All
such work must be approved by the student's advisory
committee and the Graduate Dean. An evaluation of credit
presented for transfer is made in every case and may result
in a reduction of the credit approved for transfer. No credit
earned through correspondence or used in attaining another
degree or certificate may be counted. All credit, regardless
of its origin, must have been earned within a seven-year
period prior to completion of the program.
Full-time, full-load (at least 8 hours of graduate credit)
residency at SIUE of one quarter (or two summer sessions
of at least eight weeks each) is required. Students who are
employed full time may not carry more than two courses
per quarter.
DOCTORAL DEGREE
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Initial admission to a doctoral program is provisional,
pending fulfillment of tool requirements and passing a
preliminary examination, after which a student is eligible to
apply for admission to candidacy for the doctoral degree.
During the candidacy period, the student must produce an
acceptable dissertation, or engage in other creative efforts
of a scholarly or artistic nature having measurable
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Tesults, and pass a final examination. A minimum grade-pom average of 4.25 for all work in the program is
required. Additional requirements are set forth in more
detail in the ensuing sections of this chapter and in Chapter 2.
TOOL REQUIREMENTS
Tool requirements are set and their fulfillment isdetermined by theTaculty of a doctoral program All
evaluauons and determinations as to the fulfillment of these
requirements by individual students are the responsibility
of the pertinent faculty. \
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION
Successful completion of a preliminary examination is
necessary before a student is admitted to candidacy
Determination of eligibility to sit for the examination is
made only upon recommendation of the pertinent faculty
and approval by the Graduate Dean. The student generally
prepares for this examination through independent study
and/or course work, as advised and supervised by the
.
pertinent faculty.
;
Usually the student is permitted to take the preliminary
examination after having completed two years of full-time
study or the equivalent, beyond the baccalaureate, and after
meeting the appropriate tool requirements. The form and
content of the examination are determined by the faculty of
each of the doctoral programs. //
/
ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY /
A student may apply for admission to candidacy only
after meeting the tool requirements and passing the
preliminary examination. Admission to candidacy must be
recommended by the pertinent faculty^ approved by theGraduate Dean. Ordinarily, the doctoral degree may be
awarded only during the period between thref quartosZfive years from the date of admission to candidacy Any
exceptions must be approved by the Graduate Dean
'
If the
five-year candidacy period terminates before completion of
requirements for the degree and no exception is approved a
student may be readmitted to candidacy after passing
another preliminary examination and following the same
procedure as forthe first such admission.
DISSERTATION OR
OTHER CREATIVE EFFORT
After admission to candidacy, a student is required to
resent evidence of acceptable results from independent
research or other creative effort of an academic, scholarfy
or artistic nature. Dissertation work, or such other croafive
effort, is supervised by a committee of graduate faculty
approved by the Graduate Dean. This committedWa
of at least three members, one of whom is^signated
chairperson A dissertation proposal, or the Subject matter
and nature of other creative effort, must be^pproved by the
committee. After committee approv^, the title of thedissertation or other creative effo/t is filed with theGraduate De.„ A form for this purpose, entitled
Registration of Thesis or Dissertation Title." is available
in the Graduate Records and Admissions Office All
research involving human subjects, animals, biohazards or
recombinant DNA requires clearance by the appropriate
University committee and approval by the Graduate Dean
before data collection begins. Information and guidelines
q-CSS/ omce of Research and** '" *'
The student should refer to the Guidelines for thePreparanon of Dissertations, available in the Graduate
Records and Admissions Office, for information on styleform, paper weight and size, and specifications for typing
and pruning. JV 6
While working on a dissertation or other creative effort
a student must register for a course numbered 699
-specifically designated for this purpose. Ordinarily a
student may register for no more than 12 hours in one
academic term. After a student has completed the
^aximum number of dissertation credit hours specified by
the doctoral program, the student must continue to enroll
for each term of each academic year, whether or not the
student is in residence, until completion of all requirements
for the degree. If the student has completed all other
requirements for which enrollment for credit is necessary
this requirement is met through the use of the "Dissertation
in Progress Enrollment Form" and payment of a $25 fee
each quarter. The form is available in the Graduate
Records and Admissions Office. Only the Graduate Dean
may waive this rule.
A draft copy of the dissertation is to accompany the
Registration for Final Examination" form when it is
submitted to the Graduate School. The copy should reach
the Graduate Records Office in time for the external
examiner to become familiar with the content of the paper
See the section on the "Final Examination" in this chapter
Students should defer final reproduction of the dissertation
unul after the examination has taken place.
After passing the final examinauon, as set forth in the
next paragraph, a student must submit to the Graduate
Records Office the original and two acceptable copies of
the dissertation, or in the case of a creative effort, a written
report, together with any other permanent record that is an
integral part of that effort All materials submitted must be
acceptable in form and content to the Graduate School In
108 Graduate Degree 23
tK case of a dissertation, an abstract of no more than V.
words is also required. In addition to the abstract submit
with the original dissertation and a copy of the abstract
included as a part of each copy of the dissertation, a
—
apply to the Graduate Records Office one ac*
:opy o\the abstract. The abstract is published and the
L.j is microfilmed, usually through an arrangement
with University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
CopyrighUnay be secured if requested by the suWent. All
fees relating to abstract publication, microfilming,
and
copyright areVborne by the student, and the fujt defrayal of
these costs constitutes a requirement for the
7degree. For
more information about preparing, writing, And submitting
the dissertation^consult Guidelines for the/
Preparation of
Dissertations, available from the Graduate Records and
Admissions Offlce\
FINAL EXAMINATION
TRANSFER CREDIT
t for work earned at SIUE or at anoj
and coun
When the student's advisory committee determines that
the student is ready to si\ for the final examination
for the
doctoral degree, the chairperson/of the committee notifies
the Graduate Records Officte. This notification takes
place
at least two weeks before thWcheduled examination
date.
The Graduate Records Office returns a form entitled
"Summary of Completion kRequirements for Graduate
Degree,- together with an evaluated transcript showing
any
unfulfilled Graduate Schodl requirements.
The final examination, conducted by the student s
doctoral committee, which is ordinarily augmented by an
external examiner app/inted by the Graduate Dean, covers
the subject of the dissertation or offer creative effort.
A
determination as ti/whether or not the examination has
been passed is transmitted to the Graduate Dean
from the
examining committee. The examining tommittee reports
the results of th/ final examination on the "Summary
of
Completion of Requirements for GraduatAJ)egree
M form,
noting thereof any remaining requirements that must
be
fulfilled prior/to the awarding of the degree.
RESIDENCY
_, requirements must be met. These ordinarily
includ/full-time academic work on campus for no less than
three/consecutive quarters. Any exceptions must be
requested by the student, recommended by the pertinent
facility, and approved by the Graduate Dean. PlansXfor
completing the residency requirement are submitted\in
Ivance, in writing, and must be approved by the Gradual
fiversity
ward the degree
the individual doctoral
transfer credlfrequirejhe approval of
GRADUATE
PROGRAM DIRECTORS
The faculty members listed below have been designated
by their academic units as responsible for formally
approving admission of graduate students to their degree
programs, certifying completion of degree requirements,
and serving as liaison with the Graduate School regarding
student progress. Because academic units may, from time
to time, designate different members of the graduate faculty
to serve as graduate program directors, persons are urged to
contact the academic unit for current information.
Art—Don Davis
Biological Sciences—Dennis Kitz
Business Administration—Robert Carver
Chemistry—EmU Jason
Civil Engineering—Mark Rossow
Economics—Stanford Levin
Educational Administration and Supervision—
Orville Joyner
Electrical Engineering—Arjun Godhwani
Elementary Education—Barbara Divins
English—Roberta Bosse
Environmental Studies—Frank Kulfinski
Geographical Studies—Robert Koepke
History—Samuel Grant
Instructional Process—William Ahlbrand
Instructional Technology—Charles Nelson
Management Information Systems—Douglas Bock
Marketing Research—Madhav Segal
Mass Communications—John Regnell
Mathematics—Chung-wu Ho
Music—Kent Perry
Nursing—Nancy Creason
Philosophy—Carol Keene
Physical Education—Barbara DeLong
Physics—Padmanabha N. Swamy
Political Science—Arthur Stahnke
Psychology—Kenneth Kleinman
Public Administration—Richard Bush
Secondary Education—William Gallagher
Sociology—Robert Blain
Special Education—Thomas Shea
Speech Communication—Sonia Zamanou
Speech Pathology—Joyce Taylor
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C. Electives (16 hours), only 8 of which may be in
jiOO-lcvel courses, approved by the advisory committee or
wogram director. At least 8 hours must be in marketing
ourses. Electives may be selected from the following-
>OCTG 475, MKTG 476, MKTG 478, MKTG 542 MKTG
|43, MKTG 597, STAT 483. MIS 544. MIS 570, ECON
15. ECON 417. ECON 515. PSYC 521. and PSYC 522.
D. Marketing research project, MKTG 589 (4 to 8
ours), must be completed satisfactorily by all students.
IARKETING RESEARCH PROJECT
|
All students working toward the M.M.R. degree must
i)mplete MKTG 589 satisfactorily for a minimum of 4
iMirs and a maximum of 8 hours of credit. The student
ust design, complete, report in writing, and orally defend
marketing research project. This project is an integrating
perience and will ordinarily be the last course taken. The
search proposal must be approved by the student's
visory committee and be undertaken in cooperation with
3usiness firm or other organization.
XAMINATION
I
j
Upon completion of the marketing research project, the
jitten report must be in a form for presentation to the
inagement of the participating organization and must be
[fended orally before the student's advisory committee.
jchool of Education
an: Gary L.Hull
jsociateDean: William P. Ahlbrand
sociate Dean for Development:
onald J. Baden
I
The School of Education offers programs of study
1 ling to graduate degrees in education and in psychology
« ollows: Master of Science in Education in educational
« illustration and supervision, elementary education
i rucuonal technology, physical education, secondary'
'cation, special education; Master of Arts in psychology
I meal-adult, general
-academic, industrial-
canizational); Master of Science in psychology
( Timunity-school); Specialist Degree in educational
a uustration and supervision; andJJoctor-of-Educatioitan
M w^ionatprecess.-
The graduate programs offered by the School ofjcation leading to certification (administration,
ucuonal technology, and school psychology) have been
approved by the Illinois State Board of Education and are
accredited by the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education.
ADMISSION
I. Persons seeking admission to a graduate program in
education must complete two separate applications as
follows:
(a) to the Graduate School, as a classified student
seeking a degree in a specific program in education; and
(b) to the specific program in education.
Applicants may obtain the Graduate School
application either from the Graduate School or from the
School of Education. Both specific program application
forms and Graduate School application forms are available
in the Office of the Associate Dean in the School of
Education.
2. After a faculty admissions committee in the specific
program acts upon the application, the applicant is notified
of the result. Official notification of admission comes from
the Graduate School. Ordinarily, the procedure requires
less than one academic term to complete.
Because requirements vary among programs, applicants
should examine carefully the information that accompanies
each program application. Persons seeking additional
information about a particular program should contact the
department offering the program. The location of each
department may be obtained from the Office of the Dean of
the School of Education. Building 3, Room 1125.
ADVISEMENT
Once admitted for study in a graduate program, students
are assigned an adviser or advisory committee, depending
upon the program. It is imperative that all students contact
their advisers or the chairpersons of their committees
immediately to plan their programs of study. When a
program of study has been agreed upon, the adviser or
committee chairperson formally endorses it and files it with
the Associate Dean in the School of Education. Thereafter,
students should consult regularly with their advisers about
their academic progress, program changes, scheduling of
final examinations, and other matters pertinent to their
graduate programs and career plans.
ACCREDITATION
All master's and specialist's degree programs in
education^andAeDeeierefEduefltiendegree program, are
fully accredited by the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools and the National Council for the
no
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Accreditation of Teacher Education. The Illinois State
Board of Education has approved the following programs
leading to state certification: general supervisory,
general
administrative, superintendent (December, 1968); school
business official (September, 1976); and special certificate
in instructional media with optional supervisory
endorsement
RESEARCH AND
INSTRUCTIONAL FACILITIES
The School of Education maintains a number of special
research and instructional resources that support graduate
study in education.
Practicum and laboratory facilities make possible
realistic training experiences for teachers, clinical
specialists, and administrators. Video equipment provides
immediate playback for evaluation purposes, and one-way
viewing rooms make it possible to monitor the performance
of students and faculty as they practice or demonstrate
techniques appropriate to specific professional roles.
Special facilities are available that are appropriate for
working with individual clients as well as with small and
large groups. These resources are specially designed for
particular research and instructional functions. The
Reading Center, for example, is equipped with diagnostic
and instructional materials for use in correcting reading
disabilities. The physical facilities of each department
include accommodations appropriate to the specialized
needs of students in that department's programs.
Computers and related equipment serve the needs of
students and faculty interested in experimentation and
statistical analysis.
STUDENT SUPPORT
A limited number of graduate assistantships and special
awards are available to students. Applications may be
obtained from the School of Education.
MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION
The Master of Science in Education degree provides
opportunity to study the educational process both as a
general complex of phenomena and from the perspective of
several specialized professional roles. Programs are
offered which extend the knowledge and skills base of
elementary, secondary, physical education, and special
education teachers. Other programs provide preparation in
administration and supervision.
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
A minimum program of 48 quarter hours of graduau
credit is required of students who elect to write a thesis o
research paper. Students who elect not to write a thesis oj
research paper must complete a minimum of 52 hours. 1
either case, credits to be counted toward the degree mus
comprise a planned program approved by the student'
adviser. Any change in the plan of study must be reporte
on an amended plan of study form. At least half of th
courses must be at the 500 level or above, and at least a 4.
grade-point average (A=5.0) must be maintained for a!
work.
PROGRAM OF STUDY
The course work comprises the following thn
components: the general professional core (12 hours); tl
specialized professional area (16-28 hours); and the cogna
area (12-20 hours). These three components are outlined
the following information.
A. The general professional core is required for all
students (12 hours)
Area I—Research (Education 501)
Area II—Developmental Psychology and Learning
(Education 515)
Area III—Social Foundations (Foundations of
Education 509 a or b)
B. The specialized professional area (16-28 hours'
This component consists of planned course work ui
one of the following areas: educational
administration and supervision, elementary
education, instructional technology, physical
education, secondary education, or special educatic
C. The cognate area (12-20 hours or, in secondary |
education, 16-32 hours)
In consultation with their advisers, students select
-course work related to their professional goals. In
secondary education the cognate area consists
of course work in the student's teaching field.
THESIS
The preparation of a thesis is optional. Students J
elect to write a thesis should make the decision as earl'
possible, preferably at the time of initial program plann
•
Thesis preparation must follow pertinent Graduate Scl
I
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policy. Students who elect not to write a thesis must meetUje alternate requirements established for their pro^raTThe auuaJ program plan of each student must sp^ifyT
opuon selected (thesis or non-thesis).
*
FINAL EXAMINATION
All candidates for this degree must pass a final
examination. Since the form of the examination may va^among programs, students should consult with their
Risers regarding the examination well in advance of metime when they expect to sit for the examination.
Specific programs leading to the Master of Science in
aiucauon degree are described on the next several?Z1
inder the tides of the majors
PgCS
SPECIALIST VE&R££
iNDDOGTGROF
2DUCATION
Requirements for the Specialist Degree amHheBoctor
Educatwndegree are described under the major.
GRADUATE SEQUENCES
Graduate sequences are groups of courses sharing ab^ntive relationship that have been developed
**"% for graduate students. Students should consult
i£gT,
as to * acceptabi,ily of thesc«~
~
DULT EDUCATION
tetfI
UP
°
f adUh education ^«rses is offered for
^'^r; **»»* in or administeringcauonal programs for adults. Although these courses
^n 7fX AMD- d° n°l~-SK•alizauon, students may accumulate up to 20 hours.
7RONTOLOGY
fiTK£ a Hie,d of, study and praciice which«w ittelf with understanding the processes of aging
S Z
Z
qmnCC
l *
a,S
° ^"Passes teaching
8
m and service which are directed to improving the
quality of life of older adults in our society Thrn„„h it.gerontology program and All-Unive^oS onGerontology. Southern Illinois University at toZZZprovides interdisciplinary gerontological fosTcTonresearch, and service designed to address the^ ce and
cs^ss*—* °-~-«
While SIUE does not offer a graduate degree ingerontology qualified students' and communi Yprofessionals may obtain a Graduate Certificate ofCompletion in Gerontology by successfully compSt£
adSrS
,nary Gra
,
dUate Sequence in Geromo^f td iuon, there are other graduate level courses offered onaging m various academic units in the University. S uLtsmay develop further expertise in gerontology throughpracticum and internship experiences and thesis aJd
The gerontology sequence provides student7andcommunity professionals from diverse disc! Unarybackgrounds and professional programs with a worWnlknowledge of the basic processes of aging; the needs
charactenst.es, and problems of the agingfand aSexperience utilizing programs, agencief and
serving the aging, mdividuals who have compe^
emnlol^T
ImerdisdP,inary Graduate Sequence areployed by a variety of agencies and organizations3 aretT™" "^ 3genCieS-<^"Zt rv gCnC,eS °" 2ging ' business *"<* "d^lry,senior citizen centers, long-term care facilities, education^
institutions, hospitals, mental health centers, social" rv^
organizations, nutrition sites for the elderly, hospice
programs, retirement centers, local and state government
recreation programs, and churches and synagogues
ADMISSION
,ra„?
radUate
u
S
u
dentS
°fficia,,y admitted a"d ^ goodstanding with the Graduate School may enroll in the
courses in me gerontology sequence provided they have the
approve of their degree program academic adviser and thegerontology program director. Community professionals
with a minimum of a baccalaureate degree who are notplanning to work toward a graduate degree may take the
mterdiscplmary Graduate Sequence in Gerontology upon
admission to the Graduate School and with approval oftheprogram director. Unclassified graduate students should
seek the adv.ee and approval of the program director prior
to registration in any of the gerontology courses. Both
certificate-seeking and non-certificate-seeking students
should make an advisement appointment with the
gerontology program director prior to registrauon in any of
tne gerontology courses.
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50 Instructional Process
Each program of study has three components:
A. General professional core (12 hours),
B. Elementary education core (8 hours),
C. Area of study and electives (32 hours).
The possession of a valid elementary or early childhood
teaching certificate is a prerequisite to graduation.
THESIS
There is no thesis requirement for this degree; however,
a student may elect to prepare a thesis. Students who wish
to prepare a thesis refer to the "Thesis or Other Creative
Effort" in Chapter 1 of this publication.
EXAMINATION
All candidates must pass a final examination which may
be in the form of either a seminar in which the student
presents and discusses a topic that has been studied on an
independent basis or a written examination based on the
content of courses taken. The examination is prepared by
the student's advisory committee, which also evaluates and
reports the results.
AREAS OF STUDY
t
\Curriculum and Instruction. This area provi
the study of both subject matter and the pro<
instruction. It includes inquiry into the developm
evaluation of teaching materials and the selectijjai
organisation of subject matter. It also includes inqujil
the nature of the teaching process, the strategica
technology of instruction, and relationships km
teaching and learning. / ]
Learning and Development. The area of learr
development encompasses studies of phenomena
those in which it can be observed that people 1
different rates,\at different levels of complexity, in <
modalities, ai»4 at different developmental level,
emphasis is upon cognitive, affective, and psycl
processes in relation to classroom instruction.
Organization and Leadership. Thjs area incllsj
conceptual and practical basis of the managemei f w
instructional processA It focuses upon/ihe mobilizajil
supervision of the human and material resources |1
to the instructional process. The emphasis is uponM
communication and coordination within the organiiOM
the basis for managerial competence and leajsi
Students may qualifyVfor Certification asjhoi
administrators in Illinois ana M
STRUCTIONAL
PROCESS
DOCTOkOF EDUCATION,
The School of Education offers a/program leading to the
degree of Doctor of Education in instructional process. The
purpose of the program iS\to ofepare educators to lead in
the improvement of insthfction. That improvement
requires the contribution/orindividuals in a variety of
professional roles: classroom teachers in all school levels
and areas and administrators, supervisors, counselors,
instructors, and other personnel in\ommunity colleges
and other highei>e4ication institutions.
N
To provide for the
varying interests of students, three area^ of study are
offered widunthe context of the instructional
.
In addition to the following information, students should
become/familiar with general Graduate Schoorpolicies
governing doctoral programs. These policies are stated in
Chapter 1 of this book under "Doctoral Degree, General
Requirements." \
ADMISSION
Prospective students should file applltioi
simultaneously with the Graduate School and j*|
School of Education. /StudentsW admitted (<m
enrollment in the subsequent fali\ quarter of cjf jj
Interviews for eugible/candidates to begin in thekm
are held in May. Because a limited number of stflf
admitted to each class, applicants are encouraj
all application materials as early as possible. CWI
applications must/be on file in the Associate Dew
no later than April 30 for possible ehrollmem
subsequent fail quarter. At the time ©f appHf
applicants should indicate which of the three, areaj
they plan to ptosue. \
The Ed.D. Admissions CommitteeUaM
consideration the following factors in making ifS
decisions: the applicant's professional erijIeU
education, previous academic record (grade-poirJJ
of at least 4.25 on a 5.0 scale), letters of recomnm
and performance on the verbal and quantitative p *«
general aptitude section of the Graduate JM
Examination (GRE). It is expected that appliW
it a combined GRE score of a least 1.02(f1
stances, applicants with lower scores may be(
admission.
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Ihe Admissions Committee seeks evidence that, as a
tilioner, each applicant has demonstrated both
ectual promise and commitment to the improvement
struction. The applicant should have completed at
two years of successful experience in schools or other
:ies and should present evidence of accomplishment
>romise in the course of that experience. Persons
ng this program should ordinarily hold or be eligible
teaching license. They should have completed a
er of Science degree or a master's degree in a
line generally included in public school curricula,
respective students .may obtain the necessary
ation forms by writing or calling the Associate Dean
School of Education.
\
ENTION
i order to remain in good standing while in the
m and to graduate from the program, the student
naintain a cumulative grade-point average of 4.25
). Students failing to maintain this average after 16
>f course work earned after admission to the program
:
placed on Scholastic Warning. The programs of
5 on Scholastic Warning will be reviewed after 32
hours of work taken after admission to the doctoral
n. Students failing to maintain a 4.25 average at this
ill be dropped from the program.
JRAM OF STUDY
/
Doctor of Education program requires at least 108
hours of credit, 60 of which are earned in courses,
iternship, and 36 in dissertation. Up to 20 quarter
( approved post-master's degree credit may be
"ed into the program. 7
Wgram provides opportunity to acquire knowledge
His necessary to effect the improvement of
on. Depending upon individual professional goals
erests, students may select one of two basic
s of study. The first alternative. Plan A, is offered
ems who are interested in a general approach to
ional improvement. Plan A students are often
ners whose professional responsibilities include
Jnal development across teaching fields at various
vels. The second alternative, Plan B, is offered for
ctems who wish to incorporate advanced study in a
discipline into their instructional process major
"an A and Plan B require a 12-hour core seminar
structional process, which must be completed
stents proceed into other aspects of the program
'seminar addresses three sets of issues that
-ly define the instructional process: curriculum
Instructional Process }P
and instruction, learning and development
>
organization and leadership. ' /
Plan A students complete a 36-hour specialization
consisting of the 12-hour core seminar and 24 additional
hours in at least two of the three definitive areas of study
which correspond to the three core seminar topics For
example, even though a student may wish to focus on the
area of curriculum and instruction, at least one course in
either learning and development or in organization and
leadership must be included in the student's program of
Plan B students complete a 44-hour specialization
consisting of the 12-hour core seminar, up to 8 hours in the
definitive areas of study, and from 24 to 32 hours in a
teaching field.
Students also complete studies in contextual supporting
work. Plan A requires 16 hours, 4 of which must be in
education. Plan B requires 8 hours, all in the social and
cultural context of education. Other program components,
described below, are similar for both programs
Research Methodology. The Ed.D. program requires
at least one second-level course in statistics and one
second-level course in research. If the student has not
completed a first course in each area at the master's level
that work must be completed as a prerequisite.
Preliminary Examination and Candidacy. Students
must be admitted to candidacy in order to undertake the
internship and the dissertation. To attain candidacy the
student must successfully complete a preliminary
examination on the specialization and the requirements in
research methodology. When students have completed at
least 44 hours of work, including all of the specialization
and 8 hours of research methodology, they arrange through
their advisory committees to sit for the preliminary
examination. The examination, which consist of two parts
written and oral, is scheduled twice each year, winter and
summer. Students must complete the required course work
and write the preliminary examination within a period not
to exceed five years from entry into the program.
Internship. All students complete an internship which
requires the equivalent of one academic quarter of full-time
work. Internships involve students in a specified
educational assignment which is different from their regular
duties and which is undertaken in a different educational
agency. Varying according to the interests of students, the
internships are planned jointly by the student, the student's
advisory committee, and the host agency. The purpose is to
demonstrate in a practical setting concepts acquired in the
doctoral program.
Dissertation. Each student must complete a
dissertation which has been approved by the student's
dissertation committee, the Dean of the School of
Education, and the Dean of the Graduate School. In order
to undertake a dissertation, the student must successfully
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52 Instructions Technology
sndefl
urn a dissertation proposal at a special seminar attei
graduate faculty and doctoral students. The student
mustsdefend the dissertation at a final oral examination.
The orai examination is open to graduate faculty and
doctoral students.
RESIDENCY RJEQUIREM
Students must meet tiwresidency requirement by
completing at least three^fcademic quarters of full-time
study on campus. The/fesidencv is to include completion
of a minimum of 8 hours of course work each quarter and
participation in educational activitiesX&nned by the School
of Education/Che advisory committee, and the student.
Residency/plans describing course work and planned
activities^nust be completed and approved b^the Dean of
the S<5ool of Education and by the Graduate Dean prior to
thj/academic terms in which the student registers for
sidency credit
INSTRUCTIONAL
TECHNOLOGY
The Department of Educational Leadership offers a
program leading to the Master of Science in Education with
a major in instructional technology. The program in
instructional technology prepares individuals for a variety
of instructional development and media-related positions in
education and in other settings. A broad theoretical basis is
integrated with laboratory and practical experiences to
provide a well-rounded program for all students. Areas of
emphasis within the instructional technology program are
(1) library/media management, (2) instructional
systems
design, and (3) instructional media for classroom
application.
The library/media management area of emphasis is
specifically designed to enable persons to earn the Media
Specialist Certificate (library/media) and/or the Media
Supervisory Endorsement for public schools in Illinois.
Requirements for Library/Media Certification for the State
of Missouri can also be met through the program.
Persons entering instructional development positions
outside the public school setting (community colleges,
governmental agencies, business and industry) are
especially encouraged to pursue studies with emphasis in
instructional systems design. Greatly expanded educational
functions in all of these settings provide a variety of career
opportunities for persons with master's level preparation in
instructional technology.
The area of emphasis in instructional media for
classroom application provides teachers an interes g
program through which they can examine the potentia t \
improvement of instruction through the developmeijif i
innovative teaching/learning strategies and the applies jn j
of instructional media.
ADMISSION
The general requirements for admission are the
those for admission to the Graduate School. In additi
the general requirements, applicants must submit a r|
score from the Miller Analogies Test of 32 or hi
Applicants may be asked to arrange for a persj
interview with the admissions committee.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
!
An advisory committee consisting of three granite
faculty members is formulated for each student accln
into the program. The student has the prerogati;,of
selecting the chairperson of this committee.
PROGRAM OF STUDY
All students must complete a minimum 52-
program. Courses of study for the three areas of em
[
are as indicated below:
A. General Professional Core (12 hours).
B. Area of Emphasis (28 hours) to include:
1
.
Library/Media-402, 403, 407, 408, 546, 55[
592.
2. Instructional Systems Design—546, 555, 55[
557.
3. Instructional Media for Classroom Applicat
445,490,546.555.
C. Etectives and Cognate courses (12 hours).
THESIS
There is no thesis requirement for the degree; hcjj
students complete a project to be selected ffflj
alternatives specified by the program faculty.
EXAMINATION
All candidates must pass a final written
comprehensive examination. The nature and
examination is determined by the student's ac
committee.
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1-4 SEMINAR ON SELECTED ECONOMIC
>PICS. Directed study and analysis of theoretical and
^cy problems current to frontiers of economic analysis
requisite: consent of instructor.
ffe t0 5 ECONOMIC READINGS:
DEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH. Economic
ics of current interest. Study program planned in
sultauon with an economics instructor. Prerequisites-
and 502 and at least one course in the area of intended
cpendent study; also consent of instructor and
iperson.
-4 THE METHODOLOGY OF ECONOMIC
SEARCH. Formulation and development of research
lect including hypothesis formulation, model
Jlopment, hypothesis testing, presenting research
Its, and evaluating the research of others. Prerequisite-
cnt of instructor and chairperson.
1 to 9 THESIS. Maximum of 9 hours to be counted
ird a master's degree. Prerequisite: consent of
runent chairperson and student's thesis advisory
nittee. '
ucation
strtictionalProcess)
-4 INTRODUCTION TO MICRO COMPUTERS
DUCATION. Hardware, software, and their use in
Hon. Beginning and elementary programming.
-4 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR THE
>SROOM. Introduces and builds skills in planning
a implementing an integrated use of computers and
:tional software in elementary and secondary schools
uisite: 49 la or consent of instructor.
M4,4) PROGRAMMING MICROCOMPUTERS
COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
mming, design, development, style, and packaging
ter-ass.sted instruction programs, (a) Programmingm Computer-assisted instruction. Prerequisite: for
Core)
•RESEARCH METHODS IN EDUCATION
n. hypothesis formation and testing, measurement
sampling; analysis and critique of descriptive and
cental research. Knowledge of statistics is helpful
required.
Education (Instructional Process) 109
PRO~C^"S
LE\RNER AND ™E LEARNING
LcorHin ,
development, principles of learning
a cordi g to major theoretical perspectives; educationalimplications arising from relationships betweendevelopment and learning. Core requirement in learning
and development for all M.S. in Education majors
Prerequisite: an undergraduate course in educational
psychology or its equivalent.
V
(Instructional Process)
JSfi&V SEMINARm THE INSTRUCTIONAL•-KOCESS. Core seminar required of all Ed.D. students
»! .*
rni
?
g^ deve,°Pmen l: (b) Curriculum andinstruction; (c) Organization and leadership. Must be taken
in sequence^ Prerequisite: admission to Ed.D. program.
605-4 PERSPECTIVES OF EDUCATIONAL
HISTORY » THE UNITED STATES.Stincluding traditional historical narrative, revisionist
interpretations, and contra-revisionist criticism
Prerequisites: admission to the Ed.D. program and
Foundations of Education 505 or its equivalent
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CLASSICAL LIBERAL IDEOLOGY—THEDOCTRINE OF EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITYAND EDUCATIONAL POLICY. Contribution of
classical liberal ideology to our current conception of equal
opportunity, the examination of that conception and
implications for educational and social policy
Prerequisites: admission to the Ed.D. program and
Foundations of Education 509 or its equivalent
611-4 INSTRUCTION AS SOCIAL EXCHANGE
Instruction defined as management and teaching. Centers
for major concern are social control, cognitive discourse
and teaching functions. Prerequisite: acceptance into
doctoral program.
612—4 SEMINAR IN NONVERBAL BEHAVIOR INTHE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS. Non-verbal
environment, instructor and learner variables and their
interactive effects. Theoretical and applied orientations
Prerequisite: acceptance into doctoral program.
619-4 EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS AND
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN. Conceptual and procedural
skills for design and statistical analysis of data for
educational research and evaluation; statistical concepts
relative to realistic problem applications. Prerequisites-
course in statistics and/or research design, and admission to
doctoral program.
/
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110 Educational Administration and Supervision
*20—4 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION
AND RESEARCH. Comparative analysis of evaluation
models, instructional objectives and evaluation,
measurement problems in evaluation, evaluation designs,
sampling, strategies, analyzing evaluation data, reporting
evaluation results. Prerequisites: 619 or equivalent, and
admission to doctoral program.
630—4 COGNITIVE SCIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL
PRACTICE. Contributions of psychology, linguistics,
philosophy, anthropology, neuro-psychology, and artificial
intelligence research will be examined. Emphasis will be
placed on the implications for education. Prerequisite:
admission to the Ed.D. program or consent of instructor
675—1 to 8 INDEPENDENT STUDY. Conducted in
accordance with specific agreement with doctoral advisory
committee. May be repeated to maximum of 8 hours.
Prerequisite: admission to Ed.D. program.
680—1 to 4 ADVANCED SEMINAR. Varied content.
Topics pertain to principal areas of study within the
instructional process specializations: (a) teaching
behaviors, (b) learning and development, (c) curriculum,
(d) organization and leadership\(e) announced as needed
and scheduled. May be^epeated to maximum of 8 hours so
long as topic is not repeated. Prerequisite: admission to
Ed.D. program. / \
698—1 to 12 DOCTORAL INTERNSHIP. One quarter,
full-time assignment in an educational agency in which
student carries out specified responsibilities contributing to
the educational functions of the agency. Interns attend a
seminar during the internship to facilitate integration of the
field experience with the academic component Credit to be
arranged. Prerequisites: admission to candidacy^ consent of
adviser. / \
699-^ to 12 DISSERTATION. Ed.D. candidates must
complete an approved dissertation. This creative product
maV take various forms, but in general is not confined to
the conventional research paradigms. May be repeated to a
maximum of 36 hours. Prerequisites: admission lo
/Candidacy, appointment of dissertation director.
Educational Administration
and Supervision
405—4 TEACHER'S ROLE IN EDUCATION
MANAGEMENT. Concepts and principles which provide
background for proactive participation in education
management.
505—1 to 4 SELECTED TOPICS IN EDUCATIOl L
ADMINISTRATION. Specialized course
superintendents, principals, and supervisory personne
service needs are identified and topics having imme
implications for practitioners are analyzed. Majors ly
count no more than 8 hours toward their degree. No
may be repeated.
511—4 to 8 INTERNSHIP PRACTICUM. Stru( at
assignment and responsibility in a school system, or jet
related agency, under supervision of faculty advise id
cooperating official. May be repeated for total of 12 l|t&]
Prerequisite: consent of department chairpersoi |
adviser.
516—4 SCHOOL FUND ACCOUNTING. Principk
procedures for collecting, classifying and summai
financial transactions of school systems.
519—4 LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF EDUCA1
Sources of school law, laws governing public educ
and locating and briefing court cases; emphi
desegregation, employment, and dismissals. Prereq
530 or concurrent enrollment.
520—4 SCHOOL LAW. State and Federal Consti
statutes, charters, legal opinions, regulatory rule
decisions of courts of last resort as they apply to educ
524—4 INTRODUCTION TO ADMINISTRATE
EDUCATION. Overview; concepts and techi
common to all organizations and those unique to edw
525—4 SCHOOL PERSONNEL ADMINISTRA
Theories and practices as related to emploj
orientation, salary programs, assignment, in-s
education, welfare programs, tenure, dismiss:
negotiations. Prerequisite: advanced standing.
526—4 PLANNING FOR EDUCATION. Applia
major components of educational planning; technok
planning in a "real-world" setting. Prerequisite:
concurrent enrollment
528-4 PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT. American
system and relationship to the culture which it
Psychological and sociological factors aft
programming decisions. Prerequisite: 526 or cor
enrollment.
530-4 EVALUATION IN EDUCATION, ajj
components of educational evaluation; technok *n
evaluation. Prerequisite: 528 or concurrent enrollme
3
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Summary
Rationale for Adoption
»ever ^^.^n*^^?' of Science degree in Statistics has
three students per year^ L red in static's Tt "T than s1x and as fe»have only been four degrees in t s Drn a C dt theu m^ter's level. Therethis can be more than adequately ha ndle'd wUhir Z'V"" ^ fl
'
Ve years
> ™*the Department of Mathematics! The deoartmpnt
p esent
u
mas ter 's program in
Science and Master of Arts degree in Mathematics
the MaSter of
Consideratio ns Against Adnpti™
None.
Constituency Involypmpnt
Graduate cJuncil^h" vLX^dtW ACad^fa^ - Colle^ of Science, thePresident of SIUC. 'esiaent tor Cademic Affairs and Provost, and the
Resolution
Universityln rVK^ng^s^b^dVt t^W °V°uthe™ ""nols[Statistics be and is hereby abolished; and $ter ° f Science de 9ree in
kersityBEis ITauZized REto0Lt^e thot ^t Ch*™"<» of Southern minois
'bolition without further action by the Board
necesssr
l' t0 imp,ement the
IIS
ABOLITION OF THE MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN
STATISTICS
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE,
SIIC
I . Program Inventory Data
CIPS Code Major Decree Unit
A. Current
27.0101 Mathematics M.A., M.S.
College of Science
27.0501 Statistics
B. Proposed
M.S. College of Science
M.A., M.S. College of Science27.0101 Mathematics
II. Reason for proposed action .
Student demand for the Master of Science
degree i n Statistics has never
been strong. During the 1988-92 period .no
more thar six and as tew as
three students per year majored in statistics at
the master s levej
Mathematics.
III. Anticipated budgetary effects .
FY-94 and long-term savings are approximately
$4,500.00
IV. A^r^e^t^^^
T^ThTTffected equipment and ph ysical facilities.
The re will be no difficulties relative
to faculty and staff assignments
co^e"^^^ - *"«
facilities will be affected by the proposed
abolition.
V. um other educatinn.l units, curri n .l a,
or degrees be affected by thi
action ?
No other educational units, curricula,
or degrees will be affected t
the abolition of the M.S. in Statistics
degree.
Vi. Any other relevant information .
None.
July 8, 1993
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VI1
'
Ca ta1oq cop y to be added or deleted
.
See attachment.
VUI
'
The requested effective date nfj^^^.
As soon as possible.
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•hniques. Students are encouraged
to
> Linguistic Society of America or
the
will be allowed for course
work suc-
, with a major in applied linguist^
ed for from 3 to 6 credit
hours m this
on with a graduate adviser ,
shall pro-
isting of a chair and 2 other
faculty
>; the executive committee of
the de-
-ucture of the thesis committee.
The
ulty of the Department of
Linguistics.
,ers may be from outside the
depart-
by the Graduate School and
any re-
nt must submit a copy of the
thesis to
ave current proficiency in a
language
•ficiency or the equivalent of
the prof -
of course work. Such Proficiency
is
ade of B in the appropriate FL
488b
t 500 on any option of the
Graduate
2 Educational Testing Service.
.uring Systems
of Science degree in
manufacturing
>ering and Technology. The
objective of
lg professionals who can design
and
,s to increase productivity
and improve
;earch are available in
manufacturing
d computer applications.
The program
ents with baccalaureate
degrees in
itinuing education opportunity
or
Uh to expand their education in the
epted by the Graduate School
and the
Lould possess a bachelor's
degree with a
PA of no less than 3.0/4.0. A studen
nt may be required to take
additional
ntified by the technology graduate
pro-
;s a minimum of 30 semester hours
of
l0urs of which is in manufacturing
sys-
sis, having 6 semester hours of credit
e examination covering all of
the stu
ent, students must complete
the follow-
ness
Academic Programs Manufacturing
Systems
MFGS 510-3 Recent Advances in Quality Assurance
MFGS 520-3 Computer-Aided Manufacturing II
MFGS 540-3 Product Reliability Theory
MFGS 560-3 Automated Factory Technology mM*„ u,
A program of study including the above required <?^ "f£™*"j|
the master's thesis (6 semester hours), and the remaining 9
semester hours
be selected by the graduate adviser and the student.
If a student prefers the non-thesis option, a
minimum of 36 semester hoi
acceptable graduate credit including the 15 semester
hours of core courses
SS? The student is expected to take at least 21 semester hours witj
major department including no more than 3 semester hours of
MFGS 592
devoted to the preparation of a research paper. In
addition, each candidate
quired to pass a written comprehensive examination. r0/.„n„«n,Q
Each student will select a minimum of 3 technology graduate
faculty me,
to serve as a graduate committee, subject to approval
of the director of the
uate program. The committee will:
1. approve the student's program of study,
2 approve the student's research paper topic,
3. approve the completed research paper, and
4. administer and approve the written comprehensive
examination.
Additional Information
Teaching or research assistantships and fellowships
are available for qui
apphcants Additional information about programs,
courses, assistantshi
fellowships may be obtained from the College of Engineering
and Techno!
from the chair of the department.
Mathematics
Graduate work in mathematics is offered leading to
theM^L^Jf
ter of Arts, and Doctor of Philosophy degrees ir\
mathematics^ the Ma
fr.ieuLLduuLLhiJmtiJtiM. Students interested in the teaching
of mathe
m^Se^nln^Sration in educationf*^»ffi^
gree in mathematics. Minor work for graduate
degrees in other fields, wt
thfg?aduate program are at the discretion of the
Department of Ma^e
provfded that'the^tudent has been admitted to
the Graduate.School anc
the retention standards of the Graduate> School
In •***%£&£
regulations, and requirements of the Graduate Sf^ n^ /olloWing Spe<
quirements pertain to the degrees available in
mathematics.
Master of Science Degree in Mathematics
Students will be considered for acceptance into
the M.S. degree in math
nroiam iTthey have completed an undergraduate major
in mathema
JZg^^Lte minor in mathematics together with a major in *
related discipline.
417 458 511, 592) offered by the
Department of Mathematics^
concentration may be taken outside of the
department if approve
graduate aXs™r during the student's first
semester in the mast,
gram.
July 8, 1993
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candidate's program must include at least one 400- or wn i«„i
fe!^ SSfuP„rlPa5S a reSMrCh Papcr °r thcsis ,3 >»»™ credit in
Nation covering the graduate coursei^SE£^^°?U This examination will be conducted bv the 3 mTmS! ^*uP P*r ??
Science Degree in Statistics
epHd, the requirements are as follows- /
I ndidate s program must include?
program,
mathematicfe: Any two of452\ 450, 455
statistical thWory: 480*r483, and 580
'
fcSS4 3nd at LGaSt 3 h0Urs chosen from 473 481
*>artmei<t ofMathematics. ^\° examination given by
CiC SSfT^" reSearch pa^ '"«*« (3 hours credit in
«••— «a«,mdUOn win oe given by the 3
«" ee and chaired by the research adviser.
|*s Degree in Mathematics
gSSSSESSsSESSS
Academic Programs
2. The candidate must complete wit
courses MATH 419, 421, 433, 452. a
519, 530, 555. This requirement mc.
of equivalent courses taken elsewhe
3. The candidate must demonstrate tl
ture in French, German, or Russian
a grade ofB or better the research
ment of Foreign Languages and Lit
or better an examination given b
Princeton, NJ, or by passing a su
member from the Department of M
the graduate adviser.
4. The candidate must prepare a thes
the supervision of a thesis adviser
department. This committee will i
after consultation with all those inv
5. The candidate must demonstrate s
examination covering the graduate
ination will be given by the 3 men-
chaired by the thesis adviser. The s
thesis adviser and at least 1 of the (
Doctor of Philosophy Degree
Students will be considered for acceptanc
completed with distinction a graduate pn
master's degree in mathematics, statist.
tional evidence of outstanding scholarly ;
on the advanced section of the Graduat
search papers of high quality) will lenc
must have completed 419, 421, 433, and
the doctoral program.
Once admitted, the requirements are a
1. The candidate must pass the depai
end of the February following the s
gram. This qualifying examinath
February and September, covers 2
with a regularly scheduled 500 lev
sultation with the graduate advise;
which they are to be examined, wi
530, 580 including at least one o:
courses chosen from the list of foui
pleting the major area discussed n
responds to another regularly sche
with the approval of the graduate
fromia related field outside the dep.
ifying examination within the alio
toral program.
2. The candidate must demonstrate c
ability to read mathematics in am
or Russian serves as a tool. This m;
B or better the research tool courst
eign Languages and Literatures, b\
examination given by the Educatic
by passing a suitable examination
partment of Mathematics who has
A proficiency in computer prograrr
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elude at least one 400- or
500-levetcourse
eas: (1) pure and applied algebra; 2
pure
geometrV and topology; (5) probability
and
7 be met in whole or in part
by means of
ere prior to acceptance for
graduate study
esearch paper or thesis (3 hours
credit in
apervision of a research adviser
and two
department. This committee will be
ap-
ifter consultation with all those
involved,
e satisfactory performance on a
final oral
ite course work and the research
paper or
conducted by the 3 members of the cand
-
by the research adviser, ^e student
will
arch adviser and at least 1 of the
other 2
.tics
ance into the M.S. degree in
statistics pro-
dergraduate major in either statistics or
ate minor in mathematics together
with a
e as follows: ,
total of at least 30 semester hours
of grad-
1Ust be af the 500 level, at least 21
must be
458 511, 592) offered by the
Department
'n an approved minor area outside
the de-
tion must be approved by the
graduate ad-
emester in the master's program,
iclude:
452, 450, 455.
183, and 580. . R1
and at least 3 hours chosen from
473, 481,
it may be met in whole or in part by
means
elsewhere prior to acceptance for
graduate
e proficiency in Fortran or
Pascal computer
fied either by obtaining a letter
grade of B
rse or by passing an examination
given by
research paper or thesis (3 hours
credit in
I^sio'n of a research adviser and two
e department. This committee
will be ap-
afte? consultation with all those
involved.
lte satisfactory performance on
a
i
final
i
oral
iate course work and the research
paper^or
» given by the 3 members of the candidate
s
isearch adviser.
atics
stance into the M.A. degree inf
^athemaUcs
1 distinction the equivalent of a
strong un-
Once accepted, the requirements
are as tol-
total of 30 semester hours of graduate
level
Lt least 15 must be at the 500 level.
Academic Programs Mathematics
2. The candidate must complete with a grade of B or better each
courses MATH 419, 421, 433, 452, and at least 3 of the courses MAT!
519, 530, 555. This requirement may be met in whole or in part by
of equivalent courses taken elsewhere.
3. The candidate must demonstrate the ability to read mathematical
ture in French, German, or Russian. This may be certified by passin
a grade ofB or better the research tool course 488 offered by the Di
ment of Foreign Languages and Literatures, by passing with a score
or better an examination given by the Educational Testing Ser
Princeton, NJ, or by passing a suitable examination given by a f
member from the Department of Mathematics who has been appro)
the graduate adviser.
,,.-„. nn
4. The candidate must prepare a thesis (3 hours credit in MATH 599
the supervision of a thesis adviser and 2 other faculty members fin
department. This committee will be appointed by the graduate a
after consultation with all those involved.
5. The candidate must demonstrate satisfactory performance on a fir
examination covering the graduate course work and the thesis. This
ination will be given by the 3 members of the candidate's committ
chaired by the thesis adviser. The student will pass the examinatio
thesis adviser and at least 1 of the other 2 committee members so ag
Doctor ofPhilosophy Degree
Students will be considered for acceptance into the doctoral program if th<
completed with distinction a graduate program comparable to that requiri
master's degree in mathematics, statistics, or computer science at SlUt
tional evidence of outstanding scholarly ability or achievement (e.g., a hi
on the advanced section of the Graduate Record Examination or publis
search papers of high quality) will lend strength to the application.
SI
must have completed 419, 421, 433, and 452 or their equivalent before e
the doctoral program.
Once admitted, the requirements are as follows:
1 The candidate must pass the departmental qualifying examinatioi
end of the February following the second fall semester in the docto
gram This qualifying examination, which is given twice anm
February and September, covers 3 areas each of which is;comme
with a regularly scheduled 500 level graduate course at SIUC. Af
sultation with the graduate adviser candidates will choosei the 3 ar
which they are to be examined, with 2 of 3 chosen from MATH 5
530 580 including at least one of 501 and 519. The coursewort
courses chosen from the list of four above will not be counted tow*
pleting the major area discussed in 3. below. The third area norm
responds to another regularly scheduled 500 level mathematics
co
with the approval of the graduate adviser the third area may b«
from a related field outside the department. A candidate who fails t
ifying examination within the allotted time will be dropped from
toral program. . . A . .,
2 The candidate must demonstrate competence with two research
K
ability to read mathematics in any one of the languages French,
or Russian serves as a tool. This may be certified by passing with
a
B or better the research tool course 488 offered by the Department
eign Languages and Literatures, by passing with a score of 465 or
I
examination given by the Educational Testing Service of Pnnceto
by passing a suitable examination given by a faculty member fron
partment of Mathematics who has been appointed by the graduate
A proficiency in computer programming will also serve as a rese*
Ail!
July 8, 1993
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Summary
ABO
l.
I
I
ION 0F THE MASTER QF ARTS DEGREE IN ZOOLOPY
hl0".^«*O °< ^ts de 9 ree in
Rationale for Adoption
.Because scS^t^^ts^e"&%$$?* ch ^W^ ^demand on graduate training has beer° enhanced Th h JBt 1™ ?ears ' thedegree of choice allowing easier ™we tn»i'( T tas ta ttepossibility of employment. It seems reasnnahi. ? a docAoral P ro9™ or the
full attention is focuseci on the MS. degree P ' "•*• degree so that
'is no anticfpaled'decMne
6
i°nVeTtl\ number^^ ^ S aCtion > si "« ^e|decline in the number of facu^ IT^TtlV^T^ m-as^s %£? "°
[Considerat ions Against Adoption
None.
'Constituency Involvement
(Graduate Council fthe Vice^ of Science, the
President of SIUC.
R sident for Academic Affairs and Provost, and the
Resolution
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ABOLITION OF THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN ZOOLOGY,
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, SIUC
I. Program Inventory Data
CIPS Code
A. Current
26.0701
B. Proposed
26.0701
Major
Zoology
Zoology
M.A., M.S.
M.S
Unit
College of Science
College of Science
II. Reason for proposed action .
Student demand for the Master of Arts degree in
Zoology^remains low B
th-u era of advanced scientific demand, the M.S. degree
is tne mors
oooular choice since it enhances the ability of
the student to enter
ESr?; &=isavpAttsaw—
will be affected by this proposed abolition.
III. Anticipated budgetary effects .
Minimal cost savings are foreseen as a
result of the projectej
abolition.
IV arrangements to be ™de for (a) affected faculty,
staff, and students !
and (b) affected equipment and pnysical facilities.
There will be no difficulties relative to
faculty and *tj»ff assignments
facilities will be affected by the proposed
abolition.
V. Uill other educatinnal units, curri
cu l a, or degrees be affected by thj
j
action ?
No other educational units, curricula,
or degrees will be affected
the abolition of the M.A. degree.
VI. Any other relevant information .
None.
VII. Catalog copy to be added or deleted.
See attachment.
Viii. The reguested effective d*tP of
implementation.
As soon as possible.
July 8, 1993
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Ibr 6 semester
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Jling specialist,
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ting the course
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'jication with a
W Department
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! neral leader-
having knowl-
Academic Programs
Vocational Education Studies I 209
though manyZdiS^Z^^SS^havf"* T re 'a'ed f'eMs E™tity (e.g., agriculture dmrfTi. • 9™^™ ave a specific service area iden-
«<».hLe1SnS^ZS,i^',edanCa^0n> hea"h «*"P»tion. educa-
in a service area s^ciaHy
education), the degree is not awarded
onrof'^Vrro. tedatarn
ieS
,a
Crntrat'°n «^ -> "'«<
"'velopment, or (c) research The ^2., ' m\naeeJm*nt ' (b) Professional
stude^s*^Z2£X£!Zz; °at "»*~ "— - *•
nence which willS basfs forfcl?1f^f 3nd Profes*°nal expe-
Education Studied
«™l"ate faculty of the Department of Vocational
clu^ranfrufpSra^ina h°UrS bey°n<if~*rt de^ ™< -
15-hour department] ire 17 hZTr """l* '" 'h/ College of Education, a
Zoology
specialized researchTaboraZfp^ISP « approx,mately 1.8 million volumes,
ability to organ" e induct ™f J? ~
of
.
deln
?nstratc° scholarship and the
Admission
atelroh
f°r a
"
gradU3te dCgreeS mUSt fuIfi11 the requirements of the Gradu-
oneyear ofcoZfcLmTstl?
C°U,"SeS T^"* the bask P™^** of zoology;
ofcoSmSSyi^ °r b,JochemistT is also desirable); one yeaollege athematics including college algebra and trigonometry (calculus and
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210 I Graduate Catalog Chapter 2
statistics are desirable). A grade point average of 2.70 (A = 4.0) or above. Appli-
cants with less than 2.70 will be considered on individual merit.
Applicants for the doctoral degree must demonstrate a sound background of
academic training in the animal sciences; hold a master's degree or its equiva-
lent and have a grade point average in graduate work of 3.25 or above. Acceler-
ated entry after one semester in a master's degree program is possible for stu-
dents demonstrating exceptional potential.
Inquiries should be directed to the director of graduate studies in zoology.
Separate applications must be made to the Graduate School and to the Depart-
ment of Zoology. A completed departmental application for admission includes:
departmental application form, transcript of all previous college credits, scores
from the aptitude test of the Graduate Record Examination, and three letters of
evaluation relative to professional and academic competence. All applicants will
be notified of the action taken on their application by the director of graduate
studies in zoology.
Advisement
Following admission to the department, and prior to registration, a student
should consult appropriate faculty (representing student's area of interest) or
the director of graduate studies in zoology for assistance in registration. Each
student must arrange with a faculty member to serve as an adviser no later than
the end of the first semester of registration in the program. A change in the ad-
viser will be coordinated by the director of graduate studies in zoology at the re-
quest of the student and with the approval of the current and prospective pro-
fessors.
Following selection and approval of an adviser, an advisory and research
committee is to be recommended to the director of graduate studies in zoology
for approval by the graduate dean. For the master's degree, the committee shall
consist of a minimum of three members, one of whom may be from outside the
department, with the adviser serving as chair.
For the doctoral degree the advisory and research committee shall consist of
five faculty members, one of whom must be from outside of the department. The
adviser shall serve as chair.
A program of course work and research tools as required must be approved by
the advisory and research committee, and made a part of the student's depart-
mental file no later than the first week of the second semester of registration in
the program.
A research plan approved by the student's advisory and research committee
must be placed in the student's departmental file prior to registration for ZOOL
598, 599, or 600 and no later than the end of the second semester of registration
in the program.
While pursuing the completion of degree requirements, continuous registra-
tion is expected until such time as the degree has been completed. The number
of hours required per session will reflect the extent of the demand for use of time
and University and department facilities and academic personnel.
Academic Credit
Audited courses may not be counted toward completion of minimum hour re-
quirements toward the degree. No course with a grade below C will fulfill mini-
mal requirements of the degree. A petition for the use of transfer credits must be
approved by the student's advisory and research committee and submitted to the
director of graduate studies in zoology for forwarding to the dean of the Gradu-
ate School for approval.
Academic Programs
Master of Science Degree
A minimum of 30 hours of grt
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W and research committee
I to registration for ZOOL
p semester of registration
j;nts, continuous registra-
Jn completed. The number
the demand for use of time
i personnel.
(on of minimum hour re-
below C will fulfill mini-
<ff transfer credits must be
pee and submitted to the
lb the dean of the Gradu-
Master of Science Degree
A minimum of 30 hours of graduate credit is required beyond the bachelors de-
ZOOL
n
599
g
^
leaSt
^
h°UrS
°
f f0rmal C°UrSe W°rk in Z°0,0gy and 6 hours of
In addition, one of the following tools is required: a foreign language either bv
completion of FL 488 with a grade ofA or B or a score of at least 465 on the ETSproficiency exam, or two semesters of one of the following: statistics, computer
science, mathematics, biochemistry, or biotechnology
A thesis embodying results and analysis of original research and a final exam-ination are required.
{aster of Arts Degree
A n^uqjum of 38 hours of graduate credit is required beyondaJje-barKeloTs oV
foor^Q^^^li "!;5 °f^r^S^^^S^^ 2 hours of:°°L 5?8 - A/fsea^ rn>ai*c^ ability of the student to collectand analyze dataandj^pert^ufena^^ 1S required. A library
research^pi»W«n-ls^cceptable but must include an origmatrontribution in the
-oTcorrelations and interpretations. A final examination is required. "^
Required Level ofPerformance in Master's Degree Program. A cumulative gradepoint average of at least 3.0 must be attained during the first two semesters in
all graduate level work, and must be maintained thereafter. Failure to meet this
requirement will result in loss of any financial support provided by the depart-
ment. A grade ofC or better must be earned in all background (undergraduate)
courses to remove deficiencies.
'
Final Examination.
1. Each candidate for a master's degree is required to pass a final examina-
tion The examination will be oral and should be taken no later than four
weeks before graduation.
2. The examination consists of two parts:
a. Presentation of the results of the research in a seminar.
b. A closed session of inquiry by the student's advisory and research com-
mittee following the seminar.
Graduation. Candidates for a master's degree must follow and fulfill all Gradu-
ate School procedures and requirements for processing one's application for
graduation.
The Ph.D. Degree
There is no minimal credit hour requirement beyond the Graduate School's resi-
dency and dissertation hour requirements. A student in consultation with an ad-
viser prepares a program of study including courses in the major, in the minor
in areas of deficiency, and to complete the research tool requirement. This pro-
gram when approved by the student's advisory and research committee is filed
with the director of graduate studies in zoology.
Acceptable tools include foreign language, statistics, computer science, mathe-
matics, biochemistry, and biotechnology. Normallv two tools are required; how-
ever one tool with exceptional expertise may satisfy the requirement if approved
by the student's committee (exception: English as a second language). A student
may qualify in a foreign language by completion of FL 488 with a grade ofA or B
or a score of at least 465 on the ETS proficiency exam. To qualify in statistics a
student must have course work through multiple regression analysis, which is
iAJlD 506 and 507. In computer science a student should take CS 200 and one of
the following: 129, 215, 220, and 470. For the tool requirements in mathematics
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ABOLITION O F THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN PLANT
BIOLOGY. DLPAklMlNI OF KANT BIOLOgV, college Uh
l
SCIENCE, SlUC
Summary
This matter proposes abolition of the Master of Arts degree in Plant
Biology, Department of Plant Biology, College of Science, SIUC.
Rationale for Adoption
Student demand for the Master of Arts degree in Plant Biology has
continually decreased over the last five years. During the 1988-92 period,
no
more than seven and as few as two students per year enrolled in this
program.
It seems reasonable to drop the M.A. degree so that all attention is
focused on
the M.S. degree.
There is little cost savings associated with this action since there
is no anticipated decline in the total number of master's degree
students and
no decline in the number of faculty required to maintain the program.
Considerations Against Adoption
None.
Constituency Involvement
This action is supported by the Dean of the College of Science,
the
Graduate Council, the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost,
and the
President of SIUC.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Master of
Arts degree in
Plant Biology be and is hereby abolished; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of
Southern Illinois
University is authorized to take those actions necessary to
implement the
abolition without further action by the Board.
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION OF THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE IN PLANT BIOLOGYDEPARTMENT OF PLANT BIOLOGY, COLLEGE OF SCIENCE SIUC
!• Program Inventory Data
CIPS Code Major Degree Unit
A. Current
26.0301
B. Proposed
Plant Biology M.A., M.S. College of Science
26.0301 Plant Biology M.S. College of Science
II. Reason for proposed action
.
™HlfnTd f°r the MdSter 0f Arts de9 ree 1 " "«"t Biology reveals a
III. Anticipated budgetary effects
.
Minimal savings are anticipated.
IV
*
^iF.r^ 5 3° be made f0r (a ) affected facij1tV- staff, and students-and [b) affec ted equipment and physical facilities
.
i o ,
IJ^Wc ]V\ n° d1f,ficuTty relative to faculty and staff assignments
"It haVe SGleCteMd the M * A - de 9ree wi " be flowed to completea£e^ - P^ical facilities will be
V
* ^"„°*her edUCati 0na1 un1ts ' curricula, or degrees be affected by this
llTo^tcX or degrees wil1 be affected >y
P- A"y other relevant information
.
None.
VIL Catalog copy to be added or deleted
.
See attachment.
VIIL The requeste d effective date of implementation
.
As soon as possible.
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Academic Programs
calculus and physical chemistry. Students with 1^.*»^^^StS'
physics, engineering, computer sciences, etc., can
usually expect to spend some
additional time acquiring the requisite biological fences background.
For admission to doctoral candidacy, the doctoral
student^should have com-
pleted a reasonably broad spectrum of courses
offered by the Apartment should
have acquired a competence in two of the research
tools mentioned above, and
must have successfully passed a written preliminary
examination.
Ordinarily, doctoral students should expect to spend a
minimum of three years
beyond the bachelor's degree or two years beyond the
master s degree in
residence. They will be required to present an acceptable
dissertation describing
original research performed with minimal supervision and
deemed by their
graduate committee to be of such quality as to merit
publication m the refereed
Uterature of the field. A final oral examination will be held over the
field of the
dissertation.
Plant Biology
The Department of Plant Biology offers a well-balanced
graduate P^am lead-
ing to the degrees of Mirtiirff^., Master of Science,
Master of Science in bio-
logical sciences. Master of Science in Education in
biological sciences, and the
^^oSpLsis are those of the broadly deified faculty which char-
acterizes the department and faculty members of other
departments who partic-
fpate in joint programs. All areas of plant biology are
represented. The depart-
mental master's programs and the doctoral program are
based on a combination
TcoursTwork and research. An advisory committee of facutty
™™£nto>m
plant biology and other selected departments is responsible
for the degree pro-
gram of the individual student. At some stage in their
overall programs^all stu-
deTs granted a degree will have completed training equivalent
to one or more
coursefin each of six areas of plant biology (morphology,
anatomy, taxonomy,
^r^^^.:^^ housed in modemMB..£* UJ
Science II building. Each faculty member provides laboratory
facilities for the
students as part of the research program, and the
department provides^central-
ized facilities including a growth chamber suite, herbarium,
greenhouse corn-
Sex and fid steUons Several University-owned field station
facilities are lo-
SrrherJ Illinois, and University-affiliated fieldF"£™"^
out in the British Virgin Islands. Excellent
cooperative research arrangements
Te avaUabk wfth other departments for such activities as
electron microscopy,
chemical analyses, and research photography.
A™distinguishing feature of the Department of
Plant Biology is its congenial
atmosXTSduals are encouraged to develop their own programs and re-
SSSv^Twithu. the scope of available«^f-**«»
sonablv be attained. The first master's degree was
granted in 1948, and the
i
tirst
Ph D deS-ee^ 1965. All areas of plant biology have been
representedIn the
2£. dRS department's history'with some shifts in -*""«**£
both changing interests within the scientific disciplines
and changes in the fac:
Ul
SradiaSt«7fa^ Oology will be awarded to students in recognition
thesis or dissertation and by the demonstration of
competent driute ability.
Teaching experience in undergraduate courses is
expected as part of the Ph.D.
degree program.
Jul" 2, 1993
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Admission
Students must be admitted to the Graduate School before they can be consiHpr^
KSSEST1 M] a,PpHcatrS t0 the dement muSud Uu£££of recommendation, application form, GRE scores including verbal quanti at ve
for Jit*™*-
b,
?
1TCal ' Jand may include a financial assistance fom CriteS
;;~^
nhvfXt ST b) Plant diversity (survey of the P^nt kingdom), (c Satt
mtts fofthe
d
B
P
A "h
taXOn0my,
^V^^
u
(° genetk*' <«> additional S,S^
vTrtJ^tJ^iw8rned ^^ C0Hege °f ScienCe in the cu™<
arf«,>Vlw
ent d
u
ficie? in fcl?ree °r fewer of these areas ^ through g) must bedmitted with conditional standing. A student admitted with conditfonalstanding must make up all deficiencies within the first academic year ana untlZSffiS^T^FT6 th3n t6n aCademic -itsSn be accrued
Ssified ^ 3ClUng f°Ur °r m°re °f these areas must re^ter as
Advisement
2?SladmiSf°n t0 ,the dePirtment and before registration for course work
or if thl lSt C°nSUlt \staffmember representing the field of major interestis is unknown the director of graduate studies of the department for as
specific^dTnartZ
1?^8' registration - At ev^ registration, deficients andepartmental requirements must be considered first. Any chances inregistration must be approved by the student's adviser g
Within the first six months of admission into the departmental program the
Tse^Tj^ 3 f3CUlty mTber Wh° is Wil,in* t0 serve as theS' aa
Tte stupes
a
iLh^f
er
^
consuRation with the student, the director of gradu-
comm?ttee wt^ i.±PartTntal execuutive officer will then select an aoVisorvi ith the major adviser as chair. For the master's degree proeram a
STZm « ^ P^Ple Sha" make UP the advisory committeeTle'aThaTf ofthe com ittee must be comprised of members of the plant biology faculty The
otehc
f depfrtment ^ ^ "^ mUSt be ta
tra^n for?hp
S
?h
b
/
i
H
i
r
ent
.
<
l
f thC a?™0Ty committee and before advance regis-Z nrni * f 'T' ?e J8tudent Wil1 meet with the committee to discuss
coZTtfl!
COUrSes
J
for the **»* and plans for research. In this regard, the
esS^re alhJTr?d * "*** WOrk in f,elds """ which ** ^udent's inter-sts ar lied. The advisory committee will advise the student on the selection
counterl?
5
°?T* "*^^ t0piCS of imP^ance which may not be en
Xnl fo^I^l C°"SeS 1C°Pies °[the approved program of courses and theplans tor research must be placed in the departmental files.
pro-am Tnl/^t"* AsfigJimen^ Research is required of each student in the
sSiment whfch , onl
eac\te™ the student must be engaged in a training as-ignme i supp ements formal course work by professional activities such
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Plant Biology I 167
Academic Programs
*s research or teaching. The assignment varies
according to the needs profes-
*ona goals and competencies of the student
,nd increases a "sponaxb^y as
the student progresses. The assignments
reumre from ten to twenty hours of
service per week.
Academic Retention
The general regulations of the Graduate School
witht respect; to academic: reten-
uon shall be followed. In addition, no course
in which^^isb^C^
count toward the degree or fulfillment of any
requirement,
^V^J^„ ™d
deluded in the grade point average. No more than
five hours of C won: in grad
uate courses will count toward the degree. ,.
Si students are subject to regular review by the department
s graauate poli-
cies committee. Those not attaining the minimum
acceptable academic stan-
dardsT who in any way fail to meet any other s :heduled requirements or stan-
dards will be dropped as majors.
Course Requirements
All master's degree students must earn a
minimum of 2 hours "edit in plant bi-
i l^orc%T Ft <,fiO or PLB 589) at least one of which must be in general
Sn^TpoTsSOnUl Ph D ^students must earn 2 hours credit in plant biology
"rrrptBSSOor^L^
aa?y and at least 1 credit each year must be in
general seminar (PLB 580). It is
strong recommended that the student enroll in
general ^m^"^
n
n^
h
suK other than the general area of emphasis being pursued Attendance m
general seminar (with or without credit) during
every semester is strongly
™Sr£L. who have not already taken a course in plant anatomy must
include PLB 400-4 Plant Anatomy in their graduate
degree program.
Appeals
The Master's Degree
,
of?he thesis material (this is in addition to the
comprehens.ve exammation).
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION OF THE RENEWAL INSTTTIITF FflR PRACTICING
L JJUlAIUkS, COLLEbb Uh LhUCAl ION. TTn^1^
Summary
y*Mfj%h^*m^yFsi& the Renewai instnute «*
Rationale for Adoption
current content knowledqe and teachinn t L»; ?" and extend their
caseation, and rtJLSt^wZti^Wts™""*™- ^^^ Wr1"en
Considerations Against Adoption
^» ^S 4 c^en^o^^c^ £*» M3S;
Constituency Involvement
Dean of thl^rnn^
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? •J
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?
rted by the Dean of the College of Science the
Vice LcfJpS
Dl
J
ege
fl
° f
,
Llber
n
d
J
Arts
'
the Dean °f the College of Education the-President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and the President, SIUC
Resolution
UniverS ity
BE
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L
r
VEL tBy the B°kT1. ° f TruStees of Souther " Illin™
Prattled Educated Z^l^ts^?^ ^ """^ **
Univer.n'tv
8
^
11 ™RTHER RES0LVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
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ABOLITION OF THE RENEWAL INSTITUTE FOR PRACTICING
EDUCATORS, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SIUC
I. Program Inventory Data:
A. Current
CIPS CODE INSTITUTE
COLLEGE
60.1313 Renewal Institute for College of
Education
Practicing Educators
B. Proposed
Abolition
II. Reason for proposed action:
On Julv 1, 1985, the Renewal Institute for Practicing
Educators was
established in an effort to respond to the needs of practicing
educators
in southern Illinois. Programming in the Renewal
Institute was
s?ruc?ured ?o provide practicing educators with an
opportunity to renew
and extend their current content knowledge and
teaching skills in
ma?hemat ic s , science, written communication, and
advanced teaching
methodologies.
Since the Institute produced no graduates and the
participating faculty
had other continuing assignments, the decision was
taken to abolish the
Jnst?tu?e and reallocate the resources within the
University to programs
of higher priority.
sFs"^'isr sasr^raws
responsibilities.
III. Anticipated budgetary effects.
The faculty who were teaching in the program
have other teaching
ISsignment^. The funds saved from the abolition
of this program have
been reallocated to continuing programs.
IV Arrangements to be made for (a) affected
staff and students; and (b)
affected equipment and physical facilities.
The faculty in the College of Education
Liberal Arts, and Science have
returned tZ their departments tc.assume fujl-t« duties SU« who*o artments^ <.«„»«= .-. •"":.— -:;v t th ir hom,
a«ianed to the Institute have also been reallocated o
ne nui.
departments. Students no longer have the
opportunity to register fo,
Re w TTnsiitute courses. Equipment assigned to
the
I
Renewal In
has been reallocated to the cooperating
departments. Utnce
originally allocated to the Renewal Institute has
been reassigned
July 8, 1993
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V. Wil^other educational units, curricula, or degrees be affected by this
No.
VI. Any other relevant information.
None.
VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
None.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementation.
Immediately.
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ABOLITION OF THE PH.D. DEGREE IN HIGHER EDUCATION ,
—
COLLEGE OF LOCATION, SIUC
Summary
This matter proposes abolition of the Ph.D. degree
in Higher
Education, College of Education, SIUC.
Rationale for Adoption
This degree program has had low graduation rates over the
past decade
with degree-to-enrollment ratios of 0.15 or less.
Although enrollments have
remained consistently around 50 students, the number of degrees
granted has
decreased from 17 in 1987 to eight in 1990. In addition,
the 1991 Doctoral
Review Commmee ranking indicated that the quality of the program
remains an
issue There is a need to reduce statewide capacity in
specialized areas of
education, and the IBHE has recommended that this degree be
abolished.
No tenured faculty member will be released as a
result of this
action. The 43 students enrolled in the program will
be allowed to complete
their degree work.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The Chair and the current and former faculty and students
are opposed
to the proposed abolition. This matter is
supported by the Deans 'Advisor,
Grouo the Graduate Council, the Dean of
the Graduate School
,
the
Vi2e-President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and the
President, SIUC.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of
Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the
PhD degree in Higher
Education! College
9
of Education, SIUC, be and is hereby abolished:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the students
currently enrolled in thi
program be given the opportunity to complete their
degree work; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor
of Southern "lino*
University is authorized to take those actions
necessary to implement tn
abolition without further action by this Board.
July 8, 1993
ABOLITION OF THE PH.D. DEGREE IN HIGHER EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SIUC.
I. Program Inventory Data:
A. Current
CIPS CODE MAJOR T i TLE UNIT
13.0406 Education (Higher Ph.D. College of
Education ) Education
B. Proposed
Abolition
II. Reason for proposed action:
This degree program has had low graduation rates over the oast dpraripwith degree-to-enrollment ratios of 0.15 or less. Although enrollment
araVdTrl 00 " 515^ ' 17 f7r°Und 5° Students > the "* o
?hf iqqi n +
decr
;
ea
D
sed from 17 in 1987 to eight in 1990. In additionthe 1991 Doctoral Review Committee ranking indicated that the qual ty ofthe program remains an issue. There is a need to reduce statewide
tKsde^ 1^^^." edUCati0" - d the IBHE h3S --—
ThAT\d JaC.Ulty meT?er wil1 be leased as a result of this action
Ih
h
:ir
43
degre^or k .
enr° lled
"
the pr°9rM Wil1 be * llowed t0 comJlSe
III. Anticipated budgetary effects.
There will be no budgetary effects or cost savings to be realizedbecause the department will maintain its Master of Science degreeprogram to which the faculty will now devote their efforts
IV
* ?ff!SentS - t0 be m5 de f0r (a) affected staff and students, and (b)affected equipment and physical facilities.
an^f^t^^iV memb5S Wil1 be releas * d as a result of this action;
r«nain?nn ?n
W
th
con
+
tinue
M .
to
u
wo^k with the academic programming
ftcUUiL Lin k USi\ ^Uner staff ^r equipment and physical
in ill lit
Wl11 bf/kffeCied - Those ^udents who are currently enrolledjthe program will be afforded the opportunity to complete their degree
V
*
action?
hGr eduCational units
'
curricula, or degrees be affected by this
No.
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VI. Any other relevant information.
None.
VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Attached.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementation
Fall, 1993.
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION OF THE M. S. DEGREE IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ,
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS, S1UI
Summary
This matter proposes the abolition of the M.S. degree in
Community
Development, College of Liberal Arts, SIUC.
Rationale for Adoption
Past program reviews have noted low enrollments
and degree
production. There is also low occupational demand, and
the program was
recommended for elimination by the IBHE.
There are currently 17 students enrolled in the program who
will bl
allowed to complete their degree programs. There will be
no effect on the
facuUy by virtue of the merger of the Departments of Geography
and Community
Deve opment effective January 1, 1993, and the fact that
an undergraduate minor
remains No Civil Service nor Administrative/Professional
staff will be
affected. No immediate cost savings are envisioned.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This action is supported by the Deans' Advisory Group,
the Dean of
the Graduate School the Graduate Council, the
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs and Provost, and the President, SIUC.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of
Southern Illinois
University in regular feting assembled, That the MS Degree
in ommunit,
Development, College of Liberal Arts, SIUC, be and
is hereby abolished,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That those students
currently enrolled b<
allowed to complete their degree work; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor
of Southern 111 Inert
j
University is authorized to take those actions
necessary to implement thi.
matter without further action by this Board.
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION OF THE M.S. DEGREE IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS, SIUC.
I. Program Inventory Data:
A. Current
CIp S CODE MAJOR TITLE UNIT
44.0201 Community Development M.S. College of
Liberal Arts
B. Proposed
Abolition
II. Reason for proposed action:
ThlL P
-c
9r
i
m T ieWS h3Ve n0ted low en rollments and degree production
^ii1ii\WSTB£!ni1 demand ' and the program was -—ed
Innl/7 CUrT tly I 7 students enrolled in the program who will be
III?* i\°
C
K°
mplete thei> degree P^grams. There will be no effect onthe faculty by virtue of the merger of the Departments of Geoqranhv andCommunity Development effective January 1, 1993, an the fact that anundergraduate minor remains. No Civil Service nor AdmTn^tratve/
enSlsloJeS?
""' ^ affeCted " N° immediate cost "vlngV Se
HI. Anticipated budgetary effects.
There will be no budgetary effects or cost savings to be gained becausethe Community Development unit has been merged with Geography and anundergraduate minor remains.
IV
* ^!"?^e^ S ,_t0. be made for [*\ affected staff and students; and (b)
V.
affected equipment and physical faciliti es.
win be JfJtJ ty Tn,d staf/r r the eQ. ui Pment and physical facilitiesll affec ed Those students who are currently enrolled in theprogram will be allowed to finish their degree work.
actlnn7
her educational units
> curricula, or degrees be affected by thisio ?
No.
VI. Any other relevant information
None.
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VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Attached.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementation,
Fall, 1993.
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION OF THE PH.D. DEGREE IN COMMUNICATION DISORD AND
SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATI ONS AND FINE ARTS STIlf
j;
Summary
I This matter proposes abolition of the Ph.D. in Communi rat inndisorders and Sciences in the College of Communications and Fine Ar?s sJSc
[Rationale for Adoption
L.+. aJhePe an;. thr?e doctoral programs in communication disorders in thestate, and occupational demand is limited. Since 1985, enrollments havedeclined 25 percent and degrees awarded have averaged about two per vear
99
S TlBE \\T aVera9e/,nd h.3Ve inCreaSed 89 'percent betweenT985y nd1 0 The IBHE has recommended that the program be abolished Upon theIbolition of the Ph.D., the faculty will focus its energy on increasing the
Krui
a
!
10n
H
dnd V
l
ta
V-
ty
°
f the maSter ' s and baccalaureate programs No tenuredfaculty administrative and professional staff, or civil service staff win[lose employment as a result of this matter ll
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
n.m.-n Jh
hls
n
actlor
V
ls supported by the Deans' Advisory Group, the Graduate
-ouncil, the Dean of the Graduate School, the Vice-President for AcademicAffairs and Provost, and the President, SIUC.
Resolution
|lniver,itv
BE
1-n
I
Ln E iS°LVED, . By the B°? rd of Trust^ of Southern Illinois
1 1orde^nd%r7p9nrc*\ meet] n ? Jumbled, That the Ph.D. in Communicationpsorders and Sciences be and is hereby abolished; and
LersitJV 1 ™V EJ™' That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
bomVn/JL\Utfhorlzed t0 . take th^e actions necessary to implement theib litio without further action by this Board.
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ABOLITION OF THE PH.D. DEGREE IN COMMUNICATION DISORDERS AND
SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND FINE ARTS, SIUC
I. Program I nventory Data:
A. Current:
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
SPECIALIZATION/
CONCENTRATIONS DEGREE UNIT
51.0201 Communication
Disorders and
Sciences
Preprofessional
Program
B.S.
B.S.
College of Com-
munications and
Fine Arts
College of Edu-
cation
51.0201 Communication
Disorders and
Sciences
M.S. College of Com-
munications and
Fine Arts
51.0201 Communication
Disorders and
Sciences
Ph.D. College of Com-
munications and
Fine ARts
B. Proposed
51.0201 Communication
Disorders and
Preprofessional
Program
B.S.
B.S.
College of Com-
munications and
Fine Arts
College of Edu-
cation
51.0201 Communication
Disorders and
M.S. College of Com-
munications and
Fine Arts
II. Reasons for Proposed Action:
ThPrP are three doctoral programs in communication disorders
in the
Itate, and occupational demand is limited. Since
1985 .enrollments have
declined 25 percent and degrees awarded have averaged
about two per year
Costs exceed the state average and have increased 89
percent between 1985
and 1990 The IBHE has recommended that the program
be abolished. Upo
the abolition of the Ph.D., the faculty will
focus its energy on
increasing the reputation and vitality of the master's
and baccalaureate
programs. No tenuVed faculty, administrative a"d
i
P/ //" 1. "3^^
f
'
°'
civil service staff will lose employment as a result
of this matter.
III. Anticipated Budgetary Effects:
No immediate cost savings are foreseen.
July 8, 1993
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IV. Arrangements to be made for affected faculty staff c* a +
and physical facilities:
, , students, equipment,
The faculty staff, equipment, and physical facilities will not hoaffected. Currently, there are five students e r tl
G
and they will be permitted to finish their degree work? ^
Pr°9ram
'
"'
a
W
ci]on°:
ther edUC3ti °nal units
'
curricula, or degrees affected by the
There will be no effect on any other unit, curriculum, or degree.
|
VI. Any other relevant information.
None.
JVII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Attached
VIII. Requested date of implementation.
Fall, 1993.
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ABOLITION OF TH E PH.D. DEGREE IN MOLECULAR SCIENCE ,
GRADUATE SCHOOL, SIUC
Summary
This matter proposes the abolition of the Ph.D. degree in Molecular
Science, Graduate School, SIUC. The Graduate Council, in its motion to abolish
the degree, stipulated that it will remain open to accept students until 1995.
Rationale for Adoption
The Ph.D. in Molecular Science was to be an interdisciplinary
proqram; however, the majority of dissertations and students' interests are
directed toward physics. In 1991, 18 students were enrolled and four degrees
granted The Illinois Board of Higher Education has recommended the degree,
program' for elimination in order to reduce statewide capacity in the physical
sciences to levels that match demand.
The Molecular Science program does not have a separate budgeted
faculty; therefore, no tenured faculty member will be affected. No equipment
nor facilities will be affected. Currently, there are 19 students enrolled in
the degree program who will be allowed to complete their degree work, and
the!
program will accept students until 1995.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This matter is supported by the Dean of the Graduate School, the
Graduate Council, the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost,
and the
President, SIUC.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled That the Ph.D. degree In
Molecular
Science, Graduate School, SIUC, be and is hereby abolished as of Fall,
199b,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That students currently enrolled
in til
program be given the opportunity to complete their degree work; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern
Illinoi
University is authorized to take those actions necessary to
implement thi
matter without further action by this Board.
July 8, 1993
^
ABOLITION OF THE PH.D. DEGREE IN MOLECULAR SCIENCE
GRADUATE SCHOOL, SIUC.
I. Program Inventory Data:
A. Current
CIP^CODE MAJOR DEGREE unit
30.0101 Molecular Science Ph.D. Graduate School
B. Proposed
Abolition
II. Reason for proposed action:
The Ph.D. in Molecular Science was to be an interdisciplinary program-
aZTZh t
thG
r°,
my
° f dissertations and students interests
9
aredirected toward physics In 1991, 18 students were enrolled and four
t e T.IZ r^' ^ "
-' n ° iS B °ard
°
f Higher Education has recommendedh degree p ogram for elimination in order to reduce statewide capacityin the physical sciences to levels that match demand.
The Molecular Science program does not have a separate budgeted faculty
facimiP.
no
^
en
h
ured
f/acul ty member will be affected. No equipment norcilities will be affected. Currently, there are 19 students enrolledin the degree program who will be allowed to complete their degree work
and the program will accept students until 1995.
Anticipated budgetary effects.
The program does not have a separate budgeted faculty; therefore, there
will be no budgetary effect.
Arrangements to be made for (a) affected staff and students; and (b)
III
IV.
V.
affected equipment and physical facilities.
The program does not have a separate budget; therefore, there will be no
ertect on faculty and staff nor on equipment and facilities. Those
students currently enrolled in the program will be allowed to completetheir degree work, and the program will accept students until 1995.
Will other educational units, curricula, or degrees be affected by this
action
None.
VI. Any other relevant information.
None.
158
VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Attached.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementation,
Fall, 1995.
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION OF TH E LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED
SCIENCE DEGREE, COLLEGE OF TECHNICAL CAREERS, SlTJT
^
Summary
This matter proposes abolition of the Associate in Applied Science
degree in Law Enforcement, College of Technical Careers, SIUC.
Rationale for Adoption
The Illinois Board of Higher Education in its PQP initiative
recommended abolition of this program since all community colleges
in the
SoStS Illinois Collegiate Common Market (SICCM) offer this program.
Students enrolled in the program will be allowed to complete their
degrees
Cost savings will be realized in terms of OTS monies which will be
reallocated
within the College. The one tenured faculty member is considering
either a
transfer to the Administration of Justice program in the College of
Libera
Arts, or being reassigned to another program in the College
of Technical
Careers.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This action is supported by the Director of the Division where
the
program is located, by the Dean of the College of Technical
Careers, by the
Faulty Senate, by the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and
Provost, and bv
the President, SIUC.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of
Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Associate of
Applied Scienc*
degree inYaw Enforcement, College of Technical Careers, SIUC, be and
is hereby
abolished; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of
Southern Illinoj
University is authorized to take those actions necessary
to implement tn,
abolition without further action by this Board.
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION OF THE LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCEDEGREE, COLLEGE OF TECHNICAL CAREERS, SIUC
I. Program Inventory Data:
A. Current
CIfS_CODE MAJOR DEGREE UNIT
43.0107 Law Enforcement A.A.S. College of Technical
Careers
B. Proposed
Abolition
II. Reason for proposed action:
Iti
S
Dn
C
D
ti0n
-
+
WaS recommended by the Illinois Board of Higher Education in
III. Anticipated budgetary effects.
Cost savings will be reallocated within the College.
IV
*
affprS
e
o
ntS
-
t0 b
+
e made
u
for (*) effected staff and students; and (b)ffected equipment and physical facilities.
be^rmitZ
01
^^!" e
the
^l*™ Wh °, Want to comP lete their de^ee will
ColW"o M J\ ' °lher S ?udentS ma* want t0 transfer to the
tration of WirJ th* and +comP le}e a bachelor's degree in Adminis-
ODtfons- f nL 4/^ te,n+ure? faculty is ^viewing at least twoop i . (1) joining the faculty in Administration of Justice or (2)
Ca
6
eV^Yhe'^ronH ^f pr °JjrJ,m WUhin the Colle 9 e of ^«iSn iqq, hn.iel°nd) non :.tenured faculty is anticipating tenure reviewFall 1QQ4 an«^- "j ""/"^'y ' => iu i d l in
mav or m5i nnt
P
h
-
9 ° n the /esults of that review, the faculty membery ay o be given similar options. No staff will be affected andno equipment is involved. d a
V
'
action?^
eduCdtional units
'
curricula, or degrees be affected by this
LiSn^tinn Vl ?USily ;- the CT° llege ° f LibGral Arts houses de^ees in
incoroora?^ in? PT" lt is p0Ssible that selected courses may berporated to this degree.
VI. Any other relevant information.
None.
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VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Catalog copy to be deleted is attached.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementati
Fall, 1994 to accept last class of students.
July 8, 1993
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ABOLITION O F THE AVIONICS TECHNOLOGY ASSOC IATF IN APPLIED
Summary
Rationale for Adoption
Aviation HlStS^^^ 1^^^^ P«H *" d «. '.culty in the
process. Students enrol ed in thJ „°I°5,
reP.7,se"ts one step in this review
degrees. No direct cos savins ITi^k Wl11 ,be aJ lowed t0 COTP le te their
£,;««.. and no^ fa^UeV ^ ^r^ „' /^tt 2!,'
I
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement.
progra. is^oUe^V^TaTofVcofleTo'f 2 h"6 D,1Vr Si0n Where the
Resolution
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ABOLITION OF THE AVIONICS TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED
SCIENCE DEGREE, COLLEGE OF TECHNICAL CAREERS, SIUC
I. Program Inventory Data:
A. Current
CIPS CODE MAJOR DEGREE UNIT
47.0609 Avionics Technology A.A.S. College of Technical
Careers
B. Proposed
Abolition
II. Reason for proposed action:
Faculty in the Division of Aviation Technology, which includes the
faculty in Avionics Technology, are in the process of reviewing their
curricula with the purpose of integrating Avionics Technology and
Aviation Maintenance Technology into one degree program. The elimi-
nation of the A.A.S. in Avionics Technology is one step in this process.
III. Anticipated budgetary effects.
None.
IV. Arrangements to be made for (a) affected staff and students;
and (b)
affected equipment and physical facilities.
Students enrolled in the program who want to complete their degree
will
be permitted to do so. Faculty will continue to teach selected
avionics
courses. There will be no changes affecting staff, equipment,
or
physical facilities.
V. Will other educational units, curricula, or degrees be
affected by this
action?
Aviation Maintenance Technology will be affected to the extent
that it
and Avionics Technology are being merged into one program.
VI. Any other relevant information.
None.
VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Catalog copy to be deleted is attached.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementation.
Fall, 1994 to accept last class of students.
Jixly a, 1991
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^SSkHiSLSEJSI C0MPUTER INFORMATION PROCESSING ASSOCIATE IN
"mutt SCIENCE DEGREE, LQLLfcGh QF TECHNICAL jgfig^IM^
Summary
This matter proposes abolition of the Associate in Applied SciPnrPdegree in Computer Information Processing, College of Technical Careers, S I UC
Rationale for Adoption
rarnm . I
he
. "^P015 Board of Hi 9her Education in its POP initiative
ZIni ab0lll n ° f th; S program ' and a11 community colleges in JheSouthern Illinois Collegiate Common Market (SICCM) offer it. Students enrol fedin the program will be allowed to complete their degrees Any costrealized will be reallocated within the College as a result of this abofitand no tenured faculty member will be released' as a result of this IbSffi? '
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
nP,n nf tI
h1S
r
a
i
C
i
tl0n
'I
supported by the Coordinator of the Program, by the
vTr.o ^
e
+
C
2
lle
2
e 0f Technical Careers, by the Faculty Senate by theVice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and by the President, SIUC.
Resolution
_
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
enrp
e
p
SnV n re9ular meeting assembled, That the Associate of ApplTed en&e i-r^a^ 1 "'' c° iiege ° f Technicai^ s 'u"
Universitv
8
^
11
,^™^/" 01-^ ' That the Chan"llor of Southern Illinois
! abolit nnVthn t f°
r
+\Zed t0.- takue th0Se aCtions "pessary to implement the
•
ion withou further action by this Board.
ABOLITION OF THE COMPUTER INFORMATION PROCESSING
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE, COLLEGE OF
TECHNICAL CAREERS, SIUC
I. Program Inventory Data:
A. Current
OPS_C0DE MAJOR DEGREE UNIT
52.1202 Computer Information A.A.S. College of Technical
Processing Careers
172
B. Proposed
Abolition
II. Reason for proposed action:
This action was recommended by the Illinois Board of Higher
Education in
its PQP initiative (Fall 1992) and by the Campus Long
Range
!
anning
Committee; all community colleges in the Southern Illinois
Collegiate
Colon Market offer the" degree. The Director of the Divl svan
which
provides the administrative location for the program and the
Dean of the
College of Technical Careers both concur with the IBHE
recommendation to
eliminate the degree.
III. Anticipated budgetary effects.
Savings will be reallocated to other CTC programs.
IV. Arrangements to be made for (a) affected staff
and students; and (b)
affected equipment and physical facilities.
Students enrolled in the program who want to complete their
degree will
be permitted to do so. Tenured faculty in the program
will be assigned
to Urn lar teaching assignments in the Department of
Infonnatior
Management Systems. The one non-tenured faculty member
will be giver
the option to pursue tenure within the Department
of Information
Management Sterns. No staff will be affected, and no
equipment i:
involved.
V. Will other educational units, curricula, or
degrees be affected by thi
action?
Courses taught for other units within CTC or within
the University tha
are will be retained.
VI. Any other relevant information.
None.
VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Catalog copy to be deleted is attached.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementation.
Fall, 1994 to accept last class of students.
July 8, 1993
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A
l?
L
.™N ?
F
I
HE
,
ALLEGE OF CnMMllN TPflT T nNS AND RNF ART ,
LiBkkM art, and mg romgi uf ma"wT [uV^
Summary
and Fine Am an t eTorTat o ofT °J ° the S° llege of Communications
Media Arts to include the Department*
"e
f
w
r
Colle9e °f ""s Communication and
Television, the School of JournaS the D wW' Phot°^> and Radio-Service. Further, this matter proposes the r/a I I^V'3 " ' ^ the Broadcasting
Communication Disorders and Sciences to the ColVeoe T F°f ^ De Pa <"tment ofwith the Rehabilitation Institute ColW n* eJ 9 *-°f Educatlon . the merger
of the School of Art and Des on the Inw^-t
d
M
Catl0n: and the reallocation
the College of Libera* Arts fhi ma ter a ui ""' ^ MuSeum Studies to
Communication Disorders and' Sciences It tt,„ f
Pr° P
2
SeS that the tenure f°r
Institute and that the has ir tdTltl ? transferred to the Rehabilitation
Design, the School o f Hus c and the DeoTtLn^V/ th L SchoC)1 of Art ™d
Theater be transferred to the College of Liberal Art°s "ihf
Co™un1cat !o" *" d
proposed structures.
c p i t . The appendices show the
Rationale for Adoption
Arts, thereVeVo^mfwhirh'h'T ° fi the C° llege of Communications and Fine
For that rea
,
P
e
9
oUe a ot°aIIIZll"" reUti °" sh <P to each other?
and the development of identitv f' „ S re0o^ite cohesion of mission
reallocation of 'departments andprograms and eTreation^ The P , 0p05edstructure will permit a oreater rnhoroLf . } c eation of a new collegiate
Education curriculum and mor 1.1.? T. complementarity in the General
in the communication and media ara^s '" I"?t betWeen related V r°* r™
cations and Fine Art may choos - tto mil "
ln
u
the
u
Colle ge of Communi-
real located, the proposed new Colleoeftn fhl
9' ln '* ,
.
ch their program is
Radio-Television/ and the School
9
if ^..ST °i ° lnema a " d Photography,Completions and Fine Art! to^ear on thtiTdi pi ol's .
°P ^ C° 1,e9e ° f
Considerati ons Against Adoption
unit. ^
SiZG
°
f the pr°p0Sed new Colle g e ™ k« it the smallest collegiate
Constituency Involvement
-ein. Th^L^^lVaVraAo^^br^DerrrthfL^^'^L-b^:?
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Arts the Dean of the College of Education, the Faculty Senate, the Dean
of the
Graduate School, the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and
the
President of SIUC.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the College of Communications
and
Fine Arts be and is hereby abolished;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Department of Communication
Disorders and Sciences be and is hereby reallocated to the College of Education
and merged with the Rehabilitation Institute, College of Education, and
tenure
for the Communication Disorders and Sciences be transferred to
the
Rehabilitation Institute;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the School of Art and Design, the
University Museum, and Museum Studies, the School of Music, and the
Departments
of Speech Communication and Theater be and are hereby reallocated
to the
Colleqe of Liberal Arts, and the locus of tenure for the basic
academic units
of the School of Art and Design, the School of Music, and the
Departments of
Speech Communication and Theater be transferred to the College of Liberal
Arts;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the President of SIUC be and is hereby
authorized to form a College of Mass Communication and Media Arts to
'include
the Departments of Cinema and Photography, Radio-Television,
the School of
Juornalism, the Daily Egyptian , and the Broadcasting Service, and is
authorized
to conduct a search for the deanship of the newly-formed
College; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern
Illinois
University is authorized to take those actions necessary to
implement the
aforementioned proposed changes without further action by this
Board.
July 8, 1993
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180
ABOLITION OF THE COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND FINE ARTS;
THE CREATION OF A COLLEGE OF MASS COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA
ARTS; AND THE REALLOCATION OF UNITS TO THE COLLEGE OF
LIBERAL ARTS AND THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SIUC
I. Program Inventory Data:
See attachment.
II. Reason for proposed action:
The College of Communications and Fine Arts has not achieved the
requisite cohesion of mission and the development of identity as a
collegiate entity. There are too many programs which have only a
marginal relationship to the existing structure. The proposed
reallocation will permit a greater coherence and complementarity in the
General Education curriculum and more cohesiveness and synergy between
like-minded programs in the communication and media arts areas.
III. Anticipated budgetary effects.
The budgets of the affected units will follow the units being
reallocated.
IV. Arrangements to be made for (a) affected staff and students; and (b)
affected equipment and physical facilities.
The faculty, staff, students, and equipment will follow the units being
reallocated.
V. Will other educational units, curricula, or degrees be affected by this
action?
Only the Colleges of Education and Liberal Arts will be affected to the
extent that they will receive some academic units which were in the
College of Communications and Fine Arts.
VI. Any other relevant information.
The College of Liberal Arts has graduation requirements of a third
composition course, a year of foreign language, and a course in math or
computer science which are not required by the College of Communications
and Fine Arts.
VII. Catalog copy to be deleted.
None to be deleted.
VIII. The requested effective date of implementation.
July 1, 1993.
JuljJ 8, 1©93
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REORGANIZATION OF PUBLIC SERVICE UNITS, SIUE
Summary
This matter proposes reasonable and moderate extensions of existing
Public Service Units at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. Specifi-
cally, this matter recommends the abolition of Broadcasting Services, the
Center for Economic Education, Papers on Language and Literature, and the
Teacher's Center. Further, this matter proposes the merger of the Center for
Management Studies and the Center for Advanced Manufacturing and Production
into a single unit titled, Center for Advancement of Management and
Productivity.
Rationale for Adoption
The Illinois Board of Higher Education recommended in the Priorities,
Quality, and Productivity initiative that the University review its 12 public
service units "to reduce redundancy, achieve better focus and coordination, and
decrease administrative overhead expenditures."
The following recommendations resulted from reviews by SIUE
administrative officers and faculty.
Abolition of the Broadcasting Services : This unit was formed with
the expectation that the University would operate a public broadcast television
station. This has not occurred nor is it likely to occur. The FY-93 budget
for Broadcasting Services was $127,500. This total represents four positions
which will be reassigned to instructional support in the Department of Mass
Communications.
Abolition of the Center for Economic Education : The Center is to be
eliminated as a formally organized public service unit. Its functions will be
conducted through the Department of Economics. State funds for this new Office
will be reduced from $13,000 in FY-92 to approximately $8,000 in FY-94.
Abolition of Papers on Language and Literature : This action will
eliminate Papers on Language and Literature (PLL) as a formally organized
public service unit. State appropriated support from the School of Humanities
for PLL will be reallocated.
Abolition of the Teacher's Center : The Dean of the School of
Education recommended and the Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs
concurred that the Teacher's Center be eliminated, that the support funds be
reallocated to the instructional program, and that the time of the director be
reassigned to instruction within the Department of Curriculum and Instruction.
Merger of the Center for Management Studies (CMS) and the Center for
Advanced Manufacturing and Production (CAMP) to become the Center for
Advancement of Management and Productivity : This action creates a single unit
at SIUE for providing support to private sector business and industry. With
the transfer of funds to the instructional budget of the School of Engineering
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the CAMP budget will be reduced to a projected $154,000 for FY-94. Under this
E-2 p2J
al
»
the state fundin 9 would be further reduced to $60,000 by FY-96 The$40,000 in state funding for CMS would be reallocated.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The proposals are the result of a review of research and public
service units conducted by the Deans and Directors using the IBHE POP criteriaThey have the recommendation of the Curriculum Council of the Faculty Senate
and the Faculty Senate Executive Committee. The proposal is recommended for
President SIUE
6
°
St and Vice " Pre siclent for Academic Affairs and by the
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the units, Broadcasting Services,Center for Economic Education, Papers on Language and Literature, and theleacher s Center, SIUE, be and are hereby abolished effective July 15, 1993;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That effective July 15, 1993, the Center for
Management Studies and the Center for Advanced Manufacturing and Production be
and are hereby merged into the single unit titled, the Center for Advancement
of Management and Productivity; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this action be reported to the staff of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
OPERATING RAMP GUIDELINES FOR FISCAL YEAR 1995
cessment of the State's fiscal condition su
better this year than last and that the situat.u.
to change significantly in the immediate future. New state funding for higher
education could well be limited to inflationary increases, if even those are
available
In October, 1991, the Illinois Board of Higher Education formally
adopted what has come to be known as PQP. The rationale remains as then tofund priorities and build quality through the process of eliminating lower
priority programs and activities and using those funds to address the higher
priorities and quality initiatives of the respective universities.
* cv n „
The Sidelines for Fiscal Year 1995 follow the pattern established
Tor FY-94 in that three options are presented for budget development. Thebudget base used in developing the request for all three options is the
Governor's recommended funding level.
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Option 1 includes an overall increase of .66% and represents a
stringent budget request which identifies one area for inflation increase-
library materials (10%). In addition, the only other request is for funds for
the Operation and Maintenance of New Space. Essentially, this option is one
which does not address maintaining priorities and quality at SIU but merely
keeps the libraries of the university from losing further ground in their
national rankings and allows the university to open new space without having to
reallocate funds to do so.
Option 2 includes an overall increase of 3.95% and represents a
conservative budget request which, in addition to the above, identifies three
more areas for inflationary increases—salary increases (3.5%), general price
increases (3.5%), utilities (3.5% for SIUC and SIUE and 10% for the School of
Medicine at Springfield). This option represents a maintenance budget and does
not provide funds for any programmatic enhancements. Any funding of program-
matic enhancements would need to come from funds provided through internal
reallocation.
Option 3 includes an overall increase of 5.47%, contains all of the
above requested funds and adds a modest request of $3.7 million for program-
matic enhancements. This is well below the 3% allowable maximum guideline
established in prior years which for FY-95 would have been $7.3 million. These
programmatic enhancements are in keeping with Southern Illinois University s
PQP initiatives.
None of these options includes retirement contributions, unavoidable
costs such as sick leave payouts and costs associated with Legislative Audit
Commission activities.
Conclusion
Given our current understanding of the State's fiscal condition, we
will proceed to prepare our FY 1995 Operating RAMP Request using Option 2.
Should the State's budget situation change, we will adjust our request
accordingly.
July 8, 1993
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OPTION 1
SIU FY 1995 OPERATING BUDGET REQUESTS PARAMETERS ( l)
(in thousands of dollars) University
FY-94 Budget Base
SIUC SIUE Administration Total
(Governor's Level) $172,766.6 $68,502.4 $1,771.3 $243,040.3
Requested Incremental
Increases:
Salary
General Price __ °-°
Utilities
_.
" " °-°
Library Materials (10%) 450.2 no.O " 560^
Total Incremental Increases $ 450.2 $ no.O $ o.O $ 560 2
& M Needs $ 794.5 $ 250.7 $ - $ U045.2
Programmatic Requests
New Program Requests $ — $ $ *
Expanded/ Improved Program
Requests
Special Analytical Studies
0.0
0.0
0.0
Total Programmatic and
other $ 0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0
Net Change $ 1.244.7 $ 360.7 $ 0.0 $ 1,605.4
Percent Increase 0.72% 0.53% 0.00% 0.66%
Total FY-95 Operating
Budget Request $174,011.3 $68,863.1 $1,771.3 $244,645.7
?a!L
n
n
t 1n
^
Ude
,
r
^
irement contributions, Social Security increases, sickleave payout, or LAC activities. *
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OPTION 2
SIU FY 1995 OPERATING BUDGET REQUESTS PARAMETERS^
(in thousands of dollars)
SIUC SIUE
University
Administration Total
FY-94 Budget Base
(Governor's Level) $172,766.6 $68,502.4 $1 ,771.3 $243,040.3
Requested Incremental
Increases:
Salary (3.5%) 4,365.1
General Price (3.5%) 1,004.0
Utilities (3.5% SIUC & SIUE,
10% SoM) 329.0
Library Materials (10%) 450.2
1,671.4
460.8
99.8
110.0
44.9
14.3
6,081.4
1,479.1
428.8
560.2
Total Incremental Increases $ 6,148.3 $ 2,342.0 $ 59.2 $ 8,549.5
& M Needs $ 794.5 $ 250.7 $ — $ 1,045.2
Programmatic Requests
New Program Requests $ $ $ $ °»°
Expanded/ Improved Program
Requests — — — 0.0
Special Analytical Studies — — -- °«°
Total Programmatic and
Other $ 0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0
Net Change $ 6,942.8 $ 2,592.7 $ 59.2 $ 9,594.7
Percent Increase 4.02% 3.78% 3.34% 3.95%
Total FY-95 Operating
Budget Request $179,709.4 $71,095.1 $1,830.5 $252,635.0
(^Does not include retirement contributions, Social Security increases, sick
leave payout, or LAC activities.
July 8, 1993
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OPTION 3
SIU FY 1995 OPERATING BUDGET REQUESTS PARAMETERS ( 1}
(in thousands of dollars) ,, .
smr c University
FY-94 Budget Base
UE Administration Total
$243,040.3
(Governor's Level) $172,766.6 $68,502.4 $1,771.3
Requested Incremental
Increases:
SKl'fcK (3.5%, Si 'Hl-l 44.9Utilities (3.5% SIUC & SIUE * 8 14 " 3 1.479.1
.
10% S °M
? . . 329.0 99.8Library Materials (10%) 4 50.*2 no "
428
' 8
560.
2
Total Incremental Increases $ 6,148.3 $ 2,342.0 $ 59.2 $ 8,549.5
& M Needs $ 794 r <r oca 7 ** /y .b $ 250.7 $ ._ $ 1,045.2
Programmatic Requests
New Program Requests $ $ ?nn n <t
Expanded/Improved Program ' $ '" $ 200 -°
Requests 2 346 6 1 nn n
Special Analytical Studies -- * '° " 3 ' 496 - 6
0.0
Total Programmatic and
0th6r $ 2 > 346 ' 6 $ 1.350.0 $ 0.0 $ 3,696.6
NetChan9e
* 9,289.4 $3,942.7 $ 59.2 $13,291.3
Percent Increase 5.38% 5.76% 3.34% 5 .47%
Total FY-95 Operating
Budget Request
' $182,056.0 $72,445.1 $1,830.5 $256,331.6
^^e^tlt ^ i^vit"s!ribUti °nS * S°Cial SeCUrUy inC— » ^
ess- jevsL-SSfr 3«r=fa-sst a -sss
public service Jnitclu,^ ° r academic Programs and research and
support budget requests 7hp^9™ /eq ?eStS; and P™9 r™ and institutionalw n o a . The documents also include reports on undergraduate
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assessment, student access and preparation, and a report on undergraduate and
graduate student enrollment at SIUC.
In accord with the statewide emphasis on productivity, priorities,
and quality of higher education, these documents reflect the programmatic goals
and aspirations for SIUE, SIUC, and the School of Medicine, represent only the
highest program priorities, and are consistent with their respective
institutional mission and focus statements.
SIUC, including the School of Medicine
The SIUC and School of Medicine RAMP requests are summarized within a
single Board matter, but are described fully in separate RAMP documents. SIUC
has five program and institutional support budget requests for FY 1995,
totaling $1,819,933; the School of Medicine has one, totaling $526,652. For
SIUC, these include repeat funding requests for: (1) Minority Retention;
(2) Molecular Biology Initiative; (3) Aquaculture Research and Demonstration
Center; (4) Environmental Health and Safety; and (5) Enhancement of
Undergraduate Education in English and Foreign Languages in the College of
Liberal Arts, and Computer Science in the College of Science. The School of
Medicine request is for the Recruitment and Preliminary Education, Entry,
Facilitation, and Retention of Minority Students. Additionally, the School of
Medicine has one new program request, the establishment of a Department of
Neurology, for which no new state funds are sought at this time.
SIUE
FFY 1995 Program and Institutional Support Budget Requests for SIUE
include repeat funding requests totaling $1,150,000 for: Excellence in
Undergraduate Teaching/Honors Academy; Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration; Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs; Improvement of the
Undergraduate Program in Nursing; and Minority Incentives. SIUE is seeking
$200,000 in funding for one new program for FY 1995, the Master of Socia Work.
Establishment of this program was previously requested in FY 1993 and i-y iyy<*.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (RAMP) PLANNING
"
TOuMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1Mb (PLANNINGJtAt LMLNT§, PROGRAM
ItEvlEwS. REV lbW OF UNDERGRADUATE EUuCAIlON, NEW PROGRAM
RJOEST. PROGRAM AND INSTI TUTIONAL BUDGET RluUbSlS), <>TUE
Summary
The SIUE mission statement approved by the Board of Trustees in 1985,
and included in RAMP 1987, and the recently developed focus statement
preparec
in consultation with IBHE, continue to define the University s
purposes anc
directions. The Planning Statements describe the ways in which
SIUE i<
?ilf1111ng its mission through specific plans for FY 1995 The
Statements
contain ten principal sections: Mission and Values of Southern
Illinois
University at Edwardsville; University-wide Initiatives; Undergraduate
Education Initiatives; Graduate Education and Scholarship; Campus
Environment!
Public Service Activities; Common School Initiatives; Increasing
Access to.
Higher Education; Accountability and Cost Effectiveness; and Supporting
tM
Educational Environment.
July 8, 1993
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RAMP Program Review section includes a description of the reviewprocess, unchanged from that which was submitted in RAMP 1987; a description ofa revised program review process for the two years pee It
isa SSsvsisis?5""=• sjfssriars
a+ m .
A Review of Undergraduate Education at Southern Illinois Universitv
alsotS
L
e
'
SpeClfica11
*
a W* on Student Access andIP^«
„, J?
One New Program Request is presented: the Master of Social Work
ffSiJ'S'^JaBUlSS,^- A cover 5heet with abstract ra«&
An fl-ve pe s=#rffijw%arj«
i M,, „„ I
1 "6" Administration, Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs
Ar^Slm
9
a r
rSe Anesthesia )> Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching/Honors
RAM 94*
a
M
n
?nnl?t
r°V
T
emen
V°f the Unde^aduate Program in Nursing appeal
JnJnf th. efl ^ Incentives appeared in RAMP 93. No funding was receivedI for
J„
of t
a
h"e
*
+
Since the
* are ""changed from previous RAMPs, only the title
presented '
pertinent develoPments > and revised budget Voles are
Rationale for Adoption
The institutional mission statement and focus statement continue tn
rZul nf
he
*i?
bjeC * 1VeS
°
f S
L
UE
*
The Pr0gram evaluation pSu^and thSesults o all reviews respond to and reflect the needs of the institution and
ZaT t0 "J 1 "015 B,°ard °f Higher Education requirements Th ^ programmat cbudget^ requests are designed to enhance the University's fulfillment oT Us
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Lhri.ic* I
he Pla " ni ng Statements have been reviewed by the appropriate
?esuU of Z\J?t St3ff; + Intern,al Pr0gram valuation information' is ?he
CurrLlumCn,^ through tne Graduate Council an <* the
cons deration Th. « o*
CUHy S
D
enate
'
aS wel1 dS substantial administrative
SuDonrt m, rf„;t n +
GW r°9ram ReqU6St and the Program and Institutional
IXt rn.^n Re^Tehsts were previously approved by the University PlanningR pri Cr ' ThG P7 s !denrt « SIUE > subsequently recommended them andreceived the concurrence of the Chancellor.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, subject to authority reserved to
this Board to make modifications, changes, or refinements herein as it deems
appropriate in reviewing RAMP Documents, the RAMP Planning Documents for Fiscal
Year 1995 for Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville be and are hereby
approved as presented to the Board this date; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor shall take appropriate
steps to accomplish filing of the materials approved herein with the Illinois
Board of Higher Education in accordance with prevailing practices of Southern
Illinois University.
SIUE NEW PROGRAM REQUEST
Master of Social Work $200,000
The proposed program prepares students for the advanced
practice of social work in one of two specializations:
children and family services or community health care services.
Advanced practice by masters-level social workers includes the
acquisition, evaluation, and utilization of knowledge, values,
and skills in social work practice as identified by the Council
on Social Work Education. The program also prepares advanced
practitioners to take active professional roles in the social
development of the University's service region. Student
enrollment is projected to be 75 in four years with an initial
enrollment of 30 students. The proposal was most recently
included in RAMPs 93 and 94. The IBHE staff has no further
reservations about the program and will recommend it for
approval once suitable funding is identified.
SIUE PROGRAM AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT BUDGET REQUESTS
Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching/Honors Academy $500,000
This budget proposal has a dual purpose: that of enhancing
general education and introductory-level courses in mathematics
and in English composition, and that of providing resources to
implement and support SIUE's Honors Academy program. The new
resources requested will enable SIUE to employ full-time
faculty members for assignment to general education and intro-
ductory-level courses in mathematics and English composition
and to assign experienced faculty members to interdisciplinary
courses in the Honors Academy. The proposal was approved by
IBHE for $500,000 in RAMP 92 but was not funded because no new
program money was forthcoming for FY 92. It was resubmitted in
RAMPs 93 and 94.
July 8, 1993
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Bachelor of Science in Business Administration $150 000
The purpose of this request is to permit the School of Business
SriTnr^c P-r°P0Sed £evi. sions in the requirements for theBachelor of Science in Business Administration. The revisionsin the curriculum include more emphasis on the liberal arts andsciences as the foundation for study in business! team-teaching, more structure in the sequencing of course material,
continuous evaluation of the student's writing skills, and the
Fund rnf\h°f mu1ticif ltu^ 1 ^ international perspectivesing of the proposal will assist faculty in the revision of
soirit
C
n f
Ur
tH"
and
.
te*ch1
"9 meth°ds ™ accordance with thep o he curncular revisions. This proposal was recom-mended by the IBHE for funding in RAMP 92 (no funding wasprovided by the state) and was resubmitted in RAMPs 93 and 94
Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs $250 0Q0
Si^TTp'^nf ^ 5^ 16 frding Pr0vides for implementation of
Specialization V*T% Deg^e in Nursing ' Nurse Anesthesias , and for improvement of graduate Nursinaprograms in general. State funding for initiation of the N se
?nr Nn.c
ia /r°9+[am - WaS rec*uested when the New Program Reques?fo Nurse Anesthesia was put forward in RAMP 91. The program
was approved and recommended in December, 1989, but no newprogram money was forthcoming from the state. Funding wasagain requested in RAMPs 92, 93, and 94. The Nurse Anesthesiaprogram is now being implemented through a grant from the
und
d
inTwill
0f
h "^h'h %n,d hUman ServiCeS ' Nu
'
si
"9 DivisioF g wi be needed effective FY-96 to continue the program.
sSeci-alLtw
W
J
US6d f°r enhance^ent of other graduatepecializations in Nursing.
Improvement of the Undergraduate Program in Nursing $100,000
N.^cf
fu
;idin.9 for Vitiation of major parts of the RegisteredNurse offering was requested in FY 1983 and in FY 1986 and
eed
nt \V7p "If 3nd FI 199° J ^P^i^y. Since then,
inrrLdrf ^
nes.e of erings have expanded considerably due toincreased Registered Nurse student enrollment. In addition,
clinical practicum faculty supervision needs have increased forgeneric as well as for RN students. Additional funding is also
ODDortuni^fc
t0
-!
Xpand underg™duate clinical practicum
opp tunities, provide supplemental course offerings inpreparation for the Registered Nurse licensure examination, and
£«»£•! developmental course offerings and support
ar.nt Th
f ° r stude
!}
ts that *ere initiated through federalg a s. This proposal was submitted in RAMPs 92 and 94.
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Minority Incentives $150,000
The components of this Minority Incentive proposal for SIUE
address the priorities set forth by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education for Minority Preparation and Retention
Initiatives in state universities. The funding request is for
personnel to devote the time necessary to undertake this
important institutional commitment, as well as for grants and
awards to deserving common school and university students to
enable them to take advantage of the services this proposal
encompasses. This Program and Institutional Support Budget
Request is a resubmission of the services this proposal
encompasses. This Program and Institutional Support Budget
Request is a resubmission of the Expanded/Improved Program
Request that was approved by the IBHE for funding in both RAMP
91 and RAMP 92. It was resubmitted in RAMP 93.
TOTAL NEW STATE RESOURCES REQUESTED FOR PROGRAMS: FISCAL YEAR 1995
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE
Requested New
New Program Request State Appropriations
Master of Social Work $200,000
Total New Program Request $ 200,000
Program and Institutional Support Budget Requests
Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching/Honors Academy $500,000
B.S. in Business Administration 150,000
Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs 250,000
Improvement of the Undergraduate Program in Nursing 100,000
Minority Incentives 150,000
Total Program and Institutional Support Budget Requests $1,150,000
TOTAL PROGRAM REQUESTS FOR SIUE $1,350,000
July 8, 1993
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SIUC, INCLUDING THE SCHOOL OF MFmr.TNF **
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Summary
m,ttpr h,wI
h6
K
F1SCal Ye
5
r 1995 RAMP Panning Documents summarized in this
Planning Statements for the School of Medicine address the School's con'tin,^
nd huLMiVi
1
"
med1cal
h
e
K
du«tion; expansion of the boJdfcal, social scence
wiVTn 11" reSearCh bd$e; stre"9thened commitment to providing hea th care
Year mZ-lVl^r^Lrt^^ dnd %T°/} functions conducted during Academic
and fn, „ r
reported Review schedules for academic and support functionsfor organized research and public service units are also included N™
De
r
Z?l„RteqUfeS«tS f?r the „Sch°°l of Medicine include the establishment' of a
TheS of/ou-;ology. No new state funds are requested for this department
eouinment uLXf^F ""completed an updated special analytical study of3K rt'ftVtl*.' SUbStantia ' need ' b"t no new state funds are h'eing
fit «
The P r°9ram and Institutional Support Budget Requests for SIUC arp-
Rpo a
Min
H°
nt/n Retenti0n; (2) ^lecular Biology Initiative! (3) AquacuUure
Enhanrpln;
d
^T^^T Centeri < 4 > Environmental Health and Safety ; and 5)
!f,°K
f Undergraduate Education in English and Foreign Languages in
Srhnn? f?!^ 1 A/Uts ' and Computer Science in College of Science For thec ool of Medncme, the request is: (1) Minority Programs.
Rationale for Adoption
utiliratirJ^f
6 d0Cuments Provide a comprehensive and systematic plan for the
1 , eS°!'[CeS « d ] n i tiation of programming for Fiscal Year 1995 for
brioritil, nl.nc ?! offlcla1 documents by which SIUC communicates its
Kent v hV thl rh
and resource needs to the Chancellor and are used subse-
TrustPP, La tha TRu 10^" communicating University needs to the Board of
Irorpcc whiVh ^ i?.
E
' Jhe documents originate from an ongoing planning
r t!
ch identify directions in which the institution may move whileassessing the current status of existing programs.
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Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The Planning Statements and Program and Institutional Support Budget
Requests have been developed following broad involvement of students, faculty,
and staff within the respective academic and support units. In all instances,
the documents carry the recommendation of the various program directors and
deans. In preparing the various requests, SIUC officials have followed the
regular planning process to identify priorities and have sought the recom-
mendations of the constituencies affected. Program requests from the School of
Medicine have been recommended by the Executive Committee.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, subject to authority reserved to
this Board to make such modifications, changes, or refinements herein as it
deems appropriate in reviewing RAMP Documents, the RAMP Planning Documents for
Fiscal Year 1995 for Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, including the
School of Medicine, be and are hereby approved as presented to the Board this
date; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor shall take appropriate
steps to accomplish filing of the materials approved herein with the Illinois
Board of Higher Education in accordance with policies of Southern Illinois
University.
July 8, 1993
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PROPOSED FY-95 PROGRAM AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT BUDGET
REQUESTS SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE(INCLUDING THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE)
Minority Retention
Molecular Biology Initiative
Aquaculture Research and Demonstration Center
Environmental Health and Safety
Enhancement of Undergraduate Education in English
and Foreign Languages and Literatures in College
of Liberal Arts and Computer Science in College
of Science
TOTAL - SIUC
Recruitment and Preliminary Education, Entry
Facilitation, and Retention of Minority
Students (SOM) J
TOTAL - SOM
TOTAL PROPOSED FY-95 PROGRAM AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
BUDGET REQUESTS - SIUC AND SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
$ 298,307
$ 582,486
$ 367,532
$ 380,474
$ 191,134
$1,819,933
$ 526,652
$ 526,652
$2,346,585
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED FY-95 PROGRAM AND INSTITUTIONS
SUPPORT BUttel! REQUESTS
Minority Retention
This Expansion Request was first submitted in the FY-90 RAMPPlanning Documents. IBHE recommended funding for FY-92, butthe do lars were not appropriated. Hence, the request is being
naa^Q^n/% J^cl' Jbe pro9ram re«uest is detailed onpages 397-406 of the FY-92 RAMP Planning Document.
Resources are requested to fund a comprehensive model retentionprogram for Black and Hispanic students whose academicbackground and measurable skills suggest that they could profit
pff , Se - yiCes " The project represents a continuation
ItJ II?i„ fc° inc:ease retention and enhance the graduationrate of minority students at SIUC. The strategies proposed in
lulL++!TV are b - Sed 0n findin9S and recommendations™ te
J*
a
fl
committee commissioned by both the Vice-
CSI»S
nL/?P Academic Affairs a"d the Vice-President forbtudent Affairs during academic year 1986-87.
$ 298,307
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Molecular Biology Initiative $ 582,486
This proposal was first submitted in SIUC's FY-87 RAMP Planning
Documents. IBHE recommended funding for this program in FY-87,
FY-88, FY-89, and FY-90. Since $270,000 was appropriated for
this activity for FY-90, the balance of $430,000 adjusted for
inflation to a total request of $582,486 is being resubmitted
for FY-95. The program request is detailed on pages 202-204 of
the FY-89 RAMP Planning Documents.
Aquaculture Research and Demonstration Center $ 367,532
SIUC continues to be a leader in the area of aquaculture and
fish management. Since 1986 when the University increased the
number of state supported faculty assigned .75 time to the
Cooperative Fisheries Research Labora- tory (CFRL) from two to
four faculty, the amount of external funding support for
fisheries research increased from $488,000 in 1986 to
$1,035,000 in 1992. The Aquaculture Research and Demonstration
Center was established by IBHE in 1992. Funding of the Center
would expand the activities of the CFRL and provide a
coordinated program of research, training, demonstration, and
technology transfer which would be an outgrowth of SIUC's long-
standing leadership in fisheries in general and aquaculture in
particular.
Environmental Health and Safety $ 380,474
The State of Illinois and SIUC in particular are being faced
with increasing regulation on environmental concerns affecting
the health and safety of their employees and of the general
public. Partial recognition of this is contained in the FY-9^
capital budget recommendations made by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education (IBHE) to the General Assembly and to the
Governor. These recommendations contained two projects very
similar in nature and which received IBHE statewide priorities
of no. 3 for the University of Illinois and no. 4 for SIUC
respectively. Further recognition of the importance of these
environmental projects is found in the Governor's Capital
Budget Plan for FY-92. These two projects were among a few
projects to receive his endorsement.
With capital funding assured, the proposal presented herein
requests that the State of Illinois should recognize the wider
implications of environmental control of chemicals in the
workplace and support the development at SIUC of a wide-ranging
but coordinated effort in environmental health and safety
encompassing not only hazardous waste disposal but also
employee health and safety training and monitoring. These
efforts would be housed in the proposed new building and, along
with existing and proposed academic programs in occupational
education and environmental studies, would constitute a coor-
dinated and effective response to environmental health and
safety in the university.
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Enhancement of Undergraduate Education in English and $ 191 134
Foreign Languages and Literatures in College of Liberal
Arts, and Computer Science in College of Science
This Expansion Request was submitted in the FY-90 RAMP Planning
Documents. Because IBHE did not make a recommendation, the
request was resubmitted in the FY-91 RAMP Planning Documents
and recommended for funding by IBHE.
Funds are being requested for: (1) more teaching staff in
order to reduce class sizes in freshman-level composition
courses; (2) augmenting computer-assisted instruction in the
English Department's Writing Center; and (3) beginning an
overdue upgrade of the language laboratory into a multifunction
learning laboratory. The proposal is detailed on pages 614-620
of the University's FY-91 RAMP Planning Documents.
Approved without new state funding in 1986, Foreign Language
and International Trade has since become one of the growth
programs of SIUC. Federal grants and ad hoc internal funding
have supported it up to now. Because sucTT"funding cannot be
relied on systematically and because continuing base budget
support is necessary for stability and planned growth, appli-
cation is now being made for state funding. This program
request is detailed on pages 447-455 of the FY-92 RAMP Planninq
Documents.
T0TAL
-
SIUC $1,819,933
Recruitment and Preliminary Education, Entry
, $ 526 652
hacil itation, and Retention ot Minority Students (SOM)
Most medical schools successful in recruiting and retaining
minority medical students have minority programs. In downs tate
Illinois there is no proactive systematic program pathway for
minority students to enter the health professions. This
proposal will build such a program at SIU-SM that will
encompass recruitment, preliminary education, entry,
facilitation, and retention of underrepresented minorities.
Submitted originally in FY-93, but no funding was recommended
by the IBHE.
TOTAL
- SCHOOL OF MEDICINE $ 526,652
TOTAL PROGRAM AND INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT BUDGET REQUESTS
(SIUC AND SOM) $2,346,585
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APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS AND AWARD OF CONTRACT :
OTERlOR PAINTING, STUDENT RECREAT ION CENTER, PHASE I, SiUC
Summary
This matter seeks the approval of plans and specifications and the
award of contract for a project to paint and refurbish the exterior surfaces of
the first phase of the Student Recreation Center.
The estimated cost of this project was $200,000. The recommended bid
is $111,150. Funding for this work will come from student fees.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on May 13, 1993, the Board of Trustees gave its
approval to a proposal to paint and refurbish the exterior structural support
system and the exterior metal walls of the Student Recreation Center.
A favorable bid of $111,150 has been received and the award of
contract is requested at this time.
Mr. Carl Bretscher, the Board's consulting architect, has reviewed
the plans and specifications and recommends their approval.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The contract to paint and refurbish the exterior surfaces of the
Student Recreation Center be and is hereby awarded to Penrod
Painting, Troy, Illinois, in the amount of $111,150.
(2) Final plans and specifications for this project are hereby
approved as forwarded to the Board of Trustees via the
Architecture and Design Committee for review, and shall be
placed on file in accordance with I Bylaws 9.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
July 8, 1993 BID TABULATION
Paint the Student Recreation Center
SIUC
Bid Opening June 29, 1993, 11:00 AM
(siu)
j
Q O
0Q 0.
BIDDERS
Penrod Painting
Troy, IL
<^111,150J
Warren Hall Construction
Carbondale, IL $137,330
Pard Painting
Murphysboro, IL $162,222
Brighton Painting
South Roxana, IL $165,100
Aetna Coatings
St. Louis, MO $222,820
27 invitations
4 no bids
18 no replies
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Mr. Rowe moved the reception of Changes in Faculty-Administrative
Payroll, SIUC; the reception of Reports of Purchase Orders and Contracts, May,
1993, SIUC and SIUE, and Information Report: Approval of New Programs,
Reasonable and Moderate Extensions, Requests for Off-Campus Program Locations,
and Academic Program Suspensions; and the approval of the Minutes of the
Meetings held June 9 and 10, 1993; Master of Science in Accountancy Degree
Program, School of Business, SIUE; Modification of the Major in General Science
and Mathematics to General Science Education, Bachelor of Science Degree
Program, Schools of Education and Sciences, SIUE; Establishment of
New
Educational Unit: Department of Neurology, School of Medicine, SIUC;
Termination of the Certificate Programs in Pedodontics, Periodontology, and
Prosthodontics, School of Dental Medicine, SIUE; Termination of the Master
of
Arts/Master of Science Degree Program, Major in Political Science, School of
Social Sciences, SIUE; Termination of the Bachelor of Science Degree
Program,
Major in Recreation, School of Education, SIUE; Termination of the Master of
Arts Degree Program, Major in Philosophy and the Specialization in Women's
Studies, School of Humanities, SIUE; Termination of the Bachelor
of Science
Degree Program, Major in Physical Science Education, Schools of Education and
Sciences, SIUE; Termination of the Doctor of Education Degree Program,
Major in
Instructional Process, School of Education, SIUE; Abolition of the
Master of
Science Degree in Statistics, Department of Mathematics, College
of Science,
SIUC; Abolition of the Master of Arts Degree in Zoology, Department
of Zoology,
j
College of Science, SIUC; Abolition of the Master of Arts
Degree in Plant
Biology, Department of Plant Biology, College of Science,
SIUC; Abolition of
the Renewal Institute for Practicing Educators, College of
Education, SIUC;
Abolition of the Ph.D. Degree in Higher Education, College of
Education, SIUC;
Abolition of the M.S. Degree in Community Development, College
of Liberal Arts..
July 8, 1993
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SIUC; Abolition of the Ph.D. Degree in Communication Disorders and Sciences,
College of Communications and Fine Arts, SIUC; Abolition of the Ph.D. Degree in
Molecular Science, Graduate School, SIUC; Abolition of the Law Enforcement
Associate in Applied Science Degree, College of Technical Careers, SIUC;
Abolition of the Avionics Technology Associate in Applied Science Degree,
College of Technical Careers, SIUC; Abolition of the Computer Information
Processing Associate in Applied Science Degree, College of Technical Careers,
SIUC; Abolition of the College of Communications and Fine Arts; the Creation of
a College of Mass Communication and Media Arts; and the Reallocation of Units
to the College of Liberal Arts and the College of Education, SIUC;
Reorganization of Public Service Units, SIUE; Operating RAMP Guidelines for
Fiscal Year 1995; Resource Allocation and Management Program (RAMP) Planning
Documents, Fiscal Year 1995: Executive Summary; Planning Statements, Program
Reviews, Review of Undergraduate Education, New Program Request, Program and
Institutional Budget Requests, SIUE; Planning Statements, Program Reviews,
Program and Institutional Support Budget Requests, SIUC, including the School
of Medicine; and Approval of Plans and Specifications and Award of Contract:
Exterior Painting, Student Recreation Center, Phase I, SIUC. The motion was
duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to this motion was indicated
as follows: Aye, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by the following
recorded vote: Aye, B. Barnard Birger, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood,
Harris Rowe, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The following matter was presented:
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SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR 1994
As a traditional practice and for convenience in meeting certain
provisions of the Open Meetings Act, Board meetings have been scheduled on an
annual basis. Custom has called for scheduling alternate meetings on alternate
campuses of the University, and recent practice has identified the second
Thursday of each month as the regular meeting date. Approval is requested for
the schedule listed below:
February 10, 1994
March 10, 1994
April 14, 1994
May 12, 1994
June 9, 1994
July 14, 1994
September 8, 1994
October 13, 1994
November 10, 1994
December 8, 1994
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, School of Dental
Medicine, Alton
Southern Illinois University School
of Medicine, Springfield
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville
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Southern Illinois University - Board of Trustees
CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS 62901-6801
July 8, 1993
The following schedule reflects the second Thursday of each month for themeetings of the Board of Trustees for 1994:
Deadline Dates for 1994
Receipt of Agenda Items
(Due by 4:30 p.m.)
*Friday, January 14
Monday, February 14
Monday, March 21
Monday, April 18
Monday, May 16
Monday, June 20
Monday, August 15
Monday, September 19
Monday, October 17
Monday, November 14
1994 Mailing Dates
Agenda and Matters
Friday, January 28
Friday, February 25
Friday, April 1
Friday, April 29
Friday, May 27
Friday, July 1
Friday, August 26
Friday, September 30
Friday, October 28
Wednesday, November 23
1994 Meeting Dates
Board of Trustees
(Thursday)
SIUC - February 10
SIUE - March 10
SIUC - April 14
SIUE School of Dental
Medicine, Alton -
May 12
SIU School of Medicine
in Springfield -
June 9
SIUE - July 14
SIUC - September 8
SIUE - October 13
SIUC - November 10
SIUE - December 8
*Due to holidays.
Meetings have not been scheduled for the months of January and August.
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Mr. Norwood moved approval of the resolution as presented. The
motion was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chairman declared the
motion to have passed.
The Chairman explained that in order to consider a Current and
Pending matter unanimous consent had to be given. Mr. Rowe moved that the
Board consent to consider the Current and Pending matter. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chairman declared that there had been
unanimous consent to consider.
The following matter was presented:
Recognition of
B. Barnard Birger
Resolution
WHEREAS, B. Barnard Birger, Chairman of the Board of B.B.B. Companies
in Coll insvi lie, was appointed by Illinois Governor James R. Thompson in
October 1985 to serve on the Southern Illinois University Board of Trustees;
WHEREAS, Mr. Birger has served faithfully on the SIU Board for the
past eight years;
WHEREAS, Mr. Birger brought to the SIU Board his decades of
experience in construction, engineering, and real estate businesses and his
experience as chairman of the Illinois Capital Development Board s
architectural and engineering subcommittee;
WHEREAS, Mr. Birger has placed that valuable experience at the
service of the University as a member of the Board's Architecture and Design
Committee since February 1986;
WHEREAS, Mr. Birger also has cheerfully and successfully acted in
various other capacities, such as the Board's representative to the Board of
Directors of the Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville Foundation (since
1986); the Board's alternate representative to the Joint Trustees Committee for
Springfield Medical Education Programs (1986, 1987); and a member of the
Illinois Coalition (1991-1993);
WHEREAS, Mr. Birger established a presidential scholarship through
the Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville Foundation; and
July 8, 1993
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K^VtW^W 1 nat,'°n 3nd (fW SIU ' t0 be ^^^Te^llt
Board of ^Jl "01^ BE " RES0LVED . T"*t the Southern Illinois University
» L LI teeS. "Presses its sincerest gratitude and appreciation to
w^rfKJS'tSirs? of devoted and dedicated •«*•" «*»w
p n ^1-
IT FURTHER RES0LVED
.
That the SIU Board of Trustees offers
f; X^lSt^^l!" happiness and "~ <- s:^r,°Ka
Mr. Rowe moved approval of the resolution. The motion was duly
seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as
follows: Aye, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by the following
recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, A. D.
VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The Chairman stated that not only do we celebrate his service to the
University, but we also celebrate the fact that he has just recently had a very
serious operation and nothing can get him down. He stated that Board members
appreciated his years of service on the Board.
The Chairman introduced Celeste Stiehl , the newly appointed member of
the SIU Board of Trustees.
The Chairman stated that a news conference would be held in the
International Room immediately following.
Mr. Norwood moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have passed
unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 11:55 a.m.
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
SEPTEMBER 8, 1993
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University convened at 3:40 p.m., in the Indian Building, Touch of Nature,
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Carbondale, Illinois. In the
absence of the regular Secretary, the Chair appointed Harris Rowe to serve as
Secretary p_ro tern. The following members of the Board were present:
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe, Secretary pjro tern
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
The following member was absent:
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
Also present were Dr. James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University, Dr. John C. Guyon, President, SIUC, and Mr. C. Richard Gruny, Board
Legal Counsel
.
A quorum was present.
Mr. Norwood moved that the Board go into closed session to consider
information regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of employees or
officers, and adjourn directly from the closed session with no action having
been taken. The motion was duly seconded. The motion carried by the following
recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, Mark Kochan, William R.
Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr.; nay, none.
The meeting adjourned at 5:32 p.m.
HarrxsRoweT Secretary p_ro tern
September 9, 1993
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
SEPTEMBER 9, 1993
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, September 9, 1993, at 11:15 a.m. in
Ballroom "D" of the Student Center, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
Carbondale, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being present, the
meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board were present:
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois University
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Earl E. Lazerson, President, SIUE
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. Richard
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE: Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connection
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of the
Board of Trustees.
The Chair introduced Celeste M. Stiehl, newest member of the Board of
Trustees. He stated that he had asked Mrs. Stiehl to serve as a member of the
Architecture and Design Committee and as the Board's representative on the
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville Foundation. He also announced
that he had asked Mark Kochan to serve as a member of the Acadmic Matters
Committee.
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The Chair announced that pursuant to notice the Board of Trustees had
held a special meeting at approximately 3:30 p.m. in the Indian Building, Touch
of Nature, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, Carbondale, Illinois, on
Wednesday, September 8, 1993. He continued that the only public portion of the
meeting consisted of a motion to close the meeting to the public for the
purpose of considering information regarding the appointment, employment or
dismissal of employees or officers. He stated that the occasion was the
continuation of the annual evaluation of President John Guyon, pursuant to the
Statutes of the Board . He announced that it was anticipated that the second
review of Chancellor Brown would precede the Board meeting in October, but that
appropriate notice would be given.
The Chair stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board of
Trustees had had breakfast with Mr. Don Wilson, Board Treasurer, and Mr. Joe
Yusko, Director of University Risk Management and Self-Insurance Program.
He
continued that the breakfast had been held in the Friends' Room at
Touch of
Nature.
Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Norwood reported that he had attended
the
SIUC Commencement on August 7. He stated that this was one of
the largest
summer commencements on record, if not the largest.
Mrs. D'Esposito reported that she had attended the September 7
and 8
meetings of the Illinois Board of Higher Education on the campus
of Chicago
State University. She stated that the IBHE had convened as a
Committee of the
Whole to discuss faculty roles and responsibilities for PQP
purposes. She
explained that Mr. Quern had stated that this report was a key element
in the
PQP process because how a faculty spends its time reflects the
goals of the
institution. He continued to encourage teaching excellence and the use
of the
budget process to focus on this priority. She stated that Mr.
Quern had also
September 9, 1993
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stressed the quality of research and not the quantity. She said that Wilma
Sutton, Chairman of the Board of Governors, had read a prepared statement about
the information on one of the tables, table #4, page 17, item 5 of the IBHE
agenda. She said that the table contained the characteristics of full-time
public institution faculty for 1992. She gave the following statistics:
within public institutions the racial/ethnic composition is white 86.7%, Black
3.7%, Hispanic, 1.9%, Asian or Pacific Islander 7.3%, and Native American
3/10ths of 1%. She continued that within the gender categories, males comprise
70% and females comprise 30%. She explained that Mrs. Sutton's prepared
remarks were an impassioned plea that if there was one outcome of PQP that
these numbers change and change dramatically so that those minorities and women
are more represented within the ranks of full-time professors on the campuses
of the twelve universities within the state. Mrs. D'Esposito reported that
another item of discussion was the focus statements for Illinois public
universities. She explained that these focus statements were descriptions of
what each campus did specifically, but were not the mission statements for a
campus. She said that SIU had worked very hard on the focus statements which
were to be used by the IBHE to work on future PQP issues. Because of the
contentious nature of the discussion over the statements, she stated that
Mr. Quern had decided to table the issue until the January meeting. She
reported that both she and John Haller had spoken about some of the specific
recommendations made on health professions education regarding the SIU School
of Medicine and the Dental School. She explained that there were some
statewide capacity issues that they had disagreed with, but unfortunately the
recommendations were left as is. She announced that a committee to study
affordability of higher education in Illinois was appointed and that Molly
Norwood is one of its members.
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Under Committee Reports, Dr. Wilkins submitted the following
Executive Committee Report:
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
By action at the June 10, 1993, meeting of the Board of Trustees, the
Board authorized the members of the Executive Committee of the Board to
award
contracts in connection with that portion of the Student Residence Facilities
project. The following matter was so approved and is reported to the Board at
this time pursuant to III Bylaws 1:
AWARD OF CONTRACTS: STUDENT RESIDENCE HALL, SIUE
Summary
This matter approves the award of contracts in connection with the
Student Residence Hall, SIUE. The Residence Hall is the major component of the
Student Residence Facilities capital project which will involve construction of
a 5QQ-bed residence hall near the campus core, housing-related renovations
to
University Center Food Service facilities, and renovation of the
Tower Lake
Apartments. The approved budget for the Student Residence Facilities
project
is $13.6 million, which will be funded from the sale of revenue bonds.
A summary of bids received is attached for information.
Included
with the bid summary for the General Construction category is a
listing of the
alternates for General Construction Work that University °f?^\Z°lVlzrv
not elect. The listing was prepared to reduce the bulk of
the bid[summary
package. Alternates for the General Construction category were
.Prioritize by
the University and the priorities announced after bids were
received, but prior
to the bid opening. The selection of General Construction
alternates proposed
to be elected was based on the priority listing and
judgments of alternates
that would most add value to the facility given the funds
available.
Rationale for Adoption
At its November 12, 1992 meeting, the Board approved the
Student
Residence Facilities project, and approved a budget of $13.6 million for
the
oroiect At its December 10, 1992 meeting, the
Board approved the
'recommendation of firms with which to negotiate a contract for
^ tecturall
enqineerinq services. A contract was negotiated with the
firm of Solomon,
cSrlell Venz and Associates, Inc., Chicago Illinois to perform s
services for the Student Residence Hall portion of the project. A contract
was
negoi ated with the firm of FGM, Inc., Belleville, Illinois,
to provide such
services for the Food Service and the Tower Lake apartment
renovation portions
o? the project. At its June 10, 1993 meeting, the Board approved the
plans
a|
specifications for the Student Residence Hall, and authorized
the members of
the Executive Committee of the Board to award contracts in
connection with that
portion of the Student Residence Facilities project.
September 9, 1993
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.
Based on the contracts proposed herein for the residence hall
SlffiTriVct.
SUmmary ° f the bUd9et f°r the Student ResidenU Faciinles
Student Residence Hall
:
Total of contracts proposed. A/E fees
and construction contingency $11 427 549
Estimated cost of equipment (beds,
furniture, and the like) 603 000
Costs for test borings, environmental
and archaeological surveys, legal fees
and the like 199,000
Residence Hall subtotal $12,229,649
University Center Food Service renovations:
Architect's estimate of total cost of
work, A/E fees and construction
contingency
$ 165>0Q0
Tower Lake Housing renovations:
Funds available for renovations $ 1,205 351
Total project budget $13,600,000
The bids received for the Student Residence Hall portion of theproject are within budget and award of the contracts is now timely
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
fWH nf tBE J T RE^VED ' By the ambers of the Executive Committee of theBoard of Trustees of Southern Illinois University, That:
(1) Contracts in connection with the Student Residence Hall portion
of the capital project, Student Residence Facilities, SIUE, be
awarded as follows:
(a) A contract in the amount of $6,616,775 to S. M. Wilson &
Company, Granite City, Illinois, for the General
Construction Work.
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(b) A contract in the amount of $721,000 to Kane Mechanical,
Inc., Wood River, Illinois, for the Heating, Piping,
Refrigeration, and Automatic Temperature Control Work.
(c) A contract in the amount of $1,166,400 to Kane Mechanical,
Inc., Wood River, Illinois, for the Plumbing Work.
(d) A contract in the amount of $331,750 to Bi-State Fire
Protection, St. Charles, Missouri, for the Fire Protection
Work.
(e) A contract in the amount of $263,215 to Fritz, Inc.,
Belleville, Illinois, for the Ventilating and Distribution
System for Conditioned Air Work.
(f) A contract in the amount of $1,055,000 to J. F. Electric,
Edwardsville, Illinois, for the Electrical Work.
(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
September 9, 1993
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BIDDING SUMMARY SHEET
STUDENT RESIDENCE HALL
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDUARDSV1LLE CAMPUS
wiling. Piping Refrigeration, and Automatic Temperature Control; Ventilating and Distribution System for Conditioned Air- ElectriPlumbing; and Fir. Protection bid. were taken at 2:30 p.... July 13. 1993; General Work bid. -re takenVSI p^Ton July 5| ! cal1993
PROPOSED AWARDERS
fitntrtl WrK
t N Wilton ft Co.
P.O. Box 130. 1616 Cleveland
Granite City, IL 62040
Heating. Piping. Refrigeration, and
Automatic Temperature Control ita^
Kane Mechanical Inc.
263 South Sixth Street
Wood River, IL 62095
Kane Mechanical Inc.
263 South Sixth Street
Wood River, IL 62095
Fire Protection Uorl^
Bi -State Fire Protection
1001 N. Second Street
St. Charles, NO 63301
Ventilating and Distribut ion System
for Conditioned Ajr U»rft
Friti, Inc.
424 Lebanon Avenue
Belleville, IL 62220
Electrical york.
J. F. Electric
P.O. Box 570
Eduardsville, IL 62025
Base Only
Alternate.
G2b,G2c.G1b,G3,G16.G14,G12,G27.
G7a.G5b.G5a,G1a,G1d,G1f.G1c,G1g.
G13.G24.G2a.G20b
Base Only
Base Only
Alternate
P2B
Only
Base Only
Base Only
BID PRICE
$ 6,350.000.00
* 266.775.00
$ 721,000.00
* 1,193,000.00
<$ 26.600.00)
S 331,750.00
$ 263,215.00
$ 1,055.000.00
Total of Bids
.,»«,«•«$10,154,140.00
Plus Contingency ^JQ9 QQ
Plus Architect and Engineer Fees $ 833.800.00
TOTAL COST OF WORK
... ,„ 1/0 „„$11,427,649.00
Time to complete: 365 calendar days
MOTE: The priority of alternates was announced prior to the opening of the bids.
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STUDENT RESIDENCE HALL
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
(side)
GENERAL WORK
BASE BID
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G2B
Clear Maple
finish base
in Meeting
Room
1 ft 2
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G2C
Clear Maple
finish base
In Learning
Resource -
Center
S. w. Milton ft Co.
P.O. Box 130, 1616 Cleveland
Sranffce City, II 62040 C $ 1,560.00 J vS 1,300.00 IC$£, 350, QQCKOOj
SI. 6. D. Contracting Inc.
5517 Manchester Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110 $6,430,000.00 $ 1,200.00 $ 1,000.00
Korte Construction
m Highland Ind. Ct,
Hfjjhlend. 11 62249 $6,435,000.00 $ 1,230.00 $ 780.00
BSt Constructors Inc.
6767 Southwest Avenue
St. Louis, HO 63143-2690 $6,490,000.00 $ 1,200.00 $ 1,100.00
Altaan-Charter Co.
2258 SchueU Road
St. Louis, HO 63146 $6,565,000.00 $ 1,031.00 $ 775.00
Turner Construction Co.
319 H. Fourth Street, Ste 400
St. leu!s, MO 63102 $6,649,000.00 $ 575.00 $ 900.00
River City Construction
1107 West Church Street
Benton, II 62812 $6,660,000.00 $ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00
ft. G. Ross Construction
4079 Bayless Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63125 $6,688,866.00 $ 500.00 $ 300.00
'
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SI Constructors Inc.
'767 Southwest Avenue
t. Louis, MO 63143-2690
Itaan-Charter Co.
258 Schuetz Road
t. Louis, HO 63146
uroer Construction Co.
1° N. Fourth Street, Ste 400
t. Louis, NO 63102
Iver City Construction
107 west Church Street
"ton, IL 62812
.
G. Ross Construction
)79 BayIess Avenue
i_. Louis, M0 63125
500.00
143.00
$ 2,000.00
$ 1,109 . 00
$ 500.00
$ 540.00
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8. N. WHson & Co.
P.O. Sox 130. 1616 Cleveland
Granite City. II 62040
H. B. 0. Contracting Inc.
5517 Manchester Avenue
St. Louis. MO 65110
Sorts Construction
St Highland Ind. ct.
Highland, II 62249
9SI Constructors inc.
6767 Southwest Avenue
St. Louis, M0 63143-2690
AltKsm-Charter Co.
2258 Schuetr Road
St. Louis, HO 63146
Turner Construction Co.
319 H. Fourth Street, Ste 400
St. Louis, HO 63102
SHver City Construction
1107 West Church Street
Benton, IL 62812
R. G. Ross Construction
4079 Bayless Avenue
St. Louis, HO 63125
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G14
Fabric wall
covering in
Hulti -Function
and East & West
Parlors
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G12
Cerawie tile
floor end
base
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G27
5/8M Gypsum
board
930.00
5,700.00
900,00
5,200.00
930.00
$ 6,000.00
1,000.00
5 f 700.00
LI
No Change
$60,000.00
§70,000.00
($24,300.00)
$37,500.00
$59,000.00
$59,500.00
$ 9,900.00
$ 6,600.00
$ 3,300.00
$ 4,000.00
$ 3,520,00
$ 6,300.00
$ 6,500.00
$ 5,280.00
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(shie)
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G7A
Naple laminated
plank flooring
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G5B
Clear finish
naple on
window stool/
apron in
Meeting Rooms
U2, Learning
Resource Center,
Lobby, Corridor,
Entry .Lounge, and
MailrooM
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G5A
Clear finish
naple on
window
stool/apron
in Multi-
function
Room, East
and West
Parlors -
S. N. Wilson ft Co.
••0. Km 130, 1616 Cleveland
Oranlte City, II 62040 ( $ 25,300. ooy [_ $ 710.00^ V$ 300. oo\
1. I. D. Contracting Inc.
S517 Manchester Avenue
ft. Louts, NO 63110 $ 30,800.00 $ 1,100.00 $ 450.00
forte Construction
#7 Highland tnd. Ct.
Highland, II 62249 $ 33,300.00 $ 690.00 $ 270.00
•SI Constructors Inc.
6767 Southwest Avenue
St. Louis, NO 63143-2690 $ 35,000.00 $ 900.00 $ 400.00
Altaan-Charter Co.
2258 Schuetz Road
St. Louis, NO 63146 $ 30,803.00 $ 1,265.00 $ 500.00
Turner Construction Co.
319 N. Fourth Street, Ste 400
St. Louis, NO 63102 $ 33,000.00 $ 1,050.00 $ 500.00
River City Construction
1107 West Church Street
Senton, IL 62812 $ 25,000.00 $ 2,500.00 $ 1,000.00
R. 0. Ross Construction
4079 Bayless Avenue
St. Louis. NO 63125 $ 25,290.00 $ 1,050.00 $ 350.00
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S. M. Wilson ft Co.
P.O. Box 130, 1616 Cleveland
Granite City, II 62040
H. B. 0. Contracting Inc.
5517 Manchester Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110
Korte Construction
#7 Highland Ind. Ct.
Highland, II 62249
BSI Constructors Inc.
6767 Southwest Avenue
St. Louie, MO 63143-2690
Altaian-Charter Co.
2258 Schuetz Roed
St. Louis, MO 63146
Turner Construction Co.
319 N. Fourth Street, Ste 400
St. louts, MO 63102
River City Construction
1107 West Church Street
Benton. IL 62812
R. G. Ross Construction
4079 Bay I ess Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63125
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G1A
Maple- chair rail
in Multi-function
Room, East and
Uest Parlors
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G1D
Maple chair
rail in East
corridor,
Prefunctlon
1S2, Entry
lounge, Mailrooia
and Uest Corridor
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE GIF
Maple chair
rail in
Lounges
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(side)
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G1C
Maple chair rail
in Learning
Resource Center
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE GIG
Maple Chair
rail in
Central Lobby
(south wall)
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G13
Suspended maple
board ceiling in
Multi
-Function
Room
P.O. Box 130, 1616 Cleveland
Granite City, 11 62040 C% 8257oO^^ C^$ 425.00^) ( $23,500.00^)
M. B. 0. Contracting Inc.
5517 Manchester Avenue
St. Louis, NO 63110 $ 425.00 $ 200.00 $13,000.00
Korte Construction
#7 Highland Ind. Ct.
Highland, IL 62249 $ 720.00 $ 360.00 $25,400.00
•SI Constructors Inc.
6767 Southwest Avenue
St. Louis, NO 63143-2690 $ 800.00 $ 400.00 $30,000.00
Altnan-Charter Co.
2258 Schuetz Road
St. Louis, NO 63146 $ 540.00 $ 270.00 $26,780.00
Turner Construction Co.
319 H. Fourth Street, Ste 400
St. Louis, NO 63102 $ 550.00 $ 260.00 $28,500.00
River City Construction
1107 West Church Street
Benton, IL 62812 $ 500.00 $ 500.00 $27,000.00
R. C. Ross Construction
4079 Bay Iess Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63125 $ 270.00 $ 120.00 $29,700.00
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GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G24
Raised Planter
at pedestrian
entry (center
planter)
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G2A
Clear maple
finish base in
Multi -Function,
East £ West
Parlors
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G20B
Corian walls
at shower
stalls
5, H. Wilson £ Co.
P.O. Sox 130, 1616 Cleveland
Granite City, !L 62040 ( $ 9,400.00^) <^$ 2,680.00 ,) / ^$120,000.00 )
5*. 8. 0. Contracting Inc.
5517 Manchester Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110 $20,500.00 $ 2,200.00 NO Bid
Korte Construction
#7 Highland Ind. Ct.
Highland. !L 62249 $ 9,700.00 $ 2,100.00 $142,800.00
8SI Constructors Inc.
6767 Southwest Avenue
St. Louis, HO 63143-2690 $ 8,500.00 $ 3,000.00 $145,000.00
Altwan-Charter Co.
2258 Schuetz Road
St. Louis, MO 63146 $ 9,400.00 $ 1,781.00 $126,000.00
Turner Construction Co.
319 U. Fourth Street, Ste 400
St. Louis, MO 63102 $10,000.00 $ 1,200.00 $124,000.00
River City Construction
1107 West Church Street
Senton, IL 62812 $12,000.00 $ 1,500.00 $130,000.00
R. G. Ross Construction
4079 Bay I ess Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63125 $36,500.00 $ 805.00 $109,339.00
< 1
!
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ALTERNATES NOT ELECTED
ALTERNATE G1E
ALTERNATE G2D
ALTERNATE G2E
ALTERNATE G2F
ALTERNATE G4
ALTERNATE G6
ALTERNATE G7B
ALTERNATE G8
ALTERNATE G9
ALTERNATE G10
ALTERNATE Gil
ALTERNATE G15
ALTERNATE G18A
ALTERNATE G18B
Clear finish maple chair rail in TypicalStudent Wing Corridors (all floors)
Clear finish maple base in CorridorsPrefunction #1 and #2, Entry Lounge, andMa11room
Clear finish maple base in Typical Student WinaCorridors (all floors) y
Clear finish maple base in Lounqes falllocations) y
Corner guards in accent colors to match wall
accent colors in Typical Student Wing Corridors(all floors)
Shower door (between Typical Shower and TypicalBath in typical student bathrooms) to matchtoilet partition door between Typical Shower
and Typical Bath
Natural finish cork tile
Delete exposed-to-view layer of 1/2" Gypsum
Wall Board and provide imperial plaster system
Raise all parapets by three brick courses
around entire perimeter of building
Replace slate tile with carpet in Corridor
Vending, Prefunction #1 & #2 and Mailroom
4" x 4" glazed ceramic tile on all walls fullheight in Men's Toilet & Women's Toilet at 1stfloor
Green tinted glass
Service Court Concrete Pavement to be concrete
Service Court Entrance Road to be concrete
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ALTERNATE G18C -
ALTERNATE G19 -
ALTERNATE G20A -
ALTERNATE G21 -
ALTERNATE G22 -
ALTERNATE G23 -
ALTERNATE G25 -
ALTERNATE G26 -
Entrance Road from Circle Drive to and
including cul-de-sac and parking area to be
concrete
Two additional asphalt walks from two exit
stairs to Service Court
ABS plastic walls and ceilings at shower stalls
Canopy trees? Sugar Maple (Acer rubrum)
,
Patmore Ash (Fraxinum Pennsylvania "Patmore*') ,
Red Oak (Quercus ruba); and Flowering Trees
:
Red Bud (Cercis canadensis) , Winter King
Hawthorn (Crataegus viridis "Winter King")
Canopy trees: Sugar Maple (Acer rubrum),
Patmore Ash (Fraxinum Pennsylvania "^atmore")
,
Red Oak (Quercus ruba) , American Linden (Tilia
americana)
Canopy trees: Patmore Ash (Fraxinum
Pennsylvania "Patmore"), Red Oak (Quercus
ruba) ; and Flowering Trees: Winter King
Hawthorn (Crataegus viridis "Winter King")
Raised planters - one at vehicular entry, two
additional at pedestrian entry
Add lawn sprinkler heads in same two courts
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(side)
HEATING, PIPING
REFRIGERATION,
AND AUTOMATIC
TEMPERATURE,
CONTROL WORK
BASE BID
1, r~,Cme Mechanical Inc.
jS63 South Sixth Street
feed River, IL 62095 $721,000.00 \
|iranlte Mechanical Inc.
1506 Johnson Road, Ste. 3
jiranlte City, 11 62040 $765,948.00
prance Mechanical Corp.
I'.O. Box 646
[tfMardsvllle, IL 62025 $877,000.00
jieneral Installation Co.
j500 Drilling Service Drive
jjaryland Heights, MO 63043
1 '
$897,157.00
1
1
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Ker» MechenScai Inc.
263 South Sixth Street
Mood R1v*r, It 62295
PLUMBING WORK
BASE BID
PLUMBING WORK
ALTERNATE PI
ADD -
Additional drain
in all student
bathrooms
PLUMBING WORK
ALTERNATE P2A
DEDUCT -
Terrazzo
basins
$140,000,00 ($ 26,600.00)
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(side)
PLUMBING WORK
ALTERNATE P2B
DEDUCT -
Terrazzo basin/
corian walls
PLUMBING WORK
ALTERNATE P3
ADD -
Extend water
main to
complete water
loop
PLUMBING WORK
ALTERNATE P4A
ADD -
Add two yard
hydrants , one
in entry court
and one in
student access
,
Kane Mechanical Inc.
1 263 South Sixth Street
Wood River, IL 62295 \ ($ 26,600.00) ) $ 6,900.00 $ 2,900.00
'
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!
!
(siue)
1
FIRE PROTECTION
WORK
BASE BID
!
[
;
:
31
-State f Ire Protection
lOOt H. Second Street
St. Charles, NO 63301 \§331, 750.00^>
International Fire Sprinkler
11664 Lilburn Road
St. Louis, NO 63146 $356,220.00
!
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SIDE
frlti. Inc.
424 Lebanon Avenue
•el lev! lie, 1L 62266
Weaterhelde Sheet Metal
2034 St. Clair Avenue
East St. Louis, IL 62205
France Mechanical Corp.
P.O. Box 646
Edwardsvllle, IL 62025
c
VENTILATING AND
DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM FOR
CONDITIONED
AIR WORK
BASE BID
$263,215.00
$310,203.00
$326,440.00
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J. f. Electric
P.O. Bos 570
Eduardsvllle, IL 62025
Raksrs Electric Contraetlnn Inc.
104 S. Clinton Street
Aviaton. IL 62216
fritz. Inc.
424 Lebanon Avenue
Belleville, 11 62220
Pyranid Electric Inc.
300 Hcnticello Place
Falrview Heights, IL 62208
Rite Electric
Box 309
Granite City, IL 62040
ELECTRICAL
WORK
BASE BID
V$l,055,000.00
$1,102,865.00
$1,118,000.00
$1,154,449.00
$1,180,150.00
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Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the Finance Committee, stated that the
Committee had met this morning in Ballroom "D" of the Student Center. She gave
the following report:
The Committee suggests that Items P, Annual Internal BudaPt fnr
lytttm
1SCUSS1 ° n
°
f tHe Carbonda ' e hotel Plans and the mass 'transportation
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
the following report:
.. \
he Committee asks that the following matters be placed on the
Mrcni texts. Bursar Facilities Remodeling, SIUE; T, Approval of Plans anrfSpecifications and Authority for Award of Contracts: Art an Design Build no
R?o ^nt i In,Sta11ati0nD'.? IUE; U > Pr°J ect APP™ val and Selection of
9
Archtect
9
Bi logical Sciences Building Addition, SIUC; V, Revised Proiect AnnrmSlApprova of Plans and Specifications, and Award of Contract RenovatTon^ if
L S W Ct°ntrD0lS ' SIUC; W ' Pr0ject A?Proval and SelectiSn oEngineer. Fire Alarm System Renovations, Phase II, University Housing, SIUC;and X, Approval of Easements to the Illinois Baptist State Association, SIUC
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
!
gave the following report:
the fnllnJinn
C?rUt!e ^ T n°tiCe ^ thflt Wl ] ] COme DaCk ' We 9Sk that
PrL J T- 9 ] terns be placed on the omnibus motion: L, Specialist Degree
I 'n!
aJ °r
D
ln School Psychology, School of Education, SIUE; N, Master of
BuIwc Z*\ Pr°9ram ' cMTa,t0r in ComPut ing and Information Systems, Schools of
am lv Prlctir?T
eS
n ^ ^A Chdnge ° f De Partment Name, Department of
|
h i y ractice to Department of Family and Community Medicine, School of
USitv at C-arhnnTl V„Y J" 3/ 9-4 Productivi ty Report, SoutheVn IlTlno sS EdSrrfcw!?! b°2d u e V Sch0.01 0f Medicine » and Southern Illinois University
!
not tn hp n'l
an
5
M
'
C
^
dti0n 0f a Colle 9e of A^s and Sciences, SIUE, are
! CoLttee Z It* °n we °mnibUS m0tl'° n - A1S0 Item M was ™ended inc mmi te . We had an information report presented by Professor Myers in
y
Un
have
0n
ao
W
ne
th
in
Dr
-^ \ ^^ WaS thoroughly impressed with "how f
The Annual TL.\ ^i" 9 tec 5nonlo9y in the instructional process of medicine,
and DlSEiJ? S a V ImP r10Ved Part icipation and Success of Minority and Womenisabled Students will come back as an agenda item in October
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Under Executive Officer Reports, President Lazerson announced that
SIUE had received the final report of the North Central Association with regard
to institutional review. He stated he thought it was an excellent report. He
continued that it provides for the next visit of North Central to take place in
the year 2002-2003. He reported that there had been an enormous amount of work
that had gone into the calendar conversion process. He stated that he held the
work of the conversion committee and particularly Sid Denny, who chaired it, in
high esteem. He said that in his view SIUE had the best opening it has ever
had in the 24 years he had been at the University. He continued that there
were essentially no problems connected with beginning the term and given the
amount of change that took place necessitated by calendar conversion he thought
things went very, very smoothly. He apprised the Board of the role SIUE had
played with regard to the tragic situation of the flood. He continued that
SIUE had provided water and hygenic facilities for the people in the City of
Alton through the School of Dental Medicine, and had worked out a plan for
emergency evacuation of residents of Granite City to the campus in the event
the levee did not hold. He reported that SIUE students were at the barricades
filling sand bags, manning mobile food wagons, and things of that sort. He
announced that the University community had really opened up its heart and put
its muscle to work to help victims of the flood. He stated that the clean-up
is now upon them, but SIUE will continue to work with the area to get things
accomplished. He announced with regret that Ben Quill ian, Vice-President for
Administration, SIUE, had resigned to take the Vice-President for Adminis-
tration position at California State University at Fresno. He wished him well
on behalf of the University.
September 9, 1993
Mr. VanMeter received his announcement with regret, and on behalf of
the Board wished Dr. Quillian the very best of success in this exciting new
opportunity.
President Guyon reported that SIUC had also responded magnificently
to the flood situation; everything from filling sand bags to providing
emergency services, organizing volunteers, and being available with time and
money and muscle when needed. He continued that the activity continues. He
announced that Dr. James McGuire is the new Dean of Agriculture. He also
reported that Dr. Carl Getto will assume the deanship of the School of Medicine
on January 1, 1994. He continued that SIU was delighted to have him on board,
and that there's also a sad note because this is Dean Moy's last Board meeting.
He wished to acknowledge Dean Moy's 23 years of enormous contribution to the
University.
Chancellor Brown reported that the search committee for the SIUE
President has identified four candidates for the position. He stated that it
was his understanding that the names and home locations of these candidates
will be announced by the committee later today. He asked that a presentation
regarding the economic impact of the University be presented. He stated that
the presentation summarizes a project conducted by researchers from Carbondale
and Edwardsville. He stated the project was led by Professor Donald Elliott,
SIUE, who was joined by Professors John Meisel and Stanford Levin, SIUE, and
Roger Beck, former SIUC researcher Patrick Curry, Rhonda Vinson, and Michael
Wagner, SIUC.
Professor Elliott made the following presentation:
n.ir„M-nn 7h
he m
?
ss
.
ion
°t
Southern Illinois University is education. Inin
n
th
n
miSS10n
'
SIU enhances the quality of life of citizens of the
underaradu.tp
y
m,cP: ^ Provides extensive academic programs at the
in tJictl Ho„* i P and d°C,t0ral leVels ' includin 9 Professional programsmed ine, dental medicine, and law. Through their academic programs the
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three campuses of SIU in Carbondale, Edwardsville, and Springfield serve over
36,000 students per year. Since its founding in 1869, SIU has produced over
280,000 graduates. In addition to formal academic programs, the campuses
provide other cultural, artistic, professional, recreation, and sports programs
serving over 1,600,000 people per year. SIU's outstanding faculty produces
basic research which advances the frontiers of knowledge and applied research
which benefits area businesses and governments. But beyond these impressive
contributions which are central to its mission SIU further serves the citizens
of the state in central and southern Illinois in particular by significantly
enhancing the region's economic opportunities and performance.
How important is Southern Illinois University to the economy of
central and southern Illinois? The purposes of this study were two: to
describe the scope of activities by which SIU serves central and southern
Illinois and to quantify conservatively and comprehensively the economic impact
of SIU on central and southern Illinois. This study examines Ihe impact of
Southern Illinois University on the 40 counties of central and southern
Illinois shown on the map. These counties represent the primary service areas
of SIU's three campuses at Carbondale, Edwardsville, and the SIU School of
Medicine in Springfield. In this region Southern Illinois University adds
almost $1 billion per year in economic activity. It adds the equivalent of
over 19,000 full-time jobs. A recent study by the Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs indicates that SIU is the 21st largest employer in the state.
In addition, SIU adds almost $600,000,000 to the region in personal income.
The geographic service areas used in the study, the economic models used to
estimate the impact, and the definitions of the impact are different from
earlier studies conducted in the 1980s by the three individual campuses. For
these reasons, results from the current study cannot easily be compared with
those of earlier studies. The current study is very conservative in its
measurement of impact. Consider, for example, our measure of direct economic
impact. We define the direct economic impact as expenditures in the region
which are directly attributable to the presence of the University. These
expenditures were estimated conservatively by counting only the expenditures of
those students and staff who would not otherwise have been present in the
region. For example, expenditures by students who would have resided in the
region anyway were excluded from the University's impact. These are students
who would have lived in the region or attended college in the region even if
SIU did not exist. The expenditures of these students would have been present
in the region anyway and in our judgment should not be counted as part of SIU's
impact on the region's economy. This conservative approach to the measurement
of the University's direct economic impact suggests that these estimates are
lower bound on the University's economic significance to the region. But
despite this conservative approach the magnitude of the University's impact is
impressive. SIU's direct economic impact on the 40 counties totals almost a
half billion dollars per year. Of this half billion dollars almost $200
million stems from the expenditures of students who would not otherwise have
been present in the region. SIU faculty and staff add $177 million of
expenditures. The University's direct purchases and purchases by visitors and
SIU retirees constitute the rest of the University's direct impact. We define
total economic impact as the direct economic impact plus the estimated value of
indirect regional economic activity as others not directly associated with the
University benefit from the round by round creation and respending of income in
the region. For example, suppose that SIU constructs a new Art and Design
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Building at the Edwardsville campus. The region's economy will arowsignificantly more than the income received by the contractor and
9
\lsemp oyees Purchases by the contractor and construction workers create J*tadditional jobs and income in the region. For grocery store clerks dlmechanics, boat dealerships, etc. These people in turn are the™ able tV makeadditiona purchases in the region creating further jobs and income for othersThis magnification of the initial spending of the Un versity, iUstuden? andpersonnel is known as the multiplier effect. According to our computer modelof the region each dollar of direct expenditure by the University itsK8 -,!?1- 'v^ S^dentS 9enerates a second dollar of economic activity thVouqh
Sic TlX'Z «Sd^ re9i °n *- S° that SIU ' S t0tal economic Wacts
h?I«^ 9? ire.ct economic impact. As we see on the slides the
^T^S^ZIfiU! $467 million ' but the total impact is •^«5
three mans^T^ii^T"^ SI u eX JendS beyond southern "linois. The
the sta?e
P
i \ttZ nf dls Play here show SIU's extensive influence throughoutt n erms o employment, payroll, and purchases. This first map shows
is KaphM dlhstribution ^ SIU employment. The number of SIU employee
ILin
CT ty }-y COUnty accordin 9 to the permanent addresses of the
I
1
^
5
',
ThT dlre? t emP l0^ees include faculty, staff, graduate assistants
r l^aaaTn
e
hv*n
The
^.T' Sh°WS the Qeographic'distribution of U's
S«ni * * 9 ?' y Permanent address of the employee. While much of SIU'semployment and payroll benefits Illinois citizens from counties near one of the
three' "Tu
$kfJITiT" S,i U . touches a11 of the counties of the sta?e bn ee. his third map shows University purchases; again, the qeoaraohicaldistribution according to the address of the vendor. Through its purchases SIU
?hele m'aorZon^ ^Vt?,
5
.
5 aCtl
'
Vity in a11 but two co
'
nties of Illlnol™
Jeverthefess thf Mn'
SIU
+
S
,
Pervasive economic presence through the state.N l , the University's greatest impact is clearly on the reqions
S^SS 1 lfl11„to1s!hree C3mPUSeS; th3t 1S> ° n thG 4° C °UntieS of ^tr7l
91
and
Lnr orJ™- reSUltSi 0f ^ Study ] eave little doubt that the University is amajor economic catalyst for the region. But this is a public university
nine's H
y
ow
ta
^
d°llarS and
-
many
°
f th0Se tax dollars come f'om southern
'nPtfnl v
n economic return do the citizens of central and southern
created nv
9
pr £ J ° 1S t3X d° larS budgeted to SIU? 0n the average, SIU
stale revenuP 2^onomic . ac tivi ty in the region for every $1 it received int e. The leveraging occurs in the following way. The University's
d rect ^nH^nS'THT" d° llar °f taX revenue is supplemented by $1.54of
would nTntlJ
WV byk tu^lon. grants, pensions, visitors, and students whoot otherwise have been in the area. Thus the University leveraqes $1 of
Kate "Sdftinn?!
$2 * 54
°
f
,
d1reCt eCOn °miC impaCt
'
As direct ex enditures
fur?hPr Ihln L° ^
in
i°
me and spending in the region the multiplier effectt e enhances the leveraging of state funds. The multiplier effect doublesShe leveraging so that each dollar of state funds received by SIU creates $5 07
me 23S3S aCtlVUy !T the 4° C0UntieS 0f Central and southern Illinois. Let
of I",? 1 "; °n S»e avera 9e $1 of tax fundin 9 f°r SIU creates over $5
ILt nuL* r y in the regi0n ' Let
'
S l00k at Averaging yet another way.
fTMnnVJ VL> *i +Tl™e C°meS fr0m the ^'tizens of central and southern
Bur?? Li ? %•! I e taX TeVenue contrib"ted by these citizens goes to highereducational institutions other than SIU. Suppose we consider only tax revenue
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from central and southern Illinois that is spent by the state on higher
education. How large an economic return do citizens of central and southern
Illinois get for their taxes that support all state universities and community
colleges? The 40 counties of central and southern Illinois receive over $4.50
in economic benefit for every $1 of state taxes paid by the region in support
of Illinois higher education. Illinois higher education is a sound economic
investment for central and southern Illinois on the grounds of economic
activity alone. But remember these figures do not even take into account the
education, job skills, business advice, and enhancements to the quality of life
that the University offers directly to the citizens of the community and which
further attract additional economic development. Southern Illinois University,
a sound investment, a powerful fiscal stimulus, and a stable economic
foundation for southern Illinois.
I would like to recognize two of the research staff that are present
today. Dr. Brown mentioned that Roger Beck and John Meisel fjarticipated.
Unfortunately, they are not here, but Dr. Rhonda Vinson and Mr. Michael Wagner
of SIUC are present in the audience.
Dr. Brown stated that Professor Elliott would be available at a press
conference following the one by the Board Chairman, the Presidents, and the
Chancellor.
The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion and
he proposed that, after discussion, there would be taken up the following
matters:
REPORTS OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS ,
jWE~ANr3~J0lY , 1993, SIUC AND SlUb
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C,
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the months of
June and July, 1993, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of this
meeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees and
these reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minutes
of the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee.
September 9, 1993
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SPECIALIST DEGREE PROGRAM, MAJOR IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY ,
— ~
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, SIUE
Summary
This matter proposes a new program, the Specialist degree program,
major in School Psychology, School of Education, SIUE.
Rationale for Adoption
The Specialist degree in School Psychology is a relatively new degree
designation that has recently been recommended by the National Association
of
School Psychologists (NASP) as the entry level degree for the field of
school
psychology. The most recent standards for school psychologist certification
adopted by the National Council of Accreditation for Teacher Education
(NCATE)
and NASP specify a minimum of three years of full-time academic
study,
including a nine-month internship, beyond the baccalaureate degree.
The SIUE Psychology faculty concur with the recommendation of
NASP
that the Specialist degree in School Psychology should serve as the entry
level
degree for the profession. The degree program will impart to school
psychology
students knowledge and skills significantly greater than that
typically
required for the Master's degree. Graduates will have completed
advanced
requirements that they msut fulfill for certification, and that are
above and
beyond those required for the Master of Science degree, major in Psychology.
Finally, the addition of this degree program will promote and
enhance the
recruitment of high quality students who, upon completion of theirp
program of
academic study and certification, will meet a crucial need in the
State for
school psychologists.
In accordance with SIUE's Statement of Mission, the
proposed
Specialist degree program in School Psychology will provide
a graduate
on that' meets regional needs and takes advantage of
mstUutiona
strenqths It will foster further cooperation with neighboring
educational
institutions, especially the common schools. Furthermore, no
new state
resources are required for this new program.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The proposal was initiated by the Department of
Psychology
chairperson The proposal has been reviewed and approved by
the Curriculum
Committee of the Scho'ol of Education and by the Dean of that
schooli. Thl
proposal has the recommendation of the Graduate Council and
the U"™ersity
Planning and Budget Council. The proposal is recommended for
approval by the
Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs and by the
President, SIUE.
September 9, 1993
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern IllinoisUniversity in regular meeting assembled, That the Specialist degree oroaramW. 1;^? 1 Psychology, School of Education, SIUE, be and is here^established effective January 10, 1994; and n reoy
+ , tit
BE
D
IT FURTHER RES0LVED
»
^at this action be reported to the staff ofthe Illinois Board of Higher Education.
u a n rt
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ESaUEg ^OR NEW PROGRAM
j
(Replaces all forms prior to Oune 1990)
The Illinois Board of Higher Education has the responsibility to approve
new degree programs and all new units of instruction, research, and pub
service including the establishment of a school, department, divisi '
institute or center A request to establish a new on-campus or off-cam'
program should include responses to questions appearing in this instruct
form. Not all off-campus curricula require IBKE approval, notably c
recovery programs ofrered outside the state of Illinois. New procrennectc will ha «.*.,* * ,.,.«! u.. h. n - . ._•*.«
council in the case of graduate programs. All approved new programs i
receive the approval of the SIU Board of Trustees.
Certain sections of this form are applicable to academic procrams c(credit hours, course descriptions, student data, etc.) These will
cmiuue- for researcn and public service requests and requests fcr new uni
SUBMIT ALL OF THE REQUIRED INFORMATION WITH A FORM 92A AS A COYER SHEET
PROGRAM IDEMTTFTCATTnM
1. Inst i tut ion^Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville Data 12-LO-
Oepartment or Administrative Unit Psychology
2. Program Title Specialist's Degree ia School Psychology
This is a (check one): New Program J__ New Administrative Unit
Off-Campus Program:
Out-of-Stats, Cost Recovery*
Other Off-Campus Program
3. CIPS Classification Code
4. Inclusive dates of anticipated operation
5. New state resources required for Fiscal Year 1S93 S
Contact Person Robert E. Las? Phcne 613--5-?2-35«iS
6. The program will be csrr-^c out a: sir- ca-r-.s
[TocaTTcn or :-c;csec IzzvTTzy")
'Frrcosal 3 for qu~-z~-z~z'z. c:s*. r?::v5*v zrzz-*-*
1r.f3rr.cC-' :n c. :c. 1 i-c 7 •:-" :-.:; : :r- ' :'"_•-"
'**Vc
*"=-"
c r r~ r Z - .
September 9, 1993
Degree in School Psychology is a relatively new degree designation and hasrecently been recommended by NASP as the entry level for the field of school
j
psychology. The Specialist Degree is designed to provide additional
j
preparation beyond the Master's Degree but not to the extent of the Doctoral
J
Degree. The most recent standards adopted by the National Council of
|
Accreditation for Teacher Education (NCATE) and NASP specify a minimum ofthree years of full time academic study, including a nine month internshipbeyond the baccalaureate (See Appendix B).
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ffer
nable
I c • ,« P1fychol°Sy Department at SIUE is requesting approval to oithe Specialist Degree in School Psychology. This degree will be a reaso
extension of the existing master's program that leads to certification inschool psychology. The Master of Science Degree will be maintained with a
|
minor change in its requirements. The M.S. program will continue to serve
,
students seeking careers in community agencies and will develop basic
I psychological competencies for those students who will continue theirgraduate study through the Specialist Degree in School Psychology.
Essentially, the only changes involve:
1. Transferring courses to the Specialist Degree that previously
were additional requirements for certification beyond the
master s degree.
2. Incorporating the internship into the Specialist Degree.
3. Requiring the thesis as the capstone of the Specialist Degree.
Since these components have already been developed and offered as an
extension of the present master's program, no additional external resources[will be required for this new program.
L c • -,The Psychol°Sy faculty concur with the recommendation of NASP that|the Specialist Degree in School Psychology should serve as the entry levelinto the profession. This new degree will recognize the fact that schoolpsychology students must show mastery of knowledge and skills significantlygreater than those typically required for the Master's degree. It will awardtudents an appropriate degree designation that is reflective of the current
|
equipments that they must meet for certification. Students will be given
^cognition for completion of the advanced requirements they must fulfill for
K! „tX°n ^ 3bOVe and beyond those squired for the Master ofcience Degree in Psychology. Finally, the addition of this new degreeprogram will promote and enhance the recruitment of high quality studentsho upon completion of their program of academic study, will meet a crucialieed m the State of Illinois.
IISSION
j
•
Goals and Objectives of the Proposed Program
Leli.11 /n°nsistent with S™E's Statement of Mission, the proposed
'ra ! ,
8reC Pr°gram in School Psychology will provide excellence induate education, meet regional and local needs and foster further
ooperation with neighboring educational institutions, especially the common
300
INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE
The Psychology Department currently offers a Master's
Degree with a
specialization in Community School Psychology. This specialization
has been
designed to serve the needs of two groups of students. One
group of students
is prepared to work with children and their families in a
variety of
community agencies such as community mental health clinics,
hospitals,
residential treatment centers and detention centers. The second
group is
prepared to work with children and their families in the schools.
While both
groups of students must meet the minimum requirements of the Master
of
Science Degree (60 quarter hours of coursework including practica
and
thesis), the group pursuing careers in school psychology must fulfill
additional requirements in order to meet certification standards.
The State
of Illinois requires completion of 90 quarter hours of graduate
coursework
including a full school year internship. Thus the curriculum leading
to
certification in school psychology requires 30 additional quarter hours
over
and above the requirements for the M.S. degree.
During the last decade the field of school psychology has undergone
many changes. In addition to the more traditional functions of
psychological
assessment and counseling, the role of the school psychologist has
expanded
to include prevention, program development and evaluation, crisis
intervention, consultation, and intervention with families. In the early
1970's, SIUE psychology faculty, together with other university trainers
ot
school psychologists in Illinois, founded the Directors of University
School
Psychology Programs (DUSPP). This organization has dealt with a variety
of
common issues and concerns, such as the role and function of school
psychologists, curriculum development, certification standards, recruitment
and enrollment, employment trends, and ethical and legal concerns.
DUSPP
also represents the universities and serves as a liaison to the Illinois
State Board of Education (ISBE) and the school psychology professional
organizations. Over the years DUSPP has facilitated many improvements
in the
preparation of school psychologists. For example, in 1977 the internships
were incorporated into the university programs. The following year the
SIUE
program was one of the first three programs to be approved by ISBE,
thus
entitling its graduates to the certificate in school psychology. In the
early 1980' s, the members of DUSPP, themselves active members of
state and
national professional organizations, agreed to adopt the training standards
for school osychology recommended by the National Association of
School
Psychologists (NASP). During this time the SIUE school psychology faculty
developed new courses, added modules to existing courses and required
additional education courses for that group of students seeking
certification
in school psychology. Concurrently, the SIUE School Psychology
faculty,
through DUSPP, ISBE and the Illinois School Psychology Association
(ISPA)
developed new certification standards which were eventually adopted
by the
Illinois State Legislature in 1987 (See Appendix A).
Currently, Illinois university training programs in school
psychology have adopted one of three models to meet these new
certification
standards. Five of the nine approved programs offer the doctoral
degree.
Two programs offer the master's degree with additional coursework required
for certification. Four programs offer the Specialist Degree in School
Psychology (sometimes referred to as "Sixth-Year/Specialist Program ) as a
means of obtaining certification. (Two of the universities offer the option
of either the Specialist Degree or the Doctoral Degree.) The Specialist
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| a. To provide professional training and an advanced degree beyond themaster's level that leads to certification as a school psychologist.
b. To provide additional professional training and an advanced degree beyondthe master's level for school psychologists who received their educationand certification prior to the adoption of the new standards and degreedesignation In effect, the proposed specialist degree will providecontinuing education in a structured program for school psychologists whocompleted their graduate education in the past.
i
Objectives
To build upon the broad foundations of psychology that were presented inthe baccalaureate and master's program.
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8. Relationship to Other University Programs
The proposed specialist degree will impact the present master's
program in psychology most directly in that it will provide a structure for
some of the advanced requirements for certification in school psychology.
Further, the new program will provide an appropriate degree for students
completing these requirements. Since new students will be drawn into this
program, enrollment will increase. Enrollment in other programs will not be
adversely affected. Some of the courses, such as Psychology 565 -
Consultation: Theory and Practice, will be appropriate for graduate students
in other psychology specializations and graduate students in education,
including the doctoral program. Graduate students in the School Psychology
Specialist Program will be required to enroll in some of the following
education courses: Educational Foundations 505 - History of Education in the
United States, Educational Foundations 506 - Contemporary Education Theory,
Elementary Education 505 - Improvement of Reading Instruction, Elementary
Education 506 - Classroom Corrective Reading Instruction, Special Education
400 - The Exceptional Child, Special Education 410 a, b, c, g or t -
Problems and Characteristics of Behavior Disordered, Mentally Retarded,
Gifted, Learning Disabled or Trainable Mentally Handicapped, Special
Education 514 - Legal Aspects of Special Education. Thus, enrollments in
these education courses will increase accordingly.
CURRICULUM
Catalog Description
The Psychology Department offers the Specialist Degree in School
Psychology. This program provides advanced academic and professional
training for students pursuing a career in school psychology. The program
leads to certification as a school psychologist in the State of Illinois and
follows the guidelines recommended by the National Association of School
Psychologists. Admission to this program requires a master's degree in
psychology or a related field. Students will complete a sequential set of
courses, supervised practica and nine month internship in a school setting,
and a thesis. Programs will be individualized based upon the applicant's
previous academic training, professional experience, and career goals.
9. Kej Components of the Program.
Students in the Specialist Program in School Psychology will be
required to complete a minimum of 32 graduate semester hours beyond the
master's degree. This will include coursework, practica, internship, and
thesis. Typically students will complete this program in one and one-half
years, although part-time students can be accommodated. The coursework,
practica, and internship experiences have been designed to meet or exceed
state and national professional standards for specialist degree programs in
school psychology. This program should be considered to be an' extension of
the existing M.S. Degree in Psychology with a Specialization in Community
School Psychology (see Appendix C).
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Undergraduate and Graduate Coursework Leading to t_he Specialist Program
Prior to their entry into the specialist program, students will be
required to have completed the following courses or their equivalents:
A. Undergraduate courses
Psyc 111 Introduction to Pyschology
Psyc 211 Statistics
Psyc 311 Experimental Psychology
Psyc 201 Child Psychology
Psyc 440 Theories of Personality
Psyc 421 Psychological Tests and Measurements
Psyc 431 Psychopathology
Psyc 314 Biopsychology
SPED 400 Psychology of the Exceptional Child
3. Masters level graduate courses
Psyc 520 Research Design and Inference I
Psyc 521 Research Design and Inference II
Psyc 556 Seminar in Community Psychology: Prevention Programs
for Children and Families
Psyc 541a Cognitive Assessment of Children and Adolescents
Psyc 537a Counseling and Psychotherapy with Children,
Adolescents, and Families
Psyc 539 Crisis Intervention and Crisis Therapy
Psyc 543a Personality Assessment of Children and Adolescents
Psyc 514 Advanced Biopsychology
Psyc 553 Seminar in Clinical Child Psychology: Psychopathology
of Children and Families
Psyc 557 Seminar in Developmental Psychology: Infancy and
Early Childhood
Psyc 524 Practicum
Psyc 598 Research Project
Psyc 599 Thesis
Program °1 Study for the Specialist Degree in School Psychology
After completion of the above foundation courses at the
baccalaureate and master's level, students will complete the following
required courses:
Course Semester Hours
Psyc 594 Seminar in School Psychology
'
" 3
Psyc 565 Consultation: Theory and Practice 3
Psyc 524 Practicum in School Psychology k
Psyc 599 Thesis 3
Psyc 596 Internship in School Psychology 10
In conjunction with their advisors, students will select
af three education courses from the following:
EDFD 505 History of Education in the U.S. 3
EDFD 506 Contemporary Educational Theory 3
EDEL 505 Improvement of Reading Instruction 3
EDEL 506 Classroom Corrective Reading Instruction 3
a minimum
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SPE 410a, b, c,g or t - Problems & Characteristics 3
of Behavior Disordered, Mentally
Retarded, Gifted, Learning Disabled or
Trainable Mentally Handicapped
SPE 514 Legal Aspects of Special Education 3
10. Relationship Between the Curriculum and the Objectives
Students entering the specialist program will have already
completed a master's degree in psychology and thus will possess
knowledge/skills in the following areas: psychological foundations,
statistics and research design, assessment, and intervention. The major goal
of the specialist program is to build upon this psychological knowledge base
and to develop additional expertise in the application of psychological
knowledge and skills to the educational setting. The curriculum provides
students with knowledge regarding education of exceptional learners,
instructional and remedial techniques, and organization and operation of
schools. Psychological skills are extended and applied to the educational
setting. Coursework includes psychoeducational assessment, non-
discriminatory assessment, collaboration and consultation, parent and student
counseling, and behavior management. Coursework will also focus upon
professional school psychology with a particular emphasis upon the role of
the school psychologist as a participant on the educational team. The thesis
provides an opportunity to apply research and statistical techniques to
issues in the school setting. As students become increasingly knowledgeable
in the above mentioned areas, they practice their newly developed skills in
supervised practicum and internship sites. Thus the emphasis of the
specialist program is to impart knowledge and to develop skills that will be
required of a certified school psychologist.
11 - 13. Admission Requirements, Transfer Credit and Retention Policies
The Specialist Degree program is designed to accommodate three main
categories of students. One group will consist of those students who have
just completed the Master's Degree in Psychology with a specialization in
Community School Psychology at SIUE. Another group will include students who
have completed a Master's Degree in Psychology at a university other than
SIUE or who have completed a master's degree in a related field such as
special education. A final group will consist of certified school
psychologists who received their education prior to the most recent upgrading
of the requirements for certification. Admission requirements will, of
necessity, be different for these three groups.
For students enrolled in the SIUE master's program, the specialist
program is viewed as a natural extension of their graduate training to become
school psychologists. It is anticipated that students will move directly
into the specialist program upon their completion of the master's degree
requirements with no interruption. Thus the current admission requirements of
the psychology department master's program will be employed. These
requirements include the following:
1. Application to the SIUE Graduate School
2. Application to the Psychology Department
3. Completion of the Graduate Record Examination (Aptitude and
Psychology Area Exam)
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A. Submission of three letters of recommendation
5. Submission of autobiography and career goals statement
6. Submission of academic transcripts
Admission to the master's program is thus dependent upon approval
by the graduate school and by the psychology department graduate admissions
[committee. The graduate admissions committee, consisting of three faculty
jmembers, reviews the application materials listed above and makes a
determination as to whether to accept, reject or, in some cases, interview
applicants. Students accepted into the program are expected to have at least
a 4.0 (B) grade point average in their undergraduate coursework and GRE
jscores totaling 1000 in the aptitude area. While an undergraduate major in
(psychology is typical, qualified applicants from other related academic
[programs may be accepted, provided they have completed the afore-mentioned
(prerequisites.
Applications for the specialist program will be reviewed at the end
jof the Spring semester of the student's first year in the master's program.
After a review of the student's previously submitted application materials
;and progress during the first two semesters of the master's program, the
(student will be interviewed by school psychology faculty members. Acceptance
[or rejection to the specialist program will require at least a A. 25 average
[in graduate coursework and a positive evaluation of academic performance,
[professional behavior and ethical conduct.
Applicants who have completed a Master's Degree in Psychology from
[other universities or a master's degree in a related field will be required
•to submit the same application materials described above to the school
psychology faculty committee. All applicants will be interviewed and their
transcripts will be carefully reviewed. The committee will determine the
extent to which applicants have completed requirements comparable to those of
the SIUE master's program. Additional coursework may be assigned as required
land incorporated into their program of study. Their programs will be
iiesigned to ensure that, upon completion of the Specialist Degree in School
psychology, they will have acquired the same knowledge base and competencies
lis those students who complete all of their training at SIUE.
Applicants who have already been certified as school psychologists
|»nd have several years of experience will be required to submit the same
jidmission materials as listed for the previous group of applicants. However,M addition, their transcripts will be carefully scrutinized to determine the
pxtent to which they have successfully completed the current requirements for
Certification and any deficiencies will be noted. These applicants will also
pe interviewed and their previous professional experience, career goals and
jind any specific academic training needs will be discussed. Information
Obtained from these sources will be transmitted to the school psychology
faculty committee. The committee's decision will be determined by the degree
j>f goodness-of-fit between the student's qualifications, special interests,
md career goals and the ability of the specialist program to meet these
leeds.
Transfer of credit and credit for prior learning experience will
'nly be pertinent to the latter group of applicants, i.e. those who are
[urrently certified as school psychologists. For this group, university
jransfer of credit policies will be followed and a maximum of six post-
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master's semester hours will be transferable to the
specialist degree In
some instances, students may have already completed
one or more of the
requirements for the specialist degree and other courses
or training
experiences will be substituted. These decisions will
be made by the schoo.
psychology faculty committee and approved by the
Graduate Dean.
Retention policies that have already been developed for
the other
specialist programs in the School of Education will
be followed A grade-
ooint average of 4.25 must be maintained and students
must receive positive
Acuity evaluations based upon academic performance,
professional behavior
and ethical conduct. It is anticipated that
full-time students will complete
the specialist program in four semesters. A
maximum time-limit of four years
will be allowed Any exceptions must be approved
by the school psychology
faculty committee and the Graduate Dean.
14. Course Descriptions
No new courses will be necessary for the specialist
program All
graduate courses in psychology have recently been
updated and expanded to
accomodate the conversion to the semester system, including
those that will
be required in the specialist program.
program:
Following are a list of course descriptions for the
specialist
Psyc 594 SEMINAR IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY. History,
theory and
practice of school psychology; psychoeducational assessment
and
remediation with variety of exceptionalities. Prerequisite:
second-year graduate standing in psychology and consent
of
instructor.
Psyc 565 CONSULTATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE.
Principles and
methods of consulting in mental health, educational,
and other
human service organizations. Prerequisite: second-year
graduate
standing in psychology or other human service programs.
Psyc 524 PRACTICUM IN COMMUNITY SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY.
Practicum
experience in professional setting under staff supervision.
Prerequisite: graduate standing in psychology.
Psyc 599 THESIS. Design and implementation of
psychological
research study. Prerequisite: graduate standing in
psychology.
Psyc 596 INTERNSHIP IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY.
Professional training
in school settings; full time for one academic year.
Prerequisite: graduate standing in psychology and consent
of
instructor.
EDFD 505 HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
Theory and
practice of formal education since seventeenth century
in
perspective of contemporary issues.
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EDFD 506 CONTEMPORARY EDUCATIONAL THEORY. Current practices in
schools interpreted against background of recent social and
intellectual movements. Identification and analysis of the nature
of man.
EDEL 505 IMPROVEMENT OF READING INSTRUCTION. First course in
reading sequence. Survey of reading problems, aspects of reading
process, modern practices in teaching reading.
EDEL 506 CLASSROOM CORRECTIVE READING INSTRUCTION. Appraisal of
reading difficulties through administration and interpretation of
reading tests; establishment of instructional programs and
generation of teaching prescriptions for less severe readine
disabilities.
SPE 410a,b,c,g or t PROBLEMS & CHARACTERISTICS OF BEHAVIOR
DISORDERED, MENTALLY RETARDED, GIFTED, LEARNING DISABLED OR
TRAINABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED.
SPE 514 LEGAL ASPECTS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION. Regulations,
statutes, and court cases affecting implementation of special
education services for exceptional children.
15. Part-time Clientele
The proposed program is designed primarily to accommodate full-time
r«M?
nt
**.» ?I
th
?
°ccasional Part-time students, programs will be tailoredto the individual s needs in conjunction with the advisor and approval by the(school psychology faculty committee. Every effort will be made to
accommodate part-time students with flexible course scheduling.
ACADEMIC POLICIES
16. Academic Responsibility
The same policies governing the existing master's program will
CrhV ^PeCialist Pr°Sran>- The specialist program will be housed in thepsyc ology Department in the School of Education and will be administered by
,-ne school psychology faculty committee, which reports to the chair of thepsychology Department. The department chair will be responsible for faculty
assignments, class schedules, and assistantship allocation. Evaluation ofj.tudent work will be the responsibility of those faculty assigned to thegraduate courses and appointed to graduate committees. Curricular
?d„r!^
atl °n
!
mUSt g6t thG aPProval of th* Psychology faculty, the School of
..aucation, the Graduate School and the University level curriculum
ommittees. School psychology students and interns require institutional
fpproval from the School of Education's certification office in order to ben compliance with the policies of the Illinois State Board of Education.
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17. Projections of Student Enrollment
Table 1 contains enrollment and credit hour
projections through the
and current "'a""™"-
^u
»°",
™
xlnuln of t„Qnty-four students, including
^"ho'ere'comPieting interchips, will he in the program
at one time.
18. Courses Offered to Students in
Other Programs
A large percentage of the coursework
for the specialist degree is
availahle Z^Z those enrolled in the program due ££.•£«£-, ^
^^^z^x^i school ^^.-x^.^
Three of the other required courses are °"«f ^/^^sultation: Theory and
disciplines, including the doctoral program.
19 Characteristics of Potential Students
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e ™
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graduat e
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^£d\n"nd^round1d,-ard
U
sviUe and the remainder lived within the
St.
Louis metropolitan area.
It is anticipated that the characteristics
of the stude,»«>«* «±U
be admitted'to the proposed specialist
program directly from the^SlU,^^^
^^rS^^-S-S:.^^'.^ aescrlhed ahove.
^TATFUTDF. NEEDS AND PRIORITIES
20. Other School P^chologjf Training Programs
r cr.fp is the only training program
The school psychology program at blUE souchwes t
u T^r.cr- -n the St Louis metropolitan area ana
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for school psychologists b ^° approVed nrograms in school
region of Illinois. It is one of »«• .caco
.
v 8
d yith one
psychology in Illinois. These nine
universities have cooi
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another over the last two decades by sending representatives to the Directors
of University School Psychology Programs (DUSPP) organization. This
organization was formed to moniter, modify, and develop uniform training
standards for school psychology programs in the State of Illinois. DUSPP has
cooperated with the professional organizations representing school
psychologists and ISBE in developing certification standards. Thus, a great
deal of similarity now exists among these programs. However, each has its
own unique philosophy, theoretical orientation and/or emphasis. The school
psychology program at SIUE is unique in that its philosophical base is
grounded in the tenets of Community Psychology. It emphasizes prevention of
psychopathology through early identification and intervention. Further,
there is a strong emphasis upon field training in the schools and other
community agencies. Practica and an internship are required throughout the
three year program.
In response to ISBE's adoption of new certification standards and
NASP's recommendation that the specialist degree serve as the entry level for
school psychologists, most approved training programs in Illinois have either
obtained, or are in the process of applying for, permission to offer the
Specialist Degree in School Psychology. Thus, in order to stay in compliance
[
with state and national professional standards, and to meet our students'
needs, it is necessary that the specialist degree in school psychology be
added to the master's program at SIUE.
i
21. Student Demand
Over the past five years interest in the Community School
|
specialization has remained high. For example, last year (1990-91) ninety-
'. six students requested formal application materials for the Community School
;
Psychology specialization. Similarly, enrollment has remained high." Of
those applying for this academic year, thirteen students were admitted.
Several highly qualified students were not admitted as our maximum limit had
already been surpassed. The enrollment in this program has remained
relatively stable with an average of eleven new students admitted annually
over the past five years. Reports from other school psychology programs
throughout the state confirm the continuing demand for training in this area.
According to Mark Swerdlik, chairman of DUSPP, enrollment in the nine
I approved programs has increased during the past three years.
22. Occupational Demand
in
Nationwide, the job market for school psychologists is excellent
J
Since the passage of PL 94-142 in 1975 and PL 99-457 in 1986 all public
j
school districts have been required to hire school psychologists to assist
the identification of, assessment of, and educational programming for all
j
handicapped youngsters from birth through 21 years of age. Currently, school
j
psychologists provide services to children in both regular education and
special education. In addition, as the roles of school psychologists have
been expanded to include prevention programming, crisis intervention,
counseling, consultation with teachers and parents, and program evaluation,
the demand for school psychologists has increased. Leaders of NASP have
j
stated that a major shortage of school psychologists now exists and the
demand is expected to continue in the future. A similar situation exists in
Illinois. According to Cayle Johnson, School Psychology Consultant for ISBE
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PACTrLTY AMD STAFF
23 & 24. Faculty and Staff
Mo new oositions will be needed to support
the proposed Specialist
The primary faculty include the^^^^XTZLy 1.
of the primary faculty follows:
Kenneth H. Kleinman (Ph.D.. Washington
University) is P"'*«" and
i;,:;.r.= ;: ess-- =ss ssr.--.sss— ...
a graduate course in advanced biopsychology
.
His research interests have included:
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;""
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;
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Emily J. Krohn (Ph.D., Saint Louis University) is an AssociateProfessor of Psychology at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville Shejoined the faculty in 1981. Dr. Krohn is a full-time school psychology'faculty member and teaches graduate courses in developmental psychology
psychological assessment, and professional issues in school psychology.'
Dr. Krohn has worked in a variety of educational settings for thepast twenty years. She was an elementary teacher at the kindergarten andprimary level and served as a learning disabilities and behavior disorders
consultant. She was certified as a school psychologist in 1976 and worked as
a school psychologist for a public school district in southern Illinois forfive years. Since joining the faculty at SIUE she has served as a consultant
to several educational and community agencies, including the Mascoutah PublicSchool, Chester Mental Health Center, Project Head Start, TENCO, Illinois
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, Illinois Transition Project, andPsychological Associates. Currently, she serves as consulting school
psychologist for the orphanage program at the Chester Mental Health Center in
Dr. Krohn' s research interests have focused on psychological
assessment especially in the area of early childhood cognitive development.She has published articles and presented papers at state and national
^conferences on the validity of the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities,
.Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale-|Form L-M, and Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale-Fourth Edition. Dr. Krohn
!;"l
h" colleague, Dr. Lamp, are currently conducting a longitudinal researchstudy designed to assess the validity of two new assessment techniques forUse with young black and white children from impoverished families. Dr(Krohn assisted the Illinois Department of Vocational Rehabilitation in its
.efforts to validate the IVISA-R, a vocational inventory designed for
;
evelopmentally disabled individuals. She also served as Regional Director
£«„•?? Transition Project, a research project that investigated the[transition process for young handicapped children. Dr. Krohn has been the
KojectT
numerous "search grants through the SIUE Office of Research and
I
Dr. Krohn is a member of the Illinois School Psychologists
S?ho?
ti0n,
1
N
?
t*°nal Association of School Psychologists, and American
I sychological Association, Division of School Psychology. She served as
U«^ta!? 3nd T"iner Representative to the Illinois School Psychologistsssociation in the mid 1980's. Dr. Krohn is actively involved with the
Iddrtlll
5
r
Universit y Sch0°l Psychology Programs, an organization thatA esses training and certification issues in the state of Illinois
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Robert E. Lamp (Ph.D., Washington University) is a Professor of
Psychology at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, and joined the
faculty in 1969. He serves as Coordinator of the Community School Psychology
Specialization. In that capacity, he also serves as Practicum/Internship
Coordinator for the program and teaches graduate courses in psychological
assessment, crisis intervention, child & adolescent psychopathology,
prevention, and consultation.
Dr. Lamp has 30 years of professional experience as a psychologist.
He was certified as a school psychologist in 1962. He served as a school
psychologist in the public schools in Illinois for several years. He also
served as the chief psychologist of a Child Development Clinic and University
Affiliated Center for the Developmentally Disabled at St. Louis University
Medical School for several years. During that time he was an Assistant
Professor in the Psychology Department at St. Louis University. Since
joining the faculty at SIUE, he has served as a psychological consultant to a
variety of schools and community agencies. These include: Illinois
Department of Children and Family Services, Alton State Mental Health Center,
East St. Louis Public Schools, Belleville Public Schools, Cahokia Public
Schools, Family Services Visiting Nurses Association, Madison County Project
Head Start, Creative Learning Center, and Beverly Farm Foundation.
Currently, he provides psychological services to the SIUE St. Clair County
Project Head Start and is director of Lamp Psychological Associates which
provides psychological services to individuals and human service
organizations including Intermediate Care Facilities for The Developmentally
Disabled. He is a Licensed Clinical Psychologist in Illinois and Missouri
and listed in The National Register of Health Service Providers in
Psychology.
Dr. Lamp has presented papers at state and national professional
conferences concerning professional issues in school psychology; validity of
various psychological tests for use with specific populations; cognitive,
academic, and social development of children with Down Syndrome, learning
disabilities, mental. retardation, and impoverished children. He has
published articles on these topics in psychological journals. Currently,
with his colleague, Emily Krohn, he is conducting a longitudinal
investigation of the validity of two new measures of cognitive abilities for
use with young black and white children. He is also investigating the
relative usefulness of several intelligence tests for developmentally
disabled adults.
Dr. Lamp is an active member of the American Psychological
Association, the Illinois School Psychology Association, Illinois
Psychological Association, Missouri Psychological Association and American
Association of Mental Retardation. He also serves on DUSPP, the Directors of
University School Psychology Programs. In the past he has served on several
community boards and advisory committees including Children, Family and Youth
Advocacy Council, Professional Advisory Committee of Family Services Visiting
Nurses Association of Alton, Health Advisory Committee of Madison County
Project Head Start and St. Clair County Project Head Start. He also serves
on the Psychology Department Advisory Committee. Over the years he has been
a speaker and presented workshops for a wide variety of community agencies
and school systems.
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H. Russell Searight (Ph.D., Saint Louis University) is an Assistant
Professor of Psychology at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, andjoined the faculty in 1988. Dr. Searight teaches graduate courses in
child/adolescent personality assessment, consultation, child/adolescent and
family therapy, and group psychotherapy. Dr. Searight is also Adjunct
Associate Professor of Psychology at Saint Louis University, where he
supervises doctoral research and clinical training in marital and family
therapy. In addition, he is Director of Behavioral Sciences at the Deaconess
Family Medicine Residency in St. Louis, Missouri.
Dr. Searight has been providing direct clinical services to
children, adolescents and families for over ten years. Dr. Searight
regularly consults with psychiatric inpatient facilities, as well as,
provides outpatient evaluation and treatment in the St. Louis area. He is
licensed as a clinical psychologist in Missouri and serves as a consultant to
the Veteran's Administration Hospital's Psychology Internship Program.
Dr. Searight 's current research and scholarly interests include:
family assessment, family therapy, qualitative research methods, and gender
issues. He has authored papers for refereed journals and presented papers at
international, national, and regional conferences in psychology, primary
health care, and family therapy. At present, he is directing a large scale
project to validate and obtain clinical data for a family assessment tool for
use with adolescents. In addition, he is developing new training material
for behavioral science education with family physicians. Dr. Searight has
received several research grants through the SIUE office of Research and
Projects.
Dr. Searight is a member of the American Psychological Association,
as well as, a member of the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine.
Anthony J. Traxler (Ph.D., Penn State University) is a Professor of
Psychology at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. He joined the
faculty in the developmental and school areas in 1969. In 1973, he and
Professor Robert Lamp developed the university's Community-School Psychology
Program and in 1976 wrote the proposal for program approval in school
psychology which was submitted to the Illinois Office of Education.
Professor Traxler did his internship in School Psychology at the LaGrange
Area Department of Special Education, LaGrange, IL and received his
certification as a school psychologist in 1966. He has served as a school
psychologist consultant to various school districts and community agencies in
southwestern Illinois, including Collinsville School District Unit #10,
raderborn Language Arts-Reading Center, Waterloo, Illinois, and CEMREL, Inc.,
a National Educational Laboratory in St. Louis, MO.
f
.. .
Professor Traxler has served as a member of the Illinois Directors
university School Psychology Training Programs, and the Qualifications and
roressional Relations Committee, School Section, Illinois Psychological
ssociation. He is a member of the Division on School Psychology of the
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American Psychological Association and has published a number of articles
state certification requirements for school psychologi-sts. He has also
published articles on predicting academic achievement of disadvantaged grade
school children, social class differences in free recall learning in black
children, identity crises in late adolescence, and concurrent validity of the
McCarthy Scales in Children's Abilities.
His current research focus is on sex and gender differences in
psychological development across the life span.
SUPPORT SERVICES
25 & 26. Equipment and Library Resources
No additional outside support will be required inasmuch as the
proposed Specialist Degree in School Psychology is simply a new academic
structure for academic courses that are already in existence. The new
program will continue to receive support and resources from the Psychology
Department and the School of Education. Currently, the Lovejoy Library,
Psychology Department Resource Center, School of Education Computer
Laboratory, SIUE Audio-visual Services ,and Psychology Department Experimental
Laboratories are adequately accommodating the school psychology graduate
students* academic needs. It is anticipated that this support will continue
when the new program is initiated. As new resources, such as new test
materials, journals, books, films, videos, computers, etc. are needed, a
reallocation of existing funds within the department and school should be
sufficient.
27. Practicum and Internship Sites
The public schools provide one of the best training laboratories
for school psychology students. The Psychology Department has, over the
years, developed close working relationships with many of the school
districts that surround the SIUE campus in the Metro-east and St. Louis
Metropolitan area. Students are given excellent professional practicum and
internship training in the field settings. Over a dozen school districts in
the Metro-east region have provided supervised practicum experiences for
students in the master's program. In addition, a number of school districts
and community agencies in the St. Louis Metropolitan area have participated
in field training. The practicum typically consists of one day per week of
field experience with supervision by a practicing school psychologist. The
internship in school psychology is a full-time nine month training experience
in a school setting. Sites and supervisors are approved by ISBE and the
university approves the internship plan and monitors its implementation.
Intern candidates from the SIUE program have been actively recruited by
school districts locally and throughout the states. During the past decade
every eligible student has obtained an internship. Actually, eligible
interns usually have their choice from several sites, since each year many
internship positions go unfilled. Practicum and internship supervisors in
the schools have been highly cooperative with SIUE school psychology trainers
in providing excellent field experiences. Many have highly endorsed the
proposed specialist degree program.
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e followin8 is a partial listing of school districts which haveselected our students as interns in recent years:
Alton Community Unit # 11
Belleville School District # 118
Belleville Special Education District
Bethalto Community Unit # 8
Elgin District U-46
Glenbard School District
Kendall County Special Education Cooperative
Madison County Special Education District Region # 3
South East Region III
Springfield Public School District If 186
West Aurora School District # 129
28. Off-campus Programs
No off
-campus program is being proposed.
SPACE NEEDS
No new space will be required for the proposed program.
ACCREDITATION AND LICENSURE
30 - 32. Current and Future Accreditation Plans
NASP and t«p" i" **"• ,aCCreditation bodie s for school psychology: NCATE,b ISBE. The master's program in school psychology is currently
accredited by NCATE and ISBE. The next NCATE/ISBE review will occur inspring semester, 1994. Following that review and the initiation of thebpecialist Degree program at SIUE, NASP accreditation will be sought. ISBE
c
!n
r!'dy consid«s the current master's program (including the additional
ourses required for certification) the equivalent to the specialist level.Thus, no problems with accreditation for the proposed program are
::"P"ed ' Slnce the new Program was designed to meet both ISBE and NASP
Eduction.'
f°r aCCreditation costs wil l be provided by the School of
FINANCING
33
« New Resources
icnmn«
N
.°
neW resources ar e needed to implement this program. All of thecomponents for the Specialist in School Psychology have already been
veioped and are operational. The new degree will provide an academic
conti I
coursework that is already being offered. Program needs will
Ed»r^
Ue C
u ,
funded trough the regular Psychology Department and School of
^aucation budgets.
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OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
34. N.A.
APPROVAL STATUS
35. Current Status
As of this date, the proposed program has been approved by the
Psychology Department, the Dean of the School of Education, and the
Academic
Affairs Committee of the School of Education.
SUMMARY
36. Abstract
The Psychology Department requests approval to offer the Specialist
Degree in School Psychology (SSP) as an extension of its existing Master of
Science Degree in Psychology with a Specialization in Community School
Psychology. The current master's program that leads to certification in
school psychology requires ninety quarter hours (sixty semester hours)
including two years of academic coursework and a nine month full-time
internship in the public schools. The program is presently approved by
ISBE
and NCATE and follows the recommended guidelines of state and national
professional organizations. The specialist degree, which is beyond the
master's level but not as advanced as the doctoral degree, is now the
accepted entry level into the field of school psychology. The primary
reasons for seeking the Specialist Degree in School Psychology are: 1)
To
award graduate students the appropriate degree that reflects the advanced
level of training required for certification in school psychology, 2) To
align SIUE's degree designation with other specialist programs in the State
of Illinois and nationwide, and 3) To comply with recommendations of NASP.
Since the addition of this new degree program is simply a formalization of
current requirements, no new resources will be necessary.
September 9, 1993
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Table I
ENROLLMENT AND CREDIT HOUR PROJECTIONS
FOR THE NEW PROGRAM*
CcSe *?& 2nd 3rd 4th
Year Ya^r Ys^ Ye=j: y^r
01 Number of Procram
Majors (Fall Term
Keadcount)
C2 Annual Full
-Time
Equivalent (FTE)
Majors
03 Annual Number of
Credit Hours
Generated by Majors
and Ncn-Majors in
Existino Courses
That Are Needed to
Support the Prooosed
Curriculum**
04 Annual Number of
Credit Hours
Generated by Majors
and Non-Majors in
ggw Courses That Are
Needed to Support the
Proposed Curriculum**
05 Annual Number of
Decrees Awarded
Ption or special i 25 -i n within hi P r=P c S e"d prVgVw.* " ^
""" *~ n
--"- ] y riszcnsizU fcr --* prspcHd prsgrw." "* —-«— «••-
one
S
seLes'er
S
" ^^ Se=lmes^- Thus
'
Bu^e-. Y ear cc:al rtfltcta only
2
„
--
=e r:o credi: hours fr:- rev courses. s:-ce r.c r.*v curs-
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Requirements for the Certification of School Psychologists in Illinois
Educational Requirements:
A. Must have graduated with a master's degree or higher degree in
psychology or educatic
psychology with specialization in school psychology, including aminimum of sixty (60) semes
hours ofcoursework, field experiences, and internship at the graduate level. All academic w
listed in subsection OB) of this Section is required and may be met through completion of t:
courses, seminars, or practica. The requirements designated by asterisks must be met at
graduate level, while completion of the other areas is acceptable at either the graduate or
undergraduate level. Graduate credit may also be earned for academic work in related fi
such as special education and educational psychology.
B. Content Areas and Courses Graduate
Semester
Hours
1. Educational Foundations
a. Exceptional Individuals
b. Regular and/or Special Education Methods
c. Foundations^upervision/Administration of Regular
and/or Special Education"
2. Psychological Foundations
a. Learning/Cognitive Processes*
b. Child/Developmental Psychology"
c <^d Psychopathology/Behaviorally Disturbed
d. Biological Bases ofBehavior (e.g., neurological,
physiological, and biochemical)
e. Personality
3. Professional School Psychology "
School Psychology*
4. Assessment (Ages 0-21) • 8
a. Individual Nondiscriminatory Intellectual Assessment*
b. MrmAiarriminatjrry Personality Assessment
(Personal^ocial/Adaprive Behaviors)"
c. Nondiscriminatory Psychoeducational Assessment"
5. Intervention (from 2 of the following) - 6
a. Behavior MaiiagemencModiflcation
b. Counseling and/or Psychotherapeutic Methods
c. Consultation
6. Statistics/Measurement.Research
a. Statistical Methods
b. Research Methods
c. Psychological MeasuremeacTes— and Measurement
3
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' wl?Xperi?aces(laust ^«de a minimum of 250 clockhour, « a school setting and/or child studentJ££t
Practicum*
Internship
C
' **^^*££&&r;^*« Phonal psycbo.ogical experience with
c^diSed as a ,uper*sing J^oSgtsT
88toneaad «*«• ** "W-nrMon of an incivi£2
1. Interpretation ofTerns
cUIoxea^derthes^nSonofl.I^. ^.T
3
:
mdudfa? w«k with exceptional
*-Mfr a, aschoolSSKtrfttahES^"^ P***""** who?woufeft. psychological ss^JSSrfSIrano^l£" "**"^ of a^"«« -
D. Additional Qualifications Required
L JSS^W*11*1 exa^inahon of children including educahonal diae
<™=s and^^n^^^^^^^
•ssessaent of children " ed *° "uPPle=«=' the psyclholog^cai
rs of
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APPENDIX B
National Association of School Psychologists
STANdARds For TRAiisiNq ANd Field PUcemcnt
PRoqRAMS in School Psychology
I. STRUCTURE OF PROGRAMS IN SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGY
Traininc prccrams in school psychology lead to a recognized cecree
at the doctoral level, or to a sixth-year credential
granteo cy the
university or state. Graduate credentials are customarily basec upon
satisfactory completion of a minimum number ot course crecits. In
each instance there is a planned, supervised and integrated program
of Graduate study. Programs are titled Scnool Psychology and
are
clearly identifiable as organizational units.
1. Doctoral Program Requirements
_„,*,.„
1 1 Standard: Doctoral prccrams shail consist of a minimum or ,cur
years of full-time- academic study cr its equivalent beycnc the
baccalaureate decree. Tne program shall include a minimum cr
84 cracuate seme'ster hours or the equivalent, at leas: 1 2 hours
of whicn are exclusive of credit for the preccctcrai sucerv-sec
internsmo experience and any terminal ccctcrai project (e.g..
dissertation) and shail culminate in institutional documentation.
1 2 Standard: The prccram shall limit the numcer or crecit
hours
acquired throuah courses, seminars, ana other learning
excer;-
ences not ocen exclusively to gracuate stucents to
no mere
than one-third of the student's program.
1 3 Standard: Doctoral program requirements excude
crecit ,cr
undercraduate study, study which is remeciai. or study
wn.cn s
designed to remove deficiencies in meeting reauirements
for
prccram admission.
. .
1 4 Standard: Doctoral programs shall mcude at leas* one aca-
demic year of predoctoral supervised internship experience
censistinc of a minimum of 1200 clock hours, at least 600 ncurs
of which must be in a scnool setting.
1 5 Standard: No mere than 12 graduate semester hours
aw^rced
as crecit for the predoctoral sucerv.sed internship
excer:ence
snail be counted tcwarc the recuirec minimum ct 84 cracuate
1 6 Standard: A full-time continuous residency or an
alternate
olanne" excenence is recuirec for ail ccctcrai candidates.
Prc-
crams ailcw.ng alternate p.annec exoener.ces as a
sucstitute
for full-time resicency mus; cemenstrate how those sxper
-
er.ces are ecu.vaient to these csmrr.cn.y assccatec
wit., es-
Cer.cy -ecuiremerus fcr the ccctcrai zecr**
2. Sixth-Year Specialist Program Requirements „„,.,.«. -, -
7 ' s-=rca"- Sixth-V^ar. Scec:aiist programs s.e.l c-r.s.s. ^
=
2
-
^urn'of "ree'years cf fui.-,me acacem.c stu_cy_cr the
ecuiva:er,t cevcr.c the caccaia-.reate cecree.
rc.c.rg *._ e__.
60 cracuate semester -.curs cr re scuiva.e.-t.
arc ,..« ~
rate r r.s:.tu:icra! -cementation.
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3.2.
3.3.
3.4.
22S^^ss^^
^1?ul3^^^ p^a,n ^^ments exclude
study whiSi « dlS,
Uat
! f
tUdy
'
study which is remedia
'.
or
2 4 S^WSSSBE deficiencies in meeting
fnf2Sim?h
"Year;
?
PeCia,ist Prc9ram^ shall include at least
Sn« nf f m°n yeaf °f .SUpervlsed internship experience cct
9 ,
ffi^Kr^sss? hours - at -* 6o° h°- °<
SSS?b,™? man 12 9raduate ssmester hours awarded
Sunted oward mf
U
rpo
rV,Led !mernsnip e*Pertence snail becounte tow the required m.n.mum of 60 graduate semester
2 '6
* SSS^' A fU,,"time cont,'nuous residency or an alternate
cand^l
e
s
XP
p
e
:
enCe fs re^lred for a" Sixth-Year.SpecaHslandidate Frograms allowino alternate planned exDertencX
mcsVexlenwS ***"• *""** m« SSSS h'cw
aied w^h
P
foi!w
6S w e^u,vaJen< to those commonly assoc-
degree ^
re<
"J
«'reme^ far the Sixth-Year/SpecSSt
3. Content of School Psychology Program
^1 Tne curr'culum shall be based on exolicitlv sn«~fi«ri
SS3L"? reK ^e programswSSd^p^
prepared t£~ «?J? SCh°o1 W*°«ogy trainee is being
between
, ihlS «hv
a
"
be a d,rect and ofavious relationsh.pKuSL0180^ ard me comP°"ents of the curricu-
mustS nrfS°rwareaS '" Wh 'Ch a" SCh001 P^chology trainees
(urn <hf.i
P
^f^ed are Presented in Standard 3.4). T?e curricu-
U bete J^n2e me ,evel of Preparation for Doctoral study
552U£rS^" ^^•"» b^"d ^ ^or Sixth?
SoteSr^a?rOU9*2 mu,tJC5J,tural education for all school psy-£?£a,ne*s ' me PreS'am snail prcmcte understanding of
2255JJ? '.£ d respons.veness to cultural diversity.
nSS£22t5?2f,m Sha" Pr°m0te "n^erstanding of andf^Z^l^*™* ot «**"- pe—
*
Of2SScThneZ°S[am ShS" insure *"• substantial preoaraticn
SIrouch couSi
C
^
C9y tfa,neeS
'" each cf :he to''cwinc areastn gn ourses, course content cr other accrccriate me*r.a-
Psychological Foundations
Siclcgical Eases cf Eehavior
Cultural Diversity
Chiic anc Adolescent Deveiccmeri (Norma- =rc A-rc— .-Human Excecricraiit.es ' *-nc....«i,
Human Learning
Scc:al Eases cf Eehavior
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Educational Foundations
Education of Exceptional Learners .
Instructional and Remedial Techniques
Organization and Operation of Schools
Assessment
Interventions (Direct and Indirect)
Consultation
Counseling
Behavior Management
Statistics and Research Design
Professional School Psychology
History and Foundations of School Psycnology
Legal and Ethical Issues
Professional Issues and Standards
Roles and Functions of the School Psychologist
4. Orientation to the Educational Process paae„e,
4.1. Standard: Programs shall employ a systematic and
reas.rod
sequential plan to orient school psychology
students to the
educational institutions they will ultimately serve.
4.2. Standard: Programs shall provide students with
a
-P^™* <
«
gram of directed observations and participation in
educational
4.3. IIS* Programs shall acquaint students^^Won-
sibilrties, and functions of other pupil service personnel,
mc.uc
ing the operation of interdisciplinary teams. .|jlh|.
4.4. Standard: Programs shall familiarize students
with ava.laole
school and community resources.
5. Practica Experiences
-..««,, a\
(For a description of suggested practices, see Appendix A)
5.1. Standard: Practica experiences shall be distinct
from and
occur prior to the internship. »:«,«/«>
5.2. Standard: Practica experiences shall occur at the
tirne<s)
appropriate to the specific train.ng objectives of tine W*J-
f
5.3. Standard: Practica experiences snail be of sufficient
length
oj
time to be appropriate to the specnc tra.n.ng objectives
of the
5.4. standard: There shall be a direct and °^^^jjg
between the practica experiences and the ocjectives
for wh.cn
the practica are intended.
~witinn< ri
5.5. Standard: Practica expenences sna I occur ur.de
con,drto s^sr
supervision appropriate to the soec:nc tra.n.ng
objectives cr .he
5.6. SEKEf: Practica expenences shall be provideci appropriate
reccgn.tion throuch the awarding cr academic: c.edit.
5.7. Standard: Practica experiences snail be prev
ded « sj-ng.
sucportive cf the s?ec:fic tra.n.ng CC.ect.veSw
the
' P«SJ-J;
5.8. StaSdarc, Practica -=-ences_^, c
w,«h univ^.ty
involvement appropriate to me sye-.i»-
the program.
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5.9. Standard: Practica experiences shall be systematically evalu-
ated in a manner consistent with the specific training objectives
of the program.
6. Internship Experiences
(For a description of suggested practices, see Appendix B)
6.1. Standard: Tne internship experience shall be provided at or
near the end of the formal training period.
6.2. Standard: The internship experience shall occur on a full-time
basis over a period of one academic year, or on a half-time
basis over a period of two consecutive academic years.
6.3. Standard: The internship experience shall be consistent with a
written plan and shall meet the specific training objectives cf
the program. J
6.4. Standard: The internship experience shall occur in a settina
appropnate to the specific training objectives of the program
"
^ At ,east 60° dock hours or' *e internship experience
shall occur in a school setting and shall provide a balance^
exposure to regular and special educational programs.
6.6. Standard: The internship experience shall be provided appro-
pnate recognition through the awarding of academic credit
6.7. Standard: The internship experience shall occur under cona-
tions of appropriate supervision. Field-based internship supe'-
vtsors shall hold a valid credential as a school psycholocis: for
that portion of the internship that is in a school setting". Tnat
portion of the internship which appropriately may be in a non-
school setting shall require supervision by an aopropriately cre-
dentiaied psychologist.
6.8. Standard: Field-based internship supervisors shall be rescon-
sible tor no more than two interns at any given time. University
internship supervisors shall be resoonsible for no more than
twelve interns at any given time.
6.9. Standard: Field-based internship supervisors shall provide at
east two hours per week of direct suoervisicn for each intern.
University internship supervisors shall maintain an on-coinc
relationship with fiefd-cased internshio suoervisors and "snail
provide at least one field-based contact per semester with each
intern.
6.10. Standard: The internship placement aaency shall provide
appropriate support for the internshio experience whicn snail
include: a) a written contractual agreement soecifyinc the
period of apoointment anc the terms cf compensation." t) a
schedule of appointment consistent with that cf agency scncci
psychologists (e.g.. calendar, participation in in-service meet-
ings, etc.), c) prevision for particcaticr. in continuinc prcr'es-
sional cevelooment activities, d) excense reimcurseT.e
consistent with'peiicies pertaining to agency sc.-.ca psyeni
cgists. ej an accrccnare worx envircr.rreru ncucinc acecus
supplies, materials. secrerarai servces. anc sffici s^aca
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release time for internship supervisors, and g) a commitment to
the internship as a training experience.
6.11. Standard: The internship experience shall be systematically
evaluated in a manner consistent with the specific training
objectives of the program.
6.12. Standard: The internship experiences shall be conducted in a
manner consistent with the current legal-ethical standards of
the profession.
7. Continuing Professional Development
7.1. Standard: The program shall provide an active continuing
professional development program for practicing school
psychologists.
8. Program Approval
8.1. Standard: Programs shall meet established approval stan-
dards for the state department of education in whose jurisdic-
tion the program is located.
September 9, 1993
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APPENDIX C
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY
SPECIALIZATION IN COMMUNITY SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Name Date Admitted
Master's study by the student here named is approved subject to the plan and
conditions indicated below.
Advisor's signature Date
Area Coordinator's signature Date
Chair's signature
^^^^ D
Course Title Cr
.
Sem. Grad<
A. CORE COURSES - 6 HOURS
1. Psyc 520 - Research Design & Inference I 3
2. Psyc 521 - Research Design & Inference II 3
B. CONCENTRATION - 24 HOURS
1. Psyc 556 - Seminar in Community Psychology: 3
Prevention Program
2. Psyc 541a - Cognitive Assessment of Children and 3
Families
3. Psyc '537a - Counseling and Psychotherapy with 3
Children, Adolescents and Families
4. Psyc 539 - Crisis Intervention and Crisis Therapy 3
5. Psyc 543a - Personal-ity Assessment of Children and 3
Adolescents
6. Psyc 514 - Advanced Biopsychology 3
7. Psyc 553 - Seminar in Clinical Child Psychology: 3
Psychopathology of Children and Families
8. Psyc 557 - Seminar in Developmental Psychology: 3
Infancy and Early Childhood
C PRACTICUM Minimum of 7 hours in schools and agencies that serve
children, adolescents, and families.
1. Psyc 524 - Practicum
!
2. Psyc 524 - Practicum 2
3. Psyc 524 - Practicum 2
4. Psyc 524 - Practicum o
5. *THESIS/RESEARCH PAPER
1. Psyc 599 - Thesis/Research Paper 3
|
Students pursuing the Specialist Degree in School Psychology will complete
» research paper as their final requirement for the Master's Degree. A
•nesis will be required as part of the Specialist Degree. All other students
'in complete the thesis as part of the Master's program.
Name
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APPENDIX D
SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
Date Admitted
Specialist study by the student here named
is approved subject to the plan
and conditions indicated below.
Advisor's signature
Area Coordinator's signature
Chair's signature
Date
Date
Date
Course Title
Cr. Sem. Grade
CONCENTRATION
^
1 Psyc 594 - Seminar in School Psychology
*
2*. Psyc 565 - Consultation: Theory and Practice
J
3
"
Required Education Course
4 ]
"~ Required Education Course
5
*
Required Education Course
B. PRACTICUM 9
1. Psyc 524 - Practicum in School Psychology ^
2*. Psyc 524 - Practicum in School Psychology 2
C. THESIS 3
1. Psyc 599 - Thesis
D
- SrS?^SS ^TZ^slZll that lasts one academic year
(9 or 10 months) is individually arranged. School
progru«
supervising psychologists are approved by the
Illinois State Board of
Education.
5
Supervision is provided on »i" by the supervi. ng
psychologist. Internship plans are approved by the
C.S. £™"a
also monitors and evaluates the student's progress
in fulfilling
objectives of the individualized internship plan.
1. Psyc 596 - Internship in School Psychology >
2 Psyc 596 - Internship in School Psychology 3
TESTS
1. Ulinois State Board of Education School Psychology
Proficiency Test
2. Illinois State Board of Education Basic
Skills Test
3. The University and the State of Illinois
require successful
completion of coursework to pass the Illinois
constitution test.
NOTE: All persons seeking certification in Illinois
either ™st be
United States citizens or must have filed a declaration
of intent
become a citizen on forms provided by the federal
government.
No changes may be made in this program without the Initialed
approval of your
advisor. In such an event, a new program must be filed.
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UK) Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Interoffice Communication
Speech Communication
DATE: May 22, 1992
TO: William Slattery, Chairperson
Graduate Programs Committee
FROM: Kevin McCIearey, Chairperson^^^^l^C^^=rT^v^
Ralph Giacobbe "Z^^^^^^^^^h
Martha Welch
-Ad Hoc Review Committee - Program Proposal for the
Specialist Degree in School Psychology
I
SUBJECT: Review of Program Proposal
I
|
We are writing in response to your memo of April 28. 1992. We have reviewed carpf„nuJe^oposal for a new Speoiaiis, degree in sLo. hycUCogyaXTnZt^S
I
W^™?<£^ °° matChing *e pr°P°sars narrative a^nst the criterion
^pw Prnnfol? ?
uest,ons Wearing in the guidelines for complefcng a "Request for aKS 0f Oology Phas rlsponde'd thoroughly
hink thai tZ nmrSJ2S • and ar9uments »n support of the new proqram We
easonsl
P P
**
Pf°9ram
'
S eSpecia"y deservin9 °< support for the followfngTour
-No new resources are needed to implement and
and maintain this new program.
-There is a stable, long-term market for the newprogram.
-The new program responds proactively to emerging
academic and professions! accreditation standards.
-The new program coherently organizes existing
courses into a curriculum that responds effectivelyto students' needs.
^°peaedXoflme%Pin^ lh*™9h [ se™ <° ™ke « stronger would be to preview
telationshlo fc™her Un,v»S I Whe" d,fcu-fin9 (on page 4> lhe new program's
entered aXdTne'nZ!nf.yH P.r?9ram,S ' The dlscussion °' 'hat relationship is
> size of he"ncrease
9
T,Ta I!
3
! f
n
J°"
men
«
wi
« increase.- but no mention is made of
•12 new studems oer vearfminh, '
°' '
h
? T"' az? °' ,he increase (approximate*% overburden hSunftsourceT * "* *"* ** ** enr0llmen, SUrge
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We are also concerned about the effects that current and anticipated reductions in
university school and department resources might have on the new program and the
existinq programs with which it is (and would become) interdependent. While these
concerns do not need to be addressed in the text of the proposal, we recommend that the
Graduate Programs Committee engage the department and the school in dialogue about
the new program's status in relation to other priorities for resource allocation.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the proposal. Please contact us if you have any
questions about our procedures or findings.
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UEJ Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
Interoffice Communication
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
MEMO TO: Steve Hansen ,J jx, J Jul * 13 > 1992
FROM: Ken Kleinman, Bob Lamp and Emily Krohri
SUBJECT: Specialist Oegree in School Psychology
lln'srhnni P°/v/h rt7ard1n9u the Ad H°C ReView Committee's Report on the Specialist Degree
ew or^ "VI! especia11* foraged both by the overall favor ble^-
\llTnc?< A tu Tlttee . and tneir recommendation that it be approved. Below are reisponses to the four points raised in your memo of June 4:
Based upon past and current enrollments in the Master's Degree proqram in
^?U^U5S5l08yi WC ant i Cipdte that approximately s'xTfte1 Nnl /aCh /earWJ11 be ddm1tted t0 the specialist degree
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-
the m*J°ri ty 0^ approved school psychology
doctor??
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:
09rams/ n IJ1 nols have already adopted either the specialist or
species ?ll?nni?
r/h,eVr S?°01 ps*chol°^ programs. Appendix A, whichpplrl S certification requirements, states that "a master's de-
mHrJi «J 9 *"*.' * . lnc1udin9 <* minimum of 60 semester hours ... is re-1 h" lflCdtl0n '' ThuS the specialist degree will provide recogni-
hlSnnrf fh
r«»u
.
lr««en-ts they must now fulfill for certification that arebeyond those required for the master's degree.
tL^nll^i °I 2 dge 1 °f the P r°P°saK the master's degree not only serves
who ! ih students pursuing careers in school psychology, but also those
roll- J e W°rklng WUh chlldren «d their families in a variety of oth.rcommunity agencies. Based upon past enrollments, these two groups of grad-
tfnl
tudents have been approximately equal in number. Thus, we must con-
in r«J° .
provide the ^^ter's degree for those students who desire to workcommunity agencies other than schools. Further, the master's degree is a
SronrTrL <-k f """"J ddvdnced specialist degree. Thus, the master'sp ogram cannot be dropped.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE DEGREE PROGRAM . MAJOR IN
COMPUTING AND
T
^irTM^rFMS. SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS AND SCIENCES, SIUE
Summary
This matter proposes a new program, the Master of
Science degree
program, «3or
™
"W and Informal Systems (CIS), Schools of Business
and Sciences, SIUE.
Rationale for Adoption
The primary purpose of the CIS program
will be to advance the
problems and "ttereby will serve regional
needs in southwestern Illinois.
ThP ns oroaram is an applied computing program focusing
on the areas
computer system archuectures and networ ks ^ Pwgr.- « PJ>
,
£hX -see«rbTrffVcbyapernsira^ s&%SS-^^t^X^JTlVhSe^b^kU-nd 'to function as a computing
generalist in a small company environment.
different aspects of the same ^"^Jj^/^f^^VreUsive curriculum
two departments, the P"V««d P^Tc.1
.«aV?f the dS"i« of computing,
that covers both managerial and technical
are s °T "e <r 5t
£ d capabi iities
^^rbo^STt. tr Bort fmi^e gating Haster of
Science degree program, major in Management In ormation
Systems.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none,
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Constituency Involvement
The proposal was initiated by the Departments of Computer Science andManagement Information Systems. The proposal has been reviewed and approved by
n»L"W" Cor^teeS Tf the Sch00ls of Business "d Sciences and by the
Council a„rt
e
h
SC
M°°-
1S
-
.I
he Proposal has the recommendation of the Graduate
nd the University Planning and Budget Council. The proposal is
In"he Preside'nTsluE! ^ Pr°V°St *"" Vice-President f<" Academic' Affairs
Resolution
lln
. /orc , t
BE IT ^SOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern IllinoisUniversity in regular meeting assembled, That the Master of Science decree
Sr?pnr« "Shf k"
Co
"!
puti
!!
9 a
k
nd Information Systems, Schools of Business andciences, SIUE, be and is hereby established effective January 10, 1994; and
„ tit
BE
o
T FURTHER RES0LVED
»
That this action be reported to the staff ofthe Illinois Board of Higher Education.
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REQUEST FOR A NEW PROGRAM
February 5, 1993
Title of the New Program: Master of Science, major in Computing and
Information Systems
Departments: Management Information Systems, School of Business
Computer Science, School of Sciences
Date of anticipated operation: January 1994
New state resources required for Fiscal Year 1994: None
Contact Persons:
Robert Klepper, Department of Management Information Systems,
(618) 692-2504
Gregory Stephen, Department of Computer Science, (618) 692-2386
This is a proposal for a Master of Science, major in Computing and
Information Systems. The program will be a joint offering of the graduate
faculties in Management Information Systems and Computer Science. No new
resources will be required for the program. Upon its approval by the IBHE, a
proposal terminating the Master of Science, major in Management Information
Systems will be submitted.
The Management Information Systems Program has always had an applied
research emphasis and an industrial advisory board which provides a direct
link to local industry. The new program preserves the applied research and
applied computing emphasis of the MIS program while broadening the coverage of
computing in a way that is necessary because of the continuing development of
computing technology. The new program can be implemented without new
resources because the faculties of the two cooperating departments have both
the technical expertise and the applied expertise to implement the program.
September 9, 1993
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1. MISSION
Ernest Boyer, writing in a recent report of the Carnegie Foundation for the
legislation gave federal land «o each state, with proceedsC"! heland to support both education in the liberal arts and training in 'he skills that
common good was planted on the prairies."
ra SltSu°L« Sef landmark eVemS> the agricultural sciences deve'°Ped at a rapid
TodTy wHre in me S«87 ^ a"d 'he aSricultural experiment stations.
ra .tv
a
Trr
,
a^r8emem ,nformation s^ L 'y ™* *d^^J shZl? .cooperB,n« ,n a revlsi0" of the Master of Science, major in Manaeement
!hl„?
a
i
^
^sterns pmgram. To signal the revision, the name of he degree will bechanged to Master of Science, major in Computing and Information Systems (CIS).
eCOnnItl
e
h
PrimarV,rPOSeJ 0f 'he C 'S pr°8ram wi " te t0 advance the regionalconomy by providmg graduates who can assist businesses to integrate knowledge of
ChwerLrPUt 'ng 1 teChn0l0gy a"d dCVel°P "ew aPP'-ations
g
The econonyotSouth este n Illinois ,s laggmg seriously and the nature of that economy is such that
evT"? ffe
"S
h
r
°
f ™P»ti"«."***>» «° "™s in the region can LI m.^r viving e ct by increasing their competitiveness and productivity and thus heloine toensure their survival. The public university in the region can be« stimulate hi
g
S '/I: m"8h lherreff°rtS °f i,S **»> Wh° foCUS °" computing .echlogy The
£h!Li g e US£ °f C°mpUting lecl'"o|ogy » a knowledge barrier Even
Enable c
P
oTTh
PU, 'n8
M
an
* aCCeSSib 'e Via "C,WOrks to a sma» -»">any at'
get^ha. i, Z/ Pr0^mS acomPa"y faces are determining what it needs, how tot w t ,t needs, and adapting its personnel to new technology. The graduates of the
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CIS program will be major carriers of the technology being transferred. They will be
capable of acting as agents of change in the local economy.
The CIS program is an applied computing program which focuses on the areas of
information systems, software engineering, user and application interfaces, computer
system architectures, and networks. The program will prepare students to be practitioners
in positions such as software developer, consultant, system integrator, technology
manager, systems programmer, and application software specialist. The coverage will be
comprehensive and thorough enough so that a graduate of the program should have
sufficient background and confidence to function as a computing generalist in a small
company environment. A small company cannot afford a range of specialists to match
its range of computing needs nor can it provide training to develop the specialists it
needs. Rather, if it is to make competitive use of computing technology, it needs
individuals with a sound grasp of current technology, practices, and industry trends.
Computing Programs at SIUE
The history of computing programs at SIUE has been influenced by the organizational
structure of the University in the 1960's and by the employment opportunities
available
to residents of Southwestern Illinois. Parallels can be found in
many regional
comprehensive universities.
By 1967, there were a few computing courses in both the Division of Business
and the Division of Science and Technology.
The 1969 University catalog describes a computer science "track" in the
undergraduate major offered by the Faculty of Mathematical Studies. In its early days,
the primary mission of that Faculty was to supply high school mathematics
teachers tor
Southwestern Illinois. As enrollments at the university increased, the mission
broadened
to providing programs which would prepare students for the employment
opportunities
available to residents of the region. Since there was no engineering
school at SIUE at
that time, Mathematical Studies was the natural home for a technical computing
track.
Today, most of the courses in the 1969 computer science track
would be classified as
applied mathematics or operations research.
The nature of the required courses in the computer science track
changed as the
discipline of computing evolved. The first Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM
curriculum recommendation for undergraduate computer science was
published in 1968
and provided direction for the Faculty. As new courses were added
for the
undergraduate program, some advanced graduate-level courses were
also created for
students in the applied track of the mathematical studies graduate
program.
Planning for the management systems graduate program, the torerunner
ot the
present MIS graduate program, began in 1974. The initial program had a
management
science (operations research) orientation. The only evidence in the Graduate
School
archives of interaction between the Faculty of Mathematical Studies and the
faculty
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developing the new management systems program is a letter expressing concern that the^program would duplicate operations research courses taught' by lASSLl
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direC,ion of development of computer science offerings wasl n e y th employment opportunities available to graduates who completed Thecomputer science track and by ACM curriculum recommendations. For mZ year thepr mary employers of graduates were major defense contractors in the sTuuis £twho were developing a.rcraft and missile systems and other weapons system?
?plSs y '
,hC C°mPU 'er SdenCe °fferin8S did "0t
-<"-- busines^' processing
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„Mr,YTlu */
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°° l f BuSineSSl the evolution of '"formation systems curricula
fnfoZl ? rr^ °i^^ f°r edUCa,i0n ln ,he business applications ofmformation technology. At the undergraduate level, the School of Business offers an£Ln cz?7z ,o a n,inor, for business maj°rs - This ^>^ "^
D^manrf h,« K
'"formation ^sterns analysis, design, and implementation
-22? r consistently high. In 1991, 203 students were enrolled in the MISST' ^T™'^ 25% °{ ,he ""^graduate business majors. Many graduates
tfJL K
sPeclal 'zat"'« are employed as programmer-analysts, e d-user computing
me'Sli^re
5
:.
SyS'emS*' ""' 'eChniCa ' C0"SUltantS '" >"s** the
m^lg\fTZZT 0ffered, "y 'he ManaSemen. Information Systems faculty was
^nnnllv h • P
gram 'S deS 'gned t0 edueate studen,s in information
™.™'
In structured methods in information systems analysis and design The
JEST "h °f ' C°re in the business foundations, an MIS core, advanced business
SS2 : a CaPST-e C°UrSe inV°'VinS Ihe desjgn and implementalion of an
SvTts nJ-
61 6 TT* °f ,he Pr°gram have SUC
"
eeded in «"« as systems
analysts, project managers, database designers, and systems consultants.
^.^fJT' 'he M, k- faCu"y Were members of ,he Department of Management
iZZL , S<fnCes . w,th 'n the Sc"ool of Business. In 1985. the Department ofManagement Information Systems was established.
snli, illTV* Departmen ' of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science was
Science
DePa™ent of Mathematics and Statistics and the Department of Computer
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The result of this evolution is that SIUE has two faculty groups with computing
as their main focus. One, MIS, offers a graduate program, and the other, CS, an
undergraduate major. Both departments have responsibilities beyond their respective
major programs. They cooperate in sponsoring the 108 General Education skills course.
MIS provides courses for the undergraduate business major and for the MBA program.
CS provides service courses for the Schools of Science and Engineering and CS faculty
teach courses and direct research projects in the graduate program of the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics. Graduate-level computer science courses have been available
in the mathematical studies graduate program since the early 1970's. In recent years,
many electrical engineering graduate students have used computer science courses as
electives in their programs of study.
The Economy and Computing Technology
Two related external factors motivate this proposal. One is the economy and the other is
the change that continues to occur in computing technology.
a) The Economy
Industry in the United States is having a difficult time competing in international
markets. The resulting economic problems are compounded because of the major
reductions that are occurring in defense spending. Defense spending during the past 40
years has served as a de facto industrial policy — it has been a prop that has enabled
the country to maintain a lead in science and technology. There is little agreement on
where (or even whether) this prop should be repositioned in the civilian sector. National
publications such as Business Week and the New York Times regularly report on these
facts. Local newspapers document the impact of these economic changes on the region.
At the end of World War II, Southwest Illinois was a major industrial center.
Some of the most prominent industries were glass manufacture, steel, petrochemicals, oil
refining, meat packing, railroad services, and automobile components. Because of
shifting markets, obsolescence, and a variety of other factors, there has been a steady
erosion in this base since that time. One of the results of this shift has been a decline
in the number of relatively highly paid "blue collar" jobs supported by the industrial
sector. When new jobs have been created, they are often in lower-paid service
occupations.
While some heavy industries, such as Shell, Monsanto, Granite City Steel, and
Laclede Steel remain, one of the features of the area is that it has retained many of the
companies and skills which once supplied the more numerous heavy industries of the
area. The core skills utilized by these companies are still in old industrial crafts such as
tool and die making and machining. The technologies are often those of the 1940's,
1950's, and 1960's.
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Alth°U8h
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l0°al mfket$ ren1ain • many of these c<""panies now rely onpurchasers ,n other areas and find themselves in much more direct competition with
SlSf^T "C,U 'arly WhT thCy C°me im° C°mpetiti0n with foreign upp,resouthwest Illmois producers confront newer technologies, higher production efficienciesSn is thenehSaSrhme,h0dS; rV^T Pr°dUCt dCSign - ™ S Weake"ed com e iposition binger of further decline.
The immediate local impact of the changes in defense spending is a major
onSrs n'ZTT'
°PP°rtUniti" for residents * Southwest Illinois as defense
employees
metropolian area stop new hiring and furlough current
Now and in the immediate future, job opportunities for residents of SouthwestZ in?, Pnma " '" 'he Sma"er C°mpanieS in ,he '^ion ' >»* <»*' compan.esS ? SUn"Ve '" a "7 con,Petitive environment and new companies created to
arcoinfrrr5, such a,s, ?e expansion °ccurring in ,he sc°« a" fo^ Baserea. C mputing technology will have a central role in the future of these companies.
b) Computing Technology
National studies agree that computing technology is a critical technology for the
ex
V
sdnHnd;,«L?
W
A
Pr°dUCtS and *"*** and f0f reS,°rinS na,i0nal competitiveness in
rSnl . -if' a COnSe(luence ' ^Ployment projections continue to report that
^tsss.™ s,rong for people in computing ' par"cu,ariy those wit"
Computing technology has the characteristic of rapid change. What is hich-
perforrnance computing today will be run-of-the-mill computing in 5 to 10 years. Small
%Zt C°mPan,eS ~ and CVen lHrge COmPanies - have a diffi^'t time tracking
STSi™ TPUt,ng techno,°gy ^ adapting the changes to their benefit. Most small
^1 ^ f ,°?anuZat,°nS CHnn0t aff°rd t0 emPl0y a research and development team totrack and evaluate the potent.al impact of new computing products and technology This
Z T\ lVW° TS °f C°St,y err0FS: fai,Ure t0 move t0 new appropriate technologyand the adoption of inappropriate technology.
In the past, it was easier. A substantial portion of commercial computing involved
a tew categories of application programs running on centralized IBM mainframe
computers^ In such a setting, many managers were able to safely rely on the dominant
vendor, IBM for advice and support. The technical skills and knowledge needed by an
applications developer were modest: ability to use COBOL and IBM assembler, someknowledge of file structures, and some familiarity with development methodologies.
In the last 10 years, commercial computing has become substantially more
complex. Changes have occurred in the technology, the range of applications, the size
ot the user community, and even the role of the previously dominant vendor. In
tecnnology, significant happenings include the rapid growth in the capabilities of personal
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computers, the maturing of network technology, the development of reliable software
techniques for distributing computations and data, and the development of sophisticated
user interfaces. The growth in both the range of applications and the size of the user
community has been driven by the technology changes and by the fact that previously
expensive hardware has become inexpensive.
The barrier to making effective use of today's computing technology is a
knowledge barrier. Even high-end supercomputing can be accessible via networks to a
small company at reasonable cost. The High-Performance Computing Act, sponsored by
Albert Gore and passed in 1991, authorized financing over five years for the
development of a National Research and Education Network. This network and the
technology developed for it will be the basis for an evolving national "data
superhighway" system. Individual states, including Illinois, are planning regional
networks that will provide schools and businesses with low-cost access to the national
network. The problems a company faces are determining what it needs, how to get
what it needs, and adapting its personnel to new technology. The CS and MIS faculty
track this technology and are proposing the CIS program as one way to help companies
with these problems.
In 1988, the undergraduate computer science program, with help from National
Science Foundation funding, became one of the first in the country to include courses in
parallel computing. The faculty have been aided by staff members of the National
Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) in Champaign as they have integrated
other aspects of high-performance computing into the curriculum. In 1991 and 1992,
computer science faculty received National Science Foundation grants to establish a
distributed computing laboratory and to support research in computer network
technology.
In the spring of 1991, the CS and MIS faculties, along with members of the
Electrical Engineering faculty, developed a plan for a Computing Technology Consortium
whose goal is to promote regional use of newer computing technology. An informal
advisory committee with representatives from local firms of various sizes assisted. The
long-range plan is to establish a computing resource center on campus which can work
with local firms. Members of the CIS Industrial Advisory Board will be enlisted to
work on this initiative. Graduate assistants who are students in the CIS program will
help to staff the center.
The CIS Program
The Computing Technology Consortium concept envisions that students o\' our
existing programs will play a major role in technology transfer. However, the separate
programs are limited in the ways they can address computing technology. The MIS
program would need new resources to broaden its coverage of computing beyond the
current emphasis on software engineering and information systems design. The computer
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rTm - A SeC°nd revi£W Was "™ided °? A.an PHev er , he
*e Unfversit! If M ? tt! FaCU"y iB 'he C°"ege of Business and Management a.
Wn, c* Maryland <Colle8e Park). Hevner is also co-director of the Master ofScience ,n Systems Engineering program in the School of Engineering a° Maryland The
^Z!Z^i VTk 3dViCe C°nCernin8 CUrHculum -/governance and" Joftneir suggestions have been incorporated into the proposal.
2. EFFECT ON OTHER PROGRAMS
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me ma°hem2 Id PPr°X ' mately 3°% °f 'he S 'Udems who curre""y w°" ld -roll inthe athematics graduate program would choose the CIS program. At present, those
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mathematics students enroll in a curriculum in mathematics which has a computer
science emphasis. That curriculum is being discontinued.
CIS courses will also serve students enrolled in other graduate programs. Several
of the courses can be used as electives by graduate students in Electrical Engineering
who are pursuing programs with a computer engineering emphasis and by graduate
students in mathematics who are pursuing programs with a computational mathematics
emphasis. The MBA program permits students to include predefined sets of elective
courses called specializations. A four-course management information systems
specialization has been approved for the MBA program. The courses for that
specialization are CIS courses. The MBA program with the MIS specialization will
appeal to technically-qualified people whose primary interest is management.
3. PROGRAM OF STUDY
The program requires 33 semester hours and consists of six core courses, four elective
courses, and a culminating software design project.
a) Computing and Information Systems Core
CIS 515-3 Algorithms
CIS 518-3 Computer System Architecture
CIS 520-3 Networks and Distributed Systems
CIS 540-3 Management of Information Systems Development
CIS 564-3 Database Management Systems
CIS 570-3 Software Systems Design
b) Elective Courses
The four elective courses chosen by the student will build on the competencies
developed in the core. A list of acceptable courses can be obtained from the Computer
Science Department office. The student's adviser must approve the selections. The
available courses focus on advanced design and management strategies and computing
technologies.
c) Culminating Project
The culminating project is a software design project which is independently
accomplished by the student. The project will involve the analysis, design, and possibly
implementation of a system using technologies and methodologies which are covered in
the program. The project will be overseen by a faculty advisory committee consisting
of a chairperson and two additional committee members. The student will receive three
hours of credit in CIS 595, Special Project. The project will normally be completed
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during the student's final semester in the program but selection of ,h~ a
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the program subJect to th <= rules of the GraduateSchool and subject to approval of the CIS Graduate Committee. Proficiency
exam.nat.on cred.t and prior experience credit will not be granted.
e) Substitutions
A student may request permission to substitute another course for a core course or to
%stj$z rtheesasr r os; on ?e acceptab,e eiective »*• ^^~««v.written petition to the CIS Graduate Committee. For a core course substitution rh»
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4. ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
SsVmTare
mentS
**
admiSSi°n t0
*' gradUate maj° r in ComPutin« and '"formation
1. A bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university The
undergraduate major should be in business, science, engineering
mathematics, or computing. Individuals with other backgrounds who arc
interested in the program are invited to discuss their career objectives with
the program director. The undergraduate major requirement can be
waived by the CIS Graduate Committee for individuals whose background
and goals are consistent with the program objectives.
2. An undergraduate GPA of 2.5 or above.
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3. Completion of the prerequisite courses detailed below (or their equivalents)
with a GPA of 3.0 or above.
4. Submission of Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) or Graduate
Record Exam (GRE) scores.
5. Submission of a statement detailing the applicant's background and career
plans.
Admission decisions will be made by the CIS Graduate Committee. Initially, the verbal
and quantitative GMAT score cut-off's being used for admission to the management
information systems graduate program will be used for the new program. (GRE
equivalents of the GMAT scores will be established.) As experience is gained with
students in the program, the level will be adjusted as necessary.
Prerequisite Courses
ThisA student entering the program will need the specific background detailed below
background could be acquired as part of a baccalaureate program or in post-
baccalaureate studies. The computing background must have been acquired within the
past six years. A student who meets other requirements for admission can be
conditionally admitted to the program while completing prerequisite courses.
Knowledge of:
C language
Programming proficiency
Data structures
Computer systems
Management information systems
Accounting fundamentals
Calculus
Statistics
Ethics, the law, and social responsibilities
Courses to Achieve:
CS 140 or CS 402
CS 402 or MIS 360
CS 151 or CS 403
CS 312
MIS 342
ACCT 501
MATH 150 or MATH
STAT 380 or MS 251
PHIL 320 or 323
130
Some undergraduate programs in business, engineering, and computing integrate material
on ethics, the law and social responsibilities into core courses. Students who are
graduates' of such programs will be considered as having adequate background in the
area.
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5. DEGREE COMPLETION REQUIREMENTS
All regulations of the Graduate School apply. Students must earn a minimum grade of
Lr" H TSeS Wh,CH ^ USCd t0 mCet Pr°^ram requirements and must haveoverall grade-point average of at least 3.00.
6. RELATIONSHIP OF THE CURRICULUM TO PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
c^ntinuTsTlr 7dif,Cati0n 0f thue management information systems major whichontinues the applied computing emphasis of that program while broadening the coveraeeof computing. The best way to demonstrate this is to compare the program and ksadmission requirements to the MIS program. its
systemmrr^TJ^™ ^ f°Undati°n C°UrSeS °f the m^gement informationystem ajo with a set of prerequisite courses. The foundation courses ensured certainquanntanve and computing competencies and covered basic concepts in accou ung
economics, and marketing. The prerequisite courses for the CIS major place greateremphas,s on computing competencies. Economics and marketing are not require?
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thC CIS Pr°gram are revisions of courses in the management
Sues oT^IT^ These/0urses concen^te on the fundamental concepts anv^i^^ZT™ design and deve,opment from -*-—•^ -d
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n the management of information systems development
Mudents learn theory and techniques for managing software development projectsw thin the constraints of time and resources. Topics include project planning cost
estimating, human resource management issues, and quality control issues.
CIS 564 is a course in database design from an enterprise-wide
perspective. Students will develop competence in conceptual data modelina
using a variety of modeling approaches and in converting conceptual
models to implementation models. They will apply database technology in
a rapid application development approach to develop an application systemine course includes data administration concepts relevant to backup
recovery, concurrency control, and data dictionary management.
CIS 570 is a course in software systems analysis and design. Students
learn process-oriented modeling and structured design concepts and
techniques. The focus is on re-engineering, restructuring, and simplifying
business processes and on quality assurance, reliability, and flexibility in
software systems.
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c) The other three core courses replace two MIS courses. These core courses
provide
a thorough technical coverage of algorithms and computer systems architecture.
All three
approach computing from the viewpoint of a software specialist and thus complement
the
other core courses. They focus on current and applicable technology and describe
the
economic and technological reasons for trends. Specifically:
CIS 515 is a course in algorithms and associated data structures. Systems
analysts
develop algorithms for, or tailor them to, specific applications. This course
covers fundamental classes of algorithms and strategies for deriving algorithms.
Parallel and distributed algorithms are included. Students will learn to balance the
ever-present trade-offs of speed, cost, and size.
CIS 518 is a course in computer systems architecture. The underlying hardware
and operating system are major factors in the performance of application
software. A software specialist must understand the effect of various hardware
options on performance and cost and must be aware of hardware trends and the
changing relationship between hardware and software in newer systems. The
software specialist must also understand the application program and user
interfaces of operating systems, since these serve as the base for
application
systems. This course provides a survey of hardware and operating system
concepts, analyzes commercially important systems, and examines trends in this
technology.
CIS 520 extends the material of CIS 518 to systems of multiple computers
linked
by a communications network. Today, very few computing systems are
isolated
systems and an increasing number of applications involve distributed data and
computations. The course covers the fundamental data communications and
network concepts that are the basis of distributed applications.
d) The management information system major requires that a student include certain
business courses if they have not been taken previously and offers a relatively
narrow
selection of computing electives. In the new program, the elective courses offer a
much
wider range of computing topics, all of which build on the competencies developed
in
the core.
e) The culminating project in the management information system major and in the
new major are essentially the same. The only change is that the credit hours the project
carries have been reduced.
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7. COURSES
a) Elective Course Areas
Here is the initial elective course list. The seminar and top.cs courses
mechanism for introducing new strategies and technologies
are an essentia
A few 400-level computer
is
science ses „e e|ectj
—
'
—
= • « - -ev .corn
unlikely that a student will take more than two of these.
CIS 525-3 Principles of Simulation
CIS 537-3 Expert Systems
CIS 547-3 Network Programming
CIS 567-3 Network Planning and Management
r!e «2"?
Rap 'd ApPlication Development and Prototvping
n llli I°
P1CS m
.
C
f
mPuter GraPhics (Human-computer interface design)
n Uli iem™ !n Info^ation Systems (Software Engineering)CIS 588-3 Seminar in Information Systems (Database Systems) *
CS 407-3 Ada Programming
CS 416-3 High Performance Computer Systems
CS 438-3 Artificial Intelligence
CS 444-3 Parallel Computing
CS 482-3 Computer Graphics
b) Catalog Course Descriptions
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Prerequisite: CSui r UJ onsent of instructor.
f—'3 fOMPUTER SVST™ ARCHITECTURE. Architecture of contemporarycomputer systems; processor, memory, and I/O structures; performance and cost °
comparisons; operating system structure, implementation, and use. Prerequisite- CS 3Por consent of instructor. '
c
C
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3
f
NET
,
WORKS AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS. Data communication andSIh T C°nC,ePtS 3nd technol°g ies ' structure of distributed systems; issues indistributed application design. Prerequisite: 518.
s^mu.
5
aHo;
3
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R,NCIP1
;
ES °F SIMULATI°N. S-vey of systems modeling andi l tion techniques; data generation and testing, construction of simulation models
7h mT afiCatl0nS ' m°dd exPerimen!ation, and optimization. Prerequisites: CSpi and STAT 380; or consent of instructor.
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CIS 537-3 EXPERT SYSTEMS. Introduction to knowledge-based systems: design
principles for expert systems, Prolog language, and implementation of expert
systems.
Prerequisite: 570 or consent of instructor.
CIS 540-3 MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT.
Theory and techniques for managing software development projects within
constraints of
time and resources. Topics include planning, scheduling, human resource
management,
and quality control. Prerequisite: 570.
CIS 547-3 NETWORK PROGRAMMING. Design and implementation of application
software for computer networks; includes case studies of existing
network applications;
emphasis on UNIX systems and TCP/IP. Prerequisite: 520.
CIS 564-3 DATABASE DESIGN. Enterprise-wide data modeling. Conceptual database
design, entity-relationship and object-oriented models. Physical database
design, relational
model, and normalization theory. Prerequisite: 570.
CIS 567-3 NETWORK PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT. Issues, problems, and
solutions in planning, managing, operating, and controlling local, wide
area, and
international networks. Use of networks to achieve strategic business
objectives.
Prerequisite: 520.
CIS 570-3 SOFTWARE SYSTEMS DESIGN. Techniques and tools for information
systems analysis and design. Process-oriented modeling and structured
design concepts
and techniques; re-engineering business processes; quality-assurance
and reliability.
CIS 572-3 RAPID APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT AND PROTOTYPING.
Combining software development methods, tools, and management techniques to
achieve
rapid application development. Emphasizes user involvement through
joint requirements
planning and prototyping. Prerequisite: 570.
CIS 582-3 TOPICS IN COMPUTER GRAPHICS. Selected topics in areas such as
human-computer interfaces, advanced image generation techniques,
modeling methods,
visualization techniques. May be repeated for a maximum of 6 hours provided that
no
topic is repeated. Prerequisite: permit required.
CIS 588-1 to 3 SEMINAR IN COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS.
Concepts not emphasized in current courses. May be repeated to a
maximum ot 12
hours if topics differ. Prerequisite: permit required.
CIS 595-1 to 6 SPECIAL PROJECT. Independent research in computing
and
information systems, software design project, or combination of
both. May be
repeated for a maximum of 6 hours. Prerequisite: permit required.
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The program faculty will consist of the graduate faculty of the Department of
Management Information Systems in the School of Business and the graduate faculty of
the Department of Computer Science in the School of Sciences. Governance and
administration, including student advising, will be the responsibility of the program
faculty.
The Program Director position will rotate from one department to the other every
two years. The CIS Graduate Committee will have four members, two from each
department. The members will include the two department chairs and the Program
Director. All four committee members must be members of the program faculty. The
Program Director will chair the Committee. The Committee will be responsible for
administrative and curriculum matters including admission and retention decisions,
assigning students to faculty advisers, approving transfer credit and elective substitutions,
approving faculty advisory committees for culminating projects, creating and maintaining
the lists of acceptable elective courses, defining design project standards, and program
evaluation.
The Committee will make recommendations to the program faculty concerning
policy and curriculum matters. The respective chairs of Computer Science and
Management Information Systems will make faculty teaching assignments. Appointments
to the Committee will be made by the department chairs, subject to ratification by the
program faculty.
Modifications to the program, courses, and admission requirements and retention
standards will require approval by the program faculty. Modifications which require
external review will be submitted for School and University-level approval after they are
approved by the program faculty.
Advisory Board
The range and membership of the current MIS Industrial Advisory Board will be
expanded to support the new CIS program. The expanded board will be known as the
CIS Industrial Advisory Board. The Board will facilitate the personal contact between
program faculty and local business and industry leaders which will be required to
market the program. The Board will assist the CIS Graduate Committee with program
evaluation.
Staff Support
Staff time will be required to handle inquiries, maintain records, and handle routine
correspondence. This will increase the work load in the Computer Science Department
office. A 12-month, 20-hour-per-week student worker position in the Computer Science
office will be funded from the MIS Department student wages budget.
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10. STUDENT INFORMATION
a) Size of the Proposed Program.
The size of the proposed program is estimated at 70 students. This estimate is based
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is estimated that approximately 30 to 35 of them would select the MS in CIS to obtain
an applied computing focus within a graduate program.
The characteristics to be served by the proposed MS in CIS program have been
projected on the basis of the past enrollment in the MS in MIS and the graduate
program in mathematics. These projections indicate that students with the following
characteristics are likely to enroll in the program:
Student Status:
Full-time students 40%
Part-time students 60%
Minority/ethnic/gender demographics:
Male white 35%
Female white 35%
Male black 5%
Female black 5%
Male non-US citizen 10%
Female non-US 10%
11. STATEWIDE NEEDS AND PRIORITIES
a) Similar Programs Offered by Illinois and St. Louis Region Institutions.
The proposed CIS program is a unique academic program in the region served by
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. The proposed program combines the
strengths of the management-oriented information systems curriculum which is currently
part of the MS in MIS graduate program with the technology focus of graduate courses
in Computer Science.
Strong student demand (see below) and strong employer demand (also see below)
for such a program provide the university with an opportunity to serve
the region. The
MS in MIS program has already developed a reputation for producing highly qualified
graduates. Input from members of the MIS advisory board who represent twenty-seven
area businesses and government organizations indicates that the proposed
program will
enable Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville to contribute to
the current and
projected needs for qualified information systems professionals.
Within the State of Illinois, one other graduate program - the applied
computer
science program at Illinois State University - combines a management
inlormation
systems and computer science focus.
In the St. Louis region, graduate programs in management information
systems are
offered by the University of Missouri at St. Louis and Washington University.
The UM
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inessThe population for this study included graduates of undergraduate Busi
programs at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville with three to five years of
business experience. A sample of 50 respondents was selected from this population.
Of these respondents, 25 held positions in the information systems field, and the other
25 worked in functional areas of business organizations. The 25 respondents who wei
information systems professionals reported a variety of position titles:
Exhibit 2: POSITION TITLES OF MIS RESPONDENTS
Position Title: Percentage :
Programmer/Analyst 35%
Manager, Information Systems Development 24%
Senior Systems Analyst 15%
Systems Administration (inch Security) 8%
Manager, PC Systems 4%
Other 14%
One of the objectives of the market research study was to determine the
managerial and technical competencies to be stressed within the graduate information
systems program. The interviewers used a paired-comparison technique to get the
respondents to identify the highest-ranked technical skills. Both the MIS professionals
and the functional area managers ranked their preferences for technical skills to be
covered in a graduate program in the same order. The highest-priority skills were
"information systems design" and "advanced development tools."
Competency Area: Rar)k
Information Systems Design 1
Advanced Development Tools 2
Technical Knowledge (Hardware/Software) 3
Programming •*
In terms of skills related to the management of information systems, the
respondents ranked "strategic management" and "managing the systems development life
cycle" the highest in value. This was true for both the MIS professionals and the
functional area professionals in the survey.
Competency Area : Rank
Strategic Management for MIS 1
Managing the Systems Dev. Life Cycle 2
Evaluating Alternative Dev. Methods 3
Organizing MIS *
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Exhibit 3: WORK ACTIVITIES BY TYPE OF POSITION HELD
(ranked in order of frequency performed)
Major Job Duty
Programming
Problem-Solving
Analyzing Systems
Interfacing with Users
Documenting Systems
Assisting Customers
Systems End-User
Programmer Analyst Support
1 5 8
2 3 3
3 1 4
•s 4 2
1
s 5 4 6
6 7 2
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support specialists. Positions of emerging importance include communications and
networking, database design, and microcomputer support. These findings are similar to
the findings of a study of information systems opportunities and skill requirements for
positions in the Southwestern Illinois and St. Louis metropolitan areas.
Results of the Survey of Employers
In May, 1989, the MIS faculty conducted a survey of 170 employers of information
systems graduates in the St. Louis and Southwestern Illinois metropolitan areas. The
employers surveyed were members of the MIS Advisory Board and information systems
executives listed in the Directory of Top Computer Executives. Thirty-four employers
returned the questionnaire, representing a response rate of approximately 20 percent.
The objectives of the survey were to determine the number of information systems
positions available for entry-level college graduates, to identify information systems
positions of emerging importance, and to determine the importance of various
competencies taught in the undergraduate program to successful job performance in
entry-level positions in the information systems field.
The projected labor market demand for information systems graduates is favorable.
National and local studies show that the computer field is one of the most rapidly
growing fields of employment. Data collected from the follow-up study depicts a good
employment outlook for information systems graduates in the Southwestern Illinois
region. Exhibit 4 shows the responses of employers pertaining to present and projected
entry-level positions in information systems. These data are based upon a 20 percent
response rate.
These data can be used to forecast anticipated openings for the entire sample of
170 employers. A multiplier of four was used instead of five (e.g. the respondents
represented 20 percent of the firms surveyed) to be conservative. In this case, the
projected number of firms with openings in programming/analysis will be 84
organizations with an average of four positions each. This represents a total of 336
positions for entry-level graduates in programming and analysis. In the next largest
category of need, technical support programming, a projected total of 32 firms will have
four positions each. This represents 128 programming positions. In the area of end-user
computing, a projected 40 organizations will have an average of two positions each.
This represents an additional 80 positions in end-user computing. In data
communications, a total of 20 positions was projected. In total, in all areas o( need,
there are approximately 564 openings for entry- level information systems professionals
in the population surveyed.
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Exhibit 4: EMPLOYER NEEDS FOR ENTRY-LEVEL
INFORMATION SYSTEMS PROFESSIONALS
Technical support programming
Last This Next
Year Year Year
Number of firms with any: 9 8 8
Avg. openings, if at least
one opening exists 3.8 5.6 3.6
Programming analysis
Number of firms with any: 19 14 ->1
Avg. openings, if at least
one opening exists 3.8 4.4 3 9
End-User computing
Number of firms with any: 10 7 10
Avg. openings, if at least
one opening exists 1.6 1.9 \ 7
Data communications
Number of firms with any: 44 5
Avg. openings, if at least
one opening exists 1 1 25 1
Other openings
Number of firms with any: 2 1
Avg. openings, if at least
one opening exists 3.5 1
The projected number of positions represents the traditional market for
information systems graduates. This traditional market includes the larger employers in
the Southwestern Illinois region. Many additional positions in information systems exist
in the approximately 400 smaller firms in the region. Educational institutions, consulting
firms, hospitals, not-for-profit organizations and governmental agencies also represent
employers of information systems graduates.
The proposed MS in CIS program will address the need for systems analysts,
software engineers, end-user computing analysts, technical support specialists, and data
communications professionals. The projected market demand for positions in the
information systems field overall is strong. National and regional studies show that the
computer field is one of the most rapidly growing fields of employment. In 1988,
computer systems analysts held about 403,000 jobs; computer programmers held 519,000
356
jobs; and data processing managers held about 258,000 jobs. The employment of
systems analysts, programmers, and managers is expected to grow much faster than the
average for all occupations through the year 2000. (See Occupational Outlook
Handbook
,
1990-1991). The Illinois Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
statewide projections also report a strong demand for information systems professionals.
Positions of Emerging Importance
The information systems profession is rapidly changing as a result of new technologies,
the growth of telecommunications and networking, and the emerging importance of
end-user computing. Employers who were surveyed were asked to identify information
systems positions of emerging importance within their respective firms. Their responses
are shown in Exhibit 5:
Exhibit 5: POSITIONS OF EMERGING IMPORTANCE
Category of Position Times Category Nominated
Communications/Networking 12
Management of Information Systems 1
1
System Development/Implementation 1
Database/Database Administration 10
Microcomputer and End-User Computing Support 9
Competencies Needed by Information Systems Graduates
Employers responding to the survey were asked to identify competencies which are
important for successful performance in entry-level business computer positions within
their respective firms. They were asked to use a 1 to 5 scale in evaluating the
importance of these competencies, with 5 equal to very important and 1 equal to not
important. The average ratings of these competencies are shown below:
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Exhibit 6: EMPLOYER RATINGS OF COMPETENCIES
Average
Ratine
Interpersonal Skills
Written Communication
, ,
Programming (Third Generation Languages)
Systems Analysis
Programming (Fourth Generation Languages)
Database Design
Data Communications
Operating Systems
4.4
4.4
4.3
3.6
3.2
3.1
2.9
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Bennewitz, William
William C. Bennewitz earned a Ph.D. degree under the direction of Professor
Harry Levy, Department of Mathematics, University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign.
He wrote text materials a few years ago titled "Deductive Reasoning" that continue to
be used as the primary text for the Mathematics course in Reasoning and Problem
Solving. During the last fourteen years he has been concentrating on computer science.
He is especially interested in the theory of computation. His paper presentations
include: "An Elementary Proof That Validity is Not Computable" Illinois Academy of
Science, 1982; "SMAL: A Structured Minimal Adequate Language," Illinois Academy of
Science, 1983 (with G. Stephen); "Limited Nesting is Possible," Illinois State
Academy of Sciences, 1984 (with G. Stephen); "Recursion and Stacks," Illinois State
Academy of Sciences, 1985 (with C. Mohme); "An Improved Algorithm for
Replacing a Stack Problem with a Recursive One", Illinois State Academy of Sciences.
1986.
Bock, Douglas
Douglas B. Bock received his B.S., M.B.A., and Ph.D. from the School of
Business, Indiana University. He taught at Indiana University and Indiana
Vocational/Technical College prior to receiving his doctorate in management information
systems under Professor James H. Patterson in 1987. He has published articles in
Decision Sciences, Communications of the ACM, Journal of Systems and Software,
Journal of Business Forecasting, Hie Journal of Computer Information Systems, Data
Resource Management, Interfaces: The Computer Educational Quarterly, and Journal of
Systems Management^ He has presented papers at ten conferences and his paper, "A
Model of Variables Affecting Computer Based Project Due Dates," was awarded the
Best Application Paper for the 1988 Midwest Decision Sciences Institute meeting. His
case book, Integrated Cases for Managers, with Irwin accompanies Schultheis and
Sumner's Management Information Systems: Vie Manager's View. He serves on the
editorial board of the Journal of Business and Economic Perspectives in the area of
management information systems. He will teach primarily data base management systems
courses and courses in information systems for managers.
Hattemer, Jimmie
Jimmie Ray Hattemer earned a Ph.D. in mathematical analysis under the tutelage
of Guido Weiss at Washington University. After two years as a mathematician at
Princeton University, he came to SIUE in 1966 and taught both graduate and
undergraduate courses in mathematics for several years. He studied computer science at
SIUE prior to spending a developmental leave of nine months duration as a visiting
scholar in the Department of Computer Science at Vanderbilt University in 1979-80. He
has taught a wide range of computer science courses in the undergraduate curriculum as
well as graduate level courses in software development, database systems, and
programming languages.
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Schrage, John
John Schrage received his B.S. and M.S. from Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville and his Ph.D. from Michigan State University. Prior to his assignment
at SIUE, Dr. Schrage taught at Muskegon Community College and Purdue University.
He was awarded professional CSP (Certified Systems Professional) certification by the
Association for Systems Management in 1985. He has published in the systems,
programming, and EDP management areas. He has also participated in the development
of information systems curricula for four-year schools through the ACM (Association for
Computing Machinery) and DPMA (Data Processing Management Association) and has
participated in the development of interfaces with computer science, two-year schools,
and elementary and secondary schools through the ACM. He is currently serving as
Book Review Editor for DATABASE, a publication of the ACM. He teaches courses in
programming, information systems administration, and EDP auditing.
Schultheis, Robert
Robert Schultheis holds a B.S. (cum laude) and an M.S. from the State University
of New York at Albany and a Ph.D. from the School of Business, Indiana University.
Prior to his tenure at SIUE, Dr. Schultheis was on the faculty of the State University
of New York and Temple University. He is the author of ten textbooks, numerous
grants, and over 30 articles. He has presented over 250 speeches, seminars, and papers
in the field and has been an officer of several national, state, and area organizations.
His primary teaching assignments will be data communications design, network
management, database management systems, and EDP auditing. He has served on
doctoral committees both at Temple University and Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville.
Stephen, G. Gregory
Gregory Stephen, Ph.D., University of New Mexico, came to SIUE in 1968 as a
mathematical analyst with a research specialty in functional analysis. He spent a
sabbatical year as a visiting scholar in the graduate computer science department at
SUNY-Buffalo in 1975-76. Since his return from leave, Dr. Stephen has played a
significant role in the continued development of computer science at SIUE. He was
instrumental in the formation of the computer science laboratory at SIUE and its
continued growth and development to its current level. Dr. Stephen has taught a wide
variety of courses in computer science and has vigorously promoted faculty development
, in computer science. He has directed student projects in problems relating to operating
systems, computer networks, and graphics. He has served as Chair of the Academic
Computing Council, Acting Director of Academic Computing, and chair of the
Department of Computer Science.
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13. SUPPORT SERVICES
a) Computing Resources
The computing resources for the M.S. in Computing and Information Systems Program
will be provided by the Office of Academic Computing. Campus academic computing
facilities are organized into five clusters to enhance resource sharing. The Schools of
Sciences and Engineering along with the Department of Management Information
Systems in the School of Business form one cluster. This cluster groups together all
campus users of high-end computing. This grouping makes it easier to provide adequate
staff support and to plan for and justify the acquisition of equipment needed by the
cooperating units.
Facilities of the Sciences, Engineering, and MIS cluster consist of an open-access
laboratory equipped with IBM 486DX personal computers and IBM RS/6000 UNIX
workstations, a computer-equipped classroom, and several compute servers. All the
computers in the classroom and laboratory are connected to the University's local area
network. The classroom is equipped with IBM-compatible 386 computers and a 486
Novell file server. The compute servers are DEC and IBM UNIX systems and an Intel
iPSC/2 parallel computer. The personal computers, workstations, and servers support
instruction in software engineering, operating systems, database management systems,
distributed computing, and graphics.
Oracle database software on the classroom file server can be accessed by the
classroom computers. Other specialized software includes a range of computer-assisted
software engineering (CASE) tools which have been donated by McDonnell Douglas
Corporation and Texas Instruments, and graphics software.
The University's local area network is linked to MIDnet, a regional National
Science Foundation network which provides access to external data and research
networks such as the Internet. Faculty and students also utilize resources of the National
Center for Supercomputing Applications which they access via the Internet link.
The Office of Academic Computing operates and maintains the facilities of the
Sciences, Engineering, and MIS cluster. A full-time Assistant Coordinator of Academic
Computing is assigned to the cluster and is responsible for hardware/software upgrades,
installation, maintenance, and system security. The cluster has a faculty coordinating
committee consisting of representatives of the disciplines making up the cluster. The
committee is responsible for recommending hardware, software, and networking facilities
which support instruction; developing proposals for upgrading cluster resources; and
providing faculty with training in instructional applications.
The Academic Computing Plan provides a stable, recurring source o\' funds to
support instructional computing facilities. The proposed CIS program will not require
any greater investment in instructional computing resources than the existing
undergraduate and graduate programs in MIS and CS.
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b) Library
Lovejoy Library maintains good resources in the area of computing technology and
,nformat,on systems. Each year, journal holdings are updated. At tl.e c remdm themos important journals in the Held are maintained. Other technical journal can beobamed v,a tnter-hbrary loan and through CD-ROM databases. The facul ies o MIS
CD ROM'daf::"
Vely UlHiZe
l
eChniCal
J°UmalS and 0Iher Publi-— " ab.e by using- atabase resources, the lllinet On-line network, and regional research liLi-i,,Access to these resources is facilitated by the Internet network link. «L facs mile svs em
acutTLh ""I a"hd *he abi ' ity '° qUery Statewide and n«»nal -rd cata og Thef ulty members also have access to other research libraries in the St Louis
metropolitan area, mcluding the McDonnell Douglas and Washington Univers.ty library
14. SPACE NEEDS
The current facilities for the MIS and Computer Science programs are adequate tosupport the needs of the proposed M.S. in CIS program.
q
15. CATALOG DESCRIPTION FOR THE NEW PROGRAM
School of Sciences
COMPUTING AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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a) Computing and Information Systems Core
CIS 515-3
CIS 518-3
CIS 520-3
CIS 540-3
CIS 564-3
CIS 570-3
Algorithms
Computer System Architecture
Networks and Distributed Systems
Management of Information Systems Development
Database Management Systems
Software Systems Design
b) Elective Courses
The four elective courses chosen by the student will build on the competencies developed in the core. A
list of acceptable courses can be obtained from the Computer Science Department office. The student's
adviser must approve the selections. The available courses focus on advanced design and management
strategies and computing technologies.
c) Culminating Project
The culminating project is a software design project which is independently accomplished by the
student. The project will involve the analysis, design, and possibly implementation of a system using
technologies and methodologies which are covered in the program. The project will be overseen by a
faculty advisory committee consisting of a chairperson and two additional committee members. The
student will receive Uiree hours of credit in CIS 595, Special Project. The project will normally be
completed during the student's final semester in the program, but selection of the advisory committee
and planning for the project must be done before die final semester.
The documentation for die design project must meet standards defined by the CIS Graduate
Committee. At the conclusion of the project, die student must present the project and defend it orally
before the advisory committee and other interested members of die University community. The advisory
committee will determine when the project is acceptable and assign a final grade.
d) Transfer, Proficiency, and Prior Learning Experience Credit
Transfer credit can be applied to the program subject to the rules of the Graduate School and subject to
approval of the CIS Graduate Committee. Proficiency examination credit and prior experience credit
will not be granted.
e) Substitutions
A student may request permission to substitute another course for a core course or substitute other
courses for diose on the acceptable elective list. The request must be a written petition to the CIS
Graduate Committee. For a core course substitution, the petition must document that the student lias
acquired recent and equivalent background and is qualified for the substitute course which should be a
more advanced course in the same area as the course it replaces. Substitute elective courses must build
on the core and be appropriate for the student's background and career plans. Prior approval o\' the CIS
Graduate Committee is required for all substitutions.
ADMISSION AND RETENTION
The requirements for admission to the graduate major in Computing and Information Systems are:
1. A bachelor's degree from an accredited college or university. The undergraduate major
should be in business, science, engineering, mathematics, or computing. Individuals with
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2. An undergraduate GPA of 2.5 or above.
3. Co^enon^f the prerequisite courses detailed below (or their equivalents) with a GPA of
4
"
SUb
^Tscores
radUate ^"^ ****« T« (GMAT> 0r G-duate Record Exatn
5. Submission of a statement detailing the applicant's background and career plans.
Students in the program must maintain a grade point average of 1 n ;„ *i.
students must earn a minimum grade of C in alf courSf^lh ?
graduate C°UrSes
-
In addition
-
requirements.
°Urses wh ch are used t0 meet graduation
PREREQUISITE COURSES
background must have been acguned wETe pas! SU years" '"*^ ^ "'""""'"^
Knowledge of:
Courses to Achieve:
C language
_
Programming proficiency S 1*° " ^ ^
Data structures "
402 or M,S 36°
Computer systems " "i or 403
Management information systems M ,c iA1
Accounting fundamentals Irr-r L t
Calculus ACCT 501
Statistics MATH l5° or MATH 130
Edrics, d,e ,aw. and soeia, responsibili.ies P
™ ™ " £? 251
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CHANGE OF DEPARTMENT NAME, DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY
PRACTICE TO DEPARTMENT OF FAMILY AND COMMUN11Y
MEDICINE, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, SIUC
Summary
On November 9, 1978, the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois
University approved Family Practice as a specific clinical academic
unit within
the School of Medicine, SIUC, for purposes of tenure. On
September-11 ,1979
the IBHE approved the designation of departmental status
for the Department of
Family Practice. This matter proposes changing the title
of the present
department and Venure unit within the School of Medicine, SIUC.
from Department
of Family Practice to Department of Family and Community
Medicine.
Rationale for Adoption
The term "Family Practice" has evolved to a fairly
restricted
connotation of describing a type of clinical activity and its
related technical
training. While this descriptor is appropriate for
«"f
e™ n9^
associated with the current residency program offered in
Family Practice, ™
does not adequately describe the full scope of activities
undertaken by the
department and its faculty. The work of the Department
involves muc
i
morej than
its residency programs. "Family Medicine" is now
generally accepted to
describe the acadSric discipline that encompasses Family
Practice and embraces
the scholarly activity, as well as its intellectual basis.
The proposal to add "Community Medicine" is intended to
capture and
identify the scope and to target the outreach dimensions
of the work of the
Department This change is appropriate considering
the mission of the
Department; the broad span of its programs, and its
opportunities within the
overall focus of the medical school.
Additionally, the change in title for the department
serves as a
crystallization of the renewed focus for the Department,
including new
leadersn o with intensified efforts and a rebuilding of
organization and
nfrastructure In an era of health reform and increased
emphasis on primary
care! the broadening of scope from Family Practice to
Family and Community
Medicine is appropriate.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of no major considerations against the
adoption.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was initiated by the Department of
Family Practice!
The Chair of th'e Department of Family Practice: theL.
D" nJ^X and
School of Medicine, the Executive Committee of the School
of Medicine, tne
President of SIUC support the proposed change.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern IllinoisUniversity in regular meeting assembled, That the title of the Department be
changed from Family Practice to Family and Community Medicine.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University is authorized to take those actions necessary to implement this
change without further action by this Board.
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Southern Illinois University
School of Medicine
REQUEST FOR REASONABLE AND MODERATE EXTENSION
Change in Title
from:
Department of Family Practice
to:
Department of Family & Community Medicine
Submitted to the SIU Board of Trustees
September 1993
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SIU School of Medicine
Department of Family Practice
CHANGE IN DEPARTMENT TITLE
Proposal
This matter proposes retitling the Department of Family Practice to theDepartment of Family and Community Medicine. This change would be in
name only and will allow the department to better communicate its missionThere are no curricular or financial considerations involved. Before proposingthe rationale for this change, a brief background on the department and asummary of its mission and goals, organization and finances follows.
Background
2H
D
f
P
^r
m
^
nt
°
f Fai?ly ftactte Was the flrst department established at the
estllLheH r T "? thC ^^ 197°' S - SinCC that time ' the Apartment hasablished five family practice residency training programs in Belleville,
Carbondale, Decatur, Quincy and Springfield. It has developed an
undergraduate program that is nationally recognized for its attraction of
medical students into the field of family medicine, and, the department has
coordinated in concert with local communities, an extensive outreach system
composed of family physician preceptors and community organizations/
institutions. Collaborative programs exist with community health agencies in
substance abuse, geriatrics, and mental health. Rural outreach programs
such as the Alzheimer Satellite Diagnostic and Treatment Clinics and special
clinics such as the Maternal/ Child Health clinic have been developed in
conjunction with community public health agencies. This year, the departmenthas collaborated with the Illinois Department of Public Health and Sangamon
!
State University to develop a preventive medicine track for residents.
i Mission & Goals
;
The mission of the Department is to provide central and southern Illinois with
|
exemplary academic programs in the discipline of Family Medicine. Because
i ?
eI,Cfn fudentS and residents demands an appropriate environmentfor the delivery of clinical care, the Department's mission includes the provision
I
°f
Quality medical care in settings that enhance educational opportunity
Through our residency and preceptorship sites located in communities acrossthe state, the Department offers its trainees and its patients a model of clinical
practice with the following characteristics-
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a) Integrated health care which combines medical management
with
attention to Psychosocial aspects of health;
b) Care for the individual in the context of the family;
c) Involvement of the patient in decision-making;
d) Preventive medicine including health screening, risk assessment,
and
counseling intervention;
e) Continuity and coordination of health care services for individuals and
their families.
The Department must not only teach but also must conduct research
which
helps to further knowledge about the clinical practice, the environment in
which the practice of Family Medicine takes place, and the effectiveness of the
discipline's educational programs and strategies.
In support of the successful accomplishment of its mission, the Department
has established the following goals as a guide to program development.
1 . Teach students the principles and practice of Family Medicine.
2 Promote the choice of careers in Family Medicine by SIU students and
help those who choose other specialty training to understand the role
and function of family physicians in the provision of health care services.
3. Train residents to become board certified in the practice of Family
Medicine.
4. Provide excellent clinical care for patients.
5. Enhance the integration of faculty at various sites as a single
departmental faculty.
6. Enhance collaboration between residency faculty and faculty in other
specialties.
7. Develop research and scholarly productivity within the domain of Family
Medicine.
8. Enhance the development of specialty clinical expertise among
departmental faculty.
September 9, 1993
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9. Enhance interaction and encourage linkages with graduates of our
Family Practice programs and with other family physicians practicing in
the community/ region.
10. Undertake an active continuing education role in central and southern
Illinois
11.
12.
13
Promote active faculty and department participation in national regional
and local groups who share common interests with Family Practice
Enhance departmental resources to stabilize current activities and plan
for future growth through mechanisms such as legislative activities
grant awards, clinical practice and foundation support.
Carry out systematic evaluation of the Department's success in meeting
its responsibilities for teaching, research, and service.
This proposed change in title will place additional emphasis on the community
aspect of the curriculum in the residency program and complements the
regionalization of the undergraduate program. The change also reflects the
scope of research and scholarly activity of the discipline.
Organization
The Department is geographically separated into five regional campuses with
three satellite rural health clinics (see attached map). Its service area is
composed of 75 counties in the State of Illinois. It is affiliated with eight
community hospitals, serves as a clinical training site for four other
institutions of higher education, and is involved with five county health
departments. There are 45 full-time faculty members, 28 part-time faculty
members, 78 residents, and 95 civil service employees (see attached
organisational chart). The Department is involved in some capacity with eachyear of the medical student curriculum and has 385 clinical faculty preceptors.
This proposed name change will place additional emphasis on community
outreach in each of our five campuses. Regional directors will establish
stronger ties to the volunteer clinical faculty (regional faculty) using them as a
resource in their educational and service programs.
Finances & Facilities
The Department's current finances for all five campuses, including resident
stipends and fringe benefits, is approximately $10,000,000 annually Its
1
^?^mS arC currently housed in various locations totaling approximately40,000 net square feet. New family practice centers are being developed in
conjunction with their affiliated hospitals in Belleville, Carbondale and
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Springfield. This proposed name change, however, will not require additional
finances or facilities.
Rationale
The rationale for this request has three major components. First, the term
"Family Practice" has evolved to a more restricted connotation; that is, to
describe a type of clinical activity and its related technical training. Thus,
"Family Practice" is still appropriate for referring to the residency program.
The
work of the Department, however, involves much more than its residency
programs "Family Medicine" is now generally accepted to describe the
academic discipline that encompasses Family Practice and embraces the
scholarly activity as well as its intellectual basis.
Second the proposal to add "Community Medicine" to the title is requested in
order to capture and identify the scope and target the outreach dimensions of
the Department's work. This is appropriate considering the mission
of the
Department, the broad span of its programs, and its opportunities within the
overall focus of the medical school.
Third there is a national and state trend to place increased emphasis on
training additional primary care physicians to meet the health care needs
of
rural America. The family practitioner is clearly the best trained generalist
to
meet these needs. The Department will be involved in the planning and
implementation of community oriented primary care centers as well as the
development of other alternative models to rural health care delivery. This
change in title will reflect that involvement.
Summary
In summary, it is with the unanimous support of the faculty that the
department requests its name be changed to the Department of Family and
Community Medicine. This change in title better describes the academic
discipline of family medicine and allows the department to better communicate
its mission in the State of Illinois.
September 9, 1993
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®@ SIU School of MedicineDepartment of Family Practice
Regional Campuses and Satellite Clinics
Regional Campuses
Springfield
Carbondale
Quincy
Belleville
Decatur
! Satellite Clinics
|
P- Sesser
;
G. Golden
! H. Lebanon
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ANNUAL INTERNAL BUDGET FOR OPERATIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1994
Summary
This matter submits for approval the Annual Internal Budget for
pvnI
aJT S ; FlK Cal Yef kl1994 ' Th * document includes estimates of all fundsexpected to be available during the fiscal year for Southern IllinoisUniversity and makes allocations for the use of these funds A reviewdescribing the contents of the document in some detail is attached.
iQQZi ^
SuDmssion of the Annual Internal Budget for Operations, Fiscal Year
h..rfnpt Llf'J
mee
J
ing
.
1s
+ \
n ^cordance with the Board of Trustees schedule forbudge matters A printed and bound copy of the document was mailed to eachmember of the Board of Trustees in advance of this meeting and, upon approval
Trustees *
"^ PlaCed ° n file in the °fflce
°^ the ^irSof
Rationale for Adoption
to a „H /he + ^°ard °f J™ stees is the le 9 al custodian for all funds belongingto and under the control of the University and its constituent institutions and9ortices. As such, and in accordance with the Statutes of the Board ofTrustees, approval of the Annual Internal Budget for Operations is a Boardaction necessary to meet established responsibilities.
Considerations Against Adoption
None is known to exist.
Constituency Involvement
nff^
Campus recommendations, as they were prepared for submission to the
ill! I * Jl
e Cnancel
lor for approval, were developed in accordance with theintent of the appropriation act and the applicable policies of the Board of
nff-,!
eS
V
aS
.u
WaS
D
the
J
SeC
.
t1
2
n for u"iversity administration which includes theL the Board of Trustees, the Office of the Chancellor, InternalAuditing, and University Risk Management. In addition, SIUC reviewed its
JSP0*
S
tmc X
ge
f
recommendation with the President's Budget Advisory Committee,
and blUE developed its budget recommendations with the participation of theUniversity Planning and Budget Council.
Resolution
iinnw. *
BE IT R
1
ES0LVED
'
B
^
the B°ard of Trustees of Southern Illinois
university in regular meeting assembled, That the Southern Illinois University
fc K^nt-er?J Bu ?9et for Operations, Fiscal Year 1994, as presented anddescribed in the printed copy of the Internal Budget document in Schedules A-lthrough A-5, be approved.
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REVIEW OF ANNUAL INTERNAL BUDGET FOR OPERATIONS, FISCAL YEAR
1994
The Annual Internal Budget for Operations describes the
estimated
total revenue sources and the spending plans of Southern Illinois
University by
major functions and activities for Fiscal Year 1994. Appropriations from the
State of Illinois, excluding retirement, accounts for about 52.8%
of the tota
operating budget. STate appropriated funds consist of general
funds (General
Revenue
9
Fund
9
and Education Assistance Fund, both of which come from tax
dollars) and income fund collections (derived primarily from tuition and
fees)
General Revenue Fund dollars will support about 34 OX of the Projected Fiscal
Year 1994 budget, Education Assistance Fund dollars about
3.b/
,
thus tax
dollars will support only 37.5% of our FY-94 operating budget.
Incwie Fund
collections are expected to support about 15.3%. The remaining
47. 1% of
expected revenue comes from nonappropriated funds. These funds
include.reve-
nues received in support of research and other programs
sponsored by govern-
mental entities and private foundations and corporations;
revenues received
from operation of revenue bond financed auxiliary enterprises,
Principally
housing and student and university center operations; and
revenues received
from other self-supporting auxiliary enterprises and activities
which were
funded primarily by student fees and operating charges.
The Southern Illinois University Internal Budget for Operations
for
Fiscal Year 1994 estimates revenue from all sources, except
retirement contri-
butions to be $463,498,487, an increase of $21,286,545, or 4.8% over
Fiscal
Year 1993 budqet revenues. (Retirement contributions are budgeted
at
9 64,200, a decrease of $170,100 or 1.8% from FY-93.) Following s
infor-
mation for each campus and the University administration
which summarizes
changes in budget levels for appropriated and nonappropriated
funds:
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University
Administration
State Appropriated
Operating Funds
FY 94
FY 93
Change
% Change
Nonappropriated Funds
1,784,600
1,839,600
(55,000)
-2.99%
FY 94
FY 93
Change
% Change
Combined Funds
FY 94
FY 93
Change
% Change
Retirement
FY 94
FY 93
Change
% Change
Total
FY 94
FY 93
Change
% Change
$12,119,959 a
10,293,081
1,826,878
17.75%
$13,904,559
12,132,681
1,771,878
14.60%
67,800
72,500
(4,700)
-6.48%
$13,972,359
12,205,181
1,767,178
14.48%
SIUC
$174,173,600
170,888,000
3,285,600
1.92%
$158,677,450
148,420,810
10,256,640
6.915
SIUE
$ 68,880,100
66,890,600
1,989,500
2.97!
$ 47,862,778
43,879,851
3,982,927
9.085
Total
$244,838,300
239,618,200
5,220,100
2.18%
$218,660,187
202,593,742
16,066,445
7.93%
$332,851,050 $116,742,878 $463,498,487
319,308,810 110,770,451 442,211,942
13,542,240 5,972,427 21,286,545
4.24% 5.39% 4.81%
6,561,600
6,633,900
(72,300)
-1.09%
$339,412,650
325,942,710
13,469,940
4.13%
2,534,800
2,627,900
(93,100)
-3.54%
5119,277,678
113,398,351
5,879,327
5.18%
9,164,200
9,334,300
(170,100)
-1.82%
$472,662,687
451,546,242
21,116,445
4.68%
Funds for University Risk Management activities. These funds are under the
nscal otticership of the Board Treasurer for support of SIUC and SIUE self-insurance needs.
Appropriated Funds
Schedule A-l of the 1993-1994 Internal Budget for Operations presents
AHmnn-
nC
,°
m
!-
bud9et allocation of the state appropriation among UniversityAdministrate SIUC, and SIUE. A comparison of the FY-93 with FY-94 fundingby entity and fund shows the following: y
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Appropriations by
Fund*
FY 94
FY 93
Change
% Change
University
Administration
$ 1,733,100
1,719,800
13,300
0.77%
SIUC
$110,656,000
109,249,000
1,407,000
1.29%
SIUE Total
45,188,300 $157,577,400
44,810,600 155,779,400
377,700 1,798,000
0.84% 1.15%
Education Assistance
FY 94 $
FY 93
Change
% Change
Income Fund
FY 94 $
FY 93
Change
% Change
51,500
119,800
(68,300)
-57.01%
0.00%
Total*
FY 94
FY 93
Change
% Change
$ 1,784,600
1,839,600
(55,000)
-2.99%
*Does not include Retirement.
10,911,400
7,881,700
3,029,700
38.44%
$ 5,302,200 $
3,386,400
1,915,800
56.57%
$ 52,606,200 $ 18,389,600
53,757,300 18,693,600
(1,151,100) (304,000)
-2.44% -1.63%
$174,173,600
170,888,000
3,285,600
1.92%
$ 68,880,100
66,890,600
1,989,500
2.97%
16,265,100
11,387,900
4,877,200
42.83%
70,995,800
72,450,900
(1,455,100)
-2.01%
$244,838,300
239,618,200
5,220,100
2.18%
ADJUSTMENTS TO THE FY 1993 APPROPRIATION BASE
Implementation of Financial Guidelines
These adjustments reflect changes in the scope of certain self-
supporting University activities, such as instructional programs
purchased by a
corporation or offered on a military base. Since Fiscal Yea r 1980
such
activities have been included in the appropriations process
in order to
implement the Financial Guidelines of the Legislative Audit
Committee.
Venues from these activities are deposited into the appropriate University
Income Funds and expenditures are made from appropriations pas
;se I by
^
the
General Assembly. Adjustment to the appropriations base and to the estimated
revenues to be deposited into the Income Fund are frequently
required w en
these programs become larger or smaller. SIUC was recommended
for a positive
adjustment of $150,700.
Tuition Waiver Adjustment
A Board of Higher Education policy adopted in 1971, and amended
in
1989, limits the amount of undergraduate institutional waivers a
campus may
grant to 3% of undergraduate enrollment. Statutory waivers and waivers
tor
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Civil Service staff are excluded from this limitation. This budget includes apositive adjustment of $40,600 to SIUC to restore resources to the it tut onthat has reduced the value of waivers in excess of 3%. SIUE was recommendedfor a negative adjustment of $1,700 for exceeding the 3% limit.
Other Adjustments
A negative adjustment for SIUC of $72,600 for Cost RecovervInstruction at various locations is included in this budget.
y
L fl ^ • Th ! S .budget aJ TS0 inc ludes th e transfer from the base of the Univer-sity Administration to SIUC of $75,000 related to the transfer of personnel
A positive adjustment was recommended for SIUE expenses incurred in
^,
c
r^sedfr?: srssr t0 semesters - Th1s is a one -time «*»z%&™
VARIOUS RECOMMENDED INCREASES
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6^ the - b111 t0 th? leVGl ^commended by the Governor a a
the bill which III? ;t
nCr
t
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The House of Representatives further amended
sent i to conference committee. The conference committeecollapsed the entire budget for the State into one bill, S.B. 946^ which theGovernor signed as Public Act 88-0090.
Our appropriation included salary increase funds of $1,259 000-
ISivef of £Sr200. Of $513 ' 8° 0; ° & ' ^^ ° f $544 ' 6 °°^ -d ™
appropriateS to^lo^X^^s ^^b^^flS
EunlCll Cp re iCfnnter and $15 ' 000 t0 monitor and review Progres toward [hegoals of the Rural/Downstate Health Act.
Retirement Contributions
Governor nf^QR iatJ0Ve/) ecVS in8 at the leve1 recommended by theg o 59,164,200, a reduction of $170,100 or 1.8%.
Nonappropriated Funds
taunt tnSK^^ fUndS estimate <J t0 °e available in Fiscal Year 1994
p i • V8/' &\^,Cre * Se 0f * 16 >°66,445 (7.9%) over such revenues
th hn^ f^V 1 93 ' Nonappropriated funds consist of the fund
993
P
1Qq5 TntoS i a J
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.
hl
i
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n
e contained in Schedules A-2 through A-5 of the
riatPd F,.nHc1 +
9et f °r °Perations
-
Schedule A-2 (Restricted Nonappro-
: / s) contains an estimate of revenues expected from governmental
and Pnvate foundations and corporations for the support of various
fr^HrtoH h UCtl0ra1, "^ °ther P ro 9 rams - The specific use of these funds1 rest icted by contractual agreement with the sponsoring agency. Schedule
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A-3 (Unrestricted Nonappropriated Funds) includes revenues received by the
University for which no specific use is intended. Primarily, these revenues
represent reimbursement of indirect costs of sponsored programs included in
Schedule A-2. Schedule A-4 (Revenue Bond Auxiliary Enterprises) identifies
estimated revenues from operation of revenue bond financed facilities,
primarily housing, student/university center operations, and student recreation
operations. Schedule A-5 (Other Auxiliary Enterprises and Activities) includes
estimated revenues from other self-supporting auxiliary enterprises and
activities which were funded primarily from student fees and/or operating
charges. A summary of these funds by Schedule and by campus, along with
comparison of budgets of the previous year, is shown below.
Budgeted Budgeted Percent of
FY 1994 FY 1993 Change Change
University Administration
Other Auxiliary Enterprises
.^Activities (Schedule
$
^^a
$ 10>293>081 $ 1>826 , 878 17 . 75X
SIUC
Restricted Nonappropriated
Funds (Schedule A-2) $ 53,220,000 $ 53,442,000 $ (222,000) -0.42%
Unrestricted Nonappropriated
Funds (Schedule A-3) 30,430,300 29,861,700 568,600 1.90%
"Tn!^ 31,646,730 28,845,650 2,801,080 9.71%
Other Auxiliary Enterprises
and Activities (Schedule
A _ 5 ) 43,380,420 36,271,460
7,108,960 19.60%
Tota l _ SIUC $158,677,450 $148,420,810 $10,256,640 6.91%
SIUE
^ndslscSrA^) 31^ $ 24,750,000 $ 22,700,000 $ 2,050,000 9.03,
un
^^schVdrnr ated i.**.™ i.*.** 189,533 u . s»
Revenue Bond Auxiliary .
Enterprises (Schedule A-4) 10,166,415 9,704,040 462,375 4.76/o
Other Auxiliary Enterprises
and Activities (Schedule
A_5) 11,360,565 10,079,546 1,281,019 12.71/6
Total - SIUE $ 47,862,778 $ 43,879,851 $ 3,982,927 9.08%
Total - University $218,660,187 $202,593,742 $16,066,445 7.93%
a
Funds for University Risk Management activities. These funds are under the
fiscal officership of the Board Treasurer for support of SIUC and SIUE self-
insurance needs.
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University
Administrator SIUC SIUE Total
$1,839.6 $170,888.0 $66,890.6 $239,618.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
it 0.0
(75.0)
150.7
40.6
(72.6)
0.0
75.0
0.0
(1.7)
0.0
359.5
0.0
150.7
38.9
(72.6)
359.5
0.0
(75.0) 193.7 357.8 476.5
-4.08% 0.11% 0.53% 0.20%
$1,764.6 $171,081.7 $67,248.4 $240,094.7
Table 1
SUMMARY OF FY-94 STATE APPROPRIATED OPERATING
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
9
(In thousands of dollars)
FY-93 Budget Base
Base Adjustments
Financial Guidelines
Adjustment
Tuition Waiver Adjustment
Cost Recovery Instruction
Semester Conversion Adjustmen
Personnel Transfer
Total Adjustments
Percent of Adjustments
Adjusted Base FY-93
PQP Initiatives
Improvement in Undergraduate
Education
Minority Educational
Achievement Initiatives
Undergraduate Equipment
Faculty/Staff Initiatives
Other Increases
Salary
General Price
Unavoidable Costs
Sick Leave Payout
Social Security
Utilities
Library Materials
& M Needs
Obstetrical Care Center
Rural/Downstate Health
Total Increases
Total Change
Percent Change
Total FY-94 Operating Budget
BUDGET FOR
0.0 271.4 280.0 551.4
0.0
0.0
6.7
200.0
150.0
588.1
70.0
80.0
241.0
270.0
230.0
835.8
13.2
0.0
871.6
0.0
374.2
0.0
1,259.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.3
0.0
413.8
61.6
512.1
15.0
0.0
3.5
0.0
100.0
483.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.9
0.0
513.8
54A.6
512.1
15.0
$ 20.0 $ 3,091.9 $ 1,631.7 $ 4,743.6
$ (55.0) $ 3,285.6 $ 1,989.5 $ 5,220.1
-2.99% 1.92% 2.97% 2.18
$1,784.6 $174,173.6 $68,880.1 $244,838.3
l
Does not include retirement funding,
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (RAMP) SUBMISSIONS
HSCAL YEAR 199 b: OPERATING BUUGE I RhQUEST ^^'
Summary
necessuy of making higher education one of the state ?s top funding priorities?
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Details relating to the Programmatic and Other Requests included in
Option 3 were set forth in back-up materials to Item HH on the July 8, 1993
agenda.
Other Comments
The requests for employer retirement contributions and Financial
Guidelines Programs are not included in the attached summary. These requests
will be included in the final RAMP documents, based upon guidelines provided by
the State Universities Retirement System of Illinois and IBHE guidelines,
respectively.
Rationale for Adoption
The RAMP Operating Budget submission is the document required by the
IBHE for communicating the University's planning decisions ?nd resource
requirements for Fiscal Year 1995. One condition of this acceptance by the
IBHE is its approval by the SIU Board of Trustees.
Considerations Against Adoption
None are known to exist.
Constituency Involvement
The University request was developed using the guidelines approved by
the Board of Trustees at the July 8, 1993, meeting. These guidelines have been
reviewed by various constituency groups from both SIUC and SIUE.
Resolution
WHEREAS, The Illinois Board of Higher Education requires the annual
submission of the Resource Allocation and Management Program (RAMP) Operating
Budget Request;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University in regular meeting assembled, That the Resource Allocation
and Management Program (RAMP) Operating Budget Request of Southern Illinois
University for Fiscal Year 1995 as summarized in Option 2 be and is hereby
approved and is to be transmitted to the Illinois Board of Higher Education;
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor (using Options 2 and 3 as
guidelines) be and is hereby authorized to adjust this Budget Request to
include funding for employer retirement contributions based upon guidelines
provided by the State Universities Retirement System of Illinois, and to make
such adjustments that are necessary for Financial Guidelines Programs as per
Illinois Board of Higher Education guidelines, and to make such other
adjustments as are necessary to reflect actions of this Board, the Illinois
Board of Higher Education, the General Assembly, and the Governor of the State
of Illinois.
September 9, 1993
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Option 1
SIU FY 1995 OPERATING BUDGET REQUESTS (1)
(in thousands of dollars)
SIUC SIUE
FY-94 Budget Base (Public
Act 88-0090) $174,173.6 $68,880.1
Requested incremental
increases:
Salary 0.0 0.0
General Price 0.0
Utilities 0.0 0*0
Library Materials (10%) 450.2 12o!o
Total Incremental Increases $ 450.2 $ 120.0
& M Needs $ 794.5 $ 250.7
Programmatic and Other
New Program Requests 0.0 0.0
Expanded/Improved
Program Requests 0.0
Special Analytical Studies 0.0
Total Programmatic and
Other $ o.O
Net Change $ 1,244.7
Percent Increase 0.71%
Total FY-95 Operating
Budget Request $175,418.3 $69,250.8 $1,784.6 $246,453.7
Does not include retirement contributions, Social Security increases sickleave payout, or LAC activities.
University
Adminis-
tration Total
$1,784.6 $244,838.3
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 570.2
$ 0.0 $ 570.2
0.0 $ 1,045.2
0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0
370.7 $ 0.0 $ 1,614.4
0.54% 0.00% 0.66%
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Option 2
SIU FY 1995 OPERATING BUDGET REQUESTS
(in thousands of dollars
(1)
-
SIUC SIUE
University
Adminis-
tration Total
FY-94 Budget Base (Public
Act 88-0090) $174,173.6 $68,880.1 $1, 784.6 $244,838.3
Requested incremental
increases:
Salary (3.5%)
General Price (3.5%)
Utilities (3.5% SIUC &
SIUE, 10% SM)
Library Materials (10%)
4,404.4
1,011.1
335.4
450.2
1,683.8
460.8
99.8
120.0
45.3
14.3
0.0
0.0
6,133.5
1,486.2
435.2
570.2
Total Incremental Increases $ 6,201.1 $ 2,364.4 $ 59.6 $ 8,625.1
& M Needs $ 794.5 $ 250.7 0.0 $ 1,045.2
Programmatic and Other
New Program Requests
Expanded/ Improved
Program Requests
Special Analytical Studies
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Total Programmatic and
Other $ 0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0
Net Change $ 6,995.6 $ 2,615.1 $ 59.6 $ 9,670.3
Percent Increase 4.02% 3.80% 3.34% 3.95%
Total FY-95 Operating
Budget Request $181,169.2 $71,495.2 $1,844.2 $254,508.6
^Does not include retirement contributions, Social Security increases, sick
leave payout, or LAC activities.
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Option 3
SIU FY 1995 OPERATING BUDGET REQUESTS (1
'
(in thousands of dollars)
FY-94 Budget Base (Public
Act 88-0090)
Requested incremental
increases:
Salary (3.5%)
General Price (3.5%)
Utilities (3.5% SIUC &
SIUE, 10% SM)
Library Materials (10%)
& M Needs
Programmatic and Other
New Program Requests
Expanded/Improved
Program Requests
Special Analytical Studies
Total Programmatic and
Other
Net Change
Percent Increase
Total FY-95 Operating
Budget Request
,1)
?eave
n
payoutl
U
o
d
r lll^T^T^^'^ SeCUrity inCreases ' sick
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SIUC SIUE
University
Adminis-
tration Total
$174,173.6 $68,880.1 $1 ,784.6 $244,838.3
4,404.4
1,011.1
1,683.8
460.8
45.3
14.3
6,133.5
1,486.2
335.4
450.2
99.8
120.0
0.0
0.0
435.2
570.2
$ 6,201.1 $ 2,364.4 $ 59.6 $ 8,625.1
$ 794.5 $ 250.7 0.0 $ 1,045.2
5 0.0 $ 200.0 $ 0.0 $ 200.0
2,346.6
> 0.0
1,150.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3,496.6
0.0
$ 2,346.6 $ 1,350.0 $ 0.0 $ 3,696.6
$ 9,342.2 $ 3,965.1 $ 59.6 $ 13,366.9
5.36% 5.76% 3.34% 5.46%
$183,515.8 $72,845.2 $1, 844.2 $258,205.2
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (RAMP ) SUBMISSIONS,
"FISCAL YEAR 1995: CAPITAL BUDGET PRIORITIES
Summary
The following capital projects for FY 1995 have been prioritized into
a University-wide list presented for the consideration and approval of the
Board.
Rationale for Adoption
Projects proposed for the campuses were developed recognizing the
need to capitalize upon advances in technology to deliver instruction and to
provide for capital renewal to preserve existing facilities.
In reformulating the campus requests into priority listings by
categories, the following project priority considerations were recognized:
A. Projects of an emergency nature.
B. Projects for which planning funds have previously been
appropriated.
C. Projects to provide equipment to complete state-funded
facilities.
D. Previous priority accorded to projects carried over from the
past.
E. Projects providing for accessibility for the handicapped and for
rehabilitation, remodeling, and realignment of existing
facilities, with special consideration given when preservation of
the facility is a factor.
F. Capital renewal projects to address critical infrastructure needs
and to update academic and research space.
Considerations Against Adoption
None is known.
Constituency Involvement
Each campus administration has worked with appropriate groups to
develop its request for capital budget projects.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That subject to minor technical
changes as may be deemed necessary by the Chancellor, the attached lists of
Capital Projects consisting of:
September 9, 1993
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Regular Projects $42,169.2
Capital Renewal Projects 37*448!
7
Total Capital Projects $79'6l7.*9
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Southern Illinois University
University-wide Capital Budget Priority List
REGULAR CAPITAL PROJECTS
Mscal Year 1995
Priority
University- (Thousands
Hlfe Project Description SIUC SIUE
1 Biological Sciences Building - Equipment $ 2,870.0
The construction of this building is
proceeding on a schedule that projects the
need for movable equipment funds to be
provided in the FY 1995 capital appro-
priations. Most of this equipment will be
scientific and highly technical in nature,
and many items have production schedules of
12 to 18 months.
2 Engineering Building Addition - Construction $12,853.0
This project provides for construction of
an addition to the Engineering Building at
SIUC primarily for the Department of
Electrical Engineering. The new 52,970
gross square feet (GSF) facility will
provide approximately 31,390 net assignable
square feet (NASF), including 10,000 NASF
for classroom laboratories, 15,030 NASF for
research laboratories, and 6,360 NASF for
offices. The total estimated cost of this
project is $15,212,000, including future
year allocations for equipment and
utilities extensions. Planning funds of
$817,100 were appropriated and approved in
the FY-90 Science and Technology
initiative.
390
Priority
University-
wide
(Thousands)
Project Description
Engineering Facility Planning and
Construction
Funding for this project will provide for
the completion of planning and for the
construction of a facility to house
laboratories, classrooms, and offices of
the School of Engineering. Detailed plans
and specifications are complete, funded by
a FY-90 appropriation of $843,500 for
planning. Cost of the total project,
including planning, construction, and
equipment is estimated to be $25,986,900.
Morris Library Annex - Planning
This project provides the first part of
planning funds for construction of an annex
building containing 340,000 gross square
feet and 200,000 net assignable square
feet The total estimated cost of the
project is $60,000,000. Final estimates of
costs will be determined upon the
completion of the building program
statement.
Supporting Services Annex
Funding for this initiative will provide
for construction of additional supporting
services facilities on the Edwardsville
Campus to accommodate the activities of
two units: Contract Archaeology and the
University Museum. The new facilities also
will include general -purpose storage space.
Plans call for construction of 17,057 gross
square feet (12,758 net assignable square
feet) of space. (12,758 NASF).
SIUC SIUE
$20,649.8
$ 1,000.0
$ 2,700.1
September 9, 1993
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Planning
- Research and Education Facility $ 1,247.5
As the School of Medicine reaches full
maturity, resolutions of space allocation
conflicts among research and instructional
programs have become progressively more
difficult. Leased facilities are
increasingly ineffective and costly. This
request will support design of a building
to permit expansion of grant supported
research, ensure compatible development of
educational resource capabilities and
maximize future opportunities to consoli-
date related functions. The total cost of
design, construction, and equipment for the
building is estimated at $27,620,200.
Land Acquisition and Construction of Day-
Lare facility
$ 848>8
Funds are requested to support the
planning, land acquisition, construction,
and equipping of a day-care center for the
School of Medicine at Springfield. The
operation costs of the completed day-care
facility are expected to be supported from
the operating revenues of the center. The
availability of a day-care facility will
enable the School to more effectively
compete for high quality employees in the
Springfield job market. Recent legislation
passed by the Illinois General Assembly is
aimed at encouraging the development of
day-care facilities on university campuses.
Campus Totals $18,819.3 $23,349.9
University-wide Total $42,169.2
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Southern Illinois University
CAPITAL RENEWAL PROJECTS
Fiscal Year 1995
SIUC
(Thousands
Project Description
Asbestos Abatement, Phase II $ 1,000.0
This request will provide funding for additional work to
replace building materials containing asbestos with other
materials of similar insulating qualities.
Replace Domestic Water Lines, Life Science II $ 300.0
The galvanized piping that was used in the construction of the
Life Science II building has corroded in many places throughout
the system so that water supply is significantly reduced.
Replace Domestic Water Lines, Agriculture and Pulliam Hall
Fuildings $ 700.0
The galvanized lines in both buildings are also corroded and
restricting water supply. The reduced budget to renovate
Pulliam Hall in 1985-89 caused much of the planned pipe
replacement to be eliminated.
Chiller - Refrigerant Replacement and Cooling Tower Replacement $ 466.3
These funds are requested to replace the Rll and R12
refrigerants in four chillers (1 - 200 ton, 2 - 300 ton, 1 -
800 ton) in the Medical Instructional Facility and the
Springfield Combined Laboratory at Springfield with
environmentally safe refrigerants. The manufacture of Rll and
R12 refrigerants will cease prior to December 31, 1995. The
chillers must be adjusted and many of the components of the
chillers replaced to accept alternative refrigerants specified
by the manufacturer. An air monitoring system may be required
for some of the new refrigerants. This request also replaces
the 20-year old cooling towers that serve the 800 ton and 200
, ton chil ler.
Replacement Roofs, Agriculture, Morris, and Communications
Buildings $ 300 -°
The routine replacement of roofs on campus buildings is caused
by ultraviolet rays of the sun and temperature extremes of
heat and cold. These funds will be used to replace the oldest
parts of the roofs on each building.
September 9, 1993
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800.0
The campus-wide program to replace the. electronic heat and
smoke sensors and the building annunciator panels has been
affected significantly by new regulations that require audio
and video alarms in many more building locations than
previously planned. The Communications Building and Woody Hall
are the buildings most in need of upgrading to their systems.
ADA Compliance $20,230.0
An initial survey of campus academic buildings has determined
that funds in this amount will provide signs, graphics
elevator controls, exterior ramps, toilet modifications, and
many other items to campus facilities in order to achieve full
compliance with the new standards.
Total SIUC $23,796.3
SIUE
(Thousands)
Project Description
Roof Repair and Replacement, Phase II $ 299
The University received $243,700 in FY-94 to begin addressing
deteriorating roofs on several facilities at the Alton and
Edwardsville Campuses and the East St. Louis Center The
current project will continue this initiative by replacinq
roofs on nine additional facilities at all three locations.
Science Laboratory Casework Renovation and Replacement $ 3,350.0
Funding for this project will be used to renovate or replace
laboratory casework and fixtures in the Science Laboratory
Building on the Edwardsville Campus. Facilities to be
renovated serve the instructional and research activities of
the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, and Physics.
Chilled Water Unit Replacement
$ 3)283 Q
This project involves the replacement of four obsolescent
chiller units in the Edwardsville Campus Heating and
Refrigeration Plant. All units to be replaced are more than
twenty-five years old. They are 750 ton-per-hour, single-stage
lithium bromide units. They will be replaced by similar
capacity, two-stage units. The new chillers are expected to
operate with at least 30% greater energy efficiency than the
equipment being replaced.
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Door and Window Hardware Repair and Replacement $ 739.0
Doors, windows, and associated hardware in a number of
facilities at both campuses and the East St. Louis Center have
deteriorated significantly, making it prohibitively expensive
to accommodate problems on a case-by-case basis. Funding for
this project will provide for the repair or replacement of
complete locking systems, door frames, hinges, closers, panic
bars, and other accessories as well as windows and window
frames.
Mechanical Systems Renovation $ 666.3
Mechanical systems in many facilities at both campuses and the
East St. Louis Center are obsolescent or becoming increasingly
unreliable because of wear. Funding for this project will
provide for upgrades or replacements of air compressors, heat
exchangers, generators, motors, supply and return fans and HVAC
systems.
Campus.J_nfra structure Repairs, Phase II $ 742.0
The University received $321,000 in FY-94 to fund the first
phase in a multi-phase infrastructure modernization effort.
The current project will extend this initiative to upgrade
power circuits in several central Edwardsville Campus
facilities, provide a non-interruptible power supply for the
University's central computing facility, and renovate HVAC
systems in two buildings at the Alton Campus.
ADA Compliance $ 4,573.1
The University is developing plans for a multi-year initiative
aimed at bringing all of its facilities into compliance with
provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). These
plans are guided by language of the act: to ". . . ensure that
the operation of each service, program, and activity is
operating so that each, when viewed in its entirety, is readily
accessible and usable by individuals with disabilities." This
project will be focused on the Edwardsville Campus, the School
of Dental Medicine at Alton, and the East St. Louis Center;
involving buildings built in the 1920's at the latter two
sites. It will address pathways, signage, assembly areas,
restrooms, elevators, alarm systems, doors and associated
hardware, and drinking fountains.
Total SIUE $13,652.4
Total for SIUC and SIUE $37,448.7
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RECOMMENDATION ON ARCHITECTS: BURSAR FACILITIES REMODELING, SIUE
Summary
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Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The review committee for the Bursar Facilities Remodeling project was
chaired by the Budget Director and included the Assistant to the Vice-President
for Administration, the Coordinator of Construction, Plant Operations, the
Business Manager for Disbursements and Payroll, and the Coordinator for Risk
Management.
This matter was recommended to the Chancellor for adoption by the
Vice-President for Administration and tne President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The firms of FGM, Inc., Belleville, Illinois; Yarger Associates,
Inc., Fairview Heights, Illinois; and Walton and Associates
Architects, Springfield, Illinois, are designated as qualified
to provide design and engineering services in connection with
the capital project, Bursar Facilities Remodeling, SIUE, and
that these firms be recommended to the Capital Development
Board, in the order in which the firms are listed above, for
negotiations leading to a contract for services with one of the
firms.
(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS AND AUTHORITY FOR
AWARD OF CONTRACTS: ART AND DESIGN BUILDING ~
EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SIUE
Summary
This matter would approve the plans and specifications and would
authorize the members of the Executive Committee of the Board to award
contracts in connection with the capital project, Art and Design Building
Equipment Installation, SIUE. The project is estimated to cost $175,000, and
will be funded from SIUE FY-93 and FY-94 state appropriations allocated for
reallocation of the Art and Design Department from the Wagner Center to the Art
and Design Building.
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Rationale for Adoption
During construction of the Art and Design Building, many of the
elements of work involved in the equipment installation project were considered
for inclusion during the construction through the change order process Todevelop cost estimates so that change orders could be evaluated, the architect
prepared plans and specifications for the work. The work involved in the
equipment installation project could not be accommodated through change ordersbecause contingency funds in the construction budget had been obligated to the
extent that CDB would allow. It is because plans and specifications had
already been developed for such work that complete plans and specifications for
the equipment installation project could be completed rapidly.
Copies of the proposed plans and specifications have been submitted
for review by the Office of the Chancellor and by the Architecture and Desiqn
Committee of the Board and for filing with the Office of the Board of Trustees.
Authority for the members of the Executive Committee of the Board to
award contracts is sought in order to expedite completion of the project The
equipment installation project will make the Art and Design Building fully
functional so that the relocation of Department of Art and Design proqrams from
the Wagner Center can be completed.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The plans and specifications for the capital project, Art and
Design Building Equipment Installation, SIUE, be and are hereby
approved as presented to the Board this date, and officers of
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville are authorized to
proceed with bidding the project in accordance with the plans
and specifications approved.
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(2) The members of the Executive Committee of the Board be and are
hereby authorized to award contracts in connection with the
capital project, Art and Design Building Equipment Installation,
SIUE.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established!
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECT: BIOLOGICAL
SCTETJCETWILDING ADDltTWTsTUC
"
Summary
This matter requests project approval to construct an addition to the
Biological Sciences building on the Carbondale campus and to reaffirm it?
previous recommendation to the Capital Development Board (CDB) regarding ar
architectural firm for this project.
Rationale for Adoption
The project to plan and construct the Biological Sciences buildin<
was presented to the Board of Trustees for informational purposes as parts o"
the FY 1990 and 1991 RAMP capital requests. Project approval was given and thi
selection of an architectural firm was made at the Board's meeting oi
December 14, 1989. The firm of Schmidt, Garden, and Erikson (SGE) was thei
recommended to the CDB. Planning funds in the amount of $1,065,800 wer
released by the Governor on April 25, 1990, and the construction funds in th
amount of $14,664,600 were released on January 15, 1993.
The first estimates prepared on December 11, 1990, indicated fund
were significantly less than the projected cost by approximately $3,100,000
Over a period of the next two years, University personnel and SGE me
frequently to plan the building. Estimates of cost became more detailed ove
time, and by March 5, 1992, the project was estimated to be $4,674,329 over th
budget. It became necessary to reduce significantly the size of the buildin
and to delete academic departments that had been a part of the origina
planning document.
Bids for the six divisions of work were opened by the CDB o
December 17 and 23, 1992. The net result of all bids came in at $2,500,00
below the estimates. The CDB agreed that these funds could be placed back int
the project. However, it was mutually agreed that the start of constructio
should not be delayed by any plans to move deleted academic units back into th
project. After consultations with SGE, it was requested by the Universit
that: (1) certain floor and wall finishes, (2) a connecting passageway to th
existing Life Science Building, and (3) a 100 seat lecture facility could al
be added to the main structure without causing delays. However, efforts t
also include the Electron Microscopy Center and the Research Photography Cente
met significant obstacles. Magnetic fields from nearby underground electri
feeders, intolerable levels of floor vibration, and underground steamlines,
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chilled water lines, and sanitary and storm sewers would all have to be
relocated if the two Centers were to be added to the main facility After
thorough consideration, it is believed that the construction of a separate and
free-standing structure located nearby provided the most practical solution for
accommodating the two Centers. SGE is developing preliminary plans that would
support this suggestion, and the plans should be available sometime in late
August, 1993. The members of the Board of Trustees will be informed of these
plans upon their arrival from SGE.
In, addition to project approval, the Board is herein requested to
approve and to reaffirm its earlier action of recommending to the CDB that the
SGE firm be commissioned to prepare the plans and specifications for this
additional structure.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to construct an addition to the Biological Sciences
- Building, be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of
$1,200,000, and the firm of Schmidt, Garden, and Erikson,
Champaign, Illinois, be and is hereby recommended to the Capital
Development Board to prepare the plans and specifications for
this project.
(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
- policies and procedures.
REVISED PROJECT APPROVAL, APPROVAL OF PLANS AND
SPtuniAllUNS, AND AWARD OH CONTRACT: RENOVATIONS
Oh MURRIS LIBRARY ELEVATOR CONTROLS,~SlUC
Summary
This matter seeks a revised project approval, the approval of plans
and specifications, and the award of contract to make renovations to the
electronic and manual controls of passenger elevators #3 and #4 in Morris
Li brary
.
Lai a™
T
«
e ^A 1 "* 1 bud9et for this project was $130,000. The low bid was
5147,900. A revised budget of $155,000 is requested herein to provide for the
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higher cost of the project and to provide a small contingency fund, both
totaling an increase of $25,000 and 19.2% above the original budget.
Funds for this work will come from state appropriations through the
Physical Plant maintenance budget.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on February 11, 1993, the Board of Trustees gave
project and budget approval to make renovations to the controls of elevators #3
and #4 in Morris Library at an estimated cost of $130,000. These elevators
were put into service in 1964, and their heavy use and the new requirements of
federal legislation make these renovations necessary.
Bid opening was conducted on June 24. The low base bid for the
project was $143,600. In addition, an alternate bid was requested giving the
contractor's cost to provide a second shift of workers in order to expedite the
project. This was done to keep passenger inconvenience at a minimum. The low
bid for this alternate #1 was $4,300, which then gives a total bid of $147,900,
or $17,900 and 13.8% over the original budget.
In addition to the higher bid, this matter also requests approval to
establish a small contingency fund of $7,100. This fund and the higher bid
costs would then combine to become a total of $25,000 and 19.2% above the
original budget.
Mr. Carl Bretscher, the Board's consulting architect, has reviewed
the plans and specifications and recommends their approval.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers ^re aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The request for a revision in the project and budget approval
given on February 11, 1993, to the project to renovate elevator
controls in Morris Library, be and is hereby approved at a
higher cost of $155,000.
(2) Funding for this revised project will be from state
appropriations through the Physical Plant maintenance budget.
(3) The contract for this work be and is hereby awarded to Dover
Elevator Co., Evansville, Indiana, in the amount of $147,900.
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(4) Final plans and specifications for this project be and are
hereby approved as submitted to the Board of Trustees for
review, and shall be placed on file in accordance with I Bylaws
9, contingent upon favorable recommendation of the Architecture
and Design Committee.
(5) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
402 BID TABULATION
-
Morris Library Elevator Controls, SIUC
Bid Opening June 24, 1993, 11:00 A.M.
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BIDDERS
Dover Elevator Co.
Evansville, IN
$143,600 $4,300 $147,900
151,290
Otis Elevator Co.
Louisville, KY
144,990 6,300
Montgomery Elevator Co.
Peoria, IL 148,884 14,980 163,864
7 Invitations
3 No bid
1 No reply
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j
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PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ENGI NEER: FIRE ALARM
SYS1LM RENOVAT IONS, PHASE II, UNIVERSITY HOUSING. STUC
Summary
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Project and budget approval to make renovations to
^iteS" " ^^ 3nd Allen HdllS ' WhiCh are in the ^v.r,nJ
Hall it iJn?^^^ C0SJ ?f, the WOrk V Neely Hal1 is $300,000 and in Allen
come taUSnKu.: ^ ^ °' $^°°°' Fu "d1nfl f0r tt1s ^ k wil1
ration, J^ th^l^i ^VT rec^uests approval for the plans and specifi-c s for the Neely Hall portion of this project to be prepared bv aprofessional engineering firm, and for Allen Hal to be prepared by thePhysical Plant Engineering Services. a o
Rationale for Adoption
The regulations for fire protection have undergone significant
2ra<!" sT ra I. are«" 0ne such area requires additional detection devices
tnl rlllZl
] audl
°
and video ala™s. The Physical Plant staff ar aware ofhese changes, and they are incorporating each change as it occurs into thevarious phases of the campus-wide project to upgrade the fi>e alarm system.
University Housing is now taking a second step to make the necessarv
h llT The^sp' PnH
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h
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°
f
^ ^ *™ SyStem that 1s^ the ™1deJ2
7,1 ; ru0 d phase Wl11 renovate the systems in Neely and Allen Hallsdormitories. The project schedule calls for the Allen Hall work to be done
summe? of 1997"
° f ^ ^ f° r the Neely Hal1 W°rk t0 be done <-ing tnl
niinrvic
The en 9 ineering firm of Buchanan and Bellows of Bloomington,
JII NeeVv Hal?
C
rr deV° rR th H P7 pa-ration of plans and specifications
9
for
Bennw* fi™ L ,Ti V Th\ Board /f Trustees has approved the Buchanan and
Ehl ZJa Tic ° n flVe ph,aSeS ° f flre a1arm ^novations to the main campus.
PhaJ of fV°
9a
i
Ve approval at its "*y 9, 1991, meeting to use the firm forase I ire alarm renovations for University housing.
Allen H.ll
Y
Th!
Plan t E
D
n 9 ineenng Services will be used for the work in
oroiect iV Jj! USG °Kfn Phy' lca1 u Plant Engineering Services for the Allenp j s made possible through the in-house use of prior plans and
r^irfpnrf^n iT- I
iPe alarm renovations which were prepared for two otheresidence halls which are identical to Allen Hall.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
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Constituency Involvement
This matter has been shared with the Residence Hall Association as
part of the discussion on the housing rate increases. No action was taken
concerning this project.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to renovate the fire alarm system in Neely and Allen
Halls be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of
$425,000.
(2) Funding for this project shall come from housing revenue.
(3) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
the firm of Buchanan and Bellows, Bloomington, Illinois, be and
is hereby authorized to prepare the plans and specifications for
the Neely Hall portion of this project.
(4) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
the Physical Plant Engineering Services be and is hereby
authorized to prepare the plans and specifications for the Allen
Hall portion of this project.
(5) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established!
policies and procedures.
APPROVAL OF EASEMENTS TO THE ILLI NOIS BAPTIST
~
STATE ASSOCIATION, StUC
Summary
This matter seeks approval to grant permanent easements to the
Illinois Baptist State Association for the purposes of crossing University land
to access its own land, and to make certain specific minor improvements on
University land in order to accommodate that access.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on February 11, 1993, the Board of Trustees gave its
approval to the project to acquire the buildings and land of the Baptist
Student Center from the Illinois Baptist State Association. It also approved
of the conveyance of land to the Association, the selection of which was to be
determined through negotiations. Subsequent to those approvals, it was
determined during negotiations that land in a portion of tract 77-L and all of
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tracts 77-M through 77-P would be conveyed to the Association. This exchange
of land was concluded on July 1, 1993.
Within a short period of time after that exchange, the Association
commissioned a local engineering firm to survey its land as a first step inplanning a new facility and parking lot. As a result of that survey, it became
evident that two relatively minor items should be resolved First it wasdetermined that all of South Forest Street lying south of Mill Street 'had been
vacated by the City of Carbondale in its ordinance #79-45. Consequently that
action made the University the sole owner of the street, which would thenpotentially deny access to the Association's land. As a remedy from thatposition, the Association is requesting a permanent easement that will provide
convenient access to all of its property through the continued use of SouthForest Street. It is noted that this easement will have no effect uponUniversity programs, its facilities, or any long-range planning for that area.
i ^ , ,
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-,
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cond item t0 be resolved concerns a relatively narrow strip ofland that lies between the west edge of the Association's land and the east
edge of South Forest Street. This 20 foot wide strip, or right-of-way, was
acquired by the University at the same time the street was acquiredCurrently, the Association's site development plans require the removal of afew bushes and trees off of this land. Also, the construction of driveways andpedestrian walks are also planned to cross it. The Association is requesting apermanent easement that will authorize it to enter upon this land for
construction and maintenance purposes and to have access across it to itsproperty beyond.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The request to grant a permanent easement to the Illinois
Baptist State Association for the purpose of using University-
owned land within South Forest Street and the east right-of-way
thereof as access to its property be and is hereby approved.
(2) The request to grant a permanent easement to the Association for
the purposes of tree removal, construction of driveways and
pedestrian walks, and continuous access for maintenance purposes
and access across to its property be and is hereby approved.
(3) The easements given to the Association shall be as described in
documents on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees in
accordance with I Bylaws 9.
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(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
Mr. Norwood moved the reception of Changes in Faculty-Administrative
Payroll, SIUE and SIUC; the reception of Reports of Purchase Orders and
Contracts, June and July, 1993, SIUC and SIUE; and the approval of the Minutes
of the Meetings held July 7 and 8, 1993; Specialist Degree Program, Major in
School Psychology, School of Education, SIUE; Master of Science Degree Program,
Major in Computing and Information Systems, Schools of Business and Sciences,
SIUE; Change of Department Name, Department of Family Practice to Department of
Family and Community Medicine, School of Medicine, SIUC; Annual Internal Budget
for Operations, Fiscal Year 1994; Resource Allocation and Management Program
(RAMP) Submissions, Fiscal Year 1995: Operating Budget Request; Resource
Allocation and Management Program (RAMP) Submissions, Fiscal Year 1995:
Capital Budget Priorities; Recommendation on Architects: Bursar Facilities
Remodeling, SIUE; Approval of Plans and Specifications and Authority for Award
of Contracts: Art and Design Building Equipment Installation, SIUE; Project
Approval and Selection of Architect: Biological Sciences Building Addition,
SIUC; Revised Project Approval, Approval of Plans and Specifications, and Award
of Contract: Renovations of Morris Library Elevator Controls, SIUC; Project
Approval and Selection of Engineer: Fire Alarm System Renovations, Phase II,
University Housing, SIUC; and Approval of Easements to the Illinois Baptist
State Association, SIUC. The motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee
opinion in regard to this motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Mark Kochan;
ray, none. The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John
Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl,
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
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The following matter was presented for notice onl
NOTICE OF PROPOSED CHANGE: CREATION OF SUMMER TERM
FEE SCHEDULE, SIUE
[AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD C-51
Summary
a seoaraJ \rhPri.ip f f ,
SI
*l
S 9Gneral Student fee schedule to create
IfAVl % schedule of fees for the summer term. The changes would beeffective for summer, 1994. Creation of the summer term scheduli corrects anoversight in the conversion of fees for the semester calendar
Rationale for Adoption
SIUE's tuiLULJUfl!'r 9 - 2 meeting, the Board approved the conversion of
lino
S
Vi
and fee policies to a semester basis, effective with fall term1993 In preparing the tuition and fee conversion, one of the principles£ WVh3t the . conversion would not result 'in additional 'costs tstudents. The conversion approved did not differentiate between fees thatwould-be assessed for a semester and those to be assessedI for the'summer
same amount* in f^JVc %
Student Ending the summer session would pay thefees as for a semester (an amount equal to the fees that hadbeen assessed for 1.5 academic quarters). Such a conversion is inappropriate
InH f, V -\ty and, fc3C llity feeS ^^tic, University Center, Student Welfare
hv th^l
V
V
ty
'
an< S**ent Fitness Center Fees) because the functions supportedby those fees would be provided for a 10-week (summer) period rather than a
fad ireSte: ] Pf iod - Jhe ^ of these functions is time-related and norelated to a particular academic calendar.
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ok Rental and the Student-to-Student Grant Fees are
exceptions because the cost of the functions they support are directly related
^fsettinT
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^ to^T' " le "dar - . The S
"T " S Grant Fee will have to supporto fse g the semester-based tuition rates which apply to all courses
Kx?hnnS
S
LnLi h| dCad^ ic te™ in which ^e courses are taken. Similarly, the1™^ p 3 Fee . wl11 Provide te *ts for semester-based courses taken in the
|pvTr;-c thl "^ 9IT, semester-based courseload, the cost of providing the
Ir^LnV
me w
,
hether the courses are taken during the summer or during anacademic year semester. y
schedule fl^th?"^ corrects the earlier oversight by creating a separate feeor the summer session with activity and facility fee rates equal tothose previously assessed for a summer quarter, and Textbook Rental and S-T-S
auends dwrinn
a
th
in9 dt thG semester rates. With the correction, a student who
based fpJ rati T^^T^ Pay $16 - 25 m0re in fees ^n under the quarter-
Crltt rf • •
The added costs are due ^ the Textbook Rental and S-T-S
value that ^HJnT 9 Ti a semestAZ rat* basis, and are justified by the addedstudents will received from these functions in the summer
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Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This corrective action was discussed with SIUE student leaders during
fall 1992.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in reaular meeting assembled, That, effective with the collection of
fees for summer term, 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-5 be and is hereby
amended as follows:
5. General student fee schedule for Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville in effect Fai+ Summer term, 1993 1994:
a. Fall and Sp ring Semester Fee Rates
Student Student
Textbook Student-to- Welfare & Fitness
Credit Athletic Rental University Student Activity Center
Hours Fee Fee Center Fee Grant Fee
$ o
Fee
$32.00
Fee
1 $ 3.15 $ 4.30 $14.70 $42.75
2 6.30 8.60 29.40 33.40 42.75
3 9.45 12.90 44.10 34.80 42.75
4 12.60 17.20 58.80 36.20 42.75
5 15.75 21.50 72.00 37.60 42.75
6 18.90 25.80 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
7 22.05 30.10 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
3 25.20 34.40 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
9 28.35 38.70 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
10 30.55 43.00 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
11 30.55 46.50 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
12 and
over 30.55 46.50 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
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b. Summer Session Fee Rates
Credit
Hours
Athletic
Fee
20.35
20.35
20.35
Textbook
Rental
Fee
1 $ 2.10 $ 4.30
2 4.20 8.60
3 6.30 1O0
4 8.40 17.20
5 lO0~ 21.50
6 12.60 25.80
7 14.70 30.10
8
9
16.80
18.90
34.40
3X70~
43.00
46750
46.50
University
Center Fee
$ 9.80
19.60
29.40
39.20
4^70U
48700
4~O0
48,. 00WM
48.00
4~O0
48.00
Student
Student-to- Welfare &
Student Activity
Grant Fee Fee
$21.30
22.20
2.25
23790
28705
28705
28705
28705
28.05
28.05
28.05
Student
Fitness
Center
Fee
$28.50
28.50
28750
28.50
28757J
28750
2875TJ
287BT)
2875U
28.50
28750
28.50
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern IllinoisUniversity be and is hereby authorized to take all actions necessary toimplement this resolution in accordance with established
procedures. policies and
The following matter was presented:
FY 1993-94 PRODUCTIVITY REPORT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBGnOTF. SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE, AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNI VERSITY AT EDWARDSVTI I F
Summary
Southern
Rationale for Adoption
The productivity initiatives detailed in the 1993-94 Report are the
result of deliberative action on the part of SIU faculty, staff, and
administrators, and have been reviewed, and where appropriate, approved by theboard of Trustees in previous action on individual programmatic and other
related matters.
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Considerations Against Adoption
None are known.
Constituency Involvement
The 1993-94 Productivity Report, as well as the individual items
which comprise it, have been considered, and where necessary, approved by the
appropriate constituency bodies within SIUC, SIUE, and the School of Medicine.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Chancellor be and is hereby
authorized to submit the 1993-94 Productivity Report to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education in accordance with the IBHE timelines for submission of the
report.
September 9, 1993
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PREFACE
This coming academic year marks the 125th birthday of Southern Illinois University which
was chartered in 1869 as Southern Illinois Normal University and which changed o££? """"I? Xhf7T^ * I947 " ^ Unira*»* «"Pri« two institutions, Sou hernAnnois University at Carbondale, with a School of Medicine in Springfield and a campusm Nugata, Japan, and Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, with a School of Dent"Medicme at Alton and a center in East St. Louis.
Serving the southernmost portion of the state, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
a the only Carnegie Research n University located in the State of Illinois, and ranks wUhthe Umvers, y of Ehnois at Chicago in the north, and the University of 111 nois at Urbam,SKT m Pa,t °f the *" " °ne °f lhe three Pub"c researcb -niversmes
t(
U
^cZ
m
°°!S U
,
niver
?
ity at Edwardsville, with a mission and focus that lie in the areaof baccahureate education and select graduate and professional education through the
masters degree, is one of seven public universities in Illinois with this designation.
p
V
*n.£
h
!;,T
)0
? ™<*. eac™™&™* »' our Board of Trustees, SIU has entered into the
ZTI P
r0c
^,
beIlevm8 that n* °"ly could useful lessons be drawn from the planning
Placed WorTJT? "
We
-f
°UrS ,0 SCiZC
- ^ addreSsU,S ,he man* deci^ «3were placed befo e it, the University community was governed by several objectives:
Erst, Believing that the great bulk of students who are enrolled in American universities
are at the undergraduate level, this fact imposes an inescapable and high-priority obligationto provide for those students a high quality experience.
" oougati
Second Believing that graduate education at both the master's and doctoral level is
Tnn"^ 1°
*e
.
pUrTS °f higher education - «he appropriate tests for its authorization andsupport must depend on:
a. whether there is a genuine need for such a program and meets the priority
needs of the institution;
b. whether the institution has the capacity to deliver a high quality program-c whether there is the essential state or other financial support available for the
program; and
d. whether this will be an economical use of the state's resources.
3MtjL
,
That institutions of higher education are bound by a compelling social and moral
obl.gat.oi, to extend the benefits of higher education by increasing its access at all iTvek.
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Fourth . That in order to achieve a more efficient use of the state's resources, good
management is essential, particularly in the application of priorities, and thus in the
judicious use of resources, whether they be dollars, people, or facilities.
We know that public resources have been and will continue to be a scarce commodity in
Illinois. We also know that the counterpart of change is the courage and determination to
make tough decisions. In this regard, SIU and its constituent institutions have pursued
their task in a responsive and responsible manner. This has meant that while we have
pared away old and redundant activities as well as good programs of lesser priority, we
have begun to look at new ventures, new partnerships, and new and better ways of doing
things.
Recognizing that SIU exerts its most profound effect on the state's economic development
through the delivery of high quality education, research, and training, our academic
community and our Board of Trustees have chosen to pursue vigorously the P*Q*P process.
This has meant maintaining a clear appreciation of values accrued over 125 years of history
while setting our sights on a distant future. It is, therefore, of great importance to us that
the public, the executive and legislative branches of state government, and the Illinois
Board of Higher Education recognize that we have pursued the task before us with
diligence, with a clear sense of our past, with vision toward the future, and with a trust
accepted by the University's many constituencies in the fairness of the process.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
FY 1993-94 PRODUCTIVITY REPORT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
that M^K™ ""T Univ,ersi^ ** 93"94 Productivity Report detailed in the pagesfoUowjs the second annual report of the University prepared in response to the
statew.de Pr.ont.es, Quahty, and Productivity initiative begun by the Illinois Board ofagher Education n. October 1991. This report builds on actions taken by the University
and reported in 1992 which included elimination of two baccalaureate programs onemaster s program, 2 specialist degree programs, and a number of specializations and
concentrations; consolidation and restructuring of instructional units; reduction of researchand public service functions and services; and a host of structural and ^organizational
^!™TOl7 *?"»• reductions, consolidation and reallocation of positions, and
SSZfiS&TF^ftt r°ng eXkting positions ' allowin8 more *an $8.9million m FY 93 to be reinvested in higher priorities.
Like the first report, the 1993-94 report was developed through a long anddehberat.ve process mvolvmg constituency groups from all levels within SIU, and represents
Bolr^f "t T °1 therrt °f the UniVmi,y ' to faCult* and staff- administrators andard of Trustees to effect quality and productivity improvements and to respond
meaningfully to the IBHE staff recommendations issued on October 6, 1992, for program
eT„°.L .?'
red
-.
UCt
!"": "•" eUmina,ion - ne reP°rt ""Besses program and structural
changes and productivity improvements aimed at focusing efforts on the University's
SnUT ' StrfnSthenin8 the 1««*J »• the educational experience, and reinvestingstaff and resources m areas which most directly support the missions of SIU and its
?r°™
'
Tn' UH7ers,ties - Af !nduded * a rationale to support campus actions which differt om the IBHE recommendations on program eliminations.
This report identifies the short and long-term savings/reallocations associated withthe productivity rn.tiat.ves undertaken. It is important to recognize, however, that it does
not identify those numerous other actions which take place within the University on a dailvbasis which result in improved quality and productivity and for which dollar savings are
not easily quantified. s^-"<:
«• »„ J^e productivity improvement initiatives undertaken by SIUC, SIUE, and the School
.°„ ^h'^6-.3^ reP°?ed h?rem 3re underSirded by a set of planning assumptions unique
LvH^ t „
T
-
"? WUb !tS f°CUS and miSSi0n - ""»* Pla»n'ng assumptionsprov.de the framework for productivity measures which already have been accomplished
£JZ .t,n0Se , md,ca,ed - «* "P«t for forthcoming review and consideration.Productivity initiatives accomplished by each campus during FY 1993 are described in the
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it Elimination of Academic Programs
SIUC:
3 Ph.D. Programs
5 Master's Degree Programs
2 Specialist Degree Programs
7 Baccalaureate Degree Programs
3 Associate Degree Programs
19 Specializations and Concentrations
FY 93 Savings $10,092
FY 94 Savings $45,000
Long-Term Savings $616,827
SIUE:
1 Ed.D. Program
2 Master's Degree Programs
2 Bachelor's Degree Programs
3 Specialty Certificate Programs
2 Specializations
FY 94 Savings $76,000
Long-Term Savings $278,200
2* Consolidation and Restructuring of Instructional Units
SIUC:
Realignment of Degree Programs in CTC
FY 94 Savings $20,000
SIUE:
Modification of Family Practice Residency Program
in Dentistry
Merger of 2 Specializations
Consolidation of Academic Units-Proposed Formation of
College of Arts and Sciences
Long-Term Savings $300,000
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Consolidation and Restructuring of Instructional ITniK (continued)
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE:
Reduction of Contractual Arrangements with Hospital Based
Clinical Departments
Reduction in Clinical Departments' Appropriated Budgets
Reduction in Non-Clinical Departments' Appropriated Budgets
FY 94 Savings $354,000
Long-Term Savings $1,039,000
2- Elimination of Research and Public Service Units
SIUC:
Elimination of Renewal Institute
Elimination of College of Engineering & Technology
Applied Research Center
Elimination of Service Functions
Reductions in Research Support
Consolidation of Service Functions in Graduate School
FY 93 Savings $431,630
FY 94 Savings
Long-Term Savings $280,758
SIUE:
2 Centers Eliminated
Elimination of Broadcasting Services
Elimination of Papers on Language and Literature
FY 94 Savings $111,254
Long-Term Savings $126,254
4* Consolidation & Restructuring of Research & Public Service Units
SIUC:
Professional Positions Consolidated in Several Areas
FY 93 Savings $28,349
FY 94 Savings $20,000
Long-Term Savings $91,699
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Consolidation & Restructuring of Research & Public Service Units (continued)
SIUE:
2 Public Service Centers Consolidated
Budget Reductions in Remaining Public Service Units
FY 94 Savings $358,300
Long-Term Savings $600,900
Academic Productivity
SIUC:
Reduction in academic positions
FY 93 Savings $95,000
FY 94 Savings $671,229
Long-Term Savings $1,569,845
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE:
Reallocation of non-appropriated growth revenues to
instructional units
FY 94 Savings $3,738,000
Long-Term Savings $5,184,000
SIUE:
Conversion to semesters
Increased teaching efforts by administrators
FY 94 Savings $27,687
Productivity of Administrative Functions
SIUC:
Merger of 2 Vice Presidential Positions
Reductions in Professional, Civil Service, and Graduate
Assistant Positions
Consolidation and elimination of administrative functions
and reallocation of duties to remaining personnel
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Productivit y of Administrative Functions (continued)
SIUC:
Reductions & reallocations within Intercollegiate Athletics
Reductions in Service Enterprise Operations
Reductions in supplies & services in various units
FY 93 Savings $1,203,473
FY 94 Savings $1,543,464
Long-Term Savings $2,713,924
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE:
Position eliminations and reductions
Budget reductions in various units
Reductions in travel, commodities, and contractual services
Recovery of service cash costs
FY 94 Savings $695,000
Long-Term Savings $2,207,000
SIUE:
Reductions in Professional Staff and Civil Service Positions
Restructuring of Academic Departments in the School
of Dental Medicine
Reductions in appropriated funds to University Park
Budget reductions in various units
Discontinuation and/or transfer of functions among units
Other miscellaneous reductions/reallocations
FY 94 Savings $693,063
Long-Term Savings $892,113
L Savings/Reallocation Summary
FY 1994 LONG-TERM
SIUE $1,266,304 $2,177,067
SOM $4,787,000 $8,430,000
SIUC $2,615,909 $5,916,246
TTL. $8,669,213 $16,523,313
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8. Actions in Process
There remain within SIUC, the School of Medicine, and SIUE a number of programmatic
and other actions under consideration which, when completed, will provide additional
resources for reinvestment in higher priorities. For example, SIUC has under consideration
the elimination of all remaining AAS degrees, with identification of some for enhancement
to the baccalaureate, along with a number of other reduction/reallocation initiatives. In
addition, the Provost's 2 percent reduction plan will reallocate approximately $1 million in
FY 94 to programs yet to be designated. The School of Medicine expects to continue its
productivity efforts while positioning educational and clinical programs to respond to health
care reform initiatives, preserving an adequate patient base for teaching and research, and
maintaining its emphasis on primary care training. SIUE will continue its review of
academic programs, and will review school structure to ascertain whether departments or
schools can be combined; will consolidate a number of specializations within the arts,
music, and theater; and will complete its review of intercollegiate athletics and make
recommendations to the President at the end of the Fall 1993 semester.
9. Productivity Improvements in the Office of the Chancellor
Well before the statewide emphasis on Priorities, Quality, and Productivity of higher
education initiated by IBHE and Chairman Quern, activities were being set in motion
within the Office of the Chancellor at SIU to review the priorities, functions, and staffing
within the Office and to streamline where possible. At the beginning of FY 1992, there
were 31.5 positions budgeted at $1,361,723 in support of the Office of the Chancellor
(excluding the Internal Auditing Function). A reduction of 10 positions made during FY
1992 resulted in an annual budget reduction of $354,799. In keeping with the P*Q*P
initiatives, in FY 1993 the Office of the Chancellor reduced an additional 2.7 positions, a
reduction of $123,386, making the total reduction 12.8 positions budgeted at $478,185.
Following these reductions, the FY 1994 budget for the Office of the Chancellor was less
than one-third of one percent of the entire Southern Illinois University budget.
,
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
PRODUCTIVITY REPORT
FY 1993/FY 1994
INTRODUCTION
The attached report presents the current actions, plans, and proposals which have been
taken or are underway as the Campus response in reporting its productivity efforts to the
Board of Higher Education. This report reflects the Campus' application of the "Guidelines
for Productivity Improvement in Illinois Higher Education" which were presented to the
Board of Higher Education on March 3, 1992, and Campus actions taken to address the
Board of Higher Education's Staff Recommendations on Productivity Improvements at Public
Universities issued on October 6, 1992. The report addresses productivity improvements in
instruction, research and public service, overall academic functions, and administrative
functions.
The report contains some proposed changes which are in various stages of the Campus
approval process, and if approved at the Campus-level, will require final approval by the
Chancellor and the Board of Trustees.
The productivity improvements reported herein have been made in conformity with the
Campus' focus on a full range of baccalaureate programs, graduate education through the
doctorate degree, and a high priority to research.
Productivity results will be reported in terms of internal reallocation within the unit and
in terms of campus priorities which are identified in the Academic Productivity section o( the
report.
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FOCUS STATEMENT
As one of the major public university campuses in Illinois, Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale offers a full range of baccalaureate programs, is committed to graduate education
through the doctorate degree, and gives high priority to research. It receives substantial
federal support for research and development and annually awards a significant number of
doctoral degrees balanced among selected liberal arts and sciences disciplines and
professional programs.
Within this programmatic context, Southern Illinois University has identified six areas of
special focus. The University strives to maintain and continually enhance the quality of
undergraduate education in both general education and the major and to develop the
professional, social, and leadership skills expected of college students. The University
supports the economic, social, and cultural development of rural central and southern Illinois
through appropriate undergraduate, graduate, and professional education and research,
partnerships with communities, business, and other colleges and universities, and utilization
of telecommunications technologies. The University cultivates and sustains a commitment in
research and instruction to problems and policy issues related to the region and state's natural
resources and environment. The University strives to meet the health care needs of central
and southern Illinois through appropriate health-related programs, services, and public health
policy. The University cultivates and sustains diversity through a commitment to affirmative
action, international programming, and a global perspective. The University also strives to
improve retention and graduation rates.
All program and program-support areas of the University are encouraged to distinguish
themselves by their contributions to this programmatic context and these special areas of
focus.
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PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
Several planning assumptions underlie the report continued herein; the major assumptions
1. A need continues for programmatic and structural change.
2. The Campus must rationalize its academic inventory and the plethora of services
offered within existing budgetary constraints.
3. Emphasis must continue to be focussed on the improvement of undergraduate
education and maintaining a comprehensive master's graduate program and a balanced
doctoral program among the six areas of the doctoral program complement.
4. Quality and productivity must be increased at all levels.
5. Restructuring and reallocation should produce dividends for new program initiatives
and salary enhancement.
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PRODUCTIVITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS
Elimination of the Instructional Units
Elimination of the M.S. in Agricultural Education and Mechanization : Merger of the
Department of Agricultural Education and Mechanization (AGEM) with Plant and Soil
Science (PLSS) to create a new Department of Plant, Soil, and General Agriculture will
initially reduce the inventory of undergraduate specializations by two, the number of
M.S. degrees by one, and the graduate level concentrations by one. The consolidation
was accomplished by the reduction of .5 FTE assigned to AGEM. Resources from the
merger will be reallocated to fund an environmental studies minor in the College of
Agriculture. The IBHE recommended elimination of the M.S. in Agriculture Education
and Mechanics and the M.S. in Plant and Soil Science. Long-term savings will be
reallocated to items of higher priority within the College of Agriculture.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: SO
Long-Term Savings Per Year: $25,700
Elimination of Forest Science Specialization : Refocusing of curriculum to higher demand
specializations of Forest Resource Management and Outdoor Recreation Resource
Management will improve the quality of instruction by directing undergraduate resources
on two rather than three specializations.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0
Elimination of the Ph.D. in Communication Disorders and Sciences : Was accomplished
in FY93. This program was recommended for elimination by the IBHE. Savings are
being reallocated for the College's budget challenge and internal reallocation.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $45,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $55,446
Elimination of the B.S. in Classics, the B.S. in Geography, and the B.S. in Physics in the
College of Education : These three degree programs were eliminated due to the
historically low enrollments.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0
Elimination of the Ph.D. in Higher Education : This decision was made in response to
the IBHE's recommendation to abolish the program. Long-term savings will be
reallocated to higher priorities within the College of Education.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $70,460
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Elimination of the Cu rriculum and Instruction Specialist Program : This elimination
occurred because of very low student demand and other program options available in the
Department of Curriculum and Instruction. Long-term savings will be reallocated to
higher priorities in the College of Education.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $4,000
Elimination of the Educational Psychology Specialist degree prog ram: This elimination
occurred because the demand has been limited in recent years. In the past, this degree
provided training for counselors and school psychologists. The degree requirements in
the specialist degree program have been shifted to the Ph.D. in Education concentration
in Educational Psychology. Long-term savings will be reallocated to higher priorities in
the College of Education.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $4,000
Elimination of the B.S. Degree in Language Arts : This decision was made because the
program has limited enrollment and does not meet IBHE guidelines for the minimum
number of graduates over the last three years. The long-term resources will be allocated
to other programs in the College of Education.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: SO
Long-Term Cost Savings: $8,000
Updating specializations in Curriculum and Instruction : This change was made to
accommodate rapid changes in the field of Early Childhood Education. There has been a
significant increase in the number of students seeking admission to this major. In order
to better utilize the faculty in this major, the decision has been made to consolidate the
specialization Kindergarten through Grade 3 into the other specializations in the B.S. in
Early Childhood Education.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $q
Updating concentrations in Education Administration : The faculty have recommended
and the administration has supported the consolidation of the concentrations Educational
Administration and Instructional Supervision into the general academic major in
Educational Administration in the M.S. in Educational Administration program. Faculty
retirements without replacement during the last two years have caused a problem in
staffing the specific concentrations. The academic area is rapidly changing and the
general core area is expanding as a result of educational reforms in public education.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0
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Updating concentrations in Physical Education : In the last program review, the external
team recommended a consolidation or elimination of the current concentrations because
the profession is changing. This recommendation, along with a loss in the last three
years of a faculty position, has prompted this change. Fewer specialty courses can be
taught because of the limited number of staff available. The quality of the M.S. in
Education major in Physical Education will not be negatively impacted by the elimination
of the concentrations Applied Physical Education, Experimental Physical Education,
and
Professional Physical Education. There are no anticipated cost savings since most of the
courses in these concentrations will continue to be taught.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $°
Long-Term Cost Savings: $°
Updating concentrations in Health Education : The field of health education has been
rapidly changing in recent years. The faculty have decided to respond to these rapid
changes by eliminating the four concentrations in the M.S. in Education in Health
Education and retaining the general academic major. This will allow the faculty to more
quickly respond to the changes in the discipline. The concentrations that will be
eliminated are School Health Education, Community Health Education, Safety Education,
and Industrial Education. There are no anticipated cost savings since most of the
courses
in these concentrations will continue to be taught.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $°
Long-Term Cost Savings: SO
Updatin g concentrations in Recreation : The faculty in the Department of Recreation have
chosen to respond to the efforts to use faculty resources at the graduate level in a
more
efficient manner by having an increase in the core requirements of the general M.S. in
Education in Recreation and eliminating the concentrations of Administration of
Recreation and Park Systems, Recreation Resource Administration, and Therapeutic
Recreation. There are no cost savings anticipated since most of the courses in these
concentrations will continue to be offered.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $°
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0
Updating concentrations in H i pher Education : In recent years, some retirements have not
been replaced in Higher Education. This reduction has caused the program faculty to
eliminate the concentrations of Academic Administration and Fiscal Affairs
Administration and to reallocate faculty resources to the remaining two concentrations.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $°
Elimination of the Civil Engineering Technology (GET) Specialization: The teaching-out
of Civil Engineering Technology Specialization has been approved by the Board ot
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Trustees. No new students have been admitted to the specialization since fall semester
1992. All the students in the program will be given the opportunity to graduate before
fall semester 1995. Three faculty members in CUT have been transferred to the
Department of Civil Engineering and Mechanics effective fall semester 1993. This
recommendation was also approved by the Hoard of Trustees. Long-term savings will be
reallocated internally within the College of Engineering.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: so
Long-Term Cost Savings: $50,000
Elimination of the Ph.D. in Molecular Scienre (in process): The program was initiated
to provide doctoral level instruction and research training to students in molecular-level
interdisciplinary studies involving engineering, mathematics, biological sciences and
physics. Although this program has evolved to accommodate curricular and research
diversity, it is considered of less priority than the planning now in progress for a doctoral
program in Physics. This factor, plus the lack of domestic student diversity and demand
has lessened the need for a Ph.D. in Molecular Science. The IBHE recommended that
the program be eliminated. The short- and long-term savings will be reallocated to
support the planned Ph.D. in Physics.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: S9,592
Long-Term Cost Savings: $51,776
Elimination of the Department o f Religious Studies and the B.A. Degree Program in
Religious Studies: Past program reviews have characterized this program as weak
academically, with low enrollments, an inadequate budget, and with little prospect for
improvement. The one tenured faculty member has been transferred to the English
department and two other non-tenured faculty have been transferred to the History
department. Short- and long-term cost savings listed below will be available for
reallocation to other departments within COLA. The IBHE recommended the elimination
of this program.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: SO
Long-Term Cost Savings: $325,945
Elimination of the Concentration i n German in the Master's Degree in Foreign Lam? nap es
and the Concentration i n Conservation Archaeology in the Master's Degree in
Anthropology
: These two concentrations no longer serve the programmatic purposes for
which they were designed. While the direct savings are small, the elimination of these
two concentrations is important in paring the program inventory down to a more realistic
list of options. Both short- and long-term savings will be reallocated to higher priorities
within the College.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $500
Long-Term Cost Savings: $2,500
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Elimination of Specific Courses in Various COLA Departments : Each department
systematically reviewed its catalog course offerings and determined where listed courses
were no longer being taught on a regular basis and for which there were no faculty
currently available to teach the courses. These courses are being eliminated from the
catalog. Approximately 72 courses have been so identified. While the direct savings are
negligible, the elimination of these courses from the catalog is an important step in
presenting students with a more realistic accounting of what is currently available to them
in the course inventory.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: SO
Elimination of the B.A./B.S. in Special Major Program : The Illinois Board of Higher
Education criticized this program for lack of focus and low numbers of students enrolled.
The Special Major program was designed to be flexible and to allow students the
opportunity to tailor specific majors to their interests and career plans in areas where
faculty resources existed but there was not adequate demand to create a regular academic
major. This optional degree path was never intended to have a specific focus or to attract
many students. Nevertheless, in light of the suggestion from the IBHE, the College of
Liberal Arts decided to delete this program from the inventory.
There are no material savings to be realized from this deletion. When the program was
moved to COLA approximately three years ago, administration of the Special Major was
simply added to the duties of the Honors Director. No new resources were added for this
duty and thus, other than a modest amount of the Director's time, no savings will be
realized by the elimination.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: SO
Long-Term Cost Savings: SO
Elimination of M.S. in Statistics : Student demand for the Master of Science degree in
Statistics has never been strong. The present master's program in the Department of
Mathematics can more than adequately handle the demand for this specialization.
Therefore, the Board of Trustees has approved its abolition. There are no savings
anticipated in this change.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: SO
Long-Term Cost Savings: SO
Elimination of M.A. in Plant Biology : While the M.S. in Plant Biology is strong in
student demand and enrollment, student demand for the Master of Arts degree in Plant
Biology reveals a continuing decrease over the last five years. The Board of Trustees has
therefore approved it abolition.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: SO
Long-Term Cost Savings: SO
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Elimination of M.A. in Zoology: Student demand for the Master of Arts degree in
Zoology remains low because the M.S. degree has become the degree of choice allowing
easier entrance to a doctoral program or the possibility of employment. The Board of
Trustees has approved the abolition of the Master of Arts Degree in Zoology Department
of Zoology, College of Science, SIUC.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0
Elimination of B.A. in Computer Science : The Department of Computer Science's move
to the College of Science in the Fall of 1990 essentially eliminated the difference in the
science requirements for the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degree programs.
The B.A. in Computer Science is a redundant degree and has been approved for
elimination by the Board of Trustees.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0
Elimination of the Associate in Applied Science in Avionics leclTnojogy : The faculty in
the Department of Aviation Technologies is proposing a merger of its two programs 'to
better serve student needs and address the federal regulations which control the aviation
industry. The elimination of the A. A.S. in Avionics Technology is phase one of the
merger. Additionally, entry-level job announcements in the aviation industry require that
new employees possess skills in both maintenance and avionics. Any long-term savings
will be reallocated internally within CTC for olher-than-saiaries lines.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $7,000
Elimination of the Associate in Applied Science in Computer Information Processing
The Illinois Board of Higher Education in its PQP initiative recommended abolition of
this program because community colleges in the Southern Illinois Collegiate Common
Market (SICCM) offer similar programs. Within SIUC, the College of Science offers a
baccalaureate degree in Computer Science. Selected courses in this degree which are
required by other programs within CTC and SIUC will be retained; the remaining courses
will be eliminated. Long-term cost savings will be reallocated to higher priorities within
CTC for other-than-salaries lines.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $9,000
Elimination of the Associate in Applied Science in Law Enforcement : The Illinois Board
of Higher Education in its PQP initiative recommended abolition of this program since
community colleges in the Southern Illinois Collegiate Common Market (SICCM) offer
similar programs. Within SIUC, the College of Liberal Arts (COLA) offers a
baccalaureate degree in Administration of Justice. Elimination of this program will
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reduce duplication of effort between these two programs. Subsequent to the teach out of
this program, selected courses will be transferred to COLA and the remaining courses
will be dropped. Long-term savings will be reallocated internally within CTC for the
Provost's budget challenge and a combined faculty position.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $3,000
ACTIONS REGARDING OTHER ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
The Ph.D. in Geography, in the College of Liberal Arts, was recommended for termination
by the IBHE. The program's centrality, particularly in the interdisciplinary area of
environmental planning and water resources management, and its recent and successful
efforts to correct its weaknesses have resulted in the University's disagreeing with the IBHE
recommendation. The Department has responded to the IBHE rationalizations by sponsoring
the merger of the Community Development program with Geography. The Master's degree
in Community Development has been eliminated, increasing faculty size in Geography from
6.25 to 9.25 FTE. Recent retirements have allowed recruitment of additional, research-
oriented faculty, who have sharpened the focus of the department's mission at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels by emphasizing environmental planning. The Department
has achieved an international reputation in water resources planning, and SIUC sponsors the
Universities Council on Water Resources through the Department. The Department has
awarded 15 doctoral degrees during the past decade-four more than the University of Illinois
at Champaign-Urbana. Nine of these graduates are employed by universities, six by the
government or private industry. Four work and live in Illinois.
The Ph.D in Sociology, in the College of Liberal Arts, was recommended for termination by
the IBHE. The IBHE noted that degree production fell in 1990 and 1991 and argued that
Illinois had an excess capacity in graduate programs in the field. After a detailed review of
the evidence, the SIUC Graduate Council voted overwhelmingly against eliminating this
program, and the President concurred. Sociology has a long record of successfully training
Ph.D. students, placing them in professional positions, and launching them on successful
careers. Everyone who has completed the program has entered a professional position, and
the program's graduates have strong records of scholarly productivity and accomplishment.
Degree production has returned to its normal level in 1992 and 1993, and there have been
increases in graduate enrollment, faculty publications, and applications for external funding.
Sociology has a solid Ph.D. program whose graduates are in demand.
The Ph.D. in Historical Studies, in the College of Liberal Arts, was recommended for
termination by the IBHE. The Department of History and its programs underwent a formal
program review in 1992-93. That review concluded that the Department has been
transformed in recent years by the addition of nine new faculty. Furthermore, the
weaknesses identified in earlier reviews have been addressed vigorously by the Department.
The internal and external reviewers judged the Ph.D. in Historical Studies to be a high-
quality program with growing enrollments that is central to the overall graduate mission of
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the university. The College of Liberal Arts, the Graduate School, and the central
administration concur in this assessment and have determined to maintain the degree
program. b
The Ph.D. in Political Science, in the College of Liberal Arts, was recommended for
termination by the IBHE. Noting rising numbers of doctoral students and doctoral decree
recipients (eight Ph.D.'s already in 1993), an excellent placement record for graduating
Ph.D.'s, and the Department's need of graduate assistants to help teach hioh-demand
*
undergraduate courses, the Department of Political Science and College of Liberal Arts did
not agree. The doctoral program is essential for continuing research, grant and contract
productivity, and for maintaining a high quality faculty. Virtually all Political Science
faculty have been very successful in securing grants and contracts, including an Aspen
Institute grant, the Institute for Local Government Affairs (funded by the Illinois
Comptroller's office) the USIA-funded Institute in the American Political Process as well asUSIA training grants to support international education efforts in Bulgaria. The department
also houses the Policy Studies Journal .
The M.S. in Administration of Justice, in the College of Liberal Arts, was recommended
for termination by the IBHE. Despite IBHL claims of low productivity, the program is
actually very productive when the size of the full-time faculty (11 members) and the number
of undergraduate majors (ca. 575) are taken into account. That is, the same 11 faculty
members who support the modest-sized graduate program also support a very lar^e and
exceptionally productive undergraduate program. Furthermore, recent assessments of
Administration of Justice, including the Department's 1992-93 Program Review (reported inRAMP 95), have been very favorable. The reports of the Internal and External Program
Review Teams, the Deans' responses to those reports, and Vice President Shepherd's
response to the IBHE recommendations were all very supportive of the Administration of
Justice program. The Master's program is entering a period of modest but significant growth
at a time when the job market for graduates, especially in southern Illinois, is increasing very
steadily. & -
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11!^'^ 8, 1U C,aSSiC/' ln thC C°llege 0f Liberal ArtS ' was ^commended for terminationby the IBHE. Because of increasing enrollments, the centrality of classical literature to so
many other disciplines, and the relatively low cost of the program, the Department of
Foreign Languages and Literatures and the College of Liberal Arts disagree. Recent figures
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ght maj°rS currently Pursui ng degrees, with five B.A. degrees awarded in FY
1992 The excellence of the faculty is undisputed, as is the importance of the program in
providing an historical and cultural dimension to the study of Art Architecture
Anthropology, History, Modern Languages and Literatures, Philosophy, Music and even
Mathematics and the life sciences, which still use Latin and Greek as a basis for much of
their professional terminology.
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^T *" the C°,legC of Libcral Arts < was ^commended for terminationby the IBHE. Because of recent growth in the program, the excellence of the faculty and
the increasingly important place of Russian in the University's curriculum, the Department of
Foreign Languages and Literatures and the College of Liberal Arts disagree. According to
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Fall 1992 figures, 15 undergraduate majors are pursuing Bachelor's degrees in Russian,
while 1 1 more are pursuing degrees through the Foreign Languages and International Trade
major in Russian. CY92 showed a significant increase in degrees awarded (five). The
faculty are among the strongest in a strong teaching department. With the fall of
Communism, the former Soviet republics are necessarily entering the world trade arena and
will surely become an important presence. This will create the need for many more speakers
of Russian in the United States to serve as consultants, partners, and participants in the
Russian economy.
The M.S. Ed. in Higher Education was recommended for termination by the IBHE. This
proposal was made before the SIU Board of Trustees voted on the faculty and Graduate
Council recommendation to significantly reduce the program inventory by eliminating the
concentration in fiscal affairs and the concentration in organization and administration of
higher education. It is now believed by the faculty within the department and by the College
of Education that the programming areas are appropriately aligned with faculty expertise and
student demand. The President has concurred with the faculty and Graduate Council actions
and the reduced program will continue to be reviewed in the cycle identified by the IBHE.
The Ph.D. in Education (Educational Administration) was recommended for termination
by the IBHE. This recommendation was not supported by the department and by the College
of Education. The proposal was not considered by the Graduate Council. The program has
historically been the largest doctoral program at SIUC and enjoys a reputation for high
quality throughout the region. This program consistently receives quality program reviews
and is accredited by the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education. The
elimination of this program would be a serious loss to educational reform and restructuring
initiatives for the entire southern region of the state of Illinois and the President concurs that
no valid reason for its elimination exists at this time.
The Ph.D. in Education (Physical Education) was recommended lor termination by the
IBHE. The graduate faculty of the department unanimously agrees that the program should
be retained. The program has the support of the College of Education and the Graduate
Council chose not to abolish the program. The program is conducted at a minimal expense.
Therefore, no significant financial savings would accrue form its discontinuation. The
department possesses a maturing faculty who have increased the number of persons eligible
to advise doctoral students and direct dissertations. There has been steady increase in faculty
productivity resulting in a record number of publications and grant proposals submitted this
year. The department has the highest number of doctoral students entering the program for
the 1993-94 academic year than it has ever experienced in a single year. Graduates have
enjoyed 100 percent employment in academia, private agencies and in post-doctoral research
appointments in prestigious university program. External reviews consistently have been
strong since the inception of the program about thirty years ago. For these reasons, the
President has concurred with the faculty and the program has not been recommended for
elimination.
The Ph.D. in Engineering Science in the College of Engineering was recommended for
elimination by the Illinois Board of Higher Education partly on the basis of low productivity.
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The program was initiated in FY 1985 and has taken several years to become fully
developed. The program graduated seven Ph.D. students in 1990 and ten in 1991 which has
greatly enhanced the yearly graduation rate.
The Ph.D. in Engineering Science program is the only one in the southern one-third of the
State. The program continues to contribute to the region's economic development and to
assist the State in the solution of problems related to coal, energy, and the environment.
The College of Engineering, with its 52 dynamic, young engineering faculty, has been able
to increase its annual external research grants and contracts to 3.18 millioiTdollars which
makes the College one of the leading units for research on the SIUC campus. Furiher the
scholarly contributions of the engineering faculty have also been increased significantly
This level of productivity enhances the College's ability to recruit high-quality faculty
members, maintain excellent educational programs, and strive for excellence in the future
Equally important, the Ph.D. program in Engineering Science, with its excellent faculty and
their scholarly activities, will strongly support the University's goal of maintaining its
'
Carnegie Research II University status.
The Ph.D. program in Engineering Science is implementing a plan to increase the number
of domestic students participating in the program, especially women and minorities We are
applying for external funds to increase the annual compensation to domestic students.
The graduates of the Ph.D. program have found appropriate positions in universities
research laboratories, and in industry. These graduates are making significant contributions
to the technological and economic health of this nation.
The Ph.D. program in Engineering is of high quality. The productivity is excellent It will
continue to be an important element in achieving the missions of the University.
The M.S. in Physics was recommended for elimination by the IBHI-. This program resides
within the Physical Sciences and Engineering area and currently serves as a feeder program
to the Ph.D. in Molecular Science which will remain open until 1995 Doctoral program
realignment provides justification for maintaining the M.S. in Physics, and a Colleoc of
Science in a comprehensive research university should have graduate prosrammin»°in
Physics. °
The College of Technical Careers
: In conjunction with appropriate campus constituencies
the College is developing plans to eliminate, if appropriate, all A. A.S. degrees The ultimate
goal is to offer 12 to 13 baccalaureate degrees. The plans include the following:
• Evaluate and review current baccalaureate degree programs lor future status in the
college.
• Identification and selection of some A. A.S. degrees for enhancement to
baccalaureate degrees.
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• Possible transfer of some A.A.S. degrees to community colleges.
• Elimination of the remaining A.A.S. degrees, those which will not be enhanced to
baccalaureate degrees or transferred to community colleges unless these degrees
are determined to be essential to the needs of southern Illinois but cannot be
transferred because of student demand, space, or resource restrictions.
• The Faculty Senate has approved the abolition of Avionics Technology, Law
Enforcement, and Computer Information Processing.
This plan for the College of Technical Careers will require close cooperation between
the IBHE staff and the Campus. Agreements between and among IBHE, ICCB, and
Governing Boards of SIUC, and participating community colleges (SICCM) must be
developed. Such agreements should allow for the delivery of degrees required to meet
regional needs for trained professionals, especially in the allied health related programs.
The following recommended objectives have been established:
Major
Mortuary Science and Funeral Service
Architectural Technology
Automotive Technology
Aviation Maintenance Technology
Aviation Flight
Radiologic Technology
Office Systems and Specialties
Photographic Production Technology
Electronics Technologies
Construction Technology
Tool and Manufacturing Technology
Commercial Graphics-Design
Dental Hygiene
Objective
Convert to B.S.
Convert to B.S.
Convert to B.S.
Convert to B.S. in Aviation
Technologies
Convert to B.S. or a specialization in
Aviation Management
Convert to B.S. in Radiologic
Technologies
Convert to B.S. in Information
Systems
Convert to a specialization in
Imaging Technologies
Convert to a specialization in
Electronics Management
Convert to a B.S. in Construction
Management or convert to a
specialization in Architectural Studies
or transfer to a community college
Convert to a specialization in
Advanced Technical Studies or
transfer to a community college
Convert to a specialization in
Imaging Technologies
Convert to a B.S. or transfer to a
community college
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Dental Technology Convert to a specialization in
Advanced Technical Studies or
.
.
transfer to a community college
Physical Therapist Ass.stant Transfer to Rehabilitation Institute
Respiratory Therapy Technology Convert to a specialization in Health
Care Management
Allied Health Career Specialties Transfer to community college or
eliminate
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $20,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: To be determined
Savings will be reallocated to the Provost's budget challenge, other-than-salaries and new
chair positions.
The following section presents a rationale for retaining those degree programs in CTC which
were recommended for elimination by the IBHE.
A.A.S. in Architectural Technology
: The Illinois Department of Employment Security
states that the occupational category of architects will experience a 31.9 percent orowth
rate annually through the year 2000. According to the Illinois Department of
&
Employment Security, demand accounts to 323 new positions per year while decrees
conferred, according to IBHE, is less than 100 per year from Illinois public universities
The Illinois Department of Professional Regulation recognizes the A.A.S in Architectural
Technology combined with the B.S. in Advanced Technical Studies as a four-year pre-
professional degree in Architectural Studies. The program has strong support from the
southern Illinois chapter of the American Institute of Architects.
A.A.S. in Commercial Graphics-Design
: The Illinois Department of Employment
Security, according to information supplied by the IBHE, states that the occupational
category of artists and commercial artists will experience a 13 percent growth rate
annually through the year 2000. This growth rate is greater than the number of program
graduates per year. The graphic design occupation is projected to grow 18 6 percent
annually or 516 new jobs per year. This program is only one of two in the southern
one-third of Illinois, and participates in the DOE funded Cooperative Education Program
Imaging Technology is one of the fastest growing industries in the United States
&
(Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1991)
A.A.S. in Construction Technology
: The program has strong regional as well as
industrial support. There is a national demand for approximately 10 000 new
construction managers each year according to the Construction Industry Institute An
administrative recommendation to eliminate the program was overturned by the SIUC
Faculty Senate on the basis of regional need.
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A.A.S. in Photographic Production Technology : This program is the only one of its type
in Illinois; has strong support, in terms of equipment donations and scholarships, from
national industries; is recognized by the three leading national professional associations;
and participates in the DOE funded Cooperative Education Program. Imaging
Technology is one of the fastest growing industries in the United States. (Occupational
Outlook Handbook, 1991)
A.A.S. in Automotive Technology : The SIUC/General Motors (GM) Automotive Service
Education Program (ASEP) is the only program of this type in the central or southern
regions of Illinois, and receives over $500,000 in equipment donations each year of
which GM donates $200,000 of this amount. It is a GM Satellite Training Center and is
the only Automotive Services Excellence Master Certified Automotive Technology
program in Illinois. This program was honored, in 1991, as the number one automotive
program in the United States by the American Vocational Association and the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturer's Association of the United States. The graduation rate is over 70
percent with 90 percent of these graduates employed in the automotive industry; has,
since 1985, provided technical update training and information to teachers in Illinois
community colleges and high schools through the continuing Summer Workshops for
Educators program; participates in the DOE funded Cooperative Education Program: and
has strong industrial support, as well as a solid advisory committee foundation.
A.A.S. in Tool and Manufacturing Technology : The Illinois Board of Education Labor
Market Analysis reports that manufacturing's shift to high technology production will
result in a need for highly-skilled professional and technical workers for the 21st century.
This is the only program in southern Illinois which trains students with skills necessary to
produce precision parts. A follow-up study of graduates reports that over 71 percent of
program graduates, over the last five years, are employed in manufacturing and related
fields. This program is the only one in Illinois that offers clock hours necessary to gain
enough hands-on experience to perform effectively in a machine shop. This program
serves Illinois high schools and metal working and manufacturing programs by offering
technical update workshops. An administrative recommendation to eliminate the program
was overturned by the SIUC Faculty Senate on the basis of regional need.
A.A.S. in Allied Health Careers Specialties : The associate degree program will be
phased out and faculty will be reallocated to the Health Care Management, Radiologic
Technology, and Respiratory Therapy programs.
A.A.S. in Dental Hygiene : There is a demand for dental hygienists throughout the
region, state, and nation. The Illinois Department of Employment has projected a 26.3
percent increase in the demand for dental hygienists in Illinois. This program maintains
over a 90 percent retention rate with almost 100 percent of the graduates either
continuing their education or entering the workforce as hygienists. The Pew Foundation
has identified Dental Hygiene as one of the allied health professions capable of assuming
more responsibilities in order to meet demands for access to care in the year 200 and
beyond. Dental Hygiene has been targeted to assume increased responsibility in
providing care to rural populations, the geriatric population, and to other underserved
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segments of the country. This recommendation of the American Dental Hygienists
Association which is supported by the American Dental Association is for baccalaureate
entry level. This program has a strong outreach mission to the southern Illinois region.
The program's clinic provides oral health care and education to hundreds of southern
Illinois residents each year. Also, this program provides needed services to long-term
care facilities in southern Illinois, Head Start programs, area elementary schools^ and the
local VA hospital.
A.A.S. in Dental Technology: This is one of only two such programs in Illinois and has
strong industry and advisory committee support. The Illinois Department of Employment
Security reported in its Occupational Projections 1988-2000 that the annual job openings
for dental technicians is about twice the number of graduates from the two programs in
the state. This program has been a training site for faculty from other countries in the
establishment of new programs.
A.A .S. in Mortuary Science and Funeral Service : This is the only program in Illinois in
a public institution located south of Chicago. This program has above an 80 percent
retention and graduation rate, with equal or greater success on licensure examinations and
initial placement. The Illinois Funeral Directors Association initiated the process for
development of the program and have continued to provide strong support. There is an
identified shortage for licensed funeral service professionals both in Illinois and the
nation.
A.A.S. in Physical Therapist Assistant: In May, 1993 the IBHE recommended increasing
the capacity of physical therapist assistant programs in Illinois through both expansion of
&
existing programs and addition of new programs. This is the only program of its type in
the southern third of Illinois. Forty-four percent of the current class of students originate
from community colleges in southern Illinois. This is a result of formalized articulation
agreements with these colleges. Almost 50 percent of the program graduates in the last
three years were placed in facilities south of Springfield. Almost 100 percent of the
program graduates are either employed within the profession or are in graduate programs.
Each year, over 100 qualified students apply for the 24 open slots in the program.
&
A.A.S. in Radiologic Technology The Occupational Outlook Quarterly has listed the
"radiologic sciences" as one of the top ten growth fields through the year 2010. The Pew
Health Professions Report (February, 1993) addresses linkages among allied health
practitioners with allied health education. (Strategy #3, pg. 42) This program has
affiliation agreements with 12 hospitals and clinics and has formal linkage^agreements
with nine area community colleges and universities. The American Society of Radiologic
Technologists, American Registry of Radiologic Technologists, and the American
Medical Association have stated that the entry level to the field of Radiological
Technology will be a baccalaureate degree by the year 2000.
A.A.S. in Respiratory Therapy
: This program is the only respiratory therapist program
in the southern third of Illinois. Area hospitals have budgeted vacancies and are
currently paying tuition of students in this program for the promise of taking initial
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employment with that hospital. The Council of Medical Education cited the need for a
20 percent increase in respiratory care practitioners by 1995. Almost 70 percent of
entering classes come from the articulation agreements with area community colleges.
The program has strong support from area hospitals and its advisory committee. Both the
professional organization and the Pew Foundation support the need for baccalaureate level
education for entry into the field.
A.A.S. in Electronics Technology : The southern Illinois region has a large number of
jobs requiring electronic skills. This is a Perkins targeted program and participates in the
DOE funded Cooperative Education program.
A.A.S. in Office Systems and Specialties : Over 50 percent of this programs annual
enrollment (200) are females from the southern Illinois region. Minority participation in
the program is high. This program participates in the DOE funded Cooperative
Education program, and offers the only accredited Court Reporting program in southern
Illinois, which includes real time close captioning. This program offers a medical office
assistant specialization which is one of the fastest growing occupations in health care and
has been approved to provide three of the Office Systems Research Association's
advanced courses.
The following section will provide justification for maintaining the baccalaureate program in
the College of Technical Careers which was recommended for elimination.
B.S. in Consumer Economics and Family Management : This program, since its
relocation to CTC in 1986, has demonstrated a continual and significant increase in
enrollment-from 2 to 85. This program provides significant service to the southern
Illinois community through its internship program, and accommodates a strong industry
demand (automotive, health care, retail) for graduates of this program. This program has
strong commitment from its advisory committee which represents several southern Illinois
businesses--GTE, the Jackson County Housing Authority, the Jackson County
Cooperative Extension, and the Attorney General's office and has articulation agreements
with a Capstone option with southern Illinois community colleges.
PRODUCTIVITY OF PUBLIC SERVICE AND RESEARCH UNITS
Elimination of Research and Public Service Centers and Institutes
Elimination of Renewal Institute for Practicing Educators : The Renewal Institute for
Practicing Educators was established as a non-degree service program. The Institute was
initiated six years ago for the purpose of offering public school teachers a means of
upgrading their competencies in mathematics, science, writing across the curriculum, and
advanced methodologies.
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Since the Institute produced no graduates and the participating faculty had other
continuing assignments, the decision was taken to abolish the Institute and reallocate the
resources within the College to programs of higher priority.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $221,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: ' $q
Elimination of Participation at Sangamon State University in the Cooperative Master's
Degree in Educational Administration : Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
cooperated with Sangamon State University, Western Illinois University, and Illinois State
University in providing course work at Sangamon State University which would lead to
completion of the Master's Degree in Educational Administration. During recent years
the courses had low enrollment and did not pay for themselves in terms of the cost of
'
transportation of faculty to the site. As a result of a retirement in the Department of
Educational Administration and Higher Education, it is necessary that the faculty member
who has been providing a course per semester return to campus for the purpose of
meeting on-campus needs. Short-term savings were reallocated internally to support
higher priority programs in the College.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: S8000
Long-Term Cost Savings: '
«^q
Elimination of Collepe of Engineering and Technology Applied Research Center(CETARC)
:
The service functions of CETARC were transferred to the Office of
Outreach Programs (supported by soft money) and the applied research activities were
distributed to the departments. The short- and long-term savings will be reallocated
internally for higher program priorities in the College.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $5000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $10,000
Reduction of Research Support Facility Function of the Graduate School : The greater
availability of specialized instrumentation, increased reliance on instrument service'
contracts within the university and decreased cost recovery in the Machine Electronics
Research Shop have all reduced the need for research equipment fabrication, maintenance
and repair. The staff of this facility will be reduced by one position in FY93. The cost
savings will be reallocated to meet the unit's budgetary challenge.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $32,812
Long-Term Cost Savings: $37500
Reduction in the Research Suppo rt Fu nc ti on of the Coal Research Center : Consolidation
of staff and field representatives' functions in this center, combined with changes in the
nature of coal-related research has allowed a small decrease in staff. Greater efficiency
with increased computerization will ensure that the high quality of this important center
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ill not be diminished. The short- and long-term savings will be reallocated to meet the
unit's budgetary challenge.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $24,288
Long-Term Cost Savings: $24,288
Reduction in Research Support Facility Function of the Graduate School: A greatly
diminished demand for amino acid analyses by university researchers and the greater
availability of alternative methods of analysis has allowed a reduction in staff appointment
to the Amino Acid Analysis Facility. This reduction will not affect the overall quality of
support services to the faculty, staff, and students. The short- and long-term savings will
be reallocated to the Special Projects (Faculty Development Program of ORDA).
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $8,690
Long-Term Cost Savings: $10,428
Consolidation of Service Functions of the Graduate School : The continuing consolidation
of functions and position responsibilities in the Admissions and Records Office
of the
Graduate School has allowed a further reduction in staff. The position is that of Account
Technician I. This reduction will permit reallocation of salary dollars to higher
priority
activities in the Graduate School. In addition, decentralization of the admissions
process
has made possible an additional reduction in the staff with restructuring of responsibilities
among the remaining staff. The reduction involves one Staff Clerk in this unit.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $25,840
Long-Term Cost Savings: $38,542
Elimination of the. College of En gineering Flectronics and Machine Shops: The short- and
long-term savings will be reallocate to higher priorities in the College of
Engineering.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $75,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $120,000
Elimination of the College of Engineering Word-Processing Facility and Duplication
Facility :
The short- and long-term savings will be reallocated to higher priorities in the
College.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $31,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $40,000
Consolidation and Restructuring of Research and Public Service Units
The Legal Clinic of the SIU School of Law : The School of Law undertook, during FY
1993, a major restructuring of professional positions in the Legal Clinic. The changes
involved the elimination of two staff attorney positions, the creation of two clinical
faculty positions, and the filling of those clinical faculty positions effective July 1, 1993.
This restructuring may not result in direct cost savings, but will result in greater
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flexibility in Clinic operations, and in different and expanded expectations for
professional employees of the Legal Clinic.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: To be determined
Long-Term Cost Savings: To be determined
The School of Law Library
: Upon retirement of a senior faculty member during FY
1993, the Law Library will recast the position in a manner which allows it to be filled by
a less senior faculty member. Short- and long-term savings will be reallocated to meet
the unit's budgetary challenge.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $18 000
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $20,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: S20,000/annually
Office of Economic and Regional Development
: The incubator program responsibilities
of this office were merged into the Small Business Development Center (SBDC) This
allowed for the elimination of the incubator manager position ($80,000 per year from
external grants and fees), which was necessary to accommodate the reductions in
Department of Commerce and Community Affairs (DCCA) grant funding for incubator
operations and the increases in DCCA matching requirements from 50 to 100 percent forSBDC grants. This change was initiated in September 1992.
First steps to phase out redundant areas, especially m the Office of Regional Research
and Service, were taken in April 1993. Research Project Specialist and Assistant
Director for Area Services positions became open in late FY93 (a total of $71 699 per
year from a state account). These positions will not be filled in FY94. Responsibilities
will be absorbed by other staff, transferred to graduate assistants paid on grants and
referred to other service providers such as the Regional Planning Commissions UIUC
Cooperative Extension Service, and private consulting firms.
Funds recaptured from changes in these programmatic areas will be reallocated in FY94
to meet internal reallocation requirements and lapse targets, to cover salaries of staff
previously funded through funds provided by the Provost as match on grants and 'to fund
salaries of graduate assistants required as matching requirements on new grants.
FY 1993 Reallocation: $ 1(j 349
Long-Term Reallocation: $71 699
ACADEMIC PRODUCTIVITY OF THE INSTITUTION
College of Business and Administration's el i mination of four tenure-lnu-k pmitinn.-Provided funds to meet the unit's budgetary challenge.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $i 65 904
Long-Term Cost Savings: $8295°0
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College of Engineering : Eight faculty resigned or retired, only four of whom will be
replaced. The savings will be reallocated internally within the College and to enhance the
other-than-salary budget.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $60,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $200,000
College of Engineering : Eliminated five half-time graduate assistantships from the state
budget and transferred them to soft money accounts. Short- and long-term savings will be
reallocated to higher priorities within the College.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $35,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $35,000
College of Science : Positions have been eliminated in seven of the eight departments of the
College of Science over the past three years. The funds realized from these several actions
have been utilized to meet the budget reductions assigned to the College of Science. It is
expected that this will continue through FY94, FY95, and FY96.
Personnel reductions have been made to meet the Personnel Budget Challenge for FY94.
The Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry has eliminated three positions and reduced
one position. The Department of Mathematics has eliminated one position and reduced
another. The Department of Microbiology has reduced a position. The Department of
Physics has reduced one position. The Department of Plant Biology has eliminated two
positions, and the Department of Zoology has eliminated one position. Both short- and long-
term savings will be reallocated to the Provost for campus priorities.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $274,873
Long-Term Cost Savings: $274,873.50/annually
College of Technical Careers : Faculty positions have been eliminated, or reduced, by
retirements or resignations during the past three years. Money realized from these positions
has been used to meet the budget challenge assigned to the College of Technical Careers.
This pattern will continue for the next three fiscal years.
After FY94, the "old" Division of Applied Technologies will have eliminated two positions.
The "old" Division of Architectural Studies, Interior, and Graphics Design will have
eliminated three positions. The "old" Division of Allied Health and Public Services will
have eliminated one position. The "old" Division of Aviation Technologies will have
eliminated one position. The "old" Division of Graphic Communications will have
eliminated five positions. Savings will be reallocated toward Provost's budget challenge and
for new department chairperson positions.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $230,451.80
Long-Term Cost Savings: $230,45 1 .80
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Academic Affairs
:
Has initiated a within-responsibility-area reallocation initiative to address
improved program quality of existing programs. Resources identified by this process will be
used to fund new initiatives required for the University to remain competitive and to fulfill
its mission in teaching, research and service. The process is necessary in order for the
Campus to be in a position to respond to highest priorities at a time when new state funding
is inadequate. b
This initiative is consistent with the state-mandated PQP activity, and it is anticipated that its
implementation will result in further programmatic reduction. The existing resource base is
inadequate to support the existing complement of degree programs at an acceptable level of
quality. In such an environment, it is not possible to evolve new programs or to respond to
program quality issues without either a net increase in resources or a reallocation plan
coupled with program reduction.
The planned reallocation spans FY93-FY95 and targets the personnel base budgets of the
Colleges and Schools. It is projected to make available approximately 2% of the personnel
budgets each year. The following allocations are tentative at this time.
The Graduate School will receive $60,000 on a recurring basis for the PROMPT minority
recruitment initiative and $55,000 to coordinate the evaluation and implementation of an
academic program in Environmental Sciences.
The School of Social Work will receive $50,000 on a recurring basis for new hi res.
The College of Mass Communication and Media Arts will receive $53,000 for program
development.
The Honors Program will receive $27,200 lor the Presidential scholars.
The Center for Rural Health and Social Service Development has been slated to receive$50,000 in FY94.
The College of Agriculture will receive $50,000 in FY94 and $94,000 in FY95 to bring
on-line the M.S. in Food and Nutrition which was approved by the IBHE but not funded.
The College of Liberal Arts will receive $309,000 to support teaching and $55,000 for
General Education oversight.
The College of Education will receive $108,000 to support the Communication Disorders
and Sciences program which was transferred from the College of Communications and
Fine Arts.
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PRODUCTIVITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS
Consolidation and Restructuring of Instructional Units
Merger of the Department of Educational Psychology and the Department of Special
Education, and the merger of the Department of Health Education and the Department of
Recreation : These administrative mergers will allow for the reallocation of administrative
costs to teaching in order to address the increased demand for academic programs and
courses in the departments involved. The two new departments should be in a better
position to address further staffing needs for instruction. Long-term savings will be
reallocated internally to meet higher priorities within the College.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: To be determined
Merger of the Department of Geography and the Community Development Program and
Elimination of the Community Development M.S. Degree Program : The Community
Development program has only three continuing faculty members and it has experienced
difficulty in maintaining a "critical mass" of faculty although student interest in the
program is steady. The Department of Geography has seven continuing faculty slots
authorized and has recently concentrated its efforts in Environmental Planning and
National Resources management. The two units can be strengthened by this merger and
by an emphasis on the areas where their programs complement one another. After an
initial plan to simply merge the two units and preserve the CD. degree program, it was
decided in FY93 to eliminate the CD. program completely; however, we still have a
"teach out" obligation of two years. The IBHE recommended the elimination of the M.S.
in Community Development. Both short- and long-term savings will be reallocated
internally to support higher priorities within the College.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $6,990.98
Long-Term Cost Savings (FY94-98): To be determined
Elimination of College of Business and Administration Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
and Merger of its two remaining assistant dean positions into one : Provided for the
reallocation of funds within the Dean's Office and to meet the Provost's budget
challenge.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $89,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $435,000
Replacement of College of Business and Administration Dean's Office of civil service
personnel with student workers and graduate assistants : Resulted in further economics of
scale. Both short- and long-term savings were allocated to higher priorities within the
College.
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FY 1994 Cost Savings: $15,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $75 qqq
Elimination of support of the Small Business Development Center and SBDC director'.
salary by the College of Business and Administration : Freed up salary dollars for
internal reallocation to meet the Provost's budget challenge and for higher priorities in
the College.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $47 qoo
Long-Term Cost Savings: $235000
The SIU School of Law during Academic Year 1QQ1-QQ - Took steps to consolidate the
placement, alumni, development functions under a single officer, the Assistant Dean for
External Relations. This consolidation results in the elimination of one professional
position. Both short- and long-term savings will be reallocated internally to serve higher
priorities of the School. fr
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $32,600
Long-Term Cost Savings: $32,600/annually
The SIU School of Law during early Fiscal Year L994 : Will eliminate one Associate
Dean position held currently by a tenured faculty member. This elimination will result in
a savings as indicated below, but will further increase the workload of existin°
administrative personnel. Both short- and long-term savings will be reallocated to meet
the unit's budget challenge.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $8,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: S16,000/annually
The School of Law in mid-Fiscal Year 1993: Eliminated one full-time secretary assigned
to the administrative area. This elimination resulted in additional workload for
remaining personnel. Savings indicated below will be reallocated to meet areas of higher
priority in the School.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $6 750
FY 1994 Cost Savings: jo/qqq
Long-Term Cost Savings: $9,000/annually
Library Affairs
:
Reallocated Learning Resources Services into four other director areas
resulting in the elimination of a director-level position. Eliminated, automated or
streamlined cataloging functions resulting in the elimination of two cataloger positions
Savings were applied to direct public support positions. Created four Library Technical
Assistant III positions to work public service desks. The need to train and instruct the
public in new technologies increases with every new, successful technology product we
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FY 1994 Cost Savings: $100,512
Reallocated: $100,512
Library Affairs : Reallocated the remaining 50% of the Assistant to the Dean position to
Library systems training and development efforts. The first 50% was transferred last
year. The duties formerly performed by the Assistant to the Dean have been absorbed by
other staff or have been streamlined through the appropriate use of technology. The need
to train our faculty and staff in the most current information technologies, and the
growing number of high priority technology development initiatives have made this
reallocation mandatory.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $17,500
Reallocated: $17,500
Library Affairs : A faculty position will be reassigned from the Cataloging Department to
the Access Services Department to allow for the development of technology-based
document delivery programs. Research libraries have found it increasingly difficult to
meet all the needs of their faculty and students because of the rapid rise in the cost of
library materials. The emerging possibilities of electronic document delivery not only
suggests possible solutions for the cost difficulties, but promises a number of improved
services. The Library again reduced cataloging functions in order to reallocate a faculty
position to direct this initiative.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $33,510
Reallocated: $33,510
Library Affairs : Reallocated funds resulting from the redefinition of positions in order
to fill with less senior people and from the elimination of a faculty position in the
cataloging department. Position created to work with Geographic Information Systems.
Government Depository libraries are now the recipients of a large amount of mapping
and census data in digital format. In order to make this material usable, "user friendly"
computing facilities need to be established. This new position will help evaluate our
needs and create the systems and services required for the use of these valuable
resources--valuable to our faculty and staff and to the entire region.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $28,000
Reallocated: $28,000
Library Affairs : A reassessment of the Library's offering of CI 199 in the College of
Education has resulted in a revamped program that reduces the number of sections from
six to two. The consolidation of these units will allow Library Faculty to redirect their
efforts to individual consultation with students and faculty.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $2,000
FY 1994 Reallocation: $2,000
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The College of Technical Careers: As a result of the reorganization of the College of
Technical Careers, the reconfiguration of programs, the elimination of three programs,
the number of 12-month program coordinator positions has been reduced. Most of the
recovered funds is earmarked for reallocation for campus priorities designed by the
Provost and President and for new department chairperson positions.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $68,752
Long-Term Cost Savings: $68,752
The Office of Admissions and Records : Consolidated the Director and Associate
Director positions and eliminated one civil service and several graduate assistant positions
in FY93. The cost savings which resulted from these personnel changes were used to
absorb a 3 percent budget recision and a 1.25% budget reallocation within the University.
The remainder of the cost savings was reallocated within the office to fund the initial
phase of the desktop computing/publishing initiative and to fund the pilot phase of degree
auditing and the Community College Two Plus Two Program. Specific details of the°cost
savings which resulted from these personnel changes are listed below.
Consolidation of Admi nistrative Functions in Admissions and Records : The
retirement of the previous Director of Admissions and Records permitted a
consolidation of the responsibilities of the position of Director and Associate Director
for Registration and Records.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $60,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $300,000
Staff Reduction in Ad missions and Records : A civil service position in the
Scheduling Section was not refilled after the employee resigned.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $ 17)866
Long-Term Cost Savings: $89,330
Elimination of Graduate Assistants in Admissions and Records : Three (3) Graduate
Assistant positions (1.5 FTE) were eliminated.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $26,140
Long-Term Cost Savings: $130,700
Elimination of personnel positions in Admissions and Records : Two employees will
be retiring in FY 1994. The positions will not be refilled. The 2 percent and 1.25%
budget reallocations from Admissions and Records will probably take most if not all
of these cost savings. The loss of these funds to Admissions and Records will place
on hold for FY 1994 any expansion of Degree Auditing and Two Plus Two
Community College initiatives beyond their current pilot phase.
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FY 1994 Cost Savings: $58,400
Long-Term Cost Savings: $33 1 ,450
Reorganization to eliminate the Office of the Dean of Student Services : Has resulted in
two fewer positions reporting to the Vice President for Student Affairs and the
elimination of two Administrative/Professional and one Civil Service position. Savings
from this reorganization will be allocated to meet the unit's budget challenge.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $162,258
Long-Term Cost Savings: $162,258
Consolidation of University Placement. Career Development, and Testing units into
University Career Services : Eliminated the need to fill an unfunded vacant position
(Director of University Placement) and permits the reduction of one vacated during FY93
and fully annualized for FY94. Further, the installation of a computer-base telephone
response system to announce job opportunities and schedule interviews is expected to
eliminate the need for printed publications with an estimated savings of $18,000. Savings
will be allocated for information technology.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $59,620*
Long-Term Cost Savings $75,986
*Does not include savings from the unfunded position, but does include some savings that
were realized, but not reported, in FY93.
Intercollegiate Athletics : Reallocated 2.5% of state dollars in FY93 and will reallocate
2.5% of state dollars in FY94 in keeping with the reallocation process devised by the
Long Range Planning Committee. Besides funds for salary increases in FY93,
intercollegiate athletics has received no reallocated funds.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $34,929
Personnel changes & cuts $19,593
Scholarship reductions (3) $15,336
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $70,912
Academic coordinator not replaced $19,290
Scholarship reductions (N = 7.8)
football (2), basketball (1), all other
men's sports 10% (4.8): $31,122
Reduce sports operating budgets
in selected non-revenue sports
and basketball: $20,500
Long-Term Cost Savings: $100,000 (Annually)
In addition to the above, a Committee has been appointed to make recommendations
concerning long-term funding for Intercollegiate Athletics in light of the IBHE
recommendation that all state funding be removed from Intercollegiate Athletics.
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Office of International and Economic Development- On January 1, 1993 the position of
Administrative Assistant in the Office was vacated by virtue of retirement. A portion of
the duties were reassigned and the balance of the funds was reallocated to the graduate
assistant lines. Savings were reallocated for higher priorities.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $9,106.68
Long-Term Cost Savings: $13,338.92
International Programs and Services reallocation of Associate Director's salary for one
month: The involvement of the IPS Associate Director as a consultant for the TIPAN
project in Pakistan allowed reallocation of those salary dollars to support several graduate
assistants for that time period. The total amount involved was $3,558. This reallocation
freed up the same amount for support of contractual service and commodities lines for
office operations which otherwise would have been impossible or delayed. Savinos were
reallocated for higher priorities.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $3 558
Long-Term Cost Savings: ' $0
International Proprams and Services increased fixed cost obligation with no corresponding
increase in funding
: Because of new Immigration and Naturalization Service regulations
universities nationwide have had to implement additional record keeping and reporting
mechanisms to verify the eligibility of international visa holders to work. This involves a
requirement that all international visa holders who have a contract with the university
must have their eligibility verified by this office (IPS). While it remains to be seen how
much of an additional workload this represents, we are estimating approximately fwc
percent increase in traffic and paperwork just for this new requirement. This represents
an increase in productivity since there are no additional funds available to cover this
additional work.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $q
International Programs and Services indirec t cost dollars generated: Two programs
sponsored by this office and directed by Dr. Linz Brown have begun to generate indirect
costs which are used to offset contractual and commodities expenditures as well
telecommunications and transportation dollars. The two programs are the Thailand
Education and Travel Program and the Education and Travel Program-Edogawa
University. Savings are reallocated for higher priorities.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $3,630
Long-Term Cost Savings: $10,890
International Programs and Services altern a te sponsorship of IPS activities : This office
has begun soliciting advertising from local Carbondale businesses to offset publication
costs for brochures. Savings are reallocated for higher priorities.
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FY 1993 Cost Savings: $1,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $4,500
International Programs and Services reduction of supplies required : This office has
implemented a policy of double-sided copying for all documentation except formal letters
and proposals. The cost savings in this case refers only to paper costs. Any savings is
reallocated internally for higher priorities in IPS.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $300
Long-Term Cost Savings: $1,000
Touch of Nature : The FY 1992 PQP document submitted by Touch of Nature eliminated
all of the positions that the Center could afford to lose without eliminating entire
programs or jeopardizing program income. The reorganization resulting from the FY
1992 PQP initiative allowed the Center to be more efficient while continuing to provide
quality service and programs. The net result has been increased program activity and
income. Savings were reallocated to meet the unit's budget challenge.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $134,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: To be determined
Administration : The offices of the Vice President for Campus Services and the Vice
President for Financial Affairs have been merged. The new structure eliminates one Vice
President position and two support staff positions (reducing staffing level from nine to six
employees). The positions of Director of Physical Plant and the Director of Service
Enterprises have been consolidated, thus eliminating one Director's position. Short- and
long-term savings have been reallocated to support campus operations.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $158,1 19
Long-Term Cost Savings: $158,119
Shryock Auditorium and Arena : Both the publicity and promotions activities for special
events held at both facilities have been consolidated. In addition, the custodial
responsibilities for Shryock will be shifted to the physical plant. Savings will be
reallocated to support campus operations.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $28,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $28,000
Campus Services, including Physical Plant : Several open positions including clerks,
custodians, carpenters, engineers, and supervisory personnel have been left unfilled. The
operation of the Power Plant, and its employees, has been assigned to the Superintendent
of Building Maintenance, and the Central Control operation and Communications
Services have been assigned to the Physical Plant Director. Custodial services and
grounds maintenance activities have been curtailed. Short- and long-term savings have
been reallocated to support campus operations.
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FY 1993 Cost Savings: $617 133
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $550,'oOO
Purchasing/Disbursements: The University has implemented a Local Area Network
(LAN) to serve Disbursements, Purchasing and the Controller's Office. This new system
will allow for more efficient processing of purchase orders, requisitions, bids and
disbursement of funds. This system will require the creation of a position of "network
administrator" to oversee the implementation and maintenance of the system for all areas-
however, the anticipated efficiency of the system will result in the elimination of several
'
staff positions. Following an initial investment, short- and long-term savings will be
reallocated to support higher priorities in the unit.
FY 1993 Cost: $90,000
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $32,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $16,000
Personnel Services/Payroll/Disbursements: The current Personnel/Pavroll Information
System is inefficient and lacks flexibility and will be replaced. Following an initial
investment, the new system will result in slight reductions in staff and significant
reductions in liability resulting from non-compliance with state and federal regulations.
FY 1994 Cost: S400i000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $269,000
Bursar's Office
: The Statement of Account form has been redesigned to streamline the
processing of payments on account by reducing overtime and the cost of using a three-
part carbonized collection reports. The addition of a proof/processing system machine to
encode checks prior to sending them to the bank has reduced bank service charges Two
staff positions that are currently being paid out of a state account will be shifted to
payment out of local accounts, one of which is revenue generating and one administrative
position has been eliminated. Savings will be reallocated to support information
technology.
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $49 350
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $50,'oOO
Personnel Services
: The University currently interviews applicants and administers
numerous civil service examinations for positions for which there are no openings It is
estimated that as many as one-third to one-half of all interviewing and testing activities
fall in this category. By reducing the hours during which applications are accepted and
limiting testing to classifications where there are openings, significant economies can be
realized. Eliminated two testing positions. Individual retirement counseling will be
eliminated and telephone employment verification will be discontinued. Savings will be
reallocated for higher priorities.
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FY 1993 Cost Savings: $42,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $58,000
Service Enterprises : This unit has reduced its operations by some 25 percent.
Handicapped van service will be cutback to one afternoon van, afternoon mail deliveries
from campus mail will be eliminated, and bus service from the Carbondale campus to
Southern Illinois Airport and the Carterville campus will be eliminated. Savings will be
reallocated to support campus operations.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $94,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $94,000
PROGRAMMATIC ACTIONS IN PROGRESS
Elimination of two master's programs in the new College of Mass Communication and
Media Arts : The College will reduce its program inventory and yield some cost savings
which cannot be assessed now. Savings will be reallocated to support program
development.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings To be determined
The School of Journalism, the Department of Cinema and Photography, and the
Department of Radio-Television : The Board of Trustees approved elimination of the
College of Communication and Fine Arts and creation of a new College of Mass
Communication and Media Arts. Plans are underway for consolidating undergraduate
mass communication and media arts in the proposed new collegiate unit, the College of
Mass Communication and Media Arts. Savings will be reallocated for program
development.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $250,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: $300,000
Downgrade and reduction in Agribusiness Economics. Forestry, and Plant. Soil, and
General Agriculture faculty FTE : Will result in the reallocation of resources from lower
demand programs to higher demand programs.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $40,400
FY 1995 Cost Savings: $54,500
Long-Term Cost Savings:
Per Year in FY96 and Beyond $149,400
Increase in the use of research funds to support some University Farm, research station,
and support personnel : Will be gradual and will depend upon the continued growth in
research grants. Savings will be reallocated to support existing programs.
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FY 1994 Cost Savings: $10,000
FY 1995 Cost Savings: $20,000
FY 1996 Cost Savings: $20,000
Long-Term Cost Savings: To be determined
Merger of Departments of Agricultural Education and Mechanization and Plant and Soil
Science: Permits the reallocation of administrative resources to instruction. After a
teach-out period, administrative costs will be reduced.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $35,000 per year after 1997
Elimination of the M.A. in Rehabilitation Counseling, the M.A. in Rehabilitation
Administration and Services, the M.A. in Behavioral Analysis and Therapy, and the
elimination of the Alcohol Specialist. Adjustment Services. Vocational Education. Job
Development and Placement, and Rehabilitation Administration concentrations : These
changes will be proposed to the Board of Trustees in early fall because the decision has
been made to no longer offer both the M.S. and M.A. degrees in the same discipline.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0
Elimination of the B.S. in Education Program in Vocational Education Studies in Mount
Vernon: Although the program is well appreciated by Mount Vernon citizens, faculty
resources are needed more to teach classes on campus because of the heavy on-campus
enrollment. This viable program will be phased out (teach out through FY93) and
eliminated. The savings of the instructional costs will be available after that for
reallocation.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $8,000
Elimination of the B.S. Degree in Health Occupations: This abolition will be
recommended because there has been only one student enrolled in this program in the last
three years. Resources will be reallocated to meet internal and campus priorities.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $4,000
Elimination of the B.S. Degree in Industrial Education : Demand for this program has
decreased sharply with the new high school requirements for graduation and new
requirements for admission to most colleges and universities. The Department of
Vocational Education Studies has demands in other areas; the savings will be reallocated
for other programs in the department.
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FY 1994 Cost Savings: SO
Long-Term Cost Savings: $8,000
Elimination of the M.S. Degree in Adult Education : This is necessary because of limited
enrollment. Students can meet the requirements for specialization in adult education
while completing Educational Administration, Higher Education, or Vocational Education
Studies Programs. Savings will be reallocated to support existing programs.
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $0
Long-Term Cost Savings: $8,000
Close Electronics Support Facility and terminate the Principal Electronics Technician :
Savings will be reallocated to higher priorities within the Graduate School
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $15,816
Close Fine Instruments Research Shop : This will mean termination of the facility's long-
term positions, i.e., the Tool and Instrument Mechanic and the Fine Instrument Design
and Fabrication Specialist. One position will require a one-year's notice and will result
in $45,348 not being available for reallocation until FY95. Savings will be reallocated to
higher priorities in the Graduate School.
Long-Term Cost Savings: $78,977
Close Research Shop : This will occur either in FY 1994 (pending retirement by the shop
director) or FY 1995. Savings will be reallocated to higher priorities in the Graduate
School.
Long-Term Cost Savings: $51,816
SUMMARY
Productivity of Instructional Units
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $10,092.00
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $45,000.00
Long-Term Cost Savings: $616,827.00
Actions Regarding Other Academic Programs
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $0.00
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $20,000.00
Long-Term Cost Savings: $0.00
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Productivity of Public Service and Research Units
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $459,979.00
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $20,000.00
Long-Term Cost Savings: $372,457.00
Academic Productivity of the Institution
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $95,000.00
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $671,228.80
Long-Term Cost Savings: $1,569,845.30
Productivity of Administrative Functions
FY 1993 Cost Savings: $1,203,472.66
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $1,
'543^464.00
Long-Term Cost Savings: $2,713 923.92
Programmatic Actions in Progress*
FY 1993 Cost Savings: SO. 00
FY 1994 Cost Savings: $316,216.00
Long-Term Cost Savings: $643,193.00
Total FY 1993 Cost Savings: $1 ,768,543.66
Total FY 1994 Cost Savings: $2,615,908.80
Total Long-Term Cost Savings: $5,916,246.22
The amounts of money identified above have been and will be retained in the respective
responsibility areas for reallocation to higher priorities.
* These actions are in different states of the approval process by the constituency groups.
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PRODUCTIVITY REPORT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
FY93/94
INTRODUCTION
The report contained herein chronicles the School of Medicine's application of tj
"Guidelines for Productivity Improvement in Illinois Higher Education, presented
the Board of Higher Education on March 3, 1992, as reflected by those actions taken
compliance with the three-year reallocation plan developed by the School and approyi
for implementation by the SIU Board of Trustees in FY92. The report addresses product™ Vi
improvements in academic programs and administrative functions. Additionally, this repo
presents the School's responses or plans for response to contingencies which develop'
during FY93 or are projected to develop during FY94.
The reallocation plan developed by the School is focused upon real reductions
administrative function and the directed expenditure of growth revenues. The administrati
reductions have resulted in the need for academic units to provide a variety of suppoj
services within their own budgets, seek services outside the institution, or simply
,
without services. Reductions made to appropriated budgets of both the clinical and no
clinical instructional units of the School must be taken in the context of the abili
of those units to replace appropriated revenues with non-appropriated revenues in amoun
sufficient to guarantee the soundness of the educational experience given to medic!
students, the School's single largest group of learners. At this time, however, t
School's curriculum and general academic grounding remain strong, and the administrati
structure supporting it remains adequate as witnessed by the accreditation approval receiv
by the School following the FY93 review and site-visit by a team from the Liaison Committ
for Medical Education (LCME). The LCME granted a seven-year accreditation approvaj
the maximum allowable.
FOCUS STATEMENT
The School of Medicine's mission and specific focus is encompassed within three of 1|
six points comprising the University's focus statement.
1 Maintain and continually enhance the quality of undergraduate [medical] educati
in both general education and the major and to develop the professional, socn;
and leadership skills expected of college students.
Within this statement of special focus, the School of Medicine continues its effo
in the following ways.
a. maintain its commitment to continually improving educational and
evaluative techniques used in its physician training program.
b. identify an appropriate place and role within the evolving State and
national health care system. Recognizing the fact that much of medical
education occurs within a clinical setting, the School must ensure a stable
clinical learning environment. Other programs in research and service are
dependent upon the growth of clinical revenues; thus, in a circumstance
of reduced State revenues, the School must guarantee the currency of its
clinical programs and methods of operating.
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Support the economic, social, and cultural development of rural central and southern
llinois through appropriate undergraduate, graduate, and professional education
and research, partnerships with communities, businesses, and other colleges and
universities, and utilization of telecommunications technologies.
ithin this statement of special focus, the School of Medicine continues its efforts,
n the following ways.
a. assume a leadership role in planning and influencing health policy
in downstate Illinois. Included in this goal is the commitment to explore
modern communications technology as a tool for maximizing health care services
in rural communities.
b. strengthen and expand hospital and community affiliations to become
a comprehensive university medical center with extensive outreach programs
to serve the people of central and southern Illinois.
Meet the health care needs of central and southern Illinois through appropriate
health-related programs, services, and public-health policy.
ithin this statement of special focus, the School of Medicine continues its efforts
i the following ways.
a. continue its commitment to primary care for the region and strive to
maintain a reasonable percentage (50%) of its graduates who choose primary
care specialties. This effort will continue to occur within the context
of commitment to responding to the needs of Illinois' rural communities throuqh
support of the Rural Health Care Initiative.
b. seek to identify an appropriate blend of primary care and specialty
physicians to support the clinical care needs of central and southern Illinois.
This means strengthening the primary care programs and developing a 'full
complement' of specialties in pediatrics, internal medicine, and surgery,
with special programs in ophthalmology, oncology, nutrition/endocrinology,
and the neurosciences.
c. seek to expand the biomedical
, social science, and humanities research
base of the School by correlating these efforts with the characteristics
of the population served by the School in downstate Illinois, i.e., degenera-
tive neurologic disease, oncology, auditory defects, heart disease, reproduc-
tive biology, occupational health, and respiratory disease. Establishing
programs within the clinical departments in these areas will serve the dual
function of furthering the School's development as an academic medical center,
while enhancing the health care services available within the downstate reqions
of Illinois.
e School expects its programs and support functions to consider all activities within
is context and these special areas of focus.
ANNING ASSUMPTIONS
veral planning assumptions underlie the report contained herein; the major assumptions
3 as follow:
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1. There will be no significant changes in the special requirements for undergrade
medical education during the period of time covered by this plan.
2. There will be no significant change in the annual class enrollment size duri
the period of time covered by this plan.
3. There will be relative stability in the budget appropriated to the School of Medici
by the State of Illinois.
4. The School 's abil ity to recruit a new Dean and Provost will not require signifies
reallocation of resources beyond that already in progress.
5. Health care reform will not manifest a significant negative effect upon the nc
appropriated revenue stream now projected by the School from clinical source
6. The productivity measures contained herein will not produce unforseen negat'
effects upon the quality of the educational experiences offered to the School
medical student, graduate student, and resident physician learner groups.
7. The need for primary care practitioners in central and southern Illinois wi
continue, and the State of Illinois will continue to view this as a priority heal
care mission for the School.
8. The newly forged affiliation agreements with Memorial Medical Center and St. Johr
Hospital will result in increasingly greater programmatic and resource cooperat -
among the three involved institutions.
9. The School of Medicine will continue, in cooperation with the University ;
affiliated hospitals, to develop itself as an academic medical center of excellent
10. In the forseeable future, most growth revenues available to the School will c<
from non-appropriated sources.
PRODUCTIVITY OF INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS
Reduction of Contractual Arrangements with Hospital Based Clinical Departments. Dur
FY93, the School implemented its plan to restructure its long-standing contracti
relationships with three hospital -based clinical departments: Anesthesiology, Radiolo
and Pathology. Faculty in Anesthiosolgy and Radiology now offer curricular experien^
to medical students on an uncompensated basis per their appointments as cl inical associ
faculty in the School . Additionally, the Learning Resources in Pathologic Disease cen
operated by the Department of Pathology was eliminated. This restructuring resul
in substantial permanent savings to the School ; there are no additional savings anticipa
from this source in the future.
FY94 Savings $
Long Term Annual Savings $ 438,000
Reduction in Clinical Departments' Appropriated Budgets. As decided in the FY92 Sch
of Medicine Reallocation Plan, the appropriated budgets in the clinical departme
(Departments of Surgery, Internal Medicine, Obstetrics/Gynecology, Psychiatry, Pediatri
and Family Practice) were reduced, collectively, by $100,000 during FY93. Departmen
growth revenues for each were directed toward maintaining instructional program offeri
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; V 1" instructional offerings did not change. Additional reductionsto clinical departments' appropriated budgets will occur in FY94.
FY94 Savings $ 266,000
Long Term Annual Savings $ 366,000
?nnrnnr?V^ Appropriated Budgets. A modest reduction in theppropnated budgets of $7,000 for certain non-clinical departments (Departments of
EiHSlft01 .11 &*?' Medical Human ^ies, Medical Education and Physiology) wasimplemented during FY93 Instructional offerings from these departments did not change;
.he FY93 reduction, and those scheduled for implementation during FY94 and FY95 will
CHLlSJwft J^^MI? termination <* non-tenure positions. Direction of non-ippropnated funds toward the current program structure will insure the continued ability
it these departments to meet their curricular responsibilities.
FY94 Savings $ 88,000
Long Term Annual Savings $ 235,000
CTI0NS REGARDING OTHER ACADEMIC PROGRAMS:
The MS and PHD in Pharmacology was recommended for termination by the IBHE staff
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is recommendation, the School took into account that enrollments
continue to be strong and stable in both programs and that graduates of these two
rlco^h
ha
^.
Deen Placed in Prestigious positions in both educational and private
'ra^ revenues dedicated to this p^-
The impact upon the quality and strength of the Department of Pharmacology is
significant. aj
1) A program in Pharmacology is required for medical school accreditation andthe presence of this graduate program has enhanced faculty productivity.
writing
radUate aSS1StantS aSSist faculty members in teaching, research, and grant
3) In FY92, Pharmacology generated 19% of Springfield School of Medicine research
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Pharm??ology and the Alzheimer Center combined generated over 50% of thetotal. The ratio of Pharmacology external research funding to net State fundinq
averaged 1.80 during FY88 - FY92, or $1.4 million in external awards
9
JLa1 .P.hannacolo9yi bridges the clinical and basic sciences in medicine. Maintaininga quality pharmacology faculty is vital to medical education programs. A graduate
in mlny d?sc%lYn«
U ^^ Wh° SG r6SearCh contributes *o medical advances
niLv.
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in Pharmacology also provides elective opportunities forundergraduate medical students. Given the participation of graduate assistants
if one
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r0* r™s would result ™ the dd t ono ore full
-time faculty member, thus adding to the cost of the program.
in! iB^reC+°mmen^d l t!at utne Sch001 consider eliminating residency programs withlow match rates and/or high costs. IBHE further indicated that, 'Residency programs
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in specialty areas are a lower priority than family practice. These recommendatioi
are problematic for the School of Medicine for a variety of reasons.
1) The School of Medicine has always been committed to training primary ca
physicians with a special emphasis upon producing physicians who choose the special
of Family Practice. This remains a priority consideration in everything the Scho
does with developing programs. However, primary care is not solely a Family Practi
domain; primary care refers to General Internal Medicine and General Pediatri
as well as Family Practice.
2) According to a study recently released by the Association of Americal Medic
Colleges, the School ranks number one nationally (tied with East Carolina Universi
School of Medicine) in graduates practicing primary care (Family Practice, Gener
Internal Medicine, and General Pediatrics) . Over 50% of our graduates in practi
are practicing primary care. It would be futile for the School to expand i
residency programs in Family Practice since it is difficult to fill existi
programs. For reasons explained later in this document, nationally, only 60%
Family Practice residency slots are filling.
3) The residency and fellowship programs are operated in collaboration wi
major teaching hospitals with whom the School has binding affiliation agreement
The School of Medicine cannot make a unilateral decision to initiate or discontin
a residency program without the approval of the affiliated hospitals.
The School of Medicine, in cooperation with its affiliated hospitals, will continue
monitor its residency programs. This it must do in order to ensure quality in its progran
ACADEMIC PRODUCTIVITY OF THE INSTITUTION
Growth Revenues. Substantial revenues, totalling $1,427,000, from non-appropriated grov
revenues were included in the School's Reallocation Plan for implementation during FYS]
These revenues have two primary sources: 1) the natural growth in clinical educatior
activity by the Medical Service and Research Plan; and, 2) an institutional poli
directing faculty to claim salaries as direct support for the time spent conducting gr<
funded research and service projects. Revenues thus gained provided instructional unj
with resources sufficient to replace reallocated appropriated funds and to provide fur
to meet institutional support obi igations; for instance, the cl inical practice provi<
an additional $158,000 in direct support of its clinical computing costs.
FY94 Savings $ 3,738,000
Long Term Annual Savings $ 5,184,000
PRODUCTIVITY OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS
Reductions in the Office of the Executive Associate Dean. FY93 saw the total implementatl
of a staff and budget reduction plan within the administrative area of the Executj
Associate Dean (Financial Affairs, Facilities and Services, Assistant Dean for Administ)
tion/Carbondale, and Computing Services); these reductions in personnel (24 servj
and management positions), travel, commodities, and contractual services resultedl
savings of $637,000 annually. The implementation of this plan was undertaken in
entirety during FY93. Continued directed growth in clinical practice and research effo|
coupled with new state and federal reporting requirements cause the Executive Associj
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(Dean's area to define additional ways to address these requirements in the context of[reduced staff support. Although actual cost savings are not realized, staff, of necessity
[have become more productive.
FY94 Savings $
Long Term Annual Savings $ 637,000
Reductions in the Office of the Dea n and Provost. During FY93, a total of $216,000 was
reallocated from units administered within the Office of the Dean and Provost (the Dean's
executive office, Residency Affairs, Personnel, Public Affairs, Records Management, the
Development Office and the Word Processing Center). Position eliminations and reductions
in other line items were made to meet the budget reallocations. Additional reductions
are scheduled for implementation during FY94.
FY94 Savings $ 307,000
Long Term Annual Savings $ 528,000
^" C!^° nf
in
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fice 0f the Associate Dean f°r Research and Academic Affairs. During
•Y93 the first half of the budget reduction plan for the Office of the Associate Dean
or Research was implemented; a total of $159,000 of appropriated funds used to support
Minical research technicians was reallocated to institutional priorities. Services
Provided by personnel paid from these funds will be provided by departments or will not
e available. The second half of this reallocation effort will be implemented during
FY94 Savings $ 141,000
Long Term Annual Savings $ 300,000
ull Recovery of Existing "Service Ca sh" Operations and New Operations. During FY93
he first phase of an expected three-year conversion plan was implemented which will
esult in, as much as is reasonably possible, full recovery of costs incurred by service
nits in producing goods and services for other units in the School; also additional
ervice cash operations were developed during this period. Implementation of the first
.nase and developing new units in FY93 resulted in a savings of $206,000 in appropriated
unds. Implementation of this plan will continue during FY94 and FY95.
FY94 Savings $ 247,000
Long Term Annual Savings $ 742,000
JRODUCTIVITY REPORT SUMMARY
productivity of Instructional Units FY94 Savings $ 354,000
Long Term Savings $ 1,039,000
bademic Productivity of the Institution FY94 Savings $ 3,738,000
Long Term Savings $ 5,'l84,'000
j-oductivity of Administrative Functions FY94 Savings $ 695,000
Long Term Savings $ 2,207^000
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ACTIONS IN PROGRESS BUT NOT COMPLETED
"As the School of Medicine addresses its mission and continues to develop an academjl
medical center, among the pressing issues are two that require attention in the immedia
p
future. These are the role and development of the Family Practice Department, and
'
particular, its residency training programs, and the Rural Health Initiative of the Sta
of Illinois. These two issues, though separate, are related." This quote is taken fr
the School's FY93 Productivity Report and is accurate for FY94 as well.
Both issues have received clarification during FY93, and action is expected during FY
which will begin to produce clear and identifiable results. More explanation is provid
below for each issue. However, these two programs are developing during a period
general uncertainty in health care circles. Health care reform will be the domina
force shaping both health care education and health care delivery in the latter hej
of the 1990's. The proposed managed competition model will redistribute patients)
optimize value by maximizing quality and minimizing cost. Maintaining an adequate patie
base is essential to our education, clinical, and research programs. Therefore, 1
success of these programs will depend upon our ability to respond in concert with <
teaching hospitals to health care reform initiatives. A major goal of the School invol\
positioning our educational and clinical programs in concert with our affiliates to mt
the practice realities resulting from state and national health care reform, wh
preserving an adequate patient base for teaching and research, maintaining our empha
on primary care training and increasing our responsiveness to community health ne<
in the region.
national |
sity's fd
Thus the realities of the current health care environment, both locally and
the mission of the School and its emphasis upon primary care, and the Univer
upon generally improving the quality of life (specifically, the quality of health c
in the School of Medicine's case) are in dynamic synchrony. Given the inevitabil
of major healthcare reform during this time, there will be significant changes, includ
hazards and opportunities, that cannot be fully predicted but will almost certainly br
about changes in both medical education and health care delivery. With these thoug
in mind, the School is making significant progress in developing Family Practice
Rural Health.
aFamily Practice: Since its inception, the School has specifically nurtured primary c
The Family Practice program remains a key element of the primary care programs of
School of Medicine. Its success in this arena recently received national note wh
study published by the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) identified
School of Medicine as the leader of 126 American medical colleges in producing prim
care physicians; the AAMC found that more than 50% of the School's graduates cho
a primary care specialty (Family Practice, General Internal Medicine, and Gene
Pediatrics) for their specialty training.
As noted in last year's productivity report, family practice residency programs nations
are experiencing difficulty in recruiting newly graduated physicians to their progra
SIU School of Medicine has encountered similar difficulties with recruiting to its f
residency programs. Part of the solution to the shortage of physicians applying to Fan
Practice residencies involves incorporating innovative training programs, novel
aggressive recruitment techniques, and the creation of outlying practice sites wh
eliminate the isolation characteristic of the typical downstate clinical practice si
The School is committed to developing new educational programs and program structi
ameliorating many of these problems, but additional funds are required.
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S P;oductivity report that family physicians earn
significant y less than physicians of most other specialties and exist in an arduousprofessional environment. Alleviating the demands of the professional lifestyle now(characteristic of Family Practice along with an increase in the professional compensationpustomary for physicians of this type are necessary before greater numbers of medical
^chool graduates can reasonably be expected to choose primary care specialties Theseissues are beyond the pale of educational institutions but must be recognized as powerfuliisincentives for physicians who consider entering Family Practice.
however, the School continues its efforts to develop the Department of Family Practice
pnd has taken a major step during FY93. The Department of Family Practice was without
1 permanent chairman for approximately three years; a permanent chairman with an extensivebackground in academic medicine, departmental and school administration experience and
experience with academic family practice in rural environments was recruited and is now
nth the Department and will spend FY94 planning to restructure and reorient the Department.
[hough health care reform is not yet close to being clearly defined or accepted, it islear that enhanced primary care is a major component of the deliberations. It cannot
e said with certainty that novel practice modal i ties or generally increased compensation
evels for primary care physicians will be included as part of the reform package, but
loth are highly likely in some form.
|
he Rural Health Initiative: By FY92, the need for medical services in downstate Illinois
ad reached such critical proportions that the General Assembly mandated active measures
address this need Known as the Rural Health Initiative, the central thrust of this
nitiative is to provide routine primary care and specialty referral services to underserved
ownstate areas. A key piece of this mandate was the intention to strengthen SIU's Family
ractice program. As of FY93, no funds were appropriated for this mandate. Since the
ost of the School's component of the initiative is far greater than can be found by
eanocation, development of the envisioned programs was not possible during FY93.
owever, as of this writing, the Rural Health Initiative funding bill is in conference
Dmmittee in the General Assembly. A total of $1.4 million has been identified for SouthernIinois University, a significant portion of which is identified for the medical school's3le in the plan. Although funding is not a certainty, this initiative does appear to
2 gaining momentum and support. Planning internal to the School continues and is focused
Don the development of primary care expansion and obstetric care centers in central
id southern Illinois.
^J^irship! Dean and Provost Richard H. Moy will retire at the end of September,
f /nJ- 1 -
ea/Ch -f0r V 6",? andL Provost aPPears t0 be entering its final phase ase initial interviews of candidates have been completed. One, perhaps two, of the initial
ndidates will soon be invited back for further discussion. It is anticipated that
e of the list of finalists will be appointed as the new Dean and Provost before Dean
*y
tho n
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D
bvious
Jy> father program planning must incorporate the directions
^thf n!!n
ean an
T
d
k
ProvosV There> are several important matters that await the presencethe new Dean These include: 1) the results of an excellent outcome to the accredita-
on visit of the Liaison Committee for Medical Education. The LCME recommended a full
ven-year accreditation period for the School, nevertheless, there are several issues
.nnrllnl ZTu™ an \n\er™ r?P°rt reflectin9 resource allocations. Probably the most
Clt«L?ItilheS,ei xeJ*reS *«.the resources required for teaching two curriculum tracksmultaneously. 2) The Committee empaneled by Dean Moy to make recommendations regarding
MVccn i° n And governance is just now completing its work. Its report will be anrly issue for the new Dean. 3) The recently re-negotiated affiliation agreements between
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the School and Memorial Medical Center and St. John's Hospital present new and
critically
important strategic opportunities to the School. However, the specific content and
direction of these will be a matter of first importance for the new Dean and
Provost
In this connection, it will fall to the new Dean and Provost to give final
articulatio
to the priorities developed in the School's long range plan.
Health Care Reform: Although it is apparent to all that health care
reform is a subject
whose time has come, it is far from clear what the nature of that reform
will be and,
hence, far from clear what its impact upon the School will be. It is generally
consider
plannin"is^o
P
re^ in the direction of marshalling resource!
to meet the School's mission in a rapidly changing environment.
ALLOCATION OF 'PRODUCTIVITY' RESOURCES
FY93 Appropriation Recision (3%). A temporary recision of 3% of the state appropriate
base occurred in FY92 and was made permanent in FY93. Reallocated resources
were use
to offset this shortfall in FY93 and the budgetary reduction was made
permanent.
FY94 Cost $ °
Long Term Cost $ 832,000
FY92 Salary Increase Program. As approved by the Southern Illinois University Boar
of Trustees, the School of Medicine identified $676,000 of the total scheduled f
reallocation to provide a modest salary increase for its employees during the
final portu
of FY92. Civil Service employees were the major beneficiaries of this decision.
FY94 Cost $
Long Term Cost $ 659,000
C ivil Service Salary and Range Adjustment Program. As documented in the FY93 Productivv
Report, School of Medicine Civil Service employees have been paid less on the
avera.
than employees with similar responsibilities in the State of Illinois and Uni
vers
r
Civil Service Systems for some time. The School included a plan to address this inequii!,i
as its highest priority for reallocation during FY93 and FY94. By the end of
this Vi
year period, School of Medicine Civil Service employee salary and salary
ranges wii|
be more competitive with those paid to State Civil Service employees. jri
FY94 Cost S 846,000
Long Term Cost $ 1,490,000
Basic Science Faculty Salary Adjustments. As documented in the FY93 Productivity Repor:
the School of Medicine's basic science faculty are underpaid relative to national
norff
8
Last year, comparison data indicated that 87% of the non-physician faculty at the
5
School of Medicine fall below the 50th percentile for the Midwest Region. During
F^
and FY94, subject to approval by the SIU Board of Trustees, the School plans to i
reallocated resources to address this issue.
FY94 Cost $ 295,000
Long Term Cost $ 614,000
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Researcher. Graduate Assistant/PA Salary Adjustment Program. The Dean's Advisory Group
^visited the three-year budget priority and reallocation plan in January, 1993 in order
to assess progress to date and to consider revisions to the plan. The Group determined
that it was important to allocate a modest amount to this employee group so that they
io not fall behind any more rapidly than is presently occurring.
FY94 Cost $ 187,000
Long Term Cost $ 207,000
xpansion of the Department of Internal Medicine. Providing the Department of Internal
ledicine with sufficient funds to develop into a full-fledged academic unit has been
i priority of the School for a number of years. The reallocation plan included resources
;o complete this rebuilding of the Department by FY95.
FY94 Cost $ 150,000
Long Term Cost $ 450,000
leplenishment of the Operating Reserves. For a number of years, the School has been
torced to deplete funds from its principal operating reserves: the Equipment Reserve,
,he Recruitment and Development Reserve, and the Contingency Reserve. FY93 estimates
ere that over the period covered by the reallocation fund, approximately $1.2 million
n annual reserves would become available to the School.
FY94 Cost $ 270,000
Long Term Cost $ 1,139,000
utpatient Care Center and Educational Facility (Support and & MK Occupancy of the
his facility was delayed until FY94 due to construction delays. Hence the projected
osts for FY93 were not incurred. Projected costs for FY94 include the original facility
dentified in the FY93 Productivity Report and additional facilities recently leased;
n increase in non-appropriated revenues from the Medical Service and Practice has been
ssessed and will meet the costs for FY94 and beyond.
FY94 Cost $ 2,505,000
Long Term Cost $ 2,505,000
n addition to those priorities identified in the FY93 Productivity Report, new ones
ere selected for implementation during FY94. These will be funded from operating reserves
ntil the new Dean and Provost is recruited and makes his/her own decision in this regard.
acquitment Package for the Dean and Provost. Recruiting the new Dean and Provost is
rojected to cost an additional $100,000 per year beyond what is now committed, beqinninq
i FY94. 3
FY94 Cost $ 100,000
Long Term Cost $ 100,000
search Equipment Purchase. A flow cytometer was identified as an institutional priority
>r purchase in FY94.
FY94 Cost $ 50,000
Long Term Cost $ 50,000
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Meeting the Terms of an Infectious Disease Control Mandate. An expenditure for equipment!
necessary to meet the terms of a 'blood borne pathogen' preventive mandate was considerecj
a necessary expenditure for FY94.
FY94 Cost $ 18,000
Long Term Cost $ 18,000
Increased Operating Expenses for the Department of Medical Biochemistry. The School
of Medicine will assume additional costs associated with a new arrangement with the Graduate
School in relation to the Department of Medical Biochemistry in FY94.
FY94 Cost $ 150,000
Long Term Cost $ 150,000
Enhancement of the Department of Family Practice. Programmatic costs associated witl
the recruitment of the Chairman of the Department will begin in FY94.
FY94 Cost $ 141,000
Long Term Cost $ 141,000
New Instructional Responsibility for Internal Medicine. The Department of Internal Medicimj
will assume responsibility for instructing all second-year medical students in th<
Introduction to Clinical Medicine sequence of the medical curriculum. Funds allocate*
will cover personnel costs.
FY94 Cost $ 75,000
Long Term Costs $ 75,000
FY94 SAVINGS AND ALLOCATION SUMMARY
TOTAL FY94 SAVINGS $ 4,787,000
TOTAL LONG TERM SAVINGS $ 8,430,000
TOTAL FY94 COSTS $ 4,787,000
TOTAL LONG TERM COSTS $ 8,430,000
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PRODUCTIVITY REPORT; FY93/FY94
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsvi 1 1
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*?ar 1992 "93, SIUE addressed the application of theIBHE P*Q*P guidelines to all units and activities. This examination was fully
consistent with continuing review and planning activities. Throughout theprocess of ongoing review of its operations, the University has sought to
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areJUlded by the University's Statement of Mission and do
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ment °f services that are essential to its students and to
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versity constituency. In this endeavor, the University is also
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ent Dr0p
°fd for SIU E by the IBHE in its meeting ofctobe 6, 1992. The statement confirms much of SIUE's mission and refinesits uniqueness within state higher education in Illinois:
The Edwardsville campus of Southern Illinois University
opened in 1965. The undergraduate students at Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville are primarily traditional college-aqed
with many commuting from the surrounding area. Older, part-time
and minority students enroll at about the state average The '
campus offers a balance of instruction, research, and public
service programs consonant with its mission as the only public
university in southwestern Illinois. Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville also administers the School of Dental Medicine atAlton and operates a center in East St. Louis.
SIUE's strength lies in its high quality undergraduate and
master s programs that provide career-oriented instruction in
education, social services, business, engineering, and the health
professions in order to improve the quality of life, economy,
health care and environment in the greater St. Louis metropolitan
a
r
ea
i' J I
he University' s highest priority at the graduate level
should be to prepare practitioners and professionals in those
fields that are particularly relevant to addressing the social
economic, and health care needs of the region. Off-campus
programs should be limited to southwestern Illinois, except infields such as nursing in which the University is distinctly
positioned to offer off-campus completion programs for the entire
southern Illinois area. The School of Dental Medicine should
continue to address the need for dentists in the central and
southern regions of the state.
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SIUE'S FOUR-YEAR PLAN
The University Planning and Budget Council has devised a four-year plan
to serve as a framework for review of University programs. The aim is to
assure continued fulfillment of the University mission in the face of static
or declining state support. The assumptions of the plan are these:
| No increase in general revenue funds for the University operating
budget during the period FY 93 - FY 96.
| A decline in enrollment, based on a shrinking pool of high school
seniors in the University service area.
In the face of these expectations, the UPBC proposed that the P*Q*P
review during the four fiscal years FY 93 to FY 96 be based upon principles
derived from consideration of two central documents: The University*
s
Statement of Mission and the Statement of Objectives for General Education and
the Baccalaureate Degree. It recommended, further, that the four-year plan
should clearly identify the sources of financing for each initiative. On the
basis of these assumptions, the UPBC endorsed the following principles for
fiscal planning:
I
Tuition should be limited to no more than 1/3 of instructional cost.
Revenue from tuition increases will be earmarked for programs that will
result in significant improvements in the quality of undergraduate education.
| Re-allocations are not to come from uniform, across-the-board budget
reductions.
| Re-allocations are not to come solely from non-salary sources. (I.e.,
the University must be prepared to sustain a reduction in personnel.)
| Funding requests in support of undergraduate education in general, and
general education in particular, should be given high priority.
| In Academic Affairs, support units should be cut before academic
programs.
| In considering re-allocations from support services, convenience of
students should be the highest priority in establishing hours of operation.
| The University should reduce the use of part time faculty to teach
general education courses that are central to the mission of SIUE.
| The University should support instructional programs that work closely
in support of K-12 education, since these activities are central to the
mission of the University.
| The incentive system relative to salary increases, promotion, and
tenure should be revised to give greater evaluative weight to instruction in
general education and to activities that improve K-12 education.
| Salary increases totaling 2% on the salary base shall be made available
for merit distribution to faculty and staff, in addition to any salary
increase money that may be forthcoming from increased state appropriations.
| The 2% salary increases are to be funded exclusively from internal
re-allocations (i.e., rather than from tuition increases).
| In addition to salary increases, internal re-allocations should be
directed toward the accomplishment of crucial repairs and renovations and to
meeting the University's increasing obligations to compensate departing
personnel for unutilized sick leave.
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en*.-/ 12Ju tuition increase was effective Fall 1992. The four-vear olanspecifies that revenue from tuition increases will be earmarked forimprovements in the quality of undergraduate education The four relevant
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Library Acquisition Program $388 000
Instructional Computing Program $388*000
Instructional Equipment Renewal Program $388,'ooO
tnnancement of Instructional Programs
and Services $278,000
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n increases of 3.5% for each of the remaining years
Library Acquisition Program $388 000
Instructional Computing Program $388'000
Instructional Equipment Renewal Program $388*000
tnnancement of Instructional Programs
and Services $1,552,000
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| Instructional units were examined relative to such criteria as capacity,
comparative costs, comparative staff utilization, occupational demand,
central ity, relationship to University mission, breadth, number of majors (if
applicable), recent program review results and recommendations, quality, and
redundancy of function.
I Research and public service units were examined for capacity relative to
need, demand, quality, central ity to the University mission, contribution to
instruction, and the ratio of non-appropriated to appropriated expenditures.
| Support units and administrative functions were scrutinized relative to
central ity, deviation from state expenditures, breadth of function, growth
from FY 88 to FY 90 relative to University enrollment growth, efficiency of
operations, and redundancy of functions.
The University's review of its administrative functions and academic
productivity was aided by the report in early January 1993 of the Management
Audit Team. The team, established in 1991 by the Dean of the School of
Business at President Lazerson's request and answering to the President,
interviewed Vice Presidents and other administrators to assess the extent to
which the administrative functions of the University can be performed more
efficiently. Its report, organized by University Functional Area, contains 75
recommendations, together with strategies for implementation and rationales in
support of the recommendations. The President has since directed each of the
Vice Presidents to consider the recommendations pertaining to his or her
Functional Area, to discuss them with one another, and to recommend to him
appropriate courses of action.
PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENTS DURING AY 92-93
The following pages describe P*Q*P initiatives in FY 93, together with
preliminary estimates of expected FY 94 savings and expected long-term annual
savings for each. It is organized according to the examples in the five-page
document entitled Productivity Report Guidelines , which is a supplement to the
March 3, 1992 report entitled Guidelines for Productivity Improvement in
Illinois Higher Education.
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Productivity of Instructional Units
Elimination of Instructional Units
IL.?°L
0f EdUCati0n: Elimination of the Ed. D. in Instructional Prnrps*
It
1
! P
r°9^m was recommended for termination by the IBHE. The Provost foundthat to maintain the program at the level appropriate for a doctor^ oroSrSmwould require significant additional resources. Moreover, the School of
ar^ll™
haS $W ifl™* res<^ce needs in its undergraduate and o?her
Hpricfnn f
r09
i
ramS
' J^S the Unive^ity deems of higher priori?? Hence the
p f
e
I
m\nate ?S 1s Pr°9ram Was based on considerations of priorities
ttmin'a^ Boa'd »f Trustees of SIU aVovedlhe
FY 1994 Savings $ 15 000
Long-Term Annual Savings $76,' 500
School of Humanities: Flimination nf t he M.A. in Phiincn P h y and
»?£!£ fUndS t0 S^P°rt the Apartment's co»it e o e
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $34,000
School of Social Sciences: Elimination f the m.a./m <; sn Pol itical ScienrPThis program was recommended for termination by the IBHE Although thP
a^p^ 1 °f KP°liUCal JCience commended that the program be retaned while
flSrtS?
r
?h
9h reV1GW
2
f 9raduate programs was inducted, the University
approved the termination in its July 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $29,900
its JuU 1993 Zltil* ?k *""?*«« ° f SIU approved the termination in
pHor^eHn TnfSo/ol UllVuT^^ *" "* reall °"ted t0 ° th-
FY 1994 Savings $15 000Long-Term Annual Savings $30800
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School of Sciences: Elimination of the B.S. in Physical Science Education .
This program was recommended for termination by the IBHE. The faculty
participating in this major program agree that the program is too narrow to
provide the science training necessary for middle and junior high school
teachers; the B.S. in General Science Education (see below) can provide this
training. They also agree that secondary school physics teachers should
simply major in physics. The Board of Trustees of SIU approved the
termination in its July 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $0
School of Dental Medicine: Elimination of the Specialty Certificates, in
Pedodontics, in Periodontology, and in Prosthodontics . These programs have
never been offered, primarily because of a lack of resources. Their
elimination was recommended by the IBHE. The School and President agreed with
this recommendation. The Board of Trustees of SIU approved the termination in
its July 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $0
School of Business: Elimination of the Specialization in Business Teacher
Education in the B.S.B.A. Program . The University found that reduction in
resources devoted to the certification of business teacher educators for the
secondary schools was warranted by the decline in student interest. The
termination of the specialization reduces the resources devoted to
certification but permits students to design a certification program that is
consistent with current professional guidelines and state certification
requirements. The funds from this elimination will be reallocated to fund a
faculty position in Strategic Planning, for additional sections of General
Education courses taught by the School of Business, and for strengthening of
the other specializations in the B.S.B.A. program. The Board of Trustees of
SIU approved the termination in its June 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $42,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $103,000
School of Fine Arts and Communications: Termination of the Specialization in
Musical Theater in the B. A. /B.S. in Theater . The University found that there
is very little interest in this specialization. Those students who wish to
take a limited amount of course work in musical theater can be served through
occasional offering of workshop courses. Termination of the specialization
allows for reallocation of money and faculty time to specializations more
central to the mission of the Department of Theater and Dance. The Board of
Trustees of SIU approved the termination in its May 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $4,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $4,000
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The B.S. in General Science and Mathematics, in the School of Sciences
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Consolidation and Restructuring of Instructional Units
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the field of human resource management. The Board of Trustees of SIU approved
the consolidation in its June 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $0
The School of Dental Medicine modified, by way of a Reasonable and Moderate
Extension Request, its Family Practice Residency {aka General Practice
Residency) Program to an Advanced Education in General Dentistry Program .
AEGD residents will spend less time in hospitals and more time in the SDM
clinics. This results in the treatment of more clinic patients, which
generates greater revenue to help defray costs of the program. Graduates of
the program will be better trained to bring advanced dental techniques into
areas of southern Illinois that are relatively remote from hospitals. The
Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois University approved the modification in
its June 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $0
Formation of a College of Arts and Sciences . The IBHE recommended that the
University "should consolidate [its] academic units in order to reduce
redundancy of administrative functions." The President and the Provost had
made formal and informal proposals for such a College for some time. The
President has decided that formation of a College of Arts and Sciences would
enhance the delivery of general education, improve administrative efficiency,
better serve students who are not yet accepted into a major, and save money
and effort. The long-term savings from this merger will be reallocated to
support of undergraduate education, particularly the General Education
program. The Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois University will consider
the proposal for formation of the College in its September 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $300,000
Enhancement of Educational Programs
The IBHE noted in its October 6, 1992, "Staff Recommendations ..."
report that "the primary purpose of the Board's productivity initiative is to
provide resources for reinvestment in higher education's most important
priorities." During the 1992-93 academic year, SIUE identified three new
programs, approval for which is being sought through the Board of Trustees and
the Illinois Board of Higher Education. Addition of these programs will help
the University better fulfill its mission. Two of the three can be
implemented without initial reallocations, because the necessary classes are
already being offered in different configurations.
School of Business: M.S. in Accountancy . SIUE has the only accredited
accounting program in the St. Louis metropolitan region. All states,
including Illinois, are adopting licensing rules that require applicants for
the CPA Examination to have completed 150 hours of college credits. A
master's program in accountancy is the most effective way to ensure that SIUE
graduates qualify for licensure in Illinois and other states. The proposed
program does not require new state resources. To implement the MSA program,
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$20 400 will be reallocated from the School of Business to the AccountingDepartment to fully fund a $27,000 instructor position. All additional
ZnZC*\ f° r the M?A Eur°9ra? Wil1 be located from within the AccountingDepartment, primarily through a reconfiguration of courses required for the
undergraduate accounting program. H
FY 1994 Reallocation $0
Long-Term Additional Reallocation ($20,400)
Schools of Business and Sciences: M.S. in Computing and Information Systemsihe primary purpose of tne Computing and Informati on Systems program Is to
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ensure their survival. The proposed program will combine existing
courses of several departments and will thus require no new state resources.
FY 1994 Reallocation $0
Long-Term Additional Reallocation $0
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FY 1994 Reallocation $0
Long-Term Additional Reallocation $0
Productivity of Public Service and Research Units
Elimination of Research and Public Service Centers and Institutions
The Illinois Board of Higher Education recommended that the University
consolidate its 12 public service units to reduce redundancy, achieve betterfocus and coordination, and reduce administrative overhead It a so
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the four-y^ r Plan. The Board of Trustees ofilW approved the termination in its July 1993 meeting.
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FY 1994 Savings $32,854
Long-Term Annual Savings $32,854
School of Business: Elimination of the Center for Economic Education.
Although the mission of the Center, to disseminate economic knowledge,
concepts and data to the community of southern Illinois, particularly to K-12
teachers, is congruent with the mission of the University, the Center has no
full-time personnel and is in effect an extension of the Department of
Economics. Accordingly, the Center will be eliminated and will operate as the
Office of Economic Education within the Department of Economics. Resources
will be reallocated to the instructional programs in the Department of
Economics. The Board of Trustees of SIU approved the termination in its July
1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $5,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $5,000
School of Humanities: Elimination of Papers on Language and L iterature. The
School of Humanities funding has been withdrawn from this unit, which
publishes a quarterly scholarly publication housed in the Department of
English Language and Literature. Should external funding be secured to permit
publication of the journal, this can be accomplished through the School and
Department. Hence, PLL is being abolished as a formal unit. Resulting
savings will be reallocated in accord with the four-year plan. Board of
Trustees of SIU approved the termination in its July 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $40,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $55,000
School of Education: Elimination of the Teacher's Center . Once much larger
and with significant external funding, the Center now provides a number of
seminars for teachers in mathematics and related fields and publishes a
journal. The Dean of the School of Education recommends that the Center be
abolished, that the support funds be reallocated to the instructional program,
and that the time of the director be reassigned to instruction in the School.
The Board of Trustees of SIU approved the termination in its July 1993
meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $33,400
Long-Term Annual Savings $33,400
Consolidation and Restructuring of Research and Public Service Units
Schools of Business and Engineering: Consolidation of CMS and CAMP. The
Center for Advanced Manufacturing and Production was intended to revitalize
local industry by assisting companies in the introduction of state-of-the-art
technology and manufacturing methods. For various reasons, CAMP has not
fulfilled its original mission. The Center for Management Studies provides
continuing education and consulting to local business and industry. Its non-
state to state funding ratio is over 7.0. All state support will be removed
by the beginning of FY 94. CMS and CAMP will be merged to form the Center for
Advancement of Management and Productivity, a new unit in the School of
Business. CAMP funding will be gradually reduced until it reaches $60,000 in
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Long-Term Annual Savings $157,' 700
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FY 1994 Savings $4 200
Long-Term Annual Savings $12,'600
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Office of the Provost: University Services to East St. Louis . This
unit provides vital services of several different kinds to the city of
East St. Louis. Although its non-state to state funding ratio is over
7.0, its state budget will be reduced by 3% of the current budget over
each of the next three years to encourage elimination of services that
are not of high priority. Resulting savings will be reallocated in
accord with the four-year plan. The University will attempt to forge
stronger ties, and greater program coordination, between the central
campus and the Katherine Dunham Center for the Performing Arts.
FY 1994 Savings $25,400
Long-Term Annual Savings $76,200
School of Fine Arts and Communications: Radio Station WSIE . WSIE is an
FM radio station operating on 50k watts with a signal that reaches a
large portion of the University's immediate service area. It is a
laboratory for students in the television and radio program in Mass
Communications. In anticipation of more effective development
activities over the next three years, its budget will be reduced, and
the funds reallocated in accord with the four-year plan. If development
activities are not successful, the University will consider the option
of shifting the station to a student-operated format at significantly
reduced costs.
FY 1994 Savings $13,900
Long-Term Annual Savings $49,400
Rape and Sexual Abuse Care Center . The Vice President for Student
Affairs had anticipated that funding for the Center would be eliminated
in phases, allowing time to secure external grants to support Center
operations. However, the education and training about sexual assault
and its prevention serve the mission of the University. Moreover, the
Higher Education Amendments of 1992 require that by September 1, 1993,
SIUE and similar institutions must follow a number of sex offense
policies, including provision of education programs, or procedures for
disciplinary action, and of follow-up with victims. The Center's non-
state to state funding ratio is nearly 4.0, and state funding supports
educational programs rather than treatment functions. In view of the
Center's congruence with the University mission and with federal law,
and in light of the favorable funding ratio, the University proposes to
continue state funding for the Center at the current level of $55,560.
Graduate School (Office of Research and Projects): Reduction of State Support
for Summer Research Awards" The prudent investment of appropriated funds in
support of organized research has substantially increased external funding for
research and public service. This has brought increased Indirect Cost
Recovery (ICR) funds. The Provost has reduced appropriated funds in support
of Summer Research Awards by $50,000 for FY 94 and will reduce them an
additional $25,000 in each of FY 95 and FY 96. Resulting savings will be
reallocated to the University's instructional programs. The Graduate School
will maintain at least the present level of expenditure for Summer Research
Awards by replacing the appropriated funds with ICR funds.
FY 1994 Savings $50,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $100,000
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Productivity of Administrative Functions
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FY 1994 Sayings $120,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $120 000
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Financial Affairs reduced the quantity and type of payroll documents
microfilmed, eliminating the filming of all but vital records such as payroll
vouchers and time sheets.
FY 1994 Savings $5,000
Long-Term Savings $5,000
The University Police have implemented changes in officer classifications that
result in enhanced training opportunities, increased supervision on patrol,
and reductions in costs.
FY 1994 Savings $25,000
Long-Term Savings $25,000
Hazardous Waste Management implemented a stricter approval process for the
purchase of hazardous chemicals. The process prevents the unnecessary
ordering of chemicals and establishes a data base relating to the nature,
location, and amount of such chemicals to assist those responding to emergency
situations.
FY 1994 Savings $5,000
Long-Term Savings $5,000
University Park will reduce its expenditures of state funds by an amount equal
to 10% of its current state budget per year over a ten year period, reaching a
position of complete independence of state appropriations by the end of the
period. The Provost will review University Park annually to determine if
there are sufficient non-state revenues to hasten the process. Resulting
savings will be reallocated in accord with the four-year plan. The Board of
Trustees of SIU approved the reductions in its July 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $16,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $160,000
The Office of Continuing Education is an administrative unit that carries out
a number of activities similar to public service units. Examples are
noncredit continuing education courses, Senior Olympics, and Elderhostel. The
Director recommends a gradual reduction in state funding for these activities.
Its budget will be reduced by an amount equal to 4% of its current budget for
each of the next three fiscal years. Resulting savings will be reallocated in
accord with the four-year plan. The Board of Trustees of SIU approved the
reductions in its July 1993 meeting.
FY 1994 Savings $15,000
Long-Term Annual Savings $45,000
The Office of Contract Archaeology a unit of the School of Social Sciences,
performs archaeological studies for a variety of public and private
organizations in accord with the provisions of federal and state legislation.
It attracts considerable external funding, and its non-state to state funding
ratio is nearly 12.0. In order to insure that the University does not
subsidize the organizations and agencies that need the services of this unit,
the budget will be reduced by an amount equal to 10% of the current budget
over each of the next three years. Resulting savings will be reallocated in
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FY 1994 Savings $21,000
Long-Term Savings $21,000
Reduction of overtime costs for telecommunicators, University Police.
FY 1994 Savings $10,000
Long-Term Savings $10,000
Implementation of 12-hours shifts for lieutenants, resulting in improved
supervision and reduced overtime, the University Police.
FY 1994 Savings $20,000
Long-Term Savings $20,000
Elimination of non-essential periodicals and professional memberships,
the University Police.
FY 1994 Savings $750
Long-Term Savings $750
Initiation of competitive bidding for disposal of hazardous waste,
Hazardous Waste Management.
FY 1994 Savings $6,000
Long-Term Savings $6,000
Reorganization of workload in Lovejoy Library.
FY 1994 Savings $10,000
Long-Term Savings $10,000
Reduction of support staff, Assistant Vice President for Admissions and
Retention.
FY 1994 Savings $40,836
Long-Term Savings $40,836
Reduction of one 50% FTE secretary, School of Business.
FY 1994 Savings $7,500
Long-Term Savings $7,500
Elimination or reduction in FTE of civil service and professional staff
positions, School of Education.
FY 1994 Savings $31,923
Long-Term Savings $31,923
Consolidation of support and secretarial functions for Industrial
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.
FY 1994 Savings $19,000
Long-Term Savings $19,000
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FY 1994 Savings $30,868
Long-Term Savings $30,868
Elimination of the position of Assistant to the Vice President for
Student Affairs.
FY 1994 Savings $40,064
Long-Term Savings $40,064
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SUMMARY
Elimination of I nstructional Units
FY 1994 Savings $76 000
Long-Term Annual Savings $278,' 200
Consolidation and Restructure nf Instructional Unite
FY 1994 Savings $0
Long-Term Annual Savings $300 000
Enhancement of Fdncational Program*
FY 1994 Reallocation / $0)
Long-Term Additional Reallocation ($20,400)
Elimination of Research and Public Service Centers and inctitnt^,
FY 1994 Savings $ln ? ,.
Long-Term Annual Savings $126*254
Consolidation and Restructuring of Rpsparr h and P,ihlir Service Unit,
FY 1994 Savings $35ft ™
Long-Term Annual Savings $600,900
Academic Productivity
FY 1994 Savings , ?7 fift7
Long-Term Annual Savings
undetermined
Productivity of Admini strate Fuggljonj
FY 1994 Savings
Jfiqo nfi7
Long-Term Annual Savings $892,113
TOTAL FY 1994 SAVINGS 41 ?fifi on,
TOTAL LONG-TERM ANNUAL SAVINGS $2,177,067*
* Reduced by long-term reallocation noted above.
ITZZlllL' Statement of Mission and in accordance with the IBHE's Staff
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personnel for unutilized sick leave ($460,000). The savings summarized above,
the funds previously allocated toward payment of unutilized sick leave, and
savings reported in last year's SIUE Productivity Report, assure
accomplishment of the FY 94 portion of the SIUE four-year plan.
SPECIFIC AREAS OF FORTHCOMING REVIEW
The following are examples of areas of review during 1993-94 at Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville:
| The Illinois Board of Higher Education recommended that the University
"should consider consolidation of the many specializations offered in the
arts, music, and theater and elimination of those with limited student
demand."
- In conversion to the semester system, the Department of Theater and
Dance eliminated the specialization in musical theater. During 1992-93,
the faculty again reviewed the specializations and concluded that the
remaining three specializations in the B.S. in Theater and Dance can be
combined. Under this plan, the department would offer the B.A. as a
general liberal arts degree and the B.S. as a performance degree with
opportunities for students to elect specific areas of study. These
changes will be accomplished during the 1993-94 academic year.
- The Department of Music offers eight specializations, three in the
B.A. degree and five in the Bachelor of Music degree. The department
reviewed these specializations during academic year 92-93 and concluded
that the five within the B.M. degree can be reduced to three. The
Provost has concurred and has recommended that the department continue
its review to determine if the curriculum can be streamlined further.
The changes will be accomplished during academic year 93-94.
- The Department of Art and Design will continue review of its
curriculum to eliminate redundancy within the undergraduate programs.
(For example, the B.S. in Art (Studio) and the B.S in Art with a
specialization in Art Education have nearly identical requirements.)
Likewise, the number of studio specialties offered will be reviewed to
determine if the curriculum is consistent with the resource base,
particularly given the need for the department to have an active role
within the General Education program of the University.
| Continuing review of all academic programs in the light of the BHE
criteria. For example, the General Education Committee is meeting with all
departments of the University to discuss the General Education program and to
consider how it may be improved.
| School structure; particularly with regard to whether departments or
schools can be combined. For example, the School of Engineering proposes the
combination of the Mechanical Engineering program and the Department of
Industrial Engineering into a Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering. Approval of this change through all levels will be accomplished
during academic year 93-94.
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Mr. Kochan stated that PQP was a very strenuous activity on the
various campuses from the faculty, students, staff, and other concerned
constituencies. He explained that while he didn't agree with every aspect in
the productivity report, he did feel that the campuses had adhered to the
spirit of PQP.
Mr. Norwood moved approval. The motion was duly seconded. Student
Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Mark
Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye,
John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rcwe, Celeste M.
Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The following matter, as amended, was presented:
CREATION OF A COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, SIUE
Summary
This matter proposes the creation of a College of Arts and Sciences
at Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. The Schools of Fine Arts and
Communications, Humanities, Sciences, and Social Sciences, and University
College would be abolished, and several academic departments and non-academic
units would be realigned in the formation of the College of Arts and Sciences.
Attached are lists showing the organization of departments and units at present
and as proposed.
Rationale for Adoption
Formation of a College of Arts and Sciences at SIUE has been
considered from time to time over the history of the institution. President
Lazerson raised the issue in addresses to the University as Provost in 1978,
and again as President in 1985. In his State of the University address in
January 1990, President Lazerson proposed that the University formally review
the organization of Academic Affairs and requested that the Provost in
conjunction with the Faculty Senate address the issue. Provost Werner proposed
in January, 1992 that most units within the Schools of Fine Arts and Communi-
cations, Humanities, Sciences, and Social Sciences, as well as University
College, Instructional Services, and Academic Counseling and Advising, be
merged into a College of Arts and Sciences. The Provost noted that certain
academic departments and units within the other existing Schools might be
placed in the new College and sought the Faculty Senate's advice on their
placement.
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provided opinions regarding the College. The Management Audit Team's report,
released in early January, 1993, supported the Provost's recommendation. The
President has also received information and advice from the Illinois Board of
Higher Education and a visiting team from the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools on the organization of SIUE's academic schools.
Based on this array of information and advice, the President
concluded that formation of a College of Arts and Sciences is in the best
interests of the University. In particular, the College would enhance student
learning by providing a structure to coherently focus and adjust resources on
the design, delivery, and maintenance of the General Education Program as the
foundation of all baccalaureate education at SIUE.
The President proposes the following schedule for formal approval and
implementation of the College. In devising this timetable, the President has
taken account of workload concerns expressed by the Faculty and Staff Senates.
The schedule also permits the incoming president to be fully involved in the
implementation process and to appoint the dean.
July, 1993
September, 1993
October, 1993
March, 1994
July, 1994
July, 1994 - June, 1995
July, 1995
First consideration by the SIU Board of
Trustees of the proposal to establish
the College.
SIU Board of Trustees approval sought
for formation of the College.
Search Committee for Dean appointed and
Implementation Committee appointed.
Dean appointed.
Dean takes office.
Dean works with Implementation Committee
to conclude work on operating papers,
promotion and tenure guidelines and
procedures, and other matters.
College implemented,
abolished.
Existing units
Considerations Against Adoption
The Faculty Senate passed a resolution opposing creation of a College
of Arts and Sciences. The Staff Senate passed a resolution recommending that
consideration of the creation of a College of Arts and Sciences be delayed
until FY 1995.
Constituency Involvement
The proposal to create a College of Arts and Sciences was initiated
by the Provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs. It has been reviewed
and approved by the College of Arts and Sciences Committee, a committee of
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PRESENT DEPARTMENTAL STRUCTURE
SIUE
School of Business
Accounting
Economics
Finance
Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing
School of Dental Medicine
Applied Dental Medicine
Growth, Development and Structure
Restorative Dentistry
School of Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Leadership
Health, Recreation, and Physical Education
Psychology
Special Education
School of Engineering
Civil Engineering
Construction
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
jSchool of Fine Arts and Communications
Art and Design
Mass Communications
Music
Speech Communication
Speech Pathology and Audiology
Theater and Dance
iraduate School
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School of Humanities
English Language and Literature
Foreign Languages and Literature
Philosophical Studies
School of Nursing
School of Sciences
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Computer Science
Mathematics and Statistics
Physics
School of Social Sciences
Anthropology
Geography
Historical Studies
Political Science
Public Administration and Policy Analysis
Sociology and Social Work
University College
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PROPOSED DEPARTMENTAL STRUCTURE
SIUE
College of Arts and Sciences
Anthropology
Art and Design
Biological Studies
Chemistry
Computer Science
English Language and Literature
Foreign Languages and Literature
Geography
Historical Studies
Mass Communications
Mathematics and Statistics
Music
Philosophical Studies
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Public Administration and Policy Analysis
Sociology and Social Work
Speech Communication
Theater and Dance
School of Business
Accounting
Economics
Finance
Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing
School of Dental Medicine
Applied Dental Medicine
Growth, Development and Structure
Restorative Dentistry
School of Education
Curriculum and Instruction
Educational Leadership
Health, Recreation, and Physical Education
Special Education
Speech Pathology and Audiology
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School of Engineering
Civil Engineering
Construction
Electrical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Graduate School
School of Nursing
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Mr. Norwood moved approval of the resolution as amended. The motion
was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was
indicated as follows: Aye, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by the
following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R.
Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T.
Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The following matter, as amended, was presented:
SALARY INCREASE PLANS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1994
Summary
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Constituency Involvement
The SIUC and SIUE plans are consistent with previous plans and
discussions the Presidents have had with their constituencies.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That SIUC, SIUE, and the Office of the
Chancellor are hereby authorized to grant an average salary increase of 1.5% to
faculty, administrative and professional staff, and Civil Service range
employees based on merit.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That these units are hereby authorized to
grant an additional average increase of up to 1.0% to faculty, administrative
and professional staff, and Civil Service range employees to cover academic
promotions, market adjustments, equity adjustments, and matching offers (except
for Civil Service employees at the School of Medicine in Springfield).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the School of Medicine at Springfield is
hereby authorized to grant an additional average increase of up to 3.5% to
Civil Service employees to cover market adjustments, equity adjustments, and
matching offers.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University, the President of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, and
the President of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville receive a merit
increase of 1.5%. In addition, each of them will receive a market adjustment
of 1%.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That these increases will be effective
July 1, 1993.
Mrs. D'Esposito moved the resolution as amended. The motion was duly
seconded. She thanked everyone who had participated in the discussion of this
matter in the Finance Committee meeting. She explained that some very
important issues had come out, there was some genuine disagreement of how to
proceed, but she thought the issue was aired in a ^ery good manner.
Mr. Brewster explained that his remarks in opposition to this matter
did not in any way indicate that he didn't think the increases weren't
deserved. He pointed out that other universities were paying more, but where
they were getting the funds was a decision each one had to make within their
own conscience. He stated that from the senior administrators down, you do a
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great job, this is a great university, and he thought the money was deserved.
He stated that his dispute was where we get the money and how we pay for the
increases.
Dr. Kraft, Chair of the Graduate Council, SIUC, reiterated the
concern from the faculty with respect to the distribution formula to be used
for this salary increase. He stated that he felt the faculty would be more
comfortable if it was going to be a 2% merit increase with 1/2% being held back
for the promotions and equity considerations. He hoped this issue might be
revisited at some other time before future salary increases are given; at least
to get the concern of the faculty with respect to these issues and how that
money is being reallocated.
Mr. Kochan stated that he was not against the increase, but that he
was not a fan of reallocation for this item.
The motion having been duly made and seconded, the Chair called for a
roll call vote. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated
as follows: Aye, none; nay, Mark Kochan. The motion carried by the following
recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe,
Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, John
Brewster.
The Chair stated that a news conference would be held in this room
and that there will be a subsequent news conference with Professor Elliott.
Dr. Wilkins moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have passed
unanimously.
The meeting adjourned at 12:00 noon.
Sharon Holmes. Executivp S*, e ecretary
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
OCTOBER 13, 1993
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University convened at 3:31 p.m., in the Board Room, Magna Group, Inc., Magna
Place, Highway 40 and Brentwood Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri. The Chairman
and Secretary being present, the meeting was called to order. The following
members of the Board were present:
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following member was absent:
Celeste M. Stiehl
Also present were Dr. James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University, and Mr. C. Richard Gruny, Board Legal Counsel.
A quorum was present.
Mrs. D'Esposito moved that the Board go into closed session to
consider information regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of
employees or officers, and adjourn directly from the closed session with no
action having been taken. The motion was duly seconded. The motion carried by
the following recorded vote: Aye, Nick Adams, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito,
Mark A. Kochan, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T.
Wilkins, Jr. ; nay, none.
The meeting adjourned at 5:29 p.m.
/v*-**y\\JLAJ2.
George T. Wilkins, J/. J Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
OCTOBER 14, 1993
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, October 14, 1993, at 10:40 a.m. in
the Ballroom of the University Center, Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, Edwardsville, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being
present, the meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board
were present:
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Hi 1 kins, Jr., Secretary
The following member was absent:
Celeste M. Stiehl
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Earl E. Lazerson, President, SIUE
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. Richard
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE: Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connection
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of the
Board of Trustees.
The Chair explained that Mrs. Stiehl was absent today because she and
her husband were in China.
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The Chair announced that pursuant to notice the Board of Trustees had
held a special meeting at approximately 3:30 p.m. in the Board Room of Magna
Group, Inc., Magna Place, Highway 40 and Brentwood Boulevard, St. Louis,
Missouri, on Wednesday, October 13, 1993. He continued that the only public
portion of the meeting consisted of a motion to close the meeting to the public
for the purpose of considering information regarding the appointment,
employment or dismissal of employees or officers. He stated that the occasion
was the annual evaluation of the Chancellor pursuant to the Statutes of the
Board
.
He stated that the evaluation was most informative and helpful.
The Chair stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board of
Trustees had had breakfast with Ms. Elaine Hyden, Executive Director of Audits.
He continued that, the breakfast had been held in the Board Room of the
University Center, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville.
The Chair introduced Nick Adams, SIUE Student Trustee. He announced
that Mr. Adams had been appointed as a member of the Architecture and Design
Committee.
Mr. VanMeter also introduced Professor Leslie Sheets representing the
SIUC Faculty Senate.
Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Brewster reported that he had attended the
September 9 meeting of the Nominating Committee of the Southern Illinois
University Foundation. He announced that at that meeting the Nominating
Committee had reviewed the various nominees presented and there was a good
slate. He explained that the action of that committee now awaits the action of
I the Foundation Board which is scheduled to meet the first weekend in November.
Mr. Brewster reported that he had attended the meeting of the Merit
i
Board, State Universities Civil Service System on September 21. He stated that
there were only three members present and that he is now the senior member
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on that Board. He reported that five discharge cases had been presented to the
Merit Board, four of which had been approved. He announced that the other
discharge case had been denied. He reported that the Merit Board had approved
the budget and that various reports of committees had been heard. He stated
that with regard to the issue of principal administrative appointments it did
not appear that SIU had abused the process. He said that meetings for the
following year had also been scheduled.
Mrs. D'Esposito reported that she had attended the October 7 and 8
meetings of the Illinois Board of Higher Education. She explained that there
were a few items of business at the very beginning of the day, but that the
primary purpose of this meeting was to hear from the twelve university campuses
and representatives from the independent colleges and universities concerning
their efforts in the area of meeting the mandates of priorities, quality, and
productivity begun two years ago by Art Quern, Chairman of the IBHE. She said
there had been 26 presenters over the day and a half period. She stated that
the Chancellor and the two Presidents had done an excellent job of conveying
both the difficulty and challenge placed before the various universities in
light of PQP and also that significant progress had been made in meeting the
goals. She said she was wery proud of their presentations. She explained that
the initiative was not over yet; that the next step will be that the campus
responses will either be accepted or the IBHE will ask for continued
evaluation.
Mr. Norwood stated that he had attended the meeting of the State
Universities Retirement System which had met on September 17. He announced
that they have a new member, Nancy Froelich, from the Board of Governors. He
stated that the board reviewed targeted investments. He reported that the SURS
fund is at $5.1 million, pretty close to where it was last time. He explained
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that its income and expenses were equal at this point. He said that SURS
supports benefits for its members, but only if the benefits are funded at the
time the, are given. He reported that the SUPS expense budget was 11.« under
projection. He announced that the State Universities Retirement System had
received the Government Finance Officers Association Certificate of Achievement
for Excellence in Financial Reporting for the 8th consecutive year. He
reported that there were over 8,000 of these organizations in the country, 330
statewide, but that only 66 have been recognized with this award, and that only
four in the country had received it as many times as SURS. He said that the
meeting was reconvened on Monday and Tuesday of this week to consider active
bond managers, some of which were hired.
Under Committee Reports, Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the Finance
Committee, stated that the Committee had met this morning in the Mississippi-
Illinois Room of the University Center. She gave the following report:
Slrh will h " P.re11m1nary discussion on University Park SIUE Inc
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
jthat the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
the following report:
Ltt^ „iii
e rece
[
ve
<j
a Progress report on the hotel project at SIUC ThisP^cUX^ f^Vt/ * h3Ve ' CmW "< Pe-n 9 - matter
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the
:ommittee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
jave the following report:
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We had two notice items which will come back: New Program Request,
Bachelor of Science Degree Program, Manufacturing Engineering, College of
Engineering, SIUC, and the Abolition of the Bachelor of Science Degree Program,
Major in Geography, College of Education, SIUC. Item K, Abolition of the
Specialization in Linguistics, Master of Arts Degree Program, Major in English,
School of Humanities, SIUE, was approved and recommended for the omnibus
motion. We received the Seventh Annual Report to the Southern Illinois
University Board of Trustees on Goals and Plans to Improve the Participation
and Success of Minority, Women, and Disabled Students in Academic Programs; and
the Recruitment and Retention of Minority, Women, and Disabled Faculty and
Staff. It is a good report and we appreciate the work done on it. We had an
information report from SIUE. I think we need to thank a lot of people for
that, particularly President Lazerson, who back in 1979 was then Provost and
was very instrumental in making sure that the jazz program became a reality at
SIUE. Dr. Haley was also instrumental in that program. We were introduced to
six young men who gave an exciting and very impressive performance. We thank
Rick Haydon, Brett Stamps, and Reggie Thomas for introducing them to us.
Under Executive Officer Reports, President Lazerson reiterated the
invitation to the 12:00 o'clock ribbon-cutting ceremony at the Art and Design
Building. He announced that the Governor of the State of Illinois will be
present at that ceremony. He reported that substantial progress has been made
with regard to the residence hall facility and the Olympic Festival Stadium
project. He said that the State of Illinois has pledged a campaign through its
tourism bureau to make known the Olympic Festival throughout the state and in
adjacent regions. He stated he was looking forward to a healthy turnout for
that event next summer. He announced that SIUE had received a very substantial
amount of money from a Kellogg Grant for the work of SIUE faculty member, Bob
Williams, and the river project. He said the project will be receiving a great
deal of national publicity.
Chancellor Brown repeated the report he had made in Finance Committee
concerning the meeting with the Legisltive Audit Commission the end of
September. He explained that four years ago, in 1987, the LAC had reported 55
findings for SIU; two years ago, in 1989, it had reported 27, and in 1991 it
had reported 17. He continued that of those 17 findings SIU reported that all
but 3 had been implemented and were looking forward to closure on the last 3 in
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the immediate future. He said that the LAC had found this to be a very
commendable reaction to its findings and approved the SIU audit.
Chancellor Brown reported on the IBHE meetings and anticipated
learning more about the reaction from the IBHE during the next week or two. He
anticipated additional recommendations regarding research and public service
and off
-campus programs, administrative and support functions, and some
modified recommendations regarding programs. He said the SIU report was well
received and looked upon favorably.
With regard to the SIUE Presidential Search, Chancellor Brown
reported that four candidates had been selected and interviewed and that he
would be talking with the committee about its assessment of these candidates
early next week. He stated that he hoped to have a recommendation for action
before the November meeting, but since he would be departing the country in
late October that that schedule might not hold.
The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion an
he proposed that, after discussion, there would be taken up the following
matters:
REPORT OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS,
AUGUST, 1993, SIUC and"SlUE
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C
Sus7
r
i9
P9°/
tS
w.l Plr -ihaHS%0rdr:S andu cont™ c ts awarded during the month of
ESfin 3-' Were ma,lled t0 the members of the Board in advance of thisneeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees, and
I th/R^? ?? hereby submitted f°r information and entry upon the minutes« the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee
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CREATION OF SUMMER TERM FEE SCHEDULE, SIUE
IMEHMT 10 4 POLICIES OF IHE BOARD C-b J,
Summary
This matter would amend SIUE's general student fee schedule to create
a separate schedule of fees for the summer term. The changes would
be
effective for summer, 1994. Creation of the summer term schedule corrects an
oversight in the conversion of fees for the semester calendar.
Rationale for Adoption
At its July 9, 1992 meeting, the Board approved the conversion of
SIUE's tuition and fee policies to a semester basis, effective with fall term
1993. In preparing the tuition and fee conversion, one of the principles
followed was that the conversion would not result in additional costs to
students. The conversion approved did not differentiate between fees that
would be assessed for a semester and those to be assessed for the summer
session.
As a result, a student attending the summer session would pay the
same amount in fees as for a semester (an amount equal to the fees that had
been assessed for 1.5 academic quarters). Such a conversion is inappropriate
for activity and facility fees (Athletic, University Center, Student Welfare
and Activity, and Student Fitness Center Fees) because the functions supported
by those fees would be provided for a 10-week (summer) period rather than a
15-week (semester) period. The cost of these functions is time-related and not
related to a particular academic calendar.
The Textbook Rental and the Student-to-Student Grant Fees are
exceptions because the cost of the functions they support are directly related
to the semester academic calendar. The S-T-S Grant Fee will have to support
offsetting the semester-based tuition rates which apply to all courses
reqardless of the academic term in which the courses are taken. Similarly, the
Textbook Rental Fee will provide texts for semester-based courses taken in
the
summer For any given semester-based courseload, the cost of providing
the
texts is the same whether the courses are taken during the summer or during
an
academic year semester.
This matter corrects the earlier oversight by creating a separate fee
schedule for the summer session with activity and facility fee rates equal to
those previously assessed for a summer quarter, and Textbook Rental and
b-i-b
Grant Fees remaining at the semester rates. With the correction, a student
who
attends during the summer would pay $16.25 more in fees than under the quarter-
based fee rates. The added costs are due to the Textbook Rental and
s-T-b
Grant Fees remaining on a semester rate basis, and are justified by the added
value that students will received from these functions in the summer.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
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Constituency Involvement
This corrective action was discussed with SIUE student leaders durinq
fall 1992.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, effective with the collection of
fees for summer term, 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-5 be and is hereby
amended as follows:
5. General student fee schedule for Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville in effect Summer term, 1994:
a. Fall and Spring Semester Fee Rates
Student Student
Textbook Student-to- Welfare & Fitness
Athletic Rental University Student Activity Center
Fee Fee Center Fee Grant Fee Fee Fee
1 $ 3.15 $ 4.30 $14.70 S $32.00 $42.75
2 6.30 8.60 29.40 33.40 42.75
3 9.45 12.90 44.10 34.80 42.75
4 12.60 17.20 58.80 36.20 42 75
5 15.75 21.50 72.00 37.60 42 75
6 18.90 25.80 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
22.05 30.10 72.00 2.25 42.10 42 75
8 25.20 34.40 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
9 28.35 38.70 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
10 30.55 43.00 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
11 30.55 46.50 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
12 and
over 30.55 46.50 72.00 2.25 42.10 42.75
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b. Summer Session Fee Rates
Student Student
Textbook Student-to- Welfare & Fitness
Credit Athletic Rental University Student Activity Center
Hours Fee Fee
$ 4.30
Center Fee
$ 9.80
Grant Fee
$
Fee Fee
1 S 2.10 $21.30 $28.50
2 4.20 8.60 19.60 22.20 28.50
3 6.30 12.90 29.40 23.10 28.50
4 8.40 17.20 39.20 24.00 28.50
5 10.50 21.50 48.00 24.90 28.50
6 12.60 25.80 48.00 2.25 28.05 28.50
7 14.70 30.10 48.00 2.25 28.05 28.50
8 16.80 34.40 48.00 2.25 28.05 28.50
9 18.90 38.70 48.00 2.25 28.05 28.50
10 20.35 43.00 48.00 2.25 28.05 28.50
11 20.35 46.50 48.00 2.25 28.05 28.50
12 and
over 20.35 46.50 48.00 2.25 28.05 28.50
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University be and is hereby authorized to take all actions necessary to
implement this resolution in
procedures
.
accordance with established policies and
ABOLI TION OF THE SPECIALIZATION IN LINGUISTICS ,
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE PROGRAM, MAJOR IN ENGLISH,
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES, SIUL
Summary
This matter proposes a reasonable and moderate extension to abolish
the existing Specialization in Linguistics, Master of Arts degree
program,
major in English, School of Humanities, SIUE.
Rationale for Adoption
The Linguistics specialization was developed to serve students who
are interested either in the relationship between linguistic studies
and
literature or in the potential applications of linguistics to such areas
as
teaching English as a second language. The American and English
Literature
specialization will be modified to permit limited study in Linguistics
tor
those students interested in the relation between linguistics and
literature.
Since inception of the Teaching English as a Second Language (TESL speciali-
zation in Fall 1989, many students who earlier would have enrolled
in the
Linguistics specialization have enrolled in the TESL specialization There
are
currently 18 admitted students in the TESL specialization, while there
are 6
students in the Linguistics specialization.
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Considerations Against Adoption
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University officers are aware of none,
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was initiated by the Department Chairperson. It has
been reviewed and approved by the Curriculum Committee of the School of
Humanities and by the Dean of that school. It has the recommendation of the
'.Graduate Council. The proposal is recommended for approval by the Provost and
Vice-President for Academic Affairs and by the President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the specialization in
Linguistics, Master of Arts degree program, major in English, School of
(Humanities, SIUE, be and is hereby abolished effective December 31, 1995; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That this action be reported to the staff of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
Abolition of the Linguistics specialization in the
Master of Arts Degree Program, major in English,
School of Humanities, SIUE
I. Program Inventory Data :
A. Current:
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION DEGREE
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
13 ,1401 English Teaching Engl ish as
Second Language
M.A. English Language
and Literature
23 0101 English B.A./B.S. English Language
and Literature
23 0101 English American & English
Literature
M.A. English Language
and Literature
23 0101 English Linguistics M.A. English Language
and Literature
23 0101 English Teaching of Writing M.A. English Language
and Literature
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B. Proposed :
CIPS
CODE MAJOR
13.1401 English
23.0101 English
23.0101 English
23.0101 English
SPECIALIZATIONS/
CONCENTRATION
Teaching English as
Second Language
DEGREE
M.A.
B.A./B.S.
American & English M.A.
Literature
Teaching of Writing M.A.
SCHOOL/
DEPARTMENT
English Language
and Literature
English Language
and Literature
English Language
and Literature
English Language
and Literature
II. Reasons for Proposed Action :
The Linguistics specialization was developed to serve students who are
interested either in the relationship between linguistic studies and
literature or in the potential applications of linguistics to such areas
as teaching English as a second language. The American and English
Literature specialization will be modified to permit limited study in
Linguistics for those students interested in the relation between
linguistics and literature. Since inception of the Teaching English as a
SEcond Language (TESL) specialization in Fall 1989, many students who
earlier would have enrolled in the Linguistics specialization have
enrolled in the TESL specialization. There are currently 18 admitted
students in the TESL specialization, while there are 2 students in the
Linguistics specialization.
III. Anticipated Budgetary Effects :
There is no budgetary effect as a result of this action. All but two of
the courses comprising the Linguistics specialization are required
by other specializations in the Department of English Language and
Literature. These two courses are being proposed for elimination.
Faculty ;assigned to these two courses will be reassigned to other
courses within the department.
IV. Arrangements to be made for Affected Faculty, Staff, Students, Equipment,
and Physical Facilities :
There re no effects upon the School's faculty, students, and facilities.
Students currently enrolled in the specialization who wish to complete
their program of study will have that option. Because of similarities
between the Linguistics specialization and the TESL specialization,
students wishing to transfer will be able to choose that option with
little inconvenience. Appropriate provisions will be made for students
who have been admitted to the program but who have not yet graduated.
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V- Other Educational Units, Curricula, or Degrees Affected by the Action :
None.
VI. Changes in Catalog Copy :
See attached catalog copy.
VII. Requested Effective Date :
December 31, 1995.
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English 103
PROGRAM OF STUDY
The specialization in the teaching of writing requires 30 hours for completion,
distributed as follows:
Required courses (9 hours): ENG 501, 585a, 596.
Electives (21 hours):
Courses in English and American literature (12 hours).
Courses in writing and linguistics (3 hours) selected from: ENG 490,
491, 492, or 493, and 3 hours selected from either 400- or 500-level
courses specific to linguistics.
Course, workshop, or seminar (3 hours) selected from: ENG 578, 581, 589.
FINAL EXAMINATION
The reading list that is reviewed in ENG 596 serves as the basis for the final
written examination for this specialization. Determination of the contents of the
reading list and evaluation of the examination are the responsibilities of the
student's M.A. examining committee. This committee consists of three graduate
faculty members chosen by the student, in consultation with the Director of
Expository Writing.
>ecialization in Linguistics
Th>vUnguistics specialization is offered for students interested in the study^
the nattuVof language in general and of the English language in
Students may^iither prepare a thesis or complete a final written
PROGRAM OF^STUDY
A minimum of 30 hb>«§ of course work is required^either the thesis or
examination option.
Required courses (12 hoursKENG 400yKJ8, 409, 504.
Electives (12 to 15 hours) selec^kfr<Snr ENG 402, 403, 406, 418, 468,
478, 502, 503, 509, 511, 513, 565f378>597, or other departmental courses
where permission of the Jnstructor ancTthe^ program advisor has been
obtained.
Final Course or Thesis: ENG 594 or 599-6.
FINAL EXAMINATION
SuccessfuKompletion of the thesis and final defense are required^ satisfy
the thesisoption. Students enrolled in ENG 594 will take a final
exajnmation based on a selected reading list published by the Director of Gr
idies.
Teaching English as a Second Language
The specialization in teaching English as a second language (TESL) prepares
students for professional opportunities related to teaching English to non-native
speakers or for advanced graduate programs in similar or related fields. Students
October 14, 1993
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School ofHumanities. Englishl 1
School of Humanities
Dean: David Butler
The School of Humanities offers studies leading to the following graduate
degrees: Master of Arts in English; Master of Arts in philosophy; and, in
cooperation with the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in the School
of Education, participates in the Master of Science in Education degree program
in secondary education with teaching fields in English and foreign languages.
The School of Humanities is the editorial home of four periodicals: Sou Wester,
a literary magazine of fiction and poetry established in 1960, published three
times a year, Papers on Language and Literature, an internationally recognized
scholarlyjournal ofcriticism, published quarterly, Drumvoices Revue, a multicultural
journal of literary and visual arts, published twice yearly with occasional special
issues and anthologies; and Victorian Periodicals Review, an internationally
recognized scholarly journal of criticism, bibliography, and history, published
quarterly.
English
The Department of English Language and Literature offers studies leading to
the Master of Arts degree in English with specializations in American and English
literature, the teaching of writing, linguistics^ and teaching English as a second
language, each requiring from 30 to 36 hours of course work beyond the Bachelor
of Arts degree for completioa One half of the courses must be at the 500 level.
The department, in conjunction with the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction, also provides studies leading to the degree, Master of Science in
Education, major in secondary education, with a teaching field in English.
Graduate studies in English can prepare the student for advanced graduate
work, secondary school teaching, community college teaching, or careers in such
fields as law, business, social service, and teaching English as a second language.
Courses in women's studies, creative writing, technical writing, and editing also
are available.
ADMISSION
In addition to the general requirements of the Graduate School, the following
admission requirements must be met Each applicant must present a one-page
biographical statement and, ordinarily, three letters of recommendation
To demonstrate prerequisite undergraduate preparation, the applicant must give
evidence of having completed courses in the survey of American literature, the
survey of English literature, and at least one introductory course in linguistics,
or their equivalents. If the applicant has not taken at least two years of course
work at the college level in a modern or classical foreign language with at least
a C average or cannot present satisfactory evidence of equivalent proficiency,
this requirement may be satisfied during the course of the student's graduate
studies.
The department requires that applicants for admission to the Master of Arts
program in English be fully competent in English language skills, both oral and
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EngUshll3
567-3 METHODS FORTEACHINGENGLISH ASA SECOND LANGUAGE.
Analysis of models for teaching ESL in various educational settings. Includes
classroom observation and evaluation. For TESL students. Prerequisite: 468.
578-3 WOMEN AND LANGUAGE. (Same as WMST 578) Study of recent
research into ways gender affects language: speaking, reading, and writing.
Prerequisite: graduate standing.
579-3 STUDIES IN MODERN LITERATURE. Topics such as short stories
by Joyce, Hemingway, Faulkner, and Continental Drama. May be repeated to
a maximum of 9 hours so long as no topic is repeated. Prerequisite: graduate
standing.
580-3 TRADITIONAL THEMES. Topics such as Biblical themes, Yeats and
Shelley as Myth Makers, Lyric Poetry. May be repeated to a maximum of 9
hours so long as no topic is repeated. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
581-1 to 3 PROBLEMS IN TEACHING ENGLISH. Individual study,
workshop, or seminar in teaching composition, language, literature, creative
writing, and related subjects in education. May be repeated to a maximum of
9 hours so long as no topic is repeated. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
585a-3 TEACHING COMPOSITION. Introduction to teaching writing. Writ-
ing-as-process approach: invention methods; revision techniques; collaborative
learning; workshops. Design and evaluation of assignments. Planning writing
courses. Prerequisite: consent of instructor.
585b-l to 2 TEACHING COMPOSITION. Classroom teaching strategies such
as teaching grammar through sentence-combining exercises. Prerequisite: consent
of instructor.
589-3 COMPUTERS AND WRITING. Workshops or seminars on computer-
based writing, computer-aided writing instruction; advances in software and
hardware; related topics. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
592-3 CREATIVE WRITING. Workshop with and emphasis on poetry or fiction
written by students. May be repeated once for credit. Prerequisites: graduate
standing and 300 or 400-level course in creative writing or equivalent and consent
of instructor.
593-3 READINGS IN TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE.
Special aspects of teaching English as a second language, e.g., testing; placement;
designing and evaluating instructional materials; teaching students with varying
levels of English skills. For TESL students. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
linguistics. ForjiwMhejIs^^
IQaTe'sTandtiig
595-3 PRACTICUM AND INDEPENDENT REVIEW IN TESL Practicum
in TESL and written review of research in TESL. For non-thesis M.A candidates
in TESL specialization. For TESL students. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
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1 14 Environmental Studies
596-3 INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF RESEARCH IN THE TEACHING OF
WRITING. Review of materials on reading list for written examination in the
teaching of writing specialization. Restricted to M.A. candidates preparing for
this examination. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
597 3 READINGS IN LINGUISTICS. Individual readings in any area of
linguistic study. Prerequisite: graduate standing.
598-3 INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LIT-
ERATURE. Restricted to M.A. candidates who choose to take the written
examination based on current M.A. literature reading list. Prerequisite, graduate
standing.
599-3 to 6 THESIS. May be repeated to a maximum of 6 hours. Prerequisite:
graduate standing.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES (ENVS)
404-3 REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT PLANNING. (Same as GEOG 404)
Interrelationships between regions, environments, and planning. Prerequisite:
senior standing or consent of instructor.
411-3 HYDROLOGY. (Same as GEOG 411) Hydrologic cycle, major stream
systems, and uses of water resources and their relationships to quality and future
supplies. Prerequisite: GEOG 111 or consent of instructor.
425-3 GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY. (Same as GEOG 412) Study of
groundwater: occurrence, physical and chemical properties; flow and flow system
modeling; relation to rock structure and lithology; contamination of groundwater
resources. Prerequisite: GEOG 310, CHEM 113 or equivalents or consent of
instructor.
426-3 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOCHEMISTRY. (Same as GEOG 413) The
exogenic environment as a geochemical system; natural circulation of water,
sediment, carbon, sulfur, nitrogen, and phosphorus; assessment of human activities
on these cycles. Prerequisites: GEOG 310, CHEM 113 or equivalents or consent
of instructor.
465-3 AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS. (Same as BIOL 465) Biogeochemistry and
community structure of, and man's impact on aquatic systems throughout the
world: lakes, streams, and oceans. Laboratory: local freshwater communities. Two
lectures, one three-hour laboratory per week. Weekend field trips may be required.
Prerequisite: BIOL 220.
466-3 TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS. (Same as BIOL 466) Community
structure, biogeochemistry, and historical development of terrestrial ecosystems.
Two lectures, one three-hour laboratory per week. Weekend field trips may be
required. Prerequisite: BIOL 220.
473-3 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH. Concepts and details regarding occupa-
tional health. Prerequisite: at least one year of college chemistry.
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Mr. Rowe moved the reception of Reports of Purchase Orders and
Contracts, August, 1993, SIUC and SIUE; the ratification of Changes in Faculty-
Administrative Payroll, SIUC and SIUE: and the approval of the Minutes of the
Meetings held September 8 & 9, 1993; Creation of Summer Term Fee Schedule,
SIUE
[Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board C-5]; and Abolition of the Specialization
in Linguistics, Master of Arts Degree Program, Major in English, School of
Humanities, SIUE. The motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in
regard to the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark
A.
Kochan. The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye,
John
Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, A. D. VanMeter,
Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The Chair asked the Board to consider a current and pending matter,
Increase in Project Budget and Award of Contracts: Art and Design Building
Equipment Installation, SIUE. Mr. Norwood moved that the Board consider
the
matter. The motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in
regard to
the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A. Kochan.
The
motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster,
Molly
D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George
T.
Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none. The Chair declared that the motion to
consider had
passed unanimously.
The following matter was presented:
INCREASE IN PROJECT BUDGET AND AWARD OF CONTRACTS: ART
AND DESIGN BUILDING EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, SIUE
Summary
This matter would approve an increase in the budget for the capita-
project, Art and Design Building Equipment Installation, SIUE and would awan
contracts in connection with the project. The budget would be increased fro.
$175,000 to $262,143. The project will be funded from SIUE FY-yj and t-Y-y^
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state appropriations allocated for relocation of the Art and Design department
from the Wagner Center to the Art and Design Building, and from FY-94 SIUE
operating budget funds.
A summary of bids received is attached for information.
Rationale for Adoption
At its June 10, 1993 meeting, the Board approved the project and
selected the project architect. AAI/Campbell , Inc., was selected as the archi-
tect for the project because the firm was the architect for the construction of
the building and, therefore, was familiar with the building plans and specifi-
cations and the work that would be required in the equipment installation
project. At its meeting of September 9, the Board approved the plans and
specifications for the project and authorized the members of the Executive
Committee to award contracts in connection with the project.
The project is necessary in order for the Art and Design Building to
1
be fully functional and permit relocation of all art and design courses and
I
programs from the Wagner Center to the new building. The project involves:
(moving and installing fixed equipment presently located at the Wagner Center;
(installing additional utility connections, fume and dust collectors, controls,
,casework, counters, and associated fixtures; and purchasing and installing some
{new equipment. Consolidation of all art and design programs in the new
[building cannot be achieved absent the project.
Following approval of the project plans and specifications, bids were
! solicited and opened on October 5. Bids received exceed the original con-
jstruction estimate by $88,643. The following appear to have contributed to
this circumstance. The architect underestimated the cost of providing and
installing the casework. Casework is the major part of the general
.construction work in the project. This summer's flooding has resulted in an
.'extraordinarily high volume of construction work in the region and consequently
jcontractors are not pressed to bid as low as in the past in order to secure
jwork. The project is comparatively small for University projects and involves
la considerable number of elements. This has the effect of increasing the
(associated overhead costs for contractors of material acquisition and
(supervision of their employees.
University officers desire to complete the project as soon as
ipossible because it is in the University's best interests, programmatical ly andjbudgetarily, to do so. If the project is not begun during October, the work
jcannot be completed to a point that will permit relocation of all art and
design programs to the new building for spring semester 1994. In this case,
jthe courses and programs currently at the Wagner Center would need to remain
jthere for the duration of the semester because the project work and relocation
(would be too disruptive to accomplish during a semester. Continuing the
programs at the Wagner Center for the spring semester is estimated to cost
$66,000 for utilities, janitorial, maintenance, and security services. Con-
solidation of the department's programs in the new building will resolve
jproblems of academic program and administrative fragmentation due to the
(Physical separation that now exists. Additionally, University purchasing
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officers have no indication that better bids would be secured by rebidding the
project.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The budget for the capital project, Art and Design Building
Equipment Installation, SIUE, be and is hereby increased to
$262,143.
(2) Contracts in connection with the said capital project be and are
hereby awarded as follows:
(a) A contract in the amount of $115,381 be awarded to
Miller-Maack General Contractors, Collinsville, Illinois,
for the General Construction Work.
(b) A contract in the amount of $25,962 be awarded to Fritz,
Inc., Belleville, Illinois, for the Ventilating and
Distribution System for Conditioned Air Work.
(c) A contract in the amount of $20,200 be awarded to Kane
Mechanical Inc., Wood River, Illinois, for the Heating,
Piping, Refrigeration, and Automatic Temperature Control
Work.
(d) A contract in the amount of $16,400 be awarded to J. F.
Electric, Edwardsville, Illinois, for the Electrical Work.
(e) A contract in the amount of $19,500 be awarded to Kane
Mechanical Inc., Wood River, Illinois, for the Plumbing
Work.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take all actions necessary to the execution of
this resolution in accordance with established policies and
procedures.
BIDDING SUMMARY SHEET
ART AND DESIGN BUILDING
FIXED EQUIPMENT PROJECT
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
Id; were taken at 2:30 p.m. on October 5, 1993
^'OSED AWARDEES
>:l;ral Work
['. er-Maack General Contractors
JHerrell
):insville, IL 62234
iij ilating and Distribution System
^ Conditioned Air Work
:.iz, Inc.
1-lLebanon Avenue
Seville, IL 62220
!<;ing. Piping. Refrigeration, and
tljmatic Temperature Control Work
ill Mechanical Inc.
South Sixth Street
River, IL 62095
<trical Work
f. Electric
I Box 570
Irdsville, IL 62025
AJbing Work
irj Mechanical Inc.
>::South Sixth Street
»c! River, IL 62095
BID PRICE
$115,381.00
$ 25,962.00
$ 20,200.00
$ 16,400.00
$ 19,500.00
I
1
° f BidS $197,443.00
ij Contingency 19,700.00
M Architect and Engineer Fees 25,000.00
tl SIUE Direct Purchase Furnace Control Equipment 20,000.00
I COST OF WORK $262,143.00
j
I to complete: 112 calendar days
ART AND DESIGN BUILDING
FIXED EQUIPMENT PROJECT
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
SIDE
Miller-Maack General Contractors
500 Merrell
Collinsville, IL 62234
Thiems Construction
P.O. Box 391 103 Seminole
Edwardsville. IL 62025
Lamar Construction
100 U. Main
Edwardsville, IL 62025
Fritz, Inc.
424 Lebanon Ave.
Belleville, IL 62220
Granite Mechanical
P.O. Box 693
Granite City, IL 62040
France Mechanical
P.O. Box 646
Edwardsville, IL 62025
Kane Mechanical
263 S. 6th St.
Wood River, IL 62095
Granite Mechanical
P.O. Box 693
Granite City, IL 62040
France Mechanical
P.O. Box 646
Edwardsville. IL 62025
GENERAL WORK
BASE BID
VENTILATING,
AND DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEM FOR
CONDITIONED AIR,
WORK
BASE BID
HEATING, PIPING
REFRIGERATION
AND AUTOMATIC
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL WORK
BASE BID
$115,400.00
$142,659.00
$25,962.00
$38,434.00
$47,800.00
$21,041.00
$32,444.00
ART AND DESIGN BUILDING
FIXED EQUIPMENT PROJECT
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVI LLE CAMPUS
(side)
ELECTRICAL
WORK
BASE BID
PLUMBING WORK
BASE BID
jj. F. Electric Inc.
Old Rt 143 U Box 570
Edwardsville, IL 62025
t
—
•
($JJ[i_400J_00_^
Pyramid Electric
300 Monticello Place
|
Fairview Heights, IL 62208 $16,795.00
Uegman Electric Co.
P.O. Box 438
; East Alton, IL 62024 $18,000.00
Rakers Electric
104 S. Clinton
;Aviston, IL 62216 $18,053.00
I Kane Mechanical
I263 S. 6th St.
I
Wood River, IL 62095 C$lj>_,500.00_;
| France Mechanical
! P.O. Box 646
Edwardsville, IL 62025 $29,772.00
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Dr. Wilkins moved approval of the resolution. The motion was duly
seconded. Dr. Wilkins stated that the matter had been discussed
at the
Architecture and Design Committee meeting and that Committee had
recommended
approval. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated
as
follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A. Kochan. The motion carried by the
following
recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood,
Harris
Rowe, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The Chair explained that the SIU Board of Trustees is a very open
Board to receive and hear and understand circumstances which may
affect any
member of the University. He stated that he had been contacted by
a student
who wished to present a matter to the Board. He stated that with
the Board's
acquiescence he would permit this student to speak to the Board without
prior
application to be on the Board's agenda. He asked that she not speak
for more
than five minutes; that no action will be taken by this Board;
and finally,
President Lazerson would have an opportunity to comment.
Ms. Skouby made the following comments:
I'm a student at the School of Nursing and I went through the
nursing
program not quite aware of what I might be facing in my last quarter,
in this
case semester. I was told the first week of school, which was
at the end of
August, that as a clinical assignment I would be sent to East St.
Louis to work
out of the clinic. Prior to that time I had been of the
understanding that
working at the clinic I would be staying in the clinic i n a
control led
environment. It was explained to us that what our ^sponsibilities
would
entail would be going in pairs out into the community to do home
health care
for the patients there which are young mothers and newborn infants.
My concern
right away, and I talked to some other students as well, was for
safety. Some
of this I must admit in the beginning was just my - - what I ha 1 read about
East St. Louis, what I had always heard about it and so thought
well, before
I really take a complaint before anyone I should do a little resei
arch n thj
and not just trust my instincts and so I did that. I contactec some
state
policemen. We then went to the uniform crime reports in
order-to get
statistics on this because we had been taught from the: time we
started this
university that research and facts are more important than just trusting
our
gut feelings. So I went to the uniform crime reports and I
found that
;
t|
statistics showed that East St. Louis not only is less safe
thar th other
areas that I could have been sent to, but that it in fact
has the highest
homicide and aggravated assault rate per capita in the United States.
At that
October 14, 1993
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point then we decided to file a complaint and we through, first we went to theChair we went through Marcia Custer and then through Dr. Gresley, and thenthrough Dean Creason, and that was myself and one other student. Dean Creason
said at that time that what we should do is meet with her one on one That the
other students that had concerns did not need to go through that channel, butthat they should meet with her one on one and four of us did that After we
met with her we wrote a letter to the Provost and Vice-President of our
concerns. Some of our family members and spouses signed this. At that point
we received a response that SIU was acting within the guidelines practiced by
i other universities in neighborhoods similar to East St. Louis and also that
j
they were going by historical experience and saying that they did not think
I
that changes needed to be made at this time. My concern with that is that if
I
we follow past practices and historical experiences should we not look at the
|
^search, should we not look at the current situations? And so I went back andlooked at the crime rates in East St. Louis. I did this going back to 1980
I
b
^
ause
.
u was what was available to me and repeatedly I've been told by
officials at SIU that they have a commitment to East St. Louis. I believe that
;
we should have a commitment to East St. Louis and that commitment should be
!
that we should provide for the psycho-social development of the younq children
|
who do not enjoy the safety to go out on the playground the way that my
|
children do. I don't think they can walk the streets as safely and as
j
comfortably and that concerns me. I think our commitment ought to be in that
realm. We need to address the safety for them as well as for any students that
,t J i
S
o
e
o
n
n
,
'
However
>
l then t00k these statistics, looking back
j
through 1980 because we had made a commitment, I think 20-30 years aqo
|
committed to East St. Louis, and I found that from 1980, although we had our
\hll
mC
icon
ar
l? i
W
n
e
ni
Were P r° vidin 9 for the community, that the homicide rates(between 1980 and 1991 tripled. However, SIU and the officials here are telling
j me that there are no additional guidelines that need to be implemented for our
safety and I m very concerned about that. It seems to me that the rates are[tripling that we might need to look at additional safety procedures in placefor the students Also I want to say that my research that I have done, and
.actually I used FBI statistics, has been completely ignored whenever they saidjthey were going to implement no new interventions for our safety because of
,past practices and historical experience. It negates research and I think that
;trom the time that I have become acquainted with SIU and the School of Nursinq
iLpainnmo„e*en I a ^ T^"* is vitall y important to our professionaldevelop ent. And so I've done that. I would like to say that we have alwaysiwith our patients been told not to implement any interventions just because of
,
past practice, because a nurse in the past has implemented that intervention,
i but to implement interventions based on research, scientific rationale, andbasis, and we
i
would earn respect from both the patients and the medical[Community in that respect. However, it is interesting to me that the same
officials are looking at this issue and stating that they are not going to make
changes in the safety procedures because of historical practices. These are
K%£ * ^ 1 ™U ™ tJ,at ! W3nt t0 address - MV ^her concern is I want to tell
,you that the 30-60 day appeal process was never really truly an option for me[because by the time I started with my complaint process after it was explained
ito me what my duties would be in East St. Louis I did not have that amount ofhe. For those students who started in East St. Louis at the beginning ofifis semester they had no time in order to go through an appeal process Soperhaps the time period on the appeal process is not realistic in thisinstance. If no one wants to deal with this issue I understand that. But why
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don't we just say that that's the case. Also I wonder whether or not students
deserve choices. It appears to me that in this case I had
absolutely no
choice I spent the last 7-8 weeks of my student career at SIU
going to East
St Louis without reason. I have not been able to understand
the reason and
this is difficult for me. I'm also wondering who at SIU is going
to provide
for my children in the event something happens to me. I don't know.
Perhaps
Dean Creason has a very big home and I would certainly hope so because
I have a
doq as well. I want to address also the issue that I have been
made to appear
that I have no compassion for the community and the people of East
St. Louis.
And that is absolutely not the case. I am saying that we need to
address our
safety in order to provide for these people. Perhaps a good analogy
of that
might be that we do not send nurses into the combat zone out onto
the field
where the bombs are dropping, we bring the injured to the nurses, and I m only
asking that we look at alternatives and that we not remain closed
minded to
this issue and that we do continue to help the community of East St.
Louis and
in doing so I think we need to address their safety. We need to
address their
children's safety. Thank you.
President Lazerson stated that he didn't believe he should address
the substance of the complaint because that's an ongoing matter.
He did state
that the school had decided that there was an avenue whereby
the school
decision could be appealed to the Provost and next to the
President. He
continued that in general terms, he thought the University was
very much
mindful of the safety issue and had done what was thought to be
reasonable to
do. He stated that this was in effect a community health
program; that the
community was where we needed to be.
The Chair announced that there would be a meeting of the members
of
the Corporation of University Park, SIUE, Inc., immediately
following.
Dr. Wilkins moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to
have passed.
The meeting adjourned at 11:25 a.m.
i aL&rAjWi^r-vU \-J^L>&>'y\&**--
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
NOVEMBER 11, 1993
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of
Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, November 11, 1993, at 11:15
a.m. in
Ballroom "D" of the Student Center, Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale,
Carbondale, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being
present, the
meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board
were present:
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following members were absent:
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Executive Officers present were:
John S. Haller, Jr., Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Earl E. Lazerson, President, SIUE
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the
Board; C. Richard
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board
Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE: Copies of all background documents furnished to the
Board irJ connect!
oj
with the following matters have been placed on file in the
Office of the
Board of Trustees.
The Chair announced that pursuant to notice the Board of
Trustees had
been invited to a reception sponsored by the Undergraduate
Student Government
and the Graduate and Professional Student Council the previous
evening in the
Student Center. On behalf of all of the Trustees, he thanked
them for a most
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enjoyable evening and for the opportunity to talk with some of the campus
leaders. He also stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board of
Trustees had had breakfast with Frederick Williams, Director of the SIUC Honors
Program, Scott Bevis, and Ambar Zobairi. He continued that the breakfast had
been held in the Friends Room of Touch of Nature at 7:30 a.m. this morning.
The Chair announced that the May 12, 1994, meeting of the Board of
Trustees will be held at the Southern Illinois University School of Medicine in
Springfield and that the June 9, 1994, meeting of the Board of Trustees will be
Iheld at the Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville School of Dental
I
Medicine in Alton. He explained that the reversing of those two meetings was
being changed to accommodate the School of Medicine and the School of Dental
Medicine.
Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Brewster reported that he had attended the
October 22 meeting of the Board of Directors, The Association of Alumni, Former
Students and Friends of Southern Illinois University, Incorporated, on behalf
of Mr. Norwood. He stated that the report of the Committee to Study the Future
of Athletics at SIUC had been discussed at length and the Alumni Association
Board of Directors passed a resolution in support of that report. He explained
that there had been a discussion about the recommendations concerning possible
additional sources of revenues from advertisers, but that no action was taken
on that issue. He stated that the Board of Directors had considered the
proposed legislation by Gerald Hawkins concerning alumni representation on the
SIU Board of Trustees, and that the Association would support that legislation.
Mr. Brewster stated that he had attended the November 6 meeting of
the Board of Directors of Southern Illinois University Foundation. He stated
that the Board of Directors had heard reports from various committees. He
:ontinued that one report concerned contributions to the Foundation which were
534
up to approximately $8 million through the fiscal year. He
announced that a
Vice-President, John R. Quatroche, had been hired to conduct the fund-raising
activities for the University and that he would be coming on board
after the
first of the year. He stated that there had been a report on
investments and a
presentation on science education for the 21st century. He announced
that
there had been a discussion by the School of Medicine to propose
an endowed
chair in the name of Dean Moy. He stated that the Foundation
Board of
Directors wholeheartedly supports that concept and the goal of
raising $2
million to endow the chair. He encouraged members of the Board of
Trustees to
do whatever was necessary to improve its performance in the
fund-raising area.
Mrs. D'Esposito reported that she had attended the meeting of the
Illinois Board of Higher Education on November 9. She stated that
PQP had been
discussed. She reported that sick leave and vacation day accrual
had been
brought up. She explained that Rey Brune, public member from
Moline, was
looking at the cost to Universities to see if there was any room
for change.
She announced that the State Superintendent of Education had
attended the
meeting and stated that he was very interested in working with
the IBHE to
create a better environment between the two organizations.
Under Committee Reports, Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the
Finance
Committee, stated that the Committee had met this morning in
Ballroom "D" of
the Student Center. She gave the following report:
We recommend for approval by the Executive Commi «ee
the SIUE
computing system upgrade. We discussed the SIU Computing
Information
Technology Plan for Fiscal Years 1993-96. A cash and investment
report was
provided for the information of the Committee.
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee,
stated
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee
meeting. He gave
the following report:
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We would like to ask that the following three items be placed on the
omnibus motion: Item J, Approval of Plans and Specifications: Renovation of
Tower Lake Apartments, SIUE; Item K, Project Approval, Approval of Plans and
I
Specifications, and Award of Contract: Fire Alarm System Renovations, Phase
HI, University Housing, SIUC; and Item L, Project Approvals and Selection of
Engineers: FY 1993 Capital Projects, SIUC.
In the absence of Mr. Norwood, Mr. VanMeter acted as chair of the
meeting of the Academic Matters Committee. He gave the following report:
The Committee recommends that the following matters be placed on the
omnibus motion: Item M, New Program Request: Bachelor of Science in
Manufacturing Engineering, College of Engineering, SIUC; and Item N, Abolition
of the Bachelor of Science, Major in Geography, College of Education, SIUC. We
had a very excellent presentation resultina in a very good discussion in regard
[to enrollment trends for SIUC and SIUE.
Under Executive Officer Reports, President Guyon announced that
Catherine Piper, a senior in hotel
-restaurant-travel administration at SIUC,
lhas been selected as the Lincoln Academy Student Laureate for 1993. He
continued that Dr. Robert Guthrie had been chosen to receive the American
jPsychological Association's lifetime career achievement award. He reported
that during the month of October alone SIUC faculty colleagues had brought $7.1
Trillion of external funding into the University.
Mr. VanMeter explained that Chancellor Brown was among a very select
group visiting VietNam and was on his way back from that trip at the moment.
He stated that Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs, John Haller, was
representing the Chancellor and would be reporting on his behalf.
Dr. Haller stated that during the fall veto session SIU had the
following people who testified before House and Senate Committees: Vice-
'resident Harvey Welch, who addressed the issue of cult activities on college
:ampuses; Dr. Constance Rockingham and Dr. Seymour Bryson who testified before
:he House Higher Education Subcommittee on Minority Concerns in Higher
-ducation; and Carol Henry and Garrett Deakin who testified regarding the
ncome fund appropriation for equipment and undergraduate education at SIUC.
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He explained that the appropriation is supported by both the IBHE and the
Governor's Office and that the availability of funds for appropriation results
from students actually enrolling in and paying for a larger number of credit
hours than estimated last year when finalizing the 1994 budget recommendations
to IBHE. Dr. Haller announced that the first meeting of the Committee on
Affordability had met on November 8 in Chicago. He reported that Chairman
Jerry Blakemore had charged the committee with addressing issues of time to
degree, student diversity, tuition and fees, and student financial aid, with
information being presented by IBHE staff on each of these issues. He noted
that there would be a total of four public hearings scheduled around the state
before the Committee completes it charge and that the first public meeting of
this committee will be on December 8 at SIUE. He explained that Mr. Blakemore
was planning to complete the committee's deliberations by June, to make
recommendations to the IBHE in September, and to have the IBHE vote on those
recommendations at the October, 1994, meeting.
With respect to the SIUE Presidential Search, Dr. Haller reported
that the search committee, chaired by Dr. John Meisel, had completed its
charge, and that Chancellor Brown had met with the Committee on October 19 and
received the Committee's evaluations of the finalists. He continued that
Dr. Meisel and members of the committee were to be congratulated for
the
outstanding job in conducting that search. He stated that Chancellor Brown has
now undertaken the review of the committee's report and between now and
the
December Board meeting intends to look carefully at the committee's evaluation
of candidates and make further inquiries as appropriate. He explained
that
Chancellor Brown will do this until he is satisfied that he has a candidate
that he can enthusiastically bring before the Board, or failing in that explain
his reasons for wanting to start the search over again.
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The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion and
he proposed that, after discussion, there would be taken up the following
matters
REPORT OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS
SEPTEMBER, 1993, SIUC and SIUE
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C,
;
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the month of
{September, 1993, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of this
imeeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees, and
!
these reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minutes
of the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee
538
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APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS: RENOVATION OF
TOWER LAKE APARTMENTS. SIUE
"
Summary
This matter would approve the plans and specifications for reno-
vations of the Tower Lake Apartments, SIUE. The renovations are a component of
the Student Residence Facilities capital project which also involves
construction of the 500-bed Student Residence Hall near the campus core, and
j
housing related renovations to the University Center Food Service facilities,
j
The approved budget for the Student Residence Facilities project is $13.6
j
million which is funded from the sale of revenue bonds.
Rationale for Adoption
At its November 12, 1992: meeting, the Board approved the Student
Residence Facilities project, and approved a budget of $13.6 million for the
project. At its December 10, 1992 meeting, the Board of Trustees approved the
recommendation of firms with which to negotiate a contract for architectural/
engineering services. A contract was negotiated with the firm of FGM, Inc.,
Belleville, Illinois, to perform such services for the portions of the project
to renovate the Tower Lake Apartments and the University Center Food Service
facilities. The Illinois Board of Higher Education approved the project as a
non-instructional capital improvement at its January 5, 1993 meeting. In July,
1993, members of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees approved the
award of contracts in connection with the Student Residence Hall portion of the
Student Residence Facilities project. The total of the contracts awarded,
contingency, and architect and engineer fees for that portion of the project is
$11,427,649.
The renovations herein proposed to the Tower Lake apartments are part
of a comprehensive renovation, repair, and maintenance program developed by the
University Housing administration in conjunction with prior consultants and the
project architect. The architect has completed the plans and specifications
for the renovations proposed as part of the current project, and copies have
been filed with the Office of the Board of Trustees and with the Chancellor for
review.
Work included as part of the Student Residence Facilities project
will involve: replacing all residential building roofs on the 500 side and
roofs on all but four buildings on the 400 side of the complex; repairing or
replacing all balconies on the 500 side of the complex; replacing all smoke
detectors and selected electrical outlets, switches, and wiring; and installing
a thermal expansion absorber on all water heaters. The architect's estimate of
the cost of the work is $1,052,206, which is $100,946 more than the con-
struction funds available for this portion of the project. Consequently, parts
of the work will be bid as alternates. Based on the bids received and on the
budget performance of the residence hall and food service renovation portions
of the project, as much of the Tower Lake renovations will be completed as the
project budget will permit. Any remaining work will be included in future
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proposals being developed as part of the comprehensive repair, renovation, and
maintenance program for Tower Lake apartments.
The budget for the Student Residence facilities project and its
components follows:
Student Residence Hall:
Total of Contracts Awarded, A/E Fees,
and Construction Contingency $11,427,649
Estimated Cost of Equipment (Beds,
Furniture, and the Like) 603,000
Costs for Test Borings, Environmental
Surveys, Legal Fees, and the Like 199,000
Residence Hall Subtotal
Tower Lake Apartments Renovations:
Construction Funds Available
Construction Contingency
Architectural and Engineering Fees
Tower Lake Renovations Subtotal $ 1,205,351
University Center Food Service Renovations:
Architect's Estimate of Cost of Work,
A/E Fees, and Construction Contingency $ 165,000
Total Project Budget $13,600,000
$12 ,229 ,649
$ 951 ,260
95 126
158 965
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involveme n
t
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
_
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
542
(1) The plans and specifications for the Tower Lake Apartments
renovation portion of the capital project, Student Residence
Facilities, SIUE, be and are hereby approved as presented to the
Board this date, and officers of Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville are authorized to proceed with bidding the said
project in accordance with the plans and specifications
approved.
(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL, APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ,
AND AWARD OF CONTRACT: FIRE ALARM SYSTEM RENOVATIONST
PHASE II, UNIVERSITY HOUSING, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to make renovations to
the fire alarm system in Allen Hall in the University Park residential area.
This matter further seeks the award of a contract that is based upon
a low bid of $101,013. This bid was requested as an additive alternate at the
same time as the Phase I bids, but funding constraints prevented any further
action at that time. Adequate funding is now available from housing revenue,
and the low bidder has agreed to hold in place that original alternate price
for Allen Hall.
The plans and specifications prepared by the professional engineering
firm of Buchanan and Bellows, which was approved by this Board on May 9, 1991,
will be used for this Phase II project.
Rationale for Adoption
The regulations for safety and fire protection have undergone
significant and rapid changes within the past two to three years. Estimated
costs have more than doubled and they continue to increase. At its meeting on
May 9, 1991, the Board of Trustees gave its approval to a project to renovate
the fire alarm systems in Allen, Boomer, and Wright Halls at a total estimated
cost of $150,000. Within a few months, the regulations became more inclusive
and the need for additional audio and video alarms raised cost estimates
significantly. It became necessary to revise the project downward, and the
Board approved this revision at its meeting on November 12, 1992. The
estimated cost was increased to $272,000, but the scope of the project was
reduced to Boomer and Wright Halls.
Bid opening for this work was conducted on March 2, 1993. Because of
the uncertainty of the market conditions at that time, the bids were structured
so that Boomer Hall was the base bid and Wright and Allen Halls were separate
alternates. At its meeting on April 8, 1993, the Board awarded the contract
for the work in Boomer and Wright in the amount of $203,805. However, no
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further action was requested on the Allen Hall alternate bid because budget
constraints within housing operations at the time could not accommodate the
additional cost of $101,013.
Adequate funding for the work in Allen Hall is now available. The
low bidder has agreed to hold in place the original alternate bid for this
work. The award of contract is requested at this time in order to take
advantage of the lower costs.
The engineering firm of Buchanan and Bellows of Bloomington,
|
Illinois, has been approved by the Board to prepare the plan and specifications
|
for each of the campus projects to renovate the different building fire alarm
|
systems. While preparing the plans for the Boomer and Wright portion of the
i project, the plans for the Allen work were also prepared. As a consequence of
I these actions, the Board is being requested to approve the plans and
I
specifications for the Allen Hall work.
Mr. Carl Bretscher, the Board's consulting architect, has reviewed
the plans and specifications and recommends their approval.
|
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
{
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to renovate the fire alarm system in Allen Hall be
and is hereby approved;
(2) Funding for this project will come from housing revenue;
(3) The contract for this work be and is hereby awarded to Clinton
Electric, Ina, Illinois, in the amount of $101,013;
(4) Final plans and specifications for this project are hereby
approved as forwarded to the Board of Trustees via the
Architecture and Design Committee for review, and shall be
placed on file in accordance with I Bylaws 9.
(5) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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PROJECT APPROVALS AND SELECTION OF ENGINEERS: FY 1993
—
CAPITAL PROJECTS, SIUC ~
Summary
This matter seeks project approvals and the approval of professional
engineering firms for two capital projects contained in the FY 1993
appropriations.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on September 12, 1991, the Board of Trustees was
informed of the several items requested for the Carbondale campus as part of
the FY 1993 capital budget. Funding for two of those projects has been
appropriated and approved: underground electric renovations, phase III, at
$899,200, and roof repairs on Morris Library and Anthony Hall at 5350,000.
The Board has been informed of the selection process of professional
engineering firms for these projects. The approved selection procedures of the
Capital Development Board and of the Board of Trustees have been followed.
Prequalified firms responded to public invitations, and interviews for these
projects were conducted on September 30 and October 1, 1993. This matter now
requests project approval and recommendations of engineering firms for each
project.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to make renovations to the underground electric
system be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost
of
$899,200.
(2) Negotiations leading to a contract for professional
engineering
services for this project are to be conducted with the following
firms in the order in which they are listed until a satisfactory
contract has been concluded:
Hennernen, Raufeisen and Associates, Champaign, Illinois
Buchanan, Bellows and Associates, Bloomington, Illinois
Asaturian, Eaton and Associates, Carbondale, Illinois
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(3) The project to repair the roofs on Morris Library and Anthony
Hall be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of $350,000.
(4) Negotiations leading to a contract for professional engineering
services for this project are to be conducted with the following
firms in the order in which they are listed until a satisfactory
contract has been concluded:
Garrison, Jones Architects, Inc., Carbondale, Illinois
Walton and Associates, Springfield/Carbondale, Illinois
Architectural Spectrum, Champaign, Illinois
(5) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
NEW PROGRAM REQUEST: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF ENGINEERINGT~STUC
Summary
This matter proposes a request for a B.S. in Manufacturing
Engineering in the College of Engineering, SIUC. The proposed program is in
response to the recognized need for education and research in the areas of
manufacturing engineering to maintain the nation's position in the world market
place.
Rationale for Adoption
There is an acute two-fold need to assist manufacturers in the State
of Illinois in terms of competing in the domestic and international market, and
to provide applied research opportunities in manufacturing for the students and
faculty in the College of Engineering. The objective of the proposed degree
program will accommodate those needs, in that, the program's objective is to
educate manufacturing engineers who can design and implement modern
manufacturing systems to increase productivity and product quality.
Considerations Against Adoption
The resources required to fund this program must be identified either
I
from new state funding or internal reallocation.
{ Constituency Involvement
..
Thl
"
s action is supported by the Dean of the College of Engineering,
the Faculty Senate, the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and
the President, SIUC.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That approval be sought from the
Illinois Board of Higher Education to offer a B.S. in Manufacturing Engineering
in the College of Engineering, SIUC; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University is authorized to take those actions necessary to seek approval for
this program.
Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing Engineering,
College of Engineering, SIUC
Summary
This action would authorize a new Bachelor of Science degree program
in Manufacturing Engineering at SIUC. This program is designed to prepare
manufacturing engineers to design and implement modern manufacturing systems
for increasing productivity and improving product quality. The program will
provide applied research opportunities in manufacturing for faculty and
students and would assist regional and state manufacturers to more effectively
compete in national and international markets. By the fifth year, it if
estimated that the program will have a steady enrollment of 150 students
with
22 graduates annually. Faculty supporting the program will come primarily
from
those currently supportinq the engineering technology major and the
manufacturing systems program. Only one new full-time faculty member w
ill be
sought to support the program. New state resources of $93,609 are being
requested to support one FTE faculty member and four graduate assistants.
In
the event that the program is approved, but not funded by the State,
the campus
will fund the program through internal reallocation.
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NEW PROGRAM REQUEST
to the
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
and the
ILLINOIS BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
from
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
1
.
Name of Institution: Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
2 Title of Proposed Program: Bachelor of Science degree in Manufacturing Engineering
Level of Proposed Degree Program: Baccalaureate
3. Six Digit CIP Code: 14.1701
4. Proposed Date for Initiation of Program: August 1994
5 Date of Submission of Request:
6. Sites for Off-campus Programs Only: not applicable
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MISSION
7. I jsi the objectives of the proposed program and each specialization or option. Explain ho
the proposed program relates to priorities in the university's planning statement.
The objective of the program is to educate manufacturing engineers who can design and
implement modern manufacturing systems to increase productivity and improve product
quality. Additional program objectives are:
(a) to provide applied research opportunities in manufacturing for faculty and student
and
(b) to provide service to regional and state manufacturers to enable them to more
effectively compete in national and international markets.
The federal government has recognized the need for education and research in the
manufacturing area to maintain the country's position in the world marketplace. A recent
example of this emphasis is the White House Technology Reinvestment Project administe
by the Defense Technology Conversion Council. Representatives from the Department oi
Defense, the Department of Energy, the Department of Commerce, the National Science
Foundation, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration are collaborating on
471.6 million dollar research project with an emphasis on reorienting defense industry
manufacturers to enhance U.S. competitiveness. Manufacturers within the state of Illinoi
desperately in need of help with their own competitive positions. According to an Associ
Press report (dateline Washington, May 30, 1993), only five states have lost a greater stu
manufacturing jobs than Illinois.
g. Describe anv effects that the proposed program will have on other programs within the
institution. Will this program replace anv existing programs? Will the enrollments proje(
for the proposed program reduce enrollments in other programs? (If so. identify these
programs.) How will the proposed program support, or be supported by. other program
within the university?
It is anticipated that the manufacturing engineering program will attract students from tw(
existing programs-the electrical engineering technology specialization and the mechanica
engineering technology specialization in engineering technology. Students may also core
from existing programs in mechanical and electrical engineering.
In addition, students in manufacturing engineering will take 24 hours of existing foundat
courses taught by civil, electrical and mechanical engineering. In turn, manufacturing
engineering faculty will also participate in the foundation courses in those same departmi
CURRICULUM
Provide a full catalog description of the proposed program. To the extent necessary, the
catalog description should be supplemented hv additional information needed to respond |
following items.
A full catalog description of the proposed program is contained in Appendix A.
9. Describe the kev components of the pmpram (i.e.. the core courses required of all stude
courses required in areas of specialization: the amount of elective coursework; clinical.
practicum. or field work requirements: and thesis or dissertation requirements). Provid<
total credit hour requirements for program completion, as well as the credit hour require;
for each component of the curriculum.
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SLTn0Sed curncu 'umjn manufacturing engineering meets the requirements of SouthernDlinois University at Carbondale and the Engineering Accreditation^ommissSn of°hTAccred.uu.on Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) whichit toSv n£n.„i a
SEE* engIneenn8 P 1?^5 m* oomuy. All students are req,£ed general
requirements of ABET In addition, students take 17 semester hours of mathematics and I X
SEE*?* 2
,
P^S1CS - Chemistr>' and biol°gy t0 ^(y ABET requirement"
me« An£ """ baS1C SCI?"Ce$- "« remainder of the semester houS taken by the students
S!fn^Pneering Cour?es taken by s"<ients fall into five general categories The first i«
25SSfeMf£3f2if engineerin8- science; and mathematics are selected to prepare
and also needed to strengthen the creative problem-solving skills for design
workPlace -
^rlefigS^*"^culum™s tan the fust freshman-level course through the
™LT5" '" '"S^P3"™™ * Planed. An industrial advisory group win te
S^T*" requirements are the same as those for the four exisdng
Appendix B is an excerpt from the 1993-1994 undergraduate catalog Admission
requirements are detailed on pages 65. 66. and 67 ofthe catalog To summaSreshmen
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from the top quarter of their high school class with ACT scores of 20 or higher will be
admitted, as will freshmen from the top half of the class with minimum ACT scores of 23.
Students must have completed three years of English, three and one-half years of
mathematics, and two years of science.
12. Describe the amount of proficiency examination, transfer, and prior learning experience cret
acc£PJejl
The proficiency examination, transfer, and prior learning experience credit accepted matche)
the policies of the existing engineering programs.
Page 39 from the 1993-1994 undergraduate catalog is in Appendix B. The transfer credit
i
follows University policy as detailed on page 39. Proficiency examination credit is detailed
page 43 of the catalog which is also in Appendix B. No credit is given for prior work
experience.
13. Describe other degree completion requirements, such as grade point average required for
retention or advancement and graduation and anv time limits for completion.
Each student must complete all courses taken at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
with a "C" (2.0) average. Students must also have a "C" average for all major work taken
the University. In addition, at least 60 hours must be earned at a senior institution level an*
residence requirements must be satisfied. The residence requirement is satisfied by
completing the last 30 hours or a total of 90 hours at Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
There is no time limit for completion, but students become subject to catalog changes sevei
years after the start of their program.
14. Provide course descriptions for each new course identified as part of the curriculum and
catalog references to descriptions of current courses included in the curriculum.
Course descriptions for new courses in manufacturing engineering are contained in Appen
A with the catalog description of the proposed program.
15. Tf the program is designed to serve primarily a part-time clientele, provide an example of tl
course sequencing in the curriculum over the time pattern that will be used in program
delivery.
The proposed program is designed to serve traditional, full-time students.
ACADEMIC POLICIES
16. What unit(s) is responsible for the program in such matters as curricular modifications, fa |
assignments, and student evaluation. Describe and justify anv exceptions to college or
university academic policies, admission standards, or graduation requirements that would
made for the proposed program.
The Department of Technology in the College of Engineering is responsible for the progr,
No exceptions to College or University academic policies, admission standards, or gradiu
requirements are proposed.
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STATEWIDE NEEDS AND PRIORITIES
20. Identify programs offered bv other Illinois colleges and universities that are similar to fe
proposed program. Analyze the similarities and differences between these programs at^
proposed program in the context of unmet student interests and demand.
Bradley University is the only Illinois college offering a separate degree-granting prograj
manufacturing engineering. The proposed program would be the only state-supported
program in manufacturing engineering. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaigr
manufacturing option for all engineering majors, but the program does not grant a separs
degree.
21. Provide documentation of the student demand for the proposed program, including enml
trends for the community, region, state, or nation that are relevant to the proposed pr^pr
Manufacturing engineering education is an emerging field. Extensive enrollment data is
available. The Engineering Manpower Commission of the American Association of
Engineering Societies (EMC of AAES) started to separate manufacturing engineering
enrollment data from industrial engineering enrollment data in 1991. Nevertheless, then
growth trends that indicate strong future demand.
The primary growth trend is in the number of accredited manufacturing engineering and
manufacturing engineering technology programs. In Education in Manufacturing, volui
number 1, the Society of Manufacturing Engineers reports a steady growth of over two ii
half new programs per year since 1978. In 1992, there were 55 accredited programs in
manufacturing engineering and manufacturing engineering technology. A review of EM
AAES annual reports shows an increase in accredited manufacturing engineering progra
from four in 1988 to eight in 1992. In that same time period, the total number of progra
(accredited and nonaccredited) increased from 25 to 46. Consequently, the potential for
continued growth in accredited manufacturing engineering programs is substantial.
Again, using data from the annual reports ofEMC of AAES, the growth trends in gradu
can be evaluated. The number of graduates from accredited programs in manufacturing
engineering has increased from 96 in 1989 to 130 in 1992. Note that during the same p
the total number of bachelor's degree graduates in engineering decreased by 7.5 perceni
The manufacturing engineering program at Bradley University has experienced a steady
increase in the number of graduates over the last four years from 15 in 1989 to 21 in 19
Once again, this growth occurred in an era of steadily declining engineering enrollment
22. Provide evidence of occupational demand for graduates of the program. If the program
designed to meet the needs of a specific job market, documentation, including historical
projected labor market trends, should he presented on employment demand in relevant
:
or me economy, ii me program is aesignea to aaaress occupational aemanu in a sdccu
geographic region, documentation, including historical and projected labor market tren<
should be presented on employment demand in that geographic region.
In published studies, data on manufacturing engineering employment is combined with
industrial engineering. Most industrial engineers (75 percent according to the U.S.
Department of Labor's 1992- 1993 Occupational Oudook Handbook) work in manufact
industries. According to the 1992 edition of Occupational Projections 2000. developed
Illinois Department of Employment Security, total employment in manufacturing will d<
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f S^^^^»£- -tched by dte nauonaj demands for
Occupauon Data with m§SSSSuiB^Ss far^H^" (B,LS) Industry-American Associadon of Lgineerin SKmJaIJfTE"h n* SpeCu,al ""«»»»« by the
estimates are for a 19 2 percent kc^n^hf- h R d^d December 20, 1991. Moderate
and the year 2005. TTieBSS^h?r^ US'f?aleng^eerinS workforce between 1990
by 13.9 percent inma^d C^enltr^T^T1g WOrkforce wU1 ^reaT
will increase by 44 37 rercenLlmdTh*.Th^ ^g w?rkf,orce "> the manufacturing industry
will increase by a who^Sg 72 M wreent"'/"^ engtneers „ manufactuSng
1992's 130 accreditedZ£2£g&!£Z£Za^uilSyndUSUy f°r™re *«
FACULTY AND STAFF
Oration ggSm^^SSScg1 Qr^ fint tlYP VP1 rr
5SSKSng'So^mTortdT° ""7^^^ to «•»»*
seven facuity member^K docZlZSlmSSfT?"T. program - *«
engineering and most have extendSS? ? ec°amcai - electncal. or industrial
research have provided ties toZalufrSS local .lnd"stry. Consulting work and
United Technologies-AumWouve aS*SESFn?"68f? "? McD°™eII Douglas.
I (Assumption, nimois),S^lttS^^^ SyStemS' InC "
member will be required.
Department of Technology. One new, full-Ume faculty
The following comments apply to the preparation of Table IV
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24. Qescnte the gnalifirntions of new faculty members to he sought 10 SUDDOrt the Program.
One new faculty member will be sought to support the program. This person should have a
doctoral degree in an engineering discipline, as well as industrial experience and evidence of
ability to develop a funded research program related to manufacturing.
SUPPORT SERVICES
25. Describe the adequacy of current computer and/or laboratory equipment and instructional
materials to support the proposed program. Identify genetically anv new equipment or
instructionalmaterials that must he acquired initially, and reflect these expenditures in line 08j
of Tahie rv-5. If the program is to be delivered off-camnus. describe how the necessary
equipment and instructional materials will be made available at each Proposed Site.
Current computer equipment, laboratory equipment and instructional materials are adequate f
support the proposed program. Since the focus of current programs in the Department of
Technology is on manufacturing, the needed equipment is already in place. As technology
improves, departmental equipment must be updated to keep pace, but this is true of current
programs as well as the proposed program. Table IV-5 in Appendix C reflects this lack of
need for additional funds.
26. Describe the adequacy of current library holdings to support the nrooosed program. Identif
genericallv anv new library acquisitions hevond those made annually to maintain the currenc
of library holdings that are necessary to support the program, and reflect these expenditures
line 09 of Table IV-5. If the program is to h* offered off-camnus. describe how the neceSSZ
I
jhrarv materials will he made availahle aj Pica proposed site and how easy and timely accet
hy students will he assured.
Current library holdings are adequate to support the manufacturing engineering program.
Tonmals such as Manufacturing Engineering . Industrial Engineering, Production and
inventory Management JoumaL and Manufacturing Review arc available. Thercarcalso
extensive holdings of books related to the subject matter.
The program will not be offered off-campus.
27. Describe the relevant characteristics of any internship- practicum. or clinical sites that are
needed to sunnort the program. Provide evidence of availability of needed sites, and reflec
any eTpenditures on line 10 of Table IV-5.
As noted in the catalog description in Appendix A, cooperative education and internships a
strongly encouraged. The manufacturing engineering program will make use of resources
available in the College of Engineering's Outreach Programs office for this purpose. No
additional expenditures will be required.
Excellent opportunities for cooperative education arc available through the Outreach Prognii
office. During the last academic year (Fall 1992 - Summer 1993), 34 companies parucipai)
as did 47 students. Another 41 companies have indicated an interest m participating dunn
|
coming school year. As more and more companies and students recognize the advantages
cooperative education, this effort will surely expand.
28. For off-campus programs only, describe other support services (e.P,. guidance and
counseling for program students) Jhnt will he made available at each Proposed Site.
Not applicable.
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ACCREDITATION AND LICENSURE
specific standards.
y<""wpaung society in ABET, develops program-
Department Chair - two weeks
wSET18 Engineering Coordinator - one month^ecretanal support - two weeks
^represents an estimated expense of $9600. T7,e site visit expenses are incurred every Slx
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nnf1 sbQay ^fwt ,ii somsss of fonds teas *"d non-state). A nnrrmi vf- budget
statement
i hffl i l ti Ir provided to Hmla™ Tahle TV^ as follQWS:
a. mirmt unmrm in total ff^in in^^jgg^^yfi^^ga^^^^^S
iy;q^S^iS^^M^mSS '*« to 263 «nd contractual yrvwvs for internship.
prarriC""^ nr ctinjral placements (see item 21).
Total resource requirements for the proposed manufacturing
engineering program are
shown on line 01, Table IV-5 in Appendix C. This line reflects s^f requirements as
reflected in Table IV-4 in Appendix C. As documented in items 25, 26, and 27,
no
additional equipment, instructional materials, library materials, or
contractual services are
required.
The estimated cost of staff requirements is based on the estimated staff year
requirements
and the current salaries of Department of Technology staff members that will support
the
program.
b. mpw gate resnurcec rjgaksd nine 06> in the hnripct vBarjshoi iM hf ^plained in terms ol
asaaapaoas anf* facton used to cflnamci ime items 07 through
1
1
.
New state resources in the budget year are required to support new staff
requirements as
discussed in item 23 and reflected in Table IV-4 in AppendixC These resources will
support one FTE faculty member, and four (one and one-half staff years)
graduate
assLuits. Initially, faculty will be involved in instruction and course
developnteio. Tb
additional faculty member will be part of the needed seven and one-third (5.50
FTE)
manufacturing engineering faculty. Graduate ass*tants wi 1 support increased
workffl
by acting as laboratory teaching assistants and will also be
mvolved in laboratory and
design project development in the new program.
n pr
^
phe the name, and sobbcs "f shbbqtj frnm federal sonrrftS (line 0?) nm* othgr
nQn'
ttm SPiaSSS nine 03\
No federal sources or other non-state sources of support are expected.
OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
n Ecaidfi rvMrnrr that the gaidsliDSS and irniewtara^?1ZT^aTjSft
^nreri hv tnTl^ nf HiyherEflr^tinn on Sentemher 8. 1982. &S "mpnfl(^ JW IY U
^^SSS!J^SSS^LS^i m communicate nnri coordinate lb
propped program wifh OlhfT institutions.
The program will not be offered off-campus.
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MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING (Major. Courses) APPENDIX A
Bachelor of Science Degree, College of Engineering
General Education Requirements.. Scn] | Hr^ '
GEA: Substitute basic science 31
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hea"T hours of physical education activity.*: 4e ents f Major in Manufacturing Engineering
sic Sciences 5
Physics 205a,b; 255a"b" <T
18
Chemistry 222a,c z
GEA 115
IMathematics Analysis: Math isa'SoVisi'/ 283! 'and *305 ,7Manufacturing Engineering ^
General Engineering 102, 222, 361, 400 7Required Engineering Sciences
"'"
'{i
Engineering 260a and b; 311, 312, 313, and 335qU\™ Manufacturing Engineering ,d
Fnoini •
220
vM5a and D; 32°- 341, 420a and b, 430. 440, Md 443Engineering Science Elective....
Engineermg300orMechamcaiEngmeering302
Manufacturing Engineering Elective <,
Mechanical Engineering 310 or 400, or one of the foUowine
Manufacturing Engineering courses: 451, 452, 453, or 455
Productivity/Quality Electives.. ,
Manufacturing Engineering 454, or one of ie foUo^ng mdusirial
™-r a r
Techno*ogy courses: 382, 390, 392TOTAL
133
Courses (MFGE)
e^nel^uSent^ """^ ""'^^" """^ 0f «"—ufacunng
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220-2 Computer-aided Engineering. The use of commercially available spreadshee
database, and simulation software in the solution of engineering design problems.
Prerequisite:Manufacturing Engineering 100 and Engineering 222.
315-7 (3,4) Manufacturing Processes, (a) An overview of the manufacturing
process Introduction to the basic operations, equipment, and materials used in
manufacturing. Includes metal removal, materials fastening and joining, jigs and fixtunng
and finishing processes. Process design project Prerequisite: Engineering 312. (b)
Deformation and sheet metal operations, powder metals and ceramics, operations involvin
plastics and composite materials, and coatings. Process design project Laboratory.
Prerequisite: Manufacturing Engineering 315a.
320-4 Manufacturing Processes and Product Design. Modern design processe:
manufacturing, including concurrent engineering and design for manufacturing. Product
design project with emphasis on manufacturing and assembly operations. Prerequisites:
Manufacturing Engineering 102, 220, and 315a.
341-4 Introduction to Electronics and Microprocessors in Manufacturing.
Electronic circuits and subsystems. Integrated circuits. Microprocessor hardware and
programming. Programmable logic controllers. Laboratory. Prerequisites: Engineering
392-1 to 6 Cooperative Education With Industry. Industrial internships or
cooperative education with industry. Prerequisite: consent of the department chair.
Mandatory Pass/Fail.
420-6 (3,3) Senior Design Project Two-semester manufacturing design project.
Group projects spanning conceptual design and prototype development All phases of th<
manufacturing process to be considered. Industrial involvement encouraged when availa
Prerequisites: Manufacturing Engineering 320 and senior standing.
430-3 Quality Control for Manufacturing Engineers. Statistical quality contrc
applications to product quality. Includes study of histograms, Pareto diagrams, control
charts, acceptance sampling, process capability, and reliability. Prerequisite: Manufacti
Engineering 320.
„
. .
440-3 Computer-aided Manufacturing. Use of computers in manufacturing.
Includes computer numerical control of machine tools, and computer applications in procs j
planning, inventory control, and quality control. Laboratory. Computer-aided product
cigi
project Prerequisites: Manufacturing Engineering 220 and 320.
443-3 Robotics in Manufacturing. Industrial robots and their application. Survey
electrical and mechanical principles applied to robotics. Process design employing robo
Laboratory. Prerequisites: Manufacturing Engineering 320, 341, and 440.
451-4 Instrumentation and Measurements in Manufacturing. Study ot
transducers and microprocessor-based data collection systems. Data acquisition,
interpretation, and control of manufacturing operations. Process control design project
Laboratory. Prerequisite: Manufacturing Engineering 320 and 341
452-4 Automatic Control of Manufacturing Operations. Theory and analyst
control systems. Control system components and applications. Design and testing
ot
and closed-loop systems. Laboratory. Prerequisites: Manufacturing
Engineering 320
s
341
453^3 Simulation in Manufacturing. Modeling and simulation of continuous aij
discrete systems. Includes computer programming and use of commercial software.
Laboratory. Prerequisites: Manufacturing Engineering 220, 222, and 320.
454-3 Manufacturing Planning and Control. Principles of process planning,
inventory control, and scheduling. Study of database management in manufacturing
Modeling and simulation survey. Prerequisite: Manufacturing Engineering 220
and 3.
455-4 Hydraulics and Pneumatics in Manufacturing. Viscous flow in close
systems. Basic hydraulics machinery and fluid power systems. Appucauons;
to the del
industrial operations. Prerequisites: Manufacturing Engineering 313 and 320.
492-1 to 6 Special Problems in Manufacturing. Engineering topics and
prod
selected by the instructor and the student Prerequisite: consent of the instructor.
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GEE- HEALTH/PHYS. ED.
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ENGR 312 - MATERIALS SCIENCE
ENGR 260b - DYNAMICS
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PHYS 205b - PHYSICS
PHYS 255b - PHYSICS LAB
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ENGR 361 - ENGR. ECONOMICS
MFGE 315b - MFG. PROCESSES II
MFGE 320 - MFG. PROC. & DES
MFGE 341 - EL. & MICRO. MFG
GEB 301 - MODERN AMERICA
SFrONn SFMfcjtfp,
MFGE 420b - SENIOR DESIGN II
MFGE 430 - QUALITY CONTROL MFGMFGE 443 - ROBOTICS
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TRANSFER CREDIT
Transfer credit for students admitted to the university is evaluated for accep-
tance toward University and General Education requirements by the Office of
Admissions and Records after the admission decision has been made. All credit
from a regionally accredited institution, and those in candidacy status, or from
an institution that has its credit accepted by the reporting institution in the
state is evaluated at the time of admission. Courses which are remedial or de-
velopmental will not be accepted for transfer. The Office of Admissions and
Records will determine the acceptance of credit and its applicability toward
General Education requirements. Although transfer credit from baccalaureate
and non-baccalaureate programs may be considered in the admissions process,
the acceptance of such credit toward specific program requirements will be made
by the department or agency directing the program.
All credit which is accepted for transfer and which is not applied to General
Education requirements or to a specific degree program will be considered elec-
tive credit. A student should not expect to receive credit if the transfer work was
taken at a school which is neither regionally accredited or whose credit is not ac-
cepted by the reporting institution in the state.
Completion of an associate degree in a baccalaureate-onented program in an
accredited Illinois two-year institution provides that the student will: (a) be ac-
cepted with junior standing and (b) be considered to have completed the General
Education requirements. Associate degrees earned at other than Illinois two-
year institutions will be reviewed by the Office of Admissions and Records. If the
degree is determined to be baccalaureate-oriented and to have comparable con-
tent and credit hour criteria, the same benefits will be extended to those gradu-
ates. Credit from an accredited two-year institution is limited only by the provi-
sion that students must earn at least 60 semester hours of work at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale or at any other approved four-year institution
and must complete the residence requirements for a degree from the University.
Further information on the application of transfer work toward satisfying
General Education and graduation requirements may be found in Chapter 4.
Program Flexibility for the Student
The University offers you a wide variety of programs on all higher educational
levels. Chapter 5 lists specialized programs available on the associate and bac-
calaureate levels. In addition, the University gives constant attention to methods
whereby it might better serve present day educational needs. Described below
are opportunities for you to earn credit through means other than the tradi-
tional classroom method. While greater flexibility is the goal, the University ex-
ercises appropriate supervision to ensure the flexibility is accompanied by edu-
cational soundness.
Credit by Means other than Classroom Attendance
Several methods are provided for you to earn credit by means other than the
traditional classroom method. The methods currently available are described be-
low.
EXTENSION (OFF-CAMPUSl AND CORRESPONDENCE CREDIT
The University accepts credit earned through extension, off-campus, or corre-
spondence programs toward the bachelor's degree. Not more than 30 semester
hours mav be taken in correspondence work.
Correspondence work is accepted when taken from institutions which are re-
gionally accredited if the grade is of C quality or better. Southern Illinois Uni-
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PROFICIENCY EXAMINATIONS
Through its proficiency examination program the University recopn,2es thP im
tiSOfUS gCneral "'" g°Vern "" Pr°ficienCy —A-lta. for under-
1. Students who believe they are qualified to take a proficiencyexammanon should check with the department offcrin the
Z£» , detennine ^"l^Wity to do so; students scoring
^S^S^^! *****~^ " "S
2. Credit not to exceed thirty hours (fifteen hours toward an
XTvTc'Jrr 1
indudi
D
ng CTedit *™* the CoVege Board,Advanced Placement Program, and the College' LeveExamination Program may be earned through profic^ncv
examinations. Credit will be nonresident. (A combined Sof
Z^V mal be Carned ***** ******* examinations andcredit for work experience.)
3*"2 ,
,^L
PM
!-?
g Proficiency examinations students are granted
SSToTS
1 ~*v.to grade. Their records will show the
Si.1? "^^ ^eh°UrS °f Credit 8«nted- a^d a notationcredit grantea by profiaency examination." Students who fail a
l?£Z
n? exammatl°n «»• a *»' grade. This results in nopenalty to the students. They will not receive credit and the^r
*T^^ — *™^ be
4. Students may not take proficiency examinations for the samecourse more than one time. Neither may they take a proficientexamination a a course in which they have JLkJtfSSSl
SLf; K *
Wh
°^ re^stered for a ^urse may not receTve
credit by proficiency examination for that course unless thly
l££Z2Z e C°UrSe ^^^ during *« tester wS^hwould result in no course entry appearing on the transcrint. Th£date is the end of the third week for a regulariSSK«
a*d a correspondingly shorter period fiSmSS^StaS
short courses. Individual departments may^ufre theZfi-aency exammation to be completed in advance tfZl da* ?
0. No cremt granted by proficiency examinations will h* tJ^^j
until ft. student has earned^
.eastUta^Mgrade or above in residence at the University.
CREDIT FOR WORK EXPERIENCE
SSS£s3£H32£s£3a
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Standard Elementary Certificate. Students planning to teach on the elementary
level in the public schools of Illinois register in the College of Education. Re-
quirements for entitlement to the State of Illinois standard elementary certifi-
cate may be through the completion of the early childhood (K-3) education pro-
gram or the elementary education (K-9) program. For further information con-
cerning these programs, see the sections of this catalog titled curriculum and in-
struction, and professional education experiences in Chapter 5.
Standard High School Certificate. Requirements for entitlement to the State of
Illinois standard high school certificate and for entitlement to the standard spe-
cial certificate may be met as explained in the section of this catalog titled cur-
riculum and instruction in Chapter 5. A listing of majors, minors, and other pro-
grams approved for certification entitlement purposes at Southern Illinois Uni-
versity at Carbondale is presented there. It is possible for a student to be regis-
tered in one of the colleges or schools other than the College of Education and to
meet the state requirements for the standard high school certificate or the stan-
dard special certificate by using as electives certain prescribed professional edu-
cation requirements in the College of Education.
Standard Special Certificate. Teaching all grades, kindergarten through grade
12, requires the standard special certificate. As noted above, requirements for
entitlement to the standard special certificate may be met in the manner out-
lined in the section of this catalog titled curriculum and instruction in Chapter
5. Teaching fields for which the standard special certificate is issued include
physical education, special education, music, art, and communication disorders
and sciences.
Early Childhood Certificate. Students planning to teach at the preschool-pri-
mary level in public schools or other settings in Illinois register in the College of
Education. The early childhood preschool/primary program is specifically de-
signed to prepare future teachers of pre-kindergarten, kindergarten, and pri-
mary age children. For further information concerning the program, see the sec-
tion of the catalog titled curriculum and instruction in Chapter 5.
College of Engineering and Technology
Juh W. Chen, Dean
Departments: Civil Engineering and Mechanics; Electrical Engineering; Me-
chanical Engineering and Energy Processes; Mining Engineering; Technology
The College of Engineering and Technology offers the following majors leading to
the Bachelor of Science degree:
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Engineering Technology with specializations in civil engineering technology,
electrical engineering technology, and mechanical engineering technology.
Industrial Technology with specializations in manufacturing technology and
mining technology (Admission to the mining technology program is temporarily
closed.)
All of the engineering programs are fully accredited by the Engineering Ac-
creditation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technol-
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ogy. The engineering technology program with specializations in civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering technology is accredited by the Technology Accredi-
tation Commission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
The industrial technology program is accredited by the National Association of
Industrial Technology.
Specific requirements are listed for the various majors in Chapter 5. Six aca-
demic programs: civil engineering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineer-
ing mining engineering, engineering technology and industrial technology serve
students who have different career goals.
Civil Engineering. The civil engineering program leading to the Bachelor ofbcience degree is designed to provide the student with the broad educationalbackground essential to modern civil engineering practice. Technical electives in
the senior year permit greater breadth and additional depth in such areas as
structural and geotechnical engineering, hydraulic engineering, environmental
engineering and applied mechanics.
Electrical Engineering. The Department of Electrical Engineering offers courses
in the major areas of electrical and computer engineering. Students who choose
the electrical engineering major prepare themselves for professional and techni-
cal employment or graduate studies leading to advanced degrees. Employment
opportunities exist within a wide range of organizations, such as governmental
laboratories; consumer goods manufacturers; and telecommunications, electrical
power, computer, and microelectronic companies. Flexibility in this major allows
students to choose among courses in applications and theory of circuits systems
communications, digital systems, controls, electronics, instrumentation elec-
tromagnetics, and power systems.
Mechanical Engineering. Mechanical engineering is one of the most broadlybased of the traditional engineering disciplines. Mechanical engineers design
and develop a wide variety of systems for conversion, transmission, and utiliza-
tion of energy; for material processing and handling and packaging- for trans-
portation; for environmental control; and for many other purposes for the benefit
of humanity. Therefore the curriculum contains a broad foundation in mathe-
matics and the basic and engineering sciences, followed by more concentrated
study in energy and machine systems. Mechanical engineers mav be found in a
variety of assignments including planning and design, research, and develop-
ment, supervision of installation and operation of complex systems, and man-
agement.
Mining Engineering. Mining engineers engage in planning, design, develop-
ment, and management of surface and underground mining operations for ex-
ploitation of the earth's mineral deposits. The mining engineering program pre-pares graduates to meet the challenges of the mining industrv. Coursework inthe program includes such areas as surface and underground mining systems
mine ventilation, ground control and rock mechanics, mineral coal processing'
material handling systems, mineral economics, mine health and safety engineer-ing operations research, and computer-aided mine design. Facilities include
modem, well equipped rock mechanics, mine ventilation and mineral processing
After completing the program, the graduate mav work in an engineering or
management position for mining industries, equipment manufacturing concerns
research organizations, or government agencies. The coursework also provides
strong preparation for further study at the graduate level.
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Engineering Technology. Engineering technology is that part of the technologi-
cal field in which engineering knowledge and scientific methods are combined
with hands-on technical skills to support engineering activities. It lies in the oc-
cupational spectrum between that of the technician and the engineer with spe-
cific responsibilities depending upon the nature of the training and requirements
of the job but lying more closely to engineering. Graduates are prepared to deal
with technical and production problems, and to apply their knowledge to such
activities as development, design, construction, maintenance and operational
problems.
Industrial Technology. Industrial technology is a management-oriented techni-
cal profession that is built upon a sound knowledge and understanding of mate-
rials, processes, technical management, and human relations; and a proficiency
level in the. physical sciences, mathematics, and technical skills to permit the
graduate to capably resolve technical-managerial and production problems.
Graduates of this program are prepared for positions in processes, safety, quality
control, supervision, robotics, methods analysis, and computer-aided manufac-
turing.
Admission Policy
The following requirements apply to students seeking admission to civil engi-
neering, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and mining engineering.
They do not apply to students applying for admission to engineering technology
or industrial technology.
FRESHMEN
Beginning freshmen must rank in the top quarter of their high school graduat-
ing class and have an ACT standard composite score of 20 to 22 or rank in the
top half of their graduating class and have an ACT composite score of 23 or
higher. In addition, students must have completed prior to high school gradua-
tion the following courses before they will be allowed to enroll in an engineering
major three years of English (a fourth year is recommended and will be required
effective summer 1993); three and one-half years of mathematics in which there
are two years of algebra, one year of geometry, and one-halfyear of trigonometry
and two years of science of which it is recommended there is one year of chem-
istry and one year of physics (a third year of science will be required effective
summer 1993).
Students who do not meet these requirements but do meet the regular Uni-
versity admission requirements will be admitted with a pre-civil engineering,
pre-electrical engineering, pre-mechanical engineering and pre-mining engineer-
ing classification hereinafter referred to as "pre" classification with the opportu-
nity to transfer to an engineering program once they have satisfied the condi-
tions stated in the section titled "pre" classification. These students may alterna-
tively be admitted directly to one of the technology programs in the college but
cannot change their major to engineering until they have satisfied the require-
ments for transfer students as stated below.
TRANSFER STUDENTS
Transfer students including students registered at Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale with other majors who have completed fewer than twenty-six
semester (thirty-nine quarter) hours must have an overall C average and meet
the admission requirements of beginning freshmen. Students who have com-
pleted twenty-six semester hours or more and have an overall average of 2.40
will also be admitted into an engineering program.
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rank are not generally submitted by international students, students do submit
credentials which reflect their achievements in subject areas such as English,
mathematics, and science. Therefore, beginning freshmen and transfer students
with less than twenty-six semester hours will be required to submit records
which reflect above average achievements in these disciplines in order to be ad-
mitted to an engineering program. Transfer students who have earned twenty-
six semester hours or more of transfer credit will be required to have a 2.40 or
comparable grade point average.
Students who meet minimum University admission requirements but do not
meet those requirements for entrance to an engineering program will be granted
admission to the college with a 'pre' classification and be advised as to an appro-
priate program during the first year. These students must satisfy the require-
ments previously described for native students in order to transfer to an engi-
neering major.
Because interest in engineering classes continues to be exceedingly high, it
may be necessary to close admission to selected engineering majors without ad-
vance notice.
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
Admission policies to the engineering technology and industrial technology ma-
jors have not changed. However, it is recommended that all students considering
entrance to these programs should have completed four years of English, three
and one-half years of mathematics in which there are two years of algebra, one
year of geometry, and one-half year of trigonometry, and two years of science
which includes one year of chemistry and one year of physics.
Readmissioa to the College
The readmission policy for the College of Engineering and Technology is the
same as the University policy for a first suspension: "students placed on aca-
demic suspension may seek reinstatement after a minimum of two semesters' in-
terruption but must furnish tangible evidence that additional education can be
successfully undertaken." Students placed on academic suspension a second or
subsequent time may reapply after an interval of no less than two calendar
years. For more information on procedures and requirements for readmission,
students are advised to consult the Engineering and Technology advisement of-
fice.
Course Sequence
It is important that required courses in the program be taken in the proper se-
quence. Sequence guidelines are available from the college advisement office and
the departmental offices. Courses on the 300 and 400 levels are reserved for ju-
niors and seniors.
Course Withdrawals
Students who withdraw from a College of Engineering and Technology course
after the fourth day of the Fall semester will not be permitted to take the course
the following Spring semester. Students who withdraw from a College oCEngi-
neering and Technology course after the fourth day of the Spring semester will
not be permitted to take the course the following Fall semester.
Transferred Credits
All transfer credit from an institution whose work is acceptable at the Univer-
1
sity, both two-year and four-year, will be used in fulfillment of the standards
given above. Equivalencies for courses will be determined by the departmental!
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APPENDIX C
ENROLLMENT ANO CREDIT HOUR PROJECTIONS
FOR THE NEW PROGRAM*
Line
Cod*
Budget
Year
2nd
Year
3rd
Year
4th
Year
5th
Year
01 Number of Program Majors
(Fail Term Heodcount) 15
15
25 60 100 150
02 Annual Pull-Tim* Equivalent
(FTE) Majors Ik 57 95 U3
03 Annual Number of Credit Hours
Generated by Major* and Non-Mapra
in Existing Course* that are needed
to support the Proposed Curriculum**
04 Annual Number of Credit Hours
Generated by Majors and Non-Majors
in NEW Courses that are needed
to I
OS Annual Number of Degree* Awarded
30 70 226
L
625 1506
22
Enrollment and credit hour protections should be provided for eacn off-campus site
for which approval is requested and/or for each option or specialization within th* proposed program.
Include only tnos* credit hours that are ottered by th* academic unit directly responsible
for the proposed program.
TaW*IV-4
STAFF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NEW PROGRAM
Line
Code Staff Retirements
Budget
Year
2nd
Year
3rd
Year
4th
Year
Sin
Year
01 Facutty/Admirustration Total
(02-04) l .20 1.20 2.30 4.50 6.00
02 Adrrurusttaove/Other Professional 0.20 0.20 0.35 0.45 0.50
03 Faculty l.OO l.OO 1 .95 4.05 5.50
04 Graduate Assistants 1. 50 1. 50 1.50 2.25 2.25
OS Civil Service Staff and
Student Employee*
OS Total SUff (01 -OS) 2.70 2.70 3.80 6.75 8.25
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TOTAL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NEW PROGRAM
Line
Code
01 Total Resource Requirements
02 Total Resources Available
from Federal Sources'
03 Total Resources Available from
Other Non-State Sources*
04 Existing State Resources' *
05 State Resources Available
Througn Internal Allocation'"
06 New State Resources Reauired
(01 minus the sum of 02-05)* * *
Budget
Year
2nd
Year
3rd
Year
4tn
Year
93.609 93,609 158,309 302,918
93,609 93,609
6^4,700
93,609
209,309
93,609
Breakdown of the figure shown on Line 06 for the budget year:
93.609
07 Staff
08 Equipment & Instructional Materials
09 Library
10 Contractual Services
1
1
Other Support Services
Numbers can be pos.tive or zero only. These lines reflect available funds, not incremental dollarsThe amount of ex.stmg state resources in a g.ven year is equal to the sum of *e"™ZT
newIT!T
reS°UrCeS (°4) P 'US reS0UrC6S aVa"ad,e thf0Ugn mterna
» ^^uonmollZy
ZS? reS0UfCeS reqU,reQ (06)- EXiSt,nQ St3tQ reS°UrCeS a,,ocatM t0™ Program nPa gvenyyear 04) may exceed total requ.rements needed to suoport the program in the fol.owmg year ,n thisevent, ex.stmg state resources should be reduced by showmg a negative dollar amoun nrL1
so that the sum of lines 02 through 06 equals line 01 °°
"ne
°5
Numbers can be e.ther pos.tive (allocated to the program) or negative (allocated away from the oroaramiTh.s number is the level of funding requested in the referenced vpar L,i„c7 P g m).
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BUDGET REQUEST
to the
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
and the
ILLINOIS BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
from
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
1. Request Identification
a. Tide of Request: Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing Engineering Budget
b. Total New State Resources Requested: $93,609
c. Abstract:
A new program in manufacturing engineering is proposed for Southern Illinois Univ
at Carbondale. The budget requested will support one new faculty member and four
additional graduate assistants in the Department of Technology. The new program w
the only state-supported program in a rapidly growing field.
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TOTAL RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR PROGRAM ANO INSTITUTIONAL
SUPPORT BUDGET REQUEST
Una
Cock
Total Resource Requirements
Total Resources Available
from Federal Sources*
Total Resources Available from
Other Non-Stale Sources*
Existing Stale Resources**
State Resources Available
Through internal Allocation***
New State Resources Required
(01 minus the sum of 02-05)*
Breakdown of the figure shown on Line 00
07 Staff
08 Equipment & Instructional Matenais
09 Library
10 Contractual Services
11 Other Support Services
Historical
Year
Current
Year
Budget
Year
2nd
Year
3rd
Year
4th
Year
302,91
(
(
93,60
01 93,609
93,609
93.609
9
93
93
,609
,609
158.309
93,609
64,700
02
n
03
04
05
209,30
oa
tor the budget year
* Numbers can be positive or zero only. These tines reflets available funds, not i
Theamoumofewanngf^eresourcssmaarvenysarisequaltomesumoftheprewxjsysar^
existing state resources (04) plus resources available through internal reallocation (05) plus any
new state resources required (06). Existing state resources allocated to the program in a given
year (04) may exceed total requirements neeoed to support the program in the following year. In this
event, existing state resources should be reouced by showing a negative dollar amount on line 05
so that the sum of lines 02 througn 06 equals line 01
.
Numbers can be either positive (allocated to the program} or negative (allocated away trom the program).
' * This number is the level of funding requested in the referenced year. Dollars reported will be i
rdoUara directly assigned to the program. Oo not include allocated support services.
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(^ Southern Illinois University at CarbondaleCarbondale, Illinois 62901-4712
Faculty Senate
618-^453-5244
FAX: 618-453-5222
September 16, 1993
Vice President Ben Shepherd
Academic Affairs and Provost
Anthony Hall
Campus
Dear Vice President Shepherd:
At its meeting on September 14, the Faculty Senate unanimously passed the
following Resolution to Approve the B.S. Degree in Manufacturing Engineering:
WHEREAS the College of Engineering requests a new B.S. degree in
Manufacturing Engineering, and
WHEREAS a New Program Request has been submitted, the new program to
start in the Fall of 1994, and
WHEREAS only five states have lost a greater share of manufacturing jobs
than Illinois, and
WHEREAS the state of Illinois has no publicly supported program in
Manufacturing Engineering,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate approves the request by the
College of Engineering for the new B.S. degree in Manufacturing Engineering.
Sincerely,
'VLv^lII l_ U
^EP 2 1993
Office of Vice President for
Academic ap~— ™,a Provost
fames P. Orr, President
Faculty Senate
JPO:rm
cc: President John Guyon
Assoc. Vice President Kyle Perkins
Dean Juh Wah Chen
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ABOLITION OF THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, MAJOR IN GEOGRAPHY
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SIUC
Summary
This matter proposes abolition of the Bachelor of Science degree
program in Geography, College of Education, SIUC. The proposal originated in
response to the Illinois Board of Higher Education's PQP initiative and is
supported by the faculty of the College of Education. The Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Science degrees in the College of Liberal Arts will continue and
will satisfy the needs of all students in the Department of Geography.
Rationale for Adoption
The Department of Geography offers a Bachelor of Arts and a Bachelor
of Science degree in the College of Liberal Arts and a Bachelor of Science
degree in the College of Education. The Bachelor of Science degree in the
College of Education has had very few students over the past few years.
The College of Education has determined to proceed with the elimination of this
degree from the department's program. The Department of Geography concurs.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Abolition of the Bachelor of Science, major in Geography, Coll
Education, is supported by the department, faculty, and chair, the Deans
Colleges of Education and Liberal Arts, the Faculty Senate, the Vice-Pres
for Academic Affairs and Provost, and the President, SIUC.
Resolution
ege of
of the
ident
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Bachelor of Science degree
program in Geography in the College of Education, be and is hereby abolished;
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor is authorized to take
those actions necessary to implement the abolition without further action by
this Board.
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Abolition of the Bachelor of Science, Major in
Geography, College of Education, SIUC
! i
ii.
in
IV
VI
Program Inventory Data
•HfS MAJOR SPECIALIZATION DEGREE UNIT
A. Current
45.0701 Geography B.A. College of Liberal Arts
B.S. College of Liberal Arts
B. Proposed
B * S ' C ° llege
°
f Educati™
45.0701 Geography B.A. College of Liberal Arts
B.S. College of Liberal Arts
Reason for proposed action
.
The Department of Geography offers both the Bachelor of Arts and theBache or of Science degrees in the College of Liberal Arts and the
llrhtlZ °; c
Science ^gree in the College of Education. The presentBachelor of Science degree in the College of Education has had very few
students over the past ten years. Only students who are interested inpursuing teacher education have elected to major in teacher educationthrough the B.S. degree in the College of Education. Students who intend
to major in geography can continue to do so through the program in thedepartment through the College of Liberal Arts. P y
Anticipated budget effects
.
There are no budgetary effects.
Personnel, equipment, and physical arrangements
.
There will be no changes in faculty work assignments, teachinq
responsibilities, equipment, or physical facilities.
Affect on other educational units, curricula, or degrees .
No other educational units, curricula, or degrees will be affected by the
abolition of this program.
Catalog copy
.
See attached.
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VII. Requested effective date of implementation .
The requested date for implementation is January 1, 1994.
Abolition of the Bachelor of Science, Major in
Geography, College of Education, SIUC
Summary
This action would abolish the Bachelor of Science degree program in
Geoqraphy in the College of Education, SIUC, effective January 1, 1994. The
program has had few students over the past ten years with only students
pursuing teacher education electing this degree over the Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science degree programs in Geography offered through the College of
Liberal Arts.
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mm
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Carbondale, Illinois 62901-4712
Faculty Senate
618-453-5244
FAX: 618-453-5222
September 16, 1993
3u rrn/i
\ l— V^ 4— ! v •„_
-EP 2 1993
Office of Vies i-r
:
Academic Af^"- a-.u
Vice President Ben Shepherd
Academic Affairs and Provost
Anthony Hall
Campus
Dear Vice President Shepherd:
At its meeting on September 14, the Faculty Senate unanimously passed the
following Resolution on the Elimination of the B.S. in Geography in the College of
Education:
WHEREAS the College of Education has proposed to abolish the B.S. in
Geography, and
WHEREAS there are two students in the present program, and
WHEREAS there is a B.S. in Geography in the College of Liberal Arts, and
WHEREAS there are no faculty affected by this change,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate approves the elimination of the
B.S. in Geography in the College of Education.
Sincerely,
^James P. Orr, President
Faculty Senate
JPO:rm
cc: President John Guyon
Assoc. Vice President Kyle Perkins
Dean Donald Beggs
November 11, 1993
Dr. Wilkins moved the reception of Report of Purchase Orders and
Contracts, September, 1993, SIUC and SIUE; the ratification of Changes in
Faculty-Administrative Payroll, SIUC and SIUE; and the approval of the Minutes
of the Meetings held October 13 and 14, 1993; Approval of Plans and
Specifications: Renovation to Tower Lake Apartments, SIUE; Project Approval,
Approval of Plans and Specifications, and Award of Contract: Fire Alarm System
Renovations, Phase II, University Housing, SIUC; Project Approvals and
Selection of Engineers: FY 1993 Capital Projects, SIUC; New Program Request:
Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing Engineering, College of Engineering, SIUC;
and Abolition of the Bachelor of Science, Major in Geography, College of
Education, SIUC. The motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in
regard to the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A.
Kochan. The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John
Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, Celeste Stiehl , A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T.
Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The Chair announced that there would be a news conference immediately
following in the Video Lounge.
Mrs. D'Esposito moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was
duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have
passed.
The meeting adjourned at 11:40 a.m.
jChAs^frJ
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OK THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
NOVEMBER 23, 1993
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University convened at 3:17 p.m., in the Board Room, First of America Bank,
Springfield, Illinois. The Chairman and Secretary being present, the meeting
was called tc order. The following members of the Board were present:
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark" A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
Also present were Dr. James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University, end Mr. C. Richard Gruny, Board Legal Counsel.
A quorum was present.
Mrs. D'Esposito moved that the Board go into closed session to
consider information regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of
employees or officers, and adjourn directly from the closed session with no
action having been taken. The motion was duly seconded. The motion carried by
the following recorded vote: Aye, Nick Adams, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito,
Mark A. Kochan, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D.
VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The meeting adjourned at 5:34 p.m.
LSI.o ulL^—
George T. Wilkins, J/. ,\Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
DECEMBER 9, 1993
rnThe regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southe
Illinois University convened on Thursday, December 9, 1993, at 10:05 a.m. in
the Ballroom of the University Center, Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, Edwardsville, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being
present, the meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board
were present:
Mick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Earl E. Lazerson, President, SIUE
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C.
Richard
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE: Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in
connection
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of
the
Board of Trustees.
The Chair stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board o1|
Trustees had had breakfast with Dr. Johnetta Haley, Director of the
Easlj
St. Louis Center. He continued that the breakfast had been held in
the BoarJ
Room of the University Center, Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville
He stated that the Board had had an absolutely wonderful breakfast with
her
December 9, 1993 r;8 c
He said that they wished her the very best and thanked her for all she has done
for the University and the community.
Under Committee Reports, Mrs. D'Espesito, Chair of the Finance
Committee, stated that the Committee had met this morning in the Mississippi-
Illinois Room of the University Center. She gave the following report:
We reauest that Board agenda item K, Proposed Use of Revenue Bond Fee
Funds for Evergreen Terrace, SIUC, be placed on the omnibus motion for
approval. An information report on the Treasurer's Report to the Bondholders
for Fiscal Year 1993 was presented. We thanked Kir. Wilson and his staff for
providing us with such timely information and for circulating that information
to the financial community.
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
the following report:
The Committee asks that Item J, Project Approval and Retention of
Architect: Tower Lake Housing Renovations, Phase II, SIUE, be placed on thp
omnibus motion.
Mr. Ilorwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
gave the following report:
The Committee had a notice item: Abolition of the Master of Arts
Degrees and Two Concentrations in the Rehabilitation Institute, College of
Education, SIUC. We had a PQP update. We discussed the af fordabil ity hearing
yesterday. We had an information report on Intercollegiate Athletics, SIUE.
It was presented by Ms. Jones, Athletic Director, and Dr. Parker, Faculty
Academic Counselor in Athletics. It was very interesting and it shows signs of
improvement in the student athlete area. Some of the innovative ideas that
have been brought into the program have made our athletic requirements at SIUE
even more stringent than NCAA.
Mr. VanMeter commented that it seemed that the University is doing an
excellent job of focusing in, and doing ? lot of the right things. He
continued that the figures are beginning to show that.
586
Mr. Norwood stated that this also says to the community and student
athletes that there is going to be a requirement to be a student and an
athlete, and that he thought that that was a very progressive outlook.
Under Executive Officer Reports, President Guyon presented Dr. John
Robert Quatroche, Vice-President for Institutional Advancement. He stated that
Dr. Quatroche had held a similar position at Kent State University and he
believed that he was going to be a major asset to the development activities
and alumni relations of the University.
President Lazerson introduced David Heath, newly appointed Director
of Finance, and Paul Pitts, Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Officer.
Chancellor Brown reported that his trip to VietNam in November had
been fascinating. He explained that with regard to the political situation ir
Illinois that this was the time for aspiring candidates to file for official
candidacy. He stated that Representative Jim McPike, who has so abl>
represented this area for so many years, has indicated that he does not intenc
to file for re-election. He continued that this will be a severe blow to oui
representation in the House of Representatives.
The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion an*
he proposed that, after discussion, there would be taken up the following
matters:
REPORT O F PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS ,
OCTOBER, 1993, SIUC AND S1UE
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the month o
October, 1993, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of thi
meeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees, an
these reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minute
of the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee.
December 9, 1993
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PROJECT APPROVAL AND RETENTION OF ARCHITECT: TOWER
LAKE HOUSING RENOVATIONS, PHASE II, SIUE
Summary
This matter would approve undertaking the next phase of the reno-
vation program at Tower Lake Apartments. The renovation program was begun as
part of the Student Residence Facilities project, and Phase I of the program is
included in that project. Phase II of the program would replace siding,
gutters and downspouts, windows, sliding glass doors, and so forth on the
buildings in the 'single student (500) side of the apartment complex. The
architect's preliminary estimate of. the cost of Phase II, together with a
construction contingency and an allowance for completing plans and specifi-
cations and for construction supervision, totals $3,047,374. At present,
approximately $1,200,000 can be identified in available funds. The funding is
comprised of $800,000 from the operating budget for the apartments, and
$400,000 in Repair and Replacement Reserve funds.
Approval is also granted to continue the services of FGM, Incor-
porated as architect for Phase II of the renovation program. FGM, Incorporated
was selected to develop the renovation program and to complete plans and
specifications for Phase I.
Rationale for Adoption
The Tower Lake Apartments were constructed in two stages, with what
is referred to as Family Housing (the 400 side) completed in 1969-70, with the
Single Student Housing development (the 500 side) constructed in 1973-74. Over
the years, minimal repair and renovation work was performed on the apartments.
In recent years, it has become apparent that substantial renovation and
rehabilitation work must be done in order to insure the continued viability of
the facilities which is essential to the University's financial ability to
honor the revenue bond covenants. To provide a professional evaluation of work
necessary to achieve this, the Board approved developing the renovation program
and undertakina part of the work recommended through the Student Residence
Facilities project. The firm of FGM, Incorporated was selected as the
architect to provide these services.
FGM Inc. concluded the evaluation and cost estimating for the
renovation program in fall 1993. The total estimated cost of the renovation
program (Phase I and II) is $4,270,961, exclusive of contingency or final
architectural services amounts. FGM and housing management officers reviewed
the elements of the recommended work and identified those which should
be
undertaken first. Elements of the program that address life safety
and
facility preservation issues were identified and included in Phase I as part
or
the Student Residence Facilities project. This work included: replacing all
residpntial building roofs on the 500 side and roofs on all but four buildings
on the 400 side of the complex; repairing and replacing all balconies on
the
500 side of the complex; replacing all smoke detectors and selected electrical
outlets, switches, and wiring; and installing a thermal expansion absorber
on
all water hpaters. Plans and specifications for that work were submitted tor
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approval by the Board at its November 11, 1993 meeting. The total budget,
!
including construction contingency and architectural fees, for Phase I is
I 51,205,351.
Phase II of the renovation program, proposed herein, continups to
address the facility preservation issue. The recommended work deals
exclusively with the 500 side of the apartment complex and would replace
siding, gutters and downspouts, soffit and facia covering, windows, and sliding
glass and aluminum doors, and provide related sealant and caulking on all 31
residential buildings. The architect's estimate of the cost of the work totals
5^,539,474. The proposed budget for Phase II includes that cost estimate
together with a construction contingency and an allowance for completing plans
and specifications and for construction supervision, each calculated at 10?' of
the cost of construction. The total budget identified is $3,047,374
Currently, only $1,200,000 can be identified as available funds to undertake
Phase II of the renovations.
University officers have presented the entire Phase II proposal to
illustrate the magnitude of the needs that must be addressed. It. is recom-
mended that the Board authorize undertaking the work identified for Phase II
with the understanding that the plans and specifications will be developed so
that the work can be bid and undertaken as funds become available. Currently
(
available funds would allow approximately 40% of Phase II to be undertaken
j
during this fiscal year. In subsequent fiscal years as additional funds arp
I
available, University officers would return for authoritv to proceed with
j
bidding and contracting additional parts of the Phase II renovations until thev
j
are complete.
|
Authority to continue the services of FGM, Incorporated as architect
for Phase II of the program is a logical and reasonable alternative for(providing such services. Under the Board's original authorization, the work
'I performed to date by FGM, Inc. has resulted in planning and specification
I services at approximately the 50% complete stage for the elements comprising
I the renovation program. To require a separate architect search for the Phas^
I II work would be counter to the original intent of developing the renovation
I program. The use of a different firm would not only delay the work but would
I add to the cost of the program by necessitating review of all of the work
.already performed by FGM, Inc. Given these considerations, continuation of the
ij services of FGM, Inc. is recommended for approval.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Continuation of the renovation program was specifically considered by
the Tower Lake Advisory Committee in its review and recommendation on Tower
Lake Rental Rates. That review recommended an increase in rental rates to
support continuation of the renovation program. That action was reviewed and
approved by the Student Senate, SIUE. This matter is recommended for adoption
by the Vice-President for Student Affairs and the President, SIUE.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) Continuation of the Tower Lake Housing renovation program by
undertaking Tower Lake Housing Renovations, Phase II, SIUE, be
and is hereby approved at an estimated budget of $3,047,374.
(2) The Board approves funding for the first stage of Tower Lake
Housing Renovations, Phase II, in the total amount of
$1,200,000, comprised of $800,000 from the operating budget of
Tower Lake Housing, and $400,000 from the Tower Lake Housing
Repair and Replacement Reserve. Future stages of the Phase II
renovations will be submitted for appropriate approvals, as
determined by this Board, with respect to source and amount of
funding, authorization to bid, and award of contracts.
(3) The Board approves continued retention of the firm of FGM, Inc.,
Belleville, Illinois, to provide architectural and engineering
services for the Tower Lake Housing Renovations, Phase II.
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action is necessary in the execution
of this resolution in accordance with established policies and
procedures.
PROPOSED USE OF REVENUE BOND FEE FUNDS FOR
EVERGREEN TERRACE, SIUC
Summary
This matter proposes the use of Revenue Bond Fee funds in the FY-94
budget for Evergreen Terrace in the amount of $91,000. Such funds are to be
reallocated from the FY-94 budget for University Housing.
Rationale for Adoption
Board policy (4 Policies of the Board B-13) permits the use of funds
from the Revenue Bond Fee in support of Evergreen Terrace Family Housing ". . .
in such sums as may be approved by the Board from time to time. . ." The last
such usage was $151,000 in FY-91.
Effective July 1, 1993, the application of payment rules in the
University's billing/receivables system were changed to provide that all
charges would be paid in date order, oldest first. Prior to that time, certain
charges, including family housing rent, were always paid first, regardless of
date. While there had been valid reasons for this practice, the result was a
confusion of cash payments and reversals. A charge in another area that
appeared to be paid one month would show up unpaid the next month.
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The change in the rules appears to have satisfied the recent audit
recommendation that charges once paid remain paid. One consequence of the
change has been a one-time delay in cash flow for Evergreen Terrace and a
greater share in bad debt expense. Since Evergreen Terrace funds are deposited
in a separate bank account, a negative cash balance cannot be covered from
other University funds. Currently accounts payable and deferred projects have
been used to maintain a positive balance.
The proposed use of $91,000 of Revenue Bond Fee funds is estimated to
cover the cash reduction resulting from the chanqe in rules. Consequently,
this same change in rules has benefitted cash flow in the residence hall
accounts. It is expected that the cash flow increase in the residence hall
accounts will roughly offset the cash flow decrease at Evergreen Terrace in the
amount requested here for reallocation.
Southern Hills Family Housing has experienced a similar loss
However, as a part of the funded debt entity, Southern Hills already
participates in the use of the Revenue Bond Fee funds.
Considerations Against Adoption
The funded debt operations of Housing and the Student Center have
first claim on the Revenue Bond Fee fund?.
Constituency Involvement
This matter has been shared with the student constituencies.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the allocation of Revenue Bond
Fee funds to Evergreen Terrace Family Housing be approved in the amount ^f
S91,000 for FY-94.
Mr. Kochan moved the reception of Reports of Purchase Orders and
Contracts, October, 1993, SIUC and SIUE; the ratification of Changes in
Faculty-Administrative Payroll, SIUC, as revised, and SIUE; and the approval of
the Minutes of the Meeting held November 11, 1993; Project Approval and
.
Retention of Architect: Tower Lake Housing Renovations, Phase II, SIUE; and
!
Proposed Use of Revenue Bond Fee Funds for Evergreen Terrace, SIUC. The motion
i was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was
indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A. Kochan. The motion carried by
j
the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R.
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Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T.
Wilkins, Jr. ; nay, none.
The Chair stated that in every organization there comes a time in the
growth and development of that organization that the leadership passes from one
to another. He continued that those who have been a party to SIU and to SIU at
Edwardsville know that this is a particularly important moment for Southern
Illinois University and particularly for Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville. He explained that Earl Lazerson has proffered his resignation
from the position of President; a position which he has held for a great many
years with great success and with real service to the University and to this
community.
The Chair presented the following matter:
RESIGNATION OF THE PRESIDENT, SIUE
Summary
Earl E. Lazerson has proffered his resignation from the position of
President, SIUE, effective December 31, 1993. He has requested a Professional
Development Leave for the period 1/1/94 to 12/31/94 and to serve as Professor
of Mathematics at SIUE from 1/1/95 to 12/31/95. This matter responds to those
requests.
Rationale for Adoption
Dr. Lazerson holds tenure as a professor in the Department of
Mathematics, Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville. Upon his departure
from the position of President, it is reasonable and proper to grant a
Professional Development Leave during which Dr. Lazerson may prepare to resume
faculty duties.
Constituency Involvement
Pursuant to Board Policy, the concerned constituency will be
primarily responsible for establishing the terms upon which Dr. Lazerson will
take up his faculty duties.
December 9, 1993
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Considerations Against Adoption
pen
Depa
od of n«l I could be immediately reassigned to the faculty without aof preparation. To do so would be a disservice to Dr. Lazerson thertment of Mathematics, and to his prospective students
person,
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern niinnicUniversity in regular meeting assembled, That:
Illino s
(1) Jhe proffered resignation of Earl E. Lazerson as President,SIUE, is hereby accepted effective December 31, 1993;
(2) Dr Lazerson is hereby awarded the titles of President Emeritus
and Distinguished Service Professor effective 1/1/94;
(3)
?«: f
Lazerson }\^eby placed on Professional Development Leavefor the period 1/1/94 to 12/31/94;
(4) During the time of such leave, Dr. Lazerson will receive his
current salary but no housing allowance. He will be provided
Viuc ,t
U
l
e
,°J
aP 0ffice in the current Chancellor's Office atSIUE, the half-time use of the secretary in that office, a homebusiness telephone, and reimbursement of travel and other
exceedl5 OOO^
5^ ^^ t0 University activities, not to
(5) For the period 1/1/95 to 12/31/95, Dr. Lazerson will serve asProfessor of Mathematics at SIUE at a salary commensurate withhis academic qualifications and with the salary level of the
po?ic
S
-°Ind
With1P
^^ C ° llege 3t SIUE ' accordin 9 t0 Board
(6) That no later than December 31, 1995, Dr. Lazerson will retirefrom paid University service.
Mr. Rowe moved approval of the resolution. The motion was duly
seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as
tallows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A. Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by
be following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R.
Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl , A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T.
I kins, Jr. ; nay, none.
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The Chair asked the Board to consider a current and pending matter,
Recognition of Earl Lazerson. Mrs. D'Esposito moved that the Board consider
the matter. The motion was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair
declared the motion to have passed unanimously.
Recognition of
EARL LAZERSON
Resolution
WHEREAS, Earl Lazerson, President of Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, has elected to take well-deserved retirement after a quarter
century of outstanding service to the institution, including 14 years of active
and effective leadership as chief executive officer;
WHEREAS, Dr. Lazerson, in all his various capacities, from Professor
of Mathematics, to Chair of his department, to Dean of the School of Science
and Technology, to Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost, to
President, maintained an unswerving commitment to academic excellence and an
increasingly visible dedication to the social responsibilities of the
University;
WHEREAS, Dr. Lazerson not only presided over the educational
enhancement of the University, but also directed its physical development to
meet the expanding needs of the University community, consistently influencing
the esthetic as well as the functional aspects of new construction;
WHEREAS, Dr. Lazerson developed and demonstrated a mastery of
administrative and budgetary matters which permitted him to guide the
University wisely and successfully through rare periods of normal activity and
frequent seasons of stress and fiscal constraints;
WHEREAS, Dr. Lazerson is widely recognized for leading the University
in the educational, economic, and cultural development of the area and
particularly in asserting SIUE's commitment to the concerns of minorities and
the underprivileged; and
WHEREAS, Numerous and prestigious awards and honors received by
Dr. Lazerson during his tenure at SIUE reflect great distinction upon the
University;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees in regular
meeting assembled, That the Board expresses its profound gratitude and
appreciation to Earl Lazerson for his many years of distinguished anc
invaluable services and contributions to Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, to its constituents, and students; and
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the members of this Board, individually
and as a group, offer Earl Lazerson their best wishes for happiness and success
in all his endeavors in the years ahead and their sincere hope that those years
be productive and fulfilling.
Mr. Rowe moved approval of the resolution. The motion was duly
seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as
|
follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A. Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by
the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R.
Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T.
Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
Mr. VanMeter presented President Lazerson with the resolution.
President Lazerson made the following remarks:
I think that what I'm going to do this morning is to take just a few
j
minutes to thank all of those who have contributed so much to the growth and
i development of this institution. First and foremost to the members of the
j
Board of Trustees. Without your support and commitment nothing could have been
|
done. With your support and commitment much was possible and much was
'achieved. To the Chancellor, Jim Brown, and his staff for consistent support
j Jim, you ve been a good friend and your people have been very helpful in movinq
i the University forward. I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the support
and confidence that had been placed in the institution by earlier membprs ofthis Board and by earlier holders of the Chancellorship. I'm thinking
specifically now of Buzz Shaw. In terms of the state apparatus, it was my goodfortune and the University's good fortune to have at the leadership of thejlllinois Board of Higher Education, Bill Browder, who took a great interest in
! this University as has Art Quern. In terms of their executive directorship,|Jim t-urman and Dick Wagner have been good friends of the University I have
;been privileged to have worked with two outstanding federal legislators fromjlllinois, Senator Paul Simon and Senator Alan Dixon. And three outstandinq
Representatives
:
Congressman Mel Price, Congressman Costello, and more(recently Congressman Durbin. There have been members of the General Assembly
;most notably, of course, Senator Sam Vadalabene who has driven unceasingly to[improve this institution and to lend aid and comfort. I have again beenfortunate to have worked with two governors who have taken a particularinterest in Southern Illinois University at Edawrdsville: Governor Thompson
and Governor Edgar. Closer to home, I have had the benefit of a staff, whichin my view, has been without compare in terms of the work that they have
rendered the University. First, I would point to Wilma Jene Bond. Chuck Mecum
jjho turns out more paper than I care to contemplate. Bill Gardner, Vernita
I llanpe ' .L ? sa Kusmanoff, Peggy Kohler. All have rendered wonderful suDport tothe President's Office. It has been my privilege to work with the bestJmversity administrator I've ever met, Dave Werner. And other Vice-
residents, Connie Rockingham and Jim Buck. And a dear and much lampnted
•
nend who has passed, Earl Beard, who rendered enormous service to this
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University. To the faculty, the staff, the students at SIUE, you have been of
constant interest to me 'in terms of our interactions. I think that your
representation in terms of the constituency heads has been remarkable over the
years. You have worked to the betterment of the institution and one can ask no
more than that. Every president that I have worked with of the faculty, staff,
and student senates has made a large contribution to the welfare of the
institution. I think that this is an exemplary record. I don't know if my
wife is in the audience. Ann, please stand up. Mr. VanMeter mentioned that
transition is important in the life of the University and indeed it is. It
seems to me that collectively we have much to be proud of with regard to SIU
and to SIUE. I would like to extend my best wishes first to the Board and then
to everyone in this room for the future and most particularly, I extend my best
wishes for success to our new incoming president. Ladies and gentlemen this
has been a marvelous experience for me. It has stretched me as a human being
and you can ask for nothing more than that. I would remind you that I was a
facultv member before I became president and that the future beckons with
interesting things to do and to accomplish. But I have arrived at a point in
my life where I want to do other things; things that bear some interests as far
as the end game is concerned. I will be busying myself with those things. I
wish you well. Thank you very much.
Mr. VanMeter stated that Earl Lazerson is a hard act to follow and
anything that he would have to say after the most eloquent and honest words
that President Lazerson had just stated would be anticl imatic. He said that he
was speaking for the entire Board when he says that Earl Lazerson has brought
many things to the University and to the community, but above all else is that
he has brought a sense of vision as to what he wanted to see the University be
and motivated all of us to be for the University, and in that he has been most
successful
.
Mr. Norwood commented that with all the accomplishments President
Lazerson has brought to the University he's also brought with him diversity,
which is important. He continued that President Lazerson has instilled that
throughout the University and it's something that is easier to talk about than
do. He said that President Lazerson has done it and it is appreciated.
Chancellor Brown reported that more than a year ago Earl Lazerson had
written to him on the topic of his possible resignation and in January he
indicated his intention to resign. Dr. Brown stated that at that time the
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policies of the Board were examined with regard to the selection of a
President. He reported that a selection committee should be appointed; it
should perform its function and recommend to the Chancellor a slate of
finalists. He continued that from that slate of finalists the Chancellor
should recommend to the Board a new president to take over the responsibility.
Dr. Brown read the voting membership of the Committee: Shirley Burris, John
Fruit, Helen Gruber, Jesse Harris, Ellen More, Marsha Puro, Michael Shelton-
Montez, and Dickie Spurgeon. He explained that this Committee was chaired by
John Meisel, a non-voting member, who had to work nine times harder than the
others to keep up with them. He stated that the Committee members had devoted
nany hours to advertising, processing applications, reviewing dossiers,
interviewing by telephone and by airport visit, and finally, in person; and
:hey brought 'our candidates to the campus to introduce to the University
ommunity. He explained that from those four candidates, they recommended
hree candidates and then the Chancellor's Office performed its own review and
xamination of those three candidates. He continued that we have come to the
onclusion that I should recommend to the Board that Dr. Nancy Belck be
ppointed President of SIUE. He asked the Board to consider a current and
ending matter to name Dr. Belck as President.
Mr. Rowe moved that the Board consider a current and pending matter,
ne motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion
is indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A. Kochan; nay, none. The
lion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly
Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl , A. D. VanMeter,
., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The following matter was presented:
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APPOINTMENT OF THE PRESIDENT OF
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, upon the recommendation of the
Chancellor, Nancy G. Belck be and is hereby appointed President of Southernj
Illinois University at Edwardsville, effective January 1, 1994, to serve at the)
pleasure of the Chancellor and of a majority of the total Board membership.!
Salary shall be paid at the rate of $109,500 per year. In addition, she will!
receive a housing allowance of $18,000 per year and the use of a University!
vehicle.
Mr. Adams moved approval of the resolution. The motion was duly
seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as
follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark A. Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by
the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R.
Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T.
Wi 1 kins , Jr.; nay, none.
Dr. Brown introduced Dr. Nancy Belck, President, Southern Illinois
University at Edwardsville.
Dr. Belck made the following remarks:
First of all, I'm very honored to have been selected. I want to
thank the Board, the Chair, Mr. VanMeter, and all of the members of the Board.
I want to compliment the Board, Chancellor Brown and his staff, and the search)
committee on a very thorough process. I think you should know the match you're
getting because you've all done your homework. I'm pleased to have had such a
thorough opportunity to learn about Southern Illinois University, • the Board,
the System, and the Edwardsville campus. In reading about the Lazerson years,
the tribute is lovely. I do have a real challenge, but I'm fortunate to havej
the strength that you brought to this institution. I particularly want to
comment on the strong budget that I will be inheriting. The response to PQP,
the fine physical plant, and I could mention other strengths of the University
that you well know, but those stand out in my mind. I do have a lot to learn.
I've been on the campus less than two days. I've read everything that has beenj
sent to me and I've had a lot of good input and briefing. But my first few
weeks and months are going to be learning, listening, hearing what the Univer-j
sity community wants, what the Edwardsville and surrounding area wants, and onj
into the East St. Louis Center and to serve the greater metropolitan area. I
1
look forward to meeting as many different audiences as I can and learning about
your University and where we want to take it. Articulation agreements are
clearly the wave of the future and I've already had some very positive
discussions with President Guyon at Carbondale and the personnel of the East
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St Louis Center, some of the area colleges to see how we can better
collaborate and move forward. I'll also be talking with the faculty, staff,
and students about some of the challenges' we are facing on campus. 'm very
CS?!
"O have been selected. Again, I want to thank Mr. VanMeter, the Board
members Chancellor Brown, your staff, the Committee. John Meisel has been a
'
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a11 of th* members of the committee and
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hat isitea y campus. And again, President Lazerson, I look forward to
J
tapping you to help brief me. Thank you.
J' u
The Chair announced that there will be a news conference in the
I
International Room; that the news conference will be divided into two parts.
He explained that the first part will deal with today's agenda and the second
part will be with the new President.
.Mr. Brewster moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was
duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have
passed.
The meeting adjourned at 10:45 a.m.
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
FEBRUARY 10, 1994
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, February 10, 1994, at 10:40 a.m. in
Ballroom "D" of the Student Center, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
Carbondale, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being present, the
meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board were present:
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Mark Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following member was absent:
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University
Nancy Belck, President, SIUE
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. Richard
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE : Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connectior
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of the
Board of Trustees.
The Chair introduced Dr. Jim Leming representing the SIUC Graduate
Council. He also welcomed Dr. Nancy Belck, President, SIUE.
The Chair stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board oi
Trustees had had breakfast with Dr. Richard Barry, at 7:45 a.m. in the Wabash
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Room of the Student Center. He stated that Dr. Barry's comments were most
informative about the work that is being done by the Medical School. He
commented that the Board was extremely proud of the work being done in that
area.
The Chair announced that the first order of business was the annual
election of officers, Executive Committee, and Board representatives, and
annual appointments by the Chair. He explained that the annual election was
mandated by the Bylaws of the Board and that a Chair, Vice-Chair, and Secretary
would be elected by secret ballot from its own membership and by a majority
vote of those voting members present. He stated that the Student Trustees were
invited to cast an advisory vote.
The Chair recognized Mr. Rov/e who nominated A. D. VanMeter, Jr. as
Chair of the Board of Trustees and moved that the nominations be closed. The
motion was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion
to have passed. By secret written ballot, Mr. VanMeter was re-elected Chair.
The Chair recognized Dr. Wilkins who nominated Molly D'Esposito as
Vice-Chair of the Board of Trustees and moved that the nominations be closed.
The motion was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the
motion to have passed. By secret written ballot, Mrs. D'Esposito was
re-elected Vice-Chair.
The Chair recognized Mr. Rowe who nominated George T. Wilkins, Jr. as
Secretary of the Board of Trustees and moved that the nominations be closed.
he motion was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the
notion to have passed. By secret written ballot, Dr. Wilkins was re-elected
Secretary.
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The Chair stated that the Bylaws provide that the Chair serves as one
member of the Executive Committee. He stated that at present Mr. Rowe and
Dr. Wilkins are serving as members of the Executive Committee.
The Chair recognized Mr. Norwood who nominated Harris Rowe and
George T. Wilkins, Jr. as members of the Executive Committee of the Board of
Trustees. The motion was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair
declared that Harris Rowe and George T. Wilkins, Jr. had been re-elected to
serve with A. D. VanMeter, Jr. as members of the Executive Committee.
The Chair stated that Mr. Norwood is serving as the Board's repre-
sentative to the State Universities Retirement System. Dr. Wilkins nominated
Mr. Norwood and moved that the nominations be closed. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared that Mr. Norwood had been
re-elected as this Board's representative to the State Universities Retirement
System.
The Chair stated that Mr. Brewster is serving as the Board's repre-
sentative to the State Universities Civil Service System. Mr. Rowe nominated
Mr. Brewster. Mr. Norwood moved that the nominations be closed. The motion
was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared that Mr. Brewster
had been re-elected as this Board's representative.
The Chair made the following appointments:
ACADEMIC MATTERS COMMITTEE
William R. Norwood, Chai
r
Mark Kochan
A. D. VanMeter, Jr.
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN COMMITTEE
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Chair
Nick Adams
Harris Rowe
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Molly D'Esposito, Chair
John Brewster
Celeste M. Stiehl
February 10, 1994
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B0ARD0F DIRECTORS, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
John Brewster "
Molly D'Esposito, Alternate
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SOUTHERN ILLI NOIS UNIVERSITY AT
bUWARDSVILLE FOUNDATION
~
Celeste M. Stiehl
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Alternate
JOINT TRUSTEE S COMMITTEE FOR SPRINGFIELD MEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
George T. Wi Ikins, Jr. ~
A. D. VanMeter, Jr.
Harris Rowe, Alternate
ILLINOIS BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
A. u. Vantfeter, Jr. (ex-officio)
Molly D'Esposito, Alternate
r?
A
.
R
„
P0F
.
TRU
.
STEE$< THE ASSQCT ATION OF ALUMNI, FORMER STUDE NTS AND
t-KIhMS OF SOUIHLRN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, INCORPORATED
Willi am R. Norwood —
John Brewster, Alternate
Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Brewster reported that he had attended the
meeting of the Merit Board of the State Universities Civil Service System on
January 12 in Champaign. He stated that this was their organizational meeting
and that he had been elected Vice-Chairman. He noted that there had been one
demotion at the University of Illinois, four discharges from the University of
Mlinois, and one discharge from Sangamon State. He stated that the Merit
k>ard had heard various reports from the committees and approved payment of
legal services and other general ministerial actions. He announced that the
ioard had denied a petition for reconsideration filed by Illinois State
Iniversity on a previous employee whose discharge had been denied and who had
>een reinstated. He stated that the next meeting of the Merit Board will be on
Hay 13 in Champaign.
Under Committee Reports, Mr. Rowe, in Mrs. D'Esposito's absence, had
haired the Finance Committee. He stated that the Committee had met this
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morning at approximately 9:00 a.m. in Ballroom "D" of the Student Center. He
gave the following report:
The Committee heard a number of notice items. We first heard the
report of the Summary of the IBHE Operating Budget Recommendations for Fiscal
Year 1995. Dr. Belck provided five notice items for Edwardsville: H, Notice
of Proposed Increase: Tower Lake Apartment Rental Rates, SIUE [Amendment to 4
Policies of the Board C-12]; I, Notice of Proposed Charges: Establishment of
Room and Board Rates, Student Residence Hall, SIUE; J, Notice of Proposed
Increase: Campus Housing Activity Fee, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the
Board C-9]; K, Notice of Proposed Increase: Textbook Rental Fee, SIUE
[Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board C-5; and L, Notice of Proposed Increase:
Athletic Fee, SIUE 1 Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board C-5]. Under our rules
these matters carry over until next month. Dr. Guyon had one notice item, M,
Notice of Proposed Increase: Residence Hall Rates and Apartment Rentals, SIUC
[Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board B-15], which will also be held over.
Dr. Guyon also had two items for discussion: fiscal support for intercol-
legiate athletics and the student mass transit system. Mr. Wilson gave a
financial report for SIU. The PQP matter was discussed jointly with the
Academic Matters Committee.
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
the following report:
The Committee recommends that the following matters be placed on the
omnibus motion: Q, Award of Contracts: Renovation of Tower Lake Apartments,
SIUE; R, Revised Project Approval, Approval of Plans and Specifications, and
Award of Contracts: Trueblood Hall Renovations, SIUC; S, Project Approval and
Selection of Architect: Woody Hall Remodeling, SIUC; T, Project Approval and
Selection of Architect: Lentz Hall Renovations, SIUC; U, Project Approvals and
Selection of Architects: FY 1994 Capital Projects, School of Medicine, SIUC;
V, Project Approval and Selection of Architect: Springfield Combined
Laboratory Addition, Springfield Medical Campus, SIUC; and W, Project Approval
and Selection of Architect: Student Center Remodeling, SIUC. We heard a
report on the Americans with Disabilities Act guidelines which Congress passed
in 1990. Right now it looks as if it will cost $29 million to bring State-
funded buildings into compliance and that doesn't include our debt-funded
buildings that we are responsible for.
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the!
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
gave the following report:
We had one item, P, Abolition of the Master of Arts Degrees and Twc
Concentrations in the Rehabilitation Institute, College of Education, SIUC.
which we recommend for inclusion on the omnibus motion. We had a PQP update,
The last item was an information report on intercollegiate athletics from
February 10, 1994 ...
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Under Executive Officer Reports, Dr. Belck brought the Board up to
date or what has been happening during her first six weeks. She announced that
she had appointed Brian Donnelly, Acting Vice-President for Administration.
She continued that Mr. Donnelly remains as the Executive Director of University
Park. She gave the Board an update on the Olympic Festival that is coming in
July. She stated that construction on the stadium is on schedule and it is
expected to be completed in April. She reported that there is a group working
on campus to maximize the impact of the festival on how we can best use it to
market our campus. She announced that Emerson Electric will be sponsoring the
track and field games and that Illinois Power will be sponsoring the wrestling
competition.
President Guyon introduced the following three individuals named to
Deanships at SIUC: Dr. Jack Parker, College of Science; Dr. James McGuire,
College of Agriculture; and Dr. Joe Foote, College of Mass Communi cations and
Media Arts. He pointed out that at a recent international festival of
(Radio-Television students from Dean Foote's college had received 8 of the 13
jmajor awards given. President Guyon reported that Dr. Arthur Quern, Chairman
of the Illinois Board of Higher Education, had visited SIUC one day last week.
He stated that they appreciated Dr. Quern taking the time to visit SIUC.
Chancellor Brown presented the following matter:
SUMMARY OF THE IBHE OPERATING BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1995
"
—
npaHnn
The "-]1no1s Board of Higher Education, at its January 11, 1994
a'ofTo'/sSmininnVT- h" 5 °Perations * nd 9™ts budget recommen-
Wh 1 J l 11' mi1 l 10n \°l higher Nation. This is an increase of $107.1ion or 5.4% over Fiscal Year 1994 appropriations. Of this increase $59 6nillion is recommended for universities, an increase of 4.2% over the current
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year original appropriations. Built into these recommendations is a general!
tuition increase of 3%. Attached as Table I is a summary of the recommended!
increases for all components of higher education. (Since the funding level of
the Universities Retirement System is determined by Public Act 86-0273, recom-|
mendations pertaining to retirement are excluded from regular operations and!
grants recommendations for higher education and are dealt with separately.!
FY-94 appropriations and FY-95 funding recommendations are shown on Table I as]
$101.5 million and $237.9 million respectively.)
In past years, the IBHE structured their allocation recommendationsj
so as to reflect adjustments to the current year base and then allocate;
resources on the basis of incremental increases and institutional supportj
funds. For FY 1995, base adjustments are eliminated and either negative od
positive adjustments are made in the institutional support category. Alsd
falling into this category for FY 1995 are incremental increases. The seconci
category of funds are channeled into what are now referred to as statewid*
initiatives. Consequently, Table II and Table III will be structured so as t(
reflect current year funding to which will be added statewide initiative?
funding and institutional support funding, followed by the total FY 199
recommended funding levels.
STATEWIDE INITIATIVES
The IBHE budget recommendations include incremental funding for threi
initiatives identified by public universities and the Board of Higher Educatioi
as high statewide priorities: improving the quality of undergraduate education
($2 million), improving minority student achievement ($2 million), an
enhancing access to education through new technologies ($2 million)
Incentives for results achieved in the Board of Higher Education's Priorities
Quality, and Productivity (PQP) initiative also are recommended for seve
campuses ($2 million).
Of these $8 million, SIU received $370,000 for Improvement of Under
graduate Education, $330,000 for Minority Educational Achievement Initiatives
$350,000 for Technology Initiatives, and $200,000 for PQP initiatives.
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT
Institutional support increases and adjustments were recommended i
the following areas by the IBHE: salary increases; operation and maintenanc
of buildings, tuition waiver adjustments, financial guidelines adjustments
tuition related adjustments, and other adjustments.
Salary Increases . The quality of educational services offered t
public universities depends on the qualifications and commitment of faculty ar
staff. Competitive salaries are essential to attract and retain the highes
caliber of staff necessary to offer quality educational programs. According 1
the latest data, fiscal year 1993 average faculty salaries at Illinois pubr
universities were 6% below the median salaries at similar institutions in othe
states. Improving faculty and staff salaries continues to be an institutions
and statewide priority.
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The fiscal year 1995 recommendations include $36.5 million for
average salary increases of 3.5% at public universities. To reflect savings
from staff turnover and vacant positions, salary increases were calculated on
95% of the personal services base. It is expected that public universities
will supplement the salary increments included in these recommendations with
productivity savings generated and retained on the individual campuses in order
to increase salary competitiveness.
Operation and Maintenance of Buildings
. The fiscal year 1995 recom-
mendations include $1.8 million'for the cost of operating and maintaining new
buldings at Northern Illinois University ($511,300), Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale ($276,800), and the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign ($956,900). These amounts are based on the type and use of the new
|
space and the length of time the new facility will be open in fiscal year 1995.
J
.
Tuition Waiver Adjustments
. In December, 1988, the Board of Higher
[Education adopted a policy that limits the amount of undergraduate tuition
|
waived by public universities to 3% of potential undergraduate tuition revenue.
1 Statutory waivers and waivers for civil service staff are excluded from the
|
limitation. The budget recommendations include $780,300 in negative base
adjustments at four university campuses at which tuition waivers exceed 3%.
These adjustments ensure that state general funds do not subsidizp tuition
waivers above the limit established by Board policy. The recommendations also
include positive adjustments of $635,700 to restore resources to the two insti-
tutions that have reduced the value of waivers in excess of 3% in accordance
with Board policy. SIUC is recommended for a negative adjustment of $158,000.
Financial Guidelines Adjustments
. Base adjustments are recommended
to reflect cost and salary increases and the expansion or contraction of
certain self-supporting university programs. These activities have been
[included in the appropriations process since fiscal year 1980 in order to
I
implement the Financial Guidelines of the Legislative Audit Commission.
[Revenues from these activities are deposited in the Universities Income Fund|and expenditures are made from appropriations approved by the General Assembly
jand the Governor. Financial guideline adjustments for fiscal year 1995 result
|ti a net addition of $12,800. SIUC is recommended for a positive adjustment of
1 $70, 200.
Tuition Related Adjustments
. Adjustments are recommended at four
campuses where, due to projected enrollment decreases, the amount of tuition
revenue is projected to decrease. Absent these adjustments, state general
funds would be required to compensate for the decrease in tuition revenue.
SIUC is recommended for a negative adjustment of $2,078,200.
The recommendation for Chicago State University includes an
adjustment to recognize increased tuition revenue from university enrollment
increases, a significant portion of which is being transferred from locally
held funds to the University Income Funds. The University of Illinois Board of
Trustees has adopted tuition rates for fiscal year 1995 that exceed the rates
included in these recommendations. Base adjustments are recommended at each
campus to retain tuition increase revenue in excess of the 3% tuition increase
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included in these recommendations. [The increase approved by the University of
Illinois Board of Trustees was a general 5.5% increase for graduate and under-;
graduate tuition as well as phasing out the $250 differential between lower and!
upper division. Significant increases were also approved for the various:
professional schools at the U of I.] An adjustment also is recommended for the:
University of Illinois to transfer the requirements for student financial aid,
above the recommended 2% tuition increase to the Illinois Student Assistance,
Commission. [The amount transferred is equal to 28% of the undergraduate,
increase above the 3% level which equals $1,891,000.] These recommendations;
also include base adjustments for fiscal year 1994 Universities Income Fund
supplemental appropriations pending before the Illinois General Assembly. For!
SIU the amount of the pending supplemental appropriation is $2,625,000.
Other Adjustments . Adjustments also are recommended to reallocate!
resources among the Board of Governors universities based on use of the!
Cooperative Computer Center and Educational Computing Network and to account!
for expenditure increases in cost-recovery military programs offered by!
Southern Illinois University, $184,800. The recommendation for Southern}
Illinois University also includes the reversal of a fiscal year 1994 adjustment!
for expenditures at the Edwardsville campus due to the conversion from a|
quarter to a semester academic calendar system, a negative adjustment of
$359,500. SIUC is also recommended for a positive adjustment of $200,000 tq
assist the University in its efforts to restructure the College of Technical!
Careers and enhance the university's rural health initiative. The recommen-|
dations also include funds for the University of Illinois at Chicago's urbar
health initiative. The Board's fiscal year 1995 recommendations include
additional support for public affairs initiatives at Sangamon State Umversit}
as well as the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign cooperative library
project. Eastern Illinois University is recommended for a negative carryover
adjustment.
SUMMARY TABLES
The attached Table II summarizes the IBHE Fiscal Year 1995 operating
budget recommendations for each university system; Table III summarizes thes
recommendations for SIUC, SIUE, and Office of the Chancellor.
CONCLUSIONS
The budget being recommended by the Illinois Board of Highe
Education is by no means a reflection of the needs of the University or highej
education in Illinois. Furthermore, given the economy of the State o
Illinois, it is an ambitious recommendation. Any reduction in these recomrnenj
dations would negatively impact public higher education in the state which 11
already in dire straits.
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Chancellor Brown reviewed the course followed by a budget
recommendation. He explained that at the end of the process the result will
not necessarily resemble the IBHE budget recommendation or our request. He
cautioned that a budget recommendation was only a recommendation; that there is
not necessarily a grain of final reality in it.
Chancellor Brown stated that this was the first meeting ten days
following his recommendation to the Board on the Application for Appeal of
Gerald Eugene Thomas, SIUE. He stated that he had recommended that this
application for appeal be granted and the matter be considered by the Board,
which implies neither agreement nor disagreement with either party's position,
but instead is an indication that the Chancellor views the matter as
appropriate for consideration by the full Board. He continued that on the
other hand, he had also recommended that the substantive appeal itself be
denied.
The Chair stated that the matter now before the Board is a question
of whether to grant or deny the Application for Appeal of Gerald Eugene Thomas,
SIUE. He continued that the Bylaws provide that the granting of the appli-
cation shall be by majority vote. He explained that if the application is
denied, the administrative action which is the subject of the grievance shall
stand. He stated that if the application is granted then the substantive
appeal will be considered. He said that a motion to grant the application may
include a motion to dispose of the substantive issue also.
Mr. Rowe stated that in accordance with the Chancellor's recommen-
dation, he moved that the application of Gerald Eugene Thomas be granted, but
he consequently moved that the underlying substantive appeal be denied. The
motion was duly seconded, and after a voice vote the motion was passed.
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The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion.
Mr. Norwood moved the agenda which included the following: reception of
Reports of Purchase Orders and Contracts, November and December, 1993, SIUC and
SIUE; the ratification of Changes in Faculty-Administrative Payroll, SIUC, as
revised, and SIUE; and the approval of Minutes of the meetings held
November 23, 1993, and December 9, 1993; Abolition of the Master of Arts
Degrees and Two Concentrations in the Rehabilitation Institute, College of
Education, SIUC; Award of Contracts: Renovation of Tower Lake Apartments,
5IUE; Revised Project Approval, Approval of Plans and Specifications, and Award
W Contracts: Trueblood Hall Renovations, SIUC; Project Approval and Selection
W Architect: Woody Hall Remodeling, SIUC; Project Approval and Selection of
Architect: Lentz Hall Renovations, SIUC; Project Approvals and Selection of
Architects: FY 1994 Capital Projects, School of Medicine, SIUC; Project
approval and Selection of Architect: Springfield Combined Laboratory Addition,
ipringfield Medical Campus, SIUC; and Project Approval and Selection of
rchitect: Student Center Remodeling, SIUC. The motion was duly seconded,
tudent Trustee opinion in regard to this motion was indicated as follows:
ye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan. The motion carried by the following recorded
ote: Aye, John Brewster, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl,
.
D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The following matters were thereby approved:
REPORTS OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS,
NuvtrcbbK AND DECEMBER, 1993, S IUC AND SIU E
_»..
In acc °rdance with I" Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C2T? ° fK PUrCihnanS,e °rderS "Contracts awarded during the montFs of
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ABOLITION OF THE MASTER OF ARTS DEGREES AND TWO
CONCENTRATIONS IN THE REHABILITATION INSTITUTE;
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, SlUC
Summary
This matter proposes Abolition of the Master of Arts Degrees in
Rehabilitation Administration and Services, Rehabilitation Counseling and
Behavior Analysis; and abolition of the Rehabilitation Adjustment Concentration
within the Rehabilitation Administration and Services Major and the Alcohol
Specialist Concentration within the Rehabilitation Counseling Major, College of
Education, Rehabilitation Institute, SIUC.
Rationale for Adoption
The Master of Arts degrees are seldom chosen by students and are not
particularly professionally advantageous for graduates. The concentrations are
no longer utilized professionally as separate areas of study and are no longer
professionally viable. No cost saving will be realized, and no tenured faculty
member will be released as a result of the abolition.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This action is supported by the faculty of the Rehabilitation
Institute, the Dean of the College of Education, the Dean of the Graduate
School, the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Provost, and the President,
SIUC.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the aforementioned Master of Arts
Degrees and the aforementioned concentrations be and are hereby abolished; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University is authorized to take those actions necessary to implement these
abolitions without further action by this Board.
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Abolition of the Master of Arts Degrees and Two
Concentrations in the Rehabilitation Institute,
College of Education, SIUC.
I. Program Inventory Data
A. Current
CIPS MAJOR CONCENTRATION DEGREE UNIT
51.2399 Rehabilitation Admin-
istration and Services
Rehabilitation
Adjustment
M.A.
M.S.
College of
Education
51.2310 Rehabilitation
Counseling
Alcohol
Specialist
M.A.
M.S.
College of
Education
51.2399A Behavior Analysis and
Therapy
M.A.
M.S.
College of
Education
B. Proposed
CIPS MAJOR CONCENTRATION DEGREE UNIT
51.2399 Rehabilitation Admin-
istration and Services
M.S. College of
Education
51.2310 Rehabilitation
Counseling
M.S. College of
Education
51.2399A Behavior Analysis and
Therapy
M.S. College of
Education
II. Reason for proposed action.
The above-referenced concentrations are no longer utilized profes-
sionally as separate areas of study and are no longer professionally
viable. Abolition of these concentrations has been recommended and
supported by the faculty and administration of the department.
The Master of Arts Degree is seldom opted by the students and is not
particularly professionally advantageous for graduates. Abolition of
the Master of Arts degree in all the above-referenced majors has been
recommended and supported by the faculty and administration of the
department.
III. Anticipated budgetary effects.
No budgetary effects are anticipated.
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IV. Arrangements.
Affected faculty, staff, and students
Faculty currently working with these degree students will continue to
teach and supervise as previously done. Faculty and staff involved with
the program are also involved in other master's and doctoral programming
in the Department. Students already in the program will be permitted to
complete the degree program.
Affected equipment/physical facilities
Neither physical facilities nor equipment will be affected by the
proposed abolitions.
V. Other relevant information.
None.
VI. Catalog copy to be deleted.
Attached.
VII. Requested effective date of implementation.
Fall 1994.
Rehabilitation Institute
In response to pressing human and social needs, the applied field of
rehabilitation has solidly entrenched itself as a professional discipline.
Multidisciplinary courses of study have been drawn together from the
behavioral, social, and medical sciences appropriate to the development ot
competent practitioners, supervisors, and programmers in rehabilitation and
welfare agencies. The overall program is left purposely broad and flexible
to
permit the inclusion of training innovations and emerging career patterns.
The Rehabilitation Institute offers graduate programs leading to the.
Doctor of Rehabilitation degree and to a Master of Science degree with majors
in behavior analysis and therapy, rehabilitation administration and services,
and rehabilitation counseling.
The Master's Degree Program
The master's degree programs in rehabilitation administration and
services and behavior analysis and therapy are 45 semester hour programs
and
rehabilitation counseling is 48 semester hours. Candidates have the option o<
a research paper or a thesis. Candidates concentrating primarily on
prepa-
ration for entry into the helping profession ordinarily opt to complete
.
research paper in their area of concentration. The thesis option typical I.
requires a thesis of an experimental nature, a survey, or other form
oj
research in which empirical data are collected and analyzed. Candidates must
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|
demonstrate their skills in formulating researchable questions or hypotheses,
!
in identifying and/or manipulating relevant variables, and in the analysis and
|
reporting of the results.
I Behavior Analysis and Therapy
The Behavior Analysis and Therapy program is devoted to the
empirically-based development and application of learning principles to a wide
variety of human needs. Training is offered in behavioral practice, research,
and theory as it applies to problems such as child abuse and neglect,
;
developmental disabilities, chronic medical conditions, and traumatic head
|
injury.
: Degree Requirements
In fulfilling the 45 semester hour requirement, the student must
t complete the required courses or their equivalent, at least two elective
[courses from those listed below, at least one 3-hour practicum, an internship,
:
and either a research paper or thesis.
Required Courses
REHB 503 - Basic Behavior Analysis
REHB 508 - Complex Behavior Analysis
REHB 509A - Scientific Methods: Single-Subject Designs
REHB 509B - Scientific Methods: Group Designs
REHB 512 - Legal and Ethical Issues in Behavior Analysis
REHB 535 - Behavioral Observation Methods
REHB 574 - Staff Training and Development
REHB 594B - Practicum in Behavior Analysis and Therapy
Elective Courses
REHB 515 - Behavioral Applications to Medical Problems
REHB 543 - Child Behavior
REHB 545 - Behavior Analysis in Developmental Disabilities
REHB 553 - Learning Therapies for Special Populations
REHB 557A - Self-Regulation of Behavior: Self-Control
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REHB 557B - Self-Regulation of Behavior: Biofeedback
REHB 563 - Behavioral Analysis: Community Applications
REHB 564 - School -Related Behavior
REHB 568 - Sexual Behavior and Rehabilitation
REHB 584 - Seminar in Behavior Analysis and Therapy
REHB 589 - Professional Seminar in Rehabilitation
Internship
The student must complete satisfactorily 9 hours of REHB 595
(Internship in Rehabilitation) under the supervision of a Behavior Analysis and
Therapy faculty member. The internship is typically begun following two
semesters of course work.
Research Paper or Thesis
The student must complete satisfactorily 3 to 6 hours of REHB 593
(Research in Rehabilitation) under the direction of a chairperson. The
chairperson is a member of the Behavior Analysis and Therapy faculty selected
by mutual agreement between the student and the faculty member.
For the research paper, an additional graduate faculty member may be
selected by mutual agreement between the student and the chairperson to serve
as a reader. This is not required.
For the thesis, a second faculty member of the Behavior Analysis and
Therapy Program will be selected by mutual agreement between the student anC
the chairperson to serve as thesis committee member. The committee will reviev
the thesis prior to its initiation, as a prospectus, and after its completion,]
in an oral defense. At the oral defense, a third graduate faculty member,
selected by mutual agreement between all parties, will be added to the
committee to serve as a reader.
Rehabilitation Administration and Services
Students receive their degrees in rehabilitation administration ant
services. Students may elect to pursue a sequence of classes in rehabilitatiorj
administration. However, those with fewer than three years of rehabilitatioij
or related work experience are generally encouraged to take the vocational
evaluation and placement sequence. All students must complete a minimum of 4j
semester hours of graduate course work, which includes a full-time internship
and a research paper or thesis. During the first semester of full-time stud;|
or a comparable period for part-time students, the student must have a plan o\
study approved by an advisor and the degree program coordinator. This plan o
study normally includes rehabilitation core, professional course work, an
elective course work, although specific plans may differ for students wit
varying backgrounds and career goals. The requirements are as follows:
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Rehabilitation Core (21 hours)
REHB 513 - 3-4 Medical and Psychosocial Aspects of Disability
REHB 594A - 3 Practicum in Rehabilitation
REHB 595 - 8 Internship in Rehabilitation
REHB 593 - 6 Research in Rehabilitation or
REHB 593 - 3 Research in Rehabilitation and REHB 599 - 3 Thesis
Professional Course Work
The student must complete a series of courses approved by the
J
student's faculty advisor and degree program coordinator. This series of
;
courses will normally consist of the 21-hour Rehabilitation Administration
(sequence plus three hours of electives, or the 18-hour vocational evaluation
!
and placement sequence and six hours of electives. Electives are chosen on the
j
basis of their relevance to the career goals. Persons graduating with the
!
vocational evaluation and placement sequence and appropriate field experience
|
(practicum and internship) are immediately eligible to sit for the CCWAVES
(examination. Persons graduating with the vocational evaluation and placement
'sequence, and a double major in Rehabilitation Counseling (including appro-
priate supervised field experience) are immediately eligible to sit for the CRC
examination.
Rehabilitation Administration Sequence
REHB 570 - 3 Rehabilitation Administration
REHB 573 - 3 Programming, Budgeting, and Community Resources
REHB 574 - 3 Staff Training and Development
REHB 576 - 3 Development and Supervision of Rehabilitation Employees
REHB 578 - 3 Program Evaluation in Rehabilitation
REHB 581 - 3 Professional Issues in Rehabilitation
REHB 582 - 3 Seminar in Rehabilitation Services
Suggested Electives (minimum of three hours)
REHB 400 - 3 Introduction to Rehabilitation
REHB 580 - 3 Professional and Community Relations in Rehabilitation
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Vocational Evaluation and Placement Sequence
REHB 400 - 3 Introduction to Rehabilitation
REHB 421 - 3 Vocational Development and Placement
REHB 431 - 3 Assessment Procedures in Rehabilitation
REHB 526 - 3 Issues in Supported Employment
REHB 533 - 3 Vocational Appraisal
REHB 583 - 3 Seminar in Vocational Evaluation
Suggested Electives (minimum of six hours)
Any course in the Rehabilitation Administration sequence
REHB 451 - 3 General Rehabilitation Counseling
REHB 501 - 3 Rehabilitation Foundations
REHB 531 - 3 Individual Assessment Procedures in Rehabilitation
REHB 575 - 3 Case Management in Rehabilitation
REHB 586 - 3 Seminar in Job Development and Placement
Practicum and Internship Requirements
Although students are usually required to complete at least three
semester credit hours of practicum as well as a full-time internship,
prior anc
concurrent work experience may be substituted for these requirements
i1
recommended by the student's advisor and approved by the Rehabilitatio
Administration and Services faculty. The options available to the studen
wishing to substitute work experience for either practicum or internshi|
requirements are as follows.
Option One
A student may request a waiver of the internship requirement and, i
approved, substitute three semester credit hours of practicum and
additiona
course work to bring the student's program up to the required 45 hour
minimum.
Option Two
Students with extensive previous work experience in the field
o
rehabilitation may request waivers of both the practicum and
™ternshi
requirements. If the waiver is approved, they will enroll in 6 semester
hour
of REHB 494, Work Experiences in Rehabilitation, and additional graduate
cours
work up to the required 45 hour minimum.
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Waiver request related to options one and two above must be submitted
by the student through the faculty advisor to the coordinator of the Rehabili-
tation Administration and Services program, and must be approved by a vote of
the Rehabilitation Administration and Services faculty. Waiver requests must
include written documentation of the reasons for the request and provide suf-
ficient supporting evidence. Suggested guidelines for the appropriateness of
each of the options are: (1) option one for the student with three or more
years of satisfactory rehabilitation-related work experience and (2) option two
for the student with three or more years of satisfactory work experience
directly related to the student's chosen professional course sequence. The
student with minimal or no rehabilitation-related work experience will be
expected to complete the required three hours of practicum and a full-tim*
internship.
Requirements for Research Paper or Thesis and Comprehensive Ex ami nation
All students are required to complete a scholarly research paper or
;
thesis in a rehabilitation-related area and an oral comprehensive examination
The student completing a graduate thesis must orally defend it before a thesis
committee.
!
! Rehabilitation Counseling
J
_
Rehabilitation Counseling is a process which assists individuals with
I
disabilities to cope constructively with their disability, to maximize their
j
abilities, and to enhance their quality of life physically, psychological lv,
i socially, and vocationally. Through training, Professional Rehabilitation
!
Counselors obtain skills in counseling, evaluation, career exploration, job
i
development and placement, and case management.
The focus of the Rehabilitation Counselor Training Program is to
prepare Professional Rehabilitation Counselors with the knowledge, skills, and
attitudes needed to enter the field. During the training program, students
acquire counseling skills, knowledge and understanding of medical and
psychological impact of chronic illness and disability on all areas of the
|
individual's life including vocational and independent living issues, as well
i
as skills related to assessment and evaluation, and an understanding of the
j
legislative, historical, and philosophical background of rehabilitation.
j
Student s professional development is encouraged through participation in
I
Professional Rehabilitation Counseling organizations.
The Rehabilitation Counselor Training program is fully accredited by
|
the Council on Rehabilitation Education (CORE). Graduates of the program are
|
eligible to sit for the CRC (Certified Rehabilitation Counselor) examination, a
!
national examination administered by the Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor
i Certification (CRCC).
;
General Requirements
The course of study within the Rehabilitation Counselor Training
Program consists of 48 semester hours and involves a blend of academic and
field experiences. In addition to course work, students must complete one
semester of practicum, one semester of internship, and a thesis or research
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paper. Before graduation students must also pass a comprehensive examination.
The required program of study is:
REHB 400 - Introduction to Rehabilitation
REHB 421 - Vocational Development and Placement
REHB 431 - Assessment Procedures in Rehabilitation
REHB 451 - General Rehabilitation Counseling
REHB 501 - Interpersonal Communication Skills in Rehabilitation
REHB 513 - Medical and Psychosocial Aspects of Disability
REHB 575 - Case Management
REHB 594 - Practicum in Rehabilitation
REHB 595 - Internship in Rehabilitation
Students are also given the opportunity within their program of study
to take electives. In addition to the required course of study for
Rehabilitation Counseling, students may choose to specialize in a particular
area by taking additional elective courses. Examples of possibilities of
specialization are listed below:
Studies in Substance Abuse
A special sequence of courses is offered within the Rehabilitate
Counselor Training program for students interested in working with individual;
who have substance abuse problems. Students are required to complete <
specific sequence of courses and an internship in a substance abuse treatment,
setting in addition to the courses required for the Master's degree it!
Rehabilitation Counseling. Successful completion of this course sequencei an
field work enables students to sit for the Certification Substance Abus.l
Counselor Examination in Illinois. Graduate students from other disciplines i
the University are eligible to enroll in these courses to complete substano
abuse counselor certification requirements.
Studies in Aging
This area of special study offered within the Rehabilitate
Institute includes a sequence of three elective courses in Aging in addition t
those courses required for the General Rehabilitation Counseling curriculum
and an internship in an agency or facility which serves older adults. Student
in other disciplines within the University are eligible to enroll in any of th
three courses in Aging; however, only Rehabilitation students will be eligibi
for the internship.
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AWARD OF CONTRACTS: RENOVATION OF TOWER LAKE APARTMENTS, SIUE
L
~
bummary
This matter would award contracts in connection with the renovations
[to Tower Lake Apartments, which is a component of the Student Residence
Facilities capital project. The approved budget for the Student Residence
-acilities project is $13.6 million, which is funded from the sale of revenue
)onds. Within that project, the renovations to Tower Lake Apartments are
)udgeted at $1,205,351.
A summary of bids received is attached for information.
Rationale for Adoption
At its November 12, 1992 meeting, the Board approved the Student
tesidence Facilities project, and approved a budget of $13.6 million for the
project. The Board approved the recommendation of firms with which to nego-
tiate a contract for architectural and engineering services at its December 10,
992 meeting. The Illinois Board of Higher Education approved the project as a|!on-instructional capital improvement at its January 5, 1993 meeting. At its
flovember 11, 1993 meeting, the Board approved the plans and specifications for
j;he Tower Lake Apartment renovations component of the Student Residence
acilities project.
Because of the difference in the bids received for plumbing work,
diversity officers made inquiries with the architect and mechanical engineer
or the project. Based on these discussions, the difference appears due to one
idder accurately assessing the nature, scope, and amount of work to be done
nrough attendance at the pre-bid conference and a walk-through of the
acilities. The other bidder apparently erred in these assessments, did not
ttend the pre-bid conference, and did not participate in a walk-throuqh of the
acilities.
The bids received are within budget and the award of contracts is now
imely.
onsiderations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none,
onstituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
niversity in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) A contract in the amount of $823,690 be awarded to Poettker
Construction Company, Breese, Illinois, for the General Work.
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(2) A contract in the amount of $107,000 be awarded to Drda
Electric, Edwardsville, Illinois, for the Electrical Work.
(3) A contract in the amount of $22,585 be awarded to Kane
Mechanical, Inc., Wood River, Illinois, for the Plumbing Work.
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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BIDDING SUMMARY SHEET
RENOVATION OF
TOWER LAKE HOUSING
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
ire taken at 2:00 p.m. on December 16, 1993.
ft
AWARDEES BID PRICE
Work
qr Construction Co. gR:>1 fiqn nn1 207 Co. Hwy 7 & S 4th St. $823,690.00
illL 62230-0207
:|:al Work
leaver Drive $107,000.00
ijille, IL 62025
i - Work
Whanical Inc. , „ ,„, nnE Sixth Street $ 22,585.00
ler, IL 62095
< Bids
cjtingency
ijhitect and Engineer Fees . .
CJST OF WORK
i
^complete: 120 calendar days
$ 953,275.00
93,111.00
158.965.00
$1,205,351.00
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TOWER LAKE MOUSING
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
(side)
GENERAL WORK
BASE BID
Poettker Construction Co.
P.O. Box 207 Co. Hwy 7 t S 4th St.
Breese. II 62230-0207 ^$823,690.00^)
Bruce Unterbrink Construction Inc.
It. R. 4, Box 109
Greenville, It 62246 $842,835.00
J. J. Uuellner I Sons
7226 Herter Industrial
Godfrey, IL 62035 $849,399.00
Ed Moore Construction Co.
344 Westminster
Glen Carbon, IL 62034 $872,590.00
Thieas Construction Co.
P.O. Box 391, 103 Seminole
Eduardsville, IL 62025 $879,100.00
lllinger Uinfield
157 Center
Eduardsville. IL 62025 $882,661.00
Northwest Construction Co.
118 Clarkson Executive Park
Ellisville. MO 63011 $883,500.00
HBO Contracting Inc.
5517 Manchester Avenue
St. ImiIb, MO A3110 S998
r
000.00
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side)
ELECTRICAL
WORK
BASE BID
Drda Electric
24 Kettle River Drive
Edwardsvllle, It 62025 C $107,000.00^
J. F. Electric
5861 Red Bud Lane P.O. Box 580
Edwardsvllle, IL 62025 $123,400.00
Central Electric
415 Ridge Street
Alton, IL 62002 $128,797.00
Rite Electric Co.
P.O. Box 309 22nd & Lee
Granite City, IL 62040 $133,200.00
Uegnan Electric Co.
P.O. Box 438
East Alton, IL 62024 $133,857.00
Fritz Inc.
424 Lebanon Avenue
Belleville, IL 62220 $160,145.00
Rakers Electric contracting co.
104 S. Clinton
Avlston, IL 62216 $169,327.00
Pyramid Electric Inc.
300 Monticello Place
Fatrview Heights, IL 62208 $174,580.00
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Kane Mechanical Inc.
263 South Sixth Street
Uood River, IL 62095
G.R.P. Conpeny, Inc.
308 East St. Louis
East Alton, IL 62024
PLUMBING
BASE BID
$ 22,585.00
$ 97,526.00
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REVISED PROJECT APPROVAL, APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS,
AND AWARD OF CONTRACTS: TRUEBLOOD HALL RENOVATIONS, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks a revised project approval, the approval of plans
and specifications, and the award of contracts for the project to renovate
iTrueblood Hall, which is the dining hall and commons building for the
[University Park residential area.
The original budget for this project was $300,000. The enclosed
j
recommended bids total $227,219. However, the purchase of a tray conveyor
system remains to be completed at approximately $98,000. A revised budget of
j
$330,000 is requested herein to provide for the higher cost of the project at
[$325,219, and to provide a small contingency fund of $4,781, both totaling an
increase of $30,000 and 10% above the original budget.
Funding for this work will come from student housing revenue.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on December 10, 1992, the Board of Trustees gave its
approval to a proposal to make certain renovations to the dining area of
Trueblood Hall at an estimated cost of $300,000.
Favorable bids totaling $227,219 have been received and the award of
contracts is requested at this time. The purchase of a new tray conveyor
system at an estimated cost of $98,000 will complete the project, but creating
a higher total cost of $325,219. Permission is requested herein to revise the
project budget to $330,000 in order to accommodate the higher cost and for a
small contingency of $4,781.
Mr. Carl Bretscher, the Board's consulting architect, has reviewed
the plans and specifications and recommends their approval.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This matter has been shared with the Residence Hall Association as
one of several cost saving and refurbishing projects.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
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(1) The request for a revision in the project and budget approval i
given on December 10, 1992 to the Trueblood Hall renovations
project, be and is hereby approved at a higher cost of $330,000. |
(2) The general contract to renovate the dining area of Trueblood
Hall be and is hereby awarded to Steffes Construction,
j
Carterville, Illinois, in the amount of $138,400.
(3) The plumbing contract be and is hereby awarded to Fossie
Brothers, Murphysboro, Illinois, in the amount of $24,700.
(4) The mechanical contract be and is hereby awarded to L & L Air
|
Conditioning, Marion, Illinois, in the amount of $36,189.
(5) The electric contract be and is hereby awarded to Brown
Electric, Goreville, Illinois, in the amount of $27,930.
(6) Final plans and specifications for this project are hereby
approved as submitted to the Board of Trustees for review, and
shall be placed on file in accordance with I Bylaws 9,
contingent upon favorable recommendation of the Architecture and
Design Committee.
(7) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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Sid
Trueblood Hall Renovations, SIUC
Opening January 20, 1994, 11:00 A.M.
!
1 @)
' 1
Of
2
i
*
pa
Si
as
a S
General
Base Bid
Electric
Base Bid
BIDDERS
Steffes Construction
Carterville, IL ( 138,400^
Fager-McGee
Murphysboro, IL 143,600
Robert Morgan
Murphysboro, IL 157,897
j
Oiecker Construction
Freeburg, IL 176,360
I Schwartz Construction
Carbondale, IL
1
178,774
J & L Robinson
Carbondale, IL 202,618
1
29 Invitatic
9 No Bid
14 No Reply
ns
Brown Electric
Goreville, IL
f —
27,930
Keith Martin
Johnston City, IL 35,000
Wilson Electric
Carbondale, IL 61,545
18 Invitati
8 No Bid
7 No Repl>
ns
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Trueblood Hall Renovations, SIUC
'Bid Opening January 20, 1994, 11:00 A.M. !i
i
(siu) Si
^
— If
ii
ja
IB
38
a «u
Mechanical
Base Bid
Plumbing
Base Bid
i
i
!
1
!
L & L Air Conditioning
Marion, IL
36,189^}
!
Williams Air Conditioning
Murphysboro, IL
37,390
Quality Sheet Metal
Carbondale, IL
42,200
20 Invitatio
7 No Bid
10 No Reply
is
Fossie Brothers
Murphysboro, IL
24,700
Southern Illinois Piping
Carbondale, IL
34,200
;
H & H Mechanical
Carbondale, IL
|
34,978
1
Wellers, Inc.
Carbondale, IL
36,375
!
J.
13 Invitati
3 No Bid
6 No Reply
OlS
J
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PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECT
WOODY HALL REM0DEl1N"GT~STUC
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to remodel several
locations within Woody Hall for the purpose of creating an electronic network
of voice, data, and video communications to be accessible by all of the
departments within the building.
The estimated cost of the architectural remodeling is $73,000. In
i addition, the cost of underground conduit and cable up to the building will be
J
approximately $209,000, the cost of new conduit and cable within the building
I
will be approximately $349,000, and the cost of the electronic equipment and
J
software will be approximately $166,000, all for a total estimated cost of
i $797 ,000.
Funding for this work will come from the revenue generated through
j
the regular monthly service charges levied against all users of the campus
f telephone system.
This matter further requests approval for the plans and specifi-
cations for the remodeling work to be prepared by the Physical Plant Engi-
neering Services. Plans and specifications for all of the conduit and cable
j
installation work will be prepared by the General Telephone Company (GTE). The
j
plans and specifications for the electronic equipment will be prepared by the
! technical staff of the campus Information Technology Office.
j
Rationale for Adoption
j
A recently completed report entitled "SIU Computing and Information
(Technology Plan FY 93 - FY 96" provides extensive details of the present and
(projected needs of the Carbondale, Edwardsville, and Springfield campuses for
jan expanded information processing capability. This report was prepared by a
I committee of personnel from the three campuses and chaired by the Vice-
iChancellor for Academic Affairs. One of the major elements of this report for
'the Carbondale campus is the need to provide desktop access to a growing
;campus-wide network of voice, data, and eventually, video communications. The
(project proposed herein for Woody Hall will be the first comprehensive instal-
lation in a multi-year plan that will ultimately encompass the entire campus.
jWoody Hall was selected because of its high population of student-oriented
joperations, e.g., Admissions and Records, Bursar, Financial Aid, Career
.Services, the Graduate School, et al. Other campus installations will follow,
Ithe timing of which will be dependent mostly upon the availability of funds,
ithe experiences to be gained in Woody Hall, and any further advancements made
in the field of electronic communications.
The Physical Plant Engineering Services will prepare the plans and
specifications for the remodeling portion of this project. This work will
create 12 to 14 small rooms to be used as electronic data centers within the
building at an approximate cost of $73,000. It is anticipated that this work
will be done through existing time-and-material contracts.
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GTE will prepare the plans and specifications and will perform the
work of placing the necessary amounts of underground conduit and fiber-optic
cable up to the building at an approximate cost of $209,000. All of this work
is to be done under an existing contract with GTE and the State of Illinois
Department of Central Management Services for needed communications
installations such as the one proposed herein.
In addition, GTE will provide the same planning service and the same
installation of conduit and cable within the building at an approximate cost of
$349,000, also under the same existing contract.
The technical staff of the campus Information Technology Office will
provide the plans and specifications for the electronic equipment and the
software needed for this project, and will install and maintain the system as
part of its normal operations. The needed electronic equipment and the
accompanying software will cost approximately $166,000.
The total project cost for Woody Hall will be approximately $797,000.
Funding for the entire project will come from revenue generated through monthly
service charges levied against all users of the campus telephone system.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to make renovations in Woody Hall for a planned
communications network, and to purchase and install conduit,
cable, and electronic equipment for that network be and is
hereby approved at an estimated total cost of $797,000.
(2) Funding for this project will come from the revenue generated
through monthly service charges levied against all users of the
campus telephone system.
(3) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
authorization be and is hereby granted for the plans and
specifications for the renovations work be prepared by Physical
Plant Engineering Services.
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
February 10, 1994
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PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECT: LENTZ HALL
RENOVATIONS, SIUC
"
Summary
Linn* to
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attGr S6ekS ?7ject and budget aPP™al to make certain reno-
C? 2?nn S th Th
1 " 9 area
o°
f UntZ Hal1
'
which is the dinin 9 hall and commonsbuildi g for the Thompson Point residence area.
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he total
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.
the Project is approximately $1,500,000. The firstphase of the project that is proposed herein will be approximately $372 900Funding for the total project will come from student housing revenue*
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-
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w
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.
also requests permission to employ a professional?o?:n^T^.fi™ for the preparation of pUn's L specification!
Rationale for Adoption
The University Housing Office has developed a multi-year plan to makpcertain renovations to the dining area in Lentz Hall. The project w 11 consislof a complete redecoration of the dining rooms for aesthetic and sounddeadening qualities, and a complete replacement and relocation of the existingtray conveyor system. This change will replace outdated and troub esome
| equipment and it will make significant improvements in the pedestrian trafficpatterns within the dining area. This project will be similar to the phased
!
project for Trueblood Hall that was approved by the Board of Trustees at
meeting on December 10, 1992.
"ub its
L,nu.+i
BeCaus
?
of tf
]
e lilted amount of time in the summer during which
renovations can be completed, the project has been divided into several phasesto be accomplished over two to three years. The work to be done during 1994
ire
r
Z7Ml l^ kltCHhe,n 3rea ' kUchen ° ffiCe » Servin 9 lin^> and dishwashing.ar a, and the air conditioning system will be expanded and improved, all at a
t e
1S
ft,t
St
nr ted h C0St K 0f $372 ' 90 °- Revisions t0 earlier estimated costs forr Urs} P^se have become necessary because of extended delivery dates on!^mlS}7 manufactured equipment. When the project is completed, the' totalesti ated cost will be approximately $1,500,000.
Lmmn^ IK f'7, ° f Evan Lloyd Ass °ciates of Springfield, Illinois, isrecommended for the preparation of plans and specifications for the entire
£fn»H J+l memb8rS ? f ,the A^hitecture and Design Committee have beeninformed of the process leading up to this recommendation.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
lb of Thl"? matter has been shared witn the Residence Hall Association asone of several cost-saving and refurbishing projects.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to make certain renovations in the dining area of
Lentz Hall, SIUC, be and is hereby approved at an estimated
total cost of $1,500,000, and an estimated cost of $372,900 for
the first phase.
(2) Funding for this project will come from student housing revenue.
(3) Negotiations leading to a contract for professional services for
this project are to be conducted with the following firms in the
order in which they are listed until a satisfactory contract has
been concluded:
Evan Lloyd Associates
Springfield, Illinois
BLDD Architects
Decatur, Illinois
Architectural Spectrum
Champaign, Illinois
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVALS AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECTS: FY 1994
CAPITAL PROJECTS, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, STUC
Summary
This matter seeks project approvals and the approval of architectural
firms for two capital projects on the Springfield Medical campus that were
contained in the FY 1994 appropriations. Funding for the asbestos abatement
project will be supplemented with $60,000 from School of Medicine operating
funds.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on September 10, 1992, the Board of Trustees was
informed of two items requested for the Springfield Medical campus as part of
the FY 1994 capital budget. Funding for the asbestos abatement and exterior
door replacement has been appropriated and approved. The project for asbestos
abatement at 801 and 913 North Rutledge will come from capital appropriations
in the amount of $430,300. In addition, the School of Medicine will provi
'
$60,000 to the asbestos abatement project in order to take advantage of the
extensive demolition work that will occur and which will facilitate the
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complete installation of new telephone and data communications systems. The
project to replace exterior doors and other items of security in the Medical
Instructional Facility is estimated at a cost of $222,700.
The Board has been informed of the selection process of professional
architectural firms for these projects. The approved selection procedures of
the Capital Development Board and of the Board of Trustees have been followed
A total of 13 prequalified firms responded to public invitations of interest,
and on-campus interviews of four and five firms respectively for the projects
were conducted recently. This matter now requests project approval and
\ recommendations of architectural firms for each project.
!
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
- Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
_
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
j
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to remove asbestos from 801 and 913 North Rutledge
on the Springfield Medical campus be and is hereby approved at
an estimated cost of $490,300.
(2) Funding for this project will come from capital appropriations
in the amount of $430,300, and from operating appropriations to
the University in the amount of $60,000.
(3) Recommendations to the Capital Development Board leading to a
contract for professional services for this project be and are
hereby approved with the following firms in the order in which
they are listed until a satisfactory contract has been
concluded:
Allen Service Corporation
Springfield, Illinois
KM2 Design Group
Springfield, Illinois
Sarti Architectural Group
Springfield, Illinois
(4) The project to replace exterior doors and other items of
security be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of
^ L. L. C. j / UU •
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(5) Recommendations to the Capital Development Board leading to a
contract for professional services for this project be and are
hereby approved with the following firms in the order in which
they are listed until a satisfactory contract has been
concluded:
KM2 Design Group
Springfield, Illinois
Steckel -Parker Architects
Springfield, Illinois
White and Borgognoni Architects
Carbondale, Illinois
(6) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the!
execution of this resolution in accordance with established!
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECT: SPRINGFIELD
COMBINED LABORATORY ADDITION, SPRINGFIELD MEDICAL CAMPUS, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project approval to plan and construct an addition
to the Springfield Combined Laboratory Facility (SCLF). The total project cost
will be approximately $20,388,300.
This matter further requests approval of recommendations to the
Capital Development Board of an architectural firm to prepare the plans and
specifications for the addition.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on July 13, 1978, the Board of Trustees was firstj
informed of the need for additional space for Medical School operations on thej
Springfield campus. A request in the amount of $339,700 was presented to the
Board at its meeting on July 10, 1980 for planning a Clinical Support and
Services facility. Four months later at its meeting on November 13, 1980, the
Board gave its approval to a modified version of that request within which the
University could combine its needs for additional space for the Medical School
with those of the Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH) and the Illinois!
Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA) for the construction and joint use of a
new facility. That building, now known as the SCLF, was constructed ori
University-owned land and was opened for use in 1988.
Soon after that first occupancy, it became evident to each of the!
three organizations that there continued to be an ever-increasing need fori
their respective laboratory operations. State and federal regulations created
demands for laboratory space that in some cases have increased services b\\
1,100%.
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The proposed addition will adjoin the original building, also on
University land. An appropriation of $1,237,000 has been released for
planning. The FY 1995 requests, currently being considered, contain the
balance of the funds for the project at approximately $19,151,300.
The building will contain 73,000 gross square feet and 42,450 net
square feet. The Medical School will occupy 38% of the space, the IDPH will
occupy 14%, and the I EPA 48%.
The members of the Board's Architecture and Design Committee have
been informed of the procedures leading up to the recommendations contained
herein regarding an architectural firm for this project. The selection
committee included representatives from each of the three using organizations,
and similar recommendations are expected by the IDPH and IEPA to the Capital
Development Board.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to plan and construct an addition to the Springfield
Combined Laboratory Facility on the Springfield Medical campus
be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of $1,237,000 for
planning and a total project cost of $20,388,300.
(2) Recommendations to the Capital Development Board leading to a
contract for professional services for this project be and are
hereby approved with the following firms in the order in which
they are listed:
Severns, Reid & Associates, Inc.
Champaign, Illinois
BSA Design
Springfield, Illinois
Architectural Research and Design
Peoria, Illinois
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECT: STUDENT
CENTER REMODELING, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to remodel a portion of
the office space on the third floor of the Student Center.
The total cost of the project will be approximately $158,400.
Funding for this work will come from Student Center operating revenue and from
student fees.
This matter also requests permission to use the Physical Plant
Engineering Services for the preparation of plans and specifications for this
project.
Rationale for Adoption
The University Programming Office is housed in 2,600 square feet on
the 3rd floor of the Student Center. It provides office space for eight staff
members and for eleven committees of the Student Programming Council. The
office coordinates annually over 800 University-wide social, recreational, and
cultural programs. The project proposed herein will replace the furnishings
and will remodel the interior spaces, most of which have been in place since
1972. The planned use of modular furniture systems will improve the capacity
of the office, and it should also improve the efficiency of operations.
The estimated costs are $118,000 for the furniture systems, $26,000
for new carpet, painting and minor electrical work, and a 10% contingency of
$14,400, all for a total cost of $158,400. Funding will come from Student
Center operating revenues and from student fees. This project will have no
impact upon the structure of student fees.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This project has been reviewed by the Student Center Board, which has^
constituency representation, and by the Student Programming Council.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to remodel office space on the 3rd floor of the
Student Center be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of
$158,400.
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(2) Funding for this project will come from Student Center operating
revenues and from student fees.
(3) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
authorization be and is hereby granted for the plans and
specifications to be prepared by Physical Plant Engineering
Services.
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
The following matters were presented for notice only :
NOTICE OF PROPOSED INCREASE: TOWER LAKE APARTMENT
RENTAL RATES, SIUE
[AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD C-12]
Summary
This matter would approve increases in single student and family
[housing rental rates at SIUE's Tower Lake Apartments. The proposed rates
(reflect 3% increases for family residents and 8% increases for single student
residents. The proposed rates would be effective summer term, 1994.
This matter also revises the rental rate assignment structure for
single student housing.
Attached for information is a schedule showing historic, current, and
I
projected fiscal year information on income and expenditures for the
| apartments.
i
Rationale for Adoption
Rental rates for the University's Tower Lake Apartments were last
\
increased effective summer 1993. The rent increases proposed herein are
i necessary to fund costs of the continuing renovation program at the apartments.
In FY-93, a part of the renovation program for the apartments was
j included in the Student Residence Facilities project. That element of the
renovation program, estimated to cost $1,205,000, will replace roofs and
ibalconies on buildings in single student housing (7500), replace roofs on
|
buildings in family housing (7400), and make miscellaneous electrical and
:
plumbing improvements in all buildings. The cost of that renovation work is
| reflected in increased debt service expenses for the apartments. Debt service
is projected to increase from $441,000 in FY-94 to $997,475 in FY-95.
A second major element of the renovation program is planned to begin
in FY-94. The proposal being developed would replace siding, gutters and
downspouts, soffit and facia, install new windows and sliding glass and
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aluminum doors, and provide sealing and caulking. All buildings in the 7500
side of the apartment complex would be included, with work phased over several
years as funds become available. Part of the funding to begin this initiative
is identified in the FY-94 budget as Special Maintenance Projects. Additional
funds will be requested from the repair and replacement reserve for the
apartment operation. This phase of the renovation program will address the
deterioration in buildings in the 7500 side of the apartment complex.
The attached budget for Tower Lake Housing has been projected for
three years beyond the current year to illustrate planned annual increases in
rental rates. The housing rates were developed as part of the financial
planning for the new Student Residence Facility and included rent equalization
between the new facility and Tower Lake Apartments. The projected rent
increases for fiscal years 1996 and 1997 are 8% a year for shared bedroom
units, 5% a year for deluxe and single rooms, and 3% a year for family units.
Revision of the single student rental assignment structure will
provide housing management with a simplified, flexible rate structure. The
structure will allow an appropriate rate to be assessed regardless of the
assignment to a two- or a three-bedroom unit and the size of the bedroom. Some
bedrooms are appreciably larger than others in the same unit, especially in the
three-bedroom units. The revision eliminates rates for three-bedroom 6- or
3-student assignments which are not used.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are concerned about increases in student costs
which can affect access to the University. These factors were considered in
developing the recommendation presented.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was developed by the Tower Lake Advisory Committee
which is the designated review body for Tower Lake Apartment rental rates. The
Committee is comprised of residents of the apartments. The Committee's
proposal was reviewed and approved by the Student Senate. This matter is
recommended for adoption by the Vice-President for Student Affairs and the
President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That effective with the collection of
rent for summer term, 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-12 is amended to read as
follows:
12. Rental rates for the use and occupancy of University Housing on the campus
of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville effective summer term,
1993 1994, are as follows:
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FAMILY HOUSING I
, TOWER LAKE APARTMENTS
$397 $409 per month - two-bedroom, unfurnished apartment
$465 $479 per month - two-bedroom, furnished apartment
fron li*c
per month " three - bedroom, unfurnished apartment
$§29 $535 per month - three-bedroom, furnished apartment
As a service to incoming Faculty/Staff, housing facilities will be
a
h
aiik i t0 them Whlle they secure Permanent housing. Faculty/Staffshall be limited to a six-month contract at a rate which is, as to each
type of unit, $100.00 higher than above.
SINGLE STUDENT HOUSING I
, TOWER LAKE APARTMENTS
Per student rental rates:
Ur+% Assignment Type* Per Semester Per Summer Term
Twe-bedpeeffl 7 -4-stHdent
Shared Room $-759x99 $ 810.00 $445x99 $448.00
Twe-bedpeeH,-2-studeRt
Deluxe Single Room $4,476x99 $1,593.00 $816.99 $869.00
Thpee-bedpeeffl-y-i-stHdeRt $ 639x99 $359-99
Thpee-bedi°e9ffl7 -3-s%HdeRt $4,235x99 $685-99
Twe-bedFeem,-3-stueleRfc,-*R
deuble $—760x09 $445x99
+we-bedpeem,-3-studeRt,-TR
siRgle Single Room $4,416x00 $1,204.00 $629r99 $670.00
*Shared room = two students assigned to a bedroom designed for occuoancv
by two students. " ^— K *-
Deluxe Single Room = one student assigned to a bedroom desiqned for
occupancy by two students. " a
Single Room = one student assigned to a bedroom desiqned for occupancy
by one student. " c JL
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
university be and is hereby authorized to take whatever action may be requiredin the execution of this resolution in accordance with established policies and
procedures.
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED CHARGES: ESTABLISHMENT O F ROOM
AND BOARD RATES, STUDENT RESIDENCE HALL, SlUE
LAMENDMENI 10 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD C-12J
Summary
This matter would establish the room and board charges for students
living in the new residence hall at SIUE. The rates would be effective at the
beginning of residence hall operations which is scheduled for fall 1994.
Attached for information is a schedule showing projected income and
expenses for the residence hall operation.
Rationale for Adoption
The room and board rates proposed herein were derived from the
financial planning for the new residence hall. The rates are designed to
|
provide sufficient revenue to fund operations and debt service, establish and
,maintain necessary reserves, and provide residents with a suitable meal plan
(during FY-95. The financial projections in this board matter include increases
for room rates of 3% a year and board rates of 5% a year for fiscal vears 1996
!
and 1997.
Students living in the residence hall will be required to purchase
|
one of the board (meal) plans as part of their contract for housing. The only
i difference between board plan A and plan B is that plan B provides a slightlv
higher food expenditure allowance for the student.
Proposed rates are for semesters, and no summer session rate is
proposed at this time. Housing management and University officers intend to
utilize the residence hall during the summer for conference housing and for
[housing prospective and incoming students as part of the orientation program.
[The conference housing and orientation program rates will be established
through approval of the President under the Board's delegation of authority in
14 Policies of the Board A-4-a-3.
In addition to room and board charges, residents of the residence
shall would pay the Campus Housing Activity Fee (CHAF). The CHAF fee supports
j
programs and activities for residents of University housing at SIUE. Appli-
cation of CHAF students living in the residence hall is addressed in a separate
matter concerning that fee.
Approval of room and board rates for the new residence hall is
appropriate at this time so that the rates can be included in recruitment and
other literature about the University, and to permit housing management to
prepare for and begin contracting with students who will live in the residence
hall.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
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Constituency Involvement
The rates proposed were developed as part of the overall Student
Residence Facilities project financial planning.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
1. Effective with the collection of student fees and charges fori
fall term 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-12 be and is hereby
amended to include
Student Residence 1
the
tell
following section:
Room rental charge
Board charge:
Plan A
Plan B
Per Student Rates
Per Semester
$1,014
735
785
I 1
2. The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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University Housing - Student
Comparative Statement of Estimated
Proposed
Budget
FY-95
INCOME
Operations:
Rental $1,033,094
Board 726,062
Conference Housing 120,000
Vending 30,000
Interest Income 40,000
I
Revenue From Proposed
Increase FY-96
! Revenue From Proposed
Increase FY-97
i
TOTAL INCOME
'expenditures
Salaries
Wages
Other:
Personnel Services
Debt Service
Travel
Equipment
Commodities
Contractual Services
Telecommunications
Operation of Auto
Special Maint. Projects
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
NET INCOME / (LOSS)
:ASH CARRYOVER
$1,949,156
$ 211,316
99,388
28,156
380,639
2,000
10,000
12,752
965,820
51,920
$1,761,991
187,165
187,165
Residence Hall
Income and Expenses
Proposed
Budget
FY-96
$1,033,094
726,062
120,000
30,000
40,000
66,353
$2,015,509
$ 222,938
99,388
29,141
573,427
2,070
10,350
13,198
999,624
53,737
$2,003,874
11,635
198,800
Proposed
Budget
FY-97
$1,033,094
726,062
120,000
30,000
40,000
66,353
69,070
$2,084,579
$ 235,200
99,388
30,161
573,427
2,142
10,712
13,660
1,034,611
55,618
$2,054,920
29,659
228,459
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED INCREASE: CAMPUS HOUSING ACTIVITY FEE, SIUE
[AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD T^9]
Summary
This matter would approve an increase in the Campus Housing Activity
Fee (CHAF), SIUE, from its current rate of 56.00 per semester to $3.00 per
semester, and from $3.00 to $5.00 for the summer session. The fee is assessed
of residents in University housing which will include students living in the
new residence hall
.
Attached for information is a schedule showing historic, current, and
projected fiscal year income and expenses for the CHAF account.
Rationale for Adoption
The Campus Housing Activity Fee supports programming, activities, and
services for residents of University housing at SIUE. Programs and activities
include picnics, movies, and allowances for residents to plan and conduct
activities for those living in an apartment building or in a wing in the case
of the new residence hall. In the past, CHAF has supported service functions
such as the Tower Lake bus operation and provided basic telephone service for
rpsidents. During the past several years, funding for these services has been
shifted to the general operating budget based on recommendations from the
annual fee and rent review process.
The proposed increase will provide funds necessary to continue
programming and activities for residents at Tower Lake Apartments, and to
establish programs and activities for residents of the new residence hall, lne
attached budget for CHAF shows historic, current and projected income and
expenditures concerning Tower Lake Apartment operations, and projected income
and expenditures related to the residence hall. The decline in CHAF
review
from FY-92 to FY-94 is the result of University officers correcting
collector
of the fee at a rate that had not been approved by the President or the
Board.
The error was discovered by the President's Office during the revision
oil
policies for semester calendar conversion and University officers immediate
I)
corrected it. Because the services which were supported by the higher fee
rate
had already been provided, refunds were not made. The FY-93 Special
Projects
expenditure supported resurfacing of basketball and tennis courts which
serve
residents at Tower Lake Apartments.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are concerned about increases in student
fee',
which may affect access to the University. These factors were considered
i
arriving at the recommendation presented herein.
Constituency Involvement
The proposal to increase CHAF was developed by the Tower
Lakl
Advisory Committee which is comprised of residents of Tower Lake
Apartments!
and is the designated fee review committee. The Committee s report
an,
recommendation was reviewed and approved by the Student Senate, 5IUt.
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Collection of CHAF from residents of the new residence hall was recommended by
Housing management and derives from the financial plans established for the new|residence hall. This matter is recommended for adoption by the Vice-President|for Student Affairs and the President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
[University in regular meeting assembled, That effective with the collection of
,fees for summer 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-9 is amended to read as
follows:
9. A special activity fee for each academic term for which an
on-going campus housing contract is in force shall be collected
from and administered for the benefit of all students residing in
University housing at the Edwardsville campus. This activity fee
shall be deposited to the University General Operating Fund
Account to be disbursed by authority of its Fiscal Officer in
accordance with University policy and the approved budget of
recognized organizations including all students who pay the fee.
The fee shall be $6709 $8.00 per semester and $3t09 $5.00 for the
summer session.
'"
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern IllinoisjJmversity be and is hereby authorized to take whatever action may be required
in the execution of this resolution in accordance with established" policies and)rocedures.
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED INCREASE: TEXTBOOK RENTAL FEE, SIUE
LAMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES O F THE BOARD C^5l
iSummary
rrnr r
ThiS mtter would approve an increase in the Textbook Rental Fee,
SIUE, from its current rate of $46.50 per academic term to $52.00 per academic
term. The Textbook Rental Fee is assessed on the same basis during a semester
and the summer session.
Attached for information is a schedule of historic, current, and
projected fiscal year income and expense information concerning Textbook Rental
pervice. J
Rationale for Adoption
W, The Textbook Rental Fee is the principal source of revenue supporting
,)IUE s Textbook Rental Service. The service provides textbooks for
indergraduate students on a rental basis, and stocks required textbooks forjjraduate courses. Graduate students purchase their textbooks, do not
participate in the Textbook Rental Program, and are not assessed the Textbook
tental Fee.
1
The Textbook Rental Fee was last increased effective summer 1991
| he principal expense affecting operation of the service is the cost of
extbooks which is impacted both by inflationary increases and text adoptionjiecisions. Textbook price increases have averaged six to eight percent per
ear, or approximately twice the general inflation rate. Textbook adoptions at
;IUE generally follow a three-year cycle. However, textbook publishers have
leen shortening revision cycles for textbooks. When this occurs, SIUE is|ometimes forced to adopt the new edition of a textbook prior to the end of a
formal three-year cycle. This occurs because the University must order
dditional, replacement copies of textbooks, particularly in the second and
ihird years of the adoption cycle. If the edition of the textbook adopted by
jhe University is no longer in print, then the University is forced to adopt
me new edition to avoid the prospect of students who are taking the same class
;aving different versions of the same text.
Conversion to the semester academic calendar affected text purchases
br FY-94 and planned purchases for FY-95 because of the revisions in course
iurncula. This is the reason for the substantial increase in book purchase
losts in FY-94 and FY-95. The cash balance accumulated through prior years is
iffsetting part of the increase in costs, particularly in FY-94. The proposed
Be increase would generate an additional $88,200 in FY-95. Without the
Increase, Textbook Service would incur an operating deficit of $164,350 injt-95, and would have a negative cash balance of approximately $74,100.
The increase shown in FY-94 and FY-95 in the Other Expenses cost
itegory relates to a planned enhancement of the hardware and software
»cessary to operate the book issues and returns system used by the service.
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The Textbook Service Advisory Committee, the designated Textbook
Rental Fee review committee, examined two levels of proposed fee increase:
increasing the full-time student fee by $5.50 per term and by $11.00 per term.
The Committee recommended the smaller fee increase with the intention of
seeking future fee increases on a more regular basis to balance revenues and
expenses of the service. The Committee and University officers believe this is
more fair for students in comparison to seeking a larger increase which would
generate substantial cash carryover balances allowing the service to operate
for several years without a fee increase.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are concerned about increases in the cost of
attendance and their possible negative effect on access to the University.
Textbook Rental Service represents a substantial value for SIUE students
compared with the costs that students incur under traditional textbook purchase
programs. These factors were considered in arriving at the recommendation
presented.
Constituency Involvement
The increase in the Textbook Rental Fee was recommended by the
Textbook Service Advisory Committee which is comprised of student and faculty
representatives. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed and approved by
the Student Senate, SIUE. This proposal is recommended for adoption by the
Vice-President for Student Affairs and the President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That effective with the collection oi
fees for the summer session, 1994, that portion of 4 Policies of the Board (X
which pertains to the Textbook Rental Fee be amended to read as follows:
5. General student fee schedule for Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville in effect FaH-fcePffl-5-4993 summer term, 1994 :
Fall and Spring Semester Fee Rates
Credit Hours Textbook Rental Fee
$ 4.80
9.60
lOT)
?on
28.80
337613
WM
5T7DU
52.00
1 $-4t39
2 8t69
3 42t99
4 17t29
5 21t6Q
6 2St89
7 39ri9
8 34r49
9 38t?9
10 43t99
11 46tS9
12 and over 46r§9
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Summer Session Fee Rates
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Credit Hours Textbook Rental Fee
1 $-4r39 $ 4.80
2 8t69 9.60
3 12t99 14T4U
4 17t29 19.20
5 24 7§9 21T0H
6 2§ T 89 28.80
7 39719 33.60
8 34t49 38.40
9 38t?9 4372U
10 43r99 48.00
11 46t§0 52.00
12 and over 46t§9 52.00
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern IllinoisjJmversity be and is hereby authorized to take whatever action may be required
in the execution of this resolution in accordance with established policies and
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE
TEXTBOOK SERVICE
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
CASH CARRYOVER
RECEIPTS
SALES TO UNDERGRAOS
SALES TO GRAOS (UC)
SALES TO DEPARTMENTS
SALES OF SCRAP
SALES FOR RESALE
TOTAL SALES
PENALTIES-NO RETURNS
PENALTIES- LATE RETURNS
ACTUAL
FY92
150.681
201,693
38,126
21,300
175.226
42.159
15.662
59.426 57.821
112.292
152,790
89,144
18,787
107,931
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
DISBURSEMENTS
SALARIES
WAGES
OTHER EXPENSES
PURCHASES (BOOKS)
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
CHANGE IN CASH
834,055
131,154
46,965
32,585
578,994
789,698
44.357
130,630
48,320
41.672
768,874
989,496
951,107 1,043,909
(38,389)
136,345
39,045
41,304
637,789
854,483
189,426
BUDGETED
FY94
301,718
128,203
62.500
18.000
80.500
INTEREST INCOME 3,859 4,008 6,529 5.000
STUDENT FEES 569,077 714,052 776,659 735.000
REVENUE FROM PROPOSED INCREASE
948.703
142,500
49.800
75.240
892,629
1,160,169
PROJECTED
FY95
89,962 90,695 71,141 60.040 60,000
51,256 61,304 59,653 48,163 50,000
2.881 1,007 2,641 1,000 1,000
10,276 13,680 6,573 7,000 7,000
47,318 8,540 12,782 12,000 15,000
(211,466)
60,500
15,000
75,500
5,000
735,000
88,200
1,036,700
145,350
47,310
77,500
842,690
1,112,850
(76,150)
CASH TO BE CARRIED OVER 150,681 112.292 301,718 90,252 14,102
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED INCREASE: ATHLETIC FEE, SIUE
[AMENDMENT 10 4 POLICIES OF THE B0A~RD~CT5l
Summary
This matter would approve an increase in the Athletic Fee, SIUE, from
fluTiZ
ntJT ? f $f
'
55 Per $emeSter t0 a rate of $32 ' 55 V^ semester for a
til +h
studen t- Summer session rates would be increased correspondinglyfrom the current rate of $20.35 to $21.70 for a full-time student Theincreases would be effective summer 1994.
r ntim . In
;
Attached for information is a schedule of historic, current and
j
projected fiscal year information on revenues and expenditures for theIntercollegiate Athletic Program at SIUE.
J
Rationale for Adoption
It + n
Tne
i
At
J;
1
f i
tic pee is the principal source of revenue supportinq theIntercollegiate Athletic Program at SIUE. The last increase in the AthleticW WhPPnfnfVcTh SUmmer 1982 ' Since tha * time, inflationary cost increasehave bee o fset by increasing the efficiency of program operations.
L.vh
1
a
JU
i
ne
'i 9u93, ^he President received the Athletic Proqram PQP report;wh ch was developed by the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee. The Committeealso serves as the designated fee review committee for the Athletic Fee
esponding to the IBHE PQP recommendation that state support be phased out of
Kvltll P
rog
I
af • th ? Committee proposed actions to begin eliminating the
,5225,565 in state funds currently committed to SIUE's Athletic Proqram The
i^tPlv ^%7
e
.
C
nn
mended direct /eductions in the program to eliminate approxi-
Lf ahn„ • Sft nV\C0StSS f d Pro Pos ^ d actions to generate additional revenue
Kulri iJnt'l^
00
1
1
.
nd
.
ePe"dent
+f a student fee increase. The program reductionswould nvolve eliminating three men's sports, one women's sport, and the
til tZ °ne highL Partici P a tion women's sport. In addition to addressing
uLtc T-^° nCAr n a50Ut state su PPort, the Committee recommendations alsoMdress Title IX gender equity considerations. The Committee recommended thatblUt seek quality in a smaller number of sports while maintaining NCAA Divisionu membership. The Committee report and recommendations were submitted to theNmstituency senates for comment. When these reviews are complete, adminis-
trative officers will act on the Committee's PQP recommendations and implement
I plan to phase out state support over a three-year period as called for by the
|. ..„
In conducting the fee review and developing its recommendations, the
ommittee made no presumptions about the decisions that would be made
RrhHJnS- • i Q - /ecommendati ons or their phasing. Consequently, thejttacned financial information reflects the current program. In principle, the
!QP recommendations will reduce both resources and expenditures concurrently
nd the program s overall financial position would remain relatively unchanged".
fU ,. J he Committee recommended a $2.00 per semester increase in thetnletic Fee for a full-time student. This increase, which will generatejPproximately $35,900 per year in additional revenue, is intended to provideimmal funding necessary to sustain the Athletic Program. As the financial
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information reflects, even with the fee increase, at the close of FY-95 the
program would have a deficit balance of about $13,000 when all income and
expenses are considered. This deficit will be offset by further cost
reductions or revenue generation plans as action is taken on the PQP recom-
mendations. To fully illustrate the income and costs comprising the Athletic
Program, all sources of income and expenses are reflected.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are concerned that increases in fees which
increase the cost of attendance could affect access to the University. These
j
factors were considered at arriving at the recommendation presented herein.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was developed by the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee
which is comprised of faculty, staff, and student members, and ex-officio
representatives of the Athletic Program. The Committee's proposal was reviewed
and approved by the Student Senate, SIUE. This matter is recommended for
adoption by the Vice-President for Development and Public Affairs and the
President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
1. Effective with the collection of fees for the summer session,
1994, that portion of 4 Policies of the Board C-5 which pertains
to the Athletic Fee be amended to read as follows:
5. General student fee schedule for Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville in effect PaH-fce*»m7-1993 summer term, 1994 :
a. Fall and Spring Semester Fee Rates
Credit Hours Athletic Fee
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 and over
$-3rl§ $ 3.40
6 739 6.80
9t4§ 10.20
i2r§9 13.60
4Sr?S T7.0D
18t90 20.40
22 t 9S 23.80
2St29 27.20
28t35 30.60
39t§§ 32.55
39t§§ 32.55
39?5i 32.55
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b. Summer Session Fee Rates
Credit Hours
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 and over
2. The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
Athletic Fee
$-2vl9 $ 2.25
4^29 4.50
6t39 6.75
8r49 9.40
i9 7 §9 11.25
12t69 13.50
14t?9 15.75
16t89 18.00
18t99 20.25
29v3i 21.70
29t3§ 21.70
29t3§ 21.70
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FEE REVIEW PROCESS FY 94/95
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Revenue/Expenditure Summary
TOTAL
REVENUE
FY 92 - Actual
Intercollegiate Athletics. . 865,836
Concessions 19,478
Financial Aid 232,028
Foundation
Unrestricted. . . . 20,566
Restricted 86,196
GRAND TOTAL 1,224,104
FY 93 - Actual
Intercollegiate Athletics. . 829,726
Concessions 14,766
Financial Aid 257,927
Foundation
Unrestricted. . . . 22,116
Restricted 82,802
GRAND TOTAL 1,207,337
FY 94 - Proposed
Intercollegiate Athletics. . 787,042
Concessions 27,138
Financial Aid 252,926
Foundation
Unrestricted. . . . 21,480
Restricted 90,281
GRAND TOTAL 1,178,867
FY 95 - Proposed
Intercollegiate Athletics. . 730,416
Proposed Fee Increase. . . . 35,859
Concessions 34,913
Financial Aid 252,926
Foundation
Unrestricted. . . . 21,980
Restricted 84,781
GRAND TOTAL 1,160,87 5
TOTAL
EXPENSES
813,924
18,764
231,995
23,288
58,568
1,146,539
798,946
9,628
257,948
19,511
57,046
1,143,079
786,542
17,225
252,926
20,400
68,000
1,145,093
818,247
19,350
252, 926
20,400
68,000
1, 178, 923
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FEE REVIEW PROCESS FY 94/95
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Revenue Summary
JIN. ATHLETICS ACCOUNT
Carryover
JFee Distribution
. .
Proposed Fee Increase
(State Funds
Dther Revenue
:
Gate
Season Tickets.
.
Other
Additional Sport Income
in. athletics
sub-total
Iadalabene concessions
Carryover
Revenue
jrADALABENE CONCESSIONS
SUB-TOTAL
Actual
FY 92
38,276
465,451
245,960
12,726
8,235
51,041
44, 147
865,836
2,128
17,350
19,478
Actual
FY 93
51,912
485,270
229,530
9,428
8, 666
12,586
32, 334
829,726
714
14, 052
14,766
Proposed
FY 94
30,780
454,697
225, 565
14,000
12, 000
20, 000
30, 000
787, 042
5,138
22, 000
27,138
Proposed
FY 95
500
425,351
35,859
225, 565
16,000
13, 000
20, 000
30, 000
766, 275
9, 913
25, 000
34,913
'INANCIAL AID ACCOUNT
Carryover (1,357)
fee Distribution . . 104,649
Other Revenue. ... 6,000
[JUB-TOTAL 109,292
7aiver Allocation 122,736
INANCIAL AID
SUB-TOTAL 2 32,028
FOUNDATION
- Unrestricted
Carryover
Unrestricted Income
^RESTRICTED
SUB-TOTAL
Restricted'OUNDATION
Carryover
estricted Income.
.
LESTRICTED
SUB-TOTAL
1RAND TOTAL - REVENUE
(3,485)
24,051
20,566
13,457
72,739
86,196
1,224. 104
33
114,730
7,370
122,133
135,794
257,927
(2,252)
24,368
22, 116
27,795
55. 007
82, 802
1, 207, 337
(21)
118,303
118,282
134,644
252,926
580
20, 900
21,480
27,781
62, 500
90,281
1,778,867
00
118,282
118,282
134,644
252, 926
1, 080
20,900
21, 980
22,281
62, 500
84,781
1, 160, 875
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FEE REVIEW PROCESS FY 94/95
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Expenditure Summary
Actual
FY 92
Actual
FY 93
Proposed
FY 94
Propc
FY
>sed
95
IN. ATHLETICS ACCOUNT
Salary
Central Operation .
Sport Operation . .
Expenditure from:
Generated Income.
478,
144,
135,
55
692
318
414
500
490,564
116,242
152,205
39,935
505,842
115,750
134,950
30,000
533,
119,
134
30
547
750
950
000
IN. ATHLETICS
SUB-TOTAL 813, 924 798,946 786,542 818 247
VADALABENE CONCESSIONS
Expenditures. . . . 18 764 9,628 17,225 19 350
FINANCIAL AID ACCOUNT
Cash Expenditures .
State Waivers . . .
109
122
259
736
122,154
135,794
118,282
134,644
118
134
282
644
FINANCIAL AID
SUB-TOTAL 231 995 257,948 252,926 252 ,926
FOUNDATION
Unrestricted. . . .
Restricted
23
58
,288
568
19,511
57,046
20,400
68,000
20
68
,400
,000
FOUNDATION
SUB-TOTAL 81 ,856 76,557 88,400 88 ,400
GRAND TOTAL
-
EXPENDITURES . . . 1,146 539 1,143,079 1,145,093 1,178 ,923
RESERVES - Balance
or (Deficit ) . . . . 77 ,565 64,258 33,774 (18, 048)
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED INCREASE: RES IDENCE HALL RATES
AND APARTMENT RENTALS, SlUC
[AMENDMENI 10 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD B-15]
Summarv
c c
™ S
^}}er P r°P° ses increases in residence hall rates effectiveSummer Session 1994 and increases in apartment rentals effective July 1 1994
SSrS in
in
t
C
hp
e
%SeS -H nClUdS ft4 PZ SemeSter (2 ' 8%) for doub1e occupancy room andbo
5 \ e residence halls, $5 per month 1.5% to 1.8%) in family housing
|
and $3 to $10 per month (2.6% to 2.8%) in other apartment rentals.
n 9>
Rationale for Adoption
I rv a* w
Aft6
r
reC
^
e
n!
ng in FY " 93
'
residence hall occupancy again decreasedin FY-94 due to a 14.0% drop in freshmen (18.0% drop in new freshmen) The
'SS tf °/ l"? fT.FY " 93 t0 FY " 94 would have b^en even more se ere fmarketing efforts had not been so successful in retaining current residents
Io°st dentnJdt fnT^ /leXlbil lty in meal planS and other efforts tore, u ent eeds and preferences have been well received. Further efforts are
j being made to discover and respond to student preferences. The loss of revenue!from reduced occupancy is being partially offset by deferring some of theplanned improvements and repairs (special projects) in FY-94.
!
The modest rate increase proposed here is based primarily on meeting
i SS^yF^T' • T0U9ih eX,?enSeS are bud 9eted t0 exceed revenue K?
in FY 2? 1
" 9
'
1
thlS1S 1argely °ffset
^ the excess of avenue over expenseiin -93 due to delays in renovation projects. Expenses are also projected to
!hp
C
mpt h
eV
,\
nUe by $679
'
58
°
in FY ' 95
'
0f this amount
>
^386 ' 1Q is proposed to
™eJ/ the rat* ^crease. The remaining $293,480 will come from the use of
nprl-t ths?
Cei eS
;,
Cash balances are judged to be sufficiently strong to
I-™! wasI $3,56
9
9
e
;204
" ^ JUne 3°' 1993
'
°et
°
f Prepayments
9
for
Lm + h A !alary - increase of 4 - 0% had been projected for FY-94. The savingsELf*hJ increase of 2.5% is approximately $54,000 and was applied
1 rnwt h%
eV
rv
U
o C
l0S
n
fr°m decreased occupancy. An increase of 3.5% has beenprojected for FY-95. Any savings from a lesser increase will be applied towarddeferred projects or a loss of revenue should that occur. A 3.0% decline in!he freshman class is projected for Fall 1994, which Housing plans to offset byincreased retention of current residents. y
,mnnn
The
• l
ar 1*¥«f m
,
eal plans and other °Ptions makes direct comparisonsimong universities difficult. However, our current rates rank a distant secondirom those of the University of Illinois and are comparable to those of the
Praliri^fthanllOo"
1"" 111
"' ^ anmial ratM m ^^ b*
\ No increase in Summer Session rates is proposed, due to the low
urnmer occupancy. There is also no increase proposed for the Summer leases
"ltn fraternities and sororities.
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Southern Hills apartment complex and Greek Row are part of the sam
funded debt entity as the residence halls (including the Northwest Annex) an
share in their common operating experience. Applying a comparable percentag
increase to the lease for fraternities and sororities (2.8%) would increas
their rate from $48,760 to $50,112 for the academic year. Two changes fro
past practice are proposed. First, it is proposed that the housekeeping
advisor credit normally given annually be replaced by a one-time reduction i
the lease of $1,772. Second, following the experience gained at Evergree
Terrace, it is proposed that each organization pay for their own use o
electricity for the full year in return for a reduction of $7,800 in the lease
This amount is the average charge for electricity per building over the las
several years. Currently, those fraternities or sororities which elect t
remain open during the Summer Session pay their own electrical usage durin
that time. The proposed lease amount, after these reductions, is $40,540.
Evergreen Terrace continues to show good occupancy and much improve
conditions than existed a few years ago before the extensive renovations
Housing is operating on a plan to maintain these apartments on a continuou
basis so as to avoid the deterioration that occurred before. A modest rer
increase of $5 per month (less than 2.0%) is proposed. Among the majc
improvement projects for FY-95 are repainting of an increased number
apartments and continuing replacement of kitchen cabinets and appliances.
A 2.6% increase of $8 per month is proposed for Elizabeth Apartment
and a 2.8% increase of $10 per month for University Courts, similar to U
increase for the residence halls.
Considerations Against Adoption
The proposed increases could be reduced or avoided by depletir
working cash balances or deferring maintenance and renovation projects.
Constituency Involvement
The preparation of the budget and its implications have been shart
with the Residence Hall Association. A variety of means, including questioi
naires and staff interaction with residents, are used to determine needs ai
preferences of the residents.
This matter has been shared with the Undergraduate Student Governmei
and the Graduate and Professional Student Council.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern II lino
University in regular meeting assembled, That the rents and charges heretofo
established for the following University Housing shall be and are here
changed until otherwise amended to the rate shown in the following schedul
and that 4 Policies of the Board B-15 be and is hereby amended to read
follows:
February 10, 1994
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15. University Housing:
a. Schedule of rates for University-operated single student housing atblUC effective Summer Session, 1993 1994:
Room and
Room Rate Food Rate Food Rate
Resident
9eHBle-9eeHpaRey— 19-meals
FaH-eF-Sprin§-5emestep
Fall-eF-5pF4R§-?-plHS-BFeaks
9e«b;e-9eeHpaRey—lS-mea*s
Fall-eF-SpF4R§-5eiflesteF
Fall-eF-5pF4R§ T -plHs-&peaks
9eu&le-9eebipaRey—aRy-16-weals
FaH-eF-Spr4R§-SefflesteF
Fall-ep-5pF4R§ 7 -plas-&Feaks
Beuble-OeetsipaRey— 12-meals-*
$4§-eFed4t
Fa44-eF-SpF4n§-SefflesteF
FaU-eF-SpF4n§ ? -p4HS-bFeaks
Beuble-Qeeupaney— Summei»-Sess4en 483 319* 793
54R§le-Reeffl-inepeffleRt
Fall-eF-SpF4Rg-SemesteF 466
SHfflffleF-Sess4eR 113
NeR-Res4deRt
Fall-eF-SpF4R§-SefflesteF— 19-meals ?61
Fall-eF-SpF4R§-SemesteF—
-aRy-16
weals 736
Fall-eF-SpF4R§— lg-meals-M-P 726
Fall-ep-5pp4R§— 12-meals-+-$46
€Fed4t ?§i
*eM32§-
eV4ded~*^eH§h"^
$-932
1,94?
$-662
662
$-l?§84
1?699
932
1^942
61?
61?
1?649
1 T 664
932
1 794?
62?
62?
1-669
l-y6?4
932
1 ? 94?
662
662
1?684
1?699
674
Room and
Resident - Per Semester
Double Occupancy
19 Meals
15 Meals M-F
Any 15 Meals
12"Meals~TT45 Credit
Break Housing Increment
Single Room Increment
Resident - Summer Session
Double Occupancy
Single Room Increment
Per Semester
Room Rate Food Rate
$ 960
960
960
960
$ 668
633
643
668
118
475
483
TVS
310*
Food Rate
$1,628
1,593
1,603
1,628
793
Non-Resident
19 Meals
15 Meals M-F
Any 15 Meals
12 Meals + $45 Credit
783
745
756
783
*Meals provided through a non-refundable credit in the Student Center.
b. Schedule of rates for Greek Row building lease at SIUC effective
Summer Session, 4993 1994 :
Fraternities and Sororities
Academic year (4ne}ades including maintenance and
utilities except electricity )* $48-;769 $40,540
Summer Session 1,208
*Tenants are responsible for electricity for the full year. Lease also
includes refund of credit for housekeeping/advisor."
SIUC Leased Office Space
Annual (without utilities & maintenance) $20,300
c. Schedule of rates for University-owned apartment rental housing at
SIUC effective July 1, 1993 1994:
February 10, 1994
Southern Hills - Furnished, with utilities
Efficiency
One bedroom
Two bedroom
Evergreen Terrace* - Unfurnished, plus
charges for metered electricity
Two bedroom
Three bedroom
Elizabeth Apartments - Furnished, with utilities
Efficiency
University Courts - Furnished, with utilities
One bedroom
Rates subject to approval by the SIU Foundation (Carbondale) and theDepartment of Housing and Urban Development.
675
Monthly Rate
$288
342
334
$293
"3T7
339
276
297
280
302
394 312
362 372
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University Housing - Funded Debt
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
INCOME
Operations
Investments
TOTAL INCOME
ACTUAL
FY-91
15,459,631
331,907
15,791,538
EXPENSE
Salaries
Wages
Less USOE
Food
Utilities
Maintenance Bldg.
Ground & Equip.
Special Projects
(Use of Reserves)
Equipment
Cable TV
Administration 1
Special Projects
Commodities
Special Projects
Tel ecommuni cati ons
Maintenance Allowance
Other Current Exp.
Special Projects
TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENSES 15
787,746
216,103
169,014)
248,509
864,123
177,873
158,627
375,941
156,223
12,313
293,263n
123,653
u
486,343n
528,472^
418,194*
72,623^
ACTUAL
FY-92
15, 470, 126'
273,208
15,743,334
3,514,053
u
1,230,631
(232,6781
2,084,387
r
1,939,485
2,366,470
1,601,689 ,
(653,649) J
156,497.
158,867
L
1,227,790
285,407n
lll,615p
504,958^
527,046^
481,155*
60,196b
ACTUAL
FY-93
16,405,650
E
221,533
16,627,183
3,607,713
1,206,259
(285,486
2,102,606
1,782,139
BUDGETED
FY-94 FY-95
16,303,200" 16,352,;
204,000 204,
(
16,507,200 16,556,1
3,713,600
1,231,400
(255,600)
2,113,300
1,902,500
2,378,756
T
733, 041
1
2,472,300
158 227.
210,865
1,284,017
4,714
537, 27l"
53,606
u
490,575n
555,987^
581,683
K
,630,800'
°K
598,200,
220,500
L
,312,000
17,000
342,900n
65,600
u
493,200n
594,800^
474,200*
3,843,1
1,231,<
(255,1
2,197,1
1,959,1
2,534,
1,578,:
517
224,
1,338,
17,
351,
74,
493,
594,
483
750,992 15,363,919 15,401,973 16,926,700
Debt Service
TOTAL EXPENSE
Use of Revenue
Bond Fee
REVENUE OVER EXPENSE
USE OF CASH AND
RECEIVABLES
REVENUE FROM PROPOSED
RATE INCREASE
1,528,858
17,279,850
1,248,819
(239,493 )
239,493
1,669,784
T
1,776,807
T
1,723,400
1
17,033,667 17,178,780 18,650,100
17,183,
1,441,
18,624
1,252,606
(37,727
!
37,727
1,267,000 1,351,300 1,388,
715,403
U (791,600) U (679
(715,403) 791,600 293
386,
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University Housing - Funded Debt
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
NOTES
tTwfFY
6
!!? lZ*u n^ Jpv
1
^
in
,
0CCUpanCy due t0 decline in freshmen o fll.O/o (FY-92) and 14.0% (FY-94). Loss would have been greater withoutincreased retention of returning students.
yeai nno
res i dents
1n
aTnf,-„™PanC3' "f *2 narket1n9 eff°rts to retain upper division
o^Sent^'reS ^aT' "" ^^ f™ Sn'cl < *™>- ° ff^
pS rpro^c^^^^rin^rlste1^ "**^^ '" tfe
CS?r!
S ^f^r^^ions, primarily in Food Service, from reduced weekendservices and elimination of bakery and meat-cutter positions.
iTTJ* l'
5
l
Sa
,
Ury
- !
ncrease
'
Savin 9 s f™m a smaller actual increase wouldbe used to fund maintenance projects on the 5-year plan.
Reduced cost reflects tighter controls on food production and inventory.
Assumes 4.0% cost increase.
u
FY-93 reflects one-time rebate of approximately $127,000 for elpctricitv
I
*
$900,000 was deferred from FY-93 to FY-94 due to project dplays Fundinq fornew projects for FY-94 was reduced due to lower occupancy. 9
Funds to install cable TV system to be repaid from operations.
Includes replacement of major food service equipment items.
fev^ 9 C A°? tS ^i b?9 1nnin 9 FY " 93 > a full-time electrician to maintainth system. Also reflects cost of channels added at student request.
fcs^%^sa3»i;?rMseSi a new position (computer ^eciaiist )' ***
N
Reflects the reclassification of certain equipment items as commodities.
Non-recurring purchase under $100 (furniture, mattresses, dishes, etc.).
^Ind'HousinT'rrea"!'
°f inStallin 9 emergency-security telephones on grounds
QCost of room and board for resident Housing staff.
678
Includes refuse removal, taxes, laundry, insurance, transportation, and bad
debt expense. FY-92 included $56,818 bad debt expense for damages at Greek
Row.
Shared expense for installation of Vali-Dine ID system.
Includes $100,000 annual repayment to Reserve for funding to install cable
TV. FY-95 reflects the benefits of the restructuring of the bonds.
Includes funding for projects budgeted for FY-93, but carried over to FY-94.
Cash balance at the end of FY-93 was $3,569,204 excluding prepayments for
FY-94.
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University Housing - Evergreen Terrace
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
ACTUAL
FY-91
1,130,281
10,416
1,140,697
COME
Operations
Interest
TAL INCOME
JPENSE
Salaries
images (Net of USOE)
Utilities
Maintenance Bldg.
- Ground & Equip.
J
Special Projects
! Less Use of
Reserves
Equipment
administration
Refuse Removal
jither Current Exp.
eal Estate Rental
[At OPERATING
jXPENSES
Jj of Revenue
(ond Fee 151,000
IjENUE OVER EXPENSE 60,934
OF CASH AND
ECEIVABLES
t;ENUE FROM PROPOSED
iVTE INCREASE
39,594
82,378
351,910
216,875
229,130
2,039
55,207
17,072
27,841
208,717
ACTUAL
FY-92
ACTUAL
FY-93
1,129,298 1,164,524
14,249 11,558
1,143,547 1,176,082
40,016
93,254
316,251
179,703
200,102
6,543
55,752
18,306
31,026
209,639
57,097'
82,052
323,948
272,858
140,631
2,090
59,302
19,119
53,384
216,791
BUDGETED
FY-94
1,212,600
15,000
1,227,600
63,000 D
88,300
326,800
237,300
162,200
25,300
62,200
22,200.
125, 100 11
206,200
7,045) (51,190)
91,000'
7,045 51,190
PROJECTED
FY-95
1,212,600
15,000
1,227,600
65,200
88,300
335,000
243,200,
164,400 L
10,000 L
64,100
22,800
34,800
217,300
1,230,763 1,150,592 1,227,272 1,318,600 1,245,100
17,500 )
17,500
l:S:
^recurring increase due to an employee on extended sick leave
r.umng increase due to an accounting adjustment to properly reflect the cost ofIf-time maintenance employee shared with Southern Hills.
inting $75,000; Apt. lighting $5,000; Kitchen cabinets $74,400; Balcony repairs
v.000; Landscaping $5,000; Recreation equipment $3,000.
Y P
i'liance replacements, as needed.
jludes $91,000 one-time increase in allowance for bad debt, due to changes in
I application of payment priorities in the University's billinq systpm
I
recurring use as approved at the December 1993 Board meeting. See Note E
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University Housing - Auxiliary Housing
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGETED
FY-91 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94
INCOME
Operations 102,570 104,692 99,767 111,500
Interest 4,423 4,024 2,654 3,000
TOTAL INCOME 106,993 108,716 102,421 114,500
EXPENSE
Salaries 9,077 9,626 9,950 10,000
Wages (Net of USOE) 3,740 4,440 4,440 4,400
Utilities 21,762 22,240 18,784 23,600
Maintenance Bldg.
Ground & Equip. 19,434 20,150 15,412 17,500
Special Projects 11,294 31,899 24,839 37,700
Less Use of
Reserves
Equipment 12,567 4,923 14,600
Administration 6,055 6,617 6,547 7,800
Other Current Expense 3,776 4,030 11,374 6,300
Special Current Exp. 1,608 1,473 1,331 1,000
Rep. & Repl . Reserve 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENSE 99,313 115,398 102,677 132,900
REVENUE OVER EXPENSE 7,680 (6,682) (256) (18,400)
USE OF CASH AND
256A 18,400
B
RECEIVABLES 6,682
REVENUE FROM PROPOSED
RATE INCREASE
NOTES:
A
Cash balance on 6/30/93 was $53,241.
Projected cash balance for 6/30/94 is $34,841.
Projected cash balance for 6/30/95 is $25,941.
February 10, 1994
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Mr. Brewster commented that Dr. Brown had sent copies of an article
from the Association of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities referring
to agenda priorities for 1994 for trustees based on responses received from
presidents and chancellors of institutions that participate in AGB. He
continued that one of the top five priorities is charitable giving. He
explained that giving from trustees in 1992 represented 13.5% of all individual
giving. He stated it was important for trustees to lead with their actions in
supporting the institutions. He challenged his fellow trustees to share their
success with this institution for which they are responsible.
The Chair announced that there will be a news conference in the Video
Lounge immediately following.
Mrs. Stiehl moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have passed.
The meeting adjourned at 11:20 a.m.
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
MARCH 10, 1994
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southerr
Illinois University convened on Thursday, March 10, 1994, at 11:20 a.m. in the!
Ballroom of the University Center, Southern Illinois University all
Edwardsville, Edwardsville, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary beinc
present, the meeting was called to order. The following members of the Boanl
were present:
I
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following member was absent:
Harris Rowe
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Nancy Belck, President, SIUE
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. Richar
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE : Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connectic
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of tti
Board of Trustees.
The Chair introduced Mike Payne, representing the SIUC Administrativ
and Professional Staff Council, and Jim Leming, representing the SIUC Graduat
Council
.
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Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Brewster reported that he had attended the
meeting of the Nominating Committee of the SIU Foundtion. He stated that the
committee had reviewed the existing slate of candidates and proposed additional
nominees which will be presented to the Board of Directors at its meeting in
Chicago in April in conjunction with the 125th anniversary celebration. He
reported that the nominating committee and board were continuing to place
greater emphasis on the giving history of potential applicants and prospects of
increasing contributions. He continued that the nominating committee and the
board are also attempting to expand the geographic dispersion of its board
members.
Mrs. D'Esposito reported that she had attended the March 1 meeting of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education. She stated that perhaps the most
significant event at that meeting was that Governor Jim Edgar had joined them
and announced his plans for increasing the amount of dollars in his budget for
higher education, on the operating side. With respect to the capital side, she
said the Governor had recommended that all 19 projects on the IBHE list be
approved, which would impact our campuses. She announced that there was
received a wonderful report on access and preparation in undergraduate edu-
cation which had been prepared by Dr. Ann Bragg. She explained that the report
gave a lot of significant information about what is being done on the 12 public
university campuses to make the transition from high school to college more
successful. She reported that policy recommendations were provided to the
board on international education which the board approved. She mentioned that
a number of participants on that committee were from SIUC and SIUE, but it was
spearheaded by Dr. Osberg and Dr. Klasek. She stated that Mrs. Stiehl's
daughter also served on that committee.
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Under Committee Reports, Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the Finance
Committee, stated that the Committee had met this morning in the Mississippi-
Illinois Room of the University Center. She gave the following report:
We had a notice of proposed tuition increases. We recommend for'
placement on the omnibus motion the following matters: N, Increase in Campus!
Housing Activity Fee, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board C-9]; 0,!
Increase in Textbook Rental Fee, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board !
C-5]; P, Increase in Athletic Fee, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board :
C-5]; Q, Establishment of Room and Board Rates, Student Residence Hall, SIUE;,
and R, Increase in Tower Lake Apartment Rental Rates, SIUE [Amendment to 4
Policies of the Board C-12]. Our committee has recommended for approval, but
as a separate voting item, Board agenda item S, Increase in Residence Hall!
Rates and Apartment Rentals, SIUC [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board B-15].
We recommended to the Executive Committee a request for proposal or
administrative information systems at SIUC.
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, statec
I
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gavdj
the following report:
We ask that the following items be placed on the omnibus motion: M,
Project Approval and Retention of Architect: University Center Cafeteric
Renovation, SIUE; T, Increase in Project Budget: Optometric Eye Care Clinic j
SIUE; U, Project Approval and Selection of Architect: Evergreen Terrace
Remodeling, SIUC; V, Project Approval and Selection of Architect: Fire Alan
Renovations, Phase III, University Housing, SIUC; and W, Project Approval, Lam
Acquisition: 334, 404, and 404! West Calhoun Street, Springfield Medica
Campus, SIUC.
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that th<
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. H
gave the following report:
We discussed PQP. The most interesting part of our morning was th>
presentation from the School of Business Undergraduate Program Revision
"Quality Teamwork and Global Competition: An Undergraduate Business Curricului
for the 21st Century." It was presented by Dean Ault, Dr. Elliott, Dr. Puro
Dr. Bueno, and Mr. Wall, who is a student. It was very interesting
informative, and exciting for the members who were present.
Under Executive Officer Reports, Dr. Guyon stated that the SI
Foundation had received an unrestricted gift of $250,000 from the estate o
Mr. Orville Hudgens from Herrin, Illinois. He reported that at the National
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Association of Campus Activities, SIUC had competed in eight categories, and
won seven first prizes and a second, basically sweeping the competition. He
continued that the moot court team placed second in the Midwest Regionals and
will go to the national championships. He stated that the men's basketball
team had won the Missouri Valley basketball tournament.
Mr. VanMeter asked President Guyon to prepare a brief report to the
Chancellor and the Board regarding earthquake preparedness and whether there is
anything that the Board or the University should be doing. President Guyon
stated he would be delighted to have the opportunity to report on that matter.
Mr. Norwood commented that this was the second time in a row that
SIUC had won the Missouri Valley conference. Mr. Brewster stated that that
accomplishment was unprecedented for anyone in the conference.
President Belck reported that for the first time ever SIUE's women's
basketball team was in the playoffs. She continued that they had traveled a
long 16 hours to Michigan Tech at Houghton, Michigan, that they didn't win the
game, but they had played well. She stated that she was pleased to have three
guests here today to talk about the Olympic Festival. She said that she
thought this was a wonderful opportunity to not only showcase the University
and get people coming across the river to SIUE, but also to show cooperation in
the St. Louis metropolitan area as well. She introduced Mike Dyer, President
of the U.S. Olympic Festival 94; Jill Duffner, loaned executive to the Olympic
Festival from Illinois Power Company, and Ralph Korte, Chairman of Korte
Cosntruction, and a very important member of the Olympic Festival. She
announced that the Trustees appreciated the flags and pins that were left on
the table.
Mr. Ralph Korte made the following remarks:
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Thank you President Belck and welcome to Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville. I want to thank the Board of Trustees for giving time today
for us to give you an update on the excitement that is going to be occurring in!
July. Being part of the construction, I'll give you an update on that. Addi-j
tionally I'd like to thank the Board of Trustees for giving us this oppor-j
tunity. Without your support this thing would not have happened here in our
community which allows our side of the river to be an integral part of the;
greater St. Louis metropolitan area for this event. It's the first time that I
know of that we have been a full partner in an event of this type.
I toured the facility just yesterday and I'm really impressed with
this legacy that we are going to leave for future generations. This is
something we can all truly be proud of. That we will have left this as a
monument to our efforts. Again, I want to thank the Board of Trustees for
their help in making that happen.
The project is well on schedule. The base is down for the track and!
we are contemplating putting the final surface on the track starting April 1.
We are scheduled to have the building completed May 1 and start doing some
trials, and I think we have some trial events taking place there in the first
two weeks of May. We can all have a chance to see this facility during the
festival, but I'm told that this track will be one of the top three in thelj
country, this running surface. It is that unique. It is only one of three in!
the country.
Jill Duffner make the following comments:
I
Thank you very much for letting us talk with you this morning. I've!
been loaned to the Olympic Festival from Illinois Power and I feel veryI
grateful to my company that they did that and Illinois has gotten very strong!
support from me to the festival. The one thing is I want to thank Illinois,j
especially SIUE, the staff at the festival thinks that Illinois is the greatest',
thing that they've ever seen. There have been no problems; a lot of cooper-!
ation. People have gone out of their way to make things happen and we are!
getting a really great reputation. I have to thank a lot of the staff here atj
SIUE under Dr. Buck and the committees he has formed. It's just been terrific.:
I'm sure that all of you are aware that the sport hosts here at SIUE are!
Emerson Electric for the track and field and Illinois Power will be thej
wrestling host. The awareness campaign is really out there now. I believe thej
people that are down here in central and southern Illinois have seen a lot oil
the television ads. The ticket kickoff at the Galleria was outstanding. Thej
galleria was overwhelmed with the response we got. The Illinois Bureau oil
,
Tourism is the major corporate patron of the festival and they are doing ej
massive campaign for public awareness throughout the state and in out! J
neighboring states. Illinois is getting some good press out of them. The! 1
torch relay is going to be coming through central and southern Illinois
starting the end of May and all the way through June. It will be going fror,
Springfield, Decatur, Carbondale, and about 19 communities here in southwesterly
and southern Illinois. Hopefully, we're going to bring it through Edwardsvilld
i
on the 24th of June and make the track and field stadium dedication as part oil
that process. We're hoping that that will come to fruition. The one thing
would like to mention is we do have four interns from SIUE that are on staff all
our St. Louis facility. Southwestern Illinois Bureau of Tourism is paying fori
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them to be on staff and it's really exciting. Finally, the environmental look
I see some of you have your flag sets up. SIU is really going out and goinq todo a great campaign to put a lot of our banners and everything up. You alreadyhad them up when you dedicated the Art and Design Building and we just know SIUis going to do a terrific job. Illinois is going to have the best venues that
the festival has.
Mike Dyer made the following comments:
There's never any doubt where Jill comes from. We're real excited to
lh ..
re
V Jhc* U; S " 2] ymp i c Festival is tne absolute largest event sponsored bythe United States Olympic Committee. It's 37 different sports, more sportsthan either the summer or winter games because we have sports from both We'llhave over 3,000 athletes in town and this is the developmental tool 'for theUnited States Olympic Committee. These young kids that will be here competinqin wrestling here on campus at the track and field are hopefully futureOlympians. And 80°/ of the Americans who win medals in the Olympic games havepreviously competed in some Olympic Festival. So the Marv Lou Rettens, theJackie Joyner-Kersees, the Greg Louganises, Charles Barkeley, Michael Jordan,
all of these people have competed in previous Olympic Festivals. We're reallygoing to witness the best young developing athletes in the country. This ^ventis a truly regional event. We span both sides of the river and we're veryproud of that. We have an awful lot of work to go. The communities in the
entire region have supported this outstandingly. We have broken all ticket
records for the first month of sales. We're well over 50% of our goal to sell
approximately $2 million in tickets. We're over $1 million already with just
about four months to go. Volunteerism has been incredible. We didn't know how
we would find 12,000-15,000 volunteers. We've actually had to limit
volunteers We're no longer recruiting volunteers because we have a waiting
list. I think that's a testament to the way this entire metropolitan area has
come together to support this event. I'd just like to say my hats are off to
those people who are providing lasting legacies and I think the track and fieldhere is just as Ralph explained it. We wanted to have a great event for the
community, to have great exposure for the community, to have a great economic
impact. One of the reasons you really do these things and it gets lost in the
shuffle sometimes is to have a lasting impact after the event and we'll have 10
great days and we'll have great experiences and great memories, but the best
thing about it is we'll have a brand new track and field facility that this
community, this campus, and everybody can utilize. We'll have a brand new
auditorium. We'll have worked together as an entire community for hopefullybigger and better things in the future. I'd just like to thank everybody here
that helped make that happen. I invite everybody to take part and hopefully be
in the entire metropolitan area seeing one of the 37 different sports and 25different venues all take place simultaneously. We invite you to be a part of
it. Thank you yery much.
President Belck thanked the three for coming. She announced that the
Kimmel Leadership Banquet will be held on March 31. She stated they were yery
pleased that Carol and Walter Kimmel will be there for the evening.
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Chancellor Brown displayed the proclamation signed by the Governor of
the State of Illinois and countersigned by the Secretary of State recognizing!
the 125th anniversary of Southern Illinois University as of March 9, 1994.
Chancellor Brown read the following proclamation:
I
WHEREAS, Southern Illinois Normal University was created by an Act of
the 26th General Assembly of Illinois as the second state-supported normal!
school in Illinois; and
WHEREAS, Southern Illinois Normal University opened its doors at I
Normal Hall in Carbondale in 1874 to 53 students for a four-week summer seminar|
and went on to train thousands of elementary- and secondary-school teachers;
and
WHEREAS, in 1947, the institution became Southern Illinois University
equipped with a Board of Trustees and an expanded mission. It has since
developed into a major university system offering degrees at the associate,
|
baccalaureate, masters, doctoral, professional, and specialist levels; and
WHEREAS, enrollment at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, the SIUC School of Law at
Carbondale, the SIUE School of Dental Medicine at Alton, and the SIU School of
Medicine at Carbondale and Springfield has grown to a total enrollment of some
35,000 with students from ewery county in Illinois, every state in the Union,!
and 100 foreign lands; and
WHEREAS, the Southern Illinois University System provides top quality
higher education to these students; engages in basic and applied research in a
wide variety of disciplines; offers academic and professional service at the
community, state, and national level; and conducts a number of significant,
international exchange programs with colleges and universities around thej
globe; and
WHEREAS, Southern Illinois University is celebrating its 125|i
Anniversary or Quasquicentennial Year, starting March 9, 1994; and
WHEREAS, Southern Illinois University has just cause to be proud ofj
its achievements during the last century and a quarter and has earned the prideji
of the state to be graced with the resource and capability of this great;;
institution;
WHEREAS, I, Jim Edgar, Governor of the State of Illinois, proclainrh
March 9, 1994, as SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY QUASQUICENTENNIAL DAY irj
Illinois.
Signed on the 22nd of February, 1994.
March 10, 1994
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Chancellor Brown stated that this proclamation will be displayed in
the Office of the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees at Carbondale. He
continued that in addition the legislature on the 2nd of March adopted a joint
resolution which essentially echoes this resolution. He added that the joint
resolution was sponsored by Senator Dunn, Senator Hasara, Senator Vadalabene,
all in the Senate, and by Representative Hawkins in the House. He reported
that the Carbondale City Council had adopted a similar resolution recognizing
this significant milestone in the history of the University.
Chancellor Brown announced that on March 17 the General Assembly
begins working in earnest with the principal interest at the moment being the
Governor's FY-95 budget recommendations. He stated that Sill's appropriation
bill, SB 1770, is sponsored by Senators Dunn, Vadalabene, and Hasara. He noted
that there will be a hearing on the provisions in that bill on March 31. He
explained that there were hundreds of bills already in the hopper and they were
beginning to try to assess how those bills may affect SIU and to establish our
positions regarding them.
Chancellor Brown reported that the Board of Trustees and the
Chancellor have hosted a number of receptions around Edwardsville welcoming
President Belck. He stated that one had been held in Alton at the School of
Dental Medicine, one at East St. Louis, and one last night with over 500
enthusiastic people attending. He reported that there will be a reception for
|e University community, employees, faculty, staff, an students on Monday
/hich will end the formal recognition of President Belck's arrival.
The Chair stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board of
rustees had had breakfast with Brian Donnelly, Acting Vice-President for
^ministration and Executive Director of University Park. He continued that
he breakfast had been held in the Board Room of the University Center,
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Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, at approximatley 7:45 a.m. He
stated that it had been most enjoyable and informative.
The Chair stated that normally notice items were discussed in!
committee. He continued that he had been asked by some constituencies thati
they be given an opportunity to speak at this meeting in regard to Item H,j
Notice of Proposed Tuition Increases. He stated he certainly wanted to make
time available to them and that the matter would be taken up at this time.
The following matter was presented for notice only :
NOTI CE OF PROPOSED CHANGES: TUITION RATE INCREASE
FOR FISCAL YEARS 1995 AND 1996
[ AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD B-l, B-2, B-3, and C-l ]
Summary
This matter gives notice that the Chancellor and the Presidents wil
recommend to the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois University at it:
April 14, 1994 meeting the adoption of tuition rate increases for FY 1995 am
FY 1996 as specified in the resolution and tables included in this matter. I
approved, the proposed tuition rate and structure as listed in Table I fo
SIUC, Table II for SIUE, and Table III for our professional schools will beconn
effective with the fall semesters 1994 and 1995.
Rationale for Adoption
The budgetary situation within the State of Illinois has been disma
for the past few years, and SIU, like other public universities in the state
has had to consider alternative methods of providing needed revenue, includin
increases in tuition. During the period FY-90 to FY-94, tax dollar support fo
SIU increased by only two-tenths of one percent, and when adjusted fo
inflation, SIU has actually experienced more than a 13% net loss over th
period. Even though the income fund revenues (mostly tuition) increased b
19.7% during the same period, when adjusted for inflation, SIU experienced onll
a 3% increase in purchasing power from increases in tuition. And while totai
appropriated funds for SIU during FY-90 to FY-94 increased by 5.1%, whe I
adjusted for inflation, SIU had a net loss in purchasing power of more than 9|
in total appropriated funds.
j
In connection with Fiscal Year 1995 budget recommendations, thj
Illinois Board of Higher Education at its meeting of January 11, 1994, formal 1| I
recommended a general 3% increase in tuition for public universities in trU
state. This recommendation reflects the IBHE policy that tuition increase) j,
"over time should approximate the rate of inflation." It would, if adopted U
the SIU Board of Trustees, add about $1.2 million to the funding available t
SIUC and about $420,000 to the funding available to SIUE.
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The IBHE recommended budget does not provide any new fundinq forinflationary increases in utility costs or general price increases It does
not allow us to maintain the status quo. It does not provide any additional
resources for strengthening the quality of undergraduate education (providing
I
quality faculty and staff, library materials, instructional equipment,
I computing resources), for improving the retention and graduation rates of
I undergraduate students, for maintaining graduate and professional proqrams, for
|
supporting new or improved academic programs, or for meeting the costs of
externally mandated activities.
J
The focus statements recently formulated by SIUC and SIUE and
'approved by the Illinois Board of Higher Education emphasize the goal of
I
providing and enhancing high quality undergraduate education. SIUE is
recognized for its high quality undergraduate programs, and SIUC has identified
as special areas of focus the maintenance and continual enhancement of thequality of undergraduate education in both general education and the major, and
I the improvement of undergraduate retention and graduation rates.
! t«c k
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academic year tuition rates within Illinois shows SIUC to
f
be 5366 below the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and $225 below
|
Northern Illinois University and Illinois State University. With the tuitionincreases being recommended, SIUC's undergraduate tuition would remain well
i be ow the University of Illinois and would continue to be below Northern and[Illinois State. Undergraduate tuition at SIUE continues to be the lowest inthe state; $122 below Eastern Illinois University and Western Illinois
University, similarly classified as Comprehensive I universities With the
recommended increases, tuition at SIUE would still be below that charged by itspeer institutions in Illinois.
If approved by the Board, the proposed tuition increases in this
matter would increase the current academic year undergraduate and qraduate
K^ 1 ?? Too? at SIUC 0f $150 per credit hour t0 $ 160 in ^n 1994 and to $170
Ia l-l u
Th
,
e current $1,800 academic year cost for a student enrolled for
i- £
r
?i ,««?
urV 12 per semester ) wc,uld become $1,920 in Fall 1994 and $2,040
I
in Fall 1995. The current $2,250 academic year cost for a student enrolled in
II
£re<j»t hours ( 15 Per semester) would become $2,400 in Fall 1994 and $2,550
The current academic year SIUE undergraduate tuition rate of $143 90per credit hour would become $152 in Fall 1994 and $160 in Fall 1995 The
'current $1,726.80 academic year cost for a student enrolled for 24 credit hoursHZ per semester) would become $1,824 in Fall 1994 and $1,920 in Fall 1995jTne current academic year SIUE graduate tuition rate of $154.10 per credit hour
would become $162 in Fall 1994 and $170 in Fall 1995. The current $1,849 20lacademic year cost for a student enrolled for 24 credit hours (12 per semester)
would become $1,944 in Fall 1994 and $2,040 in Fall 1995.
t ster,
Of the proposed tuition increase, the first 3% will be used to
support the IBHE recommended budget because without this 3%, our IBHE
recommended budget would be reduced. Further, approximately 28% of the
undergraduate tuition increase above the 3% will go to support the Monetary
Award Programs. These amounts are detailed in the following chart-
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SIUC SIUE
FY-95 Undergraduate Tuition Revenue
Generated by Proposals in this Matter $2,364,400 $787,800
Less:
IBHE Recommended Increase (Approxi-
mately 3%) 1,168,800 420,500
Reduction for MAP Awards 334,800 102,800
Net Additional Tuition Revenue Available 860,800 264,500
The $860,800 of net additional revenue at SIUC will be used to
support undergraduate retention and the purchase of library materials,!
undergraduate instructional equipment, and technology to support instruction.
The $264,500 of net additional revenue at SIUE will be used ti
support instructional programs and services and to improve the student/faculty
ratio in accord with SIUE's four-year budget plan.
The gross revenue generated in FY-96 by these proposed increases!
would be approximately the same as for FY-95; $2.4 million for SIUC and $0.8
million for SIUE.
SIUE is also proposing the establishment of a clinical charge for)
students in the Master of Science Program in Nursing who have a specialization
in Nurse Anesthesia. These students will be required to take a minimum of five
clinical terms. The per term cost would be $2,000 beginning in Summer 1994 and
$3,500 beginning in Fall 1995. The funds generated by the charge will be used
to support the clinical program for these students.
This matter also proposes tuition increases for the professional
schools of Medicine, Law, and Dentistry. As has been our practice histori-
jcally, revenues from these increases will be used to support the respective'
professional schools. Table III details the proposed professional school!
increases.
The SIUC School of Medicine is currently 40% behind the proposed!
University of Illinois rate in cost-to-degree and is the least expensive]
midwest public medical school. The proposed increase for the School of!
Medicine would bring the current cost to degree of $26,226 to $31,473 in FY-95
and to $36,792 in FY-96. At the end of the two-year period, the cost-to-degree
for the SIUC School of Medicine would equal the FY-95 cost-to-degree for the
University of Illinois. The proposed increase will provide $137,000 in FY-95
above the IBHE mandated 3% increase. Tuition revenues generated will be used
to make educational program enhancements, expand technology initiatives, and
increase need-based scholarships.
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The proposed increase recommended for the SIUC School of Law will
raise the academic year tuition rate from $2,796 to $3,216 in Fall 1994, and to
i-l in Hall 1995. The proposed increase will provide $83,000 in FY-95which will be used for upgrading information technology and fund-raisinq/development activities. y/
The proposed increase for the SIUE School of Dental Medicine will
raise the academic year tuition rate from $3,990 to $4,500 In Fall 1995tuition at the Dental School would be raised to a new annual'level of $5 OOo'The proposed increase will provide $105,000, which will be used ' for
strengthening and enhancing the instructional programs of the School of Dental[Medicine, particularly the purchase of needed instructional equipment.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of, and concerned about, the continuinqincrease in costs of attending Southern Illinois University.
Constituency Involvement
Constituencies were not involved in formulating this proposal.
Resolution
JL, •
BE
.
IT RES0LVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern IllinoisUniversity, in regular meeting assembled, That tuition increases for SIUCSIUE, and the professional schools of Law, Dentistry, and Medicine as
specified in Tables I, II, and III attached, be authorized
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TABLE I
Academic Year Tuition Rates, SIU Carbondale
Undergraduate and Graduate
Illinois Residents Non-Residents
Hours/ Hours/
Sem FY-94 FY-95 FY-96 Sem FY-94 FY-95 FY-96
1 150.00 160.00 170.00 1 450.00 480.00 510.00
2 300.00 320.00 340.00 2 900.00 960.00 1,020.00
3 450.00 480.00 510.00 3 1,350.00 1,440.00 1,530.00
4 600.00 640.00 680.00 4 1,800.00 1,920.00 2,040.00
5 750.00 800.00 850.00 5 2,250.00 2,400.00 2,550.00
6 900.00 960.00 1,020.00 6 2,700.00 2,880.00 3,060.00
7 1,050.00 1,120.00 1,190.00 7 3,150.00 3,360.00 3,570.00
8 1,200.00 1,280.00 1,360.00 8 3,600.00 3,840.00 4,080.00
9 1,350.00 1,440.00 1,530.00 9 4,050.00 4,320.00 4,590.00
10 1,500.00 1,600.00 1,700.00 10 4,500.00 4,800.00 5,100.00
11 1,650.00 1,760.00 1,870.00 11 4,950.00 5,280.00 5,610.00
12 1,800.00 1,920.00 2,040.00 12 5,400.00 5,760.00 6,120.00
13 1,950.00 2,080.00 2,210.00 13 5,850.00 6,240.00 6,630.00
14 2,100.00 2,240.00 2,380.00 14 6,300.00 6,720.00 7,140.00
15 2,250.00 2,400.00 2,550.00 15 6,750.00 7,200.00 7,650.00
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TABLE II
Academic Year Tuition Rates, SIU Edwardsville
Undergraduate and Graduate
Undergraduate
Illinois Residents
Undergraduate
Non-Residents
Hours/
Sem FY-94
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
143.90
287.80
431.70
575.60
719.50
863.40
1,007.30
1,151.20
1,295.10
1,439.00
1,582.90
1,726.80
FY-95
152.00
304.00
456.00
608.00
760.00
912.00
1,064.00
1,216.00
1,368.00
1,520.00
1,672.00
1,824.00
FY-96
160.00
320.00
480.00
640.00
800.00
960.00
1,120.00
1,280.00
1,440.00
1,600.00
1,760.00
1,920.00
Hours/
Sem
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
FY-94
431.70
863.40
1,295.10
1,726.80
2,158.50
2,590.20
3,021.90
3,453.60
3,885.30
4,317.00
4,748.70
5,180.40
FY-95
456.00
912.00
1,368.00
1,824.00
2,280.00
2,736.00
3,192.00
3,648.00
4,104.00
4,560.00
5,016.00
5,472.00
FY-96
480.00
960.00
1,440.00
1,920.00
2,400.00
2,880.00
3,360.00
3,840.00
4,320.00
4,800.00
5,280.00
5,760.00
Graduate
Illinois Residents
Graduate
Non-Residents
Hours/
Sem FY-94
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
154.10
308.20
462.30
616.40
770.50
924.60
1,078.70
1,232.80
1,386.90
1,541.00
1,695.10
1,849.20
FY-95
162.00
324.00
486.00
648.00
810.00
972.00
1,134.00
1,296.00
1,458.00
1,620.00
1,782.00
1,944.00
FY-96
170.00
340.00
510.00
680.00
850.00
1,020.00
1,190.00
1,360.00
1,530.00
1,700.00
1,870.00
2,040.00
Hours/
Sem FY-94
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
462.30
924.60
1,386.90
1,849.20
2,311.50
2,773.80
3,236.10
3,698.40
4,160.70
4,623.00
5,085.30
5,547.60
FY-95
486.00
972.00
1,458.00
1,944.00
2,430.00
2,916.00
3,402.00
,888.00
,374.00
,860.00
346.00
832.00
FY-96
510.00
1,020.00
1,530.00
2,040.00
2,550.00
3,060.00
3,570.00
4,080.00
4,590.00
5,100.00
5,610.00
6,120.00
[Students in the Master of Science Program in Nursing with a specialization in
Kr n Xthesia entering the clinical phase of the program during Summer term994 or thereafter will be assessed a clinical charge of $2,000 per term in
addition to regular graduate level tuition. Students must pay the clinical
-narge_ each term of clinical registration with a minimum of five terms[Beginning with the Fall term 1995, this charge will be $3,500 per term
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TABLE III
SIU Professional Schools
Academic Year Tuition Rates
SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
Illinois Residents
Non-Residents
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
9 Semester Basis
Illinois Residents
Non-Residents
11 Semester Basis
Illinois Residents
Non-Residents
FY-94
3,990.00
11,970.00
FY-94
8,742.00
26,226.00
7,152.00
21,456.00
FY-95
4,500.00
13,500.00
FY-95
10,491.00
31,473.00
8,583.00
25,749.00
FY-96
5,000.00
15,000.00
FY-96
12,264.00
36,792.00
10,035.00
30,105.00
Students entering the School of Medicine prior to FY-95 pay 3 semesters per
year for the first nine of the eleven semesters; beginning with the class
entering in FY-95, students will pay 3 semesters per year for each of the
eleven semesters.
SCHOOL OF LAW
Illinois Residents Non-Residents
Hours/ Hours/
Sem FY-94 FY-95 FY-96 Sem FY-94 FY-95 FY-96
1 233.00 268.00 308.00 1 699.00 804.00 924.00
2 466.00 536.00 616.00 2 1,398.00 1,608.00 1,848.00
3 699.00 804.00 924.00 3 2,097.00 2,412.00 2,772.00
4 932.00 1,072.00 1,232.00 4 2,796.00 3,216.00 3,696.00
5 1,165.00 1,340.00 1,540.00 5 3,495.00 4,020.00 4,620.00
6 1,398.00 1,608.00 1,848.00 6 4,194.00 4,824.00 5,544.00
7 1,631.00 1,876.00 2,156.00 7 4,893.00 5,628.00 6,468.00
8 1,864.00 2,144.00 2,464.00 8 5,592.00 6,432.00 7,392.00
9 2,097.00 2,412.00 2,772.00 9 6,291.00 7,236.00 8,316.00
10 2,330.00 2,680.00 3,080.00 10 6,990.00 8,040.00 9,240.00
11 2,563.00 2,948.00 3,388.00 11 7,689.00 8,844.00 10,164.00
12 2,796.00 3,216.00 3,696.00 12 8,388.00 9,648.00 11,088.00
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Mr. Kochan stated that when the Governor proposed the recommendation
for the adoption of the IBHE proposal that he thought the tuition proposal for
this campus would be in accordance with that recommendation. He stated that
unfortunately that has not been the case. He continued that in fact the
proposal is more than double the IBHE recommendation. He stated that although
SIU has real financial problems and unfunded mandates that need to be
considered, he felt that the two-year recommendation might be premature since
we don't know what the fiscal year or the state budget's going to look like in
that second year. He explained that he did expect additional revenues to be
generated, albeit income taxes, revenue enhancements, whatever, and the
substantial increase of that would go to higher education no matter who was
elected Governor. He continued that he thought it unfortunate to increase
tuition the second year when additional money would be available. He said that
what he would like to do at the next Board meeting is to make a motion to amend
the recommendation for a one-year increase. He explained that enrollment has
gone down, particularly at the sophomore and freshmen levels, and that com-
munity colleges were becoming a better bargain. He stated that if we weren't
careful we may be taking ourselves out of that particular market. He announced
that a couple of other universities to the north have a higher tuition
increase, but they also have a larger pool of individuals. He continued that
there were many ways to predict tuition rates and increases in fees: the
economy, inflation, political windfall. He said that he thought those were all
positive right now. He stated he thought we were putting the cart before the
horse in this particular instance and in that respect he hoped the increase
would be kept to a one-year proposal.
The Chair recognized Mrs. Susan Hall, President, SIUC Graduate and
Professional Student Council. Mrs. Hall made the following comments:
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The Graduate and Professional Student Council is currently in the
process of formulating its response to the proposed increase. Obviously, the
news of this proposal was received with consternation. Students wondered why
there was a proposal for an increase more than double the recommended Illinois j
Board of Higher Education's 3% tuition increase level especially in light of
the Governor's recent budget address in which Mr. Edgar stated that he would!
support the state higher education budget as proposed. There is concern from)
the GPSC Executive Board that such an increase would result in spending!
authority being denied the university as in the case of the law school tuition
j
increase last year. If the legislature refused to give spending authority fori
the amount of that law school tuition increase, and by the way, did we ever!
receive that authority? I know Dr. Wilson has stated earlier the money was inj
our income fund, but did we ever receive the legislative authority to spend it?
What is the guarantee that this year's increase would be approved?
Are students going to be asked to pay more money only to have the spending of
those funds denied the campus? We feel this is a valid concern. Can we be
assured spending authority will be granted? With tuition continuing to rise
and the percentage of instructional costs being paid by student tuition dollars
continuing to increase, GPSC finds it ironic that students have so little input
into how these funds are being spent. The Board item states this position well
as written under the heading "Constituency Involvement." It reads with respect
to the tuition increase proposal, "Constituencies were not involved in
formulating this proposal." In order to obtain accountability for the tuition
dollars collected, perhaps GPSC should focus our lobbying effort on the General
Assembly and seek passage of the bill currently in Senate committee mandating
that appropriations be made by function. We would hope and prefer that
student involvement in the process could happen without legislative
intervention. As students are being asked to pay more and more, increased
participation and accountability becomes more and more important to them.
Less than one-third of the graduate and professional students at SIUC
receive tuition waivers. The only financial aid programs available to this
constituency are guaranteed student loans. We do not have access to thej
Illinois Student Assistance Commission Monetary Award Program nor the Pell|
Grant program. Therefore, none of that 28% of the extra increase going to thej
Illinois Student Assistance Commission is accessible to graduate andl
professional students. This means that for most of us, the tuition increase]
will come directly out of our pockets by way of increased student loan
indebtedness. Those students forced to borrow money for their educational)
needs will end up paying far more than this initial tuition increase. If they!
borrow under the Stafford or Perkins loan programs, they will pay this increase
back at 8-10% interest with interest beginning to accrue six months after
graduation. If they borrow under the Supplemental or Illinois Opportunity Loarj
programs, they will pay this increase back at 8-9% interest beginning to accruej
immediately upon receipt of the funds.
GPSC wishes to make the point that the current rate of inflation m
only 3%. This proposed tuition increase is more than double that amount. M
is not a cost of living increase or a cost of doing business increase.;
Students are tired of the burden being placed entirely on our shoulders eacK
time the state refuses to provide sufficient funding for higher education.;
According to the Illinois Office of the Auditor General, tuition at SIUC rose j
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an approximate 272% between 1980 and 1990. Yet during that same time period,the Higher Education Price Index only increased 73.7%, the Per CapitaDisposable Income Index only increased 74.6%, and the Consumer Price Indexincreased only 516%, while General Revenue Fund appropriations to Illinoishigher education increased only 41.3%. It is because of these facts that
students have started a statewide effort to ask the General Assembly to linktuition increases to one of the above-mentioned economic indicators.
Accomhi /S f° r le9 1+sJat1ve mandates, GPSC is willing to work with the GeneralAssembly to propose the elimination of the accumulation of the unpaid sick and
vacation days benefit. It is my understanding this mandate currently costs theUniversity over $1.5 million per year and that amount is rapfdlyincreasinq
each year Is the University going to join us in this request? T do n'l
fe,JEn? ?% lnten} if any -° f the 1e9 islativ e mandates was to seek funds fromstude t tuition dollars in order for them to be financed. What are theUniversity s efforts at the legislative level concerning unfunded mandates? Do
our legislators know that these mandates are requiring increases in student fee
S fH!^ their requirements? We stand ready to assist and cooperate inany lobbying that could reduce this unfunded debt to the University.
L-n.hi ?*!! y ° U f °ur tMs °PP° rtuni ty to address you on this matter. I amavailable to discuss these student concerns with any member of the Board at his
or her convenience and hope you will keep them in mind during yourdeliberations on this proposed tuition increase.
Mr. Norwood stated that when we talk about tuition and other fee
increases he considers it very carefully before voting for an increase. He
continued that when we talk about increases what is important is that what you
receive from that University is of a quality that will make you as competitive
as possible in the marketplace. He explained that if we just try to keep costs
down it is inevitable that the quality goes down and we're not doing a good
service to any student by cutting down the cost at the expense of taking away
from the product. He asked that we look at it as what we can deliver and what
you will get from these universities to make you better trained to compete in
this world. He stated you must keep that in mind.
Mrs. D'Esposito commented that if this two-year proposal is passed
and the environment changes significantly that this Board is still free to
revisit the tuition policy and change it. She just wanted everyone to be aware
of that; that we're not locked into this.
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Dr. Dickie Spurgeon, President, SIUE Faculty Senate, stated that the
constituencies at Edwardsville were involved in this process under President
Lazerson where we contemplated a series of increases that these present
increases are part of. He continued that President Belck had involved all
constituencies and that there is a Budget Council that works closely with the
President and we approved this all the way.
Mr. VanMeter reiterated what Mrs. D'Esposito said at the conclusion
of the discussion on this matter in the Finance Committee meeting. He
explained that our procedures serve us well in this regard in the fact that
this is a notice item; that for the very reason that these are very important
to the University and these questions to the life of the University that we
should put them on the table for a 30-day period in which we all have an
opportunity to look at them, to review them, to discuss them with the staff and
the Chancellor's Office and others, and to satisfy ourselves that the
increases
are as correct as we can judge at this time. He stated that this was a notice
item and that he was sure they were hearing the administration and that during
this coming month that they will all be carefully reviewing the materials
that
they have recently given us and other materials. He continued that
there will
be other questions that will be proposed to them and that at the
next Board
meeting this will become an action item and it will be again revisited
and at
that time additional comments will be taken before finally
arriving at a
conclusion.
The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion
anc
he proposed that, after discussion, there would be taken up the
following
matters:
March 10, 1994
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REPORT OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS.
JANUARY, 1994, SIUC AND SIUE
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policie s of the Board C
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the month ofJanuary, 1994, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of this
meeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees andthese reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minutes
of the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee
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PROJECT APPROVAL AND RETENTION OF ARCHITECT :
UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA RENOVATION, SIUE
Summary
This matter would grant project and funding approval to renovate the
SIUE University Center cafeteria dining and food serving areas. The estimated
cost of the renovation is $430,000, which will be funded from the University
Center's operating budget.
The matter would also authorize retention of the architect for the
project. With regard to the Quality Based Selection (QBS) guidelines, this
matter would also serve as the Board's written determination that it is in the
best interest of the State and the University to proceed with immediate
selection of an architectural firm.
In addition this matter requests that the project and its proposed
funding source be submitted to the Illinois Board of Higher Education for
approval as a non-instructional capital improvement.
Rationale for Adoption
The University Center cafeteria opened in March, 1967 and has not
been remodeled or refurbished since. Currently, approximately 892 customers
are served in the facility daily during the regular academic term and
approximately 222,000 customers are served annually.
Implementing the meal program in fall 1994 for residents of the new
student housing will require dining service for 500 customers for two or three
meals every day. The dining area currently has a maximum seating capacity of
670. Modifications to the dining area will permit students living in the
residence hall and other cafeteria patrons to be accommodated conveniently and
quickly. Also, the area does not provide a quality dining environment because
of its condition and design.
The renovation will make current seating capacity for approximately
100 patrons more accessible through incorporating adjacent meeting rooms as
part of the dining area. An additional 130 patron spaces will be added by
purchasing tables and chairs for use in the existing dining area. This
furniture would replace worn and broken furniture that has not been replaced
over the years.
These changes will enhance services to customers by improving traffic
flow and lighting conditions, by providing a sufficient number of patron spaces
to accommodate the cafeteria's normal customer load as well as the students who
will live in the residence hall, and by providing more convenient areas for
mealtime study groups to gather. The dining area decor will be upgraded to
create a more pleasant, comfortable, and attractive setting for patrons.
March 10, 1994
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™ e Project will also renovate the cafeteria food serving
( scramble") area which includes the traditional in-line cafeteria service
beverage stations, and in-house fast-food type products. The modifications
will upgrade the serving area facilities and decor to be consistent with
current commercial standards, and permit introducing brand-name products.
Retention of the project architect at this time is recommended as the
only means by which the project can be completed in time to serve cafeteria
patrons including students who will live in the residence hall beginning this
August. Initiation of the project has been delayed by discussions about the
operation of the University Center food service and whether proposals should be
sought to contract all or part of the food service operation. As a result the
University is now in a position that it must act immediately and in the 'most
expeditious manner to assure completion of the cafeteria improvements.
The architectural firm recommended for the project performed the
preliminary planning for the dining area improvements and consulted on the
service area improvements. Selection of the firm for preliminary planning wasdone through the University's established procedures but, because fees for the
preliminary work would be below $25,000, the selection process was not based onQBS guidelines. The process involved: the identification of prequalified
firms based on the Illinois Capital Development Board's prequalified list-
solicitation of qualifications and statements of interest from the firms
identified; composition of an appropriate review committee; review of
credentials of interested firms; interviews with selected firms; evaluation of
selected firms' qualifications and ranking of firms; recommendation to the
Vice-President for Administration of a firm; a review of the recommendation by
the Vice-President for Administration; and recommendation to the President of
the firm.
The QBS guidelines permit selection of a firm through a non-QBS based
process "when an agency determines in writing that it is in the best interest
of_ the State to proceed with the immediate selection of a firm.
University officers believe that the current circumstance qualifies under 'this
exception: if a QBS-based search must be performed it will be impossible to
complete the renovations prior to August 1994; the University will have
contracted with students to live in the residence hall and will have required
those students to purchase a meal plan to be provided through the University
Center without assurance that the Center's facilities can adequately and
properly provide the meal service. The firm recommended has given excellent
service on prior University projects and is already familiar with the cafeteria
renovation elements through the preliminary planning work.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers prefer to not seek exceptions on matters such as
the architectural firm selection. However, no viable option has been
identified.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The capital project, University Center Cafeteria Renovation,
SIUE, be and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of
$430,000, with funding for the project to be from the SIUE
University Center operating budget.
(2) Retention of the firm of Artec, Incorporated, Belleville,
Illinois, to provide architectural and engineering services in
connection with the project herein approved, be and is hereby
approved.
(3) With regard to the Quality Based Selection provisions for
contracting for architectural services, this action constitutes
this Board's written determination that immediate selection of
the architectural and engineering firm for the project herein
approved is in the best interest of the State and the
University.
(4) The project approved herein, including the budget and funding
source, be recommended to the Illinois Board of Higher Education
as a non-instructional capital improvement.
(5) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
INCREASE IN CAMPUS HOUSING ACTIVITY FEE, SIUE
"[AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD C-9 J
Summary
This matter would approve an increase in the Campus Housing Activity
Fee (CHAF), SIUE, from its current rate of $6.00 per semester to $8.00 per
semester, and from $3.00 to $5.00 for the summer session. The fee is assessed
of residents in University housing which will include students living in the
new residence hall
.
Attached for information is a schedule showing historic, current, and
projected fiscal year income and expenses for the CHAF account.
Rationale for Adoption
The Campus Housing Activity Fee supports programming, activities, and
services for residents of University housing at SIUE. Programs and activities
include picnics, movies, and allowances for residents to plan and conduct
activities for those living in an apartment building or in a wing in the case
of the new residence hall. In the past, CHAF has supported service functions
March 10, 1994 m
such as the Tower Lake bus operation and provided basic telephone service for
residents During the past several years, funding for these services has been
shifted to the general operating budget based on recommendations from the
annual fee and rent review process.
The proposed increase will provide funds necessary to continueprogramming and activities for residents at Tower Lake Apartments, and to
III
V
S
,\f r,? 9?mS, and *Ctivities for residents of the new residence hall. Theattached budget for CHAF shows historic, current and projected income and
expenditures concerning Tower Lake Apartment operations, and projected income
?rl
e
FTq^tn7v%7
1atl t0 thf. r" iden^ hall. The decline in CHAF review
If tZ fll If [ \ V^TUU °J Unive rsity officers correcting collectiono he ee at a rate that had not been approved by the President or the BoardThe error was discovered by the President's Office during the revision of
InlllltL if
se
R
mester "Jendar conversion and University officers immediately
corrected it Because the services which were supported by the higher fee ratehad already been provided, refunds were not made. The FY-93 Special Proiects
^n^rVr^ ^, rensurfacin 9 of basketball and tennis courts which serveresidents at Tower Lake Apartments.
Considerations Against Adopti on
L^h University officers are concerned about increases in student fees
tl^nn yJiQCt aCCeSS S° • the Unive rsity. These factors were considered inarriving at the recommendation presented herein.
Constituency Involvement
The proposal to increase CHAF was developed by the Tower LakeAdvisory Committee which is comprised of residents of Tower Lake Apartments
ana is the designated fee review committee. The Committee's report and
recommendation was reviewed and approved by the Student Senate, SIUECollection of CHAF from residents of the new residence hall was recommended byHousing management and derives from the financial plans established for the new
residence hall This matter is recommended for adoption by the Vice-Presidentfor Student Affairs and the President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern IllinoisUniversity in regular meeting assembled, That effective with the collection offees for summer 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-9 is amended to read asfollows
9. A special activity fee for each academic term for which an
on-going campus housing contract is in force shall be collected
from and administered for the benefit of all students residing in
University housing at the Edwardsville campus. This activity fee
shall be deposited to the University General Operating Fund
Account to be disbursed by authority of its Fiscal Officer in
accordance with University policy and the approved budget of
recognized organizations including all students who pay the fee
The fee shall be $8.00 per semester and $5.00 for the summer
session.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University be and is hereby authorized to take whatever action may be required
in the execution of this resolution in accordance with established policies and
procedures.
March 10, 1994
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INCREASE IN TEXTBOOK RENTAL FEE, SIUE
[ AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD C-5 ]
Summary
This matter would approve an increase in the Textbook Rental Fee,
SIUE, from its current rate of $46.50 per academic term to $52.00 per academic
term. The Textbook Rental Fee is assessed on the same basis during a semester
and the summer session.
Attached for information is a schedule of historic, current, and
projected fiscal year income and expense information concerning Textbook Rental
Service.
Rationale for Adoption
The Textbook Rental Fee is the principal source of revenue supporting
SIUE's Textbook Rental Service. The service provides textbooks for under-
graduate students on a rental basis, and stocks required textbooks for graduate
courses. Graduate students purchase their textbooks, do not participate in the
Textbook Rental Program, and are not assessed the Textbook Rental Fee.
The Textbook Rental Fee was last increased effective summer 1991.
The principal expense affecting operation of the service is the cost of
textbooks which is impacted both by inflationary increases and text adoption
decisions. Textbook price increases have averaged six to eight percent per
year, or approximately twice the general inflation rate. Textbook adoptions at
SIUE generally follow a three-year cycle. However, textbook publishers have
been shortening revision cycles for textbooks. When this occurs, SIUE is
sometimes forced to adopt the new edition of a textbook prior to the end of a
normal three-year cycle. This occurs because the University must order
additional, replacement copies of textbooks, particularly in the second and
third years of the adoption cycle. If the edition of the textbook adopted by
the University is no longer in print, then the University is forced to adopt
the new edition to avoid the prospect of students who are taking the same class
having different versions of the same text.
Conversion to the semester academic calendar affected text purchases
for FY-94 and planned purchases for FY-95 because of the revisions in course
curricula. This is the reason for the substantial increase in book purchase
costs in FY-94 and FY-95. The cash balance accumulated through prior years is
offsetting part of the increase in costs, particularly in FY-94. The proposed
fee increase would generate an additional $88,200 in FY-95. Without the
increase, Textbook Service would incur an operating deficit of $164,350 in
FY-95, and would have a negative cash balance of approximately $74,100.
The increase shown in FY-94 and FY-95 in the Other Expenses cost
category relates to a planned enhancement of the hardware and software
necessary to operate the book issues and returns system used by the service.
March 10, 1994
The Textbook Service Advisory Committee, the designated Textbook
Rental Fee review committee, examined two levels of proposed fee increase-
increasing the full-time student fee by $5.50 per term and by $11.00 per term'
The Committee recommended the smaller fee increase with the intention of
seeking future fee increases on a more regular basis to balance revenues and
expenses of the service. The Committee and University officers believe this is
more fair for students in comparison to seeking a larger increase which would
generate substantial cash carryover balances allowing the service to operate
for several years without a fee increase.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are concerned about increases in the cost of
attendance and their possible negative effect on access to the University
Textbook Rental Service represents a substantial value for SIUE students
compared with the costs that students incur under traditional textbook purchase
programs. These factors were considered in arriving at the recommendation
presented.
Constituency Involvement
The increase in the Textbook Rental Fee was recommended by the
Textbook Service Advisory Committee which is comprised of student and faculty
representatives. The Committee's recommendation was reviewed and approved by
the Student Senate, SIUE. This proposal is recommended for adoption by the
Vice-President for Student Affairs and the President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That effective with the collection of
fees for the summer session, 1994, that portion of 4 Policies of the Board C-5
which pertains to the Textbook Rental Fee be amended to read as follows:
5. General student fee schedule for Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville in effect summer term, 1994:
Fall and Spring Semester Fee Rates
Credit Hours Textbook Rental Fee
1 $ 4.80
2 9.60
3 14.40
4 19.20
5 24.00
6 28.80
7 33.60
8 38.40
9 43.20
10 48.00
11 52.00
12 and over 52.00
716
Summer Session Fee Rates
Credit Hours Textbook Rental Fee
1 $ 4.80
2 9.60
3 14.40
4 19.20
5 24.00
6 28.80
7 33.60
8 38.40
9 43.20
10 48.00
11 52.00
12 and over 52.00
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University be and is hereby authorized to take whatever action may be required
in the execution of this resolution in accordance with established policies and
procedures.
March 10, 1994
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDUAROSVILLE
TEXTBOOK SERVICE
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
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CASH CARRYOVER
RECEIPTS
SALES TO UNDERGRADS
SALES TO GRADS (UC)
SALES TO DEPARTMENTS
SALES OF SCRAP
SALES FOR RESALE
TOTAL SALES
PENALTIES-NO RETURNS
PENALTIES-LATE RETURNS
201,693
38,126
21.300
59,426
INTEREST INCOME 3,859
STUDENT FEES 569,077
REVENUE FROM PROPOSED INCREASE
ACTUAL
FY92
150,681
42,159
15,662
57.821
89,144
18,787
BUDGETED
FY94
128,,203
62,500
18,000
80,,500
PROJECTED
FY95
89,962 90,695 71,141 60,040 60,000
51,256 61,304 59,653 48,163 50,000
2,881 1,007 2,641 1.000 1,000
10,276 13,680 6,573 7,000 7,000
47,318 8,540 12,782 12,000 15,000
60.500
15,000
75,500
4,008 6,529 5,000 5,000
14,052 776,659 735,000 735,000
88,200
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS 834,055
131,154
46,965
32,585
578,994
789,698
44.357
951,107 1,043,909
136,345
39,045
41,304
637,789
948.703
142,500
49,800
75,240
892,629
1,036,700
DISBURSEMENTS
SALARIES
WAGES
OTHER EXPENSES
PURCHASES (BOOKS)
130,630
48,320
41,672
768,874
989,496
(38,389)
145,350
47,310
77,500
842,690
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 854,483 1,160,169 1,112,850
CHANGE IN CASH 189,426 (211,466) (76,150]
CASH TO BE CARRIED OVER 112,292 301,718 90.252
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INCREASE IN ATHLETIC FEE, SIUE
[AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD C-5]
ummary
This matter would approve an increase in the Athletic Fee, SIUE, from
its current rate of $30.55 per semester to a rate of $32.55 per semester for a
full-time student. Summer session rates would be increased correspondingly
from the current rate of $20.35 to $21.70 for a full-time student. The
increases would be effective summer 1994.
Attached for information is a schedule of historic, current, and
projected fiscal year information on revenues and expenditures for the
Intercollegiate Athletic Program at SIUE.
Rationale for Adoption
The Athletic Fee is the principal source of revenue supporting the
Intercollegiate Athletic Program at SIUE. The last increase in the Athletic
Fee was effective summer 1982. Since that time, inflationary cost increases
have been offset by increasing the efficiency of program operations.
In June, 1993, the President received the Athletic Program PQP report
which was developed by the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee. The Committee
also serves as the designated fee review committee for the Athletic Fee.
Responding to the IBHE PQP recommendation that state support be phased out of
athletic programs, the Committee proposed actions to begin eliminating the
$225,565 in state funds currently committed to SIUE's Athletic Program. The
Committee recommended direct reductions in the program to eliminate approxi-
mately $157,600 in costs, and proposed actions to generate additional revenue
of about $68,000 independent of a student fee increase. The program reductions
would involve eliminating three men's sports, one women's sport, and the
addition of one high participation women's sport. In addition to addressing
the IBHE concern about state support, the Committee recommendations also
address Title IX gender equity considerations. The Committee recommended that
SIUE seek quality in a smaller number of sports while maintaining NCAA Division
II membership. The Committee report and recommendations were submitted to the
constituency senates for comment. When these reviews are complete, adminis-
trative officers will act on the Committee's PQP recommendations and implement
a plan to phase out state support over a three-year period as called for by the
IBHE.
In conducting the fee review and developing its recommendations, the
Committee made no presumptions about the decisions that would be made
concerning the PQP recommendations or their phasing. Consequently, the
attached financial information reflects the current program. In principle, the
PQP recommendations will reduce both resources and expenditures concurrently
and the program's overall financial position would remain relatively unchanged.
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The Committee recommended a $2.00 per semester increase in the
Athletic Fee for a full-time student. This increase, which will generate
approximately $35,900 per year in additional revenue, is intended to provide
minimal funding necessary to sustain the Athletic Program. As the financial
information reflects, even with the fee increase, at the close of FY-95 the
program would have a deficit balance of about $18,000 when all income and
expenses are considered. This deficit will be offset by further cost
reductions or revenue generation plans as action is taken on the PQP recom-
mendations. To fully illustrate the income and costs comprising the Athletic
Program, all sources of income and expenses are reflected.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are concerned that increases in fees which
increase the cost of attendance could affect access to the University. These
factors were considered at arriving at the recommendation presented herein.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was developed by the Intercollegiate Athletic Committee
which is comprised of faculty, staff, and student members, and ex-officio
representatives of the Athletic Program. The Committee's proposal was reviewed
and approved by the Student Senate, SIUE. This matter is recommended for
adoption by the Vice-President for Development and Public Affairs and the
President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
1. Effective with the collection of fees for the summer session,
1994, that portion of 4 Policies of the Board C-5 which pertains
to the Athletic Fee be amended to read as follows:
5. General student fee schedule for Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville in effect summer term, 1994:
a. Fall and Spring Semester Fee Rates
Credit Hours Athletic Fee
1 $ 3.40
2 6.80
3 10.20
4 13.60
5 17.00
6 20.40
7 23.80
8 27.20
9 30.60
10 32.55
11 32.55
12 and over 32.55
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b. Summer Session Fee Rates
Credit Hours Athletic Fee
1 $ 2.25
2 4.50
3 6.75
4 9.40
5 11.25
6 13.50
7 15.75
8 18.00
9 20.25
10 21.70
11 21.70
12 and over 21.70
2. The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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FEE REVIEW PROCESS FY 94/95
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Revenue/Expenditure Summary
FY 92 - Actual
Intercollegiate Athletics.
.
Concessions
Financial Aid
Foundation
Unrestricted.
. . .
Restricted
GRAND TOTAL 1
FY 93 - Actual
Intercollegiate Athletics.
.
Concessions. ...
Financial Aid
Foundation
Unrestricted.
. . .
Restricted
GRAND TOTAL 1
FY 94 - Proposed
Intercollegiate Athletics.
.
Concessions
Financial Aid
Foundation
Unrestricted.
. . .
Restricted
GRAND TOTAL 1,
FY 95 - Proposed
Intercollegiate Athletics.
.
Proposed Fee Increase.
. . .
Concessions
Financial Aid
Foundation
Unrestricted.
. . .
Restricted
GRAND TOTAL 1,
TOTAL TOTAL
REVENUE EXPENSES BALANCE
865,836 813, 924 51, 912
19,478 18,764 714
232,028 231,995 33
20,566 23,288 (2,722)
86,196 58, 568 27, 628
224,104 1, 146, 539 77, 565
829,726 798, 946 30,780
14,766 9,628 5, 138
257,927 257, 948 (21)
22,116 19,511 2,605
82,802 57,046 25,756
207,337 1,143,079 64,258
787,042 786,542 500
27,138 17,225 9,913
252,926 252, 926 00
21,480 20,400 1, 080
90,281 68,000 22,281
178,867 1, 145,093 33,774
730,416 818,247 (51,972
35,859
34,913 19,350 15, 563
252, 926 252, 926 00
21, 980 20,400 1,580
84,781 68, 000 16,781
160,875 1, 178, 923 (18,048)
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FEE REVIEW PROCESS FY 94/95
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Revenue Summary
Actual Actual Proposed Proposed
FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95
IN. ATHLETICS ACCOUNT
Carryover 38,276 51,912 30,780
Fee Distribution . . 465,451 485,270 454,697
Proposed Fee Increase
State Funds 245,960 229,530 225,565
Other Revenue:
Gate 12,726 9,428 14,000
Season Tickets. . 8,235 8,666 12,000
Other 51,041 12,586 20,000
Additional Sport Income 44,147 32,334 30,000
IN. ATHLETICS
SUB-TOTAL 865,836 829,726 787,042 766,275
VADALABENE CONCESSIONS
Carryover 2,128 714 5,138 9,912
Revenue 17,350 14,052 22,000 25,00C
VADALABENE CONCESSIONS
SUB-TOTAL 19,478 14,766 27,138 34,912
FINANCIAL AID ACCOUNT
Carryover (1,357) 33 (21) 0C
Fee Distribution . . 104,649 114,730 118,303 118,282
Other Revenue. . . . 6,000 7,370
SUB-TOTAL 109,292 122,133 118,282 118,282
Waiver Allocation 122,736 135,794 134,644 134,64^
FINANCIAL AID
SUB-TOTAL 232,028 257,927 252,926 252, 92(
FOUNDATION - Unrestricted
Carryover (3,485) (2,252) 580 1,08(
Unrestricted Income. 24,051 24,368 20,900 20,901
UNRESTRICTED
SUB-TOTAL 20,566 22,116 21,480 21,981
FOUNDATION - Restricted
Carryover 13,457 27,795 27,781 22,28.
Restricted Income. . 72,739 55,007 62,500 62,50'
RESTRICTED
SUB-TOTAL 86,196 82,802 90,281 84,78
GRAND TOTAL - REVENUE 1,224,104 1,207,337 1,778,867 1,160,8'
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FEE REVIEW PROCESS FY 94/95
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Expenditure Summary
Actual Actual Proposed Prop<ssed
FY 92 FY 93 FY 94 FY 95
IN. ATHLETICS ACCOUNT
Salary 478,692 490, 564 505,842 533,, 547
Central Operation
. 144,318 116,242 115,750 119,,750
Sport Operation
. . 135,414 152,205 134, 950 134, 950
Expenditure from:
Generated Income. 55,500 39,935 30, 000 30, 000
IN. ATHLETICS
SUB-TOTAL 813, 924 798, 946 786,542 818, 247
VADALABENE CONCESSIONS
Expenditures ....
FINANCIAL AID ACCOUNT
Cash Expenditures
.
State Waivers . . .
FINANCIAL AID
SUB-TOTAL
FOUNDATION
Unrestricted.
. . .
Restricted
FOUNDATION
SUB-TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL
-
EXPENDITURES
. . .
RESERVES - Balance
or (Deficit) ....
18,764
109,259
122,736
231,995
23,288
58, 568
9,628
122,154
135,794
257,948
19,511
57,046
81,856 76,557
1,146,539 1,143,079
77,565 64,258
17,225
118,282
134,644
252,926
20,400
68, 000
88,400
1,145,093
33,774
19,350
118,282
134, 644
252, 926
20,400
68, 000
88,400
1, 178, 923
(18,048)
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ESTABLISHMENT OF ROOM AND BOARD RATES
,
STUDENT RESIDENCE HALL, SIUE
[AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BO'ARD C-12]
Summary
This matter would establish the room and board charges for students
living in the new residence hall at SIUE. The rates would be effective at the
beginning of residence hail operations which is scheduled for fall 1994.
Attached for information is a schedule showing projected income and
expenses for the residence hall operation.
Rationale for Adoption
The room and board rates proposed herein were derived from the
financial planning for the new residence hall. The rates are designed to
provide sufficient revenue to fund operations and debt service, establish and
maintain necessary reserves, and provide residents with a suitable meal plan
during FY-95. The financial projections in this board matter include increases
for room rates of 3% a year and board rates of 5% a year for fiscal years 1996
and 1997.
Students living in the residence hall will be required to purchase
one of the board (meal) plans as part of their contract for housing. The only
difference between board plan A and plan B is that plan B provides a slightly
higher food expenditure allowance for the student.
Proposed rates are for semesters, and no summer session rate is
proposed at this time. Housing management and University officers intend to
utilize the residence hall during the summer for conference housing and for
housing prospective and incoming students as part of the orientation program.
The conference housing and orientation program rates will be established
through approval of the President under the Board's delegation of authority in
4 Policies of the Board A-4-a-3.
In addition to room and board charges, residents of the residence
hall would pay the Campus Housing Activity Fee (CHAF). The CHAF fee supports
programs and activities for residents of University housing at SIUE. Appli-
cation of CHAF students living in the residence hall is addressed in a separate
matter concerning that fee.
Approval of room and board rates for the new residence hall is
appropriate at this time so that the rates can be included in recruitment and
other literature about the University, and to permit housing management to
prepare for and begin contracting with students who will live in the residence
hall.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
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Constituency Involvement
The rates proposed were developed as part of the overall Student
Residence Facilities project financial planning.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
%
1. Effective with the collection of student fees and charges for
fall term 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-12 be and is hereby
amended to include the following section:
Student Residence Hall
Per Student Rates
Per Semester
Room rental charge $1,014
Board charge:
Plan A 735
Plan B 785
The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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University Housing - Student Residence Hall
Comparative Statement of Estimated Income and Expenses
Proposed Proposed Proposed
Budget Budget Budget
FY-95 FY-96 FY-97
INCOME
Operations:
Rental $1,033,094 $1,033,094 $1,033,094
Board 726,062 726,062 726,062
Conference Housing 120,000 120,000 120,000
Vending 30,000 30,000 30,000
Interest Income 40,000 40,000 40,000
Revenue From Proposed
Increase FY-96 66,353 66,353
Revenue From Proposed
Increase FY-97 69,070
TOTAL INCOME $1,949,156 $2,015,509 $2,084,579
EXPENDITURES
Salaries $ 211,316 $ 222,938 $ 235,200
Wages 99,388 99,388 99,388
Other:
Personnel Services 28,156 29,141 30,161
Debt Service 380,639 573,427 573,427
Travel 2,000 2,070 2,142
Equipment 10,000 10,350 10,712
Commodities 12,752 13,198 13,660
Contractual Services 965,820 999,624 1,034,611
Tel ecommuni cati ons 51,920 53,737 55,618
Operation of Auto
Special Maint. Projects
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $1,761,991 $2,003,874 $2,054,920
NET INCOME / (LOSS) 187,165 11,635 29,659
CASH CARRYOVER 187,165 198,800 228,459
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INCREASE IN TOWER LAKE APARTMENT RENTAL RATES, SIUE
L AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD C-121
Summary
This matter would approve increases in single student and family
housing rental rates at SIUE's Tower Lake Apartments. The proposed rates
reflect 3% increases for family residents and 8% increases for single student
residents. The proposed rates would be effective summer term, 1994.
This matter also revises the rental rate assignment structure for
single student housing.
Attached for information is a schedule showing historic, current, and
projected fiscal year information on income and expenditures for the
apartments.
Rationale for Adoption
Rental rates for the University's Tower Lake Apartments were last
increased effective summer 1993. The rent increases proposed herein are
necessary to fund costs of the continuing renovation program at the apartments.
In FY-93, a part of the renovation program for the apartments was
included in the Student Residence Facilities project. That element of the
renovation program, estimated to cost $1,205,000, will replace roofs and
(balconies on buildings in single student housing (7500), replace roofs on
(buildings in family housing (7400), and make miscellaneous electrical and
plumbing improvements in all buildings. The cost of that renovation work is
reflected in increased debt service expenses for the apartments. Debt service
is projected to increase from $441,000 in FY-94 to $997,475 in FY-95.
A second major element of the renovation program is planned to begin
jin FY-94. The proposal being developed would replace siding, gutters and
[downspouts, soffit and facia, install new windows and sliding glass and
ijunririum doors, and provide sealing and caulking. All buildings in the 7500
iside of the apartment complex would be included, with work phased over several
j/ears as funds become available. Part of the funding to begin this initiative
is identified in the FY-94 budget as Special Maintenance Projects. Additional
jfunds will be requested from the repair and replacement reserve for the
apartment operation. This phase of the renovation program will address the
deterioration in buildings in the 7500 side of the apartment complex.
The attached budget for Tower Lake Housing has been projected for
three years beyond the current year to illustrate planned annual increases in
rental rates. The housing rates were developed as part of the financial
Dlanning for the new Student Residence Facility and included rent equalization
Detween the new facility and Tower Lake Apartments. The projected rent
increases for fiscal years 1996 and 1997 are 8% a year for shared bedroom
jr.its, 5% a year for deluxe and single rooms, and 3% a year for family units.
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Revision of the single student rental assignment structure will
provide housing management with a simplified, flexible rate structure. The
structure will allow an appropriate rate to be assessed regardless of the
assignment to a two- or a three-bedroom unit and the size of the bedroom. Some
bedrooms are appreciably larger than others in the same unit, especially in the
three-bedroom units. The revision eliminates rates for three-bedroom 6- or
3-student assignments which are not used.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are concerned about increases in student costs
which can affect access to the University. These factors were considered in
developing the recommendation presented.
Constituency Involvement
This proposal was developed by the Tower Lake Advisory Committee
which is the designated review body for Tower Lake Apartment rental rates. The
Committee is comprised of residents of the apartments. The Committee's
proposal was reviewed and approved by the Student Senate. This matter is
recommended for adoption by the Vice-President for Student Affairs and the
President, SIUE.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That effective with the collection of
rent for summer term, 1994, 4 Policies of the Board C-12 is amended to read as
follows:
12. Rental rates for the use and occupancy of University Housing on the campus
of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville effective summer term,
1994, are as follows:
FAMILY HOUSING I, TOWER LAKE APARTMENTS
$409 per month - two-bedroom, unfurnished apartment
$479 per month - two-bedroom, furnished apartment
$460 per month - three-bedroom, unfurnished apartment
$535 per month - three-bedroom, furnished apartment
As a service to incoming Faculty/Staff, housing facilities will be
available to them while they secure permanent housing. Faculty/Staff
shall be limited to a six-month contract at a rate which is, as to each
type of unit, $100.00 higher than above.
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SINGLE STUDENT HOUSING I, TOWER LAKE APARTMENTS
Per student rental rates:
Assignment Type* Per Semester Per Summer Term
Shared Room $ 810.00 $448.00
Deluxe Single Room $1,593.00 $869.00
Single Room $1,204.00 $670.00
*Shared room = two students assigned to a bedroom designed for occupancy
by two students.
Deluxe Single Room = one student assigned to a bedroom designed for
occupancy by two students.
Single Room = one student assigned to a bedroom designed for occupancy
by one student.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University be and is hereby authorized to take whatever action may be required
in the execution of this resolution in accordance with established policies and
procedures.
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INCREASE IN PROJECT BUDGET: OPTOMETRIC EYE CARE CLINIC, SIUE
Summary
This matter would increase the budget for the capital project
Optometnc Eye Care Clinic, SIUE, to $538,600 from $445,600. Funding for the
original project budget is from FY-90 capital appropriations to the Capital
Development Board for SIUE. Funding for the increase in the budget will come
from remaining funds from a FY-91 Build Illinois appropriation ($26,570) and$66,430 from the FY-94 Capital Renewal appropriation for the Edwardsville
Campus Infrastructure Repairs project.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on October 12, 1989, the Board of Trustees approved
the project and the project budget. On April 12, 1990, the Board recommended
the project architectural firm to the Capital Development Board. The project
will renovate a portion of the fifth floor of the East St. Louis Center to
create an optometnc eye care clinic to be operated by the School of Optometry
of the University of Missouri at St. Louis.
The low bids received by the Capital Development Board exceeded the
original budget. After reviewing the bids, University and Capital Development
Board officers determined that the scope of the project cannot be scaled down
and still result in a viable clinic facility. Rebidding the project is not
expected to result in lower bids. The recommended option is to increase the
project budget to $538,600 to permit the award of contracts. Monies appro-
priated to the Capital Development Board for SIUE projects are available to
fund the increase in the project budget. The reduction in the Edwardsville
Campus Infrastructure Repairs project will reouire deferring some lower
priority elements of that project.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this action.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The approved budget for the capital project, Optometric Eye Care
Clinic, SIUE, be and is hereby increased to $533,600, with
funding for the project to be from appropriations to the Capital
Development Board for SIUE projects.
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(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECT: EVERGREEN
TERRACE REMODELING, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to remodel some of the
kitchens in the Evergreen Terrace married student housing area.
The estimated cost of this work is $150,000. Funding will come from
housing revenue generated by Evergreen Terrace.
This matter further requests authorization for the plans and
specifications for this project to be prepared by the Physical Plant
Engineering Services.
Rationale for Adoption
The University Housing Office is planning to remodel the kitchens in
approximately 90 of the 304 apartments in the Evergreen Terrace residential
area. Kitchen cabinets will be replaced, electrical service will be expanded,
and ground fault interrupters will be installed.
Contracts for the general and electrical work will be issued, and the
plumbing work will be completed by in-house personnel. Physical Plant
Engineering Services will prepare the plans and specifications for this
project.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to remodel some of the kitchens in the Evergreen
Terrace residential area be and is hereby approved at an
estimated cost of $150,000.
(2) Funding for this project will come from housing revenue
generated by Evergreen Terrace.
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(3) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
authorization be and is hereby granted for the plans and
specifications to be prepared by Physical Plant Engineering
Services.
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ARCHIT ECT: FIRE ALARI1
RENOVATIONS, PHASE III, UNIVERSITY HOUSING. STlir.
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to make renovations to
' the fire alarm system in Neely Hall which is in the University Park residential
J
area.
The estimated cost of this project is $300,000. Funding will come
> from student housing revenues.
This matter further requests authorization for the plans and
specifications for this project to be prepared by the same private engineering
firm that has been commissioned on the previous phases of work.
Rationale for Adoption
The University Housing Office has developed plans to move forward to
the next phase of renovations of its fire alarm systems. The Board of Trustees
j
has given its approval to previous phases at its meetings on May 9 1991
November 12, 1992, and November 11, 1993. This present request of $300,000 is
for Neely Hall, the seventeen-floor high rise dormitory that is part of the
University Park residential area. The work is to be completed during the
j
summer while the building is not in use.
I
The engineering firm of Buchanan and Bellows of Bloomington,
Illinois, has been approved by the Board to prepare the plans and
j
specifications for each of the preceding fire alarm projects. Their work has
;
been timely and within the budget allowed, and their knowledge of the campus
j
system that has been gained through these past projects is very valuable. For
I
these reasons, it is requested herein that this firm be approved to prepare the
plans and specifications for this next phase.
j
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
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Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to renovate the fire alarm system in Neely Hall be
and is hereby approved at an estimated cost of $300,000.
(2) Funding for this project will come from student housing revenue.
(3) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
the firm of Buchanan and Bellows be and is hereby authorized to
prepare the plans and specifications.
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL, LAND ACQUISITION
334, 404, AND 404| WEST CALHOUN STRE'ET ,
SPRINGFIELD MEDICAL CAMPUS, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project approval and authorization to request that
the SIU Foundation purchase the properties at 334, 404, and 4041 West Calhoun
Street, Springfield, Illinois, for future Springfield campus development.
Rationale for Adoption
The properties identified are contiguous with existing University
property at Springfield and are available at a reasonable market price. These
properties are in an area where planned facilities development is anticipated.
Funding for the purchase can come from monies that have been given to the SIU
Foundation to further the efforts of the School of Medicine.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
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(1) The project to purchase the property at 334, 404, and 4041 West
Calhoun Street, Springfield, Illinois, through the SIU
Foundation at a cost of $107,500 is approved.
(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of the resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
Mr. Norwood moved the reception of Reports of Purchase Orders and
j
Contracts, January, 1994, SIUC and SIUE; the ratification of Changes in
J
Faculty-Administrative Payroll, SIUC and SIUE; and the approval of the Minutes
|
of the Meeting held February 10, 1994; Project Approval and Retention of
j
Architect: University Center Cafeteria Renovation, SIUE; Increase in Campus
[Housing Activity Fee, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board C-9]; Increase
|
in Textbook Rental Fee, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board C-5];
|
Increase in Athletic Fee, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board C-5]
Establishment of Room and Board Rates, Student Residence Hall, SIUE; Increase
in Tower Lake Apartment Rentals Rates, SIUE [Amendment to 4 Policies of the
Board C-12]; Increase in Project Budget: Optometric Eye Care Clinic, SIUE;
Project Approval and Selection of Architect: Evergreen Terrace Remodeling,
SIUC; Project Approval and Selection of Architect: Fire Alarm Renovations,
Phase III, University Housing, SIUC; and Project Approval, Land Acquisition:
334, 404, and 4041 West Calhoun Street, Springfield Medical Campus, SIUC. The
motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was
indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan. The motion carried by the
following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R.
Norwood, Celeste M. Stiehl
, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay,
none.
The following matter was presented:
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INCREASE IN RES IOENCE HALL RATES AND APARTMENT
[AMENDMENT TO
RENTALS,
4 POLICIES
SIUC
OF THE BOARD B-15]
Summary
This matter proposes increases in residence hall rates effective
Summer Session 1994 and increases in apartment rentals effective July 1, 1994.
Typical increases include $44 per semester (2.8%) for double occupancy room and
board in the residence halls, $5 per month (1.5% to 1.8/.:) in family housing,
and $8 to $10 per month {2.6% to 2.8%) in other apartment rentals.
Rationale for Adoption
After recovering in FY-93, residence hall occupancy again decreased
in FY-94 due to a 14.0% drop in freshmen (18.0% drop in new freshmen). The
occupancy drop of 6.6% from FY-93 to FY-94 would have been even more severe if
marketing efforts had not been so successful in retaining current residents
from FY-93. The greater flexibility in meal plans and other efforts to respond
to student needs and preferences have been well received. Further efforts are
being made to Giscover and respond to student preferences. The loss of revenue
from reduced occupancy is being partially offset by deferring some of the
planned improvements and repairs (special projects) in FY-94.
The modest rate increase proposed here is based primarily on meeting
inflationary increases. Although expenses are budgeted to exceed revenue by
$791,600 in FY-94, this is largely offset by the excess of revenue over expense
in FY-93 due to delays in renovation projects. Expenses are also projected to
exceed revenue by $679,580 in FY-95. Of this amount, $385,100 is proposed to
be met by the rate increase. The remaining $293,480 will come from the use of
cash and receivables. Cash balances are judged to be sufficiently strong to
permit this usage. The cash balance on June 30, 1993, net of prepayments for
FY-94, was $3,569,204.
A salary increase of 4.0% had been projected for FY-94. The savings
from the actual increase of 2.5% is approximately $54,000 and was applied
toward the revenue loss from decreased occupancy. An increase of 3.5% has been
projected for FY-95. Any savings from a lesser increase will be applied toward
deferred projects or a loss of revenue should that occur. A 3.0% decline in
the freshman class is projected for Fall 1994, which Housing plans to offset by
increased retention of current residents.
The variety of meal plans and other options makes direct comparisons
among universities difficult. However, our current rates rank a distant second
from those of the University of Illinois and are comparable to those of the
other resident State universities, whose annual rates are separated by
generally less than $100.
No increase in Summer Session rates is proposed, due to the low
Summer occupancy. There is also no increase proposed for the Summer leases
with fraternities and sororities.
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Southern Hills apartment complex and Greek Row are part of the same
funded debt entity as the residence halls (including the Northwest Annex) and
share in their common operating experience. Applying a comparable percentage
increase to the lease for fraternities and sororities (2.8%) would increase
their rate from $48,760 to $50,112 for the academic year. Two changes from
past practice are proposed. First, it is proposed that the housekeeping/
advisor credit normally given annually be replaced by a one-time reduction in
the lease of $1,772. Second, following the experience gained at Evergreen
Terrace, it is proposed that each organization pay for their own use of
electricity for the full year in return for a reduction of $7,800 in the lease.
This amount is the average charge for electricity per building over the last
several years. Currently, those fraternities or sororities which elect to
remain open during the Summer Session pay their own electrical usage during
that time. The proposed lease amount, after these reductions, is $40,540.
Evergreen Terrace continues to show good occupancy and much improved
conditions than existed a few years ago before the extensive renovations.
Housing is operating on a plan to maintain these apartments on a continuous
basis so as to avoid the deterioration that occurred before. A modest rent
increase of $5 per month (less than 2. OX) is proposed. Among the major
improvement projects for FY-95 are repainting of an increased number of
apartments and continuing replacement of kitchen cabinets and appliances.
A 2.6% increase of $8 per month is proposed for Elizabeth Apartments
and a 2.8% increase of $10 per month for University Courts, similar to the
increase for the residence halls.
Considerations Against Adoption
The proposed increases could be reduced or avoided by depleting
working cash balances or deferring maintenance and renovation projects.
Constituency Involvement
The preparation of the budget and its implications have been shared
with the Residence Hall Association. A variety of means, including question-
naires and staff interaction with residents, are used to determine needs and
preferences of the residents.
This matter has been shared with the Undergraduate Student Government
and the Graduate and Professional Student Council.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the rents and charges heretofore
established for the following University Housing shall be and are hereby
changed until otherwise amended to the rate shown in the following schedule,
and that 4 Policies of the Board B-15 be and is hereby amended to read as
follows:
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15. University Housing:
a. Schedule of rates for University-operated single student housing at
SIUC effective Summer Session, 1994:
Room Rate Food Rate Food Rate
Resident - Per Semester
Double Occupancy
19 Meals $ 960 $ 668 $1,628
15 Meals M-F 960 633 1,593
Any 15 Meals 960 643 1,603
12 Meals + $45 Credit 960 668 1,628
Break Housing Increment 118
Single Room Increment 476
Resident - Summer Session 1
Double Occupancy 483 310* 793
Single Room Increment 113
Non-Resident - Per Semester
19 Meals 783
15 Meals M-F 746
Any 15 Meals 756
12 Meals + $45 Credit 783
Meals provided through a non-refundable credit in the Student Center.
b. Schedule of rates for Greek Row building lease at SIUC effective
Summer Session, 1994:
Fraternities and Sororities
Academic year (including maintenance and
utilities except electricity)* $40,540
Summer Session 1,208
Tenants are responsible for electricity for the full year. Lease also
includes refund of credit for housekeeping/advisor.
SIUC Leased Office Space
Annual (without utilities & maintenance) $20,300
c. Schedule of rates for University-owned apartment rental housing at
SIUC effective July 1, 1994:
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Monthly Rate
Southern Hills - Furnished, with utiliti
Efficiency
One bedroom
Two bedroom
es
$293
317
339
Evergreen Terrace* - Unfurnished, plus
charges for metered electricity
Two bedroom
Three bedroom
280
302
Elizabeth Apartments - Furnished, with utilities
Efficiency 312
University Courts - Furnished, with utilities
One bedroom 372
*Rates subject to approval by the SIU Foundation (Carbondale) and the
Department of Housing and Urban Development.
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University Housing - Funded Debt
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
INCOME
Operations
Investments
TOTAL INCOME
ACTUAL
FY-91
15,459,631
331,907
ACTUAL
FY-92
15,470,126'
273,208
ACTUAL
FY-93
16,405,650
[
221,533
BUDGETED
FY-94
16,303,200
;
204,000
FY-95
15,791,538 15,743,334 16,627,183 16,507,200 16,556
3,787
1,216
(169
2,248
1,864
177
158
375
EXPENSE
Salaries
Wages
Less USOE
Food
Utilities
Maintenance Bldg.
Ground & Equip.
Special Projects
(Use of Reserves)
Equipment
Cable TV
Administration
Special Projects
Commodities
Special Projects
Telecommunications
Maintenance Allowance
Other Current Exp.
Special Projects
TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENSES 15,750
1,156
12
293
123
486
528
418
72
,746
,103
,014)
,509
,123
,873
,627
,941
,223
,313
,263Q
,653
U
,343
'
472
R
,194*
,623^
,992
Debt Service
TOTAL EXPENSE
1,528,858
3,514,053°
1,230,631
(232,678)
2,084,387
r
1,939,485
2,366,470
1,601,689 ,
(653,649) d
156,497.
158,867
L
1,227,790
285,407 n
lll,615p
504,958
f ,
527, 046g
481,155*
60,196
b
3,607,713
1,206,259
(285,486'
2,102,606.
l,782,139
r
733,041*
158,227.
210,865h.
1,284,017"
4,714,
537,271"
53,606
U
490,575
n
555, 987^
581,683
K
3,713,600
1,231,400
(255,600)
2,113,300
1,902,500
2,378,756 T 2,472,300
1,630,80c 1
°K
598,200,
220,500
L
1,312,000
17,000
342,900n
65,600u
493,200n
594,800^
474,200
K
15,363,919 15,401,973 16,926,700 17,183,71
1,669,784
T
1,776,807
T
1,723,400
T
1,441 ,ofl
17,279,850 17,033,667 17,178,780 18,650,100
Use of Revenue
Bond Fee
REVENUE OVER EXPENSE
1,248,819 1,252,606 1,267,000 1,351,300 l,3S8,9|j
(239,493) (37,727 ) 715,403
U (791,600 )
U (679,5 13
USE OF CASH AND
RECEIVABLES 239,493 37,727 (715,403 791,600
REVENUE FROM PROPOSED
RATE INCREASE
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University Housing - Funded Debt
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
NOTES :
j\
Rate increase offset by decline in occupancy due to decline in freshmen of
11.0% (FY-92) and 14.0% (FY-94). Loss would have been greater without
increased retention of returning students.
D
Reflects increased occupancy due to marketing efforts to retain upper division
residents, a 6.0% increase in freshmen, and increases from snack areas, offset
by adjustments for reduced meal plans.
C
Assumes success in further marketing efforts to retain upperclassmen in the
face of a projected 3.0% decline in freshmen.
Reflects staff reductions, primarily in Food Service, from reduced weekend
services and elimination of bakery and meat-cutter positions.
Assumes 3.5% salary increase. Savings from a smaller actual increase would
be used to fund maintenance projects on the 5-year plan.
Reduced cost reflects tighter controls on food production and inventory.
n
Assumes 4.0% cost increase.
Lj
FY-93 reflects one-time rebate of approximately $127,000 for electricity.
$900,000 was deferred from FY-93 to FY-94 due to project delays. Funding for
new projects for FY-94 was reduced due to lower occupancy.
u
Funds to install cable TV system to be repaid from operations.
Includes replacement of major food service equipment items.
Programming costs and, beginning FY-93, a full-time electrician to maintain
the system. Also reflects cost of channels added at student request.
I
Reflects regular salary increases, a new position (computer specialist), and
replacement software costs.
N
Reflects the reclassification of certain equipment items as commodities.
Non-recurring purchase under $100 (furniture, mattresses, dishes, etc.).
p
Includes one-time cost of installing emergency-security telephones on grounds
around Housing areas.
Cost of room and board for resident Housing staff.
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^Includes refuse removal, taxes, laundry, insurance, transportation, and bad
debt expense. FY-92 included $56,818 bad debt expense for damages at Greek
Row.
SShared expense for installation of Vali-Dine ID system.
includes $100,000 annual repayment to Reserve for funding to install cable
TV. FY-95 reflects the benefits of the restructuring of the bonds.
includes funding for projects budgeted for FY-93, but carried over to FY-94.
Cash balance at the end of FY-93 was $3,569,204 excluding prepayments for
FY-94.
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University Housing - Evergreen Terrace
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
i
ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGETED PROJECTED
1 FY-91 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94 FY-95
[COME
Operations 1,130,281 1,129,298 1,164,524 1,212,600 1,212,600
Interest
TAL INCOME
10,416
1,140,697
14,249 11,558
1,176,082
15,000
1,227,600
15,000
1,143,547 1,227,600
(PENSE
57,097
AjSalaries 39,594 40,016 63,000 B 65,200
Wages (Net of USOE) 82,378 93,254 82,052 88,300 88,300
Utilities 351,910 316,251 323,948 326,800 335,000
'Maintenance Bldg.
Ground & Equip. 216,375 179,703 272,858 237,300 243,200
f
Special Projects 229,130 200,102 140,631 162,200 164, 400 1
Less Use of
Reserves
°r
-Equipment 2,039 6,543 2,090 25,300 10,000
L
[Administration 55,207 55,752 59,302 62,200 64,100
Refuse Removal 17,072 18,306 19,119 22,200 F
125,100"
22,800
Other Current Exp. 27,841 31,026 53,384 34,800
Real Estate Rental 208,717 209,639 216,791 206,200 217,300
TAL OPERATING
EXPENSES 1,230,763 1,150,592 1,227,272 1,318,600 1,245,100
e of Revenue
Bond Fee 151,000 91,000
F
VENUE OVER EXPENSE 60,934 (7,045) (51,190) (17,500^
|E OF CASH AND
SRECEIVABLES 7,045 51,190
i
'VENUE FROM PROPOSED
RATE INCREASE 17,500
TES:
Jonrecurring increase due to an employee on extended sick leave.
Incurring increase due to an accounting adjustment to properly reflect the cost of
fejf-time maintenance employee shared with Southern Hills.
minting $75,000; Apt. lighting $5,000; Kitchen cabinets $74,400; Balcony repairs
lj?,000; Landscaping $5,000; Recreation equipment $3,000.
ippliance replacements, as needed.
ncludes $91,000 one-time increase in allowance for bad debt, due to changes in
Jhe application of payment priorities in the University's billing system,
pnrecurring use as approved at the December 1993 Board meeting. See Note E.
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University Housing - Auxiliary Housing
Comparative Statement of Actual and Estimated
Income and Expense
(Accrual Basis)
ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL BUDGETED PROJECTE
FY-91 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94 FY-95
INCOME
Operations 102,570 104,692 99,767 111,500 111,500
Interest 4,423 4,024 2,654 3,000 3,000
TOTAL INCOME 106,993 108,716 102,421 114,500 114,500
EXPENSE
Salaries 9,077 9,626 9,950 10,000 10,400
Wages (Net of USOE) 3,740 4,440 4,440 4,400 4,400
Utilities 21,762 22,240 18,784 23,600 24,300
Maintenance Bldg.
Ground & Equip. 19,434 20,150 15,412 17,500 17,900
Special Projects 11,294 31,399 24,839 37,700 28,000
Less Use of
Reserves
Equipment 12,567 4,923 14,600 15,000
Administration 6,055 6,617 6,547 7,800 8,000
Other Current Expense 3,776 4,030 11,374 6,300 6,400
Special Current Exp. 1,608 1,473 1,331 1,000 2,000
Rep. & Repl . Reserve 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENSE 99,313 115,398 102,677 132,900 126,400
REVENUE OVER EXPENSE 7,680 (6,682) (256) (18,400) (11,900
USE OF CASH AND
256
A 18,400
B 1
RECEIVABLES 6,682 8,900
REVENUE FROM PROPOSED
RATE INCREASE
NOTES:
A
Cash balance on 6/30/93 was $53,241.
'Projected cash balance for 6/30/94 is $34,841.
'Projected cash balance for 6/30/95 is $25,941.
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firs. D'Esposito stated that the Finance Committee had recommended
approval of this matter. She moved that the resolution be approved. The
i| motion was duly seconded.
Mr. Kochan stated that he had been presented with two resolutions
J
from the SIUC Undergraduate Student Council and the Graduate and Professional
!
Student Council. Mr. Kochan stated that on this particular housing increase
j
issue, he commended Harvey Welch and Ed Jones. He explained that they had done
j
an excellent job in trying to keep the costs down. He said meal plans had been
!
offered and tables had been set up in the Student Center to be accessible to
;
the students. He stated that he would support this particular increase.
The motion having been duly made and seconded, the Chair called for a
roll call vote. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated
j
as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by
|
the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R.
Norwood, Celeste M. Stiehl
, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay,
none.
The following resolutions from the SIUC Undergraduate Student Council
and the Graduate and Professional Student Council are hereby entered into the
minutes.
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
STUDENT SENATE
22 FEBRUARY 1994
BILL TO OPPOSE THE PROPOSED HOUSING INCREASE
WHEREAS: University Housing plans to increase the rate for room and board by $44
per semester or approximately 2.8%; and,
WHEREAS: Students currently pay over $3 100 per semester to Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale; and,
WHEREAS: Ofthis $3 100 per semester, $1584 per semester goes directly to University
Housing; and,
WHEREAS : Students are currently burdened by both financial aid cuts and expensive
Bursar bills; and,
WHEREAS: In addition to the proposed housing increase, the University also plans
increases in Athletic, Tuition, and Health Service Fees; and,
WHEREAS: The increases ofHousing, Tuition, Athletics, and Health Service could
total over $200 per semester, and,
THEREFORE BE IT ENACTED THAT: The Undergraduate Student Government
oppose the Housing Fee increase due to the feet that SIUC Students can no
longer afford more increases; and,
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHERENACTED THAT: That Undergraduate Student
Government help University Housing in finding other avenues offunding.
Written and Submitted by: John R. Shull, Thompson Point Senator
Passed: voice Vote
Certified:
Lorenzo Henderson Michael J. Sprwsflc *
Vice President President
Undergraduate Student Body Undergraduate Student Body
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GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT COUNCIL
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
FEBRUARY 28, 1994
RESOLUTION OPPOSING THE PROPOSED INCREASE IN
RESIDENCE HALL RATES AND APARTMENT RENTALS
University housing has proposed increases in residence
hall rates effective Summer Session 1994 and increases in
apartment rentals effective July 1, 1994. These
increases include $44 per semester (2.8%) for double
occupancy room and board in the residence halls, $5 per
month (1.5% to 1.8%) in family housing, and $8 to $10 per
month (2.6% to 2.8%) in other apartment rentals; and
WHEREAS: In addition to the proposed housing increase, the
University also plans increases in tuition and numerous
student fees; and
WHEREAS: Overall SIUC student enrollment is declining; and
WHEREAS: Current vacancies in off-campus approved housing are
being remedied by allowing John A. Logan College athletes
to reside there, and the University Administration now
proposes making available on campus housing to all John
A. Logan students; and
WHEREAS: In recent years, University Housing has implemented
housing fee increases each year; and
WHEREAS: This current trend will only result in creating further
vacancies in on-campus housing; and
WHEREAS: This may also cause University Housing to become less
competitive with other student rental options; and
The University Housing policy of "Deferred Maintenance"
has resulted in an inefficient appropriation of resources
and has further obstructed its ability to engage in long-
term planning; and
University Housing has demonstrated a lack of long-term
scope in planning.
WHEREAS
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
The Graduate and Professional Student Council opposes the
proposed increases in residence hall rates and apartment
rentals; and
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT:
The GPSC reaffirms its request for the creation of an
advisory board for University and Off-Campus Approved
Housing.
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The following matters were presented for notice only :
NOTICE OF PROPOSED FEE INCREASE: STUDENT MEDICAL*
BENEFIT FEE, SIUC
"
f AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD B-6 AND B-12-b ]
Summary
This matter seeks an increase only in the Insurance Premium component
of the Student Medical Benefit Fee in response to a 31.32% increase in the
FY-95 premium rate per student. An additional increase of $7.00 is also
necessary to annualize the amount of the FY-94 premium rate increase that was
paid from working cash. Added together, this totals to a $42.00 increase in
the semester rate and a $25.20 increase in the summer rate.
As proposed, the FY-95 Student Medical Insurance Premium Fee would be
$148.00 per semester and $88.80 for the summer. Negotiations with the provider
are continuing. It is possible that this proposed increase could be reduced if
a plan of managed care can be implemented.
Continuing efforts are being made to reduce costs in the on-campus
component of the Student Health Programs to cover inflationary increases rather
than proposing a further fee increase for FY-95.
Rationale for Adoption
The Student Health Fee and the Student Medical Insurance Premium Fee
are the two components of the Student Medical Benefit Fee. The former funds
the on-campus program of primary health care while the latter funds the
contract with an external provider of health insurance. An increase is
proposed only for the insurance component in response to a 31.32% premium rate
increase and to annualize the portion of the FY-94 rate increase which was paid
from non-recurring funds in FY-94.
The 1994-95 insurance premium is based on actual SIUC experience
during the last completed contract year (1992-93). Expense is measured by
claims incurred and paid during the contract year and twelve months following
for conditions which occurred during the contract year.
Last year at this time, the University was faced with a 76% increase
in premium, based on 1991-92 claims experience that had more than doubled
from
the previous contract period. In negotiating with the insurance provider,
the.
University took the position that 1991-92 represented an anomaly, based
on
prior claims experience, and that claims would decline in 1992-93. Un
tnat
basis, the insurance provider was willing to risk a reduced premium increase
or
34%, rather than 76°/.
'President Guyon reported to the Finance Committee that the amount of the
increase would be reduced in the matter presented at the April Board meeting.
|
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Unfortunately, it appears that 1991-92 was not an anomaly. The
claims experience for 1992-93 is running 3.4% ahead of 1991-92. The relatively
small increase, however, is encouraging news for future premium growth. The
underestimated premium base for 1993-94 must be adjusted to project the premium
for the 1994-95 contract year, in addition to the relatively modest claims
increase of 1992-93 over 1991-92. Negotiations with the provider, with no
mT/1 ^n, C%ra•9e, have/esulted ™ a 31.32% premium increase for 1994-95.Added to the 34% increase last year, the total of almost 68% is still less thanthe 76% increase that had been proposed last year.
no , , . 2
ne
°^er
o ?!
f0rt was made last yea <" to reduce the $29.00 fee increase
needed to fund the 34% premium increase. A $2.00 amount of the previous year'sfee increase was determined to be available on a recurring basis. A further$7.00 portion was deferred to FY-95 by the non-recurring use of working cash
IhLr?7
PO
nn
d/Y;,95 *\TnSnter fee inCreaSe of $42 ' 00 is determined by adding theabove $7.00 to the $35.00 needed to fund the 31.32% premium increase.
The proposed increase would bring the annual cost for hpalth
health^arl V„W ^ $32 '° 7 per^ The t0tal C0St for ™iprehens ve
month
^eluding on-campus primary care, would amount to $48.97 per
irovpr.np, ^tuL L.eadershi P has consistently wanted to maintain the currentc e ages, or even to increase coverage, so reductions in covered services have
not been seriously considered. However, the insurance provider has suggested
care IwgemeJ™™^
inCre9Se C °Uld be ° btained by entering int0 a ™ na 9 ed
The managed care approach would be similar to that currently offered
BfjS YHeeS by+ ?\ State ° f Illinois - A network of preferred providers
rllZll
dlsc °unted cnar9es
u
and Physicians willing to accept payment based on
reasonable and customary charges would be developed. Students who elected to
Ifnr \ZIT 7 tSJ de lhe* netWOrk WOuld pay a lightly higher co-payment. Caps
losts
out -°f
-P°cket ex Pen se would still protect students from excessive
While many details remain to be resolved, exploratory efforts by the
kT|
S
.r
ra
^ p:ovideu
r
.
indicate that a managed care network may be feasible for
Mi n US S : J— has arisen as luch a ^te-breaking possibility that therejhas ot been sufficient time to develop a firm agreement with the provider and|to obtain an informed opinion from the student constituencies prior to thepreparation of this informational matter. If the managed care approach is notfound to be possible, then the fee increase as proposed would be required to
'continue the current health care program.
|. _ lt
. .
is noped that the necessary details of an agreement and the
nformed opinion of the student constituencies can be obtained in time for a
slower fee increase to be proposed when this matter is presented for action at
ttn "tf^ K ,that Cannot be done ^ A P ri1 ' then it is recommendedtha this matter be acted upon as it stands. When a managed care proposal doesbecome a firm option, a reduced fee would be proposed, similar to what occurred
|a tew years ago when the insurance contract was put out for bid a second time
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Considerations Against Adoption
Costs might be decreased by reducing coverage and rebidding the
contract.
Constituency Involvement
An administrative task force formed last year from Student Health
Programs, Office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs, and University Risk
Management has continued to negotiate with the providers on this issue. A
member of the Student Health Advisory Committee, who was available when the
issue of managed care arose, was also included in a meeting with the provider.
This issue has since been discussed with student leadership and is under
consideration by their respective constituencies.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, effective with the collection of
fees for Fall Semester, 1994, 4 Policies of the Board B-6 be amended to show
the following schedule:
Hours
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 or more
Student Medical Insurance Premium
$49§t99 $148.00
196t00 148.00
lesroo 148.00
196t90 148.00
196t99 148.00
196t99 148.00
196t99 148.00
19€r99 148.00
196*99 148.00
19§t99 148.00
196t99 148.00
196t99 148.00
Rate shown applies to Fall and Spring Semesters only; Summer Session rate
is $63t69 $88.80 . Subsequent rates are subject to change in accordance with
the terms of the contract with the insurance supplier.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
amended as follows:
That 4 Policies of the Board B-12-b be
12. b. Student Medical Insurance Premium. Commencing with the Fall
Semester, 1993 1994 , a Student Medical Insurance Premium of $196t99
$148.00 for FalF3emester, £I96t99 $148.00 for Spring Semester, and
$63t69 $88.80 for Summer Session shall be collected from each
student. Subsequent rates ere subject to change in accordance with
the terms of the contract with the insurance supplier.
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Student Health Insurance Program
Statement of Revenue and Expense
FY-91 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94
Actual Actual Actual Budqet
[IEVENUE
Insurance Premium Fee 3,223,863 3,412,302 3,377,495A 4,588,401 !
Interest Earnings 34,622 27,265 30,060
_30,000
OTAL REVENUE
XPENSE
Insurance Premiums
Adjustment for Prior
Years
Claims Administration:
Salaries
Wages
less use of F.W.S.
Commodities
Contractual Services
Other Current Expenses
Telecommunications
FY-95
Projected
4,112,771 (
30,000
3,258,485 3,439,567 3,407,555 4,618,401 4,142,771
2,569,087 3,468,517 3,491,054° 4,488,270 E 5,633,540E
511,515'
72,216
6,616
1,758
10,571
525
38
88,811
12,362
(695:
3,507
24,107
2,640
720
515, sir
89,653
20,776
(1,949;
2,387
24,571
130
629
82,011
16,000
3,750
20,500
150
650
I
Subtotal
, Claims Admin. 94,724 131,452 136,697
OTAL EXPENSE 3,175,326 3,599,969 3,111,940
IVENUE OVER EXPENSE 83,159 (160,402) 295,615
"oposed increase of $42
WING FUND BALANCE 139,106 21,296) 274,319
123,061
4,611,331
7,070
281,389
84,881'
16,000
3,750
20,500
150
650
125,931
5,759,471
1,616,700;
1,629,589
294,278
)TES:
tncludes a S3 increase and a late ISAC payment for FY-92 of $53,070.
Includes $20 fee increase, 3.6% enrollment decline, and $291,733 late ISAC payment
•or FY-93.
\ssumes a 4.28% enrollment decline.
Reflects no premium increase for FY-93.
Reflects the premium increase, adjusted for projected enrollment.
)ne-time expense to close out Blue Cross contract with change to Accordia.
jtefund for underutilized premiums in the 1991=92 contract year.
Assumes 3.5% salary increase.
Ending balance would have been $566,052 if the Spring ISAC payment had been
Received prior to June 30, 1993. The drop from $566,052 to the balance shown for
;Y-94 would reflect the use of working cash to pay a portion of the premium for
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NOTICE OF PROPOSED FEE INCREASE: STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE, SI'JC
! AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD B-6 AND B-11J
Summary
This matter seeks a $3.00 increase in the Student Activity Fee for a
proposed rate of $18.75 per semester, effective with the collection of fees for
Fall Semester, 1994. This increase is proposed for additional funding for
Recognized Student Organizations (RSOs).
Rationale for Adoption
Currently, funds generated from a $10.60 portion of this fee are used
for the support of student organizations and programming. The funds collected
are allocated between the Undergraduate Student Government (86%) and the
Graduate and Professional Student Council (14%) in proportion to their
respective enrollments.
For FY-94 this funding amounted to $344,277 and $56,045 respectively.
These funds are allocated among the various student organizations by the
Undergraduate Student Government and the Graduate and Professional Student
Council, subject to the approval of the Vice-President for Student Affairs.
The proposed increase, adjusted for the projected enrollment decline, would
make $413,765 (an increase of $69,488) and $67,357 (an increase of $11,312)
respectively available for allocation in FY-95.
Considerations Against Adoption
The increase could be avoided by reduced funding of student
organizations.
Constituency Involvement
This matter has been requested by student leadership and has the
support of the Vice-President for Student Affairs. On February 2, 1994, the
Undergraduate Student Government voted to request this increase. The Graduate
and Professional Student Council has this matter under consideration.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That 4 Policies of the Board B-6 be
amended to show the following schedule for the Student Activity Fee, to be
effective with the collection of fees for Fall Semester, 1994:
$-1t31 $ 1.56
2t62 3.12
3r93 4.69
&r2-4 6.25
6r§§ 7.81
7r86 9.38
9t17 10.94
19t48 12.50
11t?9 14.06
13t19 15.62
i4r41 17.19
15r?S 18.75
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Hours Student Activity Fee
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 or more
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That, effective with the collection of fees
'for Fall Semester, 1994, 4 Policies of the Board B-ll be amended to read as
j follows:
ill. Student Activity Fee. Commencing with the Summer- -Se-s-s-vo*-,-- 4-90-3 Fall
Semester, 1994
, a Student Activity Fee of $15r7-§ $18.75 per semester shall
be collected from each full-time student to be used in support of student
activities and welfare.
a. Funds generated from a $19t69 $13.60 portion of this fee shall be used
for support of student organizations and programming.
b. Funds generated from a $1.15 portion of this fee shall be used to
support a program of campus safety.
c. Funds generated from a $4.00 portion of this fee shall be used to
construct or lease a child-care facility and in support of a program
of day care for student dependents through Rainbow's End child
development center.
d. That portion of the funds generated from the full $15r7-§ $18.75 fee
paid by the medical students at the Springfield facility, including
those enrolled in programs of physiology and pharmacology, shall be
allocated to support student organizations and programming at that
location.
The Chair announced that there will be a news conference in the
International Room immediately following.
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Mr. Brewster moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was
duly seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have
passed.
The meeting adjourned at 12:10 p.m.
£ha^*>J (£U+-£>w-*~~--^
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
APRIL 14, 1994
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, April 14, 1994, at 10:40 a.m. in
j
Ballroom "D" of the Student Center, Southern Illinois University at
|
Carbondale, Carbondale, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being
present, the meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board
were present:
Nick Adams
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark A. Kochan
William R. Norwood
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following members were absent:
John Brewster
Harris Rowe
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Nancy Belck, President, SIUE
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. RichardGruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
JNOTE: Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connection
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of theBoard of Trustees.
The Chair stated that Mr. Brewster and Mr. Rowe were absent today
because they were attending a funeral in Jacksonville, Illinois.
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The Chair announced that pursuant to notice members of the Board had
had breakfast with Dr. J. Robert Quatroche, Vice-President for Institutional
Advancement, in the Wabash Room of the Student Center at approximately
7:45 a.m. He stated that the Board had learned a great deal and has high hopes
for the great job Dr. Quatroche will be doing for the University.
The Chair introduced Roger Hines, representing the SIUC Civil Service
Employees Council, and Terry Pickerill, representing the SIUC Undergraduate
Student Government.
The Chair announced that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees
will be held at the School of Medicine in Springfield, Illinois, on May 12,
1994, and there will be an executive session with Chancellor Brown, which
begins the annual evaluations.
Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Norwood reported that he had attended the
meetings of the State Universities Retirement System on March 10 and 11 in
Champaign. He reported that the effective rate of interest for next year will
be 8%. He stated that Mr. Robert Sechler, a member of the Board for 10 years,
had been replaced. He continued that Mr. Sechler had done an outstanding job
on the Retirement System and he just wanted to recognize him. He announced
that Ken Codlin, the SURS investment manager, had been trying to get a home
loan program together, and that after it has been completed and has received
legislative action, it will be an opportunity for young participants in the
system to borrow up to 5% of the home's cost against their retirement accounts
to supplement their primary financing. Mr. Norwood urged everyone to visit the
new SURS building in Champaign. He stated that the SURS building received the
Achievement Award presented by the Consulting Engineers Council of Illinois for
1994 for its engineering excellence.
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1
Under Committee Reports, Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the Finance
i Committee, stated that the Committee had met this morning in Ballroom "D" of
,
the Student Center. She gave the following report:
We would like to recommend for consideration by the full Board as
separate items: Item J, revised, Tuition Rate Increase for Fiscal Year 1995;
Item K, Increase in Student Medical Benefit Fee, SIUC [Amendment to 4 Policies
of the Board B-6 and B-12-b]; and Item L, Increase in Student Activity Fee,
SIUC [Amendment to 4 Policies of the Board B-6 and B-llj.
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
J
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
!
the following report:
The Committee asks that the following items be placed on the omnibus
motion: Item P, Project Approval and Selection of Engineer: Renovations to
J
Parking Lots, SIUC; Item Q, Revised Project Approval: Renovations of Morris
Library Elevator Controls, SIUC; Item R, Project Approval: Neckers Building
j
Renovations, SIUC; and Item S, Approval of Plans and Specifications and
[Authority to Award Contracts: University Center Cafeteria Renovation, SIUE.
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
gave the following report:
The Committee recommends the following matters for inclusion on thejomnibus motion: Item M, Recommendation for Honorary Degree, SIUC (Ray W.
(Fuller); Item N, Recommendation for Honorary Degree, SIUC (Brian P. Lamb); and
litem T, Recommendation for Distinguished Service Award, SIUE (John D. Kendall).
jThe Committee also recommends Item 0, Recommendation for Distinguished Service
1
Award, SIUC (Ivan A. Elliott, Jr.), but asks that it not be included on the
iommbus motion. We had a PQP update from Dr. Haller and an information report
on interdisciplinary projects for people with disabilities. We all learned a
lot.
Under Executive Officer Reports, President Belck stated that she was
completing 14 weeks as President. She reported that the residence halls
jconstruction is on schedule for opening in August and with the Board's help in
expediting the renovation of the food service needs in the University Center,
SIUE will be prepared to feed an additional 500 on-campus students expected to
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move into the residence halls. She stated that SIUE has an increased focus to
improve minority faculty and student recruitment and retention. She continued
that to that end Johnetta Haley will be back on campus for the next 18 months
helping SIUE do a better job of not only recruiting minority faculty, students,
and staff, but retaining them. She explained that in Johnetta Haley's honor,
there is a Scholars Academy that is targeted for scholarships for minority
students. She reported that Paul Pitts is working \/ary hard to increase the
awareness of diversity needs and inclusion at SIUE. She stated that each month
she will continue to keep the Board informed of special events associated with
the Olympic Festival. She stated that May 7 is the date of the first semester j
commencement at SIUE. \
President Guyon stated that it was a real privilege to publicly
acknowledge and say thank you to Don and Joann Boydston who have established a
Chair in American Philosophy at SIUC with emphasis probably on John Dewey. He
continued that the grant will accumulate to more than $1 million at the time
they finish their donations. He stated that the department already has lf
considerable stature and the grant will enhance expertise in American |
Philosophy. He explained that the Boydstons joined the University in 1955, Don lt
\i
as Chair of the Department of Health Education, and built one of the finest (|
academic departments in the country in that particular area. He stated that
Dr. Don Boydston served for 15 years as Director of Athletics. He stated that j
Joann became Director of the Dewey Center in 1960 and edited those Dewey papers
which were published by the University Press, that by all measures set the
standard for editorship of this type of work in the country. He continued that
Joann had received an honorary degree from Indiana University reocgnizing those
efforts. He stated that SIU owes the Boydstons for the money, but it also owes
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i the Boydstons for nearly 40 years of contribution in a quality way to the
i University community.
The Chair also acknowledged appreciation to the Boydstons on behalf
of the trustees. He explained that here are two people who have not only given
J
during their life to the University and enriched it by being here, but who will
I
continue to enrich it in the years to come. He thanked them on behalf of the
entire University community and particularly on behalf of the trustees.
Mr. Norwood stated that he had known Dr. Don Boydston as the Athletic
I
Director. He reiterated some stories showing the concern and caring expressed
by the Boydstons to athletes at SIUC. He said the care and love the Boydstons
had for this University is a lesson that we all could emulate.
Chancellor Brown gave the following legislative report:
The legislature is now in session and meeting nearly t^jery day during
ithe week. However, we must remember that it is early in the session and
[positioning on such major issues as the FY-95 state budget, the Medicaid
{shortfall, state funding for local police departments, riverboat gambling in
Chicago, assault rifle ban, and on and on is the way of life in Springfield.
May 31 is the targeted adjournment date. With regard to bills impacting Siu",
we have the FY-95 budget: Senate Bill 1770 for operations and Senate Bill 1774
for capital. Both bills passed out of the Senate Appropriations Committee
Wednesday morning, April 13, at the Governor's budget level without amendments.
There was some discussion of reallocating PQP money for those campuses that did
not receive PQP bonus funding, but amendments implementing those proposals were
held until second reading. The appropriation bills now go to the Senate floor
iwhere the deadline for passing bills on third reading is next Friday, April 22.
Best intelligence is that we may be heard in the House Appropriation Committee
Ithe first week in May. The Senate has passed to the House Senate Bill 1776,
jthe fiscal year 94 supplemental appropriation bill that includes $2.6 millionm income fund money for SIUC. Yesterday the House bypassed a committee and
jrnoved SB 1776 to third reading. Negotiations among the House, Senate, and
governor's Office are taking place. We trust that a final version will be
considered in the near future. A bill to rearrange governance in higher
Mucation was heard by the House Higher Education Committee yesterday and
placed before a subcommittee. Individual early retirement bills are not moving
(in the General Assembly this spring. I would be surprised if anything matured
before the session ends. A couple of bills fully funding the retirement system
ire being discussed, but they have price tags in the hundreds of millions of
dollars range and could significantly impact higher education funding if passed
pnd signed by the Governor. In summary, the General Assembly is in session and
jo far so good.
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The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion and
he proposed that, after discussion, there would be taken up the following
matters:
REPORTS OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS
,
FEBRUARY, 1994, SIUC AND SIUE
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C,
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the month of
February, 1994, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of this
meeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees, and
these reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minutes
of the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee.
April 14, 1994
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RECOMMENDATION FOR HONORARY DEGREE, SIUC
Summary
The Chancellor, on the recommendation of the Honorary Degrees and
Distinguished Service Awards Committee and the President of Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale, presents to the Board of Trustees a resolution
recommending that Dr. Ray W. Fuller be awarded the honorary degree, Doctor of
Science, at the May 14, 1994, commencement of the College of Science of
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
Rationale for Adoption
Dr. Ray W. Fuller, a Lilly Research Fellow and Adjunct Professor of
Neurobiology at the Indiana University School of Medicine, is recognized by his
peers as "one of the top neuroscientists in the world," according to
Dr Ronald A. Browning, Professor in the Department of Physiology at Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale, who nominated him for an honorary degree.
Although Dr. Fuller has made numerous contributions and discoveries that have
enhanced our knowledge of brain chemistry, perhaps his crowning achievement,"
observed Dr. Browning, "is his work that led to the discovery of Prozac(fluoxetine) which is currently the most widely used drug for the treatment of
mental depression."
Along with two other researchers of Eli Lilly and Company, Dr. Fuller
received the 1993 Discoverers Award for research leading to the discovery of
Prozac, which was featured on the cover of Newsweek in 1990 as a "breakthrouqh
drug for depression."
A native of Southern Illinois, Dr. Fuller was born on December 16,
1935, in Dongola. He holds two degrees from Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, a Bachelor of Arts in Chemistry (1957) and Master of Arts in
Microbiology (1958). He received a Doctor of Philosophy degree in biochemistry
from Purdue University (1961) and an honorary Doctor of Science degree from
Purdue (1990). He is a member of Sigma Xi and Phi Lambda Upsilon honor
j societies and received the Southern Illinois University at Carbondale Alumni
(Achievement Award (1986).
L Dr. Fuller is affiliated with a number of professional societies,
j
including the American Society of Biological Chemists, American Society for
; Neurochemistry, American Chemistry Society, American Society for Pharmacology
jand Experimental Therapeutics, Society for Neuroscience (past president of the
| Indianapolis chapter), and the International Society for Neurochemistry. His
scientific service has included membership on the editorial board of a dozen
(scientific journals, refereeing scientific papers for 58 journals, reviewing
jgrant applications for national agencies including the National Institutes of
(Health, and chairing international neurochemistry symposia.
The author of more than 400 full-length scientific publications,
Dr. Fuller also has a similar number of published abstracts from presentations
at scientific meetings to his credit.
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Concluding his nomination of Dr. Fuller for an honorary degree,
Dr. Browning had this to say: "In summary, Ray W. Fuller exemplifies all that
we would want our undergraduate and graduate students to strive for. Few
individuals in the world can achieve what he has accomplished, but he is an
excellent role model for those who strive to be the best they can."
Considerations Against Adoption
None are known.
Constituency Involvement
The Honorary Degrees and Distinguished Service Awards Committee of
Southern Illinois University is composed of members from the appropriate
faculty and constituency groups. The President reviewed the recommendation
and, in consultation with the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and the Dean
of the College of Science, recommends this degree.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the honorary degree of Doctor of
Science be presented to Dr. Ray W. Fuller at the May 14, 1994 commencement or
some commencement thereafter of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
RECOMMENDATION FOR HONORARY DEGREE, SIUC
Summary
The Chancellor, on the recommendation of the Honorary Degrees and
Distinguished Service Awards Committee and the President of Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale, presents to the Board of Trustees a resolution
recommending that Brian P. Lamb be awarded the honorary degree, Doctor of
Humane Discourse, at the May 13, 1994, commencement of the College of Mass
Communication and Media Arts of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
Rationale for Adoption
Brian P. Lamb, chairman and chief executive officer of Cable
Satellite Public Affairs Network (C-SPAN) , founded the television network in
1979 and has shepherded its growth to the point where its two channels now
serve more than 60 million cable households 24 hours a day "with a daily,
unedited chronicle of the nation's public life," according to a recent New York
Times Magazine story by Thomas J. Meyer.
C-SPAN' s technique--self-styled "video verite"--is simply to turn on
the cameras and let them run, providing viewers with uncut proceedings of the
U.S. Congress and its committees, marathon gavel-to-gavel broadcasts of
political conventions, wide-ranging coverage of presidential campaigns and
political think-tank panel discussions, "showing life as it happens, without
commentary, spin or editing," Meyer wrote. The broadcasts are uninterrupted by
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commercials. They are paid for by the local cable companies that offer the
service as part of a package of news and entertainment programs.
In nominating Mr. Lamb for an honorary degree, Dr. Joe S. Foote,
Professor in the Department of Radio-Television and Dean of the College of Mass
Communication and Media Arts at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale,
recalled: "In the beginning, C-SPAN was truly a one-man show. I remember
meeting Brian in late 1979 when he ran C-SPAN from a spartan store-front office
in an apartment complex in Arlington, Virginia." Foote pointed out how Lamb
started with coverage of the U.S. House of Representatives and then branched
out, going international, to cover the Canadian and British parliaments, the
European Parliament, and the Japanese Diet. He is currently working to
integrate C-SPAN into law, journalism, speech, and political science classes in
American schools and colleges.
Mr. Lamb was born on October 9, 1941, in Lafayette, Indiana. He
graduated from Purdue University in 1963 with a bachelor's degree in speech.
After a stint in the Navy, he returned to Lafayette to work in television, then
moved to Washington, D.C., where he worked as a freelance reporter for United
Press International Audio, as a Senate press secretary and as a White House
telecommunications policy staffer. In 1974, he started publishing a biweekly
newsletter, The Media Report
,
and then became Washington bureau chief for
CableVision magazine. In 1977, he began seeking support from cable industry
executives for what would eventually become C-SPAN, whose staff now numbers
170. He lives in Arlington, Virginia.
"Brian Lamb ... has not only developed C-SPAN into the crown jewel
of the cable industry," Dr. Foote concluded, "but he has done so in a way that
enhances the principles of representative democracy he holds dear. ... He is
an ideal candidate for an honorary degree from SIUC."
Considerations Against Adoption
None are known.
Constituency Involvement
The Honorary Degrees and Distinguished Service Awards Committee of
|
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale is composed of members from the
j
appropriate faculty and constituency groups. The President reviewed the
j
recommendation and, in consultation with the Vice-President for Academic
I
Affairs and the Dean of the College of Mass Communication and Media Arts,
recommends this degree.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the honorary degree of Doctor of
Humane Discourse be presented to Brian P. Lamb at the May 13, 1994,
commencement or some commencement thereafter of Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
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PROJECT APPROVAL AND SELECTION OF ENGINEER :
RENOVATIONS TO PARKING LOTS, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to resurface and expand
three parking lots on the Carbondale campus.
The estimated cost of this project is $413,000. Funding for this
work will come from traffic and parking revenue.
This matter also requests permission to use the Physical Plant
Engineering Services for the preparation of plans and specifications.
Rationale for Adoption
This project will resurface and expand parking lots #19, #39, and
#63. Lot #19 is located behind and to the east of the Personnel Office. It
will be resurfaced and expanded from 110 spaces to 142 at an approximate cost
of $42,500. Lot #39 is located south of the Biological Sciences Building and
west of the Agriculture Building. It will be resurfaced and expanded from 102
spaces to 276 at an approximate cost of $273,500. Lot #63 is located east of
the Law School. It will be resurfaced and expanded from 201 spaces to 271 at
an approximate cost of $77,400. The project will cost approximately $393,400,
and a 5% contingency creates a total budget of $413,000.
The nature of this project and its source of funds cause it to be
defined as a noninstructional capital improvement. Consequently, it must be
approved at a meeting of the Illinois Board of Higher Education prior to the
commitment of funds.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
This project has the recommendation of the Campus Traffic and Parking
Committee which has constituency representation.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to resurface and expand parking lots, SIUC, be and
is hereby approved at a total cost of $413,000.
(2) Funding for this project shall be from traffic and parking
revenue.
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(3) This project and its source of funds are to be recommended to
the Illinois Board of Higher Education as a noninstructional
capital improvement.
(4) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
authorization be and is hereby granted for the plans and
specifications to be prepared by Physical Plant Engineering
Services.
(5) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
REVISED PROJECT APPROVAL: RENOVATIONS OF MORR IS
LIBRARY ELEVATOR CONTROLS, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks a second revision to the project and budget
approval given earlier for the project to renovate elevators #3 and #4 in
Morris Library.
The original budget for this project was approved at $130,000. A
revised budget was also approved at $155,000. This request will raise the
budget still further to $195,000.
All of the funding for this project is coming from state
appropriations through the Physical Plant maintenance budget.
Rationale for Adoption
At its meeting on February 11, 1993, the Board of Trustees gave
project and budget approval to make renovations to the controls of elevators #3
and #4 in Morris Library at an estimated cost of $130,000. On September 9,
1993, the Board approved a revision to the budget of the project, and
authorized it to be raised to $155,000. That revision was necessary in order
to accommodate bids that were significantly higher than expected. At that same
time, the Board awarded the contract for this project to the low bidder the
Dover Elevator Co., Evansville, Indiana.
Subsequent to that award, it was determined that the new computerized
controls could not function properly in the extreme temperatures of the
penthouse equipment room. Accordingly, it has become necessary to increase the
j
capacity of the heating and cooling units that serve the penthouse and the new
elevator controls within. The estimated cost for this work is $30,000. The
cooling portion will be done through one of the existing time-and-material
contracts, and the remainder of the work will be done by in-house craft
personnel
.
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In addition, the University requested the services of a mechanical
equipment consultant to provide advice and to review the specifications of this
entire project. The consultant's fee is $9,400.
The revised project and budget approval requested herein now reflects
these added expenses and a higher cost of $195,000.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The request for a second revision in the project and budget
approval given on February 11, 1993, to the project to renovate
elevator controls in Morris Library, be and is hereby approved
at a higher cost of $195,000.
(2) Funding for this revised project will be from state
appropriations through the Physical Plant maintenance budget.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL: NECKERS BUILDING RENOVATIONS, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to renovate the third
floor of C section in the J. W. Neckers Building.
The total cost of the project is approximately $1,500,000. Funding
for this project will come from the National Science Foundation in the form of
a matching grant at approximately $734,500, from additional state appropri-
ations for capital renovations, and from reallocated capital renovation funds
previously appropriated to the University.
Upon official notification of the award of grant, the University will
begin the approval process to select an architectural firm for the entire
project.
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Rationale for Adoption
The J. W. Neckers Building was opened in 1968. While the original
floor plan provided ample space for instructional laboratories, it contained no
provisions for research laboratories. In an attempt to address the lack of
adequate research facilities, relatively small remodeling projects have been
the only way to solve the most pressing needs.
The Academic Research Facilities Modernization Act was passed by
Congress in 1988 to assist in revitalizing the nation's research facilities. A
wide range of facilities are eligible, but the act centers mostly on science
and engineering research laboratories. The major goal of the program is to
give financial assistance to those academic institutions which have histori-
cally received relatively little federal funding for improvements to their
academic science and engineering infrastructures. The National Science
Foundation (NSF) has the responsibility to develop and administer the program.
It is believed that this act will provide the needed mechanism and a portion of
the funding to remodel and renovate eight of the laboratories in the Neckers
Building.
In April, 1993, the University submitted a proposal to the NSF in
which funding was requested to remodel the eight large laboratories on the
third floor. The laboratories would be remodeled into 16 research units for
analytical and organic research by the senior faculty of the Department of
Chemistry and Biochemistry. In November, 1993, the University was notified by
the NSF that its proposal had received preliminary approval, and that several
additional items of information were required from the University before the
proposal could be carried forward to the next phase of competition. One of
those items is to be a statement that: (1) identifies the sources of the
matching funds, (2) how the University will obtain them, and (3) approximately
when those matching funds will become available. The text that follows
provides the needed information.
It will be necessary to divide the project into two phases in order
to maintain the existing research and administrative operations on the third
floor. The total project cost will be approximately $1,500,000, which includes
architect's fees. Phase I will remodel the four laboratories on the south side
of the third floor at an estimated cost of $750,000. Funding for this first
phase will come equally from the NSF grant and from allocated FY 1994 capital
renovation appropriations made to the University or from additional state
appropriations for capital renovation projects.
Phase II work will begin soon after phase I is completed. The four
laboratories on the north side of the third floor will be remodeled at an
estimated cost of $750,000. Funding for this second phase will come equally
from the NSF grant and from capital renovation appropriations made to the
University.
It should be noted that this proposed use of state appropriations as
the University's matching funds carries with it the requirement that the
Capital Development Board will administer and control the project in the same
manner as any other CDB project. While the process may add a few weeks to the
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overall project, it should not be a cause for concern. Upon notification of
the award of grant, the University will begin the process to recommend and
select an architectural firm for both phases of the project.
Also, it should be noted that supervisory staff of the CDB have given
preliminary approval to this proposed use of state funds, and they have indi-
cated a willingness to cooperate in the reallocation of funds to this project.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to make renovations to the J. W. Neckers Building
third floor, section C, be and is hereby approved at an
estimated cost of $1,500,000.
(2) Funding for this project will come from a National Science
Foundation grant in the amount of $734,500, from reallocated
capital renovation appropriations to the University, and from
additional state appropriations for capital renovations.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS AND AUTHORITY TO AWARD
CONTRACTS: UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA RENOVATION, SIUE
Summary
This matter would approve the plans and specifications and authorize
the members of the Board's Executive Committee to award contracts in connection
with the capital project, University Center Cafeteria Renovation, SIUE. The
estimated cost of the project is $430,000, which will be funded from the
University Center's operating budget.
Rationale for Adoption
At its March 10, 1994 meeting, the Board approved the project and
retention of the project architect. The project will renovate the dining and
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food serving areas in the University Center Cafeteria. These actions are
essential to enable SIUE to serve residents of the new housing facility as well
as existing cafeteria patrons.
The action approved by the Board in March explained the need to
expedite the project so that the improvements can be completed in time to serve
students who will live in the residence hall beginning this August. This need
to expedite action is the basis for requesting authority for members of the
Board's Executive Committee to award contracts in connection with the project.
The project has been submitted for approval by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education as a non-instructional capital improvement. No contracts will
be recommended for award by the members of the Executive Committee until the
project has received such approval by the IBHE.
The project architect, Artec, Inc., has completed the plans and
specifications on an expedited schedule at the University's request. The plans
and specifications have been reviewed by SIUE officers and by Mr. Carl
Bretscher on behalf of the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The plans and specifications for the capital project, University
Center Cafeteria Renovation, SIUE, be and are hereby approved as
presented to the Board this date, and officers of Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville be and are hereby authorized
to proceed with bidding the project in accordance with the plans
and specifications herein approved.
(2) The members of the Executive Committee of this Board be and are
hereby authorized to award contracts in connection with the
aforementioned capital project, provided that no contracts will
be recommended for award prior to the approval of the project as
a non-instructional capital improvement by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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RECOMMENDATION FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD, SIUE
Summary
The Chancellor, on the recommendation of the President of Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville, presents to the Board of Trustees a
resolution recommending the presentation of the Distinguished Service Award to
Professor Emeritus John D. Kendall at an early commencement of Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville.
Rationale for Adoption
John Kendall was born August 30, 1917 in Kearney, Nebraska. He
received his baccalaureate degree in music from Oberlin College in 1939, and
the Master of Arts degree from Teachers College, Columbia University in 1945.
Subsequently, he also studied at the Dalcroze and the Juilliard Schools of
Music in New York City, at Indiana University, and with Ivan Galamian. Several
times during the 1950' s and 1960's he studied in Japan, focusing on Japanese
techniques of teaching the violin.
In 1939, Mr. Kendall began a distinguished career as an educator,
musician, and conductor with appointment at Drury College in Springfield,
Missouri. He later held appointments at Iowa State University, Muskingum
College, and Indiana University. In September 1963, John Kendall joined the
faculty of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville as a Professor of
Music.
Professor Kendall is best known perhaps for introducing the Suzuki
method of string music instruction to the United States. As a result of his
studies in Japan, and through his extraordinary teaching and performance
abilities, Professor Kendall established a Suzuki violin program at SIUE.
Through his nurturing and devotion, SIUE became a leading center for training
in the Suzuki method, attracting graduate students from around the world. By
extending the program through community service activities, Professor Kendall
made music training available to thousands of children in the St. Louis region
and beyond.
A man of remarkable energy and dedication, John Kendall has shared
his teaching expertise, and his passion for music with people around the world.
He has lectured, conducted seminars and workshops, directed plays, and given
performances and recitals throughout the United States and in numerous foreign
countries. His resume lists more than 400 such activities in the United
States, Canada, Japan, Sweden, Ireland, England, Scotland, Germany, Iceland,
Belgium, and Australia. Additionally, he has authored an array of books and
articles and produced videotapes and films which share his experiences and
wisdom with other music educators and the public.
Professor Kendall's abilities and achievements have been recognized
in a number of ways previously. He is the recipient of grants from the Bok and
the Presser Foundations. In 1971, he received SIUE's Teaching Excellence
Award. And, the American String Teachers Association has twice honored him, in
1979 with its Distinguished Service Award, and in 1982 with its Distinguished
Leadership Award.
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John Kendall retired from full-time service at SIUE in August 1987,
and was simultaneously accorded emeritus status. But his enthusiasm and love
for music have kept him an active member in the University community. He
continues to teach through workshops and seminars, and offer recitals and
performances.
Professor John Kendall's distinguished work in establishing the
Suzuki method of instruction has enriched the lives of thousands of children
and their families, enhanced music education immeasurably, and brought
distinction to the University. Countless people have benefitted from his
willingness and ability to share his insights for music and its instruction.
It is for these reasons that this recommendation for the Distinguished Service
Award is presented.
I Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
i Constituency Involvement
The University Committee for Honorary Degrees and Distinguished
Service Awards and the President of Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville have recommended this award.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Distinguished Service Award,
SIUE, be presented to Professor Emeritus John D. Kendall at the May 7, 1994
commencement or some commencement thereafter of Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville.
With regard to Item H, Changes in Faculty-Administrative Payroll,
SIUC, Chancellor Brown stated there was a correction to number 7, Diesburg,
Kenneth L.
,
wherein his title on the effective date of tenure should be
Assistant Professor. The Chair stated that the record will so show the change
and the matter will be included on the omnibus motion unless there is an
objection.
Mr. Norwood moved the reception of Reports of Purchase Orders and
Contracts, Feburary, 1994, SIUC and SIUE; the ratificaton of Changes in
Faculty-Administrative Payroll, SIUC and SIUE (with the correction for
Kenneth L. Diesburg); and the approval of the Minutes of the Meeting held
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March 10, 1994; Recommendation for Honorary Degree, SIUC (Ray W. Fuller);
Recommendation for Honorary Degree, SIUC (Brian P. Lamb); Project Approval and
Selection of Engineer: Renovations to Parking Lots, SIUC; Revised Project
Approval: Renovations of Morris Library Elevator Controls, SIUC; Project
Approval: Neckers Building Renovations, SIUC; Approval of Plans and Specifi-
cations and Authority to Award Contracts: University Center Cafeteria
Renovation, SIUE: and Recommendation for Distinguished Service Award, SIUE
(John D. Kendall). The moton was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in
regard to the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan.
The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'Esposito,
William R. Norwood, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wi 1 kins
,
Jr.; nay, none.
The following matter was presented:
TUITION RATE INCREASE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1995
[AMENDMENT TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD B-l, B-2, B-3, and C-l]
Summary
This matter gives notice that the Chancellor and the Presidents will
recommend to the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois University at its
April 14, 1994 meeting the adoption of tuition rate increases for FY 1995 and
FY 1996 as specified in the resolution and tables included in this matter. If
approved, the proposed tuition rate and structure as listed in Table I for
SIUC, Table II for SIUE, and Table III for our professional schools will become
effective with the fall semesters 1994 and 1995.
Rationale for Adoption
The budgetary situation within the State of Illinois has been dismal
for the past few years, and SIU, like other public universities in the state,
has had to consider alternative methods of providing needed revenue, including
increases in tuition. During the period FY-90 to FY-94, tax dollar support for
SIU increased by only two-tenths of one percent, and when adjusted for
inflation, SIU has actually experienced more than a 13% net loss over the
period. Even though the income fund revenues (mostly tuition) increased by
19.7% during the same period, when adjusted for inflation, SIU experienced only
a 3% increase in purchasing power from increases in tuition. And while total
appropriated funds for SIU during FY-90 to FY-94 increased by 5.1%, when
adjusted for inflation, SIU had a net loss in purchasing power of more than 9%
in total appropriated funds.
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tit • o In Jco?lnec.tlon w^h Fiscal Year 1995 budget recommendations, theIllinois Board of Higher Education at its meeting of January 11, 1994, formally
recommended a general 3% increase in tuition for public universities in the
state. This recommendation reflects the IBHE policy that tuition increases
over time should approximate the rate of inflation." It would, if adopted by
the SIU Board of Trustees, add about $1.2 million to the funding available to
SIUC and about $420,000 to the funding available to SIUE.
.
The IBHE recommended budget does not provide any new funding forinflationary increases in utility costs or general price increases. It does
not allow us to maintain the status quo. It does not provide any additional
resources for strengthening the quality of undergraduate education (providinq
quality faculty and staff, library materials, instructional equipment!
computing resources), for improving the retention and graduation rates of
undergraduate students, for maintaining graduate and professional programs for
supporting new or improved academic programs, or for meeting the costs of
externally mandated activities.
The focus statements recently formulated by SIUC and SIUE and
approved by the Illinois Board of Higher Education emphasize the goal ofproviding and enhancing high quality undergraduate education. SIUE is
recognized for its high quality undergraduate programs, and SIUC has identified
as special areas of focus the maintenance and continual enhancement of the
quality of undergraduate education in both general education and the major, and
the improvement of undergraduate retention and graduation rates.
«,cc
A review of academic year tuition rates within Illinois shows SIUC tobe $366 below the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and $225 below
Northern Illinois University and Illinois State University. With the tuition
increases being recommended, SIUC's undergraduate tuition would remain wellbelow the University of Illinois and would continue to be below Northern and
Illinois State. Undergraduate tuition at SIUE continues to be the lowest in
the state; $122 below Eastern Illinois University and Western Illinois
University, similarly classified as Comprehensive I universities. With the
recommended increases, tuition at SIUE would still be below that charqed by its
peer institutions in Illinois.
If approved by the Board, the proposed tuition increases in this
matter would increase the current academic year undergraduate and graduate
tuition rate at SIUC of $150 per credit hour to $160 in Fall 1994 and to $170
in Fall 1995. The current $1,800 academic year cost for a student enrolled for
24 credit hours (12 per semester) would become $1,920 in Fall 1994 and $2,040
in Fall 1995. The current $2,250 academic year cost for a student enrolled in
30 credit hours (15 per semester) would become $2,400 in Fall 1994 and $2,550
The current academic year SIUE undergraduate tuition rate of $143.90
per credit hour would become $152 in Fall 1994 and $160 in Fall 1995. The
current $1,726.80 academic year cost for a student enrolled for 24 credit hours
(12 per semester) would become $1,824 in Fall 1994 and $1,920 in Fall 1995
The current academic year SIUE graduate tuition rate of $154.10 per credit hour
would become $162 in Fall 1994 and $170 in Fall 1995. The current $1 849 20
academic year cost for a student enrolled for 24 credit hours (12 per semester)
would become $1,944 in Fall 1994 and $2,040 in Fall 1995.
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Of the proposed tuition increase, the first 3% will be used to
support the IBHE recommended budget because without this 3%, our IBHE
recommended budget would be reduced. Further, approximately 28% of the
undergraduate tuition increase above the 3% will go to support the Monetary
Award Programs. These amounts are detailed in the following chart:
SIUC SIUE
FY-95 Undergraduate Tuition Revenue
Generated by Proposals in this Matter $2,364,400 $787,800
Less:
IBHE Recommended Increase (Approxi-
mately 3%) 1,168,800 420,500
Reduction for MAP Awards 334,800 102,800
Net Additional Tuition Revenue Available 860,800 264,500
The $860,800 of net additional revenue at SIUC will be used to
support undergraduate retention and the purchase of library materials,
undergraduate instructional equipment, and technology to support instruction.
The $264,500 of net additional revenue at SIUE will be used to
support instructional programs and services and to improve the student/ faculty
ratio in accord with SIUE's four-year budget plan.
The gross revenue generated in FY-96 by these proposed increases
would be approximately the same as for FY-95; $2.4 million for SIUC and $0.8
million for SIUE.
SIUE is also proposing the establishment of a clinical charge for
students in the Master of Science Program in Nursing who have a specialization
in Nurse Anesthesia. These students will be required to take a minimum of five
clinical terms. The per term cost would be $2,000 beginning in Summer 1994 and
$3,500 beginning in Fall 1995. The funds generated by the charge will be used
to support the clinical program for these students.
This matter also proposes tuition increases for the professional
schools of Medicine, Law, and Dentistry. As has been our practice histori-
cally, revenues from these increases will be used to support the respective
professional schools. Table III details the proposed professional school
increases.
The SIUC School of Medicine is currently 40% behind the proposed
University of Illinois rate in cost-to-degree and is the least expensive
midwest public medical school. The proposed increase for the School of
Medicine would bring the current cost to degree of $26,226 to $31,473 in FY-95
and to $36,792 in FY-96. At the end of the two-year period, the cost-to-degree
for the SIUC School of Medicine would equal the FY-95 cost-to-degree for the
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University of Illinois. The proposed increase will provide $137,000 in FY-95
above the IBHE mandated 3% increase. Tuition revenues generated will be used
to make educational program enhancements, expand technology initiatives, andincrease need-based scholarships.
The proposed increase recommended for the SIUC School of Law will
IVltc -
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r
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??
mYLyear tuition rate from $2,796 to $3,216 in Fall 1994, and to
i-l mi u The P r°P°sed increase will provide $83,000 in FY-95,which will be used for upgrading information technology and fund-raisinq/development activities.
The proposed increase for the SIUE School of Dental Medicine will
raise the academic year tuition rate from $3,990 to $4,500. In Fall 1995
tuition at the Dental School would be raised to a new annual level of $5,000*
The proposed increase will provide $105,000, which will be used for
strengthening and enhancing the instructional programs of the School of Dental
Medicine, particularly the purchase of needed instructional equipment.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of, and concerned about, the continuinqincrease in costs of attending Southern Illinois University.
Constituency Involvement
Constituencies were not involved in formulating this proposal.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University, in regular meeting assembled, That tuition increases for SIUC,
SIUE, and the professional schools of Law, Dentistry, and Medicine as
specified in Revised Tables I, II, and III attached, be authorized
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REVISED TABLE I
Academic Year Tuition Rates, SIU Carbondale
Undergraduate and Graduate
Illinois Residents Non-Residents
Hours/
Sem FY-94 FY-95
1 150.00 154.50
2 300.00 309.00
3 450.00 463.50
4 600.00 618.00
5 750.00 772.50
6 900.00 927.00
7 1,050.00 1,081.50
8 1,200.00 1,236.00
9 1,350.00 1,390.50
10 1,500.00 1,545.00
11 1,650.00 1,699.50
12 1,800.00 1,854.00
13 1,950.00 2,008.50
14 2,100.00 2,163.00
15 and
above 2,250.00 2,317.50
Hours/
Sem FY-94 FY-95
1 450.00 463.50
I 900.00 927.00
3 1,350.00 1,390.50
4 1,800.00 1,854.00
5 2,250.00 2,317.50
6 2,700.00 2,781.00
7 3,150.00 3,244.50
8 3,600.00 3,708.00
9 4,050.00 4,171.50
10 4,500.00 4,635.00
11 4,950.00 5,098.50
12 5,400.00 5,562.00
13 5,850.00 6,025.50
14 6,300.00 6,489.00
15 and
above 6,750.00 6,952.50
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Undergradu
unuer yr
ate
Illinois Residents
Hours/Sem FY-94 FY-95
1 143.90 148.20
2 287.80 296.40
3 431.70 444.60
4 575.60 592.80
5 719.50 741.00
6 863.40 889.20
7 1,007.30 1,037.40
8 1,151.20 1,185.60
9 1,295.10 1,333.80
10 1,439.00 1,482.00
11 1,582.90 1,630.20
12-18 1,726.80 1,778.40
19 and
over*
Graduate
Illinois Resi dents
Hoiirs/Serr FY-94 FY-95
1 154.10 158.80
2 308.20 317.60
3 462.30 476.40
4 616.40 635.20
5 770.50 794.00
6 924.60 952.80
1 1,078.70 1,111.60
8 1,232.80 1,270.40
9 1,386.90 1,429.20
10 1,541.00 1,588.00
11 1,695.10 1,746.80
12-18 1,849.20 1,905.60
19 and
over*
REVISED TABLE II
Academic Year Tuition Rates, SIU Edwardsville
U d g aduate and Graduate
Undergraduate
Non-Residents
Hours/Sem FY-94
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12-18
19 and
over*
Hours/Sem
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12-18
19 and
over*
431.70
863.40
1,295.10
1,726.80
2,158.50
2,590.20
3,021.90
3,453.60
3,885.30
4,317.00
4,748.70
5,180.40
Graduate
Non-Residents
FY-94
462.30
924.60
1,386.90
1,849.20
2,311.50
2,773.80
3,236.10
3,698.40
4,160.70
4,623.00
5,085.30
5,547.60
FY-95
444.60
889.20
1,333.80
1,778.40
2,223.00
2,667.60
3,112.20
3,556.80
4,001.40
4,446.00
4,890.60
5,335.20
FY-95
476.40
952.80
1,429.20
1,905.60
2,382.00
2,858.40
3,334.80
3,811.20
4,287.60
4,764.00
5,240.40
5,716.80
ET J W I 6r ° f Science Program in Nursing with a specialization in^urse Anesthesia who are in the clinical phase of the program will be assessed
I clinical charge of $2,000 per term beginning with Fall term 1994 in addition
to regular graduate level tuition. Students must pay the clinical charge each|rm of clinical registration with a minimum of five terms. Beginning with the
•all term 1995, this charge will be $3,500 per term.
rA student enrolled for more than 18 hours will be assessed tuition equal tothe rate charged for 18 hours plus the 1 hour rate for each hour beyond 18.
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REVISED TABLE III
Sill Professional Schools
Academic Year Tuition Rates
SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
FY-94 FY-95
Illinois Residents
Non-Residents
3,990.00
11,970.00
4,500.00
13,500.00
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Semester Basis
FY-94 FY-95
Illinois Residents
Non-Residents
8,742.00
26,226.00
10,491.00
31,473.00
11 Semester Basis
Illinois Residents
Non-Residents
7,152.00
21,456.00
8,583.00
25,749.00
Students entering the School of Medicine prior to FY-95 pay 3 semesters per
year for the first nine of the eleven semesters; beginning with the class
entering in FY-95, students will pay 3 semesters per year for each of the
eleven semesters.
SCHOOL OF LAW
Illinois Resi dents Non-Residents
Hours/ Hours/
Sem FY-94 FY-95 Sem FY-94 FY-95
1 233.00 268.00 1 699.00 804.00
2 466.00 536.00 2 1,398.00 1,608.00
3 699.00 804.00 3 2,097.00 2,412.00
4 932.00 1,072.00 4 2,796.00 3,216.00
5 1,165.00 1,340.00 5 3,495.00 4,020.00
6 1,398.00 1,608.00 6 4,194.00 4,824.00
7 1,631.00 1,876.00 7 4,893.00 5,628.00
8 1,864.00 2,144.00 8 5,592.00 6,432.00
9 2,097.00 2,412.00 9 6,291.00 7,236.00
10 2,330.00 2,680.00 10 6,990.00 8,040.00
11 2,563.00 2,948.00 11 7,689.00 8,844.00
12 2,796.00 3,216.00 12 8,388.00 9,648.00
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Mr. Kochan moved that the proposed tuition increase for undergraduate
and graduate students at SIUC and SIUE as contained in Revised Table I and II
be approved. The motion was duly seconded.
Mr. Norwood stated that he would not want SIU to get into a situation
where the universities are in jeopardy because we haven't provided the amount
of tuition necessary to keep quality programs. He explained that we have been
state-supported schools, but we're moving toward state-assisted schools. He
explained it takes money to keep the value of the degree. He continued that he
I has been for no tuition, no tuition, but reality sets in and it does cost to
J
keep the level of quality that SIU is known for nationally and internationally.
The motion being duly made and seconded, the Chair called for a roll
[call vote. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as
follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan. The motion carried by the following
j
recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'Esposito, Celeste M. Stiehl
, A. D. VanMeter, Jr.,
George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, William R. Norwood.
The Chair stated that the tuition increase matter concerning the
professional schools would now be considered. Mrs. D'Esposito moved that the
professional schools' tuition increases contained in Revised Table III be
approved. The motion was duly seconded.
Mrs. Susan Hall, President, SIUC Graduate and Professional Student
Council made the following comments:
L * • Thfnk y0U,„Chairman VanMeter. I will attempt to keep my commentsbrief in order to allow my colleagues from the School of Law to address theBoard concerning this matter. Obviously we are pleased to learn of the
amendment to the undergraduate and graduate student tuition proposal. However
we are still greatly concerned about the proposed law and medical schooltuition increases. At your last meeting Chancellor Brown reported with respectto the tuition increase matter that "we would have preferred to have no tuitionincrease at all, but the Presidents and I are convinced that this position
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would not be politically or financially viable." A reading of the newspaper
accounts of the last Senate Appropriations Committee hearings would suggest
that the proposed increases in the professional school tuition should be
reconsidered as well. The Champaign-Urbana News Gazette cited Senator Howard
Carroll, Democrat from Chicago, in its March 25, 1994 edition with respect to
the originally proposed public university tuition increases as believing that
it would be hard to justify tuition increases so far above the rate of
inflation. The Bloomington Pantagraph also in its March 25, 1994 edition
quoted Senator Steve Rauschenberger, Republican from Elgin, during the
Committee hearings admonishing the public universities, "You cannot continue
the kind of cost curve we're seeing." On that same day, The Springfield State
Journal Register reported that "... some senators didn't appear too thrilled
with recently announced tuition hike proposals" and that ". . . lawmakers
indicated that the budget requests submitted could be revised before the
scheduled end of the legislative session on May 27. The General Assembly has
the power to cut the universities' budget proposals to keep tuition hikes to a
minimum." And, then, on April 4, 1994, the Chicago Tribune reported that most
universities were seeking tuition increases in excess of the 3% increase
contained in Governor Edgar's budget which had lawmakers from both political
parties "a little miffed." The article closed by stating, "Lawmakers exercise
indirect control over tuition rates because they can refuse to let universities
spend all the money they collect. Although this option is rarely used,
lawmakers said they were exploring it as a way of dealing with tuition rates
that have skyrocketed at twice the rate of inflation during the last decade."
Mr. Chairman, you will recall that both during a Finance Committee meeting last
summer and again at your last Board meeting, I asked if SIUC would be denied
the legislative spending authority for the $37,700 in law school tuition
unrecognized by the IBHE for this year. At both of those meetings, system and
campus officers assured the Board that GPSC's concerns were groundless and that
spending authority had been realized. I have here in my hand a letter dated
April 13, 1994, from the IBHE stating that this increase "was not included in
the BHE's budget recommendations, the Governor's budget, or appropriations
approved to date for fiscal year 1994. As collected, unspent fiscal year 1994
revenue these monies are carried over as part of a beginning balance available
for appropriation for fiscal year 1995." What assurances can the Board give
our students, our law school students and medical school students, that this
proposed tuition increase will be treated any differently? The newspaper
reports cited above indicate that SIU's professional school tuition proposal
will also not be well received by the Senate Appropriations Committee and
suggests that such increases may not be financially or politically viable in
light of potential legislative action to limit the spending authority for
tuition dollars collected.
The Graduate and Professional Student Council also believes this
increase should be reconsidered based solely on a simple review of the numbers.
As I reported to you at the last Board meeting, tuition for graduate students
at SIUC increased 272% between 1980 and 1990. Tuition rates for law and
medical school students increased at an even more drastic rate. During that
same time period, however, the Higher Education Price Index only increased
73.7%, the Consumer Price Index by only 73.7%, and the Per Capita Disposable
Income Index by a mere 51.6%. The GPSC believes that students are not adverse
to paying a fair share of the burden for a higher education. But tuition
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opposition to the tuition increase in general. It does state, however, that in
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"ou]d 1ike t0 on ce again remind the Board that mostgraduate and professional students will be forced to turn to additional studentloan debt in order to finance the proposed tuition increase. This should notbe viewed as just an individual personal problem but a problem for society as
well. These students- will be forced to make career decisions based solely onfinancial considerations. No longer will they have the freedom or the ability
lilt c rUr.al 3,nd underserved a ^as or in the fields of community andpub ic service out of a desire to serve the common good. Another
consideration should be the long-term effect on the economy when these studentsgraduate and are forced to forego having families of their own, delay for yearsthe buying of a home, and drastically limiting the purchases of consumer goods
as their entire disposable incomes are channeled into student loan debt
repayment Numerous and far-reaching are the ramifications of increasingly
removing the financial burden for higher education from the state and placinqit onto the backs of students. The time is long overdue for a rational
statewide tuition policy that ties increases to a reasonable economic
ndicator. It is the hope of GPSC that the SIU Board of Trustees will take aleadership role calling on the Governor and General Assembly to enact and
enforce such a statewide tuition policy.
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there are several students here from the School of Lawthat wish to address the Board. We have placed a sheet of paper up at the
microphone and we're asking that anyone who speaks would please siqn their
names so that Mrs. Holmes will have it for the record.
The following resolution was presented by Mrs. Hall, President SIUCGraduate and Professional Student Council, for inclusion in the minutes.
'
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GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT COUNCIL
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
APRIL 6, 1994
RESOLUTION OPPOSING THE PROPOSED TUITION INCREASE
WHEREAS: The Southern Illinois University Board of Trustees is
considering a two-year proposal to increase tuition in
excess of 13% for graduate students, in excess of 30% for
law students, and in excess of 40% for medical students;
and
WHEREAS: The Illinois Board of Higher Education's recommended 3%
tuition increase violates two of its own tuition policies
which state that, "tuition rates should approximate a
one-third share of instructional costs," and "tuition and
fee increases should approximate the rate of increase in
relevant economic indicators including the Higher
Education Price Index;" and
WHEREAS: According to data provided by the Illinois Student
Association in 1991, tuition at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale already exceeded 36% of
instructional costs and tuition at the SIU system as a
whole exceeded one-third of instructional costs; and
WHEREAS: According to the Illinois Auditor General, tuition at
SIUC rose from $574 in 1980, to $1,560 in 1990, an
increase of approximately 272%, yet during that same time
period, the Higher Education Price Index only increased
73.7%, the Per Capita Disposable Income Index increased
74.6%, and the Consumer Price Index increased 51.6%; and
WHEREAS: Any tuition increase means financial hardship that
threatens access to higher education for many students.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
The Graduate and Professional Student Council hereby
states its opposition to any tuition increase; and
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT:
In the event it can be proven that a tuition increase is
required in order to prevent further reduction in
University programs, the GPSC would reluctantly support
an increase at the IBHE recommended 3% level.
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Mr. Norwood requested of Mrs. Hall that in the future when stating
J
increases in our tuition that tuition increases at the rest of the state
i unviersities and the funding level from the state be included in order to get
I; a better picture.
Mrs. Hall stated that Steve Friedel
, President of the Student Bar
|
Association, and Patrick Smith, GPSC President-elect, who is also a law
I
student, would like to address the Board.
Mr. VanMeter asked if these two gentlemen were officially
|
representing the law students. He stated he would ask that they limit their
remarks to five minutes each.
Mr. Friedel made the following comments:
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ieS /' ld ?entlemen, my name is Steve Friedel. I am President ofthe Stuaent Bar Association of the Law School. We have held a caucus at thelow school to get student input concerning the proposed tuition increase. Atthat caucus we were under the assumption that there would be a 7% increase oncampus and a 15* increase for the law school and a 15% increase next year. Now
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0re l l00k at those considerations I want to explain toyou a little bit of what the law students at Southern Illinois University isKike. If you go over to the law school, which I invite you to do, what youiwill see are students who are hard working. When you originally look at a law
school when you re trying to figure out where you are going to go to law schoolthere are a number of considerations that you have to take into account and youjhaven t done this before and so it's kind of overwhelming. One of thejoverwnelming or one of the consistent characteristics of our students is thatjthey find this to be an affordable education. The education that we receiveTor the price we pay for our education is below market rates which undpr-istandably allows us students who would otherwise not afford to go to law school
m> come to Southern Illinois University. Now there is a sentiment which I haveheard from a number of people that is that we should go ahead and jack uptuition for professional schools because we're working on a professionaldegree Now this concept that we can throw money into making it better doeslot make sense to me. Because the idea is and I think we have some sort ofinferiority complex which makes us think that we should become a little U of I
lutL™ ni - 1S . no „ ex P lanati on ^r that. We are getting a good education at>outhern Illinois University. If I wanted to be paying U of I tuition I would| going to the University of Illinois. I am here at Southern Illinois
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University because I can afford it. I may not be able to afford to go to a
school paying a higher tuition rate. What you will see in our student body is
that allows for a number of non-traditional students to be able to come here.
Students who are older, who have families, to get a legal education. An
education they might not otherwise get. What that translates to is a harder
working student body and that is one of our strengths, that we know what we are
paying for. We know it is our work getting us where we are going. Now
increasing tuition means that that does not become a viable option for our
students, which means that pool is not going to be acceptable for SIU to draw
from, which allows us to do a number of things. One is to get an affordable
education. The other, which is very important in the legal community, is that
it allows us to go into the legal community and practice public interest law.
What Susan was talking about is that we are dictated in our job - - what sort
of job we might take that is dictated by what we can afford. The fact that we
can leave law school without an overwhelming debt means that we can afford to
do things like be public defenders, like be states attorneys, we can afford to
work for civil rights groups, we can afford to work for public interest groups,
which is something we may not otherwise be able to do. If you look at what
this money is going to be spent for if the tuition increase is given to the law
school we have proposals from our administration. Now I do have a lot of good
things to say about our administration. I am very proud of them. However, in
terms of what the proposal is for we do not know exactly where the money is
going to go. I feel a little bit like Don Quixote going after the windmills
because we have proposals in the law school white paper which is for a number
of things that we do need and a number of things we do not need. We do not
know where this money is going to go and so I am forced to argue, at least
address all of them. The first thing that I have been told that we are working
on is this constant information technologies, they want to update information
technologies. Now that is an umbrella term, doesn't make sense because in that
it includes personal computers in the library, but it also includes, before I
say that, which students support and we understand that this is a needed
upgrade, the computers do need to be replaced. However, in that concept of
information technologies is this trunking device so that it is called internet
which will allow our faculty to get directly on line and our students to get
directly on line. We believe that this is an excessive cost. It is something
that we believe that the University can get the same benefits by upgrading our
modem systems which is something that as soon as the University upgrades their
modem capabilities that we can get basically the same service without paying
the excessive cost. The second thing that I have been told they want to use
money for is for planning and placement. Now that was in the Board of
Trustees' proposal which said that the money would be going to planning and
placement. So we really don't know where this money is going. But in terms of
placement, what could have been said is that we would increase the placement
department, but instead what has been said is that we would increase alumni
relations in order for placement to be opened up. The placement department in
the law school does need more funding. It does need another person there.
However, we're not sure that the way this was proposed is going to get that.
We're not sure what that money is going to be used for. Now the white paper
calls for moving Dean Blackstone's office. We don't think it is necessary. We
would prefer to have another person there instead of spending _ that money that
way. We do not know what that money is going about. The third thing is the
full time writing instructor which is another proposal that we understand.
This is a writing instructor. 3asically a remedial writing instructor that the
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University would like to pay a marginal amount for. It's not an excessive
amount, but what this is for is a writing instructor to teach remedial English
in the law school. Now I personally find that a little bit insulting. I mean,
we would be spending our money on that. If we need remedial writing in the law
school there's something wrong with the educational system. But the second and
third years are going to be paying for this and not going to be getting the
benefits from it. Now if we want to have better writers in the law school that
means an increase in admission standards and not in hiring a remedial writing
instructor. Finally, the last thing that I would like to speak to is the
concept that is in the white paper which I'm not really sure - - no one is
sure what is going to happen with this and this is the proposal to decrease
research assistantships or at least cut the money to the research
assistantships. What I'd like to speak to is the value of those research
assistantships. Those serve two functions. The first function that they
serve is that they give our faculty a base which they can do more. Which is a
good idea and I am in favor, I think the law students are in favor of
(
supporting our faculty. But the second thing that they do is they give
j
:
students an opportunity to work and to not incur such a high debt. Now the
I
idea is to move money back from that and what the administration would like to
do I believe is to pool the money so they can give it out on what they
consider to be a need-based criteria. Unfortunately no one knows what a
need-based criteria is. In the law school because we are law students and thus
we claim we have a job we are all at full need. So at that point we all are
need-based. And so what these assistantships are are an academic base. They
reward the good students in order to give them &n opportunity to work. Now
what that allows those students to do is to go into public interest fields in
order to not leave the law school with an excessive debt. Law students do not
accept this proposal. We do not like it and we would urge you not to strap
that on otherwise struggling students. Thank you.
Mr. Smith made the following comments:
Being a law student, of course, I'm being taught the value of using
three words when one will do. However, I will forego that training in an
attempt to keep my comments brief. If I might encapsulate what you have heard
so far, I would do so as the following. Law students are not adverse to paying
I their fair share of a legal education. In fact, to an extent, we support some
J
increases in order to improve the quality of our program. However, I hate to
j
dissemble down to layman terminology; as I said I am a law student but I will
1
in order to most clearly identify the feeling around the law school. And that
j
goes something like this. 30%, are you out of your minds? 30%, we don't even
know where this money is going. We've tried on several occasions to get firm
j
commitments, for someone to tell us yes, we're raising your tuition 30°/, but
j
this is going to be the benefit. You're going to see it here, here, and here.
j
Instead of getting solid answers what we've gotten are small portions of edited
versions uf the approximate truth. That's it. We've been told point blank we
don't know where the money is going to be used yet, because we don't have it.
However, once we have it we'll be glad to tell you where we spent it. Now,
having a business background as myself and many of the law students have, it
occurred to us that if we walked into a bank and asked for a loan and said,
well, I'm not exactly sure where I'm going to spend it, but I assure you it
will be for a good cause, we probably wouldn't get very far with the loan
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officer. The same is true, I believe, with the education/academic field here.
We're asking to be loaded with a burden which we are unsure is necessary and
that's unconscionable. I do not see how on this issue the Board of Trustees,
yourselves being tied very closely to academics, can say 30% is a reasonable
number to charge the law students in the next two years for a legal education
when we, when our administration, and when in fact you yourselves cannot say
that you can show any added benefit to the law students for that purpose.
Mr. VanMeter stated that the increase before the Board today was only
15%; that the additional is being disregarded.
Mr. Smith continued with the following remarks:
I might speak to that very briefly. In the last three to four years
tuition at the law school has increased roughly 30-40%. In the last four years
the ranking of the law school has fallen from 88 out of 175 schools to 108 out
of 175 schools. Perhaps that indicates that money might not be the problem.
I'm reminded of an episode of Gilligan's Island where the ultra-rich Howells
attempt to use dollar bills to fix a wheel that will not fit. We're simply
throwing money into an area where it's not exactly clear that lack of money is
the problem. I think that a more reasonable solution than 15% this year can be
reached and I'm sure a more reasonable solution would be supported by the law
students because we recognize that tuition increases will come and the cost of
doing a legal education will rise. However, to characterize 15% simply as the
cost of inflation, the added yearly increase in providing a legal education
seems a bit far-fetched considering the cost of providing an undergraduate
education seems only to be 3% and at best guess 7%. Twice as much just doesn't
seem to make reasonable sense. Thank you.
Mr. Richard Whitney made the following comments:
My name is Richard Whitney. I'm a first year student at the SIU
School of Law. I know that some law students have raised particular concerns
about the lack of accountability of the future plans for improvements at the
law school. Those concerns are valid; however, in the main is not the focus of
my own objection to the proposed tuition increase. Certainly many of us at the
law school are uncomfortable taking a purely adversarial position with respect
to this proposal. We surely don't want to be perceived to be opposed to
improving the curriculum and resources available at the school. And frankly I
feel uncomfortable publicly opposing the proposals of the law school
administration because I think it's fair to say that most of us have a sincere
respect for Dean Haynsworth, Dean Britton, and the rest of the administration.
And yet I must state my opposition. At bottom it is a question of fairness and
balance. One of the strengths of the SIU School of Law is its affordabil ity
particularly to people of modest means and non-traditional working class
students like myself as Steve Friedel mentioned. It is to its credit that the
School of Law is reasonably accessible in that fashion. Many of us came here
with a reasonable expectation that such accessible tuition levels would be
maintained. It is fair to say that we have relied on that assumption in
choosing to attend school here. Accordingly, to place the burden of
improvement plans on this particular generation of law students to the tune of
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30% in two years or 15% in one year with plans for another 15% is manifestly
unfair to us and further is unfair to future prospective students of modest
means who aspire to practice. It would in my judgment take us far afield from
one of the school's strengths, affordabil ity. Reasonable increases
commensurate with demonstrated need, reasonably related to real increases in
costs and the rate of inflation would probably find support at the law school.
However, in the absence of any real guarantees that increases of the nature
that we're discussing are actually going to regown to the benefit of the law
school I find that we really cannot support such an onerous burden being placed
on this generation of law students. Thank you.
Mr. Jonathan P. Dotson made the following comments:
Ladies and gentlemen, members of the Board. I'll keep my remarks
brief. What we've got here is a question of return on investment. When Dean
Haynsworth came we raised tuition I believe roughly 30% over a three year
period. In that same period we dropped as noted from 88 to 108. He's asking
now for another 15%. I assure you that next year although this is broken out
now into two years, he'll be asking for another 15%. Ask for a firm idea of
how this money is going to be invested so that you know you will be getting
your money's worth. Thank you.
Mr. Dan Schmeckel made the following comments:
I think the real question I'm here to ask today is about money. It's
about reality and irresponsibility. I'm going to tell you straight up Board I
think you've been irresponsible with our money. You've asked us six times this
semester for money. Six times in six different ways. Okay. Now all the
arguments that my colleague students here have made notwithstanding I find that
to be kind of ridiculous for a lot of different reasons. One of them being the
way this Board spends money it seems like you guys were glutonous for it. You
can't get enough. If you spent the money in a way that was, I don't know,
feasible in some way I would not have a problem with a 13% tuition increase or
I a 30% tuition increase. But we have examples of for instance spending $800,000
I on a day care facility paid for out of student activity funds that serves less
j
than l/10th of 1% of the student population. Sir, I'm against the fee
1 increases for the very reasons that I have stated. The Board is spending the
I
money received from its students irresponsibly. And that any increases you're
i asking for increases in tuition and you're not telling us what you're spending
j
the money on, that's irresponsible as well. You're going to vote later on
j
today on a $244,000 increase in parking when we've given you a solution that
!
costs nothing. The money the Board is spending is not being spent responsibly.
Well, as far as it goes Board I hope you will start to spend our money more
j
responsibily because I as a non-traditional student cannot afford a tuition
increase.
Mr. Kochan made the following comments:
i
Mr. Chairman, just in summation of some of the previous arguments
j
concerning the tuition increase at the professional schools. I think there are
merits as far as the issue of where is the money going, where is it going to be
spent. I don't think anybody in particular is against the cost of tuition,
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affordable as far as access and the ensuing probability of having quality, but
as far as where is it going and what is going to be implemented I think it has
some merit to that. The other question of professionals incurring a debt.
Our medical school is known throughout the nation for its primary care. If
there is too much of a burden as far as professionalization of the medical
school, the law school, 1 question whether or not that will pose some I
trouble as far as enhancing the choices they can make as far as assisting in
particular public service or public agencies. As far as cutting the research
|
assistants and raising tuition, I find that quite contradictory. Research
assistants are a major source of support financially for students, a great
learning opportunity, and enables them to get some hands-on experience. If you
cut that and raise tuition at the same time, I don't think it sends a clear, !
positive message to that particular constituency. Thank you.
Mr. Norwood made the following comments:
I wrote down several things, but I'll be brief also. Sometimes
pilots use 10 words for every one that could be used. I think we have a
question here of flexibility and I don't think the law school should be any
more stringently restrictive about some managerial flexibility than anyone
else. I was a student once upon a time and I don't recall when I went in and
paid tuition that I asked the admissions office, what are you going to do with
my tuition? I don't think that came up. I think we gave latitude to the
University to know what to do with tuition and now we're saying we have to say
we have a definitive plan for every dollar that we're asking in a tuition
increase. You made a statement that we were 88 and now we're 108. Hopefully
the tuition increase will keep us going the other direction. One other thing
about the SIUC law school. Prior to 1991 we had the best passing rate on
exams, state bar, I think that's accurate. We have slipped. Do we want to
continue to slip or do we want to be number one in this passing rate that we
were so well known for? And there are opportunities. We've got the moot
courts, we do well. We've got a lot of things. So I just beg you to say the
administration needs a little flexibility in what they see the need for the
tuition increase. After the fact, if they haven't used the money well, things
might change during the year where some of the monies that were collected as
tuition might be needed slightly differently. Are we going to say to the
administration, well, you didn't spend that money for what you said you were
going to do to the exact dollar. We want our tuition refunded. I think that's
being a little bit unreasonable and I would vote to have the administration
have a little flexibility on how they used the tuition and let's evaluate how
they did it.
The motion being duly made and seconded, the Chair called for a roll
call vote. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as
follows: Aye, none; nay, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan. The motion carried by the
following recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Celeste M]
Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
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The following matter was presented:
INCREASE IN STUDENT MEDICAL BENEFIT FEE, SIUC
[ AMElMUHhNI TO 4 POLICIES OF THE BOARD B-6 and B^T2-b ]
Summary
* . rx I S
d"er seeks dn lncrea se only in the Insurance Premium component
of the Student Medical Benefit Fee in response to a 15.7% increase in the FY-95
premium rate per student. An additional increase of $7.00 is also necessary to
annualize the amount of the FY-94 premium rate increase that was paid from
working cash Added together, this totals to a $28.00 increase in the semester
rate and a $16.. increase in the summer rate.
„„ no
As Prosed, the FY-95 Student Medical Insurance Premium Fee would be
I S134.00 per semester and $80.40 for the summer. These are lower numbers than
J
were presented last month due to the implementation of a managed care system
proposed by the provider, which is submitted here for Board approval alonq with
the fee increase.
Continuing efforts are being made to reduce costs in the on-campus
component of the Student Health Programs to cover inflationary increases rather
than proposing a further fee increase for FY-95.
Rationale for Adoption
The Student Health Fee and the Student Medical Insurance Premium Fee
are the two components of the Student Medical Benefit Fee. The former funds
tne on-campus program of primary health care while the latter funds the
contract with an external provider of health insurance. An increase is
proposed only for the insurance component in response to a 15.7% premium rate
increase and to annualize the portion of the FY-94 rate increase which was paid
from non-recurring funds in FY-94.
The 1994-95 insurance premium is based on actual SIUC experience
during the last completed contract year (1992-93). Expense is measured by
claims incurred and paid during the contract year and twelve months followinq
tor conditions which occurred during the contract year.
Last year at this time, the University was faced with a 76? increase
in premium, based on 1991-92 claims experience that had more than doubled from
the previous contract period. In negotiating with the insurance provider the
University took the position that 1991-92 represented an anomaly, based on
prior claims experience, and that claims would decline in 1992-93. On thatbasis, the insurance provider was willing to risk a reduced premium increase of
34%, rather than 76%.
Unfortunately, it appears that 1991-92 was not an anomaly. The
claims experience for 1991-93 is running 3.4% ahead of 1991-92. The relatively
small increase, however, is encouraging news for future premium growth The
underestimated premium base for 1993-94 must be adjusted to project the premium
for the 1994-95 contract year, in addition to the relatively modest claims
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increase of 1992-93 over 1991-92. Negotiations with the provider, with no
changes in coverage, have resulted in a 31.32% premium increase for 1994-95,
which would have required the $42.00 increase proposed last month.
Student leadership has consistently wanted to maintain the current
coverages, or even to increase coverage, so reductions in covered services have
not been seriously considered. However, the insurance provider has suggested
that a smaller premium increase (15.7%) could be obtained by entering into a
managed care arrangement.
The managed care approach would be similar to that currently offered
to employees by the State of Illinois. A network of preferred providers
offering discounted charges and physicians willing to accept payment based on
reasonable and customary charges would be developed. Students who elected to
use someone outside the network would pay a higher co-payment. Caps for total
out-of-pocket expense would still protect students from excessive costs.
A fuller explanation of the proposal is given in the attached
Memorandum of Understanding between the University. Acordia Collegiate
Benefits, and Ethix Preferred Provider Organization. Approval of this proposed
system of managed care is recommended as the most feasible means of holding
down costs.
One other effort was made last year to reduce the $29.00 fee increase
needed to fund the 34% premium increase. A $2.00 amount of the previous year's
fee increase was determined to be available on a recurring basis. A further
$7.00 portion was deferred to FY-95 by the non-recurring use of working cash.
The proposed FY-95 semester fee increase of $28.00 is determined by adding the
above $7.00 to the $21.00 needed to fund the 15.7% premium increase.
The proposed increase would bring the annual cost for health
insurance to $348.40, or $29.03 per month. The total cost for comprehensive
health care, including on-campus primary care, would amount to $45.93 per
month.
Considerations Against Adoption
Costs might be decreased by reducing coverage and rebidding the
contract. If the managed care proposal is not accepted, then the needed fee
increase to continue the present coverage would be $42.00 as proposed last
month.
Constituency Involvement
An administrative task force formed last year from Student Health
Programs, Office of the Vice-President for Student Affairs, and University Risk
Management has continued to negotiate with the providers on this issue. The
Student Health Advisory Board voted unanimously, with all nine members present,
to adopt a resolution concluding that "the PP0 plan is in the best long-term
interest of SIU students, since implementing the plan will reduce the needed
rate increase from
. . . $42.00 per semester to . . . $28.00 per semester, and
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hopefully mitigate any fee increase in the future." This issue has beendiscussed with student leadership and is under consideration by their
respective constituencies.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, the SIUC President be authorized
to enter into a program of managed care for the Student Health Program; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That, effective with the collection of feesfor Fall Semester, 1994, 4 Policies of the Board B-6 be amended to show thefollowing schedule: ~ ~
Hours Student Medical Insurance Premium5
1 $134.00
2
3
4
I 134.00
134.00
134.00
\ 134.006 134.00
7 134.00
° 134.00
9 134.00
10 134.00
no
n 134.00
12 or more 134.00
• con
P
Un
e Sh0Wn a ^P lies t0 Fal1 and Spring Semesters only; Summer session rate
is 580.40. Subsequent rates ara subject to chanae in accordance with the terms
of the contract with the insurance supplier.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That 4 Policies of the Board B-12-b be
amended as follows:
12. b. Student Medical Insurance Premium. Commencing with the Fall
Semester, 1994, a Student Medical Insurance Premium of $134.00 for
Fall Semester, $134.00 for Spring Semester, and $80.40 for Summer
Session shall be collected from each student. Subsequent rates are
subject to change in accordance with the terms of the contract with
the insurance supplier.
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Student Health Insurance Program
Statement of Revenue and Expense
FY-91 FY-92 FY-93 FY-94 FY-95
Actual Actual Actual Budget Projected
REVENUE
3,377,495A 4,588,401 B 4,112 ,771
CInsurance Premium Fee 3,223,863 3,412,302
Interest Earnings 34,622 27,265 30,060 30,000 30,000
TOTAL REVENUE 3,258,485 3,439,567 3,407,555 4,618,401 4,142,771
EXPENSE
3,491,054° 4,488,270 E 5,057,515 EInsurance Premiums 2,569,087 3,468,517
Adjustment for Prior
511,515
F
_
Years (515,811)°
Claims Administration:
84,881
HSalaries 72,216 88,811 89,653 82,011
Wages 6,616 12,362 20,776 16,000 16,000
less use of F.W.S. (695) (1,949)
Commodities 1,758 3,507 2,887 3,750 3,750
Contractual Services 10,571 24,107 24,571 20,500 20,500
Other Current Expenses 525 2,640 130 150 150
Telecommunications 38 720 629 650 650
Subtotal, Claims Admin. 94,724 131,452 136,697 123,061 125,931
TOTAL EXPENSE 3,175,326 3,599,969 3,111,940 4,611,331 5,183,446
REVENUE OVER EXPENSE 83,159 (160,402) 295,615 7,070 (1,040,675)
Proposed increase of $28 1,086,392
ENDING FUND BALANCE 139,106 (21,296) 274, 319 1 281,339 327,107
NOTES:
/\
Includes a $3 increase and a late ISAC payment for FY-92 of $53,070.
n
Includes $20 fee increase, 3.6% enrollment decline, and $291,733 late ISAC payment
for FY-93.
r
^Assumes a 4.28% enrollment decline.
^Reflects no premium increase for FY-93.
.-Reflects the premium increase, adjusted for projected enrollment.
-One-time expense to close out Blue Cross contract with change to Accordia.
..Refund for underutilized premiums in the 1991-92 contract year.
.Assumes 3.5% salary increase.
Ending balance would have been $566,052 if the Spring ISAC payment had been
received prior to June 30, 1993. The drop from $566,052 to the balance shown for
FY-94 would reflect the use of working cash to pay a portion of the premium for
FY-94.
-DECEIVED
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING aiuuc^i ncn..n ri\u<*KAM
DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. STUDENT HEALTH INSURANCE
AND
ACOPDIA COLLEGIATE BENEFITS AND ETHIX PREFERRED PROVIDER ORGANIZATION
MARCH 1, 1994
Acordia Collegiate Benefits has previously proposed adding the Ethix
Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) to the Southern Illinois
University Student Health Insurance Plan. The reasoning behind that
proposal was:
1) Discounts frcm providers participating in the PPO plan would
reduce the claims costs incurred by the plan, and reduce copayments
required from students.
2) A PPO plan would allow Physician charges to be paid on a "usual
and customary" basis, rather than an a billed charge basis. The billed
charge method of paying claims results in excessive payments to
providers who overcharge for services.
3) Publication of Preferred Providers in the SIU Handbook would
help guide students to credentialed, cost effective providers in the
area. Students seeking services outside of the Carbondale area would be
able to locate Preferred Providers through the Student Health Center or
through a toll free call to Ethix.
4) The Southern Illinois University Student Health Insurance Plan
is a major purchaser of medical services in Carbondale. It is important
to develop a partnership between the university and the providers.
Acordia and Ethix can serve as facilitators in the process.
Acordia proposed a benefit plan design change, which would pay 80% of
covered charges for services rendered by a PPO provider, and 70% for
services received from a nan-PPO provider. The benefit differential is
essential to encourage students to seek care from the PPO network. The
Stop Loss limit (that point where services are covered at 100%) would
remain at $2,000 in covered medical expenses. This plan design would
limit the exposure of a student to $600 in out-of-pocket costs, even if
all services are received from nan-PPO providers, assuming that the
providers accept a Usual and Customary level of payment. Students could
be responsible for higher payments if usual and customary allowances are
not accepted.
(1)
Q£fcordia
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The Ethix PPO Plan contains various safeguards to assure that students
are not penalized, and also to reflect the reality that not all services
may be available through a PPO network. Acordia has also designed seme
unique features to reflect SIU medical utilization patterns . These
include:
1) Emergency Services - Emergency treatment is paid at the PPO
rate, regardless of where services are rendered. It is not reasonable to
expect patients to seek out a PPO provider in an emergency situation.
2) Services not Provided in Network - certain services, such as
Physical Therapy and Durable medical Equipment, are not included in the
PPO network. Those services will be paid at the PPO level.
3) Lack of Providers - it is possible that, for particular
specialties, there will be no providers in the area, or perhaps only one
provider who is not accepting new patients. Acordia will waive the
penalty in those cases. Note: The Ethix Physician contract requires a
participating physician to accept PPO members as new patients. In
certain cases, the contract will specify a particular number of new
patients, such as 100.
4) Selected Out-of Network Referrals - the SIU Health Center
utilizes certain area providers for specific services, such as
Harrisburg Hospital for Inpatient Mental & Nervous Condition admissions,
St. Joseph Hospital for midwifery services, Dr. Thorpe and St. Francis
Hospital for orthopedic services, and Carbandale Family Practice Center
tor inpatient referrals and patient management. Those will be identified
by SIU prior to the effective date of the PPO Plan, and services will be
paid at the PPO level, regardless of the provider's status with the PPO.
1EMPLEMENIATTON OF ETHIX PREFERRED PROVIDER NETWORK
The prime consideration for Acordia to recommend a PPO Plan was the
inclusion of C^rbondale Memorial Hospital in the PPO network.
Negotiations over the past several months between Ethix and Carbandale
Memorial resulted in a contract being agreed to, effective January 1,
1994.
The next phase calls for development of a physician network in the
Carbandale area. Ethix is ready to proceed with this phase, following
receipt of two items from SIU:
1) Notice that the Student Leadership has approved the
implementation of Ethix PPO to the Student Health Insurance Plan.
2) A listing from the Student Health Center providing those
physicians SIU considers most important for Ethix to contract.
(2)
Q£^ord
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If a decision to add the Ethix PPO is made in late February or early-
March, the Ethix will begin the process of meeting with Physicians
immediately. The initial thrust will take place during March, April and
May. each physician will be advised that, if a contract is signed before
June, then the physician's name will be included in the SIU Student
Health Insurance Handbook: for the 1994/1995 school year.
SIU will be kept advised as physicians are signed up to the Ethix
network, and we will rely upon the Student Health Center leadership to
lend support to the PPO plan.
ETHIX PPO FEATURES
In addition to the discounts available for hospital claims, there are
additional features of the Ethix PPO plan which work to the students
benefit
:
1) Providers agree to file claims en behalf of the patient, and to
only collect the copayment at the time of service. This will greatly
reduce the need for the student to file a claim, and also reduce any up
front out of pocket costs.
2) Physicians and Hospitals agree to discounts or reduced
reimbursement schedules, which will lower the amount of copayment due
for a medical service.
3) The Student Health Insurance handbook will contain a listing of
providers in the Carbondale area, helping to eliminate guesswork and
uncertainty.
4) Student leadership input will be solicited in deciding how to
best grow and modify the network.
5) Complaints about network providers will often be handled by
Ethix, giving additional clout to the patient.
Acordia is committed to making the PPO plan a positive feature of the
Southern Illinois University Student Health Insurance Plan. We
understand that the network may not be completely in place in time for
the beginning of the 1994/1995 contract period, but believe that a
sufficient network will exist to justify the addition of the Ethix
network to SIU.
It is very important that the PPO plan be viewed as a beneficial change,
and Acordia will do everything possible to minimize difficulties
resulting from penalty situations
. We have pledged to operate with a
common sense approach to administration of the plan, and will rely
heavily on the judgement of the Student Health Center. Southern Illinois
University will have a Student Health Insurance Plan which operates more
efficiently, and at a lower cost, than the plan currently in place.
(3)
Q£$cordia
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Mrs. Hall, President, SIUC Graduate and Professional Student Council,
stated that the GPSC had deliberated at great length on this issue and did come
out in support of going to the managed health care with the preferred provider
option. She stated that the GPSC was in support of moving toward that
proposal. She continued that one consideration taken into account was the fact
that out of the 19,203 students who paid the fee, only 2,904 actually used the
off-campus health insurance benefit; of those students, a large number of them
utilized the Carbondale Memorial Hospital which will be a member of the
preferred provider system, so those students will not be in any way affected by
this change other than the fact that it should save some dollars for those
students. She presented the following resolution for inclusion in the minutes.
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GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT COUNCIL
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
MARCH 23, 1994
RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF THE USE OF A PREFERRED PROVIDER OPTION
FOR THE STUDENT MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
WHEREAS: The use of a Preferred Provider Option (PPO) for the
student insurance component of the Student Health Program
would reduce the amount of the proposed increase in the
Student Medical Benefit Fee from $42.00 per semester to$28.00 per semester; and
WHEREAS:
WHEREAS:
WHEREAS:
According to the Student Health Program, approximately
2,904 of the 19,203 students enrolled utilize the
insurance coverage; and
The majority of those students were treated by Carbondale
Memorial Hospital which has already agreed to participate
in the PPO; and
This is the final year of our contract with Acordia
College Health Benefits, Inc., and the Student Health
Program will be going out for bids during the next year;
and
WHEREAS: Student Health Program officials have assured GPSC and
the Undergraduate Student Government that if students are
dissatisfied with the PPO after its inception, bids will
be adjusted to reflect this disapproval and coverage will
be bid without a PPO option; and
Students are being advised that we must either support
the status quo and pay an additional $42.00 per semester,
support the Preferred Provider Option and pay an
additional $28.00 per semester, or reduce overall student
coverage; and
The Graduate and Professional Student Council has
consistently voted to maintain or increase the current
level of insurance coverage.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
The Graduate and Professional Student Council hereby
supports the implementation of a Preferred Provider
Option form of managed health care for the student health
insurance coverage with the understanding that student
concerns and problems with such a system will be included
in, and adjusted for, during any bid process for a new
insurance coverage contract.
WHEREAS:
WHEREAS
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Mrs. D'Esposito moved anproval of the resolution as presented. The
motion was dulv seconded. Student Trustee opinion in reqard to the motion was
indicated as follows: Ave, Mick Adams, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The motion
carried bv the followinn recorded vote: Ave, Molly D'Esposito, William P.
Norwood, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Georae T. Vilkins, Jr.; nav,
none.
The followinq matter was presented:
INCPEASE IN STUDENT ACTIVITY FF.F, STUC
r AMENDMENT TO a POLICIES OF THE BOAPP P-6 ANP B-ll l
Summary
This matter seeks a S3. 00 increase in the Student Activity Fee for a
proposed rate of SIR. 75 per semester, effective with the collection of fees for
Fall Semester, 1994. This increase is proposed for additional funding for
Pecoonized Student Organizations (RSOs).
Rationale for Adoption
Currently, funds qenerated from a $10.60 portion of this fee are used
for the support of student orqanizations and prnqramminq. The funds collected
are allocated between the Undergraduate Student Government (86%) and the
Graduate and Professional Student Council (14%) in proportion to their
respective enrollments.
For FY-94 this fundinq amounted to $344,?77 and $56,0^5 respectively.
These funds are allocated amonq the various student orqanizations by the
Underqraduate Student Government and the Graduate and Professional Student
Council, subject to the approval of the Vice-President for Student Affairs.
The proposed increase, adjusted for the proiectod enrollment decline, would
make $413,765 (an increase of $69,488) and $67,357 (an increase of $11,312)
respectively available for allocation in FY-95.
Considerations Against Adoption
The increase could be avoided by reduced fundinq of student
organizations.
Constituency Involvement
This matter has been requested bv student leadership and has the
support of the Vice-President for Student Affairs. On February ?, 3.994, the
Undprqraduate Student Government voted to request this increase. The Graduate
and Professional Student Council has this matter under consideration.
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Resolution
RF IT RESOLVED, By the Poard of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That 4 Policies o^ the Board B-6 be
amended to show the following schedule tor the Student Activity Bee
-
,
to he
effective with the collection of fpps *or Fall Semester 1^94:
Hours Student Activity c e'
1 $ 1.56
2 3.12
3 a. 69
4 6.?5
5 7.81
6 9 . 3P
7 10.94
8 17.50
14.06
10 15.6?
11 17.10
IP or morp 18.75
RE IT FIIPTHFR RESOLVED, That, effective with the collection of fees
for Fall Semester, 1994, A Policies of the Roa^d B-ll bp ampnded to read as
fol lows
:
11. Student Activity Fee. Commencing with the Fall Semester. 1994, a Student
Activity Fee of $18.75 per semester shall bp collected -from each full-time
Student to he used in support of student activities and welfare.
a. Funds Generated from a $13.60 portion of this fee shall ^p used for
support of student oroanizations and pronramming.
b. Funds generated from a $1.15 portion of this fep shall bp used to
support a pronram of campus safety.
c. Funds generated from a S4.00 portion of this fep shall bp used to
construct or lease a child-care facility and in support o 4" a nroqram
of dav care for student dependents throuoh Rainbow's Fnd child
development center.
d. That portion of the funds nenerated from the full $18.75 fee naid by
the medical students at the Snrinofipld facility, including thosp
enrolled in proarams of physiology and pharmacoloov, shall he
allocated to support student oroanizations and nrooramminn at that
location.
Mrs. Hall stated that PPSC was in favor of this increase; in fact,
this renuest was initiated bv the two student governments. Shp asked that the
GPSC resolution roqardinq this matter bp included in the minutes.
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GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENT COUNCIL
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
MARCH 23, 1994
RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF THE PROPOSED INCREASE
IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE
WHEREAS: A $3.00 increase in the Student Activity Fee effective
with the collection of fees for Fall Semester, 1994, has
been proposed; and
WHEREAS: The funds generated from this additional funding would
allow the Graduate and Professional Student Council to
increase its funding of Registered Student Organizations
(RSOs) and Professional Development; and
WHEREAS: Declining enrollment has steadily decreased the GPSC's
annual budget each year for the past three years and,
without this proposed increase, will drastically reduce
its Fiscal Year 1995 operating budget; and
WHEREAS: GPSC has depleted its RSO funding line in early Spring
Semester of each of the past three years; and
WHEREAS: As a direct result of campus budget cuts, Professional
Development funding requests have steadily increased each
year and GPSC is fast approaching a time when requests
will outnumber the amount of funding available to
distribute
.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT:
The Graduate and Professional Student Council hereby
states its support for the proposed $3.00 increase in the
Student Activity Fee.
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Ms. Terry Pickerill, represpn+inq the SIUC Undergraduate Student
Government, stated that USG also favors this fee increase. She submitted the
fnilnwino resolution for inclusion in the ninu f es.
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SR93-116
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
STUDENT SENATE
26 JANUARY 1994
RESOLUTION TO INCREASE THE STUDENT ORGANIZATION ACTIVITY FEE
WHEREAS:
WHEREAS:
The need for student activities has increased in importance in both
graduate school applications and employment viability; and
These activities play a crucial role in the personal and academic
development ofthe students of Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale; and
WHEREAS
:
The level of student involvement in these activities has greatly
increased and will continue to do so; and
WHEREAS:
WHEREAS:
This increase in activities has led to an increased demand for both
general funding and yearly fee allocations; and
Decreased enrollment coupled with an increased demand for
student activities has created a situation where student demand for
activities and activity fee dollars cannot be met.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
That the Undergraduate Student Government recommends to the
Southern Illinois University Board ofTrustees to increase the
Student Organization Activity Fee (SOAF) by three dollars.
Written and submitted by:
Megan Chaparro, Senator, West Side
Passed:
Certified:
25-yes 3-oppose 1-abstain
Lorenzo Henderson
Vice President
Undergraduate Student Body
Michael J. Spiwfc
President
Undergraduate Student Body
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Mr. Norwood moved approval of the resolution. The motion was duly
seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated as
follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by the
following recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Celeste M.
Stiehl, A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The following matter was presented:
RECOMMENDATION FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD, SIUC
Summary
I
m
The Chancellor, on the recommendation of the Honorary Degrees and
!
Distinguished Service Awards Committee and the President of Southern Illinois
! University at Carbondale, presents to the Board of Trustees a resolution
I
recommending the presentation of the Distinguished Service Award to Ivan A
j
Elliott, Jr. at the hay 15, 1994, Graduate School Commencement of Southern
\
Illinois University at Carbondale.
|
Rationale for Adoption
.
Ivan A
-
Elliott, Jr., a distinguished attorney in the State of
Illinois for more than four decades, served as a member of the Southern
Illinois University Board of Trustees from 1967 to 1991. During that time he
was Chairman of the Board (1973-1977), Vice-Chairman of the Board (1971-197?
and 1977-1978), and Chairman of the Finance Committee (1980-1991).
During his years of service on the Board of Trustees, Mr. Elliott
represented the University on the Merit Board, State Universities Civil Service
System (1968-1991), and served as Chairman of the Merit Board twice (1969-1978
| /Jl,19,^991 ^ He also served on the Illinois Board of Higher Education\J--// %J™*1-?/ / J •
In addition, Mr. Elliott served as a member of the Board of Directors
j
of the Southern Illinois University Foundation (1968-1991) and on the executive
|
committee of the Foundation Board (1970-1991).
Mr. Elliott was born on October 31, 1923, in Carmi, Illinois. He and
|
his wife, Lauralynn, have three daughters. A product of the Carmi public
|
schools, he took his Bachelor of Arts in Political Science with highest honors
(1948) and his Doctor of Law degree with honors (1950), both from the
'University of Illinois at Urbana. His scholastic honors include membership in
Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and the Golden Key National Honor Society.
A practicing attorney with Conger and Elliott since 1952, Mr. Elliott
has been admitted to practice before the Supreme Court of Illinois, Supreme
| Court of the United States, Court of Appeals of the 7th Circuit, and District
Court of the Southern District of Illinois. He has been selected as one of
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"The Best Lawyers in America" in editions of that publication from 19S3 to the
present.
A member of numerous professional, civic, and church organizations,
Mr. Elliott has published more than 20 professional articles. His business
interests have included service as director of the First National Bank, Carmi
(1974 to date), director and president, White County Abstract Company (1966 to
date), and director, Carmi Times Publishing Company (1966-1974).
In nominating him for this award, Harry J. Haynsworth, Professor and
Dean of the Southern Illinois University School of Law, described Mr. Elliott
as follows: "Ivan Elliott has given long and distinguished service to the
University and, more particularly, to the SIU School of Law and the legal
profession. Mr. Elliott is a lawyer who is held up to aspiring attorneys as
one who has battered the legal profession, his community, and this University.
Mr. Elliott's professional contributions are many. He has been an active
member of the organized bar. He has contributed to the education of other
lawyers by serving as a member of the Illinois Institute of Continuing Legal
Education and is a much sought after speaker in the area of estate planning.
Mr. Elliott has also distinguished himself in practice and was identified as
one of the nation's best in early and in subsequent editions of The Best
Lawyers in America ."
Considerations Against Adoption
None are known.
Constituency Involvement
The Honorary Degrees and Distinguished Service Awards Committee of
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale is composed of members from the
appropriate faculty and constituency groups. The President reviewed the
recommendation and, in consultation with the Vice-President for Academic
Affairs and the Dean of the Graduate School, recommends this Distinguished
Service Award.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That the Distinguished Service Award,
SIUC, be presented to Ivan A. Elliott, Jr. at the May 15, 1994 commencement or
some commencement thereafter of Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
Mr. Norwood and Dr. Wilkins jointly moved approval of the resolution.
The motion was duly seconded.
Dr. Wilkins stated in honor of Mr. Elliott the Board did not want to
move the agenda. He explained that Mr. Elliott is a distinguished servant to
southern Illinois and this University is number one in his heart, even though
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he graduated from another place. He said in those days SIU didn't have a law
school
.
Mr. Norwood stated that Mr. Flliott served on the SIU Board of
Trustees from 1967 to 1991 and is really the Pean of the modern SIU trustees.
He continued that Mr. Elliott bleeds maroon and white and when we honor him we
really honor ourselves because he has done such an outstanding job. He said
Mr. Flliott has boen Chairman of this Board, Vice-Chairman, Chairman of the
|
Finance Committee, and Chairman of the Merit Roard for something like ??. vears.
!.
He explained that durino those P4 voars of s^rvicp on this Board Mr. Flliott
I
had only missed one meeting and the Board qot into trouble. Mr. Norwood stated
i
that, it was ? distinct pleasure to havp servod with fir. Fllio 4"*.
The motion being duly made and seconded, the Chair called for a roll
call vote. Student Trustee opinion in reoard to the motion was indicated as
follows: Ave, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan; nay, none. Thp motion carried bv the
Following recorded vote: Aye, Molly D'F_sposito, Villi am R. Norwood, Celeste M.
itiehl, A. D. VanMeter, .V., George T. Wilkins, dr.; nay, none.
Mr. VanMeter made +he following comments:
Legal Counsel would tell us that it wasn't necessary to have a roll
I
call vote on that resolution, but I wanted th^ vote to be on record. All of
the work of the trustees is not necessarily raising tuition and T tell v u
this: it's not a ploasuro somo of the things we have to do. Some of the
thinns we have to do are thrust upon us bv neressitv and in our own vision of
the University and the vision that was croated bv our Chancellor and the two
Presidents and others who havo worked within the University for the necessity
o f thinkino ahpad as those who have none before us, such as Wan Elliott, have
had +o do in providing for the University and in orovidinq for the futurp of
the University. And that's not alwavs a verv pleasant thing to have to do and
vou have to meet those people who are qoinq to have to carrv a qood part of
that burden. But sometimes somp of thp things that we get to d.o are vpry, m^tv
pleasant. And on an annual basis we get to do sompfhino + hat is a deliaht for
all of thp Board to Ho because it does several things. First of all it honors
a pprson and a family who havp given materially to this University, the
Lindell V!. Sturgis family and l.indell Sturm's himsplf who served on this Board
for many, many voars. So it nives us an oppertunitv to look back as we
sometimes not want to 6o and to think about those who havp none before and who
have oiven <^o verv, verv much to the University. It also nives us an
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opportunity to recoonize a whole group now, over 15 people, who have received
this verv , very specie! award and to aaain thank them and finally to thank a
very particular person who is receiving the award today. V!e have just honored
a former trustee, Ivan Elliott, and I said I wanted to reserve my remarks in
regard to the vote because I think thev're summed up best, as far as T'nj
personally concerned in an exoerience T had manv, many years aoo when T was
appointed to this Board. I ran into a fellow lawyer and he said, oh, 1 saw in
the newspaper where you were appointed to a Board of some school or something
or other and T said, Southern Illinois University. He acted as if he didn't
quite understand and then he finally said, oh, that's Ivan Elliott's school.
And I said, ves. So it has been related for manv, manv years that Ivan Flliott
has put his imprint on this University in a most forceful, intelligent, and
capable way. And for those students who are here, here's a man who has given a
great deal over all the years and we all appreciate what he has done for us. I
am going to ask if Ivan will come forward and if vou will take over and present
the Lindell Sturqis Award.
Mr. Elliott made the following presentation:
I want to thank Mr. VanMefer, Dr. Vilkins, and Mr. Norwood for their
kind rpmarks. I'm much more comfortable qiving an award than receivinq an
award. I do appreciate it and it's a joy to be here today to qive the 15th
Lindell VI. Sturqis Award. This is an award to memorialize Lindell Sturqis and
his family for the service he qave to this institution. Lindell was on the
governing boards of S1U for 30 years, 20 of those with the Board of Trustees in
its present configuration. He was Chairman for a couple of years, Vice-
Chairman, and served on all kinds of committees. It was very fitting that the
family should ask that money be given in his memory and that an award of this
tvpe be set up. The award is given annually to an employee of Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale and it's aiven to an individual who is an
employee who shows the recognition and contribution to the community, area,
state, and nation and it is based on non-,iob related activities. This is for
people who do their jobs and do it well, hut also work in the community. The
number of annual recipients mav be altered as the funds are available and there
are additional people that are deservino. The second award is occasionally
qiven, which is an award for outstanding professional achievement in the area
of public service bv a member of the staff or faculty. This may be job-j
related, but at the same time it is qoina above and beyond the realm of duty
toward the iob.
We're pleased today to have a number of people here tndav to assist
me in makinq this award on behalf of the Board of Trustees. Eirst of all we
have John and Jean Easley, who are the dauqhter and son-in-law of Lindell
Sturqis. Sue and Milton Wetherinqton arp not able to be here. Viola Sturqis
j
the widow of Lindell Sturqis, is not able to travel this far.
The first award was qiven to Bill O'Brien. The second award to Oavid
Christpnsen; fourth recipient, Carol McDermott; fifth recipient, Betty
Mitchell. The first recipient of the Professional Achievement Award was Pel
Karnes. Edward Shea, sixth recinient; Erv Coppi , eighth recipient; Arthur
Aikman, ninth recipient. Art made special travel arrangements to get here
today. We appreciate the special arrangements vou made, Art. Dave Kenney is
the second recipient of the Professional Achievement Award. Per Gelman,
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twelfth recipient; Robert Arthur, thirteenth recipipnt; Gordon White
fourteenth recipient. J. C. Garavalia was the third recipipnt of the
Professional Achipvpment Award. Robert Quatroche is the Vice-President for
Institutional Advancement. I'd also like to rpcoonizp the menhers of thp
committee and ask them to stand and bp recognized. Jack Dver, Chairman; Ppx
Karnes, Pave Grobe, Dorothy McCombs, Harris Pubin, Cathprine Huntpr, Marianne
Osbpra, and Sharon Holmes. It's ;ust a iov to have vou come out and help us
honor these people. Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to ask a Board member to
movp that the Board present the fifteenth Lindell W. Sturqis Public Service
Award to Linda Ben7.
Mr. Norwood made the motion to approve. The motion was dulv
seconded, and after a voice vote thp Chair declared the motion to have passed
|
unanimously.
Mr. Elliott recognized Linda Ben? and outlined for the Board the wide
I
yariety of activities in which shp
-is currently and has bpen involved reoardinq
community service. He presentpd Ms. Rpnz with a plaaue and a check for $500.
Mr. Elliott stated that this was thp fourth time that thp Lindell W.
Sturqis Public Service Award Committee has recommended that a second award hp
[
presented. He stated that it was a pleasure to request that a Roard member
move that w* present the fourth Lindell W. Sturqis Memorial Professional
Achievement Award to Clyde L. Choate.
Dr. Mil kins made the motion to approve. Thp motion was dulv
j
spconded, and after a voice vote the Chair doclared the motion to havo passed
unanimous"! v.
Mr. Elliott outlined the wide variety of activities of Mr. Choate's
career. He presented Mr. Choate with a plaque and a check for S500.
Mr. Choate made the following remarks:
Thank vou v^rv much. Ivan left out onp thinq on the political
experience. I had been in +he legislature for several vears and was on the
statewide nominatinq committee to select outstanding candidates tc represent
our party. I can recall callinq Ivan one night and askinq him if hp would like
to be nominated for Attorney General for thp State of Illinois to succeed his
father. Hp declined because he said he and his wife talked it over and hp
nppded tine to build his law firm. I iust wanted to advisp vou that Ivan could
have followed in his father's footsteps and been Attorney General of the State
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of Illinois. Ivan, you made two mistakes. First, you turned the microphone
over to a retired politician and a rptir^d member of Southern Illinois
University. The second mistake was that you didn't put a time limit on it.
1 take significant pleasure and consider it a pleasure to receive the
lindell V. Sturqis Award. I have received a few trophies in mv time,
citations, resolutions, but I can think of none that pleases me greater than
the Lindell VI. Sturqis Award. When Lindell was runninq the bank and T can
distinctly recall being in his office and waitinq to see him one 6dy and he
invited me in after a fellow walked out with overalls and a blue denim shirt.
Lindell said to me, Clvde, did you notice the fellow that iusf went out of my
office. 1 said, yes, I did. He said that poor man borrowed $500 from me and
he needed $2,000. He doesn't have anv collateral; he doesn't have a iob
because he lost his job. Ho has a family. Clyde, I qave him the additional
$2 ,000 because T know that man's character, his honesty, and one o* these days
when he becomes able he will pay me the $2,500 that he owes me. You can't do
that today. But Lindell Sturqis was a man of character. He was a man that had
compassion. Not only for the people of Massac County, but for this area as
well. As I found out in later vears, for the aeneral public of the State of
Illinois. I would like to thank the members of the committee and I'd like to
thank the Board of Trustees for makinq this award. I'd like to thank you
particularly, Ivan, for presenting it. On behalf of my wife and I we will
announce in the near future where the $500 is goino and I think vou will
approve . Thank vou very much.
Mr. Elliott thanked the Board aqain for the pleasure of presentinq
this award and for the kind remarks.
Mr. VanMeter thanked him for makinq the presentation. The Chair
recoqnized Dr. Steven Kraft, Chair, SIUC Graduate Council.
Or. Kraft made the followinq remarks:
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank the Board of Trustees for
the opportunity to work with you over the last two years dealing with issues of
qraduate education at SIUC. This should be mv last meeting representing the
Graduate Council at SIUC. I'd like to thank you and voice a few concerns and
things that I have as I go with respect to graduate education and POP. I was
qratified to see vour overwhelmina support for athletics at the February
meetina of the Board of "Trustees. Given the primacv of academic activities at
institutions of higher education and given the central role of graduate
education to the Ph.D. level at SIUC. I trust that vou will continue to defend
in the same vein and support proqramminq. Last week. I had an opportunity to
attend the workshops sponsored by the Illinois Hiqher Board of Education on
facultv roles and responsibilities. It was an eve-openinn experience for me in
terms of the IBHF staff and their apparent unwil 1 inaness to enter into
meaninqful discussions with faculty members and administrators. As the issue
of faculty roles and responsibilities come forward I urqe vou as a Board and
especially those of you who interact directly with the Illinois Board of Higher
Education to fully explore what is the current situation at SIUC rather than
accepting uncritically the positions and evaluations advanced bv the IBHF
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staff. I uroe you to work closely with the leadership of the Faculty Senate,
the Graduate Council, and the administration of this campus and the system.
The issues at stake in the debate over faculty roles and responsibilities have
major implications for the long-run nature of our institution and the scope and
breadth of academic activities at our institution and it is direct.lv tied to
what will continue to hapnen in terms of oraduate education. I urge you as
these activities come forward, come to the administration, ccme to the faculty
leadership, find out what is happening here rather than just relying on reports
that you obtain from the staff of the Illinois Roard of Higher Education.
There are sionificant issues here and 1 believe there is real disparity between
what the reality is and what the IRHE staff believes what that reality is.
Thank you very much. It's been a joy to work with vou.
Mr. VanMeter thanked Pr. Kraft. Hp stated that the Board had enjoyed
working for him, had appreciated his manv comments, and that the Board did not
take lightly the last comment hp had just made.
The Chair announced that there would be a news cnn ference in the
Video Lounge and that lunch would follow in Ballroom "R." He stated that
I Quests at the luncheon would be John and .lean Easley, members of the l.indell V,'.
Sturgis Memorial Public Service Award Committee, past recipients of the award,
Ms. Linda Ben?, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde L. Chote, and Mr. Ivan A. Flliott, Or.
Dr. Wilkins moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was duly
seconded, end after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have passed
unanimousl v.
The meeting adjourned at 12:15 p.m.
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
MAY 11, 1994
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University convened at 3:12 p.m., in the Board Room of First of America Bank, 1
Old Capitol Plaza North, Springfield, Illinois. The Chairman and Secretary
being present, the meeting was called to order. The following members of the
Board were present:
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr. , Chair
George T. Wi 1 kins, Jr., Secretary
Also present were Dr. James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University, and Mr. C. Richard Gruny, Board Legal Counsel.
A quorum was present.
Mr. Rowe moved that the Board go into closed session to consider
information regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of employees or
officers, and adjourn directly from the closed session with no action having
been taken. The motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard
to the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan; nay,
J
none. The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster,
Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl, A. D.
VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m.
George Y. WilkTnV, JV. , Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
MAY 12, 1994
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, May 12, 1994, at 10:40 a.m., in the
Auditorium of the School of Medicine, 801 North Rutledge, Springfield,
Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being present, the meeting was
called to order. The following members of the Board were present:
Nick Adams
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark Kochan
Will iam R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr. , Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University
Nancy Belck, President, SIUE
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. Richard
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE : Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connection
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of the
Board of Trustees.
The Chair announced that pursuant to notice the Board of Trustees had
held a special meeting at 3:12 p.m. in the Board Room of First of America Bank,
1 Old Capitol Plaza North, Springfield, Illinois, on Wednesday, May 11, 1994.
He continued that the only public portion of the meeting consisted of a motion
to close the meeting to the public for the purpose of considering information
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regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of employees or officers.
He stated that the occasion was the annual
.
evaluation of Chancellor James Brown
pursuant to the Statutes of the Board
.
The Chair stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board of
Trustees had had breakfast with Dr. Carl Getto, Dean and Provost, School of
|
Medicine, at 7:30 a.m., in the Executive Board Room of the Ramada Renaissance.
He explained that the session was most informative, most helpful, and most
enjoyable.
The Chair introduced the following newly-elected constituency heads:
Dr. Mary Lou Higgerson, President, SIUC Faculty Senate; Dr. Jim Leming, Chair,
: SIUC Graduate Council; Dr. Michael Payne, Chair, SIUC Administrative and
,
Professional Staff Council; Dr. John Farley, President, SIUE Faculty Senate;
;
and Ms. Mary Rast, President, SIUE University Staff Senate. The Chair welcomed
them to the meeting.
The Chair stated that the next meeting of the SIU Board of Trustees
J
will be June 9 at the SIUE School of Dental Medicine in Alton. He explained
j
that there would be an executive session for the purpose of Dr. Guyon's
evaluation and that appropriate notices would be given.
Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Brewster reported that he had attended the
i
April 30th meeting of the SIU Foundation Board of Directors in Chicago. He
stated that Dr. Quatroche had been officially introduced to the board and he
|
had reported on his plans for fund-raising for SIUC. Mr. Brewster outlined the
!
fund-raising potential for SIU and cited the NACUBO endowment study for 1993.
|
He stated that SIU is number 386 out of 437 at this point. He explained that
we have to do the Dest we can to get all the funds that are available to
provide the best education and service we can to the students and people of the
State of Illinois. He continued that Dr. Quatroche had talked about the
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strategic plan and possible campaigns. He explained that the Foundation had
taken a little heat in the local press about having the 125th anniversary
celebration in the Chicago area. He explained that that was a fund-raising
event conducted in the Chicago area to attempt to improve the fund-raising
potential in that area. He stated that this was not a University event, but
was an event promoted by the Foundation. He said that SIU has the largest
collection of alumni in the Chicago area and that's our opportunity base. He
continued that on the one hand you don't want to be too resentful of free
expression of ideas, but we were trying to raise money to support programs and
make them better.
Mr. Brewster stated there was discussion at the meeting on amendments
to the Foundation Bylaws concerning organization of the Executive Committee;
that of three motions presented two had been passed 23-1, with his vote being
the no vote. He stated that John Moody, President-elect of the Foundation, had
presented a report to the Development Committee. He also stated that an
Investment Committee Report had been presented. He explained that there had
been several changes: increased international equity exposure of the
Foundation from 10% to 15%; restrictions had been dropped on South Africa; and
a change to a fixed spending policy consisting of a total of 5% on endowed
funds, including the 1% investment fee. He reported that the new President of
the Foundation, beginning July 1, is Paul Conti . He stated that Dr. Waters had
presented the development report and that Dr. Waters will be leaving the
Foundation. He said that Dr. Waters had served the Foundation tremendously
during this period of transition. Mr. Brewster reported that Dr. Waters had
reported on a couple of substantial contributions to the School of Medicine;
$225,000 from a grateful patient and a $500,000 gift from the Illinois Health
Improvement Association. He reported the expectation of receiving a gift of a
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little over $1 million from an interest in a minor league baseball team. He
explained that probably in the next fiscal year the Foundation would be looking
at total funds, endowed and unrestricted, of close to $30 million. In response
to a question from Mrs. D'Esposito, Mr. Brewster explained the Foundation's
policies in terms of spending the Foundation's money.
Mrs. D'Esposito reported that she had attended the 125th celebration
at the Field Museum and that it was a great party and a wonderful place to have
a party. She stated that logistical ly the Field Museum can be difficult, but
I whoever was in charge of all the arrangements had done a beautiful job in
making the place very comfortable, cozy, and lovely. She said that Mr. Norwood
had kicked off the evening with an announcement of his activities that day
flying students to Carbondale. She said that there had been a wonderful video
presentation and suggested a showing of that video for interested parties. She
announced that she had won one of the raffles, a picture of Mary Lou's diner,
|
which she will hang with honor in her office at home.
Mr. Norwood stated that it was a great party. He reported that a
;
United Airlines chartered plane flew 90 inner-city youngsters to SIU and
Carbondale to view the aviation program. He stated that United will be
repeating the trip again next year. He reported that United employs about
70-80 pilots from the SIU aviation program.
Dr. Wilkins stated that he was happy to attend the celebration. He
|
reported that there was a young lady and her parents sitting across the table
j
from him whom he did not recognize, but who were from Granite City and Madison.
I He said that this 18-year old high school senior had received a scholarship.
He continued that this lady was very articulate, had written her own speech,
and it made you think that America was going to get greater and greater. He
stated that he didn't know what her ACT score was, but that it had to be way,
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way up there. He explained that this young lady could have gone to any
university in the United States, but because of her parents, both of whom are
graduates of SIU, she is going to SIUC.
Mr. Norwood stated that Dr. Wilkins' daughter, Elizabeth, was also in
attendance at the celebration. He continued that Elizabeth will be graduating
from SIUC in August with a Ph.D.
Mrs. D'Esposito commented on the quality of the students selected to
receive the scholarships for the Chicagoland area.
Mr. Brewster explained that those scholarships were part of the
cooperation between the Alumni Association and the Foundation. He said that
the cooperation between those two are getting better all the time, and it just
shows how successful you can be when you work together.
Mr. Kochan stated it was an exceptional event. He explained that
there had been some complaints, but the celebration occurred in an area where
SIU had a very large concentration of graduates. He continued that it was an
attempt to make up for the lack of attention in that area and that future
endeavors would be in that area.
Mr. VanMeter seconded what everyone else had said. He stated it was
obvious that everyone had thoroughly enjoyed the evening and it was a great
asset to the University.
Mrs. D'Esposito reported that she had attended the May 3 meeting of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education at Rosary College in River Forest,
Illinois. She stated that two topics under priorities, quality, and
productivity had been discussed; the first was faculty roles and responsi-
bilities and the second was the study on affordabil ity. With respect to
faculty roles and responsibilities, she explained that there had been two
meetings on the subject which focused on faculty productivity and how faculty
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is rewarded and motivated to do various things. She continued that issues
related to faculty responsibility are also central to the objectives of
focusing on priorities and improving quality and productivity in Illinois
J
higher education. She stated that they are looking at faculty roles and
|
responsibilities as the second piece after programs in the area of PQP. She
;
announced that the IBHE discussed a report from Mr. Jerry Blakemore on the
committee to study affordabil ity
, which is another subcommittee of the IBHE.
|
She continued that Mr. Blakemore was not at the meeting, but his report
I indicated that there was going to be a lot of very interesting issues discussed
|
in this committee. She explained that the report stated that the committee had
|
concluded that there are both academic and financial implications in the time
I
it takes for a student to complete a degree. She reported that the themes that
the committee is going to be looking at are the needs for policies to serve
both traditional and non-traditional students because obviously affordabil ity
impacts those two groups of people in different ways. She said that there had
been discussion on the baccalaureate student graduation time to degree and
retention at Illinois public institutions. She stated that the report was very
extensive and there are interesting statistics contained therein.
With regard to graduation and retention, Mr. Norwood stated that
there are additional items that should be taken into consideration such as the
financial situation of students and ACTs. He explained that if the IBHE wants
the whole story they should consider including those factors.
Under Committee Reports, Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the Finance
Committee, stated that the Committee had met this morning in the Auditorium of
the SIU School of Medicine. She gave the following report:
The Committee discussed the cash and investments report. We have no
formal motions to recommend to the Board.
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Dr. Wi 1 kins , Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
the following report:
The Committee asks that Item J, Approval of Plans and Specifications:
University Center Food Service Improvements, SIUE, and Item K, Increase in
Project Budget and Selection of Architect for Phase II: Renovation of Former
Dental Clinic, SIUE, be included on the omnibus motion.
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
gave the following report:
The Committee reviewed the RAMP Planning Documents for Fiscal Year
1996. These documents will be on the agenda next month. We had an information
report on the M.D./J.D. program which was very informative and very exciting.
We had a brief discussion about PQP.
Mr. VanMeter called on Muriel Narve, President, SIUC Civil Service
Employees Council, who made the following presentation:
On behalf of myself and the 2,000 Civil Service Employees of SIUC I
wish to thank each of you, Chairman VanMeter, Chancellor Brown, and President
Guyon for allowing us representation at the Board of Trustees meetings.
During that three year tenure as President of the Civil Service Employees
Council I have been fortunate enough to serve on many important committees,
such as the Long Range Planning Committee, the President's Budget Advisory
Committee, and two Vice-President Search Committees. We sincerely appreciate
the opportunity to give input to the planning and future of the University. I
am proud to have been a part of these difficult times and decisions. It is
rare when all the constituencies are represented and given the opportunity to
share information and ideas. The challenge was made possible because of
President Guyon and Chancellor Brown. Their kindness and professionalism
throughout the PQP process was greatly appreciated. I will cherish fondly my
new friendships and acquaintances, especially Mrs. Sharon Holmes, who always
has time to help and assist those with difficulties. I must thank each of you
for allowing me to grow and experience this opportunity. May God bless and
guide each of you and our Universities in the days ahead. Thank you.
The Chair said the Board had enjoyed working with her and that it
certainly appreciated her very kind remarks.
Under Executive Officer Reports, President Belck said she was
delighted to have completed her first semester as President, SIUE. She
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reported that there had been a reception in Chicago after the IBHE meeting
where she had met a whole different set of colleagues. She stated that there
was to be a reception at Mr. VanMeter's bank in Springfield on May 17 for her
and Dean Getto. She stated that last Saturday, SIUE had had five commencements
and there was a formal commencement platform party address and celebration at
9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., 3:00 p.m., and 5:00 p.m. She explained that
;
there were over 10,000 guests and families and it was a truly special day. She
announced that on Monday, May 16, at 11:15 a.m., there will be a groundbreaking
ceremony for the Music Consolidation building. She reported that the last
-
surface is going on the track at the Track and Field and Soccer Stadium and
that they will be on schedule for that event. She reported that on June 18
there will be a legislative preview and on June 24 they will have the torch run
;
which will be the formal dedication of the track and field stadium. She
j
announced that Chancellor Brown had invited the Governor to that event and they
are hopeful that he will be in attendance. She stated that the events will be
from July 1-10 and that that will be a wonderful opportunity to showcase the
|
University and the area. She announced that the residence halls project was on
schedule. She stated that the School of Dental Medicine in Alton looked
forward to hosting the Board of Trustees meeting in June. She stated that the
i
^
School of Dental Medicine commencement is scheduled for June 4.
President Guyon reported that Arnette Hubbard, incoming President of
the SIUC Alumni Association and Commissioner of Elections for the City of
Chicago, had been selected to be an observer at the elections in South Africa.
j He stated that they were proud of the fact that SIUC has an alumnus playing a
significant role in the South Africa elections. Dr. Guyon explained that a few
years ago the Board of Trustees had approved a molecular biology initiative, a
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program in which you try to move from more traditional kinds of biology into a
genetic and molecular approach, and since that project was underway it has
dealt with the sudden death syndrome of the soybean plant, and generated a new
cyst nematode-resistant soybean strain. He continued that Tony Young, College
of Agriculture, has told him that they are now moving into canola. He
explained that canola has a yery low saturated fat content and that you will be
seeing a major outcome of that activity in coming years. He reported that a
half a million dollar research grant has been submitted to the University. He
announced that the University News Service has won two medals from the Council
for the Advancement and Support of Education for news writing. He continued
that these are the academic type Pulitzer awards, that they had earned a gold
medal for research science and medical writing and a silver medal for general
news writing. He asked that Sue Davis, Director of University News Service,
stand and be recognized.
Dr. Wilkins stated that canola is a mustard seed and the closest
major plant to produce canola oil is in Chattanooga, Tennessee. He continued
that several agribusinesses are looking to build a huge processing plant in
southern Indiana or southern Illinois. He said to take a mustard seed and
turn it into a product shows how great American agriculture is.
Chancellor Brown stated that this was the first meeting ten days
following his report to the Board on the Application for Appeal of Priscilla
Smith, SIUE. He continued that his recommendation was that the application for
appeal be granted and that the matter be considered by the Board, which implies
neither agreement nor disagreement with either party's position, but instead
was an indication that the Chancellor viewed the matter as appropriate for
consideration by the full Board. He stated he had also recommended that the
substantive appeal itself be denied.
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The Chair stated that the matter now before the Board is a question
of whether to grant or deny the Application for Appeal of Priscilla Smith,
SIUE. He continued that the Bylaws provide that the granting of the
application shall be by majority vote. He explained that if the Application is
denied, the administrative action which is the subject of the grievance shall
stand. He stated that if the Application is granted then the substantive
appeal will be considered. He said that a motion to grant the Application may
include a motion to dispose of the substantive issue also.
Mr. Rowe stated that in accordance with the Chancellor's
recommendation, he moved that the Application for Appeal of Priscilla Smith,
SIUE, be granted, but he consequently moved that the underlying substantive
appeal be denied. The motion was duly seconded.
The Chair asked for a roll call vote. Student Trustee opinion in
regard to the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan;
nay, none. The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John
Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl,
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
Chancellor Brown gave the following legislative update. He reported
that since the last Board meeting, the Senate had amended SIU's budget request
by $327,200 which was the tuition increase adopted regarding professional
schools. He stated that the Senate had also decreased the auto equipment line
by $44,000, on the basis that it was too much. He explained that it had been
pointed out to them that SIU had already reduced that line by 8°/ and we have
requested that that amount be restored to our operating budget. Dr. Brown
explained that SIU had testified before the House Appropriations Committee last
Thursday. He stated that although the House and Senate have scheduled May 27
as the date to adjourn the spring session there were a lot of issues that had
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to be ironed out in the next three weeks. He explained that it was still too
early to predict the funding level for FY 1995 higher education budgets or any
others.
Chancellor Brown reported the passing of Senator Sam Vadalabene of
Edwardsville. He stated that everyone knew he was a champion of causes for
SIU, dedicated to the success of SIUE, and his tireless efforts had brought
tremendous change and recognition for Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville. He said he could go on and on about Sam Vadalabene, but suffice
it to say he will be sorely missed. He added that he and President Belck had
the pleasure of witnessing the swearing in of Evelyn Bowles, Sam Vadalabene's
replacement for the rest of the session.
Mr. VanMeter commented that Senator Vadalabene was a true friend of
SIU.
The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion.
Mr. Norwood moved the agenda which included the following: reception of
Reports of Purchase Orders and Contracts, March, 1994, SIUC and SIUE; the
ratification of Changes in Faculty-Administrative Payroll, SIUC and SIUE; and
the approval of the Minutes of the meeting held April 14, 1994; Approval of
Plans and Specifications; University Center Food Service Improvements, SIUE;
and Increase in Project Budget and Selection of Architect: Phase II, Former
Dental Clinic, SIUE. The motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in
regard to this motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Nick Adams, Mark Kochan;
nay, none. The motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John
Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl,
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The following matters were thereby approved:
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REPORTS OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS, MARCH,
1994, SIUC AND SIUE
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C,
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the month of
March, 1994, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of this
meeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees, and
these reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minutes
of the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee.
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APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS: UNIVERSITY
CENTER FOOD SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS, SIUE
Summary
This matter would approve the plans and specifications for University
Center Food Service improvements which are part of the Student Residence
Facilities capital project. The approved budget for the Student Residence
Facilities project is $13.6 million, which is funded from revenue bonds. Of
that amount, $165,000 has been established as the budget for University Center
Food Service improvements.
The plans and specifications for the project have been submitted for
review by the Office of the Chancellor and by the Architecture and Design
Committee of the Board.
Rationale for Adoption
At its November 12, 1992 meeting, the Board approved the Student
Residence Facilities project with a budget of $13.6 million to be funded from
the sale of revenue bonds. On December 10, 1992, the Board approved the
recommendation of firms with which to negotiate a contract for architectural/
engineering services. A contract was negotiated with the firm of FGM, Inc.,
Belleville, Illinois, to perform such services for the portions of the project
to renovate the Tower Lake Apartments and the University Center Food Service
facilities. The Illinois Board of Higher Education approved the project as a
non-instructional capital improvement at its January 5, 1993 meeting.
In July, 1993, members of the Executive Committee of the Board
approved the award of contracts in connection with the Student Residence Hall
portion of the Student Residence Facilities project. The total of the
contracts awarded, contingency, architect and engineer fees, estimated cost of
equipment, and costs for test borings, surveys, and the like is $12,229,649.
At its February 10, 1994 meeting, the Board approved the award of contracts for
the portion of the project to renovate Tower Lake Apartments. The total of
contracts awarded, contingency and architect and engineer fees for that portion
of the project is $1,205,351. The remaining $165,000 is the budget for the
University Center Food Service improvements.
The actions proposed herein are the final element of University
Center improvements that are necessary to serve students who will live in the
new residence hall. Together with the project to renovate the cafeteria dining
and serving areas, these improvements will provide sufficient capacity to serve
residence hall students and other cafeteria patrons in more efficient,
comfortable, and attractive facilities.
The food service improvements which are part of the Student Residence
Facilities project include: purchasing additional and replacement kitchen and
service equipment (for example, ovens, fryers, griddles, mixers, coolers,
freezers, and so forth); removing existing equipment and installing the
equipment to be purchased; and funding for part of University Center costs for
the new SIUE ID card system. The ID card system is necessary to implement the
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declining balance meal program for students living in the new residence hall.
The estimated cost of these improvements is:
Purchase of equipment $ 65,476
Remove old equipment and install
new equipment 24,416
Contingency and architect and engineer
fees 11,500
ID card system 63,608
Total $165,000
To assure that the equipment is manufactured and delivered by
necessary deadlines, University officers propose to purchase the equipment
directly. Some of the equipment must be custom designed and manufactured to
fit in spaces available. Equipment manufacturers have advised that delivery
may take five to seven weeks from the date the order is placed. As a result,
if the equipment was to be ordered by a contractor following the award of
contracts for equipment installation, the equipment could not be delivered and
installed in time to complete the project prior to opening the residence hall.
Installation of the equipment is scheduled to begin July 11 immediately
following the conclusion of the Olympic Festival. In addition, direct purchase
of the equipment by the University should result in lower total costs because a
contractor would be expected to add a fee to the cost of the equipment as a
normal business practice.
The project architect, FGM, Inc., has completed the plans and
specifications. They have been reviewed by SIUE officers and by Mr. Carl
Bretscher on behalf of the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The plans and specifications for the University Center Food
Service Improvements portion of the capital project, Student
Residence Facilities, SIUE, be and are hereby approved as
presented to the Board this date, and officers of Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville are authorized to proceed
with bidding in accordance with the plans and specifications
approved.
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(2) Officers of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville be and
are hereby authorized to proceed with purchase of the equipment
for the food service improvements, substantially as set forth in
Exhibit A attached hereto.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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EXHIBIT A
2. A 1 ea.
3. A 1 ea.
4. A 1 ea.
5. A 1 ea.
Est. Unit Est. Total
Cost Cost
$7,943.00 $7,943.00
7,578.00 7,578.00
9,975.00 9,975.00
3,616.00 3,616.00
2,920.00 2,920.00
6,399.00 6,399.00
Kitchen and Service Equipment
University Center Food Service Improvements, SIUE
Qty. Item
1. A 1 ea. Double Gas Convection Oven
SGH22
Double Gas, SG22 Convection Oven
Fryer Battery 3-65 lb. fryers on
one frame GRD65
Heavy Duty Gas Griddle 936A2
Heavy Duty Gas Griddle 936A
6. B 1 ea. Electric Tilt Skillet 30 gallon
#30-0
7. B 1 ea. Flexible Spray Hose 270.00 270.00
8. A 1 ea. Spreader Counter, same as GRD65,
R021 Model size 678.00 678.00
9. B 1 ea. Pizza Make Table 2,000.00 2,000.00
10. A 2 ea. 20 qt. Hobart Mixers, Model A-200T 2,950.00 5,900.00
11. B 1 ea. Broaster, Model 1800E with accessory
kit 5,100.00 5,100.00
12. A 1 ea. Beverage Air Marketeer Triple Door,
Reach-in Refrigeration MT72 3,825.00 3,825.00
13. A 1 ea. Beverage Air Marketeer MT49, 2 Door
Reach-in 2,586.00 2,586.00
14. A 1 ea. Beverage Air Marketeer CF48, 2 Door
Reach-in Freezer 2,586.00 2,586.00
15. A 1 ea. 6 ft. Counter/Refrigeration, Atlas
Metal Ind. 4,100.00 4,100.00
ESTIMATED TOTAL: $65,476.00
A = Replacement Equipment
B = Additional Equipment
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INCREASE IN PROJECT BUDGET AND SELECTION OF ARCHITECT
FOR PHASE II: RENOVATION OF FORMER DENTAL CLINIC, SIUE
Summary
This matter will raise the budget for the Renovation of Former Dental
Clinic, SIUE, capital project $580,390 over the current budget of $1,158,200.
The total project budget will be $1,738,590. The increase will provide funds
for Phase II of the project, budgeted at $908,030.
Phase I of the project, budgeted at $830,560, was funded from FY-86
through FY-91 Build Illinois funds appropriated to the Capital Development
Board for University projects. Phase I has been substantially completed.
Phase II will be pursued as a University capital project, not through CDB.
Funding for Phase II of the project will come from FY-95 through
FY-99 School of Dental Medicine operating budget funds and SIUE Foundation
funds from the Phillip M. Hoag Memorial Fund. The University will obtain the
casework and part of the equipment on an installment purchase basis through
Allied Capital, Inc., under the terms of its contract with the Illinois Public
Higher Education Cooperative.
This matter also requests approval for the plans and specifications
I for Phase II to be prepared by SIUE Facilities Management architecture and
j
engineering staff.
! Rationale for Adoption
On June 9, 1988, the Board granted project approval to renovate the
former Dental Clinic at the Alton Campus. At its December 8, 1988 meeting, the
Board recommended to the Capital Development Board the architect for Phase I of
the project. At its July 13, 1989 meeting, the Board approved a revised
project description, with the project to be completed in two or more phases.
The first phase was to provide for one laboratory complete except for
casework, a second laboratory shell, laboratory support areas, a lecture hall,
and a locker area. Subsequent phases would have completed the second
laboratory, provided and installed casework in both laboratories, and provided
office areas. Funding for Phase I, in the amount of $830,560, was from FY-86,
FY-87, FY-88, FY-90, and FY-91 Build Illinois funds appropriated to the Capital
Development Board for University repair and renovation projects. Subsequent
phases were to be funded from a combination of anticipated capital
appropriations and University operating funds.
As completed, Phase I provided one large laboratory, exclusive of
casework, laboratory support areas, the lecture hall, and the locker area.
Favorable bids received for Phase I allowed the construction of a single large
|
laboratory rather than two smaller laboratories as earlier contemplated. The
proposed second laboratory shell and the office areas have been eliminated from
the project planning. Action on subsequent phases of the project was delayed
until funding could be identified. University officers have concluded that
capital appropriations to complete the project are not likely, so it needs to
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be funded by University operating budget funds. School of Dental Medicine and
University officers hope to complete the project during Spring Semester, 1995.
As now proposed, Phase II will be the final element of the project,
providing casework and associated fixtures, fume hoods, and connecting
electric, gas, and air lines in the newly constructed laboratory. Also
included will be additional movable and fixed equipment identified by Dental
School faculty as critical to the operation of the facility. This equipment,
necessary because of changes in technology in the delivery of dental education
occurring since the initial project planning, includes integrated audio-visual
computer systems for the lecture hall and the preclinical technique lab,
lockers, floor mounted seating, and other laboratory equipment. The need for
this equipment was the main justification for the increase in Dental School
tuition approved by the Board at its April 1994 meeting.
Project costs and sources of funds for Phase II of the project are:
Project Costs
Casework $271,000
Installation of casework 30,000
Contingency for casework and installation 30,100
Equipment 490,690
Installment purchase costs, Allied Capital, Inc. 86,240
$908,030
Source of Funds
FY-95 - FY-99 SDM operating budget funds $838,290
SIUE Foundation funds 70,000
$908,030
University officers recommend that architectural and engineering
services for Phase II be provided by SIUE Facilities Management staff. This
will permit development of plans and specifications in a timely manner.
Facilities Management staff have been involved in preliminary planning for
Phase II and have confirmed their ability to provide plans and specifications
at no additional cost.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
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(1) Phase II of the capital project, Renovation of Former Dental
Clinic, SIUE, be and is hereby approved as presented to the
Board this date, with the budget for the overall project being
approved in the amount of $1,738,590, and the budget for Phase
II approved in the amount of $908,030, to be funded from FY-95 -
FY-99 School of Dental Medicine operating budget monies and
funds from the SIUE Foundation.
(2) Upon recommendation of the Architecture and Design Committee,
authorization is hereby granted for the plans and specifications
for Phase II of the project to be prepared by SIUE Facilities
Management staff.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
The Chair announced that there will be a news conference in Room 2266
immediately following.
Mrs. Stiehl moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have passed.
The meeting adjourned at 11:30 a.m.
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
JUNE 8, 1994
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University convened at 2:03 p.m., in the Board Room of Magna Group, Inc., Magna
Place, Highway 40 and Brentwood Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri. The Chair and
Secretary being present, the meeting was called to order. The following
members of the Board were present:
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following member was absent:
Nick Adams
Also present were Dr. James M. Brown, Chancellor of Southern Illinois
University, Dr. John C. Guyon, President, SIUC, and Mr. C. Richard Gruny, Board
Legal Counsel.
A quorum was present.
Mr. Brewster moved that the Board go into closed session to consider
information regarding the appointment, employment or dismissal of employees of
officers, and adjourn directly from tne closed session with no action having
been taken. The motion was duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard
to the motion was indicated as follows: Aye, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The
motion carried by the following recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly
June 8, 1994
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D'Esposito, William R. Norwood, Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl , A. D.
VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.; nay, none.
The meeting adjourned at 5:26 p.m.
k,
George^T. Wilk/Tns\ Jr., Secretary
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
JUNE 9, 1994
The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University convened on Thursday, June 9, 1994, at 10:30 a.m., in the
former clinic building lecture hall in Building 283, SIUE School of Dental
Medicine, Alton, Illinois. The regular Chair and Secretary being present, the
meeting was called to order. The following members of the Board were present:
John Brewster
Molly D'Esposito, Vice-Chair
Mark Kochan
William R. Norwood
Harris Rowe
Celeste M. Stiehl
A. D. VanMeter, Jr., Chair
George T. Wilkins, Jr., Secretary
The following member was absent:
Nick Adams
Executive Officers present were:
James M. Brown, Chancellor, Southern Illinois University
Nancy Belck, President, SIUE
John C. Guyon, President, SIUC
Also present were Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary of the Board; C. Richard
Gruny, Board Legal Counsel; and Donald W. Wilson, Board Treasurer.
The Secretary reported a quorum present.
NOTE : Copies of all background documents furnished to the Board in connection
with the following matters have been placed on file in the Office of the
Board of Trustees.
The Chair announced that pursuant to notice the Board of Trustees had
held a special meeting at 2:00 p.m. in the Board Room of Magna Group, Inc.,
Magna Place, Highway 40 and Brentwood Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri, on
Wednesday, June 8, 1994. He continued that the only public portion of the
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meeting consisted of a motion to close the meeting to the public for the
purpose of considering information regarding the appointment, employment or
dismissal of employees or officers. He stated that the occasion was the annual
evaluation of President John C. Guyon pursuant to the Statutes of the Board .
The Chair stated that pursuant to notice members of the Board of
Trustees had had breakfast with Dr. Patrick J. Ferrillo, Jr., Dean of the SIUE
School of Dental Medicine, at 7:30 a.m. in the conference center of the Holiday
Inn Alton Parkway, Alton, Illinois, on June 9, 1994. He explained that the
session was most enjoyable and informative, and it gave the Board a great
opportunity to learn more about the Dental School.
The Chair introduced the following constituency representatives:
Dr. Alan Karnes, SIUC Faculty Senate; Ms. Muriel Narve, SIUC Civil Service
Employees Council; Dr. Cal Meyers, SIUC Graduate Council; Mr. Patrick Smith,
newly-elected President of the SIUC Graduate and Professional Student Council;
Ms. Mary Rast, President of the SIUE University Staff Senate.
Under Trustee Reports, Mr. Norwood reported that he had attended five
commencements at SIUC from May 13-15. He announced that Mr. John Brewster had
received the alumni achievement award at the School of Law commencement. He
continued that Mr. Ivan Elliott, former member of the Board of Trustees, had
received the Distinguished Service Award.
Mr. Norwood reported that he had attended the meeting of the State
Universities Retirement System on June 2. He announced that the State
Universities Retirement System had received an award from the Government
Financial Officers Association in relation to its annual report. He stated
that this was the 10th year in a row that the SURS staff had received this
award. He explained that there are over 8,000 systems considered for this
award and the SURS staff is one of only five who have received it 10 times. He
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explained that SURS is going to a re-engineering of its operating system which
will cost $5.1 million, but that the payback period is three years. He stated
that with this re-engineering written inquiries from participants can be
answered within five working days and callers will only speak with one staff
member. He hoped that the legislature would pass a continuing appropriation to
help with the unfunded liability of SURS. He explained that SURS had been
exempted from House Bill 3704, regarding purchasing contractual services. He
reported that the SURS fund is $5.21 billion, that the first quarter was not a
good one for a lot of funds, and that the SURS fund had decreased about 4%. He
announced that Mr. Art Aikman, retired SIUC employee, was re-elected Treasurer
of SURS, and that he had been re-elected President.
Mr. Brewster reported that he had attended the 124th meeting of the
Merit Board, State Universities Civil Service System on May 18, 1994. He
stated that there were three cases for discharge, but none involving SIU. He
continued that there were approximately five or six cases still pending which
may come up at the next Merit Board meeting in September. He announced that
the budget had been approved.
Mr. Brewster reported on an article he had read in the May 18 edition
of the Chronicle of Higher Education regarding Foundations and fund-raising.
He continued that the University of Illinois had brought in a little over $100
million last year to put them into the top 20 in total giving. He stated that
the University of Illinois has doubled the number of fund-raisers and staff
workers soliciting gifts. He explained you have to spend money to make money.
He reiterated once again that you have to aggressively pursue private donations
because that is the only real source of unlimited new money.
Mrs. Stiehl reported that she had attended the May 26 meeting of the
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville Foundation Board of Directors.
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She stated that the major discussion at that meeting was funding and increasing
funding. She stated that Dr. Buck informed members that last year was their
best year for contributions in the history of the Foundation and that all indi-
cations showed that this year would be even better than last year. She
continued that the number of donors had increased some 41% for a total of 6,000
contributors. She said discussion had also centered on the contribution of
$50,000 by Senator Sam Vadalabene's family to establish the Senator Sam and
Mary Lesko Vadalabene Presidential Scholarship, which will recognize
outstanding students from the Senator's legislative district. She announced
that Daniel Sullivan, Director, Foundation-Major Gifts, since April 11,
discussed some of his preliminary plans for the major gift campaign. She
reported that President Nancy Belck explained the Olympic Festival. She stated
!
there had been two new members appointed to the Foundation, Rita Hardy and John
I Schmidt.
Under Committee Reports, Dr. Wilkins submitted the following
Executive Committee Report:
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPORT
By action at the April 14, 1994, meeting of the Board of Trustees
the Board authorized the members of the Executive Committee of the Board to
[
award contracts for the renovation work in connection with the capital project
j
University Center Cafeteria Renovation, SIUE. The following matter was so
|
approved and is reported to the Board at this time pursuant to III Bylaws 1:
AWARD OF CONTRACTS: UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA
RENOVATION, SIUE
Summary
This matter approves the award of contracts for the renovation work
in connection with the capital project, University Center Cafeteria Renovation,MUE. Funding for the project, in the amount of $430,000, will be from the
University Center's operating budget.
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The project will renovate the cafeteria dining and food serving areas
and purchase tables and chairs to replace worn and broken furniture in the
dining area. Contracts awarded herein are for renovation of the dining and
food serving areas.
A summary of bids received is attached for information.
Rationale for Adoption
At its March 10, 1994 meeting, the Board approved the project and
authorized retention of Artec, Inc., as architect for the project. At its
April 14 meeting, the Board approved the project plans and specifications and
authorized the members of the Executive Committee of the Board to award
contracts for the project. The Illinois Board of Higher Education approved the
project as a non-instructional capital improvement at its May 3 meeting.
Bids received for the renovation work are within budget and the award
of contracts is now timely. The amount that will remain in the project budget
for the furniture purchase is approximately five percent greater than
University officers estimate will be necessary based on costs obtained during
project planning.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the members of the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois University, That:
(1) Contracts in connection with the capital project, University
Center Cafeteria Renovation, SIUE, be awarded as follows:
(a) A contract in the amount of $186,700 to Meyer-Korte
Construction Company, Inc., Highland, Illinois, for the
General Work.
(b) A contract in the amount of $70,007 to Central Electric
Contracting, Alton, Illinois, for the Electrical Work.
(c) A contract in the amount of $8,575 be awarded to France
Mechanical, Glen Carbon, Illinois, for the Plumbing Work.
(2) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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BIDDING SUMMARY SHEET
RENOVATION OF
UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
Bids were taken at 2:00 p.m. on May 6, 1994
; PROPOSED AWARDEES
;
General Work
I
Meyer-Korte Construction Company, Inc.
[
502 Monroe Street
,
Highland, IL 62249
i Electrical Work
|
Central Electric Contracting
1 415 Ridge Street
I
Alton, IL 62002
! Plumbing Work
|
France Mechanical
i #25 Kettle River Drive
| Glen Carbon, IL 62034
Base Bid Only
Alternates 1, 2
5, 6, 7, 9, 4
Base Bid Only
Alternates 2, 5, 9
Base Bid Only
Alternate 2
BID PRICE
$155,700.00
$ 31,000.00
$ 64,177.-00
$ 5,830.00
$ 7,790.00
$ 785.00
Total Of Bids $265,282.00
Plus Contingency 36,754.00
Plus Equipment and Furnishings 85,04 4.00
Plus Architect and Engineer Fees 42,920.00
TOTAL COST OF WORK $430,000.00
Time to complete: 90 calendar days
NOTE: The priority of alternates was announced prior to the opening of the bids
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RENOVATION OF
UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
1
(side)
GENERAL WORK
BASE BID
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE Gl
Demolition
of wall
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G2
Removal of
condiment
counters
r$3,400.00^)f^$ 155,700.00^)Highland. I l 62249 /$ 6,800.00^)
Miller & Maack Gen. Contractors
S00 Hcrrelt
:ollinsviUe. IL 62234 $ 159,562.00 $ 8,927.00 $ 6,800.00
Limbaugh Bui I dors
4186 Highway 163
Granite City, !L 62040 $ 162,119.00 $ 8,176.00 $ 9,200.00
3ruce Unterbrink Construction, Inc.
915 A South Third St.
Greenville. IL 62246 $ 169,818.00 $13,662.00 $ 4,433.00
J. J. Wuellner & Son, Inc.
P.O. Box 636
Godfrey. IL 62035 $ 187,930.00 $ 7,635.00 $ 8,950.00
Lamar Construction, Inc.
>7 Timber Meadows Ct.
:dwardsville, IL 62025 $ 188,242.00 $19,705.00 $ 7,800.00
|
RENOVATION OF
UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
851
(side)
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G5
Furnish and install
lights on perimeter
columns
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G6
Furnish and
install new
aluminum doors
and frames
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G7
Furnish and
install vertical
blinds
Mcyer-Korte Construction
Highland, II 62249 (^No Charge^) /$" 4,700.00^) /%~~5, 100.00^)
Miller & Maack Gen. Contractors
500 Merrell
Collinsville, IL 62234 No Bid $ 6,879.00 $ 6,015.00
Limbaugh Builders, Inc.
4186 Highway 163
Granite City, II 62040 No Bid $ 4,591.00 $ 8,253.00
Bruce Unterbrinlc Construction, Inc.
$15 A South Third Street
Greenville, IL 62246 $ 880.00 $ 5,184.00 $ 6,016.00
J. J. Uuellner & Son, Inc.
P.O. Box 636
Godfrey, IL 62035 No Bid $ 4,830.00 $ 5,005.00
Lamar Construction, Inc.
27 Timber Meadows Ct.
Edwardsville, IL 62025 No Bid $ 6,400.00 $ 7,800.00
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UNIVERSITY CENTER
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
AT EDWARDSVILLE
OF
CAFETERIA
UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS
(side)
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G9
Delete zenon
light fixtures
at sign band
GENERAL WORK
ALTERNATE G4
Installation
of Acrylic
Resin flooring
i
<
Hcyer-Korte Construction
502 Monroe
Highland, !L 62249 Qlo Charge \ <^fii, oooToo^
.
Miller & Haack Ccn. Contractors
500 Herrell
Coll insvi lie. IL 62234 No Bid $15,312.00
Limbaugh Builders, Inc.
4106 Highway 163
Granite City, IL 62040 No Bid $15,737.00
Bruce Unterbrink Construction, Inc.
915 A South Third St.
Greenville. IL 62246 $ 1,133.00 $10,560.00
J. J. Uucllncr & Son, Inc.
P.O. Box 636
Godfrey, IL 62035 No Bid $15,310.00
Lamar Construction, Inc.
27 Timber Meadows Ct.
Eduardsville, IL 62025 $ 6,800.00 $ 8,500.00
.
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SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
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(side)
ELECTRICAL
WORK
BASE BID
ELECTRICAL
WORK
ALTERNATE E2
Removal of
condiment
counters and
installation
of new
condiment
counters
ELECTRICAL
WORK
ALTERNATE E5
Furnish and
install
lights on
perimeter
columns
1
entral Electric
115 Ridge Street
I ton, II 62002 /$ 64,177.00 ) ( $ 837.00 J ( $ 3,257.00 J
rda Electric Company, Inc.
K Kettle River Drive
fdwardsville, IL 62025 $ 73,448.00 $ 849.00 $ 4,996.00
L F. Electric
oute 143
dwardsville, IL 62025 $ 88,400.00 $ 260.00 $ 6,600.00
akers Electric Contracting
04 S. Clinton
|vision, IL 62216 $115,947.00 $ 1,488.00 $ 6,966.00
I
|
|
i
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RENOVATION OF
UNIVERSITY CENTER CAFETERIA
ON THE
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
AT EDWARDSVILLE CAMPUS
(side)
ELECTRICAL WORK
ALTERNATE E9
Delete zenon
light fixtures
at sign band
Central Electric
415 Ridge Street
Alton, II 62002 \$ 1,736.00 )
Orda Electric Company, Inc.
24 Kettle River Drive
Edwardsville. IL 62025
J
$ 3,948.00
J. F. Electric
Route 143
Edwardsville, IL 62025 ($ 4,800.00)
Rakers Electric Contracting
104 S. Clinton
Aviston, IL 62216 $ 1,000.00
1
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(siue)
PLUMBING WORK
BASE BID
PLUMBING WORK
ALTERNATE GIG
Removal of
condiment
counters and
installation
of new
condiment
counters
ance Mechanical Corp.
1.0. Box 646
jiwardsville, IL 62025 ^ "1( $ 7,790.00 / r$ 785.00 J
ent Mechanical, Inc.
.0. Box 6
dwardsvilte, IL 62025
!
$ 10,068.00 $ 2,226.00
jane Mechanical, Inc.
\(S South 6th St.
i
ood River, IL 62095 $ 13,000.00 $ 1,350.00
;
I
|
s
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Mrs. D'Esposito, Chair of the Finance Committee, stated that the
Committee had met this morning in Room 1500, Building 263, of the SIUE School
of Dental Medicine. She gave the following report:
We recommend for approval on the omnibus motion Item K, Temporary
Financial Arrangements for Fiscal Year 1995. We had an update on mass transit
from President Guyon, SIUC. We also discussed PQP with the Academic Matters
Committee.
Dr. Wilkins, Chair of the Architecture and Design Committee, stated
that the Committee had met following the Finance Committee meeting. He gave
the following report:
We ask that the following items be placed on the omnibus motion:
Item L, Approval of the Utility Easement to the Illinois Baptist State
Association, SIUC; Item M, Revised Project Description, Increase in Project
Budget, Approval of Plans and Specifications, and Authority to Award Contracts
for Stage I: Tower Lake Housing Renovations, Phase II, SIUE; and Item N,
Project Approval, Approval of Plans and Specifications, and Award of Contract:
Roof Replacement, Schneider Hall, SIUC.
Mr. Norwood, Chair of the Academic Matters Committee, stated that the
Committee had met following the Architecture and Design Committee meeting. He
gave the following report:
The Committee recommends that Item J, Resource Allocation Management
Program (RAMP) Planning Documents, Fiscal Year 1996, be placed on the omnibus
motion. We had a discussion of the draft productivity report and PQP update.
We heard reports from Dr. Werner, Ms. Speers, and Dr. Shepherd. Dean Ferrillo,
SIUE School of Dental Medicine, gave us an update and an outlook on the future
of the Dental School
.
Under Executive Officer Reports, President Guyon reported that the
Illinois Clean Coal Board recently awarded contracts for research in coal-
related activities and SIUC faculty members have generated more than $1 million
from that board. He stated that that indicates the strength of the coal
research program at SIUC. He announced that next week the Rainbow's End Child
Development Laboratory will open, more than a year late, but it's a nice
facility and will house on a full-time basis more than 100 students. He
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continued that he anticipated the total number of clientele would be much
greater than that because of part-time usage. He explained that this excellent
facility was presented to the University from the student body. He continued
that the University is indeed indebted to the students for having the foresight
to put that facility together for the institution.
President Belck advised the Board that SIUE has been informed by
AASCU that it is one of 20 institutions nationally that has been chosen to
participate in a week-long institute in Washington. She explained that the
emphasis will be increased minority recruitment and retention. She stated a
representative from the SIU Board of Trustees will be invited to participate.
She announced that the search for the Vice-President for Administration is
going quite smoothly, and the search is down to 12 candidates who have had
airport interviews. She reported that the College of Arts and Science imple-
mentation group has been working diligently since January and has submitted
draft operating papers and various plans which will be used in open hearings on
the campus this fall. She explained that the group is on track and is well on
its way in the search for a Dean. She also announced that SIUE had been
invited to join the Great Lakes Valley Conference, which had been SIUE's goal
for some time. She said that Quincy and the University of Wisconsin-Parkside
had also been invited to join. Dr. Belck reported that the Olympic Festival
was only 3 weeks away, that the stadium was completed, that there will be an
electronic scoreboard, and it is going to leave a first class facility. She
announced that there will be several hours of live, prime-time, television
coverage of the festival. She stated that a legislators' preview has been
scheduled for June 18, and on June 24 will be the stadium dedication. She
announced that the Governor will be attending the dedication ceremony.
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Chancellor Brown stated that this was the first meeting ten days
following his report to the Board on the Application for Appeal of Eric
Bielecki, SIUC. He continued that his recommendation was that the application
for appeal be refused. He stated that no action by the Board is required in
order to implement the recommendation and that if the Board takes no action
today the effect is to refuse the appeal. He continued that if any member of
the Board desires to grant the Application for Appeal of Eric Bielecki, SIUC,
in spite of the absence of a positive recommendation by the Chancellor, this is
the meeting which any motion to that effect must be made. He explained that if
such a motion is duly seconded and approved by a majority of voting Board
members present the Application for Appeal is granted and the substance of the
appeal may be considered by the Board. He stated that if no such motion is
approved, the Bylaws provide that the Application for Appeal shall be deemed to
have been denied and the action which is the subject of the grievance shall
stand.
The Chair asked if there was a motion to grant the appeal. Hearing
none, the Chair stated that the Application for Appeal shall be deemed to have
been denied and the action which is the subject of the grievance shall stand.
Chancellor Brown reported that the legislature did not complete its
business and adjourn by the end of May. He stated that the legislature was
stuck in a stalemate with the problems being the $700 million in Medicaid debt
and a budget. He continued that leaders are communicating, but if the Medicaid
matter is not resolved and the state has to cut $300 to $400 million from its
budget to survive this year's fiscal difficulties, higher education will not
thrive.
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The Chair explained the procedure for the Board's omnibus motion.
Mr. Norwood moved the agenda which included the following: reception of
Reports of Purchase Orders and Contracts, April, 1994, SIUC and SIUE; the
ratification of Changes in Faculty-Administrative Payroll, SIUC and SIUE; and
the approval of the Minutes of the meetings held May 11 and 12, 1994; Resource
Allocation and Management Program (RAMP) Planning Documents, Fiscal Year 1996;
Temporary Financial Arrangements for Fiscal Year 1995; 'Approval of Utility
Easement to the Illinois Baptist State Association, SIUC; Revised Project
Description, Increase in Project Budget, Approval of Plans and Specifications,
and Authority to Award Contracts for Stage I: Tower Lake Housing Renovations,
Phase II, SIUE; and Project Approval, Approval of Plans and Specifications, and
Award of Contract: Roof Replacement, Schneider Hall, SIUC. The motion was
duly seconded. Student Trustee opinion in regard to the motion was indicated
as follows: Aye, Mark Kochan; nay, none. The motion carried by the following
recorded vote: Aye, John Brewster, Molly D'Esposito, William R. Norwood,
Harris Rowe, Celeste M. Stiehl , A. D. VanMeter, Jr., George T. Wilkins, Jr.;
nay, none.
The following matters were thereby approved:
REPORTS OF PURCHASE ORDERS AND CONTRACTS, APRIL
,
1994, SIUC AND SIUE
In accordance with III Bylaws 1 and 5 Policies of the Board C,
summary reports of purchase orders and contracts awarded during the month of
April, 1994, were mailed to the members of the Board in advance of this
meeting, copies were placed on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees, and
these reports are hereby submitted for information and entry upon the minutes
of the Board with respect to the actions of the Executive Committee.
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RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (RAMP
)
PLANNING DOCUMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1996: EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The RAMP Program and Planning Documents summarized herein are in
accord with institutional mission and focus statements and detail the
priorities, plans, and program and related resource needs of Southern Illinois
University for Fiscal Year 1996. Included are mission and focus statements,
priorities statements, program reviews, reviews of undergraduate education, new
program requests, and program priorities requests for Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale, including the School of Medicine, and for Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville. In keeping with the statewide Priorities,
Quality, and Productivity initiative, these documents reflect the highest
program priorities of the institutions and have been prepared in conformity
with the revised RAMP guidelines promulgated by the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
SIUC, including the School of Medicine
The SIUC and School of Medicine RAMP requests are summarized in a
single Board matter, but are described fully in separate RAMP documents. The
Priorities Statements include specific short-term objectives consistent with
mission and focus statements. For SIUC, the priorities include: Improvement
of Undergraduate Retention and Graduation Rates; Enhancement of Undergraduate
Education; Enhancement of Graduate Education and Research; Enhancement of
Minority Participation; and Promoting Service to the Region. The School of
Medicine's priorities address the School's continued leadership in medical
education; expansion of the biomedical, social science, and humanities research
base; strengthened commitment to providing health care, with an emphasis on
primary care, to downstate Illinois; and maintenance of the financial and
facilities base.
The SIUC budget requests include one new program request for a Master
of Arts degree in Interactive Multimedia and nine program priorities requests,
most of which are repeat requests, including: Instructional Technology
Initiative; Introduction to Life Sciences; Undergraduate Program Quality
enhancements in the School of Art and Design, Electrical Engineering, and
Physics; Enhancing Minority Faculty Participation; Molecular Biology
Initiative; Aquaculture Research and Demonstration Center; and Proactive
Recruitment of Multicultural Professionals for Tomorrow (PROMPT). The School
of Medicine budget requests include a Recruitment and Preliminary Education,
Entry, Facilitation, and Retention of Minority Students Initiative and an
Educational Initiatives request. Proposed FY-96 requests for SIUC and the
School of Medicine total $3,826,068.
SIUE
SIUE priorities are to: Promote Excellence in Undergraduate
Education; Refine and Enhance Graduate Programs; General Academic Improvements;
Increase Access, Retention, and Graduation of Underrepresented Students;
Enhance Campus Life; Enhance the Campus Environment; Improve Administrative
Efficiency; and Promote Services to the Region.
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The SIUE budget requests include one new program request for a Master
of Social Work, which is a repeat request from RAMPs 92, 93, 94, and 95, and
five program priorities requests which are repeated from previous years,
including: Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching/Honors Academy; Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration; Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs;
Improvement of the Undergraduate Program in Nursing; and Minority Incentives.
Proposed FY-96 requests for SIUE total $1,350,000.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (RAMP)
PROGRAMMING AND PLANNING SUBMISSIONS (MISSION STATEMENT
,
FOCUS STATEMENT, PRIORITIES STATEMENT, PROGRAM REVIEW
REPORTS, UNDERGRADUATE REVIEW REPORT, PROGRAM PRIORITIES
REQUESTS, NEW PROGRAM REQUEST), FISCAL YEAR 1996, SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE, INCLUDING THE SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
Summary
The Fiscal Year 1996 RAMP Programming and Planning Documents
summarized in this matter have been prepared in accordance with revised
guidelines promulgated by the Illinois Board of Higher Education (IBHE) and
in conformity with University planning processes. They present the
University's programmatic priorities and goals for Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale (SIUC) including the School of Medicine for Fiscal Year 1996.
The Priorities Statement establishes five priorities to be accom-
plished within five years: Improve Undergraduate Retention and Graduation
Rates; Enhance Undergraduate Education; Enhance Graduate Education and
Research; Enhance Minority Participation; and Promote Service to the Region.
The Priorities Statement for the School of Medicine addresses the School's
continued leadership in medical education; expansion of the biomedical, social
science, and humanities research base; strengthened commitment to providing
health care, with an emphasis on primary care, to downstate Illinois; and
maintenance of the financial and facilities base.
Reviews of instructional programs and public service and research
units conducted during Academic Year 1993-94 are reported. A program review
schedule is also included.
Budget requests for SIUC include: (1) Instructional Technology
Initiative; (2) Introduction to the Life Sciences; (3) Undergraduate Program
Quality: School of Art and Design; (4) Undergraduate Program Quality:
Electrical Engineering; (5) Undergraduate Program Quality: Physics;
(6) Enhancing Minority Faculty Participation; (7) Molecular Biology Initiative;
(8) Aquaculture Research and Demonstration Center; (9) M.A. Degree in
Interactive Multimedia; and (10) Proactive Recruitment of Multicultural
Professionals for Tomorrow (PROMPT). For the School of Medicine, the requests
are: (1) Recruitment and Preliminary Education, Entry, Facilitation, and
Retention of Minority Students; and (2) Educational Initiatives.
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Rationale for Adoption
These Documents provide a comprehensive and systematic plan for the
utilization of resources and initiation of programming for Fiscal Year 1996 and
beyond for SIUC. They are the official Documents by which SIUC communicates
its priorities, plans, and resource needs to the Chancellor and are used
subsequently by the Chancellor in communicating University needs to the Board
of Trustees and the IBHE. The Documents originate from an ongoing planning
process which identifies directions in which the institution may move while
assessing the current status of existing programs.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officials are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The Programming and Planning Documents and Budget Requests have been
developed following broad involvement of students, faculty, and staff within
the respective academic and support units. In all instances, the Documents
carry the recommendation of the various program directors and deans. In
preparing the various requests, SIUC officials have followed the regular
planning process to identify priorities and have sought the recommendations of
the constituencies involved. Requests from the School of Medicine have been
recommended by the Executive Committee.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, subject to the authority
reserved to this Board to make such modifications, changes, or refinements
herein as it deems appropriate in reviewing RAMP Documents, the RAMP
Programming and Planning Documents for Fiscal Year 1996 for Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale including the School of Medicine, be and are hereby
approved as presented to the Board this date; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor shall take appropriate
steps to accomplish filing of the materials approved herein with the Illinois
Board of Higher Education in accordance with policies of Southern Illinois
University.
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PROPOSED FY-96 PROGRAMMING AND PLANNING REQUESTS
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE
(INCLUDING THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE)
Instructional Technology Initiative $ 517,147
Recruitment and Preliminary Education, Entry, Facilitation
and Retention of Minority Students (SOM) $ 589,300
Introduction to the Life Sciences $ 91,000
Undergraduate Program Quality: School of Art and Design $ 209,000
Undergraduate Program Quality: Electrical Engineering $ 136,286
Undergraduate Program Quality: Physics $ 331,734
Enhancing Minority Faculty Participation $ 250,000
Molecular Biology Initiative $ 601,708
Educational Initiatives (SOM) $ 384,700
Aquaculture Research and Demonstration Center $ 379,661
M.A. Degree in Interactive Media $ 238,532
Proactive Recruitment of Multicultural Professionals
for Tomorrow (PROMPT) $ 97,000
TOTAL (SIUC) $ 2,852,068
TOTAL (SOM) $ 974,000
TOTAL PROPOSED FY 96 REQUESTS (SIUC AND SOM) $ 3,826,068
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED FY-96 BUDGET REQUESTS
Instructional Technology Initiative • $ 517,147
The Campus' Priorities Statement indicates that integrating
multimedia into the curriculum and facilitating interactive
teaching and improving information literacy are two principal
goals for enhancing undergraduate education. Technology
support for instructional improvement is the most demanding
area for resources because the need cannot be adequately met by
internal reallocation without severely compromising adequate
funding of existing programs. Thus, there is a need for
recurring resources exclusively dedicated to technology to
support instruction.
Recruitment and Preliminary Education, Entry, Facilitation,
and Retention of Minority Students (SOMT $ 589,300
Most medical schools successful in recruiting and retaining
minority students have minority programs. In downstate
Illinois there is no proactive systematic program pathway for
minority students to enter the health professions. This pro-
posal will build such a program at SIU-SOM that will encompass
recruitment, preliminary education, entry facilitation, and
retention of underrepresented minorities. This request was
submitted originally in FY-93, but no funding has been
recommended by the IBHE.
Introduction to the Life Sciences $ 91,000
The funds requested will enable the Biological Sciences,
Microbiology, Physiology, Plant Biology, and Zoology programs
to deliver a new two-semester course which will be required of
all their undergraduate majors. SIUC has given a high priority
to undergraduate studies in the life sciences as part of the
institutional focus on instruction in areas related to natural
resources and the environment and to health care, and because
of the central role of instruction in biology in any quality
undergraduate curriculum.
Undergraduate Program Quality: School of Art and Design $ 209,000
This is an updated version of a request that appeared in the
FY-93 RAMP. The School of Art and Design seeks additional
resources of $209,000 to be allocated which will enable the
unit to continue to improve and to provide quality education to
both majors and non-majors. Funding will be used to add new
faculty, state-of-the-art equipment, and to improve facilities.
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Undergraduate Program Quality: Electrical Engineering $ 136,286
This request seeks the remainder of funding required to
complete the full implementation of the expansion proposal
which was originally recommended for funding by the IBHE for
FY-88. The IBHE again recommended that this proposal be funded
at a level of $125,600 in FY-89 and FY-90. The University is
seeking outyear funding for this expansion which is detailed in
the FY-89 RAMP Planning Documents, pages 236-243.
Undergraduate Program Quality: Physics $ 331,734
This request was submitted in the FY-90 RAMP and was
resubmitted in subsequent years. Details can be found in the
FY-91 RAMP, pages 599-607. The funds requested would allow the
department to address high teaching loads, to replace obsolete
equipment in the undergraduate laboratories, to reinstitute
advanced undergraduate laboratories, and to provide access to
computer utilization by undergraduate students.
Enhancing Minority Faculty Participation $ 250,000
The enhancement of minority participation on the campus is one
of the five priorities in the University's Priorities
Statement. The rationale for this request is to secure funds
to increase the minority faculty presence in the disciplines in
which the minority student enrollment continues to increase.
The resources requested will be used to hire and to support
minority faculty positions in the Colleges of Business and
Administration, Engineering, and Science. The minority student
population will be advantaged by having potential role models
whom they may seek for guidance and mentoring. To date,
resources have not been available to attract minority faculty
in numbers consistent with the increase in students.
Molecular Biology Initiative $ 601,708
The Molecular Biology Program was recommended for funding by
the Illinois Board of Higher Education for FY-87, FY-88, FY-89,
and FY-90. In FY-90, $270,000 was allocated for the program,
leaving a balance of $430,000 in unfunded needs. Adjustment
for inflation now makes the amount requested $601,708. The
details for the funding of this request are contained in the
FY-89 RAMP Planning Document, pages 202-204.
Educational Initiatives (SOM) $ 384,700
The School of Medicine is requesting the use of revenue
generated from the second phase of a two-year tuition increase
plan and supplemental general revenue funds to offset a
temporary loss of income fund realized as part of the payment
schedule conversion. These funds will be used for educational
program maintenance and enhancements and need-based financial
aid.
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AquacuUure Research and Demonstration Center $ 379,661
The campus continues to lead in aquaculture and fish management
at the state and national levels. The amount of external
funding support for fisheries research has increased from
$488,000 in 1986 to an average of $971,000 over the last three
years. This request for funds would expand the activities of
the Cooperative Fisheries Research Laboratory and would provide
a coordinated program of research, training, demonstration, and
technology transfer which would be an outgrowth of SIUC's
long-standing leadership in fisheries in general and aqua-
culture in particular. Graduate training, research, and
technology transfer which would be funded by this request
address problems and policy issues related to the region's and
state's natural resources and environment. This is an updated
request found in the FY-93 and FY-94 RAMP documents.
M.A. Degree in Interactive Media $ 238,532
This is a request for a proposed Master's program in Inter-
active Multimedia, the objectives of which are the following:
(1) to develop the professional and analytical skills necessary
to use new media technologies for communication, creative
production, and research; (2) to provide a training environment
for local media developers (K-12, higher education, government,
private industry); (3) to develop interactive multimedia
processes for regional concerns in education, health, and the
environment; and (4) to provide a teaching environment with a
diverse student mix.
Proactive Recruitment of Multicultural Professionals for
Tomorrow (PROMPT) -~
"~— ... .
^ 97,000
This request is for an extensive minority graduate recruitment
program, established in FY-93 and FY-94, that involves every
academic unit on the campus financially and programmatically.
This program links the campus with twelve historically black
colleges and universities in the Black College Alliance (BCA).
The program also has components for providing summer research
opportunities for students nominated by BCA institutions; iden-
tifying potential scholars attending colleges and universities
in Illinois and its contiguous states; developing among SIUC
minority undergraduates an interest in and an understanding of
the professional opportunities provided by a graduate
education; and providing advanced training for minority
professionals and a minority faculty exchange.
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This program will enable the campus to achieve its mission of
creating new knowledge and integrating it into the education
training of the teachers, researchers, and professionals of
tomorrow. The program assures that the mission will be
achieved by serving an increasingly culturally and ethnically
diverse student population reflecting an increased partici-
pation of women and minorities in disciplines in which they are
currently underrepresented.
RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (RAMP)
PLANNING DOCUMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1996: PRIORITIES
STATEMENTS, PROGRAM REVIEWS, REVIEW OF UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATION, NEW PROGRAM REQUEST, PROGRAM PRIORITIES
REQUESTS, SIUE
Summary
The SIUE mission statement approved by the Board of Trustees in 1985
and included in RAMP 1987, and the recently developed focus statement prepared
in consultation with IBHE, continue to define the University's purposes and
directions. The Planning Statement describes the ways in which SIUE is
fulfilling its mission through current activities and specific plans for FY
1995 and FY 1996. The Statement contains two principal sections: Mission and
Focus Statements of Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville, and the
University's Priorities Statement. The Priorities Statement has eight
subsections: Promote Excellence in Undergraduate Education; Refine and Enhance
Graduate Programs; General Academic Improvements; Increase Access, Retention,
and Graduation of Underrepresented Students; Enhance Campus Life; Enhance the
Campus Environment; Improve Administrative Efficiency; and Promote Services to
the Region.
The RAMP Program Review section includes a description of the review
process reflecting the use of IBHE PQP criteria; the results of all program
reviews conducted in 1991-92; "brief" reviews conducted during 1993-94 in
accordance with the IBHE's statewide lateral program review schedule; an
eight-year review schedule for all academic programs; the results of reviews
conducted for one public service unit (WSIE-FM); and an eight-year review
schedule for public service units.
A Review of Undergraduate Education at Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville, specifically a report on Baccalaureate Skills and General
Education, is also included in accordance with IBHE directives.
One New Program Request is presented: the Master of Social Work
(also included in RAMPs 92, 93, 94, and 95). A cover sheet with abstract is
included, as well as revised budget tables.
Five Program Priorities Requests are presented. All five were
recommended for funding by IBHE in previous fiscal years. The B.S. in Business
Administration, Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching/Honors Academy, and
Improvement of the Undergraduate Program in Nursing appeared first in RAMP 92.
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Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs (including Nurse Anesthesia) and
Minority Incentives appeared first in RAMP 91. No funding was received for any
of these. Since they are unchanged from previous RAMPs, only the title pages,
abstracts, pertinent developments, and revised budget tables are presented.
Rationale for Adoption
The institutional mission statement and focus statement continue to
express the objectives of SIUE. The program evaluation procedures and the
results of all reviews respond to and reflect the needs of the institution and
conform to Illinois Board of Higher Education requirements. The programmatic
budget requests are designed to enhance the University's fulfillment of its
mission.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
The Priorities Statement has been reviewed by the appropriate
administrators and staff. Internal program evaluation information is the
result of extensive committee involvement through the Graduate Council and the
Curriculum Council of the Faculty Senate, as well as substantial administrative
consideration. The New Program Request and the Program Priorities Requests
were previously approved by the University Planning and Budget Council. The
President, SIUE, subsequently recommended them and received the concurrence of
the Chancellor.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That, subject to authority reserved to
this Board to make modifications, changes, or refinements herein as it deems
appropriate in reviewing RAMP Documents, the RAMP Planning Documents for Fiscal
Year 1996 for Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville be and are hereby
approved as presented to the Board this date; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Chancellor shall take appropriate
steps to accomplish filing of the materials approved herein with the Illinois
Board of Higher Education in accordance with prevailing practices of Southern
Illinois University.
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SIUE NEW PROGRAM REQUEST
Master of Socidl Work $ 200,000
The proposed program prepares students for the advanced
practice of social work in one of two specializations:
children and family services or community health care services.
Advanced practice by masters-level social workers includes the
acquisition, evaluation, and utilization of knowledge, values,
and skills in social work practice as identified by the Council
on Social Work Education. The program also prepares advanced
practitioners to take active professional roles in the social
development of the University's service region. Student
enrollment is projected to be 75 in four years with an initial
enrollment of 30 students. The proposal was included in RAMPs
92, 93, 94, and 95. The IBHE staff has no further reservations
about the program and will recommend it for approval once
suitable funding is identified.
SIUE PROGRAM PRIORITIES REQUESTS
Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching/Honors Academy $ 500,000
This budget proposal has a dual purpose: that of enhancing
general education and introductory-level courses in mathematics
and in English composition, and that of providing resources to
implement and support SIUE's Honors Academy program. The new
resources requested will enable SIUE to employ full-time
faculty members for assignment to general education and
introductory-level courses in mathematics and English
composition and to assign experienced faculty members to
interdisciplinary courses in the Honors Academy. The proposal
was approved by IBHE for $500,000 in RAMP 92 but was not funded
because no new program money was forthcoming for FY-92. It was
resubmitted in RAMPs 93, 94, and 95.
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration $ 150,000
The purpose of this request is to permit the School of Business
to implement proposed revisions in the requirements for the
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration. The revisions
in the curriculum include more emphasis on the liberal arts and
sciences as the foundation for study in business, team-
teaching, more structure in the sequencing of course material,
continuous evaluation of the student's writing skills, and the
development of multicultural and international perspectives.
Funding of the proposal will assist faculty in the revision of
their courses and teaching methods in accordance with the
spirit of the curricular revisions. This proposal was recom-
mended by the IBHE for funding in RAMP 92 (no funding was
provided by the state) and was resubmitted in RAMPs 93, 94, and
95.
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Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs $ 250,000
This request for state funding provides for implementation of
the Master of Science Degree in Nursing, Nurse Anesthesia
Specialization, and for improvement of graduate Nursing
programs in general. State funding for initiation of the Nurse
Anesthesia program was requested when the New Program Request
for Nurse Anesthesia was put forward in RAMP 91. The program
was approved and recommended in December, 1989, but no new
program money was forthcoming from the state. Funding was
again requested in RAMPs 92, 93, and 94. The Nurse Anesthesia
program is now being implemented through a grant from the
Department of Health and Human Services, Nursing Division.
Funding will be needed effective FY-96 to continue the program.
In FY-95, funds will be used for enhancement of other graduate
specializations in Nursing.
Improvement of the Undergraduate Program in Nursing $ 100,000
State funding for initiation of major parts of the Registered
Nurse offering was requested in FY 1983 and in FY 1986 and
obtained in FY 1985 and FY 1990, respectively. Since then,
needs in these offerings have expanded considerably due to
increased Registered Nurse student enrollment. In addition,
clinical practicum faculty supervision needs have increased for
generic as well as for RN students. Additional funding is also
being requested to expand undergraduate clinical practicum
opportunities, provide supplemental course offerings in
preparation for the Registered Nurse licensure examination, and
to continue developmental course offerings and support
activities for students that were initiated through federal
grants. This proposal was submitted in RAMPs 92, 94, and 95.
Minority Incentives $ i 50 ,000
The components of this Minority Incentive proposal for SIUE
address the priorities set forth by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education for Minority Preparation and Retention
Initiatives in state universities. The funding request is for
personnel to devote the time necessary to undertake this
important institutional commitment, as well as for grants and
awards to deserving secondary school and university students to
enable them to take advantage of the services this proposal
encompasses. This request is a resubmission of the
Expanded/Improved Program Request that was approved by the IBHE
for funding in both RAMP 91 and RAMP 92. It was resubmitted in
RAMPs 93 and 95.
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TOTAL NEW STATE RESOURCES REQUESTED FOR PROGRAMS :
FISCAL YEAR 1996, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT
EDWARDSVILLE
Requested New
New Program Request State Appropriations
Master of Social Work $200,000
Total New Program Request $ 200,000
Program and Institutional Support Budget Requests
Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching/Honors Academy $500,000
B.S. in Business Administration 150,000
Enhancement of Nursing Graduate Programs 250,000
Improvement of the Undergraduate Program in Nursing 100,000
Minority Incentives 150,000
Total Program and Institutional Support
Budget Requests $1,150,000
TOTAL PROGRAM REQUESTS FOR SIUE $1,350,000
TEMPORARY FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1995
As of this date, Southern Illinois University's appropriation bill
for Fiscal Year 1995 has not been enacted. Since it is essential to maintain
the operation of the University between the beginning of Fiscal Year 1995 and
that time at which the appropriation bill is enacted and an Internal Budget for
Operations is approved by the Board of Trustees, Board approval of the
following resolution is recommended:
Resolution
WHEREAS, Southern Illinois University's appropriation bill for Fiscal
Year 1995 has not been enacted; and
WHEREAS, This meeting of the Southern Illinois University Board of
Trustees is the last regular meeting prior to the beginning of Fiscal Year
1995;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern
Illinois University in regular meeting assembled, That subject to the
availability of funds, the Chancellor of Southern Illinois University is
authorized to make, and to authorize the President of Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale and the President of Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville to make, expenditures necessary for operations until such date as
a completed Internal Budget for Operations for Fiscal Year 1995 is approved by
the Southern Illinois University Board of Trustees.
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APPROVAL OF UTILITY EASEMENT TO THE ILLINOIS BAPTIST
STATE ASSOCIATION, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks approval to grant a permanent easement to the
Illinois Baptist State Association for the purpose of placing a sanitary sewer
line into their new building.
Rationale for Adoption
The planning for the Association's new building is almost completed.
The placement of a sanitary sewer line into the facility from the closest city
sewer main creates a need to run the line across University land a distance of
120 feet. The requested easement is a portion of an alley that was recently
vacated by the City of Carbondale. This alley presently contains remnants of
sewer lines that serviced the two houses on land that was conveyed to the
Association. The old sewer lines are inadequate for continued use and will be
removed during construction of the new line.
This easement will have no impact upon University facilities or
programs. The easement will be adjacent to and east of land that is identified
in some records as Alexander Unit 2 and in other records as tract G.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The request to grant a permanent easement to the Illinois
Baptist State Association for the purpose of constructing and
maintaining a sanitary sewer line into the new facility be and
is hereby approved.
(2) The easements given to the Association shall be as described in
documents on file in the Office of the Board of Trustees in
accordance with I Bylaws 9.
(3) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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GRANT OF SANITARY SEWER EASEMENT
The Grantor, the BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, a
body politic and corporate of the State of Illinois, for and in consideration
of One Dollar ($1.00) in hand paid, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, hereby conveys and grants to the Grantee, ILLINOIS BAPTIST STATE
ASSOCIATION, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, having its principal
office in the City of Springfield, County of Sangamon, State of Illinois, and
its successors and assigns, a permanent right-of-way easement for the purpose
of laying, constructing, reconstructing, removing, replacing, renewing, main-
taining, repairing, operating, and protecting a sewer or sewers, together with
the necessary facilities incident to the construction, operation, and mainte-
nance of said sewer or sewers, over, across, and beneath the following land
owned by the Grantor in the County of Jackson, in the State of Illinois,
to-wit:
A 15 foot wide by 120 feet long strip of land comprised of a part of
the vacated alley lying between the east line of Block 2 and the west line of
Block 3 of Alexander's First Addition to the City of Carbondale, Jackson
County, Illinois, more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southeast corner of Lot 2 in Block 2
of Alexander's First Addition to the City of
Carbondale, Jackson County, Illinois, as shown by the
recorded Plat thereof in Book 5 of Plats on Page 14
in the Recorder's Office of Jackson County, Illinois;
thence Southerly along the East line of Lots 3 and 4
of said Block 2 a distance of 120 feet to a point;
thence Easterly a distance of 15 feet to the West
line of Block 3 of Alexander's First Addition; thence
Northerly along said West line, a distance of 120
feet to a point; thence Westerly a distance of 15
feet to the point of beginning and containing 1800
square feet, more or less.
Situated in the City of Carbondale, in the County of
Jackson, in the State of Illinois.
together with the perpetual right of access, ingress, and egress at all
reasonable times, to and from the property herein described for the purposes
aforesaid.
It is expressly covenanted and agreed between the Grantor and the
Grantee herein, and as covenants running with the land herein described, as
follows:
1. The Grantee shall have the obligation to restore the surface of
that part of the property herein described used for construction purposes
substantially to its original grade and improved state, including, but not
limited to, repairing any driveway or parking area damaged, and reestablishing
turf on any disturbed areas which were used as lawn.
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2. No permanent building or structure shall ever be constructed by
the Grantor or its successor in interest on said easement; provided, however,
the Grantor and its successors may use the easement strip for driveway,
parking, fence, or lawn improvements so long as such use does not prohibit or
unreasonably interfere with the uses and purposes of said easement, or access
by the Grantee for its use and purpose.
3. The said sewer or sewers and all facilities used or useful in
connection therewith shall be installed and maintained at Grantee's sole risk
and expense with due diligence and in a workmanlike manner, and Grantee shall
indemnify and save the Grantor harmless from any loss, damage, or injury to
person or property arising out of Grantee's operations hereunder, except such
as may directly result from the negligence of the Grantor.
Dated this day of June, 1994.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
By_
ATTEST:
Executive Secretary
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REVISED PROJECT DESCRIPTION, INCREASE IN PROJECT
budget; approval of plans and specifications,
and authority to award contracts for stage i-
towlk lake housing renovations, phase htslue
Summary
This matter would approve a revised project description and related
increase in the project budget, and approve the plans and specifications for
the capital project, Tower Lake Housing Renovations, Phase II, SIUE. It would
also authorize the members of the Board's Executive Committee to award
contracts in connection with Stage I of the project.
The renovation program was begun as part of the Student Residence
Facilities capital project, and Phase I of the program is included in that
project. The approved budget for Phase II of the renovations was $3,047,374,
to be funded by housing operating revenue and Repair and Replacement Reserve
funds.
Proposed additions to the project include life safety renovations in
the Commons Building and renovations to residential buildings and the Commons
Building which are required by the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA).
These changes necessitate an increase in the Phase II budget of $484 277 The
total budget would increase from $3,047,374 to $3,531,651. Of that amount,
$1,200,000 is currently available to fund Phase II, Stage I renovations.
Rationale for Adoption
At its December 9, 1993 meeting, the Board approved continuing the
Tower Lake housing renovation program by authorizing the project, Tower Lake
Housing Renovations, Phase II, budgeted at $3,047,374. The Board approved
funding for Stage I of Phase II in the amount of $1,200,000, comprised of
$800,000 from the operating budget of Tower Lake Housing, and $400,000 from the
Tower Lake Housing Repair and Replacement Reserve. The Board also approved
continued retention of the firm of FGM, Inc., Belleville, Illinois, to provide
architectural and engineering services for the project. The Illinois Board of
Higher Education approved the project as a non-instructional capital
improvement at its January 11, 1994 meeting.
As originally developed, Phase II would replace siding, gutters and
downspouts, soffit and facia covering, windows and sliding glass and aluminum
doors, and provide related sealant and caulking in all residential buildings on
the single student (500) side of the apartment complex and in the Commons
Building. The revised project would also include new decking and hand rails
and providing additional fire exits in the Commons Building, and making
ADA-related improvements in residential buildings and the Commons Building.
ADA-related work would include installing audible-visual smoke alarms in
apartments in three 500 side buildings and in five buildings on the 400 side,
and renovating bathrooms, retrofitting the elevator, installing a lift and
motorized exterior doors, redesigning the front desk area, adjusting electrical
and plumbing fixtures to proper heights, and improving the fire alarm system in
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the Commons Building. The additional work recommended was identified during
review of preliminary planning and development of final plans and
specifications.
The additional renovations require at) increase in the project budget
of $484,277, which includes amounts for construction contingency and architects
fees. The total Phase II budget would be $3,531,651. As previously planned,
the project would be funded by Tower Lake housing operating revenues and Repair
and Replacement Reserve funds, and would be pursued in stages. In accord with
the Board's approval of the project, as funds become available University
officers will return for authority to proceed with bidding and contracting
additional stages of the renovations until they are complete.
Stage I would complete the work on eleven residential buildings on
the 500 side, replace the decking and hand rails at the Commons Building,
complete ADA-related work in residential buildings, and complete the motorized
exterior doors in the Commons Building. The architect estimates the cost of
the work in Stage I to be $988,865, which will allow $52,135 for construction
contingency and $159,000 for architect and engineer fees.
The architect has completed the plans and specifications for the
Phase II renovations. They have been reviewed by SIUE officers and by Mr. Carl
Bretscher on behalf of the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees.
Authority for members of the Executive Committee to award contracts
for Stage I work is requested to take advantage of the prime construction
season. Absent this authority, contracts could not be awarded until the
September Board meeting.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The revised capital project, Tower Lake Housing Renovations,
Phase II, SIUE, be and is hereby approved as presented to the
Board this date, with the amended budget for the project
approved in the total amount of $3,531,651.
(2) The plans and specifications for the capital project, Tower Lake
Housing Renovations, Phase II, SIUE, be and are hereby approved
as presented to the Board this date, and officers of Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville are authorized to proceed
with bidding the work to be included in Stage I of the project
in accordance with the plans and specifications approved.
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(3) The members of the Executive Committee of this Board be and are
hereby authorized to award contracts in connection with Stage I
of the aforementioned capital project.
(4) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
PROJECT APPROVAL, APPROVAL OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS, AND
AWARD OF CONTRACT: ROOF REPLACEMENT, SCHNEIDER HALL, SIUC
Summary
This matter seeks project and budget approval to replace the roof on
Schneider Hall, which is one of the three 17-story dormitories in the east
campus residential area.
The original estimated cost of this project was $80,000. Plans and
specifications were prepared by the Physical Plant Engineering Services, and
bids were opened on April 19. The low bid totaled $105,575.
Project and budget approval is being requested herein to reflect this
higher cost and to add a 9% contingency for a revised total project cost of
$115,000. Funding for this work will come from student housing revenue.
In addition, the approval of the plans and specifications is being
requested, as is the award of contract.
Rationale for Adoption
The campus housing office has initiated a project to replace the roof
on Schneider Hall, and the work is to be completed during the summer when the
building is not in use. The estimated cost of this work was set at $80,000.
Plans and specifications for the project were prepared by the Physical Plant
Engineering Services, and bid opening was conducted on April 19. The low bid
was $105,575, or 32% over the estimate. It has been determined that a large
portion of that higher cost was caused by underestimating the amount of time
and equipment necessary to lower all of the present roofing material to ground
level, and then to raise all of the new material up to the roof. The budget is
now revised to reflect the higher costs and to provide a 9% contingency, all
for a total cost of $115,000.
Project and budget approval, the approval of plans and
specifications, and the award of contract are all being requested at this time.
Mr. Carl Bretscher, the Board's consulting architect, has reviewed
the plans and specifications and recommends their approval.
Considerations Against Adoption
University officers are aware of none.
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Constituency Involvement
Not pertinent to this matter.
Resolution
BE IT RESOLVED, By the Board of Trustees of Southern Illinois
University in regular meeting assembled, That:
(1) The project to replace the roof on Schneider Hall be and is
hereby approved at a total cost of $115,000.
(2) Funding for this work will come from student housing revenue.
(3) The contract to replace the roof on Schneider Hall be and is
hereby awarded to American Construction and Energy of
Belleville, Illinois, in the amount of $105,575.
(4) Final plans and specifications for this project are hereby
approved as forwarded to the Board of Trustees via the
Architecture and Design Committee for review, and shall be
placed on file in accordance with I Bylaws 9.
(5) The Chancellor of Southern Illinois University be and is hereby
authorized to take whatever action may be required in the
execution of this resolution in accordance with established
policies and procedures.
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Schneider Hall Roof Repair, SIUC
Bid Opening April 19, 1994, 11:00 A.M. CDST
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BIDDERS
American Construction
Belleville, IL $101,029.00 $4,546.00 -0- $105,575.00^
Mangrum Roofing
Mayfield, KY $119,000.00 $10,000.00 -0- $129,000.00
Vaughn's Roofing
Marion, IL $135,843.00 -0- -0- $135,843.00
Lakeside Roofing
Granite City, IL $155,852.00 $2,500.00 -0- $158,352.00
13 Invitatio
3 No Bid
6 No Reply
is
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The Chair stated that ordinarily at this time the Board would have
the opportunity to acknowledge its retiring student trustees. He stated that
Nick Adams, Student Trustee from SIUE, was unable to attend today's meeting.
The Chair continued that he wanted to publicly acknowledge the excellent
service Nick has rendered while a member of this Board of Trustees. He thanked
Nick for his service and acknowledged that he was a very helpful and informed
member of the Board. He stated that the Board had enjoyed working with him and
enjoyed his participation in the various discussions of the Board. He
explained that Nick had also handled himself in a most professional manner
which brought great credit to his University. He said he was sorry Nick
couldn't be at the meeting today, but asked that these remarks be conveyed to
Nick together with a plaque appropriately acknowledging his service.
The Chair reported that the next meeting of the SIU Board of Trustees
will be held on July 14, 1994 at SIUE. He explained that proper notice would
be given regarding the executive session to be scheduled for Wednesday,
July 13, 1994, for the evaluation of President Belck pursuant to the Statutes
of the Board .
The Chair announced that there will be a news conference immediately
following in this room.
Mr. Norwood moved that the meeting be adjourned. The motion was duly
seconded, and after a voice vote the Chair declared the motion to have passed.
The meeting adjourned at 11:10 a.m.
Sharon Holmes, Executive Secretary
INDEX
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Academic Matters Committee,
members appointed to, 263, 606;
report of, 11-12, 285, 505-06,
535, 585, 608-09, 686, 759, 824,
856
Academic Programs, SIUC:
abolition of the M.S. degree in
Statistics, Department of
Mathematics, College of Science,
117-22
abolition of M.A. degree in
Zoology, Department of Zoology,
College of Science, 123-27
abolition of the M.A. degree in
Plant Biology, Department of
Plant Biology, College of
Science, 128-32
abolition of Renewal Institute
for Practicing Educators,
College of Education, 133-35
abolition of Ph.D. degree in
Higher Education, College of
Education, 136-41
abolition of M.S. degree in
Community Development, College
of Liberal Arts, 142-48
abolition of Ph.D. degree in
Communication Disorders and
Sciences, College of Communi-
cations and Fine Arts, 149-55
abolition of Ph.D. degree in
Molecular Science, Graduate
School, 156-61
abolition of Law Enforcement
Associate in Applied Science
degree, College of Technical
Careers, 162-66
abolition of Avionics Technology
Associate in Applied Science
Degree, College of Technical
Careers, 167-70
abolition of Computer Infor-
mation Processing Associate
in Applied Science degree,
College of Technical Careers,
171-74
Academic Programs, SIUC (cont'd.),
abolition of College of Communi-
cations and Fine Arts; creation
of College of Mass Communi-
cation and Media Arts; and
reallocation of units to College
of Liberal Arts and College of
Education, 175-236
new program request, B.S. in
Manufacturing Engineering,
College of Engineering, 545-73
abolition of B.S., major in
Geography, College of Education,
574-80
abolition of M.A. degrees and two
concentrations in the Rehabili-
tation Institute, College of
Education, 624-32
Academic Programs, SIUE:
M.S. in Accountancy degree program,
School of Business, 20-21
modification of the major in
General Science and Mathematics
to General Science Education,
Bachelor of Science degree
program, Schools of Education
and Sciences, 21-24
termination of Certificate Programs
in Pedodontics, Periodontology
,
and Prosthodontics, School of
Dental Medicine, 74-76
termination of the M.A. /M.S. degree
program, major in Political
Science, School of Social Sciences.
76-84
termination of the B.S. degree
program, major in Recreation,
School of Education, 85-89
termination of the M.A. degree
program, major in Philosophy,
and the Specialization in Women's
Studies, School of Humanities,
90-98
termination of the B.S. degree
program, major in Physical
Science Education, Schools of
Education and Sciences, 99-102
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Academic Programs, SIUE (cont'd.),
termination of the Doctor of
Education Degree Program,
major in Instructional Process,
School of Education, 103-16
Specialist degree program, major
in Psychology, School of
Education, request for new
program, 296-365
Arts and Sciences, College of,
creation of, 488-97
abolition of specialization in
Linguistics, M.A. degree
program, major in English,
School of Humanities, 514-21
Adams, Nick, SIUE,
newly-elected Student Trustee,
503; appointed to A & D Com-
mittee, 503, 606; recognition
of, 884
Alumni, Former Students and Friends
of Southern Illinois University,
Incorporated, Association of, SIUC,
member and alternate appointed,
607; report of meeting, 533
Appeals, applications for,
Gerald Eugene Thomas, SIUE, 616
Priscilla Smith, SIUE, 826-27
Eric Bielecki, SIUC, 858
Architecture and Design Committee,
members appointed to, 263, 606;
report of, 11, 285, 505, 534-35,
585, 608, 686, 759, 824, 856
Art and Design Building, SIUE,
equipment installation, approval
of plans and specifications and
authority for award of contracts,
396-398
ribbon-cutting ceremony, 506
current and pending matter:
increase in project budget and
award of contracts, equipment
installation, 522-28
Arts and Sciences, College of, SIUE,
creation of, 488-97
Belck, Nancy G. , SIUE,
appointment as President, 600-01
Benz, Linda, SIUC,
15th Lindell W. Sturgis Public
Service Award recipient, 813
Birger, B. Barnard,
member, Board of Trustees,
recognition of, 258-59
Board of Higher Education, Illinois,
meetings, report of, 264-65, 504,
534, 685, 822-23; member and
alternate appointed to, 607; summary
of IBHE operating budget recom-
mendations for FY-95, 609-15
Board of Trustees,
Academic Matters Committee, members
appointed to, 263, 606; report
of, 11-12, 285, 505-06, 535, 585,
686, 759, 824, 856
Alumni, Former Students and Friends
of Southern Illinois University,
Incorporated, Association of,
SIUC, member and alternate
appointed, 607; report of meeting,
533
Anniversary, 125th,
proclamations recognizing, 690-91;
report on celebration, 821-22
Architecture and Design Committee,
members appointed to, 263, 606;
report of, 11, 285, 505, 534-35,
585, 608, 686, 759, 824, 856
Birger, B. Barnard,
recognition of, 258-59
Board of Higher Education, Illinois,
meetings, report, 264-65, 504,
534, 685, 822-23; member and
alternate appointed to, 607;
summary of IBHE operating budget
recommendations for FY-95, 609-15
Commencement, report of: SIUC,
264, 845; SIUE, 825
Committees of the Board, members
appointed to, 606
Election of Officers, 605-07
Executive Committee, members elected
60, 606; report of, 7-10, 266-84,
847-55
Finance Committee, members appointed
to, 606; report of, 11, 285, 505,
534, 585, 607-08, 686, 759, 823, 856
Joint Trustees Committee for
Springfield Medical Education
Programs, members and alternate
appointed to, 607
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Board of Trustees (cont'd.),
Meetings: approval of schedule for
1994, 256-57; special, 4, 262,
501, 583, 817, 842-43; change
in, 533
Officers, elected, 605-07
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville Foundation, Board
of Directors, member and
alternate appointed to, 263,
607; report of, 846-47
Southern Illinois University
Foundation, SIUC, Board of
Directors, members and alternate
appointed to, 607; report of,
503, 533-34, 685, 819-21;
report of gift, 686
State Universities Civil Service
System, Board of Trustees of,
member elected to, 606; report
of, 503-04, 607, 846
State Universities Retirement
System, Board of Trustees of,
member elected to, 606; report
of, 504-05, 758, 845-46
Boydston, Don and Joann,
gift to University, 760-61
Bradford, Corey, SIUE,
Student Trustee, resignation
of, 6-7
Brewster, John,
appointed to Finance Committee,
606; appointed to Board of
Directors, SIU Foundation, 607;
alternate to Board of Directors,
Association of Alumni, Former
Students and Friends of Southern
Illinois University, Incorpo-
rated, 607; elected member of
State Universities Civil Service
System Merit Board, 606
Bursar Facilities, SIUE,
remodeling, recommendation on
architects, 395-96
Budget,
FY-94: annual internal budget
for operations, 375-82
Budget (cont'd. )
,
FY-95: RAMP planning documents:
executive summary, 241-42;
planning statements, program
reviews, program and insti-
tutional support budget requests
SIUC, including School of
Medicine, 247-51; planning
statements, program reviews,
review of undergraduate new
program request, program and
institutional budget requests,
SIUE, 242-46; capital budget
priorities, 388-94; operating
budget request, 383-87;
operating RAMP guidelines,
summary of IBHE operating
budget recommendations, 609-15
FY-96: RAMP planning documents:
executive summary, 863-64;
mission statement, focus
statement, priorities statement,
program review reports, under-
graduate review report, program
priorities requests, new
program request, SIUC, including
School of Medicine, 864-70;
priorities statements, program
reviews, review of undergraduate
education, new program request,
program priorities requests,
SIUE, 870-74
Campus Housing Activity Fee, SIUE,
notice of proposed increase,
658-60; increase in, 710-13
Capital Improvements, SIUC,
Buildings:
Student Recreation Center, exterior
painting, approval of plans and
specifications and award of
contract, 252-53
Biological Sciences Addition,
project approval and selection
of architect, 398-99
Trueblood Hall renovations, revised
project budget, approval of plans
and specifications, and award of
contracts, 639-42
Capital Improvements, SIUC, (cont'd.),
Buildings:
Woody Hall, project approval and
selection of architect, 643-44
Lentz Hall renovations, project
approval and selection of archi-
tect, 645-46
Springfield Combined Laboratory
Addition, Springfield Medical
Campus, project approval and
selection of architect, 648-49
Student Center, remodeling,
project approval and selection
of architect, 650-51
Neckers Building renovations,
project approval , 772-74
Other:
Morris Library elevator controls,
renovations of, revised project
approval, approval of plans and
specifications, 399=402; revised
project approval , 771-72
Fire alarm system renovations,
Phase II, University housing,
project approval and selection
of engineer, 403-04; project
approval, approval of plans and
specifications, and award of
contract, 542-43; project
approval and selection of
architect, Phase III, 733-34
Schneider Hall, roof replacement,
project approval , approval of
plans and specifications, award
of contract, 881-83
Capital Improvements, SIUE:
Buildings:
Vadalabene Center roof replacement,
award of contract, 7-10
Tower Lake Apartments, renovations
of, approval of plans and speci-
fications, 540-42; project
approval and retention of
architect, 590-92; award of
contracts, 633-38; revised
project description, increase in
project budget, approval of
plans and specifications, and
award of contracts, Stage I,
879-81
Dental Clinic renovations, increase
in project budget and selection
of architect, 837-39
Capital Improvements, SIUE, (cont'd.)*
Buildings:
Student Residence Hall, award of
contracts, Executive Committee
Report, 266-84
Other:
University Center cafeteria reno-
vation, project approval and
retention of architect, 708-10;
approval of plans and specifi-
cations and authority to award
contracts, 774-75; Executive
Committee Report,847-55
Capital Projects, FY 1993, SIUC,
project approvals and selection
of engineers, 544-45
Capital Projects, FY 1994, School
of Medicine, SIUC,
project approvals and selection
of architects, 646-48
Choate, Clyde L., SIUC,
presented 4th Sturgis Professional
Achievement Award, 813-14
Commencement,
SIUC, 264, 845; SIUE, 825
Constituency Heads,
recognized, 5-6, 604, 684, 758,
819, 845
Dental Medicine, SIUC,
termination of certificate programs
in pedodontics, peri odontology, arid
prosthodontics, 74-76
D'Esposito, Molly,
appointed Chair of Finance Committee
606; alternate on Board of Directors
SIU Foundation, 607; alternate on
IBHE, 67; elected Vice-Chair, 605
Distinguished Service Award:
SIUC: Ivan A. Elliott, Jr., 809-12
SIUE: John P. Kendall, 776-77
Donnelly, Brian, SIUE,
Acting Vice-President for
Administration, introduced, 609
Earthquake Preparedness, SIUC,
report on, requested, 687
Easements,
SIUC: to Illinois Baptist State
Association, 404-06, 875-78
Economic Impact,
presentation, 287-90
889
Elliott, Ivan A. , Jr.
,
presentation of Lindell W. Sturgis
Memorial Public Service Award,
812-14; presented Distinguished
Service Award, SIUC, 809-12
Evergreen Terrace, SIUC,
proposed use of revenue bond fee
funds for, 592-93; remodeling,
project approval and selection
of architect, 732-33
Executive Committee,
members elected to, 606; report
of, 7-10, 266-84, 847-55
Family and Community Medicine,
SIUC, School of Medicine,
department name changed from
Department of Family Medicine,
366-74
Fees,
Athletic Fee, SIUE, notice of
proposed increase, 665-70;
increase in, 718-23
Campus Housing Activity Fee,
SIUE, notice of proposed
increase, 658-60; increase in
710-13
Residence Hall Rates and
Apartment Rentals, SIUC, notice
of proposed increase, 671-80;
increase in, 736-47
Student Activity Fee, SIUC,
notice of proposed fee
increase, 752-53; increase in,
804-09
Student Medical Benefit Fee, SIUC,
notice of proposed increase in,
748-51; increase in, 795-804
Student Residence Hall, SIUE,
establishment of room and
board rates, notice of, 655-68;
approval of, 724-26
Summer Term Fee Schedule, SIUE,
creation of, notice of proposed
change, 407-09; approval of,
512-14
Textbook Rental Fee, SIUE, notice
of proposed increase, 661-64;
increase in, 714-18
Tower Lake Apartment Rental Rates,
notice of proposed increase,
651-54; increase in, 727-30
Finance Committee,
members appointed to, 606; report of,
11, 285, 505, 534, 585, 607-08, 686,
759, 823, 856
Financial Arrangements,
temporary, for FY 1995, 874
Foote, Joe, SIUC,
Dean of College of Mass Communi-
cation and Media Arts, introduced,
609
Heth, David, SIUE,
Director of Finance, introduced, 586
Honorary degrees, SIUC:
Ray W. Fuller, Doctor of Science,
767-68
Brian P. Lamb, Doctor of Human
Discourse, 768-69
Information Report: Approval of New
Programs, Reasonable and Moderate
Extensions, Requests for Off-Campus
Program Locations, and Academic
Program Suspensions, 7/1/92 through
6/30/93, 14-17
Joint Trustees Committee for Spring-
field Medical Education Programs,
members and alternate appointed to,
607
Kochan, Mark, SIUC,
Student Trustee introduced, 7;
appointed to Academic Matters
Committee, 263, 606
Kraft, Steven, SIUC,
President, Graduate Council,
comments by, 814-15
Land Acquisition, SIUC,
project approval, 734-35
Lazerson, Earl , SIUE,
resignation of, as President,
594-95; recognition of, 596-98
Legislation of the Board of Trustees,
amendments to:
Athletic Fee, SIUE, notice of
proposed increase, 665-70;
increase in, 718-23
Campus Housing Activity Fee, SIUE,
notice of proposed increase,
658-60; increase in, 710-13
890
Legislation of the Board of Trustees,
amendments to, (cont'd.),
Residence Hall Rates and Apartment
Rentals, SIUC, notice of proposed
increase, 671-80; increase in,
736-47
Student Activity Fee, SIUC, notice
of proposed fee increase, 752-53;
increase in, 804-09
Student Medical Benefit Fee, SIUC,
notice of proposed increase,
748-51; increase in, 795-804
Student Residence Hall, SIUE,
establishment of room and board
rates, notice of, 655-58;
approval of, 724-26
Summer Term Fee Schedule, SIUE,
creation of, notice of proposed
change, 407-09; approval of,
512-14
Textbook Rental Fee, SIUE, notice
of proposed increase, 661-64;
increase in, 714-18
Tower Lake Apartment Rental Rates,
SIUE, notice of proposed increase
651-54; increase in, 727-30
Legislative activity,
report on, 13, 535-36, 691, 761,
827-28, 858
Lentz Hall, SIUC,
renovations, project approval and
selection of architect, 645-46
Manufacturing Engineering, SIUC,
B.S. in, new program request,
545-73
Mass Communication and Media Arts,
SIUC,
College of, creation of, 175-236
McGuire, James, SIUC,
Dean of College of Agriculture,
introduced, 287
Medicine, School of, SIUC,
establishment of new educational
unit, Department of Neurology,
25-73; Springfield Combined
Laboratory Addition, project
approval and selection of
architect, 648-49; land
acquisition, project approval,
734-735
Meetings, Board of Trustees,
approval of schedule for 1994,
256-57; special, 4, 262, 501, 583,
817, 842-43; change in, 533
Moy, Richard, SIUC,
Dean, SIU School of Medicine,
recognized, 287
Narve, Muriel, SIUC,
President, Civil Service Employees
Council, remarks by, 824
Neurology, Department of, SIUC,
School of Medicine, establishment
of new educational unit, 25-73
Norwood, William R.
,
appointed Chair of Academic Matters
Committee, 606; appointed to Asso-
ciation of Alumni, Former Students
and Friends of Southern Illinois
University, Incorporated, SIUC,
607; re-elected to Board of Trustees
of State Universities Retirement
System, 606; inducted into SIU
Intercollegiate Hall of Fame, 6
Olympic Festival, SIUE,
report on, 506, 609, 687-89, 857
Optometric Eye Care Clinic, SIUE,
increase in project budget, 731-32
Parker, Jack, SIUC,
Dean, College of Science, intro-
duced, 509
Parking lots and drives, SIUC,
project approval and selection of
engineer, 770-71
Pitts, Paul, SIUE,
affirmative action and equal oppor-
tunity officer, introduced, 586
PQP (Priority, Quality and
Productivity), report on, 12-13,
409-87
President, SIUE,
search for, report on, 287, 507,
536, 598-99; appointment of,
current and pending matter, 599-600
Public Service Units, SIUE,
reorganization of, 236-41
Purchase Orders and Contracts,
report of, 14, 290, 507, 537, 586,
617, 703,762, 829, 859
891
Quatroche, J. Robert, SIUC,
Vice-President for Institutional
Advancement, introduced, 586
Quillian, Ben, SIUE,
Vice-President for Administration
resignation announced, 286-87
Residence hall and apartment
rentals, SIUC:
notice of proposed increase,
671-80; increase in, 736-47
Revenue Bond Fee Funds, SIUC,
proposed use for Evergreen
Terrace, 592-93
Rowe, Harris,
appointed to A & D Committee,
606; alternate to Joint
Trustees Committee for
Springfield Medical Education
Programs, 607; elected to
Executive Committee, 606
Salary Increase Plans,
for FY 1994, 497-99
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville Foundation, Board
of Directors, member and
alternate appointed to, 263,
607; report of, 846-47
Southern Illinois University
Foundation, SIUC, member and
alternate appointed to, 607;
report of meetings, 503,
533-34, 685, 819-21
Specialist Degree Program, SIUE,
major in Psychology, School
of Education, new program,
296-365
State Universities Civil Service
System Merit Board, member
elected to, 606; meetings,
503-04, 607, 846
State Universities Retirement
System, Board of Trustees of,
member elected to, 606; report
of, 504-05, 758, 845-46
Stiehl , Celeste M.
,
introduced as newly-appointed
Trustee, 259, 263; appointed
to A & D Committee, 263, 606;
appointed to SIUE Foundation,
263, 607
Student Activity Fee, SIUC,
notice of proposed fee increase,
752-53; increase in, 804-09
' Student Center, SIUC,
remodeling, project approval and
selection of architect, 650-51
Student Medical Benefit Fee, SIUC,
notice of proposed increase, 748-
51; increase in, 795-804
Student Recreation Center, SIUC,
approval of plans and specifi-
cations and award of contract,
exterior painting, 252-53
Student Residence Hall, SIUE,
Executive Committee Report,
award of contracts, 266-84;
establishment of room and board
rates, notice of, 656-58;
approval of, 724-26
Sturgis, Lindell W. , Memorial Public
Service Award, SIUC,
presentation of 15th award of
Linda Benz, 813; 4th Lindell W.
Sturgis Professional Achievement
Award, Clyde L. Choate, 813-14
Summer Term Fee Schedule, SIUE,
creation of, notice of proposed
change, 407-09; approval of, 512-14
Temporary financial arrangements,
for FY 1995, 874
Tower Lake Apartments, SIUE,
renovation of, approval of plans
and specifications, 540-42;
project approval and retention of
architect, 590-92; award of
contracts, 633-38; revised project
description, increase in project
budget, approval of plans and
specifications, and authority to
award contracts, Stage I, 879-81
Trueblood Hall , SIUC,
revised project budget, approval
of plans and specifications and
award of contracts, 639-42
Tuition,
rate increase for FY 95 and FY 96,
notice of proposed changes, 692-
702; increase in, 778-94
892
University Center Cafeteria
Renovation, SIUE,
project approval and retention
of architect, 708-10
University Center Food Service
Improvements, SIUE,
approval of plans and specifi-
cations, 833-36
Vadalabene, Senator Sam,
recognition of, 828
Vadalabene Center, SIUE,
roof replacement, award of
contract by Executive
Committee, 7-10
VanMeter, A. D. , Jr.,
elected Chairman, Board of
Trustees, 605; appointed to
Academic Matters Committee,
606; appointed to Illinois
Board of Higher Education,
607; member of Executive
Committee, 606; member of
Joint Trustees Committee
for Springfield Medical
Education Programs, 607
Wilkins, George T. , Jr.,
elected Secretary, Board of
Trustees, 605; reappointed
Chairman of the Architecture
and Design Committee, 606;
appointed to Joint Trustees
Committee for Springfield
Medical Education Programs,
607; appointed alternate to
Board of Directors, SIU at
Edwardsville Foundation,
607; re-elected member of
Executive Committee, 606
Woody Hall, SIUC,
project approval and selection
of architect, 643-44
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